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Preface
This book provides a rather comprehensive presentation of the physics and
modeling of high-frequency bipolar transistors with particular emphasis given
to silicon-based devices. I hope it will be found useful by those who do as well
as by those who intend to work in the field, as it compiles and extends material
presented in numerous publications in a coherent fashion.
I've worked on this project for years and did my best to avoid errors. Despite all efforts it is possible that "something" has been overlooked during
copy-editing and proof-reading. If you find a mistake please let me know.

Michael Reisch
Kempten, December 2002

Notation
It is intended here to use the most widely employed notation, in cases where
the standard textbook notation is different from the SPICE notation, the
latter is used. In order to make formulas more readable, model parameters
represented in SPICE by a series of capital letters are written here as one
capital letter with the rest in the form of a subscript (e.g. XCJC is used
here instead of the XCJC used in the SPICE input). Concerning the use of
lower-case and capital letters, the following rules are applied:

• Time-dependent large-signal quantities are represented by lower-case letters. The variables 't, v and p therefore denote time-dependent current,
voltage and power values.
• Stationary large-signal quantities are represented by capital letters. The
variables I, V and P therefore denote constant values of current, voltage
and power or effective values of the corresponding periodic time-dependent
quantities.
• Subscript capital letters are used for large-signal quantities (such as 'ie, Ie,
VEE and VEE).
• Subscript lower-case letters are used for small-signal quantities (such as
and ic).

'Ube

This convention is also applied to the node and element names in equivalent
circuits: node names in large-signal equivalent circuits are represented by
capital letters (such as E and S), and node names in small-signal equivalent
circuits are represented by lower-case letters (such as e and s). Elements of a
large-signal equivalent circuit are denoted by capital letters (such as R), and
clements of a small-signal equivalent circuit are denoted by lower-case letters
(such as r). The symbol rbb' therefore denotes the resistance that lies between
nodes band b ' of a small-signal equivalent circuit. In some frequently occuring
cases we deviate from this convention in order to simplify the notation: for
example, instead of .%'e', the symbol g7r is used to denote the internal smallsignal conductance of the emitter-base junction.
Overlines are used to denote time averages of periodic quantities. A timedependent voltage v(t) that is periodic with period T is therefore denoted
by

v = ~ {T v(t) dt .
T Jo

The subscript "eff" is used to denote effective values of periodic timedependent quantities such as Veff = Vrms, where
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No subscript is used, if it is clear from the context that a variable denotes an
effective value.
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As an example, consider a time-dependent base-emitter voltage as depicted
in the Figure. The large-signal quantity VlJE takes values in the interval between 400 m V and 700 m V as indicated in Table 1.
Table 1. Values of VBE(t)

Time t

0<tS:.T/3

2T /3 < t S:. T

T/3<tS:.2T/3

t

400 + 900 T

t

-100 + 900 T

400

t)

-100 + 900 ( -2 - 3 T

-100

The time average of the voltage is

1 [loT
400
dt + 900 loT /3 - dt + 900 h2T /3 (2
- - -t ) dt ]
T
.
3 T

VEE

T

mV

=

t

.0

~ (400 T + 300 ~)

0

T/3

= 500 .

and represents the dc component. The ac part Vbe(t) is obtained by subtraction of the dc component of the base-emitter voltage VRTc = VRTc from its
time-dependent large-signal value VEE (t):
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The ac part takes values in the interval between -100 m V and 200 m V and
has a time average of zero. Since Vbe = 0, one obtains

i.e. the effective value Vm;,etf of

VBE,eff

=

VBE

is given by

JViE + vGc JViE + V;c ,
=

J

where Vbe =
vGe denotes the effective value of the ac part. The value of Vbe
is determined from

r
T Jo

T

~

;:3

+-1 j'T
T

(900

2T/3

iT _100) 2 dt + ~T JT/3
r /3 (1000 _ 900 i)
2 dt
T
2T

(100)2 dt = 10 4

as 100 m V. The effective value of the large-signal base-emitter voltage is
therefore larger than its dc component:

VBE,eff =

VViE + V;c = V(500

m V)2

+ (100 m V)2

509.9 mV.

Complex Notation
Harmonic time-dependent quantities are represented in complex notation as
follows: 1

where the complex amplitude :fz. has a magnitude v = 1:fz.1. Complex timedependent quantities are represented by underlines, the symbols 1!. and i therefore correspond to

The amplitude

V =

f;

is related to the effective value V by

v/V2.

The use of complex effective quantities such as

ll;nderlines denote generally complex quantities. To simplify notation, however, not all
complex quantities are underlined: impedances (symbol z, Z), admittances (symbol y, Y) or
hybrid parameters (symbol h), for example, are understood as complex quantities without
explicit underlining.

x
is convenient for power and noise calculations. If the instantaneous current is

and the instantaneolls voltage is

the instantaneous power is

v(t)i(t) = Re (I V*)

p(t)

IV COS(Yi-Yv)

+ Re (I V e j2"-'t)

+ IV cos(2wt+yi+yv)

while the average power is
P = p(t) = Re(1V*) = IVcos(Yi-Yv) ,

if the complex effective values V and I are represented as V = Vej<pv and
I = I ej<pi. Transfer factors, impedances, admittances, etc. are defined in
terms of averages and are independent of the notation used as is illustrated
by the following example:

A parallel connection of several impedances Zi can be represented by a single
impedance with a value given by

Z = Zl

I

Z2

I ... I

Zn =

(~+
~
+... +~)
-1
Zl
Z2
Zn

.

The symbol" II" denotes an operator that causes the addition of the reciprocals
of the specified impedances, with subsequent reciprocation. The operation is
performed before addition or subtraction, but after multiplication or division.

Vectors
In rectangular coordinates, we may define vectors in terms of their components, e.g.

using the unit vectors ex, e y and e z , which specify what we mean by the x
direction, y direction and z direction.
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Part I

INTRODUCTION

1 An Introductory Survey
This chapter briefly reviews the fundamentals of circuit theory, semiconductors, pn junctions, bipolar transistor physics and compact models for the
analysis of large-signal, small-signal and noise behavior. Before going into details, it introduces the reader to the field at an elementary level. It should
make the material presented in part II accessible to graduate students.

1.1 History
The invention of the transistor in 1947 - more than half a century ago - was an
important milestone in the development of industrial civilization. Since that
time the combined effort of thousands of physicists, chemists and engineers
has allowed the basic principle of the transistor to be developed to the present
state. Although the aim of this book is a description of the state of the art,
it seems worthwhile to spend a few moments to look back on this fascinating
development.

1.1.1 Early Developments
There was some work on semiconductors before the invention of the transistor, and around 1880 the unique features of semiconductors (photoconductivity, photovoltaic effect, negative temperature coefficient of specific resistance,
nonlinear rectifying properties of semiconductor contacts) were known - the
term semiconductor, however, was not coined until 1911. A deeper understanding of the behavior of semiconducting materials had to wait for the
development of quantum theory and its application to electrons in solids in
the early 1930s. Around 1945 semiconductors were already recognized as materials with a bandgap that could show both n-type or p-type conductivity,
dependent on the nature of the impurities incorporated in the lattice; a theoretical investigation of the rectifying properties that "considered most of
the essential features of modern low-level rectification theory and specifically
pointed out the importance of minority carriers in determining the rectifying
action" [1] was published by Davydov in 1938.
Before the invention of the transistor, two devices - the vacuum tube and
the relay - were known as electrically controlled switches. While the first
suffered from a significant standby power and limited lifetime, the second was
slow, with switching times in excess of a millisecond. In the 1920s and 1930s
it was already being speculated that solid-state electronic devices could be
used as amplifiers and replace the bulky, voltage- and power-hungry vacuum
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tubes in use then. 1 Later in 1945, a research group headed by W. Shockley
was established at Bell Telephone Laboratories to investigate semiconductors
with the goal to develop a device that could replace the vacuum tube and the
relay for amplifying and switching purposes.

1.1.2 The First Transistors
The first transistor 2 was realized by Brattain and Bardeen [3] by placing two
closely adjacent electrodes 3 of the point-contact rectifier type on an n-type
block of germanium. The schematic presented in the first publication is redrawn in Fig. 1.1 with ~llight modifications and shows what we would call
today a small-signal amplifier with a pnp transistor in common-base configuration: The signal Veb(t) is superimposed on the hias voltage VEE and modu-

Fig. 1.1. Schematic of semiconductor triode (after [3])

lates the current iE (t) that flows into the emitter and reaches the collector to a
certain extent. From this cross section the naming of the base region becomes
obvious. With such devices power gains of about 100 (20 dB) at an output
power of 25 mW and frequency up to 10 MHz were achieved [4]. Due to the
lateral spacing of the (small-size) contacts, these so-called point-contact transistors suffered from inherent limitations in power-handling capacity and operating frequency. Furthermore, their behavior was largely governed by surface
IThe concept foreseen at that time was what is known today as the field-effect transistor,
and numerous experiments were performed to observe the expected field effect. As explained
by Bardeen, they all failed because of the large number of charged surface states that shield
the semiconductor body from the effects of the external field.
2The naming of the transistor [2] is explained by the fact, that at the time the device was
considered to be a "dual to the vacuum diode in that input was a current and the output
was a voltage (in a vacuum tube the input is a voltage and the output is a current)" - if "a
vacuum tube has transconductance its dual should have transresistance"; a slight shortening
of the corresponding "transresistor" resulted in "transistor". This assumption, which emphasizes transistors as current-controlled devices, is not true for state-of-the-art transistors
with a base current that may be neglected in many applications; such a device acts instead
like a nonlinear voltage-controlled current source, i.e., as a pure transconductance element.
3For example gold wires with a thickness of approx. 50)lm forming gold contacts with
a separation of approx. 50 - 250 )lm; passing short current pulses (forming) through the
contacts improved the electrical characteristics (probably due to alloying).
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effects, resulting in poor reproducibility of electrical characteristics, electrical
im,tability and high noise levels that were in addition affected by changes in
temperature and humidity. Only small numbers of the point-contact transistor were fabricated in the 1950s.
Shockley soon recognized the important role of minority carriers for the
operation of the device and towards the end of January 1948 formulated his
theory of pn junctions [5-7]. Based on his analysis of minority-carrier injection at forward-biased junctions and collection at reverse biased junctions, he
invented the junction transistor, which uses two pn junctions in close proximity: minority carriers injected at a forward- hiased junction can diffuse through
the intermediate layer and he collected hy the second junction, which is operated in reverse bias. The current generated in the low-impedance emitter
circuit therefore causes a current to flow in the high-impedance collector circuit, resulting in power gain [8]. The potentials ofthe new device were almost
immediately recognized. 4
After another two years spent learning how to grow single crystals of highpurity germanium hy slowly pulling a seed crystal from the melt (Czochralski
method), how to purify materials using the process of wne refining, and
how to control the doping during crystal growth, in April 1950 a gennanium crystal was grown with a thin p-type region sandwiched between two
n-type regions [8]. The electrical characteristics of the npn transistor realitled
in this grown-junction technique were pretty stable and largely consistent
with Shockley's theory; in addition to this, the noise level was considerably
lower than in point-contact transistors. Nevertheless, still considerable leakage currents were ohserved; furthermore, the realization of thin hase layers
and finding their correct location to reali?:e a base contact was a severe problem with this technique. A manufacturable and reliable device still had to be
developed.
A considerable push in transistor development came from military programs. From the early 1950s the interest in low-weight, small-size and highly
reliable electronic devices, which arose from the implementation of aircraft
and rocket control systems with increasing complexity, helped to fund the development of the new technology at a rapid pace. Various approaches, such as
the alloy transistor, formed by alloying for example indium to n-type gennanium, were investigated, but the reproducible production of high-frequency
1Becker and Shive introduced their classic paper [9], which appeared in March of 1949,
with the words: "A transistor differs advantageously from a vacuum tube in several important respects. It has no vacuum. It has no filament; consequently it consumes no filament
power and requires no warm-up time. It is both smaller and lighter than any commercially
available vacuum tube. vVithin the present limitations of their power handling capacity,
noise, and frequency response, transistors can perform many of the tasks now performed
by vacuum tube triodes. They have been successfully demonstrated in radio-frequency,
intermediate-frequency, and audio-frequency amplifiers, oscillators, mixers, and pulse generators."
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bipolar transistors was not possible with these techniques. This was achieved
for the first time with the development of the impurity diffusion technique,
which allowed for good control of base width and doping concentrations. The
first germanium-diffused transistor was made by Lee using the mesa technique
and showed a cutoff frequency of 500 MHz [8]. Furthermore, the diffusion process allowed for batch production with a substantial reduction in production
costs.

1.1.3 Silicon Transistors
The first transistors were realized with germanium, a semiconductor with a
bandgap (Wg ~ 0.67 eV) considerably smaller than the bandgap of silicon
(Wg ~ 1.12 eV). The small bandgap of germanium results in a small voltage
drop across germanium pn junctions under forward bias and therefore in
reduced power dissipation. Another advantage of germanium with respect
to silicon is its larger minority-carrier mobility, resulting in smaller transit
time and larger speed of operation. Since the intrinsic carrier density, 'ni, is
much larger in germanium than in silicon, germanium junctions suffer from
a substantial reverse current that increases rapidly with temperature. The
reverse current of a comparable silicon pn junction is orders of magnitude
smaller: this is a significant advantage of silicon bipolar transistors, which
may be employed in switching applications over a much wider temperature
range. Further advantages of silicon are the processing flexibility that results
from dopants with different diffusion coefficients 5 and, in particular, the fact
that an excellent insulator (Si0 2 ) is obtained by simple oxidation of silicon of particular importance in this respect is the low density (down to 1Q 1O cm- 2 )
of surface states at the Si -Si0 2 interface.
The advantages of silicon were quickly recogni;>;ed. However, the problem
with silicon was, that the chemical and metallurgical process of device formation required much higher temperatures 6 as in germanium. Nonetheless,
in 1954, after application of the Cwchralski method to the growth of singlecrystal silicon, and the floating zone method to purify the resulting contaminated silicon crystal, the first manufacturable silicon transistor was realized
with grown-junction technology at Texas Instruments.
The observation by Frosch and Derick [8] that a thin layer of silicon dioxide
is able to mask the diffusion of certain donors and acceptors into the underlying silicon bulk material and the development of photolithography based on
early observations of Andrus and Bond, paved the way to the invention of the
planar process by Hoerni of the Fairchild Corporation in 1959. In this process
pn junctions are formed by diffusion of dopants through an opening in a layer
.5'vVhile in Ge all donors diffnse mnch faster than acceptors, in Si both slow- (arsenic,
antimony) and fast-diffusing (boron, phosphorus) donors and acceptors are available.
6The melting point of Ge (960°C) lies well below the melting point of silicon (1430°C).
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Fig. 1.2. Cross section (schematic) of a vertical npn bipolar transistor fabricated with planar technology
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of thermal oxide, which masks the rest of the semiconductor. The planar process provided transistors with unprecedented reliability and allowed for the
development of integrated circuits. An essential improvement of the planar
process was the termination of the junction with thermally grown silicon dioxide, which, due to its low defect density, avoided the nonideal characteristics
and reverse-bias leakage currents of earlier approaches. Planar devices showed
stable characteristics and were much more reliable than previously produced
mesa transistors. The realization of transistors with a low-doped collector region, proposed by Early in 1954 [10]' became possible with the development
of epitaxial growth techniques. In 1960 the first epitaxial layer was grown on
a silicon substrate [11], and the first transistor with a low-doped epitaxial
region on a heavily doped substrate and a cross section as depicted in Fig.
1.2 followed soon.

B

E

c

n+ buried layer
channel--------------------------------~

stop

p substrate

Fig. 1.3. Cross section
(schematic) of vertical
npn transistor as employed for the application in integrated circuits

1.1.4 Integrated Bipolar Transistors
The concept of integrated circuits, in discussion already in the early 1950s [4]
and first reali~ed by Kilby in 1958, became commercially viable with the first
silicon planar integrated circuits realized by R. Noyce of Fairchild. In March
1961 Fairchild produced the first integrated circuits, which provided transistors, diodes, resistors and capacitors on one chip, isolated by reverse-biased
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pn junctions. During the next two decades the planar process evolved with
the introduction of epitaxial collector regions above heavily doped buried layers, LOCOS isolation as a substitute for the pure pn junction isolation, and
implantation of impurities for the realization of narrow base regions (mandatory for large cutoff frequencies), to mention just the most important developments. Reliable integrated high-frequency bipolar transistors with a cross
section as depicted in Fig. 1.3 have been fabricated since the middle of the
1970s [12].
Continuous effort was spent on the reduction of vertical device dimensions
aiming towards increased cutoff frequencies. Arsenic-doped emitters with
shallow boron-doped bases realized by implantation allowed for the fabrication of thin emitter and base layers. Metal contacts, however, were quickly
recognized to increase the base current when the emitter depth decreased, and
thm, to spoil the current gain. It was therefore an important observation that
polysilicon contacts to mono crystalline emitter regions behave differently in
this respect and yield current gains that are a factor of four to five larger than
those of comparable metal-contacted emitters [13]. Such emitters allowed for
the vertical scaling of the device. Further progress came with reduced lit hog-

c

E

B

Fig. 1.4. Integrated highfrequency bipolar transistor
with a self-aligned emitterbase configuration in doublepoly technology and u-groove
isolation (after [14])

raphy, but due to the large parasitics of the conventional transistor cross
section, performance gain was limited. An important innovation that allowed
for a significant reduction of the lateral device dimensions came with the concept of self· alignment , which was made possible by plasma-etching processes.
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Plasma etching was first investigated as a possible alternative to wet-etching
processes at the end of the 1960s. Significant advances during the 1970s and
the observation that plasma-etching processes are anisotropic with a vertical
etching rate that considerably exceeds the lateral etching rate made plasma
etching a key process technology for the realillation of devices in the micron
and sub micron regime. With this technique, a novel cross section, as depicted
in Fig. 1.4, came into reach. Transistors of this type were first presented at
the beginning of the 1980s [14-16] and represent the state of the art of silicon
high-frequency bipolar transistors in production.
Tahle 1.1 shows the development of typical data used for the characterization of hipolar technologies. While junction capacitances are determined hy
the lateral device dimensions and thus by lithography and layout, parameters
such as the forward transit time, the cutoff frequency or the collector-emitter
breakdown voltage BVCEO are essentially determined by the vertical doping
profile and thus by physical and chemical processes such as implantation,
diffusion or epitaxial growth. The reductions of the collector-substrate (cs)
capacitance were made possible by novel isolation techniques, which replaced
the early pn junction isolation hy LOCOS and then hy trench isolation.
Table 1.1. Development of characteristic bipolar parameters (typical data for IC)
Year of introduction

1979

1983

1986

1992

1999

Emitter stripe width [jim 1
Base width [nm 1
Epi thickness [pm 1
BC capacitance [iF 1
CS capacitance [fF 1
CE breakdown, nVCEO [V 1
Cutoff frequency [GHz 1
Forward transit time Tf, [ps 1

3
250
2
120
370
12

2.5
200
1.5
80
200
10
5
25

1.4
150
1.2
35
60
8
10
20

0.5
100
0.8
20
8
5
40
10

0.3
40
0.4
8
5
2.5
100
2.5

3

35

1979: Junction isolation, 1983: LOCOS isolation, 1986: self-aligned polysilicon emitter, 1992:
trench isolation, scaled polysilicon emitter, 1999: SiGe heterostructure BJTs

1.1.5 Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors
Parallel to the descrihed developments, progress in epitaxial deposition techniques made it possible to form thin base layers of strained SiGe on silicon
substrates, opening the world of heterojunction bipolar transistors to silicon
IC technology. The principle of heterojunction bipolar transistors has been
known since the 1950s [17,18]: Wide-bandgap emitters were recognized as
a means to reduce minority-carrier injection into the emitter region, resulting in increased current gain and cutoff frequency. The realization of heterojunctions in silicon technology, however, failed since the formation of silicon
alloys always results in a significant change of the lattice constant, an effect
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that prohibited the formation of single-crystal heterostructures. Due to this
reason, heterojunction bipolar transistors were the exclusive domain of compound semiconductor technology, since the substitution of atoms in GaAs or
InP with homologous ones generally results in a modification of the bandgap
without affecting the lattice constant very much. Novel epitaxial techniques,
however, made it possible to grow very thin layers of SiGe on silicon crystals,
with the same lattice constant. This is not possible without strain, and it is
possible to grow only thin layers without the formation of dislocations, which
would relax the strain due to the different lattice constant [19-21]. Growing
SiGe layers with a Ge content that varies continuously with position allows
the development of transistors with a graded base, i.e. base regions in which
the bandgap continuously decreases from the emitter to the collector. This
acts like an inherent electric field and reduces the base transit time, resulting
in increased cutoff frequency and a larger EN V,\F-product 7 [22,23].

1.1.6 CAD, Device Modeling
Device theory had a strong impact on the development of the transistor. As
a matter of fact the junction transistor was invented on theoretical considerations, and it is interesting to note that cutoff frequencies of 40 GHz were
predicted as soon as 1958 [24] for devices with a base width of 150 nm and a
base charge of 10'3 cm- 3. This is roughly what has been achieved more than
three decades later with self-aligned double-polysilicon devices.
With increasing complexity of bipolar processes, device modeling with the
goal to reliably predict the behavior of integrated circuits by means of computer simulations became of vital importance. I3efore the work of Gummel [25], approaches to bipolar device modelling were based on the regional
approach, which divides the transistor volume into quasi-neutral regions and
space charge layers. Gummels iterative procedure allowed a numerical solution of the basic semiconductor equations without such assumptions. However,
a reliable prediction of important device parameters, such as the value and
temperature dependence of the current gain, required an improved understanding and description of heavy doping effects, recombination mechanisms
and material parameters such as minority-carrier mobilities.
The Ebers-Moll model published in 1954 [26,27] provided a compact model
for the description of the large-signal transient response of junction transistors. A compact model that was more appropriate for the description of the
bipolar transistor and that considered high-level injection effects was developed in the late 1960s by Gummel and Poon [28] and has served as the
workhorse in bipolar IC development for now more than two decades. Recent
modeling approaches, such as HICUM or MEXTRAM, essentially are ex7The product of Early voltage and current gain is an important figure of merit (see Sect.
3.10) in analog circuit design and determines the output resistance of current mirrors.
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tensions of the ideas underlying the G UIIlInel- Poon model, aiming towards
an improved description of high-level injection effects, temperature and selfheating effects, influence of the substrate, etc.

1.1. 7 Applications
Bipolar tram;istors were almost immediately employed for the realization of
amplifiers, oscillators, etc. The development of the first silicon integrated circuits then allowed for the realization of digital circuits. Various circuit techniques such as RTL, TTL and I2L were invented for the implementation of
the logic functions, with TTL as the work horse of digital electronics in the
1970s and early 1980s [29]. However, all these techniques suffer from saturation of the switching transistors, resulting in a substantial slow down of the
switching speed. Progress in the development of MOSFETs and in particular the invention of the CMOS process made these techniques obsolete. Only
the ECL (emitter-coupled logic) technique, which avoids saturation of the
switching transistors, is still of some interest owing to its outstanding switching speed. Figure 1.5 shows the decrease of ECL gate delay over the years
that has resulted in gate delays below 10 ps nowadays. Because of substantial
static power consumption, ECL is only employed if unavoidable. Recently,
owing to the advent of wireless communication techniques, integrated bipolar
circuit techniques found wide-spread use in RF applications.

t

ps

100

•
•
•

•

1980

1985

•

1990

year of publication

1995

2000

Fig. 1.5. Reported EeL
gate delays versus year of
publication [30-32]
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1.2 Devices, Circuits, Compact Models
The efficient development of integrated circuits requires means for circuit
analysis and simulation for design verification.
The most important tools for circuit analysis are Kirchhoff's laws, which
apply to circuits oflumped elements, i.e., elements with a spatial extension, d,
that is small in comparison with the wavelength, A, of relevant signals [33,34].
If the signals propagate with velocity c, the requirement d « A defines a
critical frequency,

Ie = cjd;
if Ie is large in comparison with the frequency at which the circuit operates,
each conducting element that connects two elements in the circuit may be
considered as a node. To each node we may attribute a name, O!, and a node
potential, Va: (or V (a)).
According to Kirchhoff's current law (KCL), the values of all currents that
flow into a node add up to ~ero, while according to Kirchhoff's voltage law
(KVL), all voltage drops around a closed loop add up to zero. Application
of these laws to a given circuit, such as the amplifier shown in Fig. 1.6,
provides a set of equations that can be used for the calculation of circuit
behavior. In addition to this, so-called constitutive relations, which relate the
current across a device to the voltage drop, are needed. Circuit elements with
well-defined constitutive relations are used to develop equivalent circuits that
represent the behavior of physical devices.
(1 )

(7)

nt--t------.
'-------+ (2)

(0)

Fig. 1.6. Circuit plan
of an electronic amplifier
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Symbol

Constitutive relation

Meaning

8

independent voltage source

v

= v(t)

------(])-----

independent current source

i

= i(t)

-----c::::::J--

linear resistance

v(t)

----II-

linear capacitance

i(t)

= C dv/dt

linear inductance

v(t)

= L di/dt

------¢-

nonlinear resistance

v(t)

= v[i(t)]

;I~

nonlinear capacitance

i(t)

= dq/dt ; q(t) = q[v(t)]

nonlinear inductance

v(t)

= d~/dt ; W) = <jJ[i(t)]

ideal diode

i(t)

= Is [exp(vIVT)-1

--

,.

-----{>I-----

= R i(t)

]

Fig. 1. 7. Circuit elements used in compact modeling

1.2.1 Circuit Elements
Circuit elements are the components of equivalent circuits 8 or compact models, which are used to describe the electrical behavior of real electronic devices. Figure 1. 7 shows the elements required for our purpose, together with
the symbols employed for their description.

A resistor is a two-terminal circuit element in which the branch voltage
v(t) = v['i(t)] is determined by the branch current 'i(t) at time t. If this
function is linear, v(t) = Ri(t), the resistor is called ohmic or linear.
A capacitor is a two-terminal network clement with a stored charge, q(t) =
q[v(t)], determined by the branch voltage v(t) at the same time, and a branch
current, i(t), that equals the time rate of change of q(t),

i(t)

=

The capacitor is called linear if q( t)
For linear capacitors (1.1) becomes

i(t)

=

(1.1)

dq/dt.

C dv/dt.

c v (t)

varies proportionally to v (t).
(1.2)

8 An equivalent circuit is understood as a graphical representation of a compact model;
the two terms are used synonymously in this text.
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A two-terminal element is called an inductor if its fiux ¢(t) = ¢[i(t)] at time t
is a function of current i(t) at the same instant. The inductor is called linear
if ¢(t) = Li(t) is proportional to i(t). The voltage v(t) across the inductor is
given by Faraday's law,

v(t)

=

d¢/dt,

(1.3)

which in the case of a linear inductor simplifies to

v(t)

=

(1.4)

L di/dt .

An independent voltage source is a two-terminal element with a pre-defined,
possibly time-dependent, branch voltage that is independent of the branch
current. An independent current source is a two-terminal element with a predefined, possibly time-dependent, branch current that is independent of the
branch voltage. Controlled sources are current or voltage sources that deliver a
current or voltage which is determined by another current or voltage. A source
controlled by another current or voltage should formally be represented as a
two-port, with an input port for the controlling quantity and an output port
for the controlled quantity. In order to simplify equivalent circuit drawings,
we will employ a simplified representation, as depicted in Fig. 1.8b.

~V(t)J
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.8. (a) Full representation of a
voltage-controlled current source as a
two-port element, (b) simplified representation

1.2.2 Nonlinear Network Elements, Small-Signal Description
If the current across a linear resistor is plotted versus the applied voltage,
a straight line with a slope given by the conductance of the resistor results
(Fig. 1.9). The current-voltage characteristic of a nonlinear resistor is more
complicated. In small-signal operation, i.e., if only the small deviations Vs (t) =
v(t) - Vo and is(t) = i(t) - Io from a given bias point (Vo, Io) are considered, a
linear approximation of the current-voltage characteristic may be employed,
replacing the exact current-voltage characteristic with a first-order Taylor
series expansion. This results in

(1.5)
where
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linear
resistance

nonlinear
resistance

linear approximation
to the I(V)-characteristic
at the bias point

voltage V

dII

g(Vo) = dV

Va

1

Fig. 1.9. Current-voltage characteristic of a
linear and a nonlinear
resistor

(1.6)

= r(Vo)

is the small-signal conductance of the nonlinear resistor at the bias point
considered; its inverse r(Vo) is the small-signal resistance. Thus the "smallsignal current" is (t) is related to the "small-signal voltage" Vs (t) as in a linear
resistor with conductance g = g(Vo). In a small-signal equivalent circuit, the
nonlinear resistor therefore is replaced by a linear resistor with conductance
g(Vo); if the small-signal voltage vs(t) is applied to this circuit, the smallsignal current is(t) results (Fig. 1. lOb). As g(Vo) corresponds to the slope
of the nonlinear current-voltage characteristic, its value depends on the bias
point chosen. For some purposes, such as the analysis of intermodulation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.10. (a) Largesignal and (b) smallsignal description of a
nonlinear resistor

distortions, higher-order terms in the Taylor series expansion of the currentvoltage characteristic are important. Considering terms up to the third order
of the Taylor series expansion yields, e.g.,
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v;(t)
Va

+~

:01 v~(t)
Va

(1. 7)
In a small-signal representation that considers the third-order nonlinear response, this current-voltage characteristic is represented by a linear resistor
with conductance 9 in parallel with two voltage-controlled polynomial sources,
as shown in Fig. 1.11.

In (1.7) the current is expressed as a power series of the applied voltage.
An equivalent representation of the nonlinear current-voltage characteristic
describes the small-signal voltage drop Vs (t) across the resistor as a function
of the small-signal current is(t) = i(t) - 10 through the device,

(1.8)
If the coefficients ga are known, it is possible to compute the r!, by series
inversion (cf. [35], formula 3.6.25) with the result
r

=

(1.9)

l/g ,

for the first three terms.

9
Fig. 1.11. Small-signal equivalent circuit of a nonlinear resistor considering the third-order signal response

Example 1.2.1 As an important example we consider the nonlinear currentvoltage characteristic of a diode given by

where Is, N, and VT are parameters that do not depend on the applied
voltage V. The small-signal conductance at the bias point Vo follows through
differentiation,
9

= ~exp (~) =
NVT

NVT

In forward bias with 10 = I(Vo)

9

=

Io/NVT ,

I(Vo ) +Is .
NVT

»

Is, we obtain, in particular,
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in other word8, the 8mall-8ignal conductance increa8e8 in proportion to the
bias current. The second- and third-order terms follow by subsequent differentiation, with the result
and
The nonlinear terms g2Vs(t) and g3V~(t) will therefore only be negligible in
comparison with g if the condition Ivs(t)/VTI «1 is fulfilled.
In complete analogy to the small-signal conductance, we may define the
small-signal capacitance of a nonlinear capacitor as the change dq of stored
charge a880ciated with the change dv of applied voltage,

e(v) = dq/dv.

(1.10)

If the (bias-dependent) small-signal capacitance e( v) is given, the charge that
is stored on the capacitor charged to voltage v is

q(v) =

fov c(V) dV .

If a voltage v(t)
the element is

(1.11)

= Va + vs(t) is applied to the capacitor the current through

i(t) = dq/dt = e[v(t)] dvs/dt .

(1.12)

Developing e[v(t)] into a Taylor series up to second order,
2

c[v(t)]

~

de I vs(t) + -1 -d d
e2 I
c(Va) + -d

VVo

2 (t)

Vs

2Vvo

= c + C1 Vs(t) + C2 Vs2 (t) ,

yields the small-signal current up to third order of vs(t). Nonlinear terms
represented hy (;1 and (;2 contrihute, for example, to the high-frequency intermodulation distortion (see Appendix A) in bipolar transistors.

1.2.3 Two-Ports
Since bipolar transistors have three terminals, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.12 a
for an npn bipolar transistor, three terminal currents (Ie, IB and IE) together
with three terminal voltage8 (VeE, VBE and VeB) are u8ed to de8cribe their
electrical characteristics. Due to Kirchhoff's laws only two currents and two
voltages can be chosen independently, while the third of each derives from
the relations

These four variables split up into two independent (controlling) variables and
two dependent (controlled) variables. Under dc operating conditions the elec-
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Ie

B

j

VBE

E

IE

IB

Ie

C

j
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VeE

j

v1

E

(1 ') .,

2

1

linear
network

.,

=

(a)

v2
=

j

(2)

(2')

(b)

Fig. 1.12. A two-port. (a) npn bipolar transistor in common-emitter configuration considered as a two-port and (b) the general block symbol

trical behavior is completely described by the dependence of the two terminal
currents hand h (e.g., base current IB and collector current Ie) on the two
terminal voltages Vl and V2 (e.g., VBI'; and 1I(;E),

Bipolar transistors may therefore be considered as two-ports, i.e., fourterminal networks with an input port and an output port, where both terminals of each port carry the same current (Fig. 1.12 and Appendix B).

Linear Small-Signal Analysis of Nonlinear Two-Ports
In a small-signal analysis one is interested, for example, in the changes isl (t)
and is2 (t) in the input and output currents that result from changes Vsl (t)
and Vs2(t) in the input and output voltages. Under small-signal conditions
these are related by the first-order differential:

(~~)V2VS1(t) + (~~)VIVS2(t)

iSl(t)

Yll (O)Vsl (t)

+ Y12(O)Vs2(t)

(~~)V2VSl(t) + (~~)VIVS2(t)

't s 2(t)
=

Y21(O)V sl(t)

+ Y22(O)V s2(t) .

The parameters Yn8(O) are the (dc) admittance parameters or v-parameters
of the device. These are coefficients of a Taylor series expansion and therefore
depend on the bias point. Capacitive or inductive effects are not considered
in this description. For electrical excitation with a given angular frequency, w,
the electrical behavior may, however, be described using complex admittance
parameters: if voltages
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j~
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~j
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.13. Network representations of linear two-ports
in (a) admittance form, (b)
impedance form and (c) hybrid form [33,36]

are applied to a transistor, the currents

result under small-signal conditions, with complex phasors
which are coupled by a linear relationship 9,

11,12, 1!.1 and 1!.2

~1) = (Yll
Y12) (1!.1) .
( 12
Y21 Y22
1!.2

(1.13)

The admittance parameters or Y- parameters, Ya.8, are generally complex
frequency-dependent quantities, and determine admittances and controlled
current sources in an equivalent circuit of the two-port (Fig. l.I3a).
gIn this notation, the first index denotes the line, and the second index the row of the
admittance matrix in which the respective parameter is placed. Alternative representations
use letter subscripts i, 0, f and r according to the code

11

21

f

input

12

forward transfer

22

reverse transfer
o

output
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Another choice of dependent and independent parameters leads to the socalled hybrid representation of the two-port characteristics. In this form the
input voltage and the output current are chosen as dependent, while the
input current and the output voltage are chosen as the independent variahles,
i.e., the characteristics are represented in the form Vi = Vi (Ii, V2 ) and Iz =
Iz(h, V2). The corresponding small-signal characteristics give the small-signal
voltage V 8 1 (t) at the input and the small-signal current i82 (t) at the output
that result from small changes isl (t) and Vs2 (t) of the independent variables:

The parameters hOi/3 (0) are termed de hybrid parameters or h-parameters
and can be represented as slopes of different transistor characteristics. Under
ac conditions complex frequency-dependent hybrid parameters h Oi .8 must be
used. The phasors lh and 12 then are connected with the phasors 11 and 112
by

(1.14)
The coefficients h Q .8 of the hybrid matrix are of particular interest if the input
of the two-port is current-controlled. Impedance parameters or z-parameters
describe the voltages at the input and output port as functions of the input
and output current,

(1.15)
The impedance parameters zQ/3 determine impedances and controlled voltage
sources in an equivalent circuit of the two-port (Fig. 1.13b). For a description
of the behavior of two-ports in series, the chain parameters anIJ or ABCDparameters are helpful:

(1.16)
Each representation provides a complete description of the two-port behavior,
i.e., the coefficients of various representations transform into one another.
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Table 1.2. Transformation of two-port parameters

y

y

-

H

Z

Yll

Yl2

Y21

Y22

1

Yll

Y21

L1y

Yll

Yll

Y22

-Y12

L1y

L1y

-Y2l

Yll

L1y

L1y

-Y22

A

Y2l

-L1y
Y21

-

1

hll
h2l

-1

-

Y21
-Yll

A

-h12

Z22

-Z12

hll

L1 z

L1 z

L1h

--

--

-

-

hll

hll

-Z21

Zll

-

L1 z

L1 z

L1z

-Y12

--

Yll

--

Z

H

hll

hl2

h21

h22

Zl2

L1h

h22

h22

-h21

--

h22

-L1h

-

-hll

--

h21

-h22

--

--

Y21

h2l

-1

all

-

-

al2

al2

al2

L1a

-

-

Z22

a22

a22

-Z2l

--

-

1

Z22

-1

Zll

Z12

Z2l

Z22

zll

L1 z

-

-

z21

Z21

1

-

-

h2l

Z2l

Z22

-

a2l

-

-

a22

a22

all

1

h21

al2

-

h22

--

-1

- L1a

- -

Z22

hl2

-

al2

-

Z22

-

a22

-

L1a

-

-

a2l

a2l

-

1

a22

-

a21

a21

all

al2

a21

a22

Z2l

Table 1.2 shows the transformations for the most important sets; the abbreviations L1 y, L1 z, L1h and L1a denote the determinant of the respective coefficient
matrix, for example, L1y = Yll Y22 - Y12Y21 .

1.2.4 Device Modeling
For the computation of circuit properties, device models, i.e., mathematical
descriptions of each circuit element, are required.
One approach is to use numerical table models based on a set of measurement points and numerical interpolation procedures. This approach calls for
lots of data to be stored, a disadvantage that can be overcome by using empirical formulas fitted to the measured data to obtain a description of device
characteristics in terms of mathematical formulas. Although this technique
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generally provides a device model in a rather short time, it is not widely used,
since this approach does not provide any insight [37].
Physical device models, which are derived from the basic semiconductor
equations, are therefore of more interest. In this approach one begins by determining the important physical processes and introduces suitable approximations in order to arrive at tractable dosed-form expressions for circuit
analysis [38]. As it is always possible to increase the accuracy of the description by increasing the model complexity, the appropriate model, that is the
simplest one providing sufficient accuracy for the problem under study, has
to be chosen in order to perform efficient simulations. Ie designers who employ circuit simulation for design verification must therefore be aware of the
properties and limitations of the models used.
Since analytical formulas for the device characteristics can only be obtained
under idealizing assumptions, parameters used for circuit simulation are generally not calculated from process data. The usual approach is to fit "physically motivated" analytical functions to measured data. To illustrate this we
consider the current voltage characteristic of the pn junction, which under
idealitled conditions can be calculated with the result [5]

The saturation current Is is determined by geometric extensions, dopant concentrations, minority-carrier mobilities, contact properties and temperature
(see Section 1.4). In order to adopt this ideal case to a real pn junction diode,
an additional "empirical" parameter N is introduced, resulting in the expression

I(V) = Is [exp(:V

T

)

-1] .

Fitting Is and N to measured data generally provides an accurate representation of the current voltage characteristic over several decades of current.
Physical device models should employ a set of analytical functions with
continuous derivatives 10 in order to avoid numerical instabilities. These functions employ various model parameters which may be expressed in terms of
process data and device dimensions at least for idealized situations. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the parameters from geometry and doping data
and to forecast the effect of process modifications on the model parameters.
Furthermore, the correlation between fluctuations of model parameters due
to process tolerances can be calculated from physical device models.
lO·\iVhile the linear small-signal response is determined by the first-order derivatives of the
device characteristics, harmonics and intermodulation products are determined by derivatives of higher order. This imposes substantial demands on model accuracy, since the models
employed for such investigations have to yield second- and third-order derivatives with sufficient accuracy.

1.3. Semiconductors
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Semiconductors l l are materials with an energy gap, which is a region on the
energy scale in which no electron states exist. This gap separates the valence
band from the conduction band. Pure semiconductors at low temperatures
behave as insulators - no electrons are present in the conduction band, while
the valence band is completely filled. Conductivity is observed if electrons
are removed from the valence band or introduced into the conduction band.
This can be achieved by incorporation of acceptor and donor impurities and
leads to p-type or n-type conduction. For doping concentrations of practical
interest, the majority-carrier distribution can be controlled by adjusting the
doping concentration, while the minority-carrier concentration is determined
from the law of mass action.
Silicon and germanium are so-called elementary semiconductors, i.e. solids
composed of identical atoms. Elementary semiconductors are located in group
IV of the periodical system and crystallize in a diamond lattice. Compound
semiconductors are covalent-bonded crystals that consist of different elements:
binary semiconductors employ two different elements, ternary semiconductors
three and quaternary semiconductors four.

1.3.1 Electrons and Holes
Electronic states in atoms are quantized and can be grouped to shells. Electrical and chemical properties are determined almost exclusively by the so-called
valence electrons in the outer shell, since only these electrons have ionization
energies in the range of a few electron volts. Electrons in inner shells have ionillation energies that typically exceed 100 eV and are therefore tightly bound
to "their" nuclei, since comparable energies are not available in typical electrical or chemical elementary processes. Atoms with a completely filled outer
shell show large ionization energies and are chemically inert. For that reason
we consider the nucleus together with the filled shells of an atom as an entity,
the lattice ion, that is surrounded by the valence electrons.
In semiconductors, neighboring atoms are coupled by covalent bonds 12. In
silicon each lattice atom has four nearest neighbors and and shares a bonding orbital with each of these [42]. At 0 K these bonding orbitals are fully
occupied with two electrons of different spin orientation. According to Pauli's
exclusion principle no electron state may be occupied twice. This excludes
llSections 1.3 to 1.7 provide a survey on elementary semiconductor physics and its applications to pn junctions and bipolar transistors. The reader who has not been exposed to
this material before will find very readable presentations in [39] or [40] at the introductory
level or in [411, which focuses on bipolar devices, but requires some prior knowledge.
121£ two atoms come close to each other, the wave functions of the valence electrons will
overlap; for certain distances this may cause a reduction of the total energy - then a covalent
bond is formed.
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Fig. 1.14. Carrier transport m the valence
band

current transport at 0 K, since electrons are hindered in moving to adjacent
lattice sites. With increasing temperature, however, electrons can gain enough
energy to leave bonding states and are excited into higher conduction band
states, which are unoccupied in the ground state and therefore may carry
a current. In addition to this, unoccupied bonding states appear (Fig. 1.14)
that can be occupied by electrons in adjacent orbitals (1), which in turn leave
unoccupied states behind (2).
In a semiconductor crystal, the orbitals of the valence electrons of adjacent
atoms overlap and electrons may move from one lattice site to another: delocalized states appear. These states which are closely spaced on the energy
scale may be grouped to (energy) bands: the valence band and the conduction
band. Current, i.e., charge transport, in semiconductors is made possible by
occupied states - electrons - in the conduction band and unoccupied states
holes in the valence band.
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In semiconductors the valence and conduction bands do not overlap and are
separated by an energy gap or bandgap,

(1.17)

Wg = We - W v .

This is the minimum energy that has to be transferred to an electron in the
valence band in order to excite it to the conduction band. The energy required
by an electron which is located at the conduction band edge, We, to be able
to leave the crystal is denoted as the electron affinity, W x ' Generally, the
energy scale is chosen such that electrons bound to the crystal show negative
energy values (Fig. 1.15).
W
• electron state with high kinetic energy
conduction band

Wv "

................

t

• electron state with low kinetic energy

energy gap
Wg
f""""-------------------..,
o hole state with low kinetic energy
valence band
o hole state with high kinetic energy

1
1

kinetic
energy
(electrons)

o

:inetic
energy
(holes)

Fig. 1.16. Energy band scheme of a semiconductor if no electric field is present

Phenomena occurring in semiconductor devices are often illustrated with the
one-dimensional band scheme depicted in Fig. 1. Hi. In such a scheme the
location of the conduction-band minimum We (conduction-band edge) and
valence-band maximum Wv (valence-band edge) on the energy scale is shown
as a function of position. The kinetic energy of electrons in the conduction
band and holes in the valence band is measured from the respective band
edges. The location of the hand edges can he interpreted as the potential
energy of the mobile carriers. The potential energy will become positiondependent as soon as an electric field appears.

1.3.2 Thermal Equilibrium
In thermal equilibrium no current flows and the density of electrons and
holes is determined solely by temperature and doping, independent of time.
Generation of electron-hole pairs (i.e., the excitation of an electron from the
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valence to the conduction band) then compensates recombination of electronhole pairs (i.e., the transition of electrons from conduction-band states to
unoccupied valence-band states).
The electron density n is determined from the density of states and their
probability of occupation, i.e., the Fermi distribution (see Sect. 2.2). As long
as the Fermi energy WF lies at least 3 kBT below the conduction-band edge 13 ,
the electron density no in thermal equilibrium is approximately

no

~ Ncexp(W~~;c)

(1.18)

,

where kB ~ 1.38 X 10- 23 .J /K denotes the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute
temperature and Nc the effective density of states in the conduction band;
the subscript 0 is used to indicate the state of thermal equilibrium. A similar
expression is obtained for the hole density Po in thermal equilibrium:

(1.19)
where N v denotes the effective density of states in the valence band. Multiplication of no and Po yields the mass-action law:

no Po = NcNve -wg /k R T =

2()
T ,

(1.20)

nj

according to which the product of the electron and hole densities equals the
square of the intrinsic carrier density nj(T), independent of doping.
Table 1.3. Parameters of important semiconductors at T = 300 K (from [43-45])
Er

Nc (cm- 3 )

N v (cm-:3 )

Wg (eV)

16.3
11.8
10.9

1.04 x 10 19
2.86 x 10 19
4.7 x 10 17

6.1 X 10 18
3.1 X 10 19
7 X 10 18

0.66
1.12
1.42

Semiconductor
Ge
Si
GaAs

ni

(cm- 3 )

2.4 x 101:3
1.02 x 10 10
1.79 x 10°

In intrinsic semiconductors (no doping) electrons in the conduction band must
have been excited from the valence band, i.e., electrons and holes are generated in pairs, and therefore
no

=

Po

=

nj.

Using (1.18) and (1.19), the Fermi energy WFi of the intrinsic semiconductor
is therefore as follows:

w.Fl =

Wv+Wc
2

+

kBT In (Nv) .
2
N,
c

13The location of the Fermi energy on the energy scale can be altered by doping.

(1.21 )
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Since the second term on the right-hand side is of the order of several meV,
the Fermi energy WPi in intrinsic semiconductors lies to a good approximation
in the middle of the energy gap.

Doping
Doping, i.e., controlled incorporation of impurities into a semiconductor lattice, allows the ratio of the electron to the hole concentration to be changed.
Impurities that can easily give an electron to the conduction band are termed
donors, while impurities that can easily pick up an electron from the valence
band are termed acceptors. As an example, the doping of silicon with boron
(13) and arsenic (As) is considered.
Si =Si =Si =Si =Si =Si

II

].I····TI··011

Si +'Si =Si =Si· ...

II . II

II

II

Si =Si

II "\ II

sii= Si =As+= Si

II

' Si =
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Si

II \ II

II

II': II

Si '" Si =
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Si:

Illl ... JI...·n

II

II

II
II

Si =Si =Si =Si =Si =Si

II

II

II

II

II

II

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

(a)

conduction band edge
...............\ /

localized
donor states
valence band edge

(b)

Fig. 1.17. Donors. (a) Incorporation of arsenic into the silicon lattice as an As+ion with a
weakly bound electron; (b) band scheme with localized donor states

Arsenic (As) has five valence electrons. If an arsenic atom substitutes a silicon
atom in the lattice, only four valence electrons are required to fill the molecular orbitals shared with the nearest neighbors, i.e., arsenic is incorporated
as an As+ ion. The remaining electron of the As atom behaves similar 14 to
an electron bound in a hydrogen atom [47]. Due to dielectric screening the
potential energy is, however, reduced to V(r) = -e 2 /(41fEr), where E = EOEI'
is the permittivity of the semiconductor and r denotes the separation of the
electron from the positive charge center. Considering this in the formula for
the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom and replacing the free electron
14The following considerat.ion can only provide an order-of-magnitude est.imation. For a
more refined ana.lysis of impurity sta.tes in semiconductors, see, e.g., [46].
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mass me by the effective mass
donor state 15

m~,

yields for the ionization energy of the

Wv-We

(1.22)

where WH = 13.6 eV denotes the Rydberg energy. Due to the large value of
the dielectric constant Er in semiconductors, the binding energy We - WD for
typical donor8 8uch a8 A8 i8 in the range 10 - 50 meV, order8 of magnitude
below the ionization energy WH of the hydrogen atom. Such weakly bound
electron states are considered in the band scheme as localized states below
the conduction-band edge (Fig. 1.17). In weakly doped semiconductors, at
T = 0 K all valence electrons are bound to the As atom, i.e. all donor states
are occupied and the conductivity is zero. At room temperature most donors
are ionized - the density of donor atoms introduced into the semiconductor
lattice therefore allows to manipulate the conductivity.
Boron (B) has three valence electrons. Incorporating boron into a silicon
lattice leaves one of the bonding orbitals filled incompletely - a localized
unoccupied electron state results that is energetically close to the valenceband edge (Fig. LIS). Electrons from the valence band are easily excited
partially filled molecular orbital
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Fig. 1.18. Acceptors. (a) Incorporation of a boron atom into the silicon lattice; (b) onedimensional band scheme showing localized acceptor states above the valence-band edge
L5The Bohr radius is increased to no = 4Jrn2E/(m~e2) and is typically of the order of 10
nm. Since this value is large in comparison with the lattice constant, the description of the
dielectric screening in terms of the macroscopic dielectric constant Er is justified a posteriori.
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thermally to such acceptor states, leaving unoccupied states in the valence
band, which can carry a hole current.
The lattice of compound semiconductors is built with atoms which have
different numbers of valence electrons. In GaAs for example, Ga has three
valence electrons and As five. If a Ga atom is substituted by an atom with
two valence electrons (such as zinc) the impurity will act as an acceptor: in
contrast if an As atom is replaced by an atom with six valence electrons (such
as selenium) the impurity will act as a donor. Atoms with four valence electrons may act as donors or acceptors - dependent on whether they substitute
a Ga or As atom. Such impurities are termed amphoteric.

Carrier Densities in Doped Semiconductors
Homogeneously doped semiconductors are neutral in thermal equilibrium, i.e.,
Po - no

+ Nt

-

N;:: =

(1.23)

0,

where Nt denotes the density of ionized donors and N j \ the density of ionized acceptors. In combination with the mass-action law, no Po = nf, the
equilibrium carrier densities can be written as follows
no

(1.24)

Po

(1.25)

Doping concentrations are generally chosen to be large in comparison with
the intrinsic carrier density ni for the temperature range of operation. Thus,
in n-type semiconductors (N;:: ;:::j 0) the relation Nt » ni is fulfilled, and the
majority-carrier density nnO and the minority-carrier density PnO are, respectively,
~'nO
"

-,
'--,
'-

N+
D

an d

,

-- ~"'i21N+
PO'
n
~
D'

(1.26)

In p-type semiconductors, Nt ;:::j 0 holds and the majority-carrier density Ppo
and minority-carrier density npo are, respectively,
PpO

;:::j

N;::

and

npo;:::j

nf IN;:: ,

(1.27)

i.e., the majority-carrier densities 'nnO and Ppo are determined by the doping
concentration and are approximately independent of temperature, while the
minority-carrier concentrations npo and PnO show a strong temperature dependence. Equations (1.26) and (1.27) may only he used in a finite interval of
temperature. At low temperature, carriers are trapped by the impurities and
reduce the majority-carrier densities, while at high temperature the intrinsic
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carrier density may become comparable with or larger than the doping concentration (see Sect. 2.2). In the intrinsic case, i.e., for dopant concentrations
ND or NA that are small in comparison with ni,

is fulfilled. The semiconductor then is no longer n-type or p-type; pn junctions
lose their rectifying property if used in this temperature range.

Fermi Energy in Doped Semiconductors
The Fermi energy is determined from

and the neutrality condition (1.23). In p-type semiconductors the approximations
0 and npo ::::: 0 hold, resulting in

Nt : : :

(1.28)
With increasing values of ionized-acceptor density N,",\ , the Fermi energy shifts
to the valence-band edge. In n-type semiconductors Ni. ::::: 0 and PnO ::::: 0 are
fulfilled, resulting in
(1.29)
An increase in the density Ni) of ionized donors causes a shift of the Fermi
energy to the conduction-band edge.

1.3.3 Drift and Diffusion Currents
Current can be transported by majority carriers and by minority carriers.
While majority carriers flow predominantly due to drift, minority carriers
can also flow due to diffusion, which is caused by the thermal motion of the
carriers in conjunction with a spatial dependence of the carrier concentration.
If a voltage is applied to a semiconductor, the resulting electric field will
accelerate the carriers - holes in and electrons opposite to the direction of the
electric-field vector. Since the potential energy of the carriers in the electric
field depends on position, the band edges in the one-dimensional band scheme
are no longer horizontal. An electron that is accelerated in the electric field
without losing energy to the lattice simply transforms potential to kinetic
energy without changing its total energy; its path has to be represented as a
horillOntalline in the one-dimensional band scheme (Fig. 1.19).

Due to scattering at lattice imperfections, the directed motion of the carriers
that results from the acceleration in the electric field is randomized very often,
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transformation of potential to kinetic energy (electrons)

electric field

transformation of potential to kinetic energy (holes)

Fig.
1.19. Energy
band scheme for a
semiconductor in a
homogeneous electric
field

with the result that the average drift velocity assumes a finite value. Collisons
with the lattice may change the particle energies; this has to be represented as
vertical changes of the W (x) curve in the one-dimensional band scheme (Fig.
1.19). Since the probability of such collisions increases rapidly with particle
energy, only a few carriers will gain energies in the range of 1 e V or beyond most W(x) curves will appear in a band with a width of 100 mV at the band
edges Wc(x) and Wv(x).
The drift velocities
field according to

Vn

and

vp

for electrons and holes depend on the electric
(1.30)

the quantities /--in and /--ip are the mobilities of electrons and holes. These
quantities depend on temperature, impurity concentration and the electric
field itself, thus causing a non-ohmic behavior at large values of applied voltage. The drift current densities I n and J p for electrons and holes for a given
electric-field strength, E, vary in proportion to the carrier density:
ep'nnE
ep'ppE

(1.31)

As long as the carrier density does not vary with position, the thermal motion
of carriers will not cause a current, since the number of carriers transported
out of a certain volume element will, on average, equal the number transported
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into it. This is no longer true if the carrier density varies with position. Then,
the thermal motion of the carriers leads to a particle diffusion current from
the high-density regions to the low-density regions. This current varies to the
first order with the carrier concentration gradient, resulting in the following
expressions for the diffusion current:

(1.32)

and

The diffusion coefficients Dn and Dp for electrons and holes are related to the
respective mobilities by the Einstein relations,

(1.33)
where VT = kRT / c denotes the thermal voltage. The current equations for
electrons and holes are obtained by combination of the expressions for drift
and diffusion current densities:

(1.34)

and

1.3.4 Generation and Recombination
In thermal equilibrium the rate at which electrons are excited from the valence
band to the conduction band equals the rate at which electrons recombine
with holes from the valence band, and the densities of electrons and holes
stay constant. Deviations of electron and hole densities from their equilibrium
values cause preferred generation or recombination, since the semiconductor
tries to recover the equilibrium situation. The recombination rate R denotes
the rate at which the electron (hole) density decreases due to recombination, 16

an/Otl rec = ap/Otl rec = -R,
while the generation rate G denotes the rate at which the electron (hole)
density increases due to generation,

Dn/Dtlgen = Dp/Dtlgen = G.
The net recombination rate is defined as the difference R - G. In a doped
semiconductor its value is approximately proportional to the deviation of the
respective minority-carrier density from its equilibrium value, i.e.,

R-G

Pn -PnD

R-G

np-npo

Tp

in n-type regions
in p-type regions ,

and

(1.35)
(1.36)

16Electrons and holes will recombine at the same rate if trapping effects at the recombination centers may be neglected (see Sect. 2.6).
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iflight-induced generation-recombination processes and impact ionization are
neglected. The minority-carrier lifetimes Tn and Tp for electrons and holes
strongly depend on the doping concentration.
Since energy is required for a generation process and energy is set free
in the course of a recombination process, a third particle (phonon, photon,
electron or hole) mm,t be involved in the generation or recombination process.
Electron-hole pairs can, for example, be generated by light. This requires a
photon of energy hv > Wg to be absorbed within the semiconductor. The
energy of this photon is then used to excite an electron from the valence band
to the conduction band (Fig. 1.20).

e

----~j~--------- VVc
~

----~0~---------

(a)

VVv

(b)

Fig. 1.20. (a) Generation and (b) recombination by absorption and
emission of a photon

An electron from the conduction band may drop into an unoccupied state in
the valence band, i.e., recombine with a hole and emit the resulting energy
as a photon. This process is, however, not very likely in semiconductors with
and indirect energy gap, sHch as silicon.
Impurities in semiconductors generally cause localized states in the energy
gap. In these, electrons or holes may be trapped, resulting in a two-step
generation or recombination process (Fig. 1.21).

D

t
e

t

B
0

e

VVc

D- trap
0

(a)

e

~

D

VVv

VVc
B

~

0

(b)

D -trap

VVv

Fig. 1.21. ShocklcyRead-Hall mechanism
for the (a) generation
and (b) recombination
of an electron-hole pair

This mechanism was first investigated by Shockley, Read and Hall and is
therefore termed Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. The SRH mechanism works most efficiently if the impurity level is located in the middle of
the energy gap (so-called deep impurities), i.e., donor or acceptor impurities
(so-called shallow impurities) do not act as SRH centers. Recombination in
modestly doped silicon regions is predominantly SRH recombination. In heav-
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ily doped semiconductor regions the majority-carrier density is sufficiently
large in order to make so-called Auger processes the predominant recombination mechanism. In these processes, the energy set free by a recombining
electron hole pair is transferred to a third carrier, which then has a large
value of kinetic energy.
energy loss
due to generation
of electronhole pair

-----wv

..

hot hole

Fig. 1.22. Impact ionization in a reverse-biased pn
junction

Electrons or holes with kinetic energies in excess of Wg are able to generate
another electron-hole pair, a mechanism termed as impact ionization (Fig.
1.22). This phenomenon causes avalanche breakdown of pn junctions.

- - - - Wv
valence
band

----,.---, x tun ' - - forbidden zone

Fig. 1.23. Generation of an electron-hole
pair by internal field emission (interband
tunneling)

In heavily doped pn junctions electrons may tunnel from the valence band to
the conduction band (Fig. 1.23). This mechanism, which is termed the Zener
effect, internal field emission or interband tunneling, causes the generation of
an electron-hole pair, The probability for this process exponentially depends
on the width Xtun of the forbidden zone (Fig. 1.23) and therefore - since
IEIXtun ~ Wg - on the electric-field strength E.
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1.3.5 Basic Semiconductor Equations
In the current equations (1.34)

+ eDn an/ax

In(x, t)

eJLnn(x, t)E(x, t)

Jp(X, t)

eJLpp(x, t)E(x, t) - eDp ap/ax ,

(1.37)
(1.38)

five field variables, In(x, t), Jp(x, t), n(x, t), p(x, t) and E(x, t), appear, that
require three additional equations - the continuity equations and the Poisson
equation - for a unique solution.
The continuity equations for electrons and holes relate changes in particle
densities to the current density and the net recombination rate. The continuity
equation for electrons reads in one-dimensional form

an = ~ aJn
at
e ax

(R-G) ,

_

(1.39)

while the continuity equation for holes is given by

ap = _~ aJp _ (R-G) .
at
e 0.7:

(1.40)

In addition to current and continuity equations an extra relation is necessary
that allows the electric-field strength E or the electrostatic potential 'IjJ,

E

=

-a1/J/aX,

(1.41 )

to be calculated from the distribution of the electric charges. This job is done
hy the Poisson equation
(1.42)
where p = e(p-n+Nt -N"A) denotes the charge density and t = tOtr is the
permittivity of the semiconductor. These equations were established in 1950
by van Roosbroeck [48].
In the absence of an electric field (E = 0) the current and continuity equations can be combined to give the diffusion equations for electrons in p-type
semiconductors and holes in n-type semiconductors:

anp
at
aPn

at

np-npo
Tn
Pn

-PnO
Tp

2

a np
+ Dn aX 2
a 2 Pn

+ D p7)2.
x

These are important for the study of minority-carrier transport.

(1.43)
(1.44)
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1.4 PN Junctions
PN junctions are fundamental to all bipolar devices and a thorough understanding of their electrical behavior is mandatory for the understanding of
bipolar transistor operation.

1.4.1 PN Junctions in Thermal Equilibrium
An abrupt pn junction is formed by a homogeneously doped n-type region
with donor concentration Nu adjacent to a homogeneously doped p-type region with acceptor concentration N A as depicted in Fig. 1.24.

n-type

p-type

metaliUrgiCal/
junction

x

....................................... L..-_ _ _ __

<r-----------'
decreasing hole concentration

Fig. 1.24. Abrupt pn junction

Due to the gradient of the electron and hole dellf;ities at the junction, electrons
will diffuse from the n-type to the p-type region, while holes will diffuse in the
opposite direction. Thus, a positive space charge builds up on the donor-doped
side and a negative space charge on the acceptor-doped side. The electric field
E(x) caused by this dipole layer will finally stop the diffusion current and
confine electrons to the n-type region and holes to the p-type region.

Depletion Approximation
Figure 1.25a and b sketch the electron and hole densities in an abrupt junction
in thermal equilibrium as a function of position x. Since the electron density
n(x) rapidly decreases within the space-charge region (a corresponding statement holds for the hole density p(x)), the depletion approximation has proven
useful. This approximation introduces the space-charge-layer boundaries located at Xu and xp to divide the pn diode into three regions: the depletion
layer (or space charge layer) (xn < x < x p ) and the n-type and p-type regions,
which are both assumed to be electrically neutral. Within the space-charge
layer the density of mobile carriers is assumed to be negligible, resulting the
space charge density p = eND on the n-side and p = -eNA on the p-side (Fig.
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Fig. 1.25. Abrupt pn junction in
thermal equilibrium. (a) Electron
density, (b) hole density, (c) space
charge density and (d) electric field

1.25c, complete ionization of impurities, NA ::::J Ni.. and No ::::J Nt, assumed
for simplicity) a position-dependent electric field with maximum value at the
metallurgical junction exists (Fig. 1.25d). In thermal equilibrium the Fermi
energy is constant throughout all regions. According to Fig. 1.26, therefore,
the identity
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Fig. 1.26. Band scheme of
a pn junction in thermal
equilibrium

has to be fulfilled. Considering that nf = NcNvexp(-Wg/knT), this allows
one to calculate the height VJ of the potential barrier, the so-called built-in
voltage,
(1.45)
The locations of the depletion-layer edges Xn and xp result from the potential
difference 1/Jj across the junction and the requirement of electrical neutrality

f·

xp

N(x) dx = 0,

(1.46)

Xn

where N(x) = Nu(x)-NA(X) denotes the net doping concentration. With
p(x) = cN(x), a double integration of the Poisson equation (1.42) yields

1/Jj =

-~

1:1'1:

N(x') dx' dx =

~

1:1'

where 1/Jj = V - VT is the total potential
external voltage, V. Equations (1.46) and
the determination of the two unknowns Xn
pn junction, the neutrality condition (1.46)

xnNu +XpNA

=

x N(x) dx ,

(1.47)

difference in the presence of an
(1.47) provide two equations for
and xp. In the case of an abrupt
reads

0,

whereas (1.47) transforms to

NDX~ +NAX~ = 2E(VJ-V)je.
Thus, the extensions of the depletion layer into the n-type and p-type regions
are

2ENA(VJ- V)
and
eND (NA+ND)
and the depletion layer width is

xp

2END(VJ- V)
eNA(NA..+ND)

(l.4S)
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(1.49)
In asymmetric pn junctions with different doping concentrations on either
side, the depletion layer will therefore extend predominantly into the lowdoped region. The value of electric-field strength follows after simple integration of Poisson's equation (1.42),

E(x) =

~
f

l'c

N(x') dx' ;

(1.50)

,Tn

its maximum value occurs at the metallurgical junction and is given by
Emax =

2eNA N D(VJ-V)

(1.51 )

E(NA+Nv )

Example 1.4.1 Consider an abrupt pn junction with a donor concentration
N n = 10 18 cm- 3 and an acceptor concentration NA = 10 16 cm- 3 in silicon
(Er = 11.9) at T = 300 K, and assume complete ionization of the impurities.
With the intrinsic carrier density nj = 1.02 x 1010 cm- 3 and the thermal
voltage VT = kBT/e = 25.9 mY, the built-in voltage is

VJ = 25.9 m V x In

C1.021~3:01O)2)

= 834 m V .

Since
Xj -Xn
xp -

Xj

1

100 '

the depletion layer extends predominantly into the p-type region. In such
so-called one-sided junctions, both the depletion layer width,

and the maximum electric-field (here calculated at V
Emax =

2eN/I. ND VJ

E(N", +ND )

~

J

2eN/I. VJ
E

= 0),

kV
cm

~50-,

are determined by the dopant concentration on the weakly doped side.

1.4.2 Forward-Biased PN Junction
Forward biasing a pn junction lowers the potential barrier between n-type
and p-type regions. This allows electrons to diffuse at an increased rate from
the n-type to the p-type region and holes vice versa.
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Shockley Boundary Conditions
Without biasing, the ratio of hole density PnO in the n-type region to the hole
density Ppo in the p-type region is
::: =

exp(Wv~~;vp)

=

ex p (

_~~)

.

An analogous relation holds for the ratio of the electron density npo in the
p-type region to the electron density nnO in the n-type region:

-npO = exp (Wen - We p ) = exp ( - -VJ) .
n~

~T

~

Application of a forward bias, V, to the pn junction reduces the height of
the potential barrier and causes minority-carrier injection. This results in
increased minority-carrier densities at the depletion-layer edges in accordance
with the boundary conditions 17
(l.52)
and
np(xp)

nn(xn)

= exp (_ VI -

VT

V) .

(l.53)

At the depletion-layer edges the following generalized mass-action law holds:
(l.54)
Low-level injection means that the density of injected minority carriers is
small in comparison with the corresponding majority-carrier density. With
the approximations pp(xp) :::::: Ppo :::::: NA and nn(xn) :::::: nnO :::::: N D , (l.52)
and (l.53) give the Shockley boundary conditions 18 :
(l.55)
i.e., a forward bias (V

> 0) causes the minority-carrier densities np(xp) and

Pn(xn) at the depletion-layer edges to increase by a factor exp (V/VT) in
comparison with their equilibrium densities. Since the density of minority
carriers will decrease versus their equilibrium values with increasing distance
from the depletion layer, an electron diffusion current 19 will flow into the
p-type region and a hole diffusion current will flow into the n-type region.
17These assume the carrier densities on both sides of the junction to be in equilibrium
with one another. This is not strictly true under forward-bias conditions, where a net current
flows as is discussed in further detail in Appendix C.
18Under high-level-injection conditions, the modified boundary conditions of Fletcher or
lVIisawa have to be used (see Appendix C).
10The electric-field strength in the n-type and p-type regions is assumed to be negligible.
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Screening
The Coulomb force exerted by injected minority carriers attracts majority
carriers that neutrali7;e the injected charge. This occurs rapidly in materials with high conductivity, 17. The characteristic time for this process is the
dielectric relaxation time,

(1.56)
For doping concentrations in excess of 10 17 cm -3, as they are typical in the
different regions of high-frequency bipolar transistors, TE is smaller than 1 ps,
i.e., these regions can be considered neutral in the whole frequency range of
interest. The characteristic length for the screening of injected minorities is
given by the Debye length,20
LD

=

JfVT/en,

(1.57)

where n denotes the majority-carrier density, i.e., nn in an n-type semiconductor and Pp in a p-type semiconductor. In n-type silicon with ND = 10 17
cm- 3 , the Debye length is, for example, LD = 13 nm, i.e., the neutrali~ing
majorities are to a very good approximation at the same place as the injected
minorities.

Current-Voltage Characteristics Under Low-Level Injection
The dc current is composed of the current due to electrons injected into the
p-type region,

(1.58)
and the current due to holes injected into the n-type region (Fig. 1.4.2),

(1.59)
The minority-carrier densities have to be determined from the respective diffusion equations, as is exemplified for the injection of holes into an-type
region of thickness dn (Fig. 1.27). The diffusion equation for the excess hole
density ~p( x) = Pn (x) - PnO in the n-type region reads
~p(x)

L2p

(1.60)

where

(1.61 )
20In degenerate semiconduct.ors, which do not obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, this
expression has to be modified.
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Fig. 1.27. Injection of holes into a ntype region of thickness d n

denotes the diffusion length for holes in the n-type region. The general solution
of (1.60) is

~p(x)

=

~p+

exp(;J +~p- exp(-;J '

(1.62)

with constants ~p+ and ~p_ that have to be determined from appropriate
boundary conditions. Under low-level-injection conditions one ofthese is given
by the Shockley boundary condition, which determines the excess hole density
at the depletion-layer edge,
(1.63)

while the other depends on the contact properties (Fig. 1.30). In so-called
long-base diodes, with a contact so far away from the depletion-layer edge
that minority carriers cannot reach the contact, the boundary condition

lim

x--+oo

~p(x) =

0

(1.64)

must be fulfilled, since the hole density approaches its equilibrium value as a
result of recombination. This will only be the case if the width dn of the ntype region is large in comparison with the hole diffusion length Lp. Since this
condition is generally not fulfilled, minority carriers will reach the contact. In
such, so-called short-base diodes, the mixed boundary condition
(1.65)

is generally applied. The parameter Sp is the surface recombination velocity21
for holes at the contact to the n-type region. From (1.62), (1.63) and (1.65)
one obtains for the hole density

. (dn-X) + vp cosh (dn-X)
-Ln
. (dn)
smh
Lp + vp cosh (d
Lp )

smh - L ~p(x)

p

--------------------~~-

21 See

p

~p(O)

Sects. 2.6 and 3.3 for a discussion of this approach.

,

(1.66)
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where vp = Dp/ SpLp. In a one-sided junction, where only the current due to
holes injected into the n-type region counts 22 , the exponential current voltage
characteristic
(1.67)
results from (1.59), with the saturation current
(1.68)
The diode current and therefore the saturation current Is
split up into the terrn

Isc

=

eAjDpPno
1
Lp
sinh(dn / Lp) + vp cosh(dn / Lp) ,

~~--------~------~-

= Isc + ISr can be
(1.69)

220 t herwise an analogous expression for the electron current injected into the p-type
region has to be added.
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which represents the current recombining at the contact, and the term

d

~ eAj .fa » ~p(X) dx
ISr

Tp

exp(V/VT) - 1

eAjDpPno cosh(dn / Lp) - 1 + Vp sinh(dn / Lp)
Lp
sinh(dn/Lp) + vpcosh(dn/Lp)

(1. 70)

which is due to recombination in the p-type region. For values of dn that are
large in comparison with the hole diffusion length L p , the current recombining
at the contact vanishes in proportion to exp( -dn/ Lp); under such conditions
the diode current will be rather insensitive to the properties of the contact to
the n-type region. The long-base diode is described in the limit dn / Lp --+ 00,
i.e., tanh(dn/Lp) --+ 1; then
Is --+

ISr

--+ cAjDpPno/ Lp ,

in accordance with the result derived for the long-base diode in most introductory textbooks.

x

Fig. 1.29. Minority-carrier profiles in a
homogeneously doped n-type region for
a metal contact and contact with finite
surface recombination velocity (polysilicon contact) if recombination in the volume is neglected

In the limit dn / Lp « 1, the current due to recombination in the p-type region
vanishes in proportion to d n / L p , i.e., for short p-type regions, the electron
current will be dominated by the current recombining at the contact. With
the approximations cosh(dn/Lp)::::: 1 and sinh(dn/Lp)::::: dn/Lp, one obtains
ISe :::::

cAjDpPno
dn+Dp/Sp

(1. 71)

for the saturation current component that describes recombination at the
contact and
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(1. 72)
for the saturation current component that describes volume recombination.
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Fig. 1.30. Normalized values (in units of
eAjDpPno/ Lp) of saturation current components Isc and Is,
for different recombination velocities at the
contact. (a) Metal contact (51' = 00, 1/1' = 0),
(b) polysilicon contact
(5p = 5000 em/s, I/p =
10)
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Simplified Analysis. The same result is obtained from the following simplified analysis, which is suitahle if most of the injected minority current reaches
the contact. Under this condition the hole current density J p may he assumed
to be constant, corresponding to a linear dependence of p on x. Combining

and

Jp

-

e

D ~p(O)-~p(d)
p

dn

yields ~p(O) / ~p( d) = 1 + dnS p/ Dp. By combining this result with the Shockley boundary condition (1.63), one obtaim,

Ip =

l+~~~~/Dp ~p(O)

in which Isc
region is

QT

_

-

IS

e

= Ise

[exp(~) -1]

,

given by (1.71). The minority charge stored in the n-type

Ad ~p(O)+~p(d)
J n

2

_ eAjdn (

-

2

1) ~pO,
().

1 + 1 +dnSp/ Dp

this allows the current due to recombination in the n-type layer to be estimated as
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in which

ISf

is given by (1.72) if the term of order (dnl Lp)2 is neglected.

Example 1.4.2 Figure 1.30 shows values of ISe and ISr in units of eAj DpPnoI Lp
computed according to (1.69) and (1.70) for a metal contact (Sp -+ 00, vp = 0)
and a polysilicon contact (Sp :::::: 5000 cmls, vp :::::: 10; [49]). In both cases the
term due to bulk recombination vanishes in proportion to dnl Lp for values
of dnl Lp « 1. The current component due to recombination at the contact
dominates in the case of the metal contact for all values of dnl Lp < 1, while
in the case of the polysilicon contact ISe > lSI" if drJ Lp < 0.1. If dIll Lp « 0.1,
the current will also be predominantly determined by the recombination at
the contact, the n-type region is then called semi-transparent. This situation is found in the emitter regions of state-of-the-art high-frequency bipolar
transistors.
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Fig. 1.31. Reverse-biased
pn junction. (a) Cross
section (schematic), (b)
minority-carrier densities

1.4.3 Reverse-Biased PN Junction
From (1.67) one obtains I = Is[exp(VIVT)-l]-+ -Is in the limit V«
- VT, i.e., the reverse-biased pn junction carries a reverse current equal to
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the saturation current Is. Figure 1.31 explains the physical mechanism that
cam,es this current.
In reverfle biafl (V < 0) the minority-carrier denflitiefl at the deplction layer
edges are reduced with respect to their equilibrium values, i.e., np(xp) < npo
and Pn(xn) < PnO. The minority-carrier densities therefore decrease towards
the respective depletion-layer edge. Since thermal generation steadily produces minority carriers, a diffusion current will flow towards the depletion
layer, causing the reverse saturation current.
If the reverfle voltage applied to a pn junction exceedfl a critical value,
breakdown occurs, which may be either due to internal field emission or due
to impact ionization. Both phenomena require the electric-field strength to
reach a critical value and are therefore strongly related to the maximum value
of electric field strength in the junction. Since this value is determined by the
doping concentration and the applied voltage, the breakdown voltage will
decrease if the doping concentrations increase.

1.4.4 Stored Charge
A change in the applied voltage v caUflefl a change of electron and hole concentrations in the pn junction. The charge stored by the diode under given
bias conditions is described in terms of the depletion capacitance and the
diffusion capacitance.

Depletion Capacitance
The stored charge associated with the bias-dependent location of the spacecharge-layer boundaries is described by the depletion capacitance. The bias
dependence of this capacitance is usually written as 23

c.(V) _
J

GJO

(l-v/vdvJ

-

dQj
dV '

(1. 73)

with paramcterfl GJO , M and VJ adjuflted to meaflured data. Integration then
gives the charge stored in the depletion layer capacitance

Qj =

l

v

o

GV [1- (1 -V)- (1-1VI)]

Cj(v) dv = ~
I-M

VJ

.

(1.74)

Equation (1.73) is motivated by results derived for the abrupt pn junction
and the linear pn junction [50]. Table 1.4 gives equations for the computation of these parameters from doping data. In these equations NA and Nt
denotes the densities of ionized acceptors and donors on either side of the
23This formula is not correct for large forward bias and shows a divergence for V -+ VJ
(see Sect. 3.4).
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abrupt junction, while a is the gradient of net doping density in the case of
the linear junction.
Table 1.4. Capacitance parameters for abrupt and linear graded pn junctions

Junction

M

Abrupt

1/2

Linear

1/3

Diffusion Charge
Figure 1.32 shows the charge distribution in a forward-biased pn junction.
To reduce the depletion-layer width, a hole charge Qjp and an equal but
opposite electron charge Qjn are necessary. Due to minority-carrier injection into the n-type and p-type regions, the minority-carrier charges flQpn
and flQnp, respectively, occur. Since the injected minorities are screened by
additional majority carriers, the additional charges flQnn = -flQpn and
flQpp = -flQnp, respectively, are supplied through the terminals in order
to neutralize the n-type and p-type regions. In dc operation, the diffusion
charge, QT = flQpp+flQpn, is proportional to the current I;
(1. 75)
where TT is termed the transit time. Under reverse-bias conditions the diffu8ion charge may be neglected. Due to the exponential increa8e of diode current
with forward bias, the diffusion charge will dominate the stored charge for
large forward bias (Fig. 1.33). The minority charge QT stored in the short-base
diode is determined by the current component due to volume recombination
with the saturation current ISr (1.70) and the hole lifetime Tp

QT

Tplsr [ exp (
Tp

ISr

Isc + lsr

~)

I(V) ,

- 1]
(1. 76)

i.e., the transit time TT is reduced with respect to the minority carrier lifetime
by the factor Isr/(Isc + I sr ), which is small in comparison to one. For smallsignal analysis the (quasi-static) diffusion capacitance [38],

Tp

(1. 77)
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(V> 0)

is sometimes defined. 24 The value of the quasi-static diffusion capacitance
generally differs from the small-signal capacitance,
Ct

= _jd;t;1 =
dw

0

gdTp

2

[l+F(d n )] ,
Lp

(1. 78)

which is obtained from an ac solution of the diffusion equation. The term
F(dn/Lp) depends on the thickness of the n-type layer and is derived and
further discussed in Appendix C.
24The diffusion capacitance is not a real capacitance, which stores energy

~W =

1
v

V'c(V')dV'

in the form of an electric field, since the charge stored on the diffusion capacitance is
neutrali"ed by majority carriers and does not affect the energy of the electrostatic field.
Nevertheless, energy is stored on the diffusion capacitance, since injection of electrons in
a p-type region introduces carriers in excited conduction-band states with a stored energy
that is roughly determined from ~ ~V = vVg QT / c. A thermodynamical description that is
less coarse-grained can be found in [51].
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1.4.5 Switching, Charge-Control Theory
The charge-control theory as~mmes that a current flowing into the diode recombines or causes a change in the hole charge in the diode:

'i(t) = qT(t) + Cj(v') dv ' + dqT .
TT
dt
dt

(1. 79)

Here i, qT and v' denote the transient diode current, the transient diffusion
charge and the voltage drop across the depletion layer. This equation directly
derives from the continuity equation and therefore demands virtually no approximations. The corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1.34.

t

v
Fig. 1.34. Equivalent-circuit
representation of the chargecontrol model of a pn diode

For a complete description, the bias dependence of the diffusion charge qT
has to be known. In charge-control theory the quasi-static approximation
(1.80)
is used, which applies the relationship found for stationary operation to the
transient case. This approximation is a compromise between numerical effort
and correctness (see Appendix C).
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1.4.6 Epitaxial Diodes
Large breakdown voltages and small depletion capacitances require a lightly
doped and therefore high-resistance substrate,25 while small series resistances require a heavily doped semiconductor substrate. Therefore, the basecollector (bc) junction of vertical bipolar transistors is generally realized in
a lightly doped epitaxial layer grown on a heavily doped low-resistance subcollector (the buried layer) of the same type.

Low-High Junctions
If a lightly doped region is in contact with a heavily doped region of the same
type, a so-called low-high junction results. In the following a nn+ junction
as depicted in Fig. 1.35 will be considered. 26 Due to the gradient of the
electron density in the vicinity of the junction, electrons will diffuse from the
heavily doped region into the lightly doped region. The heavily doped region
thus loses some of its electrons (resulting in a positive sheet of space charge
that builds up in the vicinity of the junction), while the lightly doped region
gains additional electrons (and becomes negatively charged). The electric field
associated with the dipole layer thus formed finally compensates the electron
diffusion. An equilibrium consideration similar to to that given in Sect. 1.4.1
yields the potential difference across the low-high junction:

(1.81)

E

X,

X2

x

Fig. 1.35. Donor concentration ND(X) as function of
position for a nn + low high
junction

25In pn junctions that are realized by the planar technique, the more heavily doped region
always lies close to the surface. Only in epitaxial processes may lightly doped regions be
formed on heavily doped ones.
26This situation is of interest here, since it serves as a simple model for the contact of the
lightly doped epitaxial collector region to the buried layer.
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In thermal equilibrium nn(Xl) ;:::: N m and nn(X2) ;:::: N m and VIH is determined solely by the dopant concentrations. Hole injection into the lightly
doped region, however, may cause an increase in the electron density nn(xI).
Assuming neutrality and complete ionization of the donor impurities at the
space-charge-layer boundary Xl, i.e., Pn(xd + NDI = nn(xd, the potential
difference across the low-high junction is

VJH

VT In(

=

ND2
).
N m +Pn(Xl)
,

it determines the ratio of the hole densities on both sides of the junction,
Pn

(VJH) _ Pn(xl)[NNm +Pn(xI)] .
(X2 ) -_ ()
Xl exp - IT Pn

vT

D2

If the thickness of the heavily doped region is large 27 in comparison with
the diffusion length L p2 , the hole current that flows into the heavily doped
region is given by J p = eDp2 [Pn (X2) - Pn02l/ L p2 . Using PnOl =
N m and
Pn02 =
/Nm , this expression transforms t0 28

nr /

nr

J p = e D p. 2 N m (Pn(Xl)[Nm +Pn(Xl)] - PnOl)
Lp2 N m
Nm

(l.82)

Under low-level-injection conditions Pn(Xl) « N m holds. Introducing the
effective surface recombination velocity at the low-high transition,

S nn+

_

-

DpL

Nm

Lp2

Nm

,

(l.83)

the hole current becomes under these conditions

(l.84)
Under high-level-injection conditions, the relation

(l.85)
has to be used.
27If the diffusion length Lp2 in the heavily doped region is not small in comparison with
the thickness of the n + region, the contact properties will influence the value of the effective
surface recombination velocity. A metal contact formed to an n + region of thickness d n2
yields, for example [52],
S

nn+

=

Dp2 NDl

Lp2 1VD2 co

th ( d n2 )
L1'2

28In this approach bandgap narrowing has been neglected. Considering bandgap narrowing, the energy gap in the n + region will he smaller hy Ll. TVg than the handgap in the
n-region and nf2 = nfl exp(Ll.WgfkBT); then (1.82) has to be replaced by

J

p

_ ,Dp 2 NDl [pn(Xl)[NDl +Pn(Xl)] _
(Ll.Wg)]
to Lp2 ND2
NDl
pnOl exp kBT
.

-
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Current-Voltage Characteristics
We consider a p+nn+ diode, with a thickness d of the n-type region that is
small in comparison with the hole diffusion length L p , and neglect recombination in the epitaxial region. Application of the approximations (1.71) and
(1.83) yields the hole current that is injected into the epitaxial layer under
low-level-injection conditions:
with

(1.86)

A description of short epitaxial layers that also applies under high-levelinjection conditions is given in Appendix C, where an implicit relation for
the hole current density is derived. Under low-level-injection conditions, this
result reduces to (1.86), whereas under high-level-injection conditions the approximation

Ip,hi

~

ISH

exp

(2~T)

with

,

(1.87)

is found. Introducing the knee current, IKfI = {fin / Is, allows the two asymptotic relations (1.86) and (1.87) to be combined, to the approximation
Ip

~
~

j

Ip,lo

(1.88)

1 + Ip,lo/ hF

Figure 1.36 illustrates the corresponding current-voltage characteristic in the
absence of series resistances.

ISH

exp -V'

2VT

V'
Is expVT

o

V'

Fig. 1.36. Current-voltage characteristic of an epitaxial diode, illustrating the
asymptotic behavior of low-level and highlevel injection
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1.5 Bipolar Transistor Principles
Bipolar junction transistors employ two closely spaced pn junctions in a semiconductor crystal. It is an npn transistor,29 if these junctions have a common
p-type region, otherwise it is a pnp transistor (Fig. l.37). The three regions

c

c
Ie

n
B

P

B

p

Is
B

n

IE
E

c

C

E
(a)

n

B

p
E

E
(b)

Fig. 1.37. Doping and circuit symbol for (a) npn and (b) pnp transistors

are known as emitter, base and collector of the transistor, each of these regions has a contact, making the bipolar transistor a three-terminal device.
The base terminal serves as a control electrode; it allows the so-called transfer current to be controlled. In npn transistors, this transfer current is carried
by electrons that flow from the emitter to the collector, resulting in a positive
current from the collector to the emitter. With positive current directions 30
as indicated in Fig. l.37, Kirchhoff's current law reads h = Ic + lB.

1.5.1 Modes of Operation
Figure l.38 shows the band scheme of an npn bipolar transistor if no external
voltages are applied. The Fermi energy is constant throughout the device and
there is no current flow.
Upon application of a voltage VCE > 0, electrons would flow from emitter
to collector if they were able to surmount the potential barrier formed by the
base layer. As long as the emitter base (eb) junction is not forward biased,
only few electrons will be able to do so, with the result of a negligibly small
transfer current. Forward biasing the eb junction (VBE > 0) reduces the height
of the potential barrier and enables electrons to be injected into the base
29In the following we will focus on npn bipolar transistors, which provide better performance in comparison with pnp transistors due to the larger electron mobility.
30In this notation all currents arc positive under forward operation of the transistor.
Another frequently used convention defines the emitter current to be negative under forward
operation.
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layer. These can either recombine in the base layer or diffuse to the basecollector (bc) junction. Choosing the thickness of the base layer to be small
in comparison with the diffusion length of the electrons, however, allows most
electrons to reach the bc space-charge layer. There, the electric field transports
them to the collector region. 31 With a change offorward bias VBE, the current
of electrons injected into the hase layer changes, and therefore the current of
electrons that arrives at the bc space-charge layer (sel). By this mechanism
the collector current Ie, is controlled by VBE.
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Forward biasing the eb junction causes injection of holes into the emitter,
where they recombine. These holes must be delivered by the base contact
and form the base current. In order to control a large collector current with
31This explains the notation emitter and collector: the emitter emits the particles carrying
the transfer current, the collector collects them after they have passed the base layer. The
term base can be understood if the first transistor structure is considered; there, two point
contacts (emitter and collector) were placed on top of a semiconductor crystal, which was
termed the base (see Sect.l.l).
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a small base current, the doping concentration in the emitter is chosen to
be much larger than the doping concentration in the base layer. Under these
conditions many more electrons are injected into the base region than holes
are injected into the emitter region. The forward current gain,
(1.89)
defines the ratio of the collector and emitter currents in normal operation; its
value should be much larger than one.
I3esides forward operation, with VCE > 0 and electrons flowing from emitter
to collector, reverse transistor operation, with VCE < 0, a forward-biased
be junction and electrons flowing from the collector to the emitter, can be
observed. The ratio
(1.90)
defines the current gain for reverse operation. Its value is usually small in comparisOIl with EN, since transistors generally are optimi~ed for forward operation, with an emitter doping concentration that is several orders of magnitude
larger than the collector doping concentration.
Dependent on the polarities of VEE and VEe we may generally distinguish
between the operating modes listed in Table 1.5.
Table 1.5. Modes of operation

Mode of operation (npn)

>0
<0
<0
>0

<0
>0
<0
>0

Forward
Reverse
Cutoff
Saturation

1.5.2 Transfer Current
In the following the one-dimensional transistor model depicted in Fig. 1.40
is considered. The space-charge-layer boundaries of the eb junction (with
coordinates Xeb, Xbe) and the bc junction (with coordinates Xbc and Xcb)
divide the transistor volume into five regions: emitter (e), base (b), collector
(c), the eb space-charge layer (eb) and the bc space-charge layer (bc).
In dc operation the base current IE consists of a component, due to holes
injected into the emitter, lEE, a component, due to holes injected into the
collector, IBe, and a component, due to recombination of holes in the base
region, I RR :
(1.91)
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Fig. 1.40. One-dimensional transistor model

In forward operation (VBC < 0) the current IBe equals the reverse current of
the be diode and may generally be neglected. As long as the base width
(1.92)

is small in comparison with the diffusion length for holes in the base region,
we may neglect IBB, and

is determined by the current-voltage characteristic of the eb diode. The collector current lc is composed of the transfer current IT and the current IBc
of the be diode,

lc =

h - IBc·

Under forward operation IBc ::::: 0 holds, that is, the collector current approximately equals the transfer current,

lc :::::

h·

For an approximate calculation of the transfer current we make the following
simplifying assumptions:
• The pn junctions are assumed to be abrupt; doping concentrations in the
various regions are assumed to be constant.
• Series resistances are neglected.
• Generation and recombination in the base region and the space-charge layers are neglected.
• Low-level injection.
• One-dimensional current transport.
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If there is no recombination in the base layer, the current density I n of electrons traversing the base layer is independent of position. For the homogeneously doped base assumed, the transfer current will be due to diffusion:
dnp
dx

I n = eDn-- = const.
Since e and Dn are constant, dnp/dx must be constant, i.e., np(x) shows a
linear dependence on x, and therefore
dnp
dx

np(xbc) -np(Xbe)
Xbc-Xbe

Under low-level injection conditions the values of np(Xbe) and np(xbc) are
determined by the Shockley boundary conditions 32 :

With dB
is

= Xbc - Xbe and the emitter area A je , the transfer current therefore
(1.93)

The minus sign was introduced in order to obtain a positive value of the
transfer current under forward operation. Substitution of npo in (1.93) by
nr /p according to the mass-action law gives

IT = e

2A2 D
2
jc nni

QB

[exp(_Vi_B_E) _ exp(_Vi_B_C)]

--------------~~--~--~

VT

VT'

(1.94)

~2These apply to forward-biased junctions under low-level-injection conditions but may
lead to erroneous results if minority carriers are injected into a reverse-biased junction,
owing to velocity saturation (see Sect. 3.2).
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where the so-called base charge, QB = eAjepd B , is the charge of the holes in
the base region. The value of QB is bias-dependent: for VBE i- 0 or VBC i- 0, its
value will differ from the value QBO obtained for Vm ; = VBC ; = O. Introducing
the normalized base charge,

(1.95)
the transfer Cllrrent becomes

h

Is [exp(Vm;) _ exp(VBC)]
VI'
VI'

=

ICE -

qB

qB

he

(1.96)

where

(1.97)

Is

is the transfer saturation current. The transfer current may therefore be
written as the difference between the current
ICE

=

Is

[exp(i;)

-1]

(1.98)

controlled by the eb diode and the current

I EC = Is [exp(iTc)

-1] .

(1.99)

controlled by the bc diode. In forward operation hc :::::; 0, while in reverse
operation ICE:::::; O. The normalized base charge qB shows a complicated dependence on the applied voltages, which will be analyzed in more detail in
Chap. 3.

Base Transit Time and Base Transport Factor
Assuming forward operation with Vm ; > 0 and VBe = 0 gives np(Xbe) » npo
and np(xbc) = npo. The magnitude of the excess charge due to the electrons
traversing the base region is then as follows (Fig. 1.41):

"Q I-A· d np(Xbe)-npo
2
- Tn
IL...l. n n - e Je n
where

TB

T]3

ICE ,

(1.100)

denotes the base transit time

= d~/2Dn .

(1.101)

This quantity is the average time needed by an electron to traverse the base
region. For typical high-frequency bipolar transistors, the base transit time
lies orders of magnitude below the minority-carrier lifetime in the base region
(TB « Tn); this justifies the assumption of negligible recombination within
the base region. In general, the recombination of electrons traversing the base
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region can be taken into account by introduction of the base transport factor AT, which defines the fraction of electrons injected into the base region
that reach the bc junction. For a homogeneously doped base region, a solution of the diffusion equation yields, under forward operation conditions, the
following [50]:
2

d
l_~=l_TB
2L~
Tn

'

(1.102)

i.e., the base transport factor is one to a good approximation, as long as the
base transit time TB is small in comparison with the minority-carrier lifetime
Tn. Since electrons and holes recombine in pairs, the base current component
IBB due to recombination in the base region is
(1.103)

under forward operation condition8. Thi8 current i8 attributed to the current
of the eb diode in the model di8cu88ed in Sect. 1.6.

1.5.3 Current Gain
The realization of thin base regions requires shallow emitters, i.e., emitter
regions with a thickness that is small in comparison with the minority-carrier
diffusion length, if these regions are defined by implantation or diffusion processes. The hole current injected into the emitter region will then predominantly be due to recombination at the contact; for an approximate analysis,
the recombination in the emitter volume may therefore be neglected.
Assuming an ideal metal contact at Xe = 0, the excess hole density 6.pn (0)
at the emitter contact will be zero, and

I BE ~
eAjDpPno exp (VBE)
IB ~
~
~
-dE
VT
if VBE » VT. The corresponding relation for the transfer current in forward
operation is

eAjDnnpo
(VBE)
Ie ~
~
dB
exp VT
.
Making use of npo

BN

=

Ie
IB

=

= nfR/NI\B and PnO = nfF';/NDE yields for the current gain
Dn NDE (niB)2d E .
Dp NAB niE dB

(1.104)

Since Dn > D p, the choice of N m : » NAB allows values of the current gain
B" » 1 to be realized. A reduction of the current gain is due to bandgap
narrowing (see Sect. 2.7) in the emitter region; the reduced bandgap results
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Fig. 1.42. lVIinoritycarrier densities in
a bi polar transistor with negligible
recombination
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homogeneously
doped base and emitter regions assuming
low-level injection

in an intrinsic carrier concentration that is larger in the emitter region than
in the base region (niE > niB).
The current gain decreases in proportion to the emitter depth dE. Shallow
emitters would therefore result in unacceptably small values of current gain.
Since emitters with a direct metal contact might, in addition, impose a reliability problem due to metal spikes extending into the the monocrystalline
silicon region, emitters with a polysilicon contact are used almost exclusively
in modern high-frequency bipolar transistors. In such devices the monocrystalline emitter region is formed by diffusion of, for example, As out of the
polysilicon contact. At comparable values of dE, polysilicon emitters show a
current gain that is several times larger than the current gain of corresponding metal-contacted devices [13]. The reason for this is the interface between
poly- and mono crystalline silicon, which acts as a diffusion barrier to the
holes, but shows only a finite surface recombination velocity Sp. The excess
hole density ,0,.Pn(O) at the contact can be approximated by
1 IB
,0,.Pn(O) ::::: -S -A. »0.

e

p

J€

The reduced slope of the minority-carrier distribution (1.42) then results in
a smaller value of the diffusion current (see Sect. 1.4)

IB =

eAjeDpPnO [ex p
drc;+Dp/Sp

(Vm;)
- 1]
VT

,

i.e., less holes diffuse into the emitter region and the current gain increases to
EN

= Dn NDE (niB)2 dE+Dp/Sp .
Dp

NAB

niE

dB

(1.105)

For finite values of Dp/ Sp, acceptable values of EN may therefore be achieved
even in the limit dE -+ O.
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1.5.4 Transistor Amplifiers and Switches
Bipolar transistors are three-terminal devices with output characteristics that
are controlled by the input terminal. Figure 1.43 shows a bipolar transistor in
output
terminal

i2(t)

i1 (t)

v1(t)

~

Jv,(~

input
terminal
Fig. 1.43. Transistor applied for amplification or switching

common-emitter configuration, which could be applied for amplification and
switching. The voltage source VI (t) connected to the input terminal controls
the current i2(t) that flows into the output terminal, thus changing the voltage drop across R and therefore the output voltage V2(t). For low-frequency
operation, the output voltage V2 for a given input voltage VI is obtained
graphically as the intercept of the load line with the output characteristic
h (V2, V1), as is illustrated in Fig. 1.44.
12

1=

V+-V2
~

V 1.3
V 1.2
V 1.1

V 2,4

V 2,3

V 2,2

V 2,1

V+

V2

Fig. 1.44. Graphic determination of dc transfer characteristic

The (dc) voltage transfer characteristic is obtained from a plot of V2 versus the
corresponding values of VI. Figure 1.45 schematically shows a typical voltage
transfer characteristic. Small values of VI cause a small output current, and
the output voltage is approximately equal to the supply voltage V+. For input
voltages in this range, the transistor can be considered as a switch in the OFF
state. For large values of Vl a large collector current that is limited by the load
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flows, and the output voltage drops to a small value, V2,on. For large values of
input voltage, the tram,istor may therefore be considered as a switch in the
ON state.
small signal
amplification

"OFF"

"ON"

t

output
voltage
swing

~

-.

t

input voltage swing

Fig. 1.45. DC voltage transfer characteristic of single
transistor amplifier sta.ge

V,

If the transistor is used as a (small-signal) amplifier, a bias point (VI, V2 ) has
to be chosen in the transition region between ON and OFF. Superposition of
a small signal b.vI(t) = VI(t) - VI then gives, for the output voltage under
low-frcqucncy conditions,

where the transfer characteristic has been developed up to the first order in
b.v1 (t). The derivative dV2/dVi equals the small-signal voltage transfer factor
Hyo = dV2 /dVI , its magnitude is the voltage gain Ayo = IHyol. The smallsignal voltage transfer factor may be obtained from b. V2 = - Reb.le and the
total differential
b.le

Since b. VBE
to give

HyO

e

= (:I )
~E

~E

b. VBE

+ ( : Ie

~E

)

~E

b. VeE.

= b. VI and b. VeE = b. V2, the two equations may be combined
b.V2
b.VI

_

-Re

(8Ie I8VBE )vcE
1 + Re (8IeI8VeE)vBE

Therefore, in order to obtain a large voltage gain, the transistor must have a
large transconductance 8Iel8VBE and a small output conductance 8IeI8VC;E.
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1.5.5 Leakage Currents
If a reverse bias is applied between any two terminals of a bipolar transistor,
generally a small leakage current will be observed. Figure 1.46 illustrates
the leakage current values which are generally specified and how they are
measured.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.46. Leakage currents in bipolar transistors. (a) Collector-base leakage current
(b) emitter-base leakage current ham, (c) collector-emitter leakage current lmm

ICBO.

The current ICBO flows between collector and base if the emitter is left open.
This current is the reverse current of the bc diode, i.e., in the elementary
transistor model (see Sect. 1.6) ICBO = lsi B R . The three characters CBO
in the subscript indicate that a positive voltage has been applied between the
terminals defined by the first (here C) and second character (here B), while
the third terminal is left open (0).
The current lEBO therefore defines the reverse current of the eb diode,
measured with the collector left open. In the elementary transistor model (see
Sect. 1.6), therefore, hBO = lsi B F . For the current flow between collector
and base different values of leakage current are specified, dependent on the
biasing of the base terminal.
The value of ICEO is determined for the base left open. The primary source
of this current is the reverse current of the bc diode. The electrons generated
in the process flow to the collector terminal, while the electric field of the bc
diode transports the holes to the base region. This situation corresponds to a
base current that drives a transfer current BNlcBO, which flows in addition
to the "primary" generation current lcno, such that ICEO = (BN+l)lcno.
The value of ICES is determined as the collector current for a short circuit
between emitter and base. For transistors that do not show punchthrough,
one observes ICES ~ ICBO (see p. 66 and Sect. 3.4). Besides these, sometimes leakage currents ICER (measured with a shunt resistor between emitter
and base terminal) and ICEV (measured with a reverse-biased eb diode) are
specified. All leakage currents show a strong dependence on temperature and
generally are proportional to
where ry typically has a value between one
and two.

n!,
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1.5.6 Voltage Limits, Breakdown
The voltage that may be applied between any two terminals of the transistor
is limited by the corresponding breakdown voltage of the junction or the
maximum allowed current under forward bias.
Collector-Base Breakdown. Avalanche breakdown of the bc diode defines
the maximum reverse voltage that may be applied between collector and base
with the emitter left open. The corresponding breakdown voltage, BVCBO,
decreases with increasing values of collector doping and has values of the
order of 10 V in integrated high-frequency bipolar transistors.

E
B

p

c

n

: ';-:0-----1----,.(

breakdown

Fig. 1.47. Breakdown of the eb diode occurs generally in the sidewall diode

Emitter-Base Breakdown. The breakdown voltage BVEBO of the eb diode is
determined by the doping of the eb diode and decreases with increasing values
of base doping. Integrated high-frequency bipolar transistors have values of
BVEBO in the range of a few volts, determined by internal field emission
(Zener effect). This breakdown occurs typically in the sidewall diode (Fig.
1.47), since there the electric-field strength shows a maximum.

Fig. 1.48. Emitter follower with capacitive load

In practical applications one tries to avoid reverse-biased eb junctions. During switching transients, such a reverse biasing can, however, not generally be
excluded, as is shown by the circuit example depicted in Fig. 1.48. Assume
C L to be charged for t < 0 to Vl(O-)-VBEon; ifvl decreases at t = 0 to Vl(O+),
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the instant reverse bias at the eb diode is VI (0-) -VI (0+) - VBEon , since the
voltage V2 remains constant during the switching transient. If this value is beyond BVEBO, breakdown of the eb diode occurs and the capacitor discharges
across the reverse-biased eb diode. Generally, this will lead to an increase in
recombination centers, which cause a parasitic base current component and
therefore a degradation of the current gain. If the power dissipated during
the discharge exceeds a critical limit, the transistor will be destroyed.

Collector-Emitter Breakdown. The open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO
defines the maximum allowed voltage VCE if the base is driven with a constant
current; for VCE > BVCEO the current in the output port can no longer be
controlled by a current in the input port. Open-base breakdown can be caused
by carrier multiplication due to impact ionization in the bc diode or due to
the punchthrough effect.
Avalanche-induced breakdown is caused by a positive-feedback effect. For
small values of VCE under open-base conditions, one observes the leakage
current ICEo ~ (BN + l)IcBo, which is comparatively small. With increasing
values of VCE, the electric-field strength in the bc diode grows and carrier
multiplication increases the current by a factor Mn. Since the holes generated
in the avalanche process act as a base current, the resulting collector current
IS

Ic

=

Mn

[1-B~~tn-1) + 1] I cBo ,

where B~ ~ IBE/ h is the current gain that would be observed if carrier multiplication were negligible. This expression shows a divergence for
B~(Mn-1) = 1 corresponding to collector-emitter breakdown. If Mn obeys
Miller's formula,
1

Mn = 1- (
VCB/ BVCBO )n ,

and thus

1 __1_

Mn

= ( VCB ) n
BVCBO

'

the breakdown condition B~(Mn - 1) = 1 gives

VCEO = BVCBO(B~+1)-l/n

+ VBE

.

(1.106)

The value of VCEO is bias-dependent (see Sect. 3.4) and decreases with increasing values of current gain. The open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO has
to be defined as the minimum value of VCEO(IC) and is measured by forcing
a current Ic = h with open base.
If the collector-emitter breakdown occurs due to punchthrough, the base
layer is so thin that the bc space-charge layer reaches through to the eb
space-charge layer. Thermal emission of carriers across the reduced potential
barrier then causes a significant increase in current. Generally, the base width
is chosen in order to avoid punchthrough.
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1.5.7 Some Differences of Bipolar Transistors and MOSFETs
Figure 1.49 points out some important differences between bipolar transistors
and MOSFETs .• The input conductance of a MOSFET is negligibly small
device

bipolar transistor
B1

cross section
(schematically)

E

rl~ij

n-channel MOSFET

B2

II .....,
I

I

S

G

D

[l=Fl

C
current flow
critical dimension for
frequency limit

vertical

lateral

base width

channel length

noise
(main causes)

shot noise
thermal noise

thermal noise
1ft-noise

current-voltage
characteristics

exponential

quadratic
(in saturation)

transconductance

9m = IJVT

9m=~

Fig. 1.49. A comparison of an npn bipolar transistor and an n-channel MOSFET

under NF operation - in contrast to a bipolar transistor, no bias current is
needed at the input terminal. MOSFETs therefore allow one to use charge as
a signal quantity - in addition to current and voltage, which can also be used
in bipolar transistors. This enables MOS circuit concepts, such as dynamic
logic, that have no counterpart in the bipolar world .
• Bipolar transiston" which are operated as switches, are generally driven into
saturation and build up a significant minority charge in the collector region
that slows down turn-off. Since MOSFETs do not suffer from minority-carrier
storage, they generally are better suited for fast switches that are operated
rail-to-rail.
• The exponential current-voltage characteristic of the bipolar transistor
causes a comparatively small dependence of the threshold voltage

on variations in geometry and doping concentration. A 10 % change in emitter area, for example, causes VBEon ::::J 0.8 V to change by ,0. VBEon ::::J
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VI' In(l.l) ~ 2.5mV at room temperature. The corresponding relative change
is .6. VnEon/Vrmon ~ 0.3 %. MOSFETs with short channel length generally
show considerably larger deviations: a 10 % change in channel length might
cause a 10 % change in threshold voltage under unfavorable conditions. Differential amplifiers built with bipolar transistors therefore generally show offset
voltages that lie significantly below those observed in MOSFET realizations.
A further advantage of the bipolar transistor is the long-time stability of the
threshold voltage - only small changes are observed, in contrast to threshold
voltage shifts of degraded MOSFETs.
• Owing to their exponential transfer characteristic Ie (VEE), bipolar transistors have generally a larger transconductance than MOSFETs, with their approximately linear or square-law transfer characteristic ID(VGs). In addition
to this, the transconductance gm will be strictly proportional to the collector
current over several decades of Ie, a phenomenon that may be exploited in
translinear circuits [53].
• The smaller curvature of the MOSFET transfer current characteristic generally causes smaller nonlinear distortion under large-signal operation.
• Current ftow is generally vertical in bipolar transistors and lateral in MOSFETs. The critical dimensions determining device speed are base width and
channel length, respectively. In bipolar transistors the device speed is determined by diffusion, implantation or deposition, while in integrated MOSFETs
it is usually determined by a lithographic process. For this reason, high-speed
bipolar transistors can be reali?:ed with a relaxed lithography.
• An increase in temperature generally causes an increase in the current carried by a bipolar transistor, while the current carried by a MOSFET decreases.
Parallel operation of bipolar transistors can therefore be problematic, since
the current distribution among the various transistors may become unstable.
• In contrast to majority-carrier devices such as the MOSFET, bipolar transistors show shot noise associated with the transport of carriers across the
junction. Furthermore, in bipolar transistors a thermal noise current component associated with the base current exists that is not found in field-effect
transistors, which generally show negligible gate noise. This principal advantage of MOSFETs is, however, alleviated by 1/ f noise with a noise-corner
frequency that usually lies significantly beyond values observed in bipolar
transistors.
• In comparison with CMOS processes, a bipolar process is more sensitive to
defects. The yield of highly integrated bipolar circuits will therefore generally
be less than the yield obtained with a CMOS circuit of comparable complexity.
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1.6 Elementary Large-Signal Models
In this section a subset of the Gummel-Poon model, which considers the
most important effects, is presented and applied to the description of the
current-voltage characteristics and switching transients.

1.6.1 The Elementary Transistor Model
A simple equivalent circuit 33 to describe the transistor characteristics is shown
in Fig. 1.50. The model employs two ideal diodes (N = 1), to describe the

c

E

Fig. 1.50. Element.ary t.ransist.or model

emitter-base (eb) and base-collector (bc) junctions, together with a voltagecontrolled current source, which describes t.he coupling of the two pn junctions, i.e., the transfer current. Introducing the ideal forward current gain B F ,
the current carried by the eb diode is written as
IDE =

ICE =

Bp

Is

Bp

[exp(VBE)
VT

-1]

'

(1.107)

whereas the current. carried by the bc diode is written as

=

IDe

IEc
BR

=

Is [
BR exp

(VBC)
]
VT
-1

(1.108)

with the ideal reverse current gain B R .
In accordance with (1.96), the transfer current is expressed as the difference
of a current ICE controlled by VnE and a current IEc controlled by Vnc,
divided by the normalized base charge qB:

IT

=

ICE - IEc
qB

o:lThis equivalent circuit. is somet.imes called t.he nonlinear hybrid-7r model [54].

(1.109)
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Fig. 1.51. Explanation of the Early effect,
considering the bias-dependent minoritycarrier distribution in the base region

Under low-level-injection conditions qI3 takes account of the bias-dependent
base width dB. This so-called Early effect is roughly approximated by
(1.110)
where VAF is termed the forward Early voltage and VAR the reverse Early
voltage. The bias-dependent normalized base charge qB takes account of
the Early effect [55]; this is explained in Fig. 1.51, where the effect of the
bias-dependent extension of the bc space-charge layer is shown: increasing
VeB causes a shift of Xbc to the left and therefore reduces the base width
dB. Since np(Xbe) = const. for VBE = const. and np(xbc) ~ 0, this causes
the slope of the minority-carrier distribution to increase in magnitude with
the consequence of an increased transfer current. For basic calculations we
will generally neglect the reverse Early effect, which considers the effect of
the bias-dependent extension of the eb space-charge layer, and approximate
(1.110) by
(1.111)
The transfer current source then has the following current-voltage characteristic:

IT ~ Is ( 1 + VCE)
VAF [(VBE)
exp VT
- exp (VBC)]
VT

(1.112)

Elementary Ebers-Moll Model
Figure 1.52 shows the so-called Ebers-Moll model of the bipolar transistor,
that has been widely used in the literature. Assuming qB = 1 for simplicity,
four parameters are needed to describe the elements of the Ebers-Moll model:
the ideal forward current gain AF in common-base configuration, the ideal
reverse current gain AR in common-base configuration, and the saturation
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E

----.----<

>------.---- C

B

Fig. 1.52. Ebers-Moll model

currents IEs and Ics of the eb diode and the bc diode respectively. The
CUI'I'ents IF and IR are modeled as

h is the current that would flow across the eb junction if the collector-sided
depletion layer were replaced by an ohmic contact. Correspondingly, IR describes the current that would flow across the bc junction with an ohmic contact placed instead of the emitter-sided depletion layer. Since the Ebers-Moll
model must yield the same current-voltage characteristics as the elementary
transistor model if the Early effect is neglected (VAF --7 00), the current gains
are related by
and

BR
AR= - BR+1 '

while the flaturation currentfl have to obey
IEs

= Is

( + BF1) = AFIs
1

and

Ics

= Is (1+

;R) = ~: .

The elementary tranflifltor modeluflefl three parameterfl, Is, B F , and B R , while
four parameters, hs, I cs , A F , and A R , are used in the Ebers-Moll model.
Since the models are equivalent, only three parameters of the Ebers-Moll
model can be independent. As is easily verified, the reciprocity relation

(1.113)
holds, which allows the fourth parameter to be calculated as soon as three
parameters are known. The Ebers Moll model [26] was developed first, but
has been replaced by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1.50, which is closely
related to the widely employed Gurmnel-Poon model. The reason for this is
that the parameter Is, in contrast to IEs and Ics, is not influenced by a biasdependent current gain - nonideal effects of the current gain are modeled
in terms of the eb and bc diodes [54]. Furthermore, the parameters of the
Gummel-Poon model are better suited for a description of bipolar transistors
in the common-emitter configuration.
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Fig. 1.53. Elementary bipolar transistor model with series resistances

E

Series Resistances
The elementary transistor model is easily extended by the addition of series
resistances to give the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1.53. In general, the
values of these series resistances are bias dependent.
base
emitter
contact contact

decreasing values of
base current

c=====~>

p

n

Fig. 1.54. Geometry considered for the estimation of the
internal base resistance

For a simple estimate of the internal base resistance, uniform injection of hole
current into the emitter will be assumed. The hole current in the base layer
will then show a linear decrease with position y (Fig. 1.54), and in a naI'I'OW
stripe of thickness dB, length LE and width dy at y, the power
dP

=

P

,2

--ZB

dELE

pI;t,
(y) dy = - (1 - -Y )
dELE

WE

2

dy

will be dissipated, where p is the resistivity of the base layer. FroIIl this the
total power P dissipated in the base layer is calculated by integration,

P =pIJ
-dBLE

i'WE (1 -y- )2 dy.
0

WE
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With a base resistance RBB' defined by the identity 34
resistance is estimated to be

r = RBB,I'fi,

the base

(l.114)
A transistor with two base contacts corresponds to a parallel connection of
two transistors with emitter stripe width WE/2, each driven with base current
I B /2. The power consideration then yields

(l.115)

1.6.2 Current-Voltage Characteristics
Input and Transfer Characteristics. The input characteristic In(Vm;) of
the bipolar transistor gives the current in the input terminal as a function of
the input voltage, while the transfer characteristic Ic(VBE) gives the current
in the output terminal as a function of the input voltage. Under forward-bias
conditions, the elementary transistor model yields

i.e., both input and transfer currents show an exponential dependence on

VBE as ICE"" exp(VBE/VT). For device characterization, input and transfer
characteristics generally are determined for VBC = 0 and plotted semilogarithmically as a so-called Gummel plot. In the elementary model, the forward
current gain Bre; = Ic/IB is given by

(l.116)
its value increases with increasing values of VCE.

Output Characteristics. In a cOIIlIllon-emitter configuration the dependence
of IB and Ic on VBE and VCE is of interest. Neglecting series resistances, one
obtains from (1.96), using VBC = VBE - VCE, for the transfer current the
following

iT

=

For VBE

»

Ic

=

Is exp(VBE)
qB
Vr

[1-

exp (- VCE)] .
VI'

VT (resp. ICE» Is), the collector current Ic = iT - IDC is then
Is exp (VBE)
qB) exp (VCE)]
qB
VT [ 1 - ( 1+ BR
- VT
.

34There are alternative definitions, as explained in further detail in Sect. 3.6.

(l.117)
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Fig. 1.55. Linear approximation of the output characteristics, Early voltage

Plotting Ic versus VCE for VBE = const. shows a strong increase of Ic within
a voltage interval of a few VT towards:

Is exp(VBE)
qB
VT

R::

Is

(1+ VCE)
exp(VBE)
VAF
VT

(1.118)

For VCE > VBE , (1.118) describes a linear dependence on VCE; for VCE =
-VAr, Ie would vanish according to (1.118), i.e., extrapolating the output
characteristics to Ic = 0 should lead to a set of lines that intersect at the
same point, VCE R:: - VAF (Fig. 1.55). The base current is described by

If VCE » VT, the current IDc carried by the bc diode is small in comparison
with the current IDE carried by the eb diode, i.e.,

Ie

R::

ICE
BFIDE
qB = ------;;;;-

R::

(VCE)
Bp 1 + VAF In = BN In ,

resulting in a current gain that increases with VCE. For VCE --+ 0, the collector
current is

Ie =
This corresponds to a parallel connection of eb and bc diode; ICE and IEc
show identical values, i.e., there is no transfer current. The base current is
composed of the contribution IDE and the contribution IDC, with a ratio
determined by the ideal values of forward and reverse current gains BF and
BR; the collector current is -IDC .
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If the voltage drop across R EE , and Rcc' is considered, the value of V(;E in
(1.117) has to be replaced by

This corresponds to a voltage shift of the output characteristic to the right
by (REP/+Rcc,)Ic, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.55.

Saturation, Quasi-Saturation. For VCE < VBE, the bc diode is forward biased and the collector current is composed of the transfer current and the
current carried by the bc diode. Under such saturation conditions, a reduced
current gain Icl IB is observed. If IB » Icl B F , the value of VC'E' will be of
the order of millivolts. The voltage drop VCE across the transistor will then be

c

B

E'

Fig. 1.56. Quasi-saturation. Internally
forward-biased be-diode due to voltage
drops across the base and collector series resistances

determined to a large extent by the voltage drop across the series resistances.
Due to the voltage drop across the series resistances (Fig 1.56),

may become negative, even for VCB > O. This is known as quasi-saturation.
In quasi-saturation minority carriers are injected into the collector region,
with the consequence of an increased base current and a slow down of the
switching operation.

1.6.3 Charge Storage, Charge Control Model
The minority charge stored in the bipolar transistor is divided into the portion
qTE "" iCE associated with the eb diode and the portion qTC "" iEC associated
with the bc diode. In charge-control theory a quasi-static approach is used for
the description of the charges qTE and qTC, i.e., the relationships between
stored charge and current derived for dc operation are extended to transient
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Fig. 1.57. Minority-carrier storage in an npn bipolar transistor (schematic)

operation. Figure 1.57 explains how the minority charge is divided into two
contributions. Minority charge in the emitter stems from hole injection into
the forward-biased eb diode (VBIEI > 0) and is associated with the eb diode.
Correspondingly, minority charge in the collector is associated with the bc
diode and occurs if holes are injected into the collector region under forwardbias conditions (Vnlci > 0). The minority charge stored in the base region is
proportional to the trapezoid ABCD, which can be divided 35 into a portion
(AI3D) that is attributed to the eb diode and is proportional to the stored
minority charge in the case VB'E' > 0 and VBlc' = 0, and a portion (ACD)
which is attributed to the bc diode and proportional to the stored minority
charge if VBlc' > 0 and VB'E' = O.
Tf

The charges qTE and qTC are expressed in terms of the forward transit time
and the reverse transit time Tr as follows:

(1.119)
In general, Tf and Tr have to be considered as bias-dependent quantities. In
this introductory survey Tf and Tr will be set equal to the ideal forward transit
time TF and the ideal reverse transit time T R .

Figure 1.58 shows the elementary transistor model, extended with series
resistances and diffusion and depletion capacitances. This model can only approximately describe the time-dependent behavior of the transistor, since effects due the base and collector series resistances and minority-charge storage
are taken into account in a highly simplified manner. Despite this, the model
allows to explain the principal behavior of a bipolar transistor in switching
operation.
35The sum of the areas of triangles ABD and ACD equals the area of the trapezoid, since
triangle BCD has the same area as triangle ACD.
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Fig. 1.58. Elementary transistor model (within the box)
extended with series resistances and depletion and diffusion capacitances

1.6.4 Switching Operation
A bipolar transistor in a common-emitter configuration, applied in series to a
load device, may be operated as a fast switch if a large voltage swing is applied
to the input. Here, the saturation voltage that drops across the closed switch,
and the delay times associated with turn-on and turn-off of the switch, is of
particular intcrcst.

Saturation Voltage
Figure 1.59 shows an equivalent circuit 36 for the calculation of the voltage
drop across a bipolar transistor switch. In the ON state, the transistor will
be driven into saturation. The saturation voltage VCEoat that remains across
the device is determined to a large extent by the emitter and collector series
resistance; the corresponding voltage drop across the eb diode is given by
VBEsah where generally VBERat > V(;Esat. Assuming qB = 1, the equivalent
circuit yields

i.e., the current that flows into the bc diode must be taken into account. Since
both ICE and hc are large in comparison with the transfer saturation current
Is, these equations give
36Base-charge modulation and nonideal behavior of the pn junction has been neglected
for simplicity.
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Fig. 1.59. Equivalent circuit for the calculation of the saturation voltage of the bipolar transistor switch

VCIEI

=

VT In(BF B+BR +1)
BR BF-B
'

(1.120)

where B = Ici lB. The saturation voltage VCEsat is the sum of VCIEI and the
voltage drops across the emitter and collector resistances REE' and Rccl:
VCE ;:::: VCIEI

+ (RcCI + REEl) Ic

.

Turn-on and Turn-off Delay Times
Figure 1.60 shows a bipolar transistor switch with an ohmic load Rc and a
control current iB(t) = [Vl(t)-VBE(t)l!RB delivered by the time-dependent
voltage source VI (t). Together with the relations of the charge-control theory
(Fig. 1.60)
in (t)
(1.121)
d'tEC
- - TR - ( 1) - c· -dVBC
dt
dt '

iCE - iEc 1 + ,
,
BR

ic(t)

JC

(1.122)

the turn-on and turn-off switching transients may be calculated [56-58].
Turn-on. Assume a voltage step of VI at t = 0 from zero to VI. The value of
VBE will first be smaller than the threshold VBEon of the eb diode, resulting
in negligihle currents iCE and iEc. Since VCE ;:::: V+, (1.121) yields

.
dVBE
'lB(t) = (Cje+Cjc)-d- =

t

VI

-VBE
.
RB

If VBE increases from lIero to VBEon, the charges on the eb and bc depletion
capacitances change by
,6,Q.11

=

i

·0

VREon

Cje(VBE) dVBE +

iV+-VREon
. V+

Cjc(VCB) dVcB .
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 1.60. Bipolar transistor operated as a switch. (a) Circuit and (b) equivalent circuit

Under the condition VI » VBEon, one may approximate the time-dependent
ba8e current by its average value, (iBh ::::: (VI - VBEon/2)/ RB, to e8timate the
time iI required to reach thre8hold,
(1.123)
When VBE has reached VBEon, further charging of the eb depletion capacitance
may be neglected. Now the current iCE increa8e8, while iEc may 8till be
neglected as long as VCE > VBEon . With dVBE/dt ::::: 0 and VBE ::::: VBEon :::::
const., the base current in will be approximately constant, and (1.121) can
be simplified to
iCE
dicE
dVBc
-+TF--+C' - BF
dt
JC dt
Integration from tl up to the HI-LO delay time tpDL, after which the output
voltage V2 has changed by 50% of the voltage swing (Fig. 1.(1), yields
(1.124)
if the recombination current iCE/ BF that flows during this time interval is
neglected. The right hand side of (1.124) determines the charge that has to be
delivered by lB. The first term ,6.QTE represents the change of the diffusion
charge; with iCE(tPDL) ::::: V+/2Rc one obtains
,6.QTE = TF'icE(tPDd ::::: TFV+/2Rc .
The second term on the right hand side of (1.124), ,6.QJC2, describes the
change of the charge stored in the bc depletion capacitance,
,6.QJC2

=

l

t PDL

. tl

i

V+/ 2 - VRF:on
dVBc
dt:::::
"
Cjc-Cjc(VCB) dVcB
dt
. V+-VnEon
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Fig. 1.61. Current and voltage waveforms of a bipolar transistor operated as a switch with
ohmic load

if VCB decreases from V+ delay time is obtained:

VBEon

to V+/2 -

VBEon'

From (l.124) the HI-LO
(l.125)

In the same way, the fall time tf, which is the time required by the output
voltage to decrease from 90% of its maximum value to 10%, is obtained:
(l.126)
where
(l.127)
is the charge increment of the bc depletion capacitance associated with a
decrease of VCE from 0.9 V+ to 0.1 V+. When V2 becomes smaller than VCEon,
iEc begins to increase up to
(l.128)
The value of VBE will increase only slightly up to the value
will decrease to VCEsaL'

VBEsat,

while

VCE
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Turn-off. Assume a voltage step of Vl at t = 0 from V1 to zero. Then, the voltages VnTc and VCE will first remain approximately constant, until the charge
TR iEc(O) associated with the forward-biased bc diode is gone. The time therefore required ifl called the fltorage time ts. In the time interval from 0 to t s ,
the base current is approximately constant, iB(t) >=:::: -VBEsat/RB = -IIBoffl.
From (1.121) one therefore obtains

where TF dicE/dt has been neglected because TF
BF » B R , one obtains 37

«

TR. Since, generally,

This is a differential equation for iEC of first order, with the general solution
iEc(t) = [iEc(O)+BRIIBOrrllexp(--t_) -BRIIBorrl·
TRBR
From iEC(ts)

= 0, the storage time ts is estimated:
(1.130)

where iEc(O) = hc according to (1.128). For t > ts, i.e., after de charging the
bc diffusion charge, TR lEe, the bc depletion charge and the diffusion charge
TF iCE have to be cut back. Equation (1.121) yields for the LO-HI delay time
tl'UH in analogy to (1.125) the estimate

(1.131)
where

ifl the change of charge in the hc depletion capacitance aflflociated with an
increase of VCE from 0.5 V+ to VCEon' The rise time tf follows from

(1.132)
with 6.Q.JC3 defined according to (1.127).

37In general, the current
V+ -

VCEsat

Rc

=

.
ICE -

iCE

may be substituted, with the help of (1.122), which gives

.
'tEC

(1 + 1)
BR

-

T

R

diEc

cit '

with this substitution, a second-order differential equation is obtained.

(1.129)
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1. 7 Elementary Small-Signal Models
1.7.1 Admittance Parameters
The small-signal behavior of a bipolar transistor may be expressed in terms
of the admittance parameters Ya!3, which determine network elements in the
general two-port equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 1.62h.
Dc
C

B
VBE

ib

b

~

-Y12

VP~
e

Y11+Y12

Y22+Y12

----~~-------+--------~~~=-~

e

E

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.62. (a) Elementary transistor model (series resistances neglected) and (b) general
two-port equivalent circuit

Under low-frequency conditions, the admittance parameters are determined
as partial derivatives of the current-voltage characteristics. Neglecting series
resistances, these are given by (Fig. 1.62a)

(Vrm)

VeE)
Ic ;:::;; Is ( 1 + -~
- exp - VAF
VT

and

In this approximation the y-parameters (NF) are 38
Ylle

( DIB )
aVm ;

IB

-

Vr

VCE

Y12e

( alB)
aVCE VHF:

0

Y21e

( alc )
aVBE

Ic
VT

Y22e

( DIc )
aVCE

VCE

=

(1.134)

=

=

Vc;E

(1.135)

grn

Ic
VBE

(1.133)

g1C

+ V:<l.F

=

go

(1.136)

in forward operation with VBE » VT. The value of Y12e equals zero in this
approximation; the general small-signal equivalent circuit therefore simplifies
to the one depicted in Fig. 1.63, where g7r = IB/Vr is the input conductance,
:l8This are approximate relations for basic calculations, a refined description of smallsignal parameters can be found in Sect. 3.9.
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,-------.--_- c

b

e - - + - - -......- - - + - - - e

Fig. 1.63. Elementary small-signal equivalent
circuit for NF operation

gm = I C /VT is the transconductance and go = I c / (VCE + ~\F) is the output
conductance. Adding small-signal series resistances rbb', r ec' and reef leads
to the small-signal equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 1.64.
internal transistor

c

b

e----------+------------ e

Fig. 1.64. Giacoletto
model with series resistances

If the series resistances RBBf, REEf and RcC' of the large-signal equivalent
circuit are bias-dependent, the small-signal series resistances rbb f , reef and reef
will show different values. As an example, the bias-dependent base resistance
RBBf is considered. The current IB applied at the bias point causes the voltage
drop VBBf = RBBf IB across the base resistance. Superposition of a small-signal
contribution ib causes a change of the base resistance,
RBBf (IB

+ ib)

~ RBBf

dRBBf I
+ 'ib -d-IB

IE

,

where RBBf = RBBf (IB) is the value of the base resistance at the bias point;
the voltage drop across the base resistance now is

Considering only terms of the first order in ib gives for the small-signal voltage
drop across the base resistance
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Vbb'

=

(nmv +

IB

BB

dR , I )
dIB IB

ih

=

Tbb'

~h ,

(1.137)

where Tbb' denotes the small-signal base resistance. SPICE calculates the
value of Tbb' during an .OP-analysis and displays the results as RX in the
. OUT-file.

1. 7.2 Hybrid Parameters
The hybrid parameters determine the response of the small-signal quantities
and 'Ie to changes of the small-signal quantities 'tb and Vee. The parameters

Vbe

h _ (OVBE)
and
alB
are determined for VeE = const., i.e., the small-signal component
lle -

--

VeB

Vee

is zero,

corresponding to a short circuit at the output. The parameters
h 12e -_

(OVm:)
--

OVCE

OIe )
= ( -,-OVCE IB
= const. and 'tb = 0, respectively, corresponding to
and

IB

h 22e

are determined for IB
an input of the small-signal equivalent circuit that is left open. Their values
depend on the collector current Ie and voltage Vc:E of the bias point.

e
b

(a)

ib

9n

vbe

e'
e

(b)

Fig. 1.65. Small-signal equivalent
circuits for the determination of
(a) parameters hUe and h 21e and
(b) parameters h 12e and h 22e

The hybrid parameters can be calculated with the small-signal equivalent
circuits shown in Fig. 1.65. The input resistance results as a series connection
of three resistances,
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(1.138)

The emitter series resistance Tee' is weighted with the factor (h21c + 1), since
both the input current and the output current, which is controlled by the
input current, flow through this element. Neglecting series resistances leads
to the following:
h He

::::: TTl :::::

VT/le.

The current gain is
h218

= ~e =

gm/ gTl - Tee' go

(1.139)

1 + go (Tee' +Tec')

Zb

and simplifies to
(1.140)

if series resistances may be neglected. The small-signal current gain f3 is related to the large-signal current gain BN = Ie/In as follows:

f3 - (ale)
_
oIn VeE -

(OBNIB)
_
oIn
VeE BN

+ IB

(OBN)
oIn VeE'

(1.141)

or, since (oBN/olnkcE = f3(oB N/olc)vcE'

f3 =

BN
Ie (OBN)
1 - B'I ale VeE

(1.142)

The large-signal current gain BN and the small-signal current gain f3 are only
equal if BN is constant. In SPICE, the value of f3 = gm/ gTl is calculated
during an .oP-analysis and printed as BETAAC in the . OUT-file. The output
conductance h 22e is determined from the equivalent circuit Fig. 1.65b,
(1.143)

Neglecting the series resistances gives the approximation
(1.144)

The voltage feedback h 12e also follows from Fig. 1.65b,
h-12e

-

-

Vbe

-

Vee

_

-

Tee'

Since the denominator is dominated by
h 12e

::::: Tee'go

(1.145)

Tee' +1'0 + Tee'

«

To,

the following approximation holds:
(1.146)

1;

for most applications, one may assume h 12e

= O.
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c

C
ReG'

b

ib

R EE,
(a)

e

E

e -:-:..-..-..-..-.. -.. -........-..-..-.. -...-..-..-..-.. -...-..-..-..-.. -...-'-: e

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.66. (a) Ebers-Moll model for forward operation. (b) Elementary T-equivalent circuit. (c) T -equivalent circuit that considers voltage feedback and Early effect

1.7.3 T-Equivalent Circuit
Figure 1.66a shows the Ebers-Moll model extended by series resistances
for forward operation. Lineari:.mtion of the network elements yields the Tequivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 1.66b, which, however, does not consider
voltage feedback and the Early effect. To consider these quantities the equivalent circuit is extended by the resistance rc and the controlled source J.tVb'c"

b'

c'

b'

~ Vb,c, +

e

J3 ib

e

<=>

,------~----+--

c'

grr

e -~---~~----~- e

Fig. 1.67. Correspondence between T- and 7r-equivalent circuits

The extended T-equivalent circuit Fig. 1.66c is equivalent to the 1f-equivalent
circuit for low-frequency operation (capacitances omitted) built from six network clements, where the values of rbb' and ree' are equal in both models. The
quantities (3, r e, rc and I' of the T-equivalent circuit can be calculated from
the values of g7r' grn, go and ree' of the 1f-equivalent circuit, since both equivalent circuits must yield the same two-port parameters. The transformation
equations are
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(1.147)

9m/97r
r 7r (l

+ r ee' 90)/({3 + 1) + ree'

(reel

+ 1"0)/(1 -

ree l 90)

:::::

::::: ree'

+ 1/9m

(1.148)
(1.149)

1"0

(1.150)

1. 7.4 Frequency limits
With each pn junction there is a depletion and a diffusion capacitance. In our
small-signal model these have to be modeled as two additional capacitances,
C7r (located between base and emitter) and cM (located between base and
collector), resulting in the small-signal equivalent circuit devised by Giacoletto
(Fig. 1.68).

b

b'

c

Fig. 1.68. Srnall-sig-

e ---------------4>------------ e

nal1T-equivalent circuit
devised by to Giacoletto

Under forward operation only the eb diode is forward biased, i.e., there is no
diffusion charge associated with the bc diode. If Cje denotes the eb depletion
capacitance and Cje the bc depletion capacitance one may therefore write

(1.151 )
where Tf9m denotes the diffusion capacitance of the eb diode. The forward
transit time Tf is set equal to the parameter TF in the elementary model
and is somewhat larger than the base transit time TB. The diffusion charge
associated with the forward-biased eb junction is qTE = Tf Ie. Differentiation
of this expression with respect to VBE yields the diffusion capacitance Tf9m.
The capacitances determine the electrical behavior of the transistor at
large frequencies. The two-port parameters then become complex, frequencydependent quantities. Of particular importance is the frequency dependence
of the forward common-emitter current gain h 21e and the transconductance
Y21e, both with the output short circuit.
Figure 1.69 shows a small-signal equivalent circuit for the computation of
h 21e and Y21e. The series resistances ree' and ree' were omitted for simplicity;
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rbb'

ib

b

en

Vbe

Co

b'

g"

~ Vrr

go

Fig.
1.69.
Smallsignal
IT-equivalent
circuit for the determination of h 21e and

e

Y21e

then go is short-circuited and has no effect on the two-port parameters. The
current ib at the input flows through g7r and the capacitances C7r and cIL '
which short-circuit g7r with increasing frequency. For an input current with
constant amplitude, the voltage drop 1!.7r will then vary in inverse proportion
to the frequency and so will the transfer current controlled by '/l7r' If the
contribution of the current through clL to the collector current is neglected,
one obtains
k
where

=

1/3

1,d

(3
.
1 + j 111/3 Ib ,

gm'/l7r

denotes the f3-cutoff frequency,

-

1

-27T C7r

Y7r

+ clL

For h 21e one obtains up to the first order of frequency

1
(1.152)

1 » 1/3, the magnitude of h 21e will therefore decrease in proportion to
1/1, corresponding to a decrease of 20 dB per decade of frequency in a Bode

For

plot,

The quantity 1T = (318 is known as the cutoff frequency of the transistor.
If 1 = iT, the one-pole approximation of Ih 21e I becomes unity. Figure 1.70
illustrates this behavior schematically for a bipolar transistor with (3 = 100.
For Tee' # 0, Tee' # Oand negligible Early effect (go
model (Fig. 1.68) yields for the cutoff frequency:

= 0), the Giacoletto

(1.153)
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'r,

t

40dB+---------~

20 dB

o dB
log f

Fig. 1.70. Frequency dependence of Ih 21e I for a bipolar transistor with f3 = 100

As is illustrated in Fig. 1.71, the cutoff frequency is bias-dependent: for small
values of the collector current, Ie, its value is dominated by the first term on
the right hand side of (1.153),
.
jT

~

•

Ie

21T( Cjc +Cjc) VT

,

which causes II' to increase with Ie. For large values of Ie the first term in
(1.153) may be neglected, resulting in
h~

1
21T [ Tf

+ (reel +rcc' )CjcJ

.

In real transistors T[ increases for large values ofthe transfer current; the cutoff
frequency thus decreases after having passed a maximum. The maximum
value of iT increases with the value of VeE, since Cjc and the value of Tf
decrease due to the widening of the bc space-charge layer.

log Ie

Fig. 1. 71. Cutoff frequency
versus Ic for two different
values of VCE (schematic)

iT
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The transconductance Y2Ie is relevant for voltage control of the input. Its
frequency dependence is determined by the voltage divider composed of Tbb'
and the parallel connection of g7r and (C7r + cIL). With the ratio
1

one obtains for the transconductance

(l.154)

Y2Ie

where
1 + Tbb'g7r
27fTbb' (C7r + cIL )

~

1
27fTbb' (C7f + c/,)

(l.155)

defines the transconductance-cutoff frequency. Neglecting the term
the numerator yields
1

gm

Tbb' gm

27f (C7r + c/1 )

Tbb'

g7r in

iT

The transconductance-cutoff frequency fy is therefore large in comparison
with the ;5'-cutoff frequency f f3, as long as Tbb' Y7r « 1 holds.
For frequencies in excess of the maximum frequency of oscillation, fmax,
the output power of an amplifier in common-emitter configuration is smaller
than the power delivered to the input; the transistor can then no longer be
applied as the active element of an oscillator circuit. 39 For an approximate
calculation of frnax, the small-signal equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 1. 72a is
considered. For high frequencies with WC 7r » Tbb' , the input voltage VI drops
predominantly at Tbb'; the power delivered to the input is then approximately
PI = Tbb,I~, where h is the rms value of the small-signal base current 'lb. The
power P 2 delivered to the load RL is on the other hand P2 = RLIc2, where
Ie is the rms value of the small-signal collector current i c . The maximum
power gain is obtained if the source impedance Rs is matched to the input
impedance (Rs ~ Tbb' in the frequency range considered), and if the load
impedance RL is matched to the real part of the output impedance 1I h 22c .
Under the condition WC 7r » 1/[ T7r II (Rs + Tbb' )], the resistances Tbb' , Rs and T7f
can be neglected in the network Fig. 1. 72b, which is used for the calculation
of the output impedance h'2'2e = i c l'Q2. The capacitances clL and C7r then act as
a capacitive voltage divider, i.e., 'Q7r/'Q2 = c/1!(c/1+c7r ). The collector current
thercf'ore is
.
'k

=

gm'Q7r

.
)
.
(
)
clL (
+ Jwc
IL 'Q2 -'Q7r = -+-- gm +Jwc7r 'Q2

clL

C7r

,

39Practical oscillator circuits operate at frequencies well below fmax.
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b'

(b)

Fig. 1.72. Small-signal
equivalent circuit for the
computation of fmax. (a)
Circuit used for the computation of the power n
delivered to the input and
the power P2 delivered to
the load; (b) circuit used
for the computation of the
output impedance

resulting in the output conductance
I~22e

•
)
= - C,L
- - ( gm +Jwc
IT

c/1+c 7f

.

Impedance matching at the output therefore requires

Since

one obtains

in the frequency range considered. The maximum power gain then is approximately

if

P2
RL
PI = Tbb' 4j2

1 c/1

+ CIT

1

if

~ 4: c/1gm Tbb' j2 ~

iT
811Tbb'C/1

1

j2 ,

since iT ~ grn/21l(c/1 + CIT). The maximum frequency of oscillation,
computed as the frequency for which P 2 / PI -+ 1, resulting in
frnax

~

imax, is

(1.156)

This result neglects, for example, the effect of the collector-substrate capacitance (see Sect. 3.lO).
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1.8 Noise Modeling
The term noise, as it is used here, denotes statistical fluctuations of terminal
currents or voltages due to the quantization of charge, thermal motion of the
carriers and generation or recombination processes. 40 Computation of noise
behavior is possible with noise equivalent circuits; for the characterization of
the noise produced by a transistor, the noise figure is specified.

1.8.1 Noise and Noise Sources
Figure 1. 73 schematically depicts a noisy current signal with a noise current
in (t) superposed on the average current I.
itt)

Fig. 1.73. Noisy current signal

The temporal average, in, of the noise current in (t) is zero by definition
-,--Zn

.

1 IT/2. ,
,
Zn (t ) dt
T . -T/2

= hm T-+oo

= 0;

therefore, to obtain a measure for the intensity of noise, the rms noise current
1 j.T/2
lim i~ (t') dt'
T-+oo T -T/2

is generally considered. Practical calculations make use of the spectral density 41 Si(f) of the noise current; Si(f) determines the mean square noise
current within a frequency interval of width 1 Hz and therefore has the dimension A 21Hz. The rms noise current In in the frequency interval [f, f+b.f 1
follows from Si (f) according to

r+M Si(f) df .

if

f

----------------~--~---

40See Chap. 5.
41See Appendix E.

(1.157)
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In complete analogy, noise voltages may be described by a spectral density
Sv(f) (dimem3ion V2 /Hz), which determines the rms noise voltage Vn in the
frequency interval [],] + 6..] 1
rf+D.f

if

Sv(f) d] .

(1.158)

Thermal Noise. The random thermal motion of the carriers within a conducting material causes a noise voltage between two contacts to the material
by electrostatic induction. The spectral density ofthis thermal noise 42 voltage
is
S,,(f)

= 4k n TR,

(1.159)

where kB = 1.38066 X 10- 23 J /K denotes the Boltzmann constant and T the
absolute temperature. 43 The noise behavior of an ohmic resistor may therefore

Fig. 1.74. Noise equivalent circuit of an ohmic
resistor

be described by a series connection of a noise voltage source with spectral
density S,,(f) and a noise-free resistor R, as shown in Fig. 1.74. To distinguish
noise-free circuit elements from noisy ones, the latter are illustrated with
hatched symbols. An equivalent representation employs a parallel connection
of a noise current source with spectral density

(1.160)
and a noise-free resistor R. Formulas (1.159) and (1.160) describe noise sources
with spectral densities which are independent of frequency - so-called white
noise sources. The rms noise current and noise voltage generated by a resistor
42Therrnal noise was first observed by J.B. Johnson in 1927 [59], and it was theoretically
described by H. Nyquist in 1928 [60]; it is therefore often termed Johnson noise or Nyquist
noise.
43Expression (1.159) is an approximation: at large frequencies the spectral density of the
noise voltage source has to be multiplied by the Planck factor [61]:

p

()
I

=

hi
1
k8T exp(hl/k8T) - 1

where h denotes the Planck constant. For typical operating frequencies in electronic circuits,
the deviations of p(f) from one may generally be neglected: at I = 10 GHz: 1 - p(f) =
8 X 10- 4 , and at 1= 100 GHz: 1 - p(f) = 8 X 10- 3 .
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therefore depends on the bandwidth B of the circuit: according to formulas
(1.157) and (1.158) these quantities will increase in proportion to .JB.

P12--

- - P21
Fig. 1.75. Power exchanged between two noisy
resistors connected in parallel

Figure 1. 75 shows a noise equivalent circuit of two resistors Rl (held at temperature T 1 ) and R2 (held at temperature T2). In a frequency interval of
width 1::.], resistor Rl produces the rms noise voltage V;ll = y'4kBTl Rl 1::.],
which drops across the two resistors according to the voltage divider ratio.
The power delivered to R2 by this process is

its value is maximum if Rl
PNV

= knT11::.] = 4

=

R2 and given by the available noise power

Tl) 1::.].
x 10 -21 W x (290 K Htl

(1.161)

Analogously, R2 delivers the power

to R 1 . If both resist on, have the same temperature (Tl = T'2), the system is
in thermal equilibrium and
= P21. If R2 is replaced by an impedance Z,
resistor Rl delivers the power

n2

dP12 = 4k n TRl

Re(Z)

IRI +Z12 1::.]

to Z within a frequency interval of width 1::.]. The power delivered by Z to
Rl in this frequency interval is, on the other hand,
dF21

=

Rl

IRI +Z12

S(Z)(f)l::.f
v

.

.,

where sSZ) (J) is the spectral density of the noise voltage produced by Z. In
thermal equilibrium dP12 = dP21 must be fulfilled, and therefore
(1.162)

The noise voltage of an impedance is therefore solely determined by Re(Z).
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Shot Noise. The transport of charge across depletion layers in bipolar devices causes shot noise, which over a wide frequency range may be described
by a white-noise current source with spectral density (see Chap. 5)
Si(1)

~

2e(I +218)

~

2eI.

(1.163)

The rms noise current in a frequency interval of width 6.f therefore is
In

=

Iii ~ J2eI6.f .

(1.164)

l/f Noise. Thermal noise and shot noise are the predominant causes of
noise in electronic devices at large frequencies. At small frequencies additional mechanisms, e.g., due to generation-recombination processes [62,63],
cause extra noise. This noise can generally be described by a noise current
source with a frequency-dependent spectral density that obeys the relation
Si(1) =

I)A.FKF
( AT'

(1.165)

where KF (dimension A2) and AF are parameters that are determined from
measured data. In pn junctions, where 1/ f noise appears in addition to shot
noise, the noise corner frequency fe, at which both contributions are equal,
is often specified. From 2eI = KF(I / A)A.F / fe, its value is related with the
parameter KF by
(1.166)
The noise corner frequency will be bias-dependent if AF

i-

l.

1.8.2 Noise Circuit Analysis
For the computation of noise signals, noise sources are added to the smallsignal equivalent circuit. If two (uncorrelated) noise sources with spectral
densities S"l (1) and S,,2 (1) are connected in series, the resulting noise voltage
has spectral density

In complete analogy, a parallel connection of two noise current sources with
spectral densities Sil (1) and Si2 (1) produces a noise current with spectral
density

These relations must not be applied if the noise sources are correlated. Generally, the superposition of two noise currents, i n1 (t) and in2 (t), yields a noise
current with mean square deviation
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. +Zn2
·)2 = J2n1 + J2n2 + 2-·
(Zn1
Zn1-.Zn2 .
In the case of uncorrelated noise currents, in1 and i n2 , the time average in1 in2
vanishes, and the mean square of the noise current results from a simple
addition of the single mean square values. If correlation exists between the
noise currents, the correlation coefficient
(1.167)
will be different from lIero: uncorrelated noise currents in1 and in2 have a
correlation coefficient of zero, while completely correlated noise currents in1
and in2 have a correlation coefficient of one.
If the investigation is restricted to a small frequency interval, it is useful to
introduce complex effective values for the generated noise current and noise
voltage. Within a small frequency interval of width I:::,.j at j, one may write

'Pn is the phase of the complex effective value In and subject to random phase
variations between 0 and 21f. The time average is then replaced by an average
with respect to the phase angles 'Pn, a procedure indicated by the brackets
( ... ). If two variables are uncorrelated, there is no relation between the two
phaflcfl and thc avcragc of thcir product will vaniflh.

Fig. 1.76. Noise equivalent circuit considered in example 1.8.1

Example 1.8.1 To illustrate the method, the noise voltage across resistor R2 of
the circuit depicted in Fig. 1.76 will be calculated. R1 and R2 are assumed to
be noiseless; in and Vn are assumed to be correlated with correlation coefficient
riv. Since the circuit is linear, the complex effective noise voltage across R2
is easily obtained by superposition, with the result

Vn2

=

-

R2
R1 +R2 (R1In + Vn) .

From this result, the mean-square noise voltage is obtained by lIlultiplication
with V~2 and subsequent averaging with respect to the random phase angles:

(Vn2

V~2)

Since (Vn2V~2)

= (R1 :~2)2

(Ri(InI~)+ (Vn V~) + Rl (L,V~ +I~VIJ)

.

= Sv2(f)l:::,.j, (InI;') = Si(f)l:::,.j, (VnV;') = Sv(f)l:::,.j, and
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the spectral density of the noise voltage across R2 can be written as follows:

Circuit Analysis with SPICE
Noise analysis in SPICE is possible by inserting the .NOISE statement in the
input control file after a . AC statement, which performs a frequency analysis
[61,64]. The .NOISE statement has the principal form

yeN)

.NOISE

INPUT SOURCE

During a . NOISE analysis, the small-signal equivalent circuit is extended by
uncorrelated small-signal noise sources. With these, the noise voltage at the
specified output node N is calculated within a bandwidth 1 Hz as a function
of frequency m; follows:

v(ONOISE)

=

/

Sv,N(f)

x 1 Hz ;

the input-referred noise voltage is

V(ONOISE)jAv(J) ,

V(INOISE) =

where Av(f) is the voltage gain from the input source to the specified output
node N. A simple application of the. NOISE statement is found in the following
example.
1kn

(2)

Fig. 1.77. Example circuit used for noise analysis with

SPICE

Example 1.8.2 As an example the noise voltage at node (2) of the circuit
shown in Fig. 1.77 is calculated with the SPICE . NOISE analysis and compared with the result of the analytical computation. The statements
.AC

.NOISE
. TEMP

DEC

100
V(2)

o

50

10MEG

21

Vl
100

initiate (after a mandatory . AC analysis) the computation of the noise voltage
at node (2) within a frequency band of 1 Hz for three different temperature
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values (O°C, 50°C and lOO°C). In Fig. 1.78 the computed values ofV(ONDISE)
are plotted as a function of frequency.

6.0nV ------------------------------------------------------------,
,

,
40nV ~

100 C
50C
0C .

,,

. . ····1

2.0nV

OV + - - - - - - - - - - - T 100Hz
D

•

- - - - - - - - - - 'T - - - - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - -

1.0KHz
V(ONOISE)

•

10KHz

100KHz

1.0MHz

10MHz

Frequency
Fig. 1. 78. Result of the . NOISE analysis

c

R

R

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1.79. Koise equivalent
circuit for a parallel connection of ohmic resistor and capacitor

Figure 1.79a shows the respective noise equivalent circuit; the thermal noise
current generated by the ohmic resistor is represented by a noise current
source with spectral density Si(f) = 4kBT / R. An alternative noise equivalent
circuit, which represents the generated noise voltage, with a noise voltage
generator of spectral density S1) (f) is shown in Fig. 1. 79b. The spectral density
S,,(f) is related to Si(f) by the impedance Z = (jwC+l/R)-l of the parallel
connection of Rand C as follows:

S1) (j)

2

(.)

= 1Z 1 Si j

4kBTR

= 1+(21fjRC):!
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At small frequencies f« (27rRC)-l, the nns value of the noise voltage in a
frequency band of width 1 Hz is

V4kBTR x

1 Hz = 2.349

X

10- 10 V x JT/K.

Its value increases with temperature; at ooe (or T
273 K), the analytical computation gives 3.88 nY, while at lOOoe (or T = 373 K) the
value 4.54 nV is obtained in accordance with Fig. 1.78. At large frequencies f > (27rRC)-1 ::::: 160 kHz, the noise voltage generated by the resistor is
shunted by the capacitor, resulting in a decrease with frequency.

1.8.3 Noisy linear Two-Ports, Noise Figure
The admittance parameters or any other full set of two-port parameters provide a full description of a linear noise-free two-port. In noisy two-ports, additional noise currents have to be superposed onto the currents of the noise-free
two-port. Fig. 1.80a shows such a noise equivalent circuit that has two noise
current sources with spectral densities Sil and Si2 connected to the input
and output port. With the complex effective values Lnl and Ln2 of these noise

y
(a)

i1

............................

y
: .......................... :

(b)

Fig. 1.80. Koisy two-port represented as a (a) noise-free
two-port with noise current
sources parallel to the input
and output port, and (b) as a
noise-free two-port with inputreferred noise voltage and noise
current sources

sources, the complex effective small-signal terminal currents are determined
by
(1.168)
Often it is helpful to describe the noise of the two-port in terms of noise
sources connected to the input of the two-port, as shown in Fig. 1.80b. Here,
a noise-free two-port is in cascade to a noise two-port composed of the inputreferred current and voltage noise generator with complex effective values
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Ll

and V n . In terms of the chain parameters (or ABeD parameters)
complex effective small-signal terminal currents then are written as

the

(1.169)
If the input-referred noise sources depend on the same physical mechanism
to a certain extent, the noise sources will show correlation. Then, it is possible to separate the input-referred noise current in into the portion i~2),
represented by the complex effective value I~2) = Y, V n' which is completely

correlated with Vn , and the portion i~l), which shows no correlation with Vn .
The admittance Y, is expressed in terms of the complex correlation coefficient
"'.
V*)/(In V;n ) of i n and v n as follows:
....LlV = (I
-n-ll

Y, = -'f.I V

j

Sd Sv .

(1.170)

Fig. 1.81. Equivalent noise two-port using uncorrelated noise sources

The noise two-port may be replaced by the two-port depicted in Fig. 1.81,
with uncorrelated noise sources Vn and i~l) [65]. The noise sources are often
expressed in terms of their equivalent noise conductance

(1.171 )
and their equivalent noise resistance

(1.172)
Then, four parameters (Rn' G n and the real and imaginary components of
l":-f) have to be known for a complete specification of the input-referred noise
two-port.
Figure 1.82 shows a noisy linear two-port to which a signal generator delivers
the signal power .6.Ps 1 within the frequency interval between f and f +.6.f.
This signal is superposed by a noise signal that delivers the noise power .6.PNl
to the load in the frequency interval considered. At the input port we therefore
observe the signal-to-noise ratio .6.Psl/ .6.PN1 . The power delivered to the load
within the frequency interval [f, f +.6.f 1 may also be separated into a signal
portion .6.Ps 2 and a noise portion .6.PN2 , resulting in the signal-to- noise ratio
.6.PS2 / .6.PK2 at the output port. The noise factor F is defined as the quotient
of the signal-to-noise ratio at the input and output port
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noise two-port

generator

noise-free
two-port

load

-

I'!.P S2
I'!.P N2

Fig. 1.82. Noisy linear two-port in amplifier operation

(1.173)
it defines the noise figure according to
NF = 10 dB x loglO(F) .

(1.174)

If a signal passes through a noise-free two-port, its signal-to-noise ratio will
not change, i.e., it may be attributed the noise factor F = 1 corresponding to
the noise figure NF = 0 dB. The noise figure thus defined is a ternperaturedependent quantity and commonly specified for the standard noise temperature T = 290 K, specified by the IRE in 1962 [66].
If Rr denotes the input resistance ofthe circuit shown in Fig. l.82, the noise
power delivered by the source to the two-port within a frequency interval of
width .6..] is

.6..PKl =

Rr R § S .6..] = 4kBT RsRr .6..]
(Rr+RsP ,RS
(Rr+RsP'

(1.175)

The noise power delivered to the amplifier by the noise two-port with uncorrelated noise current and noise voltage sources of spectral density Si and Sv
is
(1.176)
Both .6..PNl and .6..P~l are amplified in the noise-free two-port; if the amplifier
has a power gain G p = .6..~S2/ .6..~Sl' the noise power available at the output
therefore is .6..PN2 = Gp (.6..PKl +.6..P~l)' This yields for the noise factor

F = .6..~Sl .6..PK2 = ~ G p (.6..PNl +.6..P~l)
.6..Ps 2 .6..PK1
Gp
.6..P'Il
or, considering (1.175) and (1.176),
F = 1 + Rs Si

4kBT

+

Sv

4kBTRs

(1.177)
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The noise power delivered by the amplifier will change, if the input-referred
noise sources are correlated. The noise current in (t) and the noise voltage
Vn (t) cause the noise current

Rsin(t) + vn(t)
Rs +RT

i .(t) =
III

to flow into the input of the amplifier, i.e., the nns value of the noise power
delivered to the input of the amplifier is
I
b..PNI

=

. (t ) +Vn(t ) F
( Rr )2 [ Rszn
Rs+Rr

RrIni2 -_
Rr

( Rs+Rr )

2

(2
.) ()t )
RSIn2+ Vn2+ 2Rszn(t
Vn

Since In = VSib..j and Vn = VS"b..j within a frequency interval of width
b..j, (l.176) for b..P~1 can be modified to read as follows

if the average in (t )vn (t) is expressed in terms of the correlation coefficient
'Yiv = in (t)v n(t) / (In Vn). In the case of non-negligible correlation, the noise
factor therefore reads

F

=

1 + RS2Si
'

+ S" + 2"'iv R SV Si S"

I . . .

4kB TR s

(l.l78)

Fig. 1.83. Series connection of noisy linea.r
two-ports

If noisy two-ports are cascaded (Fig. l.83), the noise factor of the chain is
given by the formula of Friis [65]:

F

=

F2 - 1
F,3 - 1
FI + G (l) + G (I)G (2) + .... ,
p

p

p

(l.l79)

where Fk denotes the noise factor of the kth two-port and Gp(k) its power
gain. If an amplifier is composed of several amplifying stages, it is therefore
important to obtain an input stage with a large power gain, which to a large
extent suppresses the noise contributions of the following stages.

1.8.4 Bipolar-Transistor Noise Equivalent Circuit
Noise in bipolar transistors is attributed to shot noise and thermal noise. In
addition, at low frequencies 1/ j noise may be important. A noise equivalent
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circuit that considers these mechanisms with appropriate noise sources is
8hown in Fig. 1.84. Thi8 model i8 u8ed automatically in SPICE if a . NOISE

c~

b

c'

r bb ,

ree ,

c

go

e

------------------------4-----+------------------------e

Fig. 1.84. Noise equivalent circuit of the bipolar transistor

analY8i8 i8 performed. Noi8e current 8ource8 with 8pectral den8itie8 Sirb =
4kBT Irbbl, Sire = 4kBT Ireel and Sire = 4kBT Ireel operate parallel to each of
the series resistances of the device. Base shot noise and 1I f noise are described
by a noise current source with spectral density
(1.180)
The exponent AF i8 larger than one, i.e., the II f noi8e will 8how an increa8e
with base current stronger than that of shot noise. Preamplifiers for lowfrequency signals, which might suffer from II f noise, therefore generally are
operated with a small collector current. The shot noise of the transfer current
component is described in terms of the noise current source with spectral
density Sic = 2eIe , which depends on the transfer current Ie at the bias
point.

1.8.5 Input-Referred Noise Sources
Figure 1.85a shows the (simplified) noise equivalent circuit of a bipolar transistor with a short circuit at the output. This noisy two-port can be separated into a noise-free two-port in series with a noise two-port composed
of the input-referred noise current source with spectral density Si and the
input-referred noise voltage source with spectral density Sv (Fig. 1.85b). The
input-referred noise sources must give the same spectral density Sia of the
output current noise as the noise equivalent circuit Fig. 1.85a, in any circuit configuration. The correlation between the input-referred noise sources
i8 neglected.
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(a)

,- - - - - - - - - - -

s·, '

,

e~------+-~------~--~~-----+~~~--~

.. _---------

(b)

Fig.
1.85.
(a)
Simplified
noise
equivalent circuit for
a bipolar transistor
with a short circuit
at the output, (b)
corresponding noise
equivalent
circuit
with
input-referred
noise sources

Input-Referred Noise Voltage
A8 a fir8t 8tep, the 8pectral den8ity Sv of the input-referred noi8e voltage
source is calculated. For that purpose the input is short-circuited and the
complex effective value of the noise current at the output is calculated from
the elementary noise sources with the help of the superposition theorem.
Sub circuits (a) (c) in the left column of Fig. 1.86 yield the transfer factors
La/V nb = -Y21e, La/Lnb = -rbb'Y21e and La/Lnc = -1, where
(1.181)
By application of the superposition principle, the spectral density Sia of the
noise current becomes

Sia

=

1Y21e 12 Svrb

+ r~b' 1Y21e 12 Sib + Sie

.

Thi8 has to be equal to the re~mlt Sia = IY21e 12 Sv obtained from 8ubcircuit
(d), and therefore
(1.182)
As long as wcj1 « gill and rbb' g7f « 1 are fulfilled, we may use the approximation IY21eI 2 ;:::; g;;,/(1+f 2 //ffl where fy = 1/[27fTbb'(c7f+cj1)] is the
tran8conductance cutoff frequency for the 8implifying condition8 con8idered
(ree' = r ee , = 0). Introducing the spectral densities of the individual noise
sources gives
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Determination of Sj

Determination of Sv

Fig. 1.86. (a) - (d) Subcircuits used for the computation of the effective two-port noise
current and noise voltage sources

For frequencies f

«

fcvl, with

fcvl = 4kBTT'bb'

(IB)AF

KF

+ 2eIBT'5b + 2eVf/lc A
l

'

(1.184)

l/f noise will dominate, and Sv will decrease in proportion to l/f; then, its
value will be approximately constant over several decades of the frequency
axis and finally increase in proportion to f2 if f » fcv2, where
fcv'2 = fy

J1 + 2T'bb' I c/ VT + T'Gb,IcIB/Vf ,

as is illustrated in Fig. 1.87.

(1.185)
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log f
Fig. 1.87. Spectral densities of the noise equivalent sources of a bipolar transistor as a
function of frequency

Input-Referred Noise Current
For the determination of Si, the input will be left open. From sub circuits (a) (c) in the right column of Fig. 1.86 we obtain the tram;fer factors La/V nb = 0,
Ia/lnb = -h2le and la/Inc = -1, where

-

h

2lc -

if wC tL

«

gm - Jwc tL
~
f3
g7r + jw(c7r +ctL ) ~ 1 + j f/I;j ,

(1.186)

gm' Together with the result obtained with subcircuit (d),

Sia =

Ih 21e l2 Sib + Sic = Ih 21e l2 Si

,

has to be fulfilled, resulting in

g;+w2(C7r+CtL)2S'
S
S ,.-S.
- ,b +
gii,
zc = ib +

[1 +
f32

(f)2]S
iT
ic ,

where fT ~ gm/27r(C7r +ctL ) denotes the cutoff frequency (neglecting emitter and collector series resistances). Introducing the spectral densities of the
individual sources therefore yields

Si ~

IB)AF T
KF
( 1
+ 2eln + 2elc f32
(A

+

nf2) .

(1.187)

Since, generally, 2eIB » 2elc / f32 is fulfilled, the second term will dominate
in a middle frequency band, with Sj independent of frequency. The frequency
dependence of the input-referred spectral density Si is determined by 1/ f
noise if f « fcil, where
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fCil

if (3

«

KF (IB)AF

(l.188)

A

~ 2eIB

1. For large frequency values, f

fci2 ~

»

fci2, where

hi VJj;; ,

(l.189)

the value of Si increases in proportion to

p, as is illustrated in Fig.

1.87.

1.8.6 Noise Figure
According to (1.178) the noise factor F of a transistor driven with generator
series resistance Rs is

(l.190)
if correlation between the input-referred noise sources is neglected; its value
allows the computation of the noise figure NF according to (1.174). Introducing the results (1.183) and (1.187) for Sv and Si yields the following for the
noise factor:

F = 1+

~s

[rbb' (1 +

+ RS2~T

r;~~B) + ~:; (1 + ;;) ]

(I+BN;~)

,

(l.191)

if II f noise is neglected and In » lei (32 is assumed. With growing values
of Rs, the second term on the right-hand side (proportional to 1 IRs) decreases, while the third term (proportional to Rs) increases; consequently
the noise factor F will show a minimum value. The value of generator series
resistance that yields the minimum noise figure is determined from the condition dF/dRs = O. If f < fv and f < fCi2 ~ hl.,flfN may be assumed, the
optimum source resistance becomes
RSopt =

2rbb' VT (
rbb'IB)
vj.
IB
1+ 2VT + BNI~ ,

(l.192)

note that its value decreases with increasing collector current. In the case
of a negligible base resistance (rbb' -+ 0), this expression may be further
simplified to Rsopt ~ VJJN 1h) Ie; this result is suitable for crude estimates
of the optimum generator series resistance. An order-of-magnitude estimate
of the noise voltages and currents, together with the noise figure of a bipolar
transistor, is presented in the following section.
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Fig. 1.88. Layout and cross section of an example bipolar transistor
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1.9 Orders of Magnitude
As an example, an npn bipolar transistor with a cross section and layout as
depicted in Fig. 1.88 is considered. The eb junction depth Xje and the bc
junction depth Xjc are given as 50 nm and 125 nm respectively, whereas the
epi-layer thickness is taken to be 800 nm; homogeneous doping of each region
is assumed for simplicity. To estimate the transistor parameters at T = 300K,
we use the following data [67,68]:
Doping
(cm- 3 )

Region

Emitter
Base
Collector
Sub collector
Substrate

5
2
6
1
1

x
x
x
x
x

Thickness
(nm)

J1n
(cm 2 /Vs)

50
75
675
1000
350 pm

72
270
845
108

10 19
10 18
10 16
10'9
10 15

/1p

P

(cm 2 /Vs)

(Q pm)

150
117

17.4
267
1230
58
1.3 x 105

470

The tram;istor-tram;istor isolation is assumed to be realized with trenches,
resulting in a collector substrate diode of width Ws = 7pm and length Ls =
8.4pm . Assuming a spacer width .1s = 0.25pm, the emitter area is calculated
from the opening in the p+ -poly layer, with width WED = 1pm and length
LEO = 5pm to WE = 0.5pm and LE = 4.5 pm. The extensions We and Le
of the bc diode are determined by WED and LEO together with the overlap
.13 = O. 7pm of the p+ -poly layer and mono crystalline silicon as follows:
We

=

WED

+ 2.13 = 2.4 pm

and

Le

=

LEO

+ 2.13 = 6.4 pm .

The built-in voltage and the depletion capacitance of the eb diode are estimated from the doping concentrations NDE and NAB in emitter and base as
follows 44

Vm

VTln(NAB~DE)
'n j

= 1070mV

The built-in voltage and the depletion capacitance of the bc diode result from
the doping concentrations NAB and NDe in base and collector
44\Ve neglect heavy doping effects (see Sect. 2.5) in this simplified analysis, except for the
computation of the current gain.
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11.4 fF .
Only the portion
WEL E

XCJC =

TTT

vvc

L

;:::: 0.146

C

of the bc diode is part of the internal transistor.
The built-in voltage and the depletion capacitance of the cs junction are
determined by the doping concentrations N DSC and N AS in sub collector and
substrate as follows:

VT In (

VJS

Nl1..s:rDSC )

= 832 m V

Since the pn junctions are assumed to be abrupt, all of the gradation exponents M JE , MJC and M Js , equal 0.5. The extension of the eb space-charge
layer into the p-type base region is voltage dependent and given by
Xbe -

Xje

=

while the extension of the bc space-charge layer into the p-type base region
is
Xjc -

XIx

=

The base width at

VBE

=

dBO =

Xbe

= 75 nm - 26 nm - 4.1 nm ;:::: 45 nm.

Xbc -

VBC

= 0 therefore is

This gives the following for the base charge at
QBO =

eNABLEWEd B =

VBE

=

VBC

3.24 x 10- 14 As,

corresponding to approximately 2 x 10 5 holes. Using
Dn
gives

= VTtLn = 25.84 mV x 270 cm2 /Vs ;:::: 7 cm2 Is

= 0:
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Is = eDunt WEL E
.

NAB

dBO

~

2.9

X

10- 19 A

for the transfer saturation current and

= -d~- = 1.4 ps

TBO

2Dn

for the base transit time at VBE = VBe = O. In real transistors a somewhat
smaller value of Is and a larger value of TB are to be expected due to deviations
from the simple diffusion law. The forward transit time Tf is composed of the
base transit time and the collector transit time (see Sect. 3.5), Tjc = djc/2 Vnsat.
Since Ic
l/QB ~ l/(QBo + QJE + QJc), one ohtains
C'V

(

alc )
aVCE

~ _~ dQJC ~ Ic XCJcCJC =
QB dVcB

VL\E

QB

Ic
VCE+ VAF '

which leads to the following estimate of the forward Early voltage:

the reverse Early voltage VAR is estimated to be

The base current is assumed to be due to recombination at the emitter contact
only, which is characteri~ed by the effective recombination velocity Sp' The
ideal forward current gain is then estimated with (1.105):
BF =

Dn NDE
Dp NAB

(niB)2 dE+Dp/Sp .
dBO

niE

With an apparent bandgap narrowing (see Sect. 2.5) of ~Wg ~ 85 meV, one
obtains (niB/niE)2 ~ 0.037; assuming Sp ~ 5 X 10 3 cm/s yields BF ~ 290
for the ideal forward current gain. In the case of a metal-contacted emitter
(Sp -+ (0), the forward current gain BF ~ 1.8 would result.
The emitter resistance is estimated from the specific contact resistance Pc
100 0 p.m 2 and the emitter area Aje = LE WE:
REE' ~ Tee' ~

~

pe/Aje ~ 440.

The collector resistance is composed of the resistance Rsub of the sub collector,
and the resistance Repi of the epitaxial collector region. Rsub is estimated by

R

sub

=

PC+pdepi
L cc TXT
vv CC

+ -d pLbl

S

(.1

2

+ Wcc
+ .1 ;) + WEO)
~
2
2

420

'

using Lee = 6.4p.m, Wee = 1.5p.m, .12 = 2p.m, .13 = 0.7p.m and p = 580 p.m.
is estimated by

Repi
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R epl. --

Pepi(Xe-Xcb)
WcLc

~

54 D (1- 0.21

~

j

1-

C)
ViVBJC

:

.

Repi = 0 if this formula gives negative results, indicating that the depletionlayer edge reaches through to the buried layer. The base resistance is roughly
estimated considering the base contact resistance (area of base contact assumed to equal LEO WEO), the series resistance below the spacer oxide and
(1.115) for the two-sided base contact:

R BB ,

~

rbb'

~

Pc
WEoL EO

pLls
+ 2 LEd
+ 12pWE
LEd

BO

BO

~

212 D .
'

neglecting the resistance of the (silicided) polysilicon sheet, current crowding
at the emitter edge and conductivity modulation of the base charge layer.
With the8e data, the cutoff frequencie8 can be e8timated for a certain point
of operation. If, for example, Ie = 1 rnA and Y(:E = 3 V, one obtains gm =
Ic!VT ~ 38.6mS and Vmc ~ VTln(Ic/Is) ~ 926mV, resulting in Vcn = 2.07V
and the current gain

The base width at the bias point is

dB

J

J

0.926
2.07
= 75 nm - 26 nm 1 - - - 4.1 nm 1 + - -

resulting in a base transit time
the bia8 point i8

1.07

TB =

0.898

~

58 nm ,

2.4 ps. The bc depletion-layer width at

corresponding to a bc depletion-layer transit time Tje = d.ic!2v nsat = 1.3 ps.
From thi8, the forward tran8it time Tf = TB + Tje = 3.7 p8 re8ult8. With
g1[ ~ gm/ BN ~ 156/1,8, Cje ~ 24fF, Tfgm ~ 143fF, C1[ = 167fF, Cjc = c," ~ 6.2fF,
r ee , ~ 44 D and rec' ~ 75 D, one obtains
.

iT =

1
21f

[

Tf

+

Cje

+ Cje

gm

+

(

)]
r ee, +rec' Cjc

~

30.5 GHz

for the cutoff frequency, corresponding to a tJ-cutoff frequency
123 MHz. The transconductance cutoff frequency is

" =
I,
c

1f3

~

IT/ BN

~

1 + rbb' g1[
( ) ~ 4.5 GHz ,
21frbb' C1[ +c'"

considerably larger than the tJ-cutoff frequency. The maximum frequency of
oscillation is
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fmax ;:::::

iT

;::::: 30.4 GHz.

Both fy and fmax are somewhat overestimated, since the effect of the
collector-substrate capacitance is not considered here.
In the frequency range between fcv1 and fcv'l, the spectral density of the
input-referred noise current source is dominated by the term 4kl:JTrbb'. At
T = 290 K, a noise voltage Vn ~ 1.9 n V results in a frequency band of 1 Hz.
The spectral density of the input-referred noise current is dominated by 2eIB
in the frequency interval between fcil and fci2, resulting in a noise current
In = 1.1 pA in a frequency band of 1 Hz. According to (1.192), the minimum
noise figure is obtained with the source impedance Rsopt = 1. 7 krl. With
this value the noise factor F = 1.26 is obtained from (1.191) for the bias
point chosen, resulting in a noise figure NF ~ 1 dB, which is close to what is
observed experimentally in comparable transistors.
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2 Semiconductor Physics Required for
Bipolar-Transistor Modeling
The classical description of the electromagnetic field is based on Maxwell's
equations [1],
\l·D

p,

\l·B

0,

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

-DB j Dt ,

\lxE
\lxH

J

+ DDjDt,

which de8cribe the electric field E, the dielectric di8placement (or electric flux
density) D, the magnetic field H and the magnetic induction (or magnetic
flux density) B; the vector J describes the electric current density due to
moving charges, and p descrihes the charge density.
Maxwell's equations allow the determination of the electromagnetic field
caused by given charges and currents in a vacuum. In the presence of matter,
additional constitutive relations, which describe the response (dielectric and
magnetic polarization, current flow, etc.) of the material to applied fields, are
necessary. The reason for this is that charges moving in solids interact not
only with the macroscopic fields governed hy Maxwell's equations, hut also
with other carriers and the crystal lattice. In the simplified description in the
previous chapter, the constitutive relations were written as 1

(2.5)

D = fE,

where

E

=

EOEr

is the permittivity,

Er

the dielectric constant, and

(2.6)
i8 the electric current den8ity due to moving charge8. The8e equation8 hold
only approximately, and their limitations need to be known if one is to correctly describe the physics of high-frequency bipolar transistors. In this chapter, we therefore look in more detail at the equations used for device modeling
in the drift diffusion approximation. In addition to this an extended description, the so-called hydrodynamic model, which also considers energy transport
is examined - this approach is particularly useful in the presence of strong
electric fields.
IThe third constitutive relation, B = J-ioH, which expresses the fact that semiconductors
show only weak magnetic polarization, is not of great interest here, since magnetic-field
effects have negligible influence on the behavior of high-frequency bipolar transistors.
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2.1 Band Structure
Elect.rons in semiconduct.ors are described in t.erms of t.he elect.ronic band
st.ruct.ure of t.he material. For modeling purposes, a quasi-classical approximat.ion is generally employed for t.he descript.ion of cryst.al elect.rons.

2.1.1 Bloch Functions
The behavior of microscopic particles such as elect.rons or lOns in solids is
governed by t.he laws of quant.um t.heory, which st.at.es t.hat. t.he posit.ion and
momentum of a particle are complementary quantities, which cannot be measured simultaneously wit.h arbit.rary accuracy: according t.o t.he quant.um t.heory, the traject.ory of an electron, which specifies the position x as a function
of time t and therefore also the momentum p(t) = me dx/dt, cannot be
defined exactly. Electrons are described instead in terms of a complex probability amplit.ude (or wave function) ·Ij;(x, t), which is calculated by solving
Schrodinger's equation.
(111 )

1011(

2n/a

~I

Fig. 2.1. Brillouin zone for
a crystal lattice with cubic
symmetry, such as the diamond lattice of Si and Ge
or the zinc bIen de lattice of
GaAs. The zone center is denoted by r, the edge along
the kx axis ((100) direction)
by X (coordinates (71'/a,O,O))
and the edge along the (111)
direction by L (coordinates

(71'/2a, 71'/2a, 71'/2a))

The wave functions of electrons in a periodic pot.ent.ial V(x) = V(x+X1n)
can be written as Bloch functions 2

(2.7)
the vector k is called the wave vector, and UCt,k(X) is a function with the
lattice symmetry, i.e.
2 A more detailed account of the fundamentals of solid-state physics can be found, for
example, in [2-6].
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where X m denote8 a primitive tran8lation of the lattice [6]. Wave function8
in Bloch form possess the symmetry of the reciprocal lattice, i.e.

(2.8)
for arbitrary reciprocal-lattice vectors K m' The wave functions of a given
energy band are therefore completely specified if they are known for the first
Brillouin zone, which i8 the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice with center k = O.
The energy values Wa(k) for different values of a are referred to as the band
structure, a is commonly referred to as the band index. In most cases it is
sufficient to consider only two bands, the valence band (index V) and the
conduction band (index C). The first Brillouin zone is depicted in Fig. 2.1 for
the cubic lattice, in which the semiconductors of interest crystallize. Graphical
representations of the band structure are usually presented as Wa(k) for the
paths from r to X and L, i.e. for wave vectors directed in the (100) and (111)
direction8, respectively. Generally the maximum of Wv (k) is found at the
point, while the conduction band shows several minima (at the X points
in Si and at the L points in Ge and GaAs and also at the r point in Ge
and GaAs). In the vicinity of these points, W c( k) may be represented by a
parabolic approximation (Fig. 2.2).

r

>-

0)

L

- - [111]

r

x

'0
C

Qj
c
OJ

<1l

.0
C

Vi
o

+

Wx

t

energy
gap

'0
C

2l
~

a5

gi

Fig. 2.2. Schematic
representation of the
band structure of a
cubic model semiconductor [7]

The value of the energy gap Wg is determined by the minimulll value of Wx,
WL and Wr. If Wg = Wr, as in GaAs, the semiconductor is said to have a
direct energy gap, while in the case of Si, with conduction band minima at
the X point8, and Ge, with conduction band minima at the L points, the
energy gap is said to be indirect.
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Bloch states are extended states, i.e. a wave function 'l/JQ,k (x) that represents
such a state extends over the whole crystal volume. In order to describe an
electron that has an approximately known position, it is necessary to use a
superposition of Bloch functions with different wave vectors k to form a wave
packet - in much the same way as a pulse of finite duration is described in
terms of its Fourier transform as a superposition of sinusoidal waves of different frequencies. If the wave packet is centered at x, with some unavoidable
uncertainty dx, a superposition of different wavenumbers, assumed to be
centered at k with uncertainty dk, is required. If the wave packet represents
a conduction band electron which is moving in an external electric field E,
its "position" x and "wavenumher" k ohey the semiclassical relations [3]
dk/dt

-eE(h,

dx/dt

Un (k)

(2.9)

= n- 1 \7 k W c( k) .

(2.10)

These relations form the basis of the semiclassical theory of transport in semiconductors. Within the effective-mass approximation, the energy dispersion
relation for electrons reads

n. 2

We(k) ~ Wc(k o) + -Ikl
2m~

2

= We + wc(k) ,

(2.11)

if an isotropic effective mass m~ and a conduction band minimum at ko
are assumed; the group velocity of a wave packet centered at k is then

=0

(2.12)

2.1.2 Temperature Dependence of Bandgap
and Intrinsic Carrier Density
The value of the energy gap or handgap is affected hy the lattice constant and
the electron-phonon interaction, which vary with temperature. This results
in a temperature-dependent bandgap Wg(T), which is generally represented
in the form suggested by Thurmond 3, [10]

Wg(T) = Wg(O) -

aT2

T+/3 '

(2.13)

3 An alternative description of the temperature-dependent bandgap of silicon was given
by Bludau and Onton [8], who proposed a quadratic fitting formula

Wg(T) = 1.1700 eV

+ 1.059 x

10- 5 T x eV /K - 6.05 x 10- 7 T2 x eV /K2

for the temperature interval 0 ::; T ::; 190 K and
Wg(T) = 1.1785 eV - 9.025 x 10- 5 T x eV /K - 3.05 x 10- 7 T2 x eV /K2

for the temperature interval 150 K ::; T ::; 300 K. A comparison of different formulas used
to fit Wg(T) data can be found in [9].
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with the parameters Wg(O) = 1.170eV, a = 4.73 x 10- 4 eV jK and (3 = 636K
for silicon. Figure 2.3 shows both the energy gap Wg(T) and the bandgap
voltage

v; (T) =
g

!

e

(w: _T dW
dT

g)

= Wg(O)
e

g

+!

aj3T2

(2.14)

e (T+j3)2

for Ge, Si and GaAs as a function of temperature.
1.6 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,.. 1.6
1.4

V
1.4

1 .2 r-="--_

1.2

o

200

400

600 K 800

T-

Fig. 2.3. Energy gap
~Vg and bandgap voltage Vg for the semiconductors Ge, Si and
GaAs as a function of
temperature

Changes of the density-of~states effective mass with temperature [11,12] cause
a temperature dependence of the effective densities of states; for silicon these
are described by [13]
T

Nc (T) = 2.86 x 10 19 ( _
300K

)1.58 cm- 3

(2.15)

and

Nv(T) = 3.10 x 10 19

CO~ K) 1.85

cm- 3

(2.16)

with an accuracy of 2% over the 200-500 K temperature range. This corresponds to an intrinsic carrier density

'ni(T) = 2.98 x 10 19 ( -T- )
300 K
according to [13].

1.71

exp [Wg(T)
- - - - ] em -3
2kBT

(2.17)
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2.2 Thermal Equilibrium
The carrier densit.ies in t.hermal equilibrium are det.ermined by t.he densit.y of
st.at.es and t.heir probabilit.y of occupat.ion. If the carrier density is small in
comparison wit.h t.he effect.ive densit.y of st.at.es in t.he band under considerat.ion, Bolt.zmann st.at.ist.ics apply.

2.2.1 Fermi-Dirac and Boltzmann Statistics
The densit.y n'(W) dW = Zc(W) f(W) dW of elect.rons wit.h energies in
t.he int.erval bet.ween Wand W + dW is det.ermined by t.he densit.y of st.at.es
Zc(W) in t.he conduct.ion band t.oget.her wit.h t.he probabilit.y f(W) t.hat. t.he
states considered are indeed occupied.
f(W)

0.5
------- T = 0 K
--T>OK

o

w

Fig. 2-4. Energy dependence of Fermi distribution f(W)

The probability of occupation is given by the Fermi distribution,
f(W)

W-WF)]-l

= [ l+exp ( kBT

'

(2.18)

where WF denot.es the Fermi energy. For T --+ 0 K, the Fermi distribution
simplifies t.o a st.ep funct.ion, where f(W) = 1 if W < WF and f(W) = 0 if
W > WI". This describes the ground state of the solid, in which all electron
st.at.es below t.he Fermi energy are occupied, while all st.at.es above are unoccupied. For T > 0 K, some electrons with energy values W < WF are excit.ed
int.o st.at.es above t.he Fermi energy - t.he dist.ribut.ion funct.ion is t.hen reduced
to values smaller than one at energy values below the Fermi energy, while
f(W) > 0 above the Fermi energy. At W = WF, the Fermi distribution has a
value 1/2 and a slope -1/(4kJ::lT) (Fig. 2.4). While in an undoped semiconductor the Fermi energy will be approximately in the middle of the energy
gap, the introduction of additional electrons by donor atoms will shift the
Fermi energy t.owards t.he conduct.ion band edge in an n-t.ype semiconduct.or
(Fig. 2.5).
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-

Fig. 2.5. n-t.ype semiconduct.or. (a) Densit.y of st.at.es Z(W), (b) probability of occupat.ion
f(W) and (c) energy dist.ribut.ion of electron and hole densit.ies

In contrast, in a p-type semiconductor, the Fermi energy is shifted towards
the valence band edge (Fig. 2.6) owing to a decrease of the electron density
caused by acceptor atoms.

n'(W)

WF

WA~~~~~NNA~------~--~"~------~I

WV

.................................................................:....................................1 - - - -..'-"
..."'...:.:.:.............. .
,

o
Z(W)

0.5
f(W) - -

-

n'(W),p'(W)

-

Fig. 2.6. p-t.ype semiconduct.or. (a) Densit.y of st.at.es Z(W), (b) probability of occupat.ion
f(W) and (c) energy dist.ribut.ion of electron and hole densit.ies

The density of states Zc (W) in the conduction band, in the vicinity of the
band edge, can be approximated by
Zc(W):::o

2Nc
-j1fkBT

J

W-Wc ,
kBT'

(2.19)
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where Ne denotes the effective density of states in the conduction band.
The electron density no in thermal equilibrium comprises all electrons in the
conduction band without respect to their energies. Its value is obtained from
n' (W) hy integration: 1
no

= t~) Zc(W)j(W) dW .

(2.20)

.Jwc

In complete analogy, p'(W) dW = Zv(W) [1- j(W)] dW denotes the density
of unoccupied states in the valence band, i.e. the density of holes, with energies
in the interval between Wand W + dW. From this, the hole density Po m
thermal equilibrium is obtained by integration:

Po

=

j

WV

-00

(2.21)

Zv(W)[ 1- j(W)] dW .

In the vicinity of the band edge, the density of states Zv(W) in the valence
band may be expressed in terms of the effective density of states in the valence
band N v :
(2.22)
In a doped semiconductor with a doping concentration that is small in comparison with the effective density of states, the Fermi energy WF lies between
the band edges Wv and We. If the Fermi level lies well below the conduction
band edge (We - W F » kBT), we may approximate the distribution function
in the conduction band by

whereas, in the valence hand, under the assumption WF - Wv
approximation
1- j(W)

~

»

kBT, the

exp (_ WF-W)
kBT

holds. Introducing these approximations into (2.20) and (2.21) respectively,
yields (1.18) and (1.19).

Degeneracy. In heavily doped semiconductors, the Fermi energy is no longer
in the energy gap and Bolt~mann statistics may no longer be applied in the
computation of majority carrier concentrations; heavily doped semiconductors are therefore sometimes called degenerate. If the density-of~states func40 w ing to the exponential decrease of the Fermi distribution for ~V
integration has been shifted to infinity.

»

WF, the limit of
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tion obeys (2.19), the general expression for the equilibrium electron density
is given by 5
no

where

Xn

= NCFl/2 (WFk:TWe)

(2.23)

= (WF-Wc)/kBT and

F 1/ 2(X)

2

=

roc

f i fo

e/

2

1 + exp(~ _ x)

d~

(2.24)

denotes the so-called Fermi-Dirac integral of order one-half; the degeneracy
factor [14] In is defined as e- Xn F 1 / 2 (xn). For larger values of the electron density, when the Fermi energy WF approaches but still lies below the conduction
band energy We, In has the series representation
eXn

In ::::: 1 - 23 / 2

e 2xn

+ 33 / 2

-

... ,

(2.25)

which converges rather slowly as WF approaches We, corresponding to the
situation in which the electron density no approaches the effective density of
states in the conduction band Ne.

2.2.2 Ionization
Generally, not all donors or acceptors incorporated into the lattice are ionized.
The density of ionized donors is determined from [15]

N D+ -_

No

1 + gexp [(WI'- Wn)/knT]

(2.26)

here 9 denotes the degeneracy of the donor impurity level, which takes account
of the fact that each donor state can be unoccupied, or occupied with an
electron of either spin (spin degeneracy). If the Fermi energy lies well below
the energy of the donor state (WD > WF) as is the case in moderately doped
semiconductors, complete ionization may be assumed at room temperature
(ND ::::: Nri"). The density N; of ionized acceptors is determined from the
acceptor density NA according to [15]
N- A

-

N6,.

l+gcxp[(WA-WF)/knT] '

(2.27)

where the acceptor state has an energy WA. The degeneracy 9 is 4 in Si,
Ge and GaAs since each acceptor state can accept an electron of either spin
direction from either of the two valence bands, which are degenerate at k = O.
5 A similar result is obtained for the equilibrium hole density po, where the hole degeneracy factor II' is introduced.
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2.3 The Boltzmann Equation
In thermal equilibrium, the Fermi distribution determines the probability of
occupation of a state with wave vector k. External disturbances such as an
applied electric field or an inhomogeneous temperature distribution, however, will cause deviations from the equilibrium distribution function. If the
disturbances vary slowly on the atomic scale, it is possible to introduce a
semi-classical approximation,6, which employs an electron distribution function fn(x, k, t), defined such that

~3
fn(x,k,t)d 3 xd 3 k
47f
is the number of electrons found at time t in a volume element d 3 x at x with
wavenumbers within d 3 k at k. Integration of the distribution function with
respect to k yields the electron density

(2.28)
while multiplication of the distribution function by -e times the electron
velocity Un (k) = 11.- 1 \7 k Wc( k) and subsequent integration yields the electron
current density In(x, t), defined as

(2.29)
If the electrons experience no collisions, the quasi-classical distribution function fn(x, k, t) for electrons has to obey

and
(2.30)
as a consequence ofthe relations dk/dt = -eE/n. and dx/dt = un(k), respectively. Equation (2.30) has to be modified in the presence of collisions, which
require the consideration of an additional collision term Gn[J]. The collision
term is generally expressed in terms of the transition probability P(k, k')
between the states k and k', which is normalized such that

_l_P(k k ' )d 3 kd 3 k'dt
47f 3

'

is the probability for an electron with a wave vector in the element d 3 k at k
to be scattered within a time interval dt, into a state with a wave vector lying
6For a derivation of the Bolt;omann equation from quantum mechanical transport theory
see [5,16,17], for example.
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in the element d 3 k' at k' if that state is unoccupied. If this state is occupied
with a probability fn(x, k', t), an additional factor 1 - fn(x, k', t) has to be
taken into account since electrons cannot be scattered to occupied states. The
changes of fn(x, k, t) due to scattering out of d 3 k at k are then given by

II! (

dfn _ = ill

41f3

P k,k I )fn ( x,k,t ) [ I-fn(x,k I ,t)

1 d3 k

I

,

while those electrons scattered into d 3 k at k cause a change

dfnl

dt +

=

~

41f',

/P(k',k)f(x,k',t) [1- fn(x,k,t)] d 3 k ' .

By summing these equations, the Boltzmann equation

(2.31 )
is obtained, where

C [f] = dfn I + dfn I
n
dt +
dt_

(2.32)

is the collision ternl. A solution of the Boltzmann equation generally requires
numerical methods [18].

2.3.1 Collision Term
Lattice vibrations, crystal defects, and collisions with impurities or other carriers cause deviations bV (x) of the crystal potential from its unperturbed
value, which result in frequent transitions between states. The transition rate
P(k, k') between states with wave vectors k and k' is generally expressed
with the help of Fermi's golden rule, which gives
P(k, k')

2;

g(k')IM(k,k')1 2 8[Wc(k')_Wc(k)-LlW] ,

where
M(k, k')

= ~! bV(x) ej(k-k').;v d3x

is the matrix element of the perturbation with respect to the unperturbed
states 'l/Jk and 'l/Jk" g(k ' ) is the density of final states, and LlW is the change
in energy caused by an inelastic collision. Elastic collisions are characterized
by Ll W = 0, i.e. the energy We (k) of the incoming state equals the energy
Wc(k') of the outgoing carrier state.
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2.3.2 Thermal Equilibrium

a at

In t.hermal equilibrium bot.h t.he t.ime derivat.ive 1n/ and t.he collision t.erm
Gn[j] vanish; t.he equilibrium dist.ribut.ion funct.ion 1no(x, k) t.herefore has t.o
obey

(2.33)
Since E = - 'V'ljJ and hUn (k) = 'V k We (k), t.his equat.ion is solved by a function of the form 1nO (x, k) = g[ We (k) - C1jJ( x) + COllflt. L where the constant
is chosen as - WF. In addition to this, it can be shown that the collision term
vanishes if 1no (x, k) is of t.he form

(2.34)

i.e. t.he Fermi distribution is obtained as an equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann equation.

2.3.3 Limits of Validity
A series of approximat.ions is required for t.he derivat.ion of the Boltzmann
equation from more general quant.um transport. equations:
1. The Boltzmann equat.ion uses simultaneously the posit.ion and moment.um
of a part.icle, which, according t.o t.he uncert.aint.y principle LlxLlp ~ h/2,
can be known accurately at the same time only in the limit. h -+ O.
Predominantly, only elect.ron stat.es within an energy interval of widt.h
Ll W = kBT in the vicinity of the conduction band edge are occupied.
Therefore, from Ll W = h 2 Llk 2 / (2m~), t.he spread Llk of the elect.ron st.at.es
t.hat. cont.ribut.e to a wave packet can be estimated as Llk = J2m~kBT /h,
re~mlting in an uncertainty of the position of an electron
Llx

>

-

h
2j2m~kBT

;:::: 10-20 nm .

A classical description of electron dynamics is therefore only justified if
the potential varies slowly on t.he scale of a thermal wavelength, (}B =
h/J2m~kBT.

2. The finite spread of elect.ron energies, t.oget.her wit.h t.he uncert.aint.y relation LlW Llt ~ h/2, limits the frequency range in which the Boltzmann
equat.ion may be applied to a maximum frequency
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The Boltzmann equation can therefore only be applied if the frequency is
well below the terahertz range.
3. The interactions of particles are assumed to be small enough to be treated
as perturbations resulting in a collision term which is proportional to the
corresponding particle densities. Furthermore, collisions are considered to
be instantaneous and independent of external fields. If this assumption
is dropped, the so-called intracollisional field effect modifies the collision
term.

4. Another restriction stems from the fact that the Boltzmann equation provides a single-particle description that provides no information about the
correlations between carriers. In order to describe fluctuations and noise
the Boltzmann equation therefore has to be extended by stochastic terms.

2.3.4 Relaxation Times
For the formulation of transport theories, it is helpful to derive so-called
"relaxation times" from the transition rates P(k, k') in the collision term.
The scattering time Ten (k), defined by

_1_ = _1_ ;. P(k k') d3k'
Tcn(k)
47r 3
'

(2.35)

,

determines the rate at which carriers with an incoming state k are scattered
to any other state. The probability that a particle in state k at t = 0 remains
unscattered until time t is given by exp[ -t/Tcn(k)]. The mean time between
two scattering events is therefore
(2.36)

If the scattering mechanism is isotropic, an incoming electron will, on average, have lost all its memory about its original velocity or momentum after
one scattering time. In the case of an anisotropic scattering mechanism, the
momentum relaxation time, given by

1
1
Tvn(k) = 47r 3

J

I

P(k, k)

kl.k)
1-l"kT2

(

(2.37)

determines the time needed on average to randomize the momentum of an
electron. The energy relaxation time, given by
1

1

Twn(k) = 47r3

J

I

P(k, k)

(

Wc(k

l

1 - Wc(k)

))

(2.38)

determines how quickly carriers may dissipate or absorb energy from their
surrounding. In the case of elastic scattering events at fixed impurities, the
momentum relaxation time will be infinite.
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2.4 The Drift-Diffusion Approximation
The Bolbmmnn equation is a nonlinear integrodifferential equation and difficult to solve - analytical solutions require simplifying assumptions. In this
section only slight deviations of the distribution function from the equilibrium
distribution are considered, a situation that is found in the case of low electric
field strength. The additional assumption of isotropic scattering then allows
one to solve the Boltzmann equation within the relaxation time approximation, which leads to the drift-diffusion approximation of carrier transport.

2.4.1 The Relaxation Time Approximation
In the case of small carrier densities, most of the states are unoccupied; the
approximations 1 - fn(x, k, t) >=:::: 1 and 1 - fn(x, k', t) >=:::: 1 may be applied in
the collision term, resulting in

Gn [f]

=

-

fn(x,(k)
k, t)
Ten

+ _1
4 3
'if

JP(k k')f (X,,k' t)
,n

d 3 k'

(2.39)

,

where the collision time Ten(k) is defined in (2.36). It is always possible to
split up the distribution function fn(x, k, t) into a symmetric contribution
fs(x, k, t) and an antisymmctric contribution fA(x, k, t) [19], i.c.

fn(x, k, t)

=

fs(x, k, t) + fA(x, k, t) ,

where
1

"2 [fn(x, k, t) + fn(x, -k, t)]

fs(x, k, t)
and

I,,(x,k,t)

=

1

"2[fn(x,k,t)-f n(x,-k,t)].

If P(k, k/) remains constant with respect to the sign reversal of one component of k, the integral

J

P(k, k/) Ii\(x, k', t) d3 k'

vanishes, and the collision integral simplifies to

Gn[J]

= - Tc:(k) - Te:(k) + 4~3
fA
- Ten(k)

+ Gn[fs]

.

JP(k, k')fs(x, k', t)

3

d k'
(2.40)

Since fs is an even function of k, its gradient \7 hfs is odd; correspondingly, the
gradient \7 hfA ofthe odd function fA is even. Since Un (k) is odd, and the odd
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and even contributions to the Boltzmann equation must cancel separately, the
Boltzmann equation can be split up into the following system of differential
equations:

u!A e
at - r;,E.Vkfs +un(k)·Vfs

Dfs e
at - r;, E-Vkfi\. + un(k)·Vfi\.

(2.41)

Gn[fs].

(2.42)

This may be used for an approximate computation of distribution functions
which are only slightly perturbed from their equilibrium form.

2.4.2 Transport in Low Electric Fields
In the case of low electric fields and small temperature gradients, we may
assume only slight deviations of the electron distribution function from its
equilibrium form, which is symmetric with respect to k. The antisymmetric
contribution 1.:.... (x, k, t) will then be small in comparison with the symmetric part fs(x, k, t). The latter can be written, in analogy to the equilibrium
distribution, as
1
1 + e 8 n (x,k,t)

fs(x, k, t)

(2.43)

,

where

wc(k)+ Wc(x)+ecpn (x)
kBTn(x)

(2.44)

allows the possibility of a positional dependence of the conduction band edge

We (x), caused by an electric field or compositional variations in the semiconductor crystal. The term wc(k) denotes the kinetic energy of the state
(measured from the conduction band edge), while -ecpn(x) = WFn(X) can be
interpreted as an energy-dependent "Fermi energy" for electrons, defined so
as to yield the correct particle density, i.e.

n(x, t)

=

4~3

J

3

fs(x, k, t) d k ,

(2.45)

since.r fA(X,k,t) d 3 k = 0; the quantity CPn is commonly referred to as the
quasi-Fermi potential for electrons. The electron temperature Tn (x) is assumed to vary slowly with position and taken to be equal to the lattice temperature. This assumption requires the electrons to be in equilibrium with the
lattice and is justified in the presence of a strong electron-phonon interaction
and limited electron heating in low electric fields. Since fs has the equilibrium
form, the collision term Gn [fs] vanishes. Under stationary conditions, (2.41)
then determines fA in terms of fs:
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fA

Tcn(k)

=

*E'Vkis -Tcn(k)un(k),Vis.

(2.46)

A simple differentiation of (2.43) and (2.44) gives

dis
.
j = den ven
V's

and

together with

and

We therefore obtain

fA

=

eTcn(k) dis
(1
)
kBTn(x) den un(k)· E - ~VWc - V¢n

dis en(x,k,t)
Tn(x)

+ Tcn ()
k den

Un

()
k

·VTn .

(2.47)

Since the symmetric portion of the distribution function does not contribute
to the current density, the electron current density under isothermal conditions (where Tn is constant) is given by
I

n

=

-

4;3 ! un(k) !.t\(x, k, t) d k
3

-enfLn'

(V¢n - E

+ ~ VWc )

(2.48)

where
(2.49)
denotes the electron mobility tensor. In the effective-mass approximation
(2.12), the mobility tensor is proportional to the unit tensor, i.e. fLn = fin 1,
and the electron mobility is given by [20,21]
fin

1
= - 3VT

(11,2)
2
m~

!

dis Tcn(k)
den

Ikl 2 d3 k

/!

is d 3 k.

(2.50)

In a homogeneous semiconductor, the only possible reason for a positional
dependence of the conduction band edge is an electric field, i.e. VWc = eE,
and (2.48) simplifies to
(2.51)
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According to (2.45), the gradient of the electron density may be expressed as
Vn =

1

47f 3

j. dfs

in the isothermal case
to
VT Vn

=

3

den Ven d k;

1

47f 3

(IVTnl

7

J

dfs

= const.), with VWc = eE, this is equivalent

3

den d k (V cPn

+ E)

and

respectively, where

Introducing the electron diffusion coefficient
(2.54)
then transforms the electron current equation (2.51) into
I

n

= epnnE + eDn Vn.

(2.55)

If the electron density n in the conduction band is small in comparison with
the effective density of states Nc, the probability of occupation is small in
comparison with one, and therefore

fS =

1
1 + e Gn

~

e-

A

n

«

1.

In this case the approximations dfs/den ~ - fs and An
in the classical Einstein relation Dn = VTPn.

~

1 hold, resulting

The drift-diffusion approximation describes the linear response of the system to disturbances in the electric field and temperature. Carrier heating in
the electric field is not considered, since this is not a phenomenon of linear
response. The carrier temperature therefore cannot be calculated selfconsistently within the drift diffusion approximation.
7In the presence of a temperature gradient, an additional current component

(2.52)
has to he considered, where

(20<53)
is the thermal diffusion coefficient for electrons.
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2.5 Hydrodynamic Model
The hydrodynamic model consists of a set of balance equations for the particle
density, current density and average kinetic energy and is derived from the
Bolttlmann equation by integration with respect to k. In comparison with the
drift-diffusion approximation, the hydrodynamic model provides an improved
description of nonlocal effects on carrier transport such as velocity overshoot
or hot-carrier processes. 8 I3alance equations for (ensemble) averages defined
by
1

(a) =

3 (
47f 71 X,

t

)ja(X,k)fn(X,k,t)d3 k

(2.56)

are derived by multiplication of the Bolttlmann equation by the function
a(x, k) and subsequent integration with respect to k. Since the distribution
function fn(x, k, t) vanishes sufficiently fast as Ikl --+ 00, one obtains, after
partial integration, the balance equation
(2.57)
The equations of the hydrodynamic model can be derived as approximations
to the balance equations obtained for a(x, k) = 1, un(k) and 'Wc(k), respectively.

2.5.1 Continuity Equation
Integration of the Boltzmann equation for electrons with respect to k yields
the continuity equation
(2.58)
where

71

is the electron density (2.28), and

(on)
ot

c

=_1 jC[f]d 3 k=-(R-G)
47f3

n

(2.59)

defines the net recombination rate. The continuity equation requires no simplifying assumptions in its derivation from the Boltllmann equation and holds
therefore under general conditions.
8In the formulation presented below, lattice heating is neglected. A general approach
that takes account of this effect requires the simultaneous solution of the Boltzmann equations for electrons, holes and phonons [22]. The generation rate due to impact ionization
is calcula.ted within the hydrodyna.mic model for both direct and indirect semiconductors
in [23]; simple phenomenological expressions are obtained if the "energy formulation" of
Chynoweth's formula (see Sect. 2.6) is used [24].
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2.5.2 Current Equation
Multiplication of the Boltzmann equation by Un (k) and subsequent integration with respect to k yields the momentum balance equation, which can be
written as

a

e

-;:;-(nv n ) + V'·[n(v n Q9V n)] + V'·(n(w n Q9W n)) + -nE-(V'kQ9U n )
ut
n

4~3

-vn(R-G) +

=

J

3
wnCn[J] d k ,

(2.60)

where the electron velocity un(k) has been split up into a contribution due
to the streaming of the electrons with the hydrodynamic velocity

Vn(X, t) = (un(k)) =

47f3n~x, t) /

3

un(k)fn(x, k, t) d k ,

(2.61)

and a contribution wn(k) = un(k) - V n , which describes the kinetic energy
associated with the random thermal motion of the electrons. The term Wn (k)
obviously averages to zero, i.e. (wn(k)) = 0, while Vn is related to the electron
current density I n defined in (2.29) by I n = -env n . Using the continuity
equation, we may write
OV n
on
uV n
n at +Vnot = n ot -(R-G)vn-vn[V'·(nvn)]
n

n U;t

-

(R - G) Vn - vn(v n . V'n) - rwn(V'·v n) ,

since V'·[n(v n Q9V n)] = vn(vn·V'n) +2nv n (V'·v n). With this equation, (2.60)
is transformed into

n (%t + Vn.V') Vn + *nE·(V'kQ9U n ) + V'·[n(wnQ9W n)]

=

3
~J
Wn C[f] d k .
47f

(2.62)

In the effective-mass approximation with an isotropic effective mass m~ and
a scalar electron temperature 9 of the random velocity component Wn the
tensor (w n Q9W n ) is proportional to the unit tensor, i.e.

(W n Q9W n )ap =

1

2

"3(lw n (k)1 ) Oap

.

9This corresponds to the assumption that the expectation values of the squares of a.ll
three components are equal: (w~x) = (w~y) = (w~z). Formulations of the hydrodynamic
model that also apply to nonparabolic energy dispersion relationships and a nonisotropic
"temperature" were published in [25 27]; multivalley semiconductors are considered in [17,
28-30], for example.
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Since m~\lwn(kW)/2 is the average kinetic energy (per electron) associated
with the random motion of the electrons, we may define a local electron
temperature
(2.63)
in analogy with the equipartition theorem of classical statistical mechanics. LO
Under these conditions (2.62) simplifies to

n

+ Vn')
"\7
(uta
~

Vn

enE + -kB "\7. (nTn) =
+m~
m~

n (iJvn)
~t c ·

u

(2.64)

This equation is termed the velocity or momentum balance equation; the term

I

iJVn) = -13 wnCn[J]d 3 k
n (~
ut c
41T.

(2.65)

gives the rate of change with time of the mean electron velocity due to colli8iom;. Thi8 term can be repre8ented a8
(2.66)
where Tvn is the momentum relaxation time for electrons. Introducing the
electron mobility
(2.67)
and taking account of the fact that J n

-enVn, the current equation
(2.68)

i8 obtained, if the term8 enTvn uv n / ut and enTvn Vn . "\7 Vn are a88umed to be
negligibleY Under isothermal conditions, the conventional equation for the
electron current density in the drift-diffusion approximation results, together
with the Einstein relation for nondegenerate semiconductors.

2.5.3 Energy Balance Equation
Using a(k) = wc(k) in (2.57) gives the energy balance equation

iJ
e l
f
3
Ft(nWn)+"\7·(n(UnWc))-hnE·("\7kwc)
= 41T 3 wcCn[J]d k,
10 According to this theorem, each degree of freedom contributes on average kBT /2 to the
thermal energy of a system held at a temperature T. When we take account of the fact that
each electron has three (translational) degrees of freedom, (2.63) results.
llThis is reasonable, since the hydrodynamic velocity may be assumed to be approximately constant within a time interval of the order Tvn and a length interval of the order
of ITvnVnl, respectively, as the momentum relaxation times lies below 1 ps.
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where

~ 1
41f· n(x, t)

jW (k)f(x,k,t)d 3k.
c

In the effective-mass approximation, the average kinetic energy Wn (x) of the
electrons in t.he conduct.ion band now reads
*
"21mn
((vn + wn) 2 )

=

1

1

"2 mn* Ivnl 2 +"2 mn* (lwn(k)1 2 )

"21 mn*1 vn 12 +"23 kB Tn (X ) ,

(2.69)

where the fin,t term on the right-hand side describes the contribution due to
t.he st.reaming mot.ion, and t.he second describes t.he kinet.ic energy associat.ed
with the random thermal motion of the carriers. This allows us to transform
t.he energy balance equat.ion int.o

-

-

aWn)
n (at c

(2.70)

In t.his equat.ion,

(2.71 )
defines the heat flow, which describes the t.ransport. of thermal energy due to
t.he random mot.ion of t.he elect.rons. The t.erm (aWn/at)e gives t.he rat.e of
change with time of the average electron kinetic energy due to collisions; this
t.erm can be represent.ed as

aWn) = _ Wn - WnD
( ate
Twn'

(2.72)

where Twn is t.he energy relaxat.ion t.ime for elect.rons, and WnO = 3k}3TL /2
denotes the average thermal energy of electrons that are in equilibrium with
t.he cryst.allat.t.ice, at. a lat.t.ice t.emperat.ure TL.
The continuity equat.ion relat.es t.he moment of order ~ero (i.e. t.he part.icle
densit.y) t.o t.he mornent. of order one (i.e. t.he mean part.icle velocit.y). The
velocity balance equation relates the moment of order one to the moment of
order two (represented by the temperature tensor). The energy balance equat.ion relat.es t.he moment. of order t.wo t.o t.he moment. of order t.hree (represented by the heat flow vector). Introducing higher-moment equations leads
t.o an infinit.e set. of int.errelat.ed balance equat.ions. In order t.o arrive at. a
t.ract.able problem, the infinite series of balance equations must be truncat.ed
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by the introduction of a suitable approximation. 12 If the electron temperature
is assumed to be a scalar quantity, and the heat flow is approximated by the
phenomenological equation 13
(2.73)
where K. n i8 the electron thermal conductivity, the energy balance equation
transforms into

(2.74)
The hydrodynamic model haR been implemented in variOllR device Rimlllation
programs [35-37] and is also available as an option in the widely employed
simulation program MEDICI.

Application: Velocity Saturation
As a simple example, the dc current passing through a homogeneously doped
n-type re8i8tor with con8tant C1'088 8ection and temperature will be con8idered.
The quantities n, W n , Tn and Qn are independent of position, and (2.68) and
(2.70) simplify to the following scalar equations governing I n = IJ n I and

E=IEI

(2.75)
if one takes account of the fact that J nand E arc parallel. In [38] it was
shown that the scattering rate l/Tvn increases approximately in proportion
to the kinetic energy Wn and may therefore be written as

~ =
Tvn

_1_ (1 + 77 Wn -n
Wno) .
'

(2.76)

TvO

where TvO and 'TJ are material-specific parameters that vary with temperature,
doping concentration, etc. Together with the relation Ji.n = eTvn/rn~, (2.76)
and (2.75) may be combined to give the following equation for Wn - WnO:
12Further work addressing the closure of the infinite series of balance equations obtained
from the method of moments can be fOllnd in [31-33].
13This equation is commonly referred to as Fourier's law. In [34], substantial deviations
of the actual heat flux from Fourier's law have been reported. There the improved relation
with
with Dn = flnkBTn/e, is derived.
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where f..lnD

=

eTvD/m~.

This equation can be solved for Wn - WnD, resulting in
1+

j

1 + 4ef..lnO'f/TwnE2

(2.77)

Owing to the increase of the scattering rate l/Tvn , the electron mobility f..ln
decreases with increasing electric-field strength E. For large values of E this
results in a saturation of the drift velocity Ivnl = P.nE ---+ Vnsat (sec Fig. 2.7),
i.e. the mobilit.y shows the asymptotic behavior ILn ~ vnsat/ E. A comparison
with (2.77) results in in 'f/ = ILnD/(eTwnV~sat) and
(2.78)
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Fig. 2.7. Drift velocity of electrons and
holes in Si and drift
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Figure 2.7 shows the drift velocities of electrons and holes in silicon which
monotonously increase versus the saturation drift velocity Vnsat, which is of
the order of 10 7 cm/s. The drift velocity of electrons in GaAs. also shown in
Fig. 2.7, does not increase monotonously with the electric-field st.rength E
and decreases at large values of E; this is explained by increased scattering
of electrons from the conduction band minimum at r to t.he conduct.ion band
minima at the L-points, which have a larger effective mass, corresponding to
a reduced electron velocity (Gunn effect). To explain such effects an extension
of the simple hydrodynamic model presented here is required [28].
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2.6 Generation and Recombination
In moderately doped indirect semiconductors such as silicon and germanium,
generation-recombination processes via deep traps determine the lifetime of
minority carriers to a large extent - in heavily doped regions, Auger processes 14 become relevant. Modeling the reverse currents of pn junctions also
requires models for tunneling and impact ionization.

2.6.1 Shockley-Read-Hall Processes
Generation-recombination processes via deep traps were first investigated by
Hall [39] and Shockley and Read [40,41]; such processes are usually referred
to as Shockley Read Hall (SRH) processes. Classical SRH theory applies to
the situation where only one kind of trapping state is present. As an example,
we consider the single-level acceptor-like trap illustrated in Fig. 2.8. There are
only two states possible: the trap is either neutral or charged by a trapped
electron.
before:

e

D -trap

<B

e

(c)

(d)

D

B

after:

e
B

D

(a)

(b)

D -trap
Fig. 2.8. Electron transitions involving a deep acceptor-like state
[41]

A conduction hand electron can fall into a localized trap statel.'i either hy
cascading down through several excitation levels of the trap, by radiative or
Auger processes or by means of multiple phonon emission. We may distinguish four elementary processes: (a) capture of a conduction band electron,
141n direct semiconductors, radiative inter band transitions also playa substantial role.
15The energy level of any trap state that is relevant for SRH processes lies in the energy
gap, with a separation from the conduction band edge that significantly exceeds the phonon
energy.
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(b) electron emission from the deep state to the conduction band, (c) recombination of a trapped electron with a hole in the valence band (this process
may equally well be described as the capture of a valence band hole by the
charged trap) and (d) capture of a valence band electron leaving a hole in
the valence band (this process may equally well be described as emission of
a hole from the deep state to the valence band). Following [41,42], we denote
the transition rates of the four processes by Cnn, en, cpP and e p respectively;
the density of deep trap states is denoted by NT and their probability of
occupation by ft. The change of the electron density due to interaction with
the trap is then 16

ani
--:::;-

ut

SRH

=NT[enft-cnn(l-ft)]=NT

ihft- n (l-ft)

,

TnO

(2.79)

where TnO = l/cn and nl = en/cn. In this equation, the first term on the
right-hand side describes the increase of the electron density n due to electron emission from the trap to the conduction band, while the second term
describes the decrease of the electron density due to electrons captured by
the trap. The occupation probability ft of the trap appears in this equation
since only occupied traps - with density NTft - may emit electrons, while,
owing to the Pauli principle, only unoccupied traps - with density NT (1- ft)
- are able to capture electrons. In complete analogy, the change of the hole
density p due to interaction with the trap is given by

api

-;:)
ut

SRH

= NT [ep(l- ft) - cppftl = NT

ih(l- fd - pft
TpO

,

(2.80)

where TpO = l/cp and PI = ep/cp. Assuming stationary conditions for the
probability oft rap occupation (aft! at = 0), the rate of change ofthe electron
density an/atlSHH equals the rate of change of the hole density ap/atlSHH
since electrons and holes are generated and recombine in pairs. From this,
the probability of occupation can be derived:

f L-

+ ep
+ en + cpP + ep
cnn

Cn n

This results in a net recombination rate
R- G

= -

ap I
at
SRH =

an I

- at

SRH

(2.81 )

16Equations (2.79) and (2.80) assume noninteracting trap states: The density NT of traps
1 3
is assumed to be so small that their average separation Ni / is large in comparison with the
extent of the wave function of the bound state. This assumption implies that the transition
rate between adjacent traps is much sma.ller than the transition rates to the conduction and
valence bands.
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without any additional assumptions. In particular, no assumptions concerning
the ratios Til = en/cn and ih = ep/cp have been introduced. In classical SRR
theory Til and ih are replaced by their thermal-equilibrium values

(2.82)
and

(2.83)
where WT i8 the energy of the trapping 8tate and

denotes the intrinsic Fermi level. This approximation yields the widely published expression

R - G = NT

2

Tpo(n

pn - ni

+ nd + TnO(P + PI)

(2.84)

,

where ni and PI are as defined in (2.82) and (2.83). In the special case where
TpO = TuO = TNT, (2.84) simplifies to

(2.85)
the recombination rate thus depends strongly on the energy WT of the recombination center and assumes its maximum value if WT approaches WFi. If trap
states with different energy levels are present, (2.84) has to be generali~ed to

where N~(WT) dWT denotes the density of trapping centers with energy levels
in the interval hetween Wand W + d W.
In n-type semiconductors, under low-level-injection conditions, the term
Tpon ::::J TpoNt i8 predominant in the denominator of (2.84). Taking account
of the fact that the equilibrium minority-carrier density is PnO ::::J
Nt, the
net recombination rate therefore reads

nr /

Pn - PnO
TpSRH

(2.86)

where TpSRH = Tpo/NT i8 the (minority-carrier) lifetime for exce88 hole8 determined by SRR processes. In complete analogy, the term TnOP ::::J TnoNA
dominates the denominator of (2.84) in quasi-neutral p-type regions under
low-level injection conditions, resulting in
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(2.87)
where TnSRn = TnO/ NT is the (minority-carrier) lifetime for excess electrons
determined by SR.H processes. Equations (2.86) and (2.87) are widely used
in the analYflifl of minority-carrier tranflport. In comhination with the current
and continuity equations, the diffusion equation for minority-carrier transport
is obtained.
In the derivation of (2.84), the trap occupancy was assumed to be stationary.
The formula therefore applies only to operation conditions that vary slowly
on the timescale of electron capture and emission processes. The second restriction stems from the assumptions (2.82) and (2.83), which are reasonable
if the energy consumed or dissipated during capture and emission processes
is exchanged with a heat bath. In the presence of electric fields, electrons may
also tunnel into or out of trap states, an effect that will influence the ratios
iiI = en/cn and Pl = ep/cp.

Generation and Recombination at Interfaces, Surface
Recombination Velocity
Interfaces between semiconductors and insulators may affect the recombination current of pn junctions in a twofold manner. (1) There will be generation and recombination at the interface due to trapping centers. (2) Charges
trapped in the insulator and at the semiconductor-insulator interface cause
a band bending in the semiconductor region below the insulator, which has
an influence on the SUH recombination in this region.
The formula for SR.H processes can be adapted to surface recombination
if N~(WT) dWT is replaced by the density (per unit area) of surface states
Dit(W) dW with energy levels in the interval between Wand W +dW:

This recombination rate forms a boundary condition for the electron and
hole current densities at the insulating surface, e(R - G)' = n· J p = -n· J n,
where n is the unit vector normal to the insulating surface (Fig. 2.9). Under
low-level-injection conditions in n-type material,17 we may write

and modify the general expression for the net surface recombination rate to
(2.88)
17 Similar considerations hold for the surface recombination of electrons in p-type material
under low-level-injection conditions.
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Fig. 2.9. Electron and hole current densities recombining at a semiconductor-insulator interface

where

(We

iwv

NDDit(WT) dWT
TpO(WT) [n + nl(WT)] + TnO(WT) [p

+ PI (WT)]

(2.89)

defines the surface recombination velocity at the semiconductor-insulator
interface. In heavily doped n-type regions it is reasonable to assume that
n :::::: ND » p, which allows us to simplify the expression for the surface
recombination velocity to

(2.90)
In this approximation, the surface recombination velocity is independent of
the hole density at the interface. Generally, however, the surface recombination velocity is not constant; it varies with the injection level and the state of
the surface (accumulation or depletion) (see, for example. [43.44]).

Field-Enhanced Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination
In the presence of electric fields, the rates Cn , CP ' en and ep for capture and
emission of electrons and holes have to be treated as field-dependent quantities owing to tunneling, thermally assisted tunneling and the Poole-Frenkel
effect.18 The Poole-Frenkel effect describes the enhancement of thermal emission processes out of a potential well induced by an external field E. For a
Coulomb well. such a field reduces the potential barrier that has to be overcome by an electron before it can be emitted into the conduction band. The
thermal emission rate may be written as

(2.91 )
where 11'ljJ = veIEI/7fESi, i.e. the emlSSlOn rate is enhanced by a factor
exp(l17j! /VT) due to the presence of the electric field (Fig. 2.10). In the presence of a large electric field, electrons may also tunnel from the trap state to
18 A derivation of the effects of electric field and temperature on the Shockley Read Hall
lifetimes in silicon from the microscopic level is given in [45].
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w
E

'---"..,----+- potential well with
electric field present
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bO
(no field)

energy level of
trapped electron -

Fig. 2.10. Energy band diagram in the vicinity of a positively charged trapping center
of Coulomb type. Electrons
may leave the locali"ed state
by thermally assisted tunneling or by thermal emission
(Poole Frenkel mechanism)

the conduction band. The total emission rate for electrons out of a trap state
due to both thermal emission and tunneling was calculated in [46], with the
result
(2.92)
where en (0) denotes the emission probability in the absence of an electric field,
and L1Wn = We - WT . This formula is used in several approaches to trapassisted tunneling. In [47], a generalization ofthe classical SUR recombination
rate (2.84), with the lifetimes TnO (E) and TpO (E) written as field-dependent
quantities, has been published. Equation (2.92) has been derived for a Dirac
well, which may serve as a model for a neutral trapping state; modified expressions result if the trap center is charged, as was pointed out in [48] for
example: if the electron is trapped in a Coulomb well, barrier lowering due to
the Poole-Frenkel effect will significantly enhance the emission rate. If this
is taken into account, more accurate expressions for the generation rate are
obtained.

2.6.2 Auger Recombination
At high carrier or doping concentrations, the predominant recombination
mechanism in elemental semiconductors such as silicon is the so-called Auger
process. In such a process the energy that is set free if an electron hole pair
recombines is transferred 19 to another electron (eeh process) or hole (ehh process). Since such processes require two electrons and one hole or two holes and
19 At least to a large extent, since more detailed pictures of the Auger effect show that
additional interactions with lattice vibrations (phonons) and impurities play an important
role in Auger processes.
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one electron to collide, it is to be expected that the corresponding recombination probabilities vary in proportion to n 2 p and p 2 n. Auger recombination
is therefore generally modeled by a net recombination rate

(2.93)
with constants C n and C p determined from measurements. Table 2.1 shows
results determined from the decay of the photoluminescence after excitation
of heavily doped silicon samples with a short laser pulse at different temperatures, puhlished in [49].
Table 2.1. Parameters Cn and Cp for Auger recombination in silicon [49]
Temperature

77K

Cnl (em 6 S-l)
Cpl (em 6 S-l)

X 10- 31

2.3
7.8

X

10- 32

300K
2.8
9.9

400K

X 10- 31

2.8

X

10- 32

1.2

X

X

10- 31
10- 31

2.6.3 Impact Ionization
The generation rate G i due to impact ionization of electrons and holes varies
in proportion to the corresponding current density:

(2.94)
The material-specific factors, an and a p , are termed the ionization coefficients of electrons and holes. A similar formula was employed earlier by
Townsend in his theory of impact ionization phenomena due to electrons in
gases. Townsends theory was generalized to two-component systems (electrons
and holes) by McKay [50], who investigated impact ionization phenomena in
reverse-biased pn junctions. His original assumption of identical ionization
coefficients for both electrons and holes was soon demonstrated to be incorrect [51]; in particular, an > a p was shown for silicon [52].

Multiplication Factor
Adding the generation rate G i determined from (2.94) to the net recombination rate (R - G) of all other generation-recombination processes yields the
following continuity equations for electrons and holes,

dJn
dx
dJp
dx

°

if one-dimensional current flow with current densities I n > 0, J p > (electron
drift from xp to Xn < xp) and stationary conditions are assumed. In this case
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the current dem,ity J = I n + J p i8 independent of p08ition; its value can be
calculated from the continuity equations as [53]

(2.95)
where

Xn

8(x)

and xp denote the boundaries of the depiction layer. The function
=

{X [an(x')-ap(x')] dx'

lXn

take8 account of different ionization coefficient8 for electron8 and hole8; if
these can be assumed to be equal, 8(x) = 0 and exp[8(x)] = 1. The quantity
M n , defined by
1-

~n

=

l~P an exp

[-lXP (an -ap) dx']

dx

denotes the multiplication factor for injected electrons: an electron current
injected into the space charge layer at xp is amplified by a factor MIl in
traversing the space charge layer. The quantity M p , defined by
1- -1
Mp

=

l

xp

Xn

a p exp

[l

X

0

(an -ap ) dx' ] dx

gives the corresponding multiplication factor for injected holes: a hole current
injected at Xn is amplified by Mp in traversing the space charge layer. Mn and
Mp generally have different values; in particular, Mn > Mp in silicon. The
third term on the right-hand side of (2.95) describes the contribution due to
primary carrier8 generated in the 8pace charge layer.

Chynoweth Formula, Lucky-Electron Model
Measurements by Chynoweth [54] suggested that the ionization rates for
electrons and holes may be expressed as functions of the local-electric-field
strength as follows: 2o
an = an exp( -bnl E)

and

an = a p exp( -bpi E) ,

where an, bn , up and bp are material specific constants. Various investigators
[53,56-59] determined multiplication factor8 in pn junction8 and u8ed the8e
data for the computation of ionization coefficient8 with a local-electric-field
dependence according to the above Chynoweth formula. Such a dependence
20If there is a substantial electric-field component perpendicular to the current flow, as
is the case in the channel of a. MOSFET, the Chynoweth expressions should be modified
to [55]

bnlJnl)
an = anexp ( -IE.Jnl

and
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may be understood in terms of Shockley's simplifying21 lucky electron model
[61-63] of impact ionization, which considers two energy loss mechanisms for
electrons crossing the depletion layer of a pn junction:
l. Optical-phonon scattering characterilled by a mean free path AI" The prob-

ability for an electron to traverse a distance d without being scattered by
an optical phonon is P = exp(-d/A r ).
2. Impact ionization. As soon as the kinetic energy of an electron exceeds the
ionization energy22 Wi, it may generate an electron-hole pair. The mean
free path of electrons with kinetic energies W > Wi for impact ionization
is denoted by Ai. To gain an energy Wi in an electric field of strength
E, the electron has to travel a distance Wd(eE). The probability that
the electron is not scattered by an optical phonon before this happens is
P(Wi) = exp (- WdeArE). As soon as the energy exceeds Wi, electronhole pairs may be generated. The probability that an electron with kinetic
energy W > Wi indeed produces an electron-hole pail' and does not lose
its energy owing to optical-phonon scattering is ArlAi' i.e.

PI

1)
= -AI' exp (TV;
--eAr E

Ai

determines the probability that an electron which is accelerated in the
electric field will generate an electron-hole pair. The ionization coefficient
is proportional to this probability. 23
The generation rate due to impact ionization is represented well by (2.94);
the assumption of ionization coefficients O!n,p (x) = O!n,p [ 1E (x) I] that depend
only on the magnitude of the local electric field strength 24 however, is only
applicable if IE(x) varies slowly with distance. Significant deviations occur
in the boundary "dark spaces", in particular [58,59,67,68].
1

21 A more general analysis requires numerical methods and yields deviations from the
Chynoweth formula (see e.g. the calculations of Baraff [60]).
22In indirect semiconductors, TVi is larger than the energy gap TVg , since impact ionizoation of electrons with kinetic energies TVkin ~ TV~ is negligibly sma.ll owing to momentum
conservation [64,65].
23 A modification of this elementary discussion which allows for multiple phonon collisions
is presented in [62,63], for example. Here the ionization coefficient is given by

eE exp ( - -TTl
'- )
eEA r

TVr)]}
+ (.
TV; + -Ai VVr. ) exp (Wi)
--[1- exp (-eEA
Ar
eEA
r

where A-I = A;:-l + Ail and TVr denotes the optical-phonon energy.
24Experimental investigations presented in [66] indicate, that the ionization coefficient is
independent of crystal orientation.
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Nonlocal Effects
Expressing the ionization coefficients as a function of local electric field
strength is possible in the homogeneous-field case. 2 .5 A comparably simple
approach to the consideration of nonlocal effects was published in [73-751,
where the ionization coefficient was related to the increase Ll Wn of the kinetic energy of the electrons, rather than to the local electric field strength.
Since, in the homogeneous-field case, the excess kinetic energy due to carrier
heating in the electric field is independent of position, the power -evnE delivered to an electron due to transport with velocity Vn in the field E equals
the average power dissipation (Wn - WnD) / Twn due to energy relaxation. Then
LlWn = -evnTwnE, where LlWn = W n - WnO, and Twn denotes the energy relaxation time (Sect. 2.5). Assuming ionization coefficients in Chynoweth form
in the homogeneous-field case allows us to express these as functions of LlWn:

(2.96)
Here Vn was taken to be positive, corresponding to a negative value of E. In
the inhomogeneous-field case, Ll Wn has to be written as a function of position.
If we set I n = -enVn ~ const. in the case of weak carrier multiplication, and
Wn = 3knTn /2, the one-dimensional energy balance equation (2.70) becomes

LlWn
-envnE-n-Twn

and transforms to

d
3
3 LlWn
-LlWn = - - e E - - - dx

5

5

VnTwn

if WnO is assumed to be constant. The solution of this equation is given by

3e
--;::
v

IX E(x') exp (--;::31 x -d~- )
Xp

0

x' Vn T·vvn

With the assumption of a constant energy relaxation length
and taking LlWn(xp) = 0, one obtains

LlWn(x)

=

-

3e
5

(2.97)

dx'.
Awn

IX E(x') exp (_ X-X') dx' .
Xp

----------------------~-

Awn

25In a generalization of the investigation in [69], where the asymptotic solution of the
Boltzmann equation was found to determine the fraction of electrons that are able to undergo ionizing collisions, ionization coefficients as a function of a weighted average of the
electric field strength were proposed in [70]. An alternative approach, based on historydependent ionization coefficients and ionization probability densities, is presented in [71,72].
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If this is substituted into in (2.96), ionization coefficients in the Chynoweth
form are obtained:

(2.98)
where the local electric field strength is replaced by an effective field strength

Eeff(X) =

1

~
AWIl

IX E(x)I exp (X--\- Xl)
Xp

I
dx.

(2.99)

/\·VvTIl

In [74,76], Awn = 65 nm was found to accurately describe the measured data
of the electron multiplication factor, while in [75] the value Awn = 80 nm was
found to be appropriate. For holes Awn = 50 nm was found in [76].
Impact Ionization at Surfaces
If hot carriers reach an interface between silicon and Si0 2 , surface impact
ioni,mtion may occur. The surface impact ionization rate of electrons was
determined in [77], where the ionization rate
(surface)

an

6
MV /cm)
= 2.45.10 exp (1.92
-

cm

E

(2.100)

was found to describe the experimental findings.
2.6.4 Interband Tunneling
Direct tunneling of electrons from the valence to the conduction band is observed in heavily doped pn junctions. If both sides of the junction are degenerate, a forward-bias tunneling current of the kind known from the Esaki
diode [78] occurs. In high-frequency bipolar transistors direct generally tunneling is obscrvcd in thc rcvcrscd-biascd cb diodc, whcrc it is rcsponsiblc
for the low values of the eb breakdown voltage BVEBO. Under forward-bias
conditions direct tunneling is negligibly small. 26 Interband tunneling, or internal field emission, was first investigated by Zener and Wills [79] in order
to explain electrical breakdown of insulators. Internal field emission was later
shown to occur in certain pn junctions [80]. Increased interest arose with the
invention of the Esaki diode, which triggered a number of theoretical investigations [81-85].
In order to observe a tunneling current, two prerequisites must be fulfilled:

1. The tunneling distance, that is, the extent of the forbidden zone through
which the electrons tunnel, must not be more than a few nanometers. In a
26Tunneling via impurity states (trap-assisted tunneling) may, however, cause a significant
increase of the base current at small forward bias. Such effects are generally considered
within extensions of the Shockley Read Hall recombination model, as outlined in Sect.
2.6.1.
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semiconductor, the band edges are tilted with a slope eE in the presence
of an electric field. From the bandgap W g , the tunneling distance can be
conduction band
(unoccupied)

·····r
Wg

t

valence band
(occupied)
Fig. 2.11. Tunneling distance Xtun, defined in terms of
the bandgap VV~ and the electric field strength E

obtained by simple geometrical reasoning as Xtl1n = Wg/eE (Fig. 2.11).
If we take Xtlln <::: 5 nm and Wg ::::J 1.1 eV, the minimum value of the
electric field strength necessary to observe tunneling can be estimated as
Wg/(eXtlln) ::::J 0.2 V /nm. Only in heavily doped pn diodes are such large
values observed.
2. Since tunneling may occur in both directions, there must be more electrons
on one side than on the other in order to observe a net current flow.
A detailed analysis of interband tunneling in silicon pn junctions has to consider electron-phonon interactions 27 and yields rather complicated expressions, even ifthe investigation is limited to the homogeneous-field case [83,88].
Real pn junctions are even more complicated, since they are heavily doped
and therefore show substantial deviations in the density-of-states function;
furthermore, the electric field strength varies with position. There exists a
fairly simple approach based on Kane's theory [47,83,89] of the tunneling
current in the homogeneous-field case, which introduces the generation rate

(2.101)
where (J" = 2 for direct transitions and (J" = 5/2 for indirect transitions, including electron phonon interactions. 28 The function D(1/J, CPn, cpp) takes account
of the difference in occupation of the valence and conduction band states and
may be approximated by [83]
1

27The importance of electron-phonon interactions is made obvious by measurements of
the current-voltage characteristics of Esaki diodes at 4.2 K [86,87], which show bending
points characteristic of the onset of additional phonon-assisted tunneling processes.
28For practical purposes, owing to the dominance of the exponential term, the choice of
a is not really significant.
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2.7 Heavily Doped Semiconductors
The emitter and base regions of modern high-frequency bipolar transistors use
significant doping levels. The density of majority carriers then no longer obeys
Bolttlmann statistics and has to be described in terms of the Fermi distribution. Furthermore, the band structure is modified owing to the formation of
impurity bands, the occurence of band tails in the density-of-states function,
and a rigid shift of the band edges caused by self-energy effects [90,91]. All
these effects have to be considered in order to arrive at an accurate description
of minority-carrier tranRport in heavily doped regionR.

2.7.1 Modification of the Band Structure
The density-of-states function of an intrinsic semiconductor is zero in the
energy gap (Fig. 2.12a). Incorporation of a single donor 29 atom into the lattice
of the semiconductor results in a localized state within the energy gap, which
may be occupied by an electron. The density-of-states function then shows an
additional "peak" in the energy gap (Fig. 2.12b). The "extent" of 1. he localized
state can be estimated by considering the Bohr radius ao = 47rEn2jm~e2,
which is of the order of 10 nm owing to the large value of the permittivity in
a semiconductor. Overlap of the wave functions of adjacent donor atoms may
be neglected only if the separation of the impurities is large in comparison
with ao, i.e. if the donor concentration ND obeys the relation N;;1/3 » ao,
or ND « 1ja~. If ao ~ 10 nm, this corresponds to ND « 10 18 cm- 3 . This
condition is not fulfilled in the heavily doped emitter and base regions of
today's high-frequency bipolar transistors; the picture of localized impurity
states is no longer valid in this case.
If the impurity states become closer to one another, their wave functions
overlap and electrons may be interchanged between neighboring impurity
states, resulting in the formation of an impurity band. Since the electrostatic
field of an additional donor impurity is not completely screened, an electron
caught in the field of a donor ion will be affected by the field of the surrounding impurities, resulting in a shift of the energy level. Since this effect varies
with the average distance between impurities, the separation of the energy
level from the conduction band edge is affected by the impurity concentration
N according to [90]
We - WD(ND) ~ We - WD(O) - aN~/3 ,

where a ~ 3.1 x 10- 8 eV jcm. Owing to the random distribution of the neighboring impurities, a statistical uncertainty arises, which causes a broadening
29The effects are described here for n-type material; only one donor state is assumed, for
simplicity.
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2.12. Density of states
(schematic
representation).
(a)
undoped semiconductor, (b) weakly
doped semiconductor, (c) moderately doped semiconductor, with
the beginning of formation of impurity bands, and (d) heavily doped
semiconductor with band tails

of the energy levels: the density of states in the impurity band is approximately Gaussian [92].
With increasing donor concentration, the impurity band broadens and finally merges with the conduction band;3o in this case no activation energy
is required for the donor electrons to move to the conduction band. In such
heavily doped semiconductors it is no longer possible to distinguish between
localized impurity states and conduction band states.
30Theoreticai results for the density of states in phosphorus-doped silicon for doping levels
in the range 10 16 cm- 3 :::; ND :::; 3 X 10 20 cm- 3 have been published in [93]
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Fig. 2.13. Formation
of band tails due to
fluctuations of local
electrostatic potential
(after [94])

The random 31 distribution of dopants results in a spatially random electric
field exerted on the electrons in the conduction band, which is particularly attractive in the vicinity of clusters of donor atoms. This leads to the formation
of local potential wells in the conduction band (Fig. 2.13). The density-ofstates function then shows band tails, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12d. Such band
tails appear in both bands and are identical up to a constant factor, as shown
in the theoretical analysis of Kane [95].

2.7.2 Bandgap Narrowing in Silicon
The bandgap shrinkage in doped silicon crystals was investigated in [96] and,
in an improved forrn, in [97] using the so-called "random-phase approximation" (see also [94]). Simple expressions for bandgap narrowing in n- and
p-type silicon (as well as other semiconductors) were derived in [98]' with the
rc~mlts

Ll W

( N ) 1/3

me~ = 10.23 1018

+ 13.12

( N ) 1/4
( N ) 1/2
10 18
+ 2.93 10 18

(2.102)

for n-type silicon and
LlW
me V

--g

=

N
11. 07 ( ----,-g
10 .

)'/3 + 15.17 (----,-s )'/4 + 5.07 (
N
10

N

----,-g
10 .

)'/2

(2.103)

for p-type silicon. The authors of [98] represent the bandgap narrowing as
the superposition of three different effects, which are added. The first term
represents the exchange interactions of the majority-carrier densities, which
31The dopants are statistically distributed on lattice sites and do not show the regular dis·
tribution expected for thermal equilibrium, which minimizes the free energy of the system.
The redistribution of dopants at room temperature towards the equilibrium distribution
occurs so slowly, however, that it may be neglected for practical purposes.
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vary in inverse proportion with the average distance r between carriers and
hence in proportion to N I /3. The second term represents the effect of electronhole interaction on bandgap narrowing, which varies in proportion to 1/r 3/4 ~
N I /'1. The third term takes account of the shift of the majority band due to
carrier-impurity interaction, which varies in proportion to 1/r 3/2 ~ N I /2 [90].

Electrical Measurements. The early studies of bandgap narrowing in heavily
doped silicon were performed because this phenomenon was found to influence the current-voltage characteristics of tunnel diodes (Esaki diodes). In
bipolar transistors, bandgap narrowing was considered in 1968 by Kauffman
and Bergh [99] to explain the discrepancy between measured and calculated
current gains 32 . In 1976, bandgap narrowing of p-type silicon was investigated
by Slotboom and de Graaff [100] using npn bipolar transistors with different
doping levels in the base region. These authors assumed recombination in the
base region to be negligible and determined the product f-lnnrn from the measured transfer saturation current Is with the help of the Moll-Ross relation
(Sect. 3.2). From the resulting data, a fitting formula of the form
(2.104)

for the reduction of the apparent bandgap,33 which differs from the actual
value Wg(T) owing to Fermi-Dirac statistics, was obtained. Similar investigations were performed by other authors, leading to similar results. All these
techniques for the extraction of the intrinsic carrier density rely on a knowledge of the minority-carrier mobility and the majority-carrier concentration,
and are t.herefore subject to uncert.aint.y. Dat.a consist.ent. with t.he mobility
model presented in [102] were presented in [103].

Optical Measurements. Several optical measurement techniques have been
employed for the characterization of heavily doped semiconductors. In absorption measurements [104 106], the transmission of light through a sample is
recorded as a function of the wavelength A. The absorption coefficient shows
32Taking the base transport factor as unity and under the assumption of ideal behavior of
the base current, these authors conclude that the base current IB should vary in proportion
to nfE ~ exp( -WgE/kBT), where niE denotes the intrinsic carrier concentration in the
emitter region, while the transfer current IT ~ Ie should be proportional to nrB, where
niB ~ exp( - vVgB/kBT) is the intrinsic carrier concentration in the base region. The current
gain EN = Ic/IR should therefore be proportional to exp(-Ll.vVg/kRT), where Ll.~Vg =
VVgB - VVgE is the reduction of the bandgap VVgE in the emitter region relative to the
bandgap VVgB in the base region.
~~This terrn was introduced later, and refers to the fact that W:PP = knT In(NcNv /nfe)
is the value of the bandgap that yields the correct value of the intrinsic carrier density if
Boltzmann statistics are applied. This is, however, not correct in heavily doped semiconductors with a degenerate majority-carrier distribution (see e.g. [101] and references cited
therein).
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a substantial increase if the incident photons are able to excite electrons from
the valence to the conduction band, that is if the energy of the incident photons exceeds the value We - Wy in the case of a nondegenerate semiconductor
(Fig. 2.14). If an electron is to he excited from the valence to the conduction
band, it requires an unoccupied state in the conduction band, which can only
be found above the Fermi level. In degenerate semiconductors, with a Fermi
level shifted into the conduction band, the absorption edge therefore yields
the difference W F - Wv rather than We - W v , and therefore an apparently
larger value ofthe bandgap, i.e. the bandgap narrowing appears to be smaller.
Degeneracy thus shifts the optical absorption edge to higher photon energies,
an effect known as the Burstein shift [107].

w

Fig. 2.14. Illustration of the difference between
bandgap data determined from electrical and opt.ical measurements

In photoluminescence measurements, [106, 108] the spectral distribution of
the photons emitted during a recombination process is recorded. The energy of the emitted photon will be in the interval between We - Wv and
WI" - Wy, if no energy is dissipated or absorbed as a result of phonon emission or absorption. Taking these details into account, optical-aborption and
photoluminescence data have been found to be fully consistent with each
other [106,107].
Optical measurements generally result in smaller values of bandgap narrowing, as compared with electrical measurements of the pn product. This is due
to degeneracy, which moves the Fermi energy into the conduction band in the
case of a heavily doped n-type semiconductor. The electrically and optically
measured data for bandgap narrowing are found to be consistent if one takes
account of the fact that electrical measurements derived from transport equations in the drift-diffusion approximation always yield the apparent bandgap
narrowing

which differs from the real bandgap narrowing L1 Wg because effects due to
degeneracy are included in the latter parameter [109].
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2.8 Silicon Device Modeling in the Drift-Diffusion
Approximation
The drift-diffusion approximation is still the most widely employed approach
to the modeling and simulation of semiconductor devices.

2.8.1 Basic Equations of the Drift-Diffusion Approximation
Within the drift-diffusion approximation, the continuity equations for both
electrons and holes,

an/at
ap/at

G-R+\l·Jn/ e ,

(2.105)

G-R-\l·Jp/e,

(2.106)

the current (density) equations,
(2.107)
(2.108)
and the Poisson equation,
(2.109)
together with the definitions
1jJ - VT In(n/nie) ,

-if;

+ VT

In(p/nie)

(2.110)
(2.111)

are used 34 for the mathematical description of semiconductor devices.
The mobilities J1.n, J1.P and the net recombination rate R - G have to be
modeled as functions of temperature, carrier concentration and electric field
strength. In addition to this, the intrinsic carrier density nie has to be described as a function of both temperature and local doping concentration to
take account ofrigid bandgap shrinkage (caused by many-body effects), band
tails and impurity bands (due to changes of the density-of-states function
caused by the presence of impurities), and degenerate statistics [21,111,112].
From these equations, the terminal characteristics of a device are obtained
by solution of the corresponding boundary value problem. 35
34This set of equations was compiled (in a somewhat different formulation) hy van Roosbroeck [l10] and is t.herefore somet.imes termed t.he Roosbroeck equat.ions. The generation
and conduction of heat is not considered in these equations, an extended description that
takes account of these effects is presented in [l13], for example.
35The numerical solution of two-dimensional boundary value problems is explained e.g.
in [l14].
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The electron and hole current equations (2.107) and (2.108) relate the current
densities to the gradient of the corresponding quasi-Fermi potentials. This
representation is suitable if majority-carrier transport is being considered,
since the prefactors will be constant and determined by the doping concentration. With the help of (2.110) and (2.111), the electron and hole current
equations (2.107) and (2.108) may be expressed in the alternative form
(2.112)
and
v exp

't""7

(

-¢p )
VT

= -

1 2
kBTfJ,pnje

n exp ( -¢n) J p
VT

.

(2.113)

In these expressions, the prefactor in the electron current density equation is
determined by the distribution of holes, while the prefactor in the hole current
density equation is determined by the distribution of electrons. The current
equations written in this form are therefore particularly suitable for the description of minority-carrier transport under low-Ievel-injection conditions,
where the prefactors can be assumed to be constant.
Boundary Conditions. If Maxwell's equations are solved for a given volume,
the following boundary conditions at the surface must be considered:

(2.114)
where E, and D, are the inner values of the electric field strength and dielectric displacement vector, E2 and D2 are the outer values and n denotes
the (outward-oriented) unit vector normal to the interface. The component
of the electric field parallel to the boundary thus remains constant, whereas
the component of the dielectric displacement orthogonal to the boundary
changes by the value of the surface charge density, Q~, at the boundary. This
gives the following boundary condition for the electric field strength at a
semiconductor-insulator interface:
Es

n·E s =

Ej

n·E j

-

Q~ .

(2.115)

Here the subscripts sand i are used to denote "semiconductor" and "insulator". If the electric field in the insulator is small, as is usually the case at the
boundary of a field oxide region, (2.115) simplifies to Es n·E s = -Q~.
Insulating surfaces are characterized by a small surface recombination velocity, i.e. the normal components of both the majority and the minority
current densities vanish to a good approximation: n· I n ::::: n· J p ::::: O. Majority carrier flow through an ohmic contact is hindered only by the presence
of a possibly current-dependent contact resistance, specified by the specific
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contact resistance Pc. This contact resistance causes a difference between the
majority-carrier quasi-Fermi potentials on either side of the contact:
for ohmic contacts to n-type material ,
for ohmic contacts to p-type material .
Generally, contacts that are formed to heavily doped semiconductor regions
have a very small dielectric relaxation time - this allows one to assume that
the semiconductor is neutral in the vicinity of the contact. The assumption
of thermal equilibrium at the contact (np = nf) is justified only in the case
of metal contacts, which act as efficient recombination centers. Together with
the assumption of neutrality, the thermal-equilibrium condition yields the
majority- and minority-carrier concentrations at metal contacts. The investigation of shallow polysilicon-contacted emitters in modern bipolar transistors
is not possible with this assumption. For such contacts, the boundary conditions are formulated in terms of (effective) surface recombination velocities
Lln = - Sn n· J n

for polysilicon contacts to p-type material,

and
Llp

= Sp n· J p

for polysilicon contact to n-type material,

which relate the excess minority-carrier density at the contact to the minority
current orthogonal to the surface.

2.8.2 Model Equations for Material Parameters
Reliable simulation of semiconductor device behavior requires models that
correctly describe the dependence of material parameters such as the bandgap,
mobilities and minority-carrier lifetimes on doping concentration, electric field
strength and temperature.

Bandgap Narrowing, Intrinsic Carrier Density
In the absence of bandgap narrowing, the intrinsic carrier density is usually
described by

ni(T) = JNc(T)Nv(T) exp [_ Wg(T)] ,
2kBT

(2.116)

with temperature-dependent values for the effective densities of states Nc (T)
and Nv(T) and for the bandgap. Bandgap narrowing due to heavy doping is
taken into account by introducing the effective intrinsic carrier density [14]

(2.117)
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The apparent bandgap narrowing Ll Wi'PP(T) in this expression takes account
of both changes in the density-of-states function and effects due to degeneracy.
Measurement results published by several authors can be represented by
b

Llw:rr = 6.92 mcV x [In(N/No) +

JIn (N/No) + 0.5]
2

(2.118)

,

where No = l.3 X 10 17 cm-3, [102]. In the limit N » No, this results in a
logarithmic increase of the apparent bandgap narrowing:
A

app

L.1Wg

:::::

13.84 meV x In

(l.3 N
17 )
x 10 cm
-3

(2.119)

.

The effective intrinsic carrier density then increases with dopant density according to the power law

N

nie(T) ::::: ni(T) ( l.3 x 1017 cm-3

)

To/T

(2.120)

'

where To ::::: 13.84 meV /2kB ::::: 80 K.

Mobility
Owing to ioni~ed-impurity scattering, the mobility is a function of dopant
density. For majority carriers, according to [115], the experimental mobility
data at T = 300 K and low values of electric field strength are described well
by the relation 36
P,1

(2.121)

where N denotes the total impurity concentration, and P,min, p'max,
0:" Nr2 and 0:2 are parameters listed in Table 2.2.

P,1,

N r1 ,

Table 2.2. Parameters for majority-carrier mobilitya) [115]

dopant 111nin
As

P
B

52.2
68.5
44.9

pmax

1417
1414
470.5

III

43.4
56.1
29.0

1'11rl

ctl
16

9.68 x 10
9.2 x 10 16
2.23 x 10 17

a) mobilities in cm 2 /(Vs), doping concentrations in cm

0.68
0.711
0.719

lVr2

ct2
20

3.43 x 10
3.41 x 10 20
6.1 x 1()20

2
1.98
2

3

The mobilities are temperature dependent owing to phonon scattering; the
temperature dependence generally fits well to a power-law expression of the
form
36This formula extends the fitting formula of Caughey and Thomas [116], which does not
contain the third term on the right-hand side of (2.121).
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=

fJLo(T)

fJLO

T )
( 300 K

-0

=

fJLO

(300 K) °

----y-

.

(2.122)

A refined mobility model for the low-field mobility in bulk silicon that is
claimed to hold form 300 K to 700 K has been presented in [117]. There the
low-field bulk mobility is approximated as
fJLO

=

fJo

+

fJL -

1 + (ND/Cr1)01

fJo

+

(N~/Cr2)02

fJl

(2.123)

with
P'OdND+P'OaNA
ND+NA

fJo

fJl

=

lj,ldND+P'laN~

ND+NA

( 300 K

~) -1,+c(T /300 K)

fJL

=

fJrnax

and parameters as defined in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Parameters for silicon bulk mobility model [117]
Parameter
/-imax

Phosphorus

Arsenic

Boron

1441
0.07
2.45

1441
0.07
2.45

470.5
0.0
2.16

2

(cm /Vs)

c
-(
/-iOd
/-iOa
/-i1d
/-i1a

C r1
C r2
C s1
C s2

(cm 2 jVs)
(cm 2 jVs)
(cm 2 jVs)
(cm 2 jVs)
(cm- 3 )
(crn- 3 )
(cm- 3 )
(crn- 3 )

0'1
OC2

62.2 x T- O.7
132 x T-1. 3
48.6 x T- 0 .7
73.5 x T-1. 25
8.5 x 10 16 T 3.65
1.22 x 10 17 T 2.65
4 x 10 20
7 x 10 20
0.68
0.72

55 X T- 0 . 6
132 X T-1. 3
42.4 X T- 0 .5
73.5 X T-1. 25
8.9 X 10 16 T 3.65
1.22 X 10 17 T 2.65
2.9 X 10 20
7 X 10 20
0.68
0.72

90 X T-1. 3
44 X T- 0 .7
28.2 X T- 2 .0
28.2 X T- 0 . 8
1.3 X 10 18 T 2.2
2.45 X 10 17 T 3.1
1.1 X 10 18 T 6 . 2
6.1 X 10 20
0.77
0.719

In the presence of large electron and hole densities, electron-hole scattering
may become relevant. According to Dorkel and Leturq [129], the mobility due
to electron-hole scattering is given by
fJee =

2 x 10 7 T 3 / 2

VPfi

1

In [ 1 + 8.28

X

10

8

(p~21/3 ]

(2.124)

The low-field mobility in silicon in the presence of electron-hole scattering
can be obtained from Matthiesen's rule as follows:
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1

1

1

fLLO(T)

fLee

--+-.

fLL

(2.125)

This assumes that all scattering mechanisms are independent; experimental
confirmation of the model is given in [130,131]' for example. Limitations of
this approach were noted in [132].
The experiments of Ryder and Shockley [118, 119] demonstrated for the
first time the effects of high electric field strength on the electron mobility
in homogeneous semiconductors. For large values of electric field strength, a
decrease of the mohility with increasing field strength was shown, resulting
in a limit for the drift velocity of carriers, which was found to be around
10 7 cm/s. The reason for this nonohmic behavior is an increase of the scattering probability with particle energy due to optical-phonon production [120].37
The field-dependent mobility can be derived from the low-field mobility fLL
according to the empirical formula of Caughey and Thomas [116]
fL(E)

=

fLL

[1 + (p.LE/vnsad

B

1/(3 .

1

(2.126)

The saturation drift velocity Vnsat depends on the crystal orientation [122,
123]; the effect is, however, not very pronounced at room temperature. According to [123], the temperature dependence of the ~mturation drift velocity
is described by
vnsat(T) =

where v~

= 2.4

X

V~

1 + C exp(T /8)
107 cm/s, C

(2.127)

,

= 0.8 and 8 = 600 K.

In heavily doped semiconductors, where mobilities are determined by ionizedimpurity scattering to a large extent, minority-carrier mobilities differ from
majority-carrier mobilities, since different scattering cross sections are obtained for 8cattering at attractive and repul8ive Coulomb welk According to
a theoretical analysis of Bennett [124], minority-carrier mobilities may exceed
majority-carrier mobilities at the same dopant concentration by a factor of
three. According to [125,126]' the experimental data for the mobility of holes
in n-type silicon are descrihed hy
ILLO

=

P'min2

+ 1 + (N/Nre f3)<"3

'

(2.128)

where the values fLmin2 = 132.54 cm 2/(Vs), fL2 = 369.73 cm 2/(Vs), N re f3 =
5.96 X 10 16 cm- 3 and 0.3 = 0.49 were determined in [127]; for large impurity
concentrations, the minority-carrier mobility exceeds the majority-carrier mobility.
378ee, for example, [121] for a simple semi empirical discussion.
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Table 2.4. Temperature exponent for minority hole mobility in silicon [127]
1.48

X

10 18

3.05

0.39

m

X

10 18

7.13

0.86

X

10 18

1.19

2.4

X

10 19

1.33

The minority hole mobility in silicon was found to be strongly dependent
on temperature, especially for the more highly doped devices. In [128], a
temperature dependence of the form
(2.129)
was assumed. Fitting experimental data to this formula in the temperature
range from 100 K to 295 K gave a monotonic increase of the temperature
exponent rn with the doping concentration (Table 2.4).
Strain effects due to elastic deformations of the crystal lattice are not considered in most device simulation programs, although substantial mechanical
stress is to be expected in the mono crystalline silicon in trench-isolated integrated circuits with high packing density and in heavily doped semiconductor
regions. Changes in the energy spectrum due to elastic strain can, in particular, affect the carrier density and scattering rate and modify the effective
mass, which in turn affects the mobility [133]. An investigation of strain effects on terminal currents using a modified device simulator was published
in [133]; the voltage drop required to yield a certain input or transfer current was found to be reduced by approximately 10 mY, corresponding to an
increase of the current of the order of 50% at fixed voltage.

Generation-Recombination Modeling
The net recombination rate is generally modeled as a sum of the net recombination rates due to Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, Auger recombination
and direct recombination:

R-G = (R-G)SRH

+ (R-G)Aug + (R-G)dir .

The Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rate (R (2.84):

R-G

pn -

nre

G)SRH

(2.130)
is determined by

(2.131)

the lifetimes TnSRH = Tno/NT and TpSRH = Tpo/NT vary in inverse proportion
to the density NT of trapping centers. Typical values of these parameters are
in the region of several microseconds.
The Auger recombination rate for minority carriers varies in proportion
with the square of the majority carrier density
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(2.132)
where Gn and Gp are of the order38 of 10- 31 cm6 Is

.

The rate of direct recombination, associated with photon emission, is small
in semiconductors with an indirect bandgap, such as silicon, and can generally be neglected. In direct semiconductors this contribution to the total
recombination rate can be written as [114]
(2.133)
In heavily doped pn junctions, where tunneling may be important, an additional generation recombination term (R-G)bbL has to be added, which takes
account of band-to-band tunneling. In addition to this, the lifetimes Tn and
Tp in (R-G)SRH have to be modeled as field-dependent quantities [47].
In heavily doped n-type silicon, the recombination is predominantly determined by Shockley-R.ead-Hall and Auger processes and can therefore be
approximately described by the net recombination rate

since n
where
Tp

»

p. Introducing the (effective) hole lifetime

~

TpSRH

1 + Gn TpsRHn2

'

Tp

according to [134]'
(2.134)

and taking account of the fact that PnO = nreln under low-level-injection
conditions, the net recombination rate is obtained in the form
R-G

=

Pn-PnO .
Tp

This form is generally applied in the investigation of minority-carrier transport. Owing to Auger processes, the value of Tp will decrease with the dopant
density ND ~ n in proportion to 1IN'lJ.

2.8.3 Compact Modeling
Numerical solutions of the semiconductor equations in the drift-diffusion approximation based on Gummel's iterative scheme [135-137], were first applied to one-dimensional transistor problems. Two-dimensional simulations
followed soon after [114,138-143]. Device simulation by numerical solution of
the semiconductor equations in three dimensions (e.g. [75,144]) is extremely
time-consuming and is therefore only suitable for the study of special problems in device optimi?:ation.
:lRIn [134] Gn = G p = 1.5

X

10- 31 cm 6 /s is suggested.
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The numerical solution of the semiconductor equations in the drift-diffusion
approximation implies a considerable numerical effort and can therefore only
be applied to the study of the behavior of a very small number of devices.
Computer-aided design (CAD) of integrated circuits that comprise a large
number of devices requires a simplified description in terms of compact models, which provide analytical expressions for the terminal currents.
CAD of extended integrated circuits is possible if closed-form analytical
expressions which employ only a comparatively small number of device parameters are used for an approximate description of device behavior. The
goal of compact modeling is to derive a representation of device behavior
with, preferably, a small number of parameters that is accurate for all modes
of operation. For modeling purposes, integral relations (Fig. 2.15) that take
account of the boundary conditions but employ only a subset of the basic
equations have proven useful. These relations reduce the description of device
behavior to a set of ordinary differential equations, since integration removes
the space variables.
Poisson equation

charge control
concept (dc)

integral charge
control relation (dc)

partial
differential
equations

ordinary
differential
equations

Fig. 2.15. Derivation
of integral relations
from the basic semiconductor equations.
This procedure eliminates
the
space
variables and yields a
coupled set of ordinary
differential equations

Though rigorously based on the semiconductor equations, these relations do
not provide a complete solution of the specific boundary value problem, since
they rely on the particular subset of device equations chosen. For npn transistors, two integral relations in particular are of interest: (1) the integral
relation derived from the hole continuity equation that underlies the charge
control theory (Sects. 3.1 and 3.5), and (2) the integral relation derived from
the electron current equation - the integral charge control relation - that
underlies the Gummel-Poon model (Sect. 3.2).
Even the most advanced compact models are derived from the semiconductor equations in the drift-diffusion approximation, which have reached their
limits of validity in modern high-frequency bipolar transistors. The errors that
arise from the drift-diffusion approximation and the approximations required
to describe a device in terms of a small number oflumped elements make it dif-
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ficult to compute the parameters of the equivalent-circuit elements from first
principles. The approach that is usually adopted is to define a physics-based
model founded on computations performed with the drift-diffusion theory,
and to determine the exact parameters of the model from measurements. This
procedure ensures a good description of the electrical behavior of a transistor
despite the limited validity of the underlying theory.
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3 Physics and Modeling of Bipolar
Junction Transistors
Physics-based compact models provide insight into the relations between the
layout, doping profiles and electrical parameters and therefore form a language for communication between process development and circuit design.
This chapter looks at the physics of modern integrated bipolar junction transistors with particular emphasis on the derivation of closed-form expressions
for their terminal behavior, which are required for the formulation of compact
models. On the basis of these results, the most prominent compact models
for large-signal and small-signal operation will be considered, together with
a presentation of parameter extraction procedures.

3.1 The Regional Approach
The following analysis of minority-carrier transport in the base region follows [1] and assumes low-level-injection conditions with a majority-carrier
distribution essentially determined by the impurity distribution - and a net
space charge distribution that is constant with time. Current flow is assumed
to be one-dimensional across the base region, located between coordinates 1
Xbe = 0 and Xbc = dB.

3.1.1 Drift Transistors - Homogeneous-Field Case

In most transistors, the base region is not homogeneously doped: in comparison with the doping concentration N A (0) on the emitter side, the doping
concentration NA(dB) on the collector side of the base region is typically reduced by two orders of magnitude. The resulting concentration gradient of
holes has to be compensated by an electric field, which accelerates electrons
on their way to the collector, resulting in a reduced base transit time. In the
following, we consider a doping concentration that varies exponentially with
position according to
NA(X)

=

NA(O)exp ( -TJ~)

,

where 7) = In [NA(O)/NA(d B )] (Fig. 3.1). The electric field in the base region is estimated by assuming that the hole drift current due to the electric
field compensates the hole diffusion current caused by the hole concentration
gradient, i.e. J p = e/LppE - eDpdp/dx = O. With the help of the Einstein
IThe coordinate notation i~ de~cribed in Sed. 1.5.
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Fig. 3.1. Spatial dependence of doping concentration in the base region for the drift
transistor considered here

relation Dp = VT tip and the approximation p( x) :::::: N A (x). which holds under
low-Ievel-injection conditions, the electric field strength can be estimated as
E:::::: ~dNA
NA(X) dx

=

_T/VT

(3.1)

dB .

If NA(O)/NA(d B) = 100 and dB = 150 nm, for example, the parameter 77
is found to be approximately 4.6, corresponding to an electric field strength
lEI:::::: 0.79 V /l1m at T = 300 K. Since the space charge in the base is assumed
to be constant, this electric field is not a function of time and is entirely
determined by the impurity distribution as long as the density of injected
minority carriers is small in comparison with the majority-carrier density.

3.1.2 Transfer Current in Frequency and Time Domains
For constant values of the mobility and electric field strength, the current
and continuity equations for electrons in the base may be solved after Laplace
transformation, as shown in Appendix D. If recombination is neglected, the
Laplace transform of the electron current lEn(S) = -Ajel.n(O, s) that is injected into the base and that of the electron current lCn(S) = -Ajel.n(dB , s)
that reaches the base-collector (bc) depletion layer may be expressed as

lEn (s)

Is Qn(S)AE(S)

Is Qu(s)Ac(s) ,

(3.2)

len (s)

ISQ21 (S)AE(S)

Is Q22(S)Ac(s) ,

(3.3)

where Is is the transfer saturation current

I

s -

eAjeDnnpo(dB) !l exp( -7]/2)
dB
2 sinh(T//2) ,

and AE (s) and Ac( s) represent the Laplace transforms

(3.4)
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1l.11p (0, s)

npo(O)

The coefficients

Q21(S)

=

(13) approach 1 in the limit 13

12(8) sinh[ 19(0)]
19(0) sinh[12(s)]

----+

0 and are defined as

( )

= U12 13 ,

(3.5)

-

12:(s) coth[12:(s)]- TJ/2
19(0) coth[8(0)]- TJ/2 '

Q22(o5)
Qn (13)

fbij

=

12:(s) coth[12:(s)]
19(0) coth[8(0)]

+ TJ/2
+ 77/2

(3.6)
(3.7)

'

where the variable 12:( 05) can be expressed in terms of the (quasi-static) homogeneous base transit time TI30 = d'§/2D n :

12:(05) = V(77/2)2+205TBO'
Since npo(d B )

(3.8)

= nfe/p(d B) = nfeeT1/p(0), (3.4) is equivalent to

U sing the Einstein relation Dn

=

kI3T P,n/ e and the identity

(dB p(x) dx = p(O) (dB exp

Jo

Jo

(-rl~)
dB

dx

= p(O)dB l-c-ry ,
TJ

which is valid under low-level-injection conditions when p(x) "" NA..(x), the
above equation for Is can therefore be transformed to the Moll-Ross relation

[2]
(Is

(3.9)

According (3.9), the transfer current varies in inverse proportion to the base
charge. The Moll-Ross relation has been generalized to arbitrary injection
levels in Gummel's integral charge control relation (Sect. 3.2).
According to (3.3), the transfer current is the linear response to changes of
the minority-carrier densities at the boundaries of the base region: in the frequency domain, these quantities are related by complex frequency-dependent
factors. For the purpose of compact modeling, relations between current and
voltage, rather than relations between current and minority-carrier densities,
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are required. Unfortunately, no simple relation exists between .6.11p (O, s) and
1:'.B'E' (8) in the frequency domain, since

is the Laplace transform of a nonlinear function of VB'E' (t). In the time domain the products relating currents and carrier densities in (3.2) and (3.3)
transform to convolution integrals. Using

np(O, t) = npo(O) [ exp

(

V13'E' ( t)

VT

) - 1]

and

np(d

B,t)

=

npo(d

B)[exp CB~(t)) - 1]

the transfer current iT(t)

:

= icn(t) may therefore be written as the difference
(3.10)

where

(3.11)
is the component of the transfer current that fiows from the emitter to the
collector, and
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(3.12)
is the component of the transfer current that flows from the collector to the
emitter; this latter component may be neglected under forward-bias conditions, resulting in iT(t) R::; iCE(t). Figure 3.2 shows the time dependence of
a21(t) for different values of TI, as calculated in Appendix D. In particular, at
the larger values of T/, the function shows a pronounced peak after a characteristic delay Ta(T/), which suggests the approximation
(3.13)
corresponding to a retarded response oficE(t) to changes of VB'EI(t),
(3.14)
Such an approximation is used in te ·Winkel's extended charge control model
to be discussed in Sect. 3.1.5.
Since the Qij (8) are hyperbolic functions offrequency, no simple expression
is obtained for the aij(t) after transformation to the time domain, as is shown
in Appendix D for a21 (t), which may be expressed as an infinite series. For
the purpose of compact modeling, therefore, approximations are required that
provide a trade-off between accuracy and simplicity in order to obtain results
with sufficient accuracy in a minimum amount of time.

3.1.3 The Ebers-Moll Model
Introducing the currents if(8) = Is Qll(8)ATC(8) R::; IsATC(8) and ir(8)
ISQ22(8)Ac(8) R::; IsAc(8), (3.2) and (3.3) can be written as
lEn

if (8) - Qtr ( 8HI' (8) ,

iCn

Qtf (8Hf (8) - ir (8) ,

where Qtf (8) = Q21 (8) 1Qll (.s) and QtrCs) = Q12 (8) 1Q22 (05) are the forward
and reverse base transport factors, respectively. The frequency dependence of
these quantities is described by a low- pass frequency characteristic (one-pole
approximation) in the Ebers-Moll model [3,4], resulting in

exp(77/2)

Qtf(05 )
Qtr(05 )

cosh[:!2.(o5)] + (77/2) sinh[:!2.(8)]/:!2.(o5)

=

exp( -T//2)
cosh[:!2.(o5)]- (T//2) sinh[:!2.(8)]/:!2.(o5)

R::;

1
1+8TBf

R::;

1
1+8TBr

,

(3.15)

,

(3.16)

if recombination in the base region is negligible, as will be assumed in the
following. The forward and reverse base transit times TBf and TBr arc obtained
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if the denominators of the exact expressions are developed up to first order
in 8, with the result
and

(3.17)

The forward and reverse alpha-cutoff frequencies iaf and im are thus 2

im = 1/21fTDr.

and

(3.18)

The Ebers-Moll relations 3 are particularly advantageous if the transistor is
considered as a device controlled by the emitter current lEn (8). This is illustrated by the case of forward operation, where lr(8) ~ 0, resulting in a
low-pass behavior with a characteristic frequency iaf = wad21f:

len (8) =

1

/

1+8 Waf

lEn (,5)

(3.19)

The Ebers-Moll model, which understands the bipolar transistor as a currentcontrolled device, is equivalent to the charge control model considered in the
following subsection.

3.1.4 The Charge Control Model
The charge control model [7-9] relates the currents of the transistor to the
minority charge stored in the base layer. A relation for the base current is
obtained by simple integration of the hole continuity equation
2 A somewhat different expression for the (forward) alpha-cutoff frequency fea is obtained
if that frequency value is calculated from the condition that the exact expression for I!!tf I
is reduced by 3 dB; this leads to [5,61

1.215 [ 1 +
fea ~
~ -2-1[TRO

(71)4/3]
-2

.

The definition employed in this book defines the alpha-cutoff frequency as that frequency
value where the one-pole approximation to the base transport factor is reduced by 3 dB with
respect to its low-frequency value, and is consistent within the quasi-static approximation.
3Improved accuracy is provided by the Karud-l\feyer model [1], which uses two-term
Taylor series expansions of the coefficients Q.ij (8) to obtain the approximations

together with
Q.22(8)

=

1+ 8T22

and

Q.1l(8)

=

1+ 8T11

,

if rccombination in the base region is neglected. This gives the following for the frequency
dependence of the forward base transport factor:

a (8)
- tf

~

1
1 + 8(T11 +T21)

.

+ 8 2 T11 T21

A detailed discussion of this approach is given in [11.
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\J.J

op

p

= -e--e(R-G)
at

R:::

op
np-npo
-e--e----'-----'----

at

Tn

over the base region (see Fig. 3.3). Since

the identity

iBE(t)

+ iBC(t) + dqTB + qTB
dt

Tn

(3.20)

is obtained, taking account of the fact that

1

1op

1 dqTB
- d3 x = -d
(np-npo)d 3 x = -dt v
e dt

v at

owing to the assumption of quasi-neutrality. Therefore the base current can
be expressed in terms of the minority charge 4

qTB(t) = e

r (np-npo) d x

Jv

3

(3.21 )

stored in the base region. No approximations are necessary for the derivation
of (3.20) from the basic semiconductor equations.

areaA je

active base
volume V

Fig. 3.3. Active base volume considered in the integration of the hole continuity equation

Under dc conditions, the currents ICE and hc may be expressed in terms
of the stored minority charge QTBE associated with the eo diode and the
stored minority charge QTBC associated with the bc diode. The quantities
are related by the forward base transit time TRf and the reverse base transit
time TBr, respectively:
4Strictly speaking, the injected minority charge is -qTB(t); the charge qTB corresponds
to the excess hole charge in the base region required to neutralize the injected minorities.
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If we make the quasi-static assumption, these formulas can be applied to the
transient case, resulting in the relations

(3.22)
and

. .(t) = qTBc( t) ,

"lEC

(3.23)

TBr

The quasi-static assumption is equivalent to the one-pole approximation to
the base transport factor introduced in the Ebers-Moll model as can be seen
from the following consideration. The difference lEn (8) - ICn (8) between the
electron current lEn (8) which is injected across the eb depletion layer into
the base region, and the electron current ICn (8) = ICE (8) which is extracted
across the bc depletion layer determines the base current component IBB (8 )
required to neutralize injected minority carriers and to replace holes lost owing
to recombination in the base layer. In terms of the base transport factor
Qtf(8) = ICE(8)!iEn(8) we may write

IBB(8) =

(~(
)Qtf S

1) ICE(8) .

(3.24)

Using the one-pole approximation to the base transport factor (3.19),
1
l+s/wca

1
l+STBf '

we obtain

In a small-signal description where

where

Ctne

=

Ice = gmJJ..1r ,

this current component reads

TBfgm is the diffusion capacitance of the neutral base layer."

The charge control model utilizes variables which are more closely related
to the physics of the bipolar transistor than are those of the Ebers-Moll
model. Both approaches, however, describe the currents in terms of firstorder ordinary differential equations and are therefore equivalent. As already
stated in [7], these relations are only valid at frequencies at which carrier
transit times are not significant. So-called "non-quasi-static effects" associated
with errors of the quasi-static assumption are considered in the following
subsection.
5The diffusion capacitance en of the Ciacoletto small-signal model (Sect. 3.9) is larger
Ulan Lhis quanLiLy owing Lo minoriLy-carrier sLorage in Lhe emiUer region.
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3.1.5 Non-Quasi-Static Effects
The one-pole approximation underlying the Ebers-Moll and the charge control model is valid only approximately; in particular, deviations are to be
expected at high frequencies. In the following, these deviations will be investigated using the analytical results for the drift transistor given in Appendix
D. Integration of the electron density IIp (x, s) across the base region yields
the following for the Laplace transform of the stored minority charge:

(3.25)
where
f?A· dB
:i.TBE(S) = tlrr (0, S). Je
p
smh(12.)

11
0

e A77 / 2 sinh[12.(l-A)] dA

(3.26)

is that portion of the stored minority charge that is controlled by the eb diode,
and
_

qTBC(8) -

eAjedB -17/2 J.l A7}/2·
c
tlrrp(d B ,8). () e
e
smh(12.A) dA
smh 12.
0

(3.27)

is that portion controlled by the bc diode. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves
to forward-bias conditions, where :i.Tl'lC (8) can be assumed to be negligible.
Since
.

we may write

where

e-7}/2
2TBO-f}_

1

1
0

e A7}/2 sinh[12.(1-A)]dA

(3.28)
and TBO = d~/2Dn. The forward transfer current iCE(t) and the minority
charge qTBE(t) controlled by the eb junction are therefore related by the
transfer factor .I.I3f(s) in the complex frequency domain. The frequency dependence of .I.Bf (8) stems from the factor 1/8 and from the frequency dependence of 12.(s). In the presence of a drift field, we may develop the cosh and
sinh functions in (3.28) up to second order in 8 to obtain the approximation

where
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=

(3.29)

equals the forward quasi-static base transit time derived using Kromer's relation,6
Tnf

1
= -D
Il

ld
0

B

-1()
p

X

ld
x

B

p(y) dydx

Here the hole density is p(x) ::::: NAn (x) = NAn(O) exp( -'fIx/dn). The time
constant

describes the phase shift between the stored minority charge and the transfer
current; its value increases from TBf/6 in the limit 'fI = 0 to TBf/2 in the limit
of largeT/.
On the basis of his analysis of the base transport factor of the drift transistor, te \iVinkel [10] suggested a modification of the charge control model,
which describes the transfer current as the delayed response to the stored
minority charge in the form
(3.30)
The additional parameter Tl was determined from a comparison with the
expansion of the exact solution, with the result
Tl :::::

6Tm

4)

( 1 + 15

71

.

(3.31)

This is equivalent to the parameter 7'1, which for small values of 'fI leads to the
same approximation. The stored minority charge is described as the delayed
response to AE(t) = exp[vBE(t)/VT]- 1 according to
(3.32)
where
T2 :::::

T~f

(1 + ~

'fI )

(3.33)

has been obtained from an expansion of the exact solution. A comparison with
(3.22) shows that this corresponds to the approximation (3.13) suggested by
Fig. 3.2, with Ta = Tl + T2. This model introduces an additional delay and
therefore an excess phase shift in the small-signal response. The excess phase
shift is further discussed in Sect. 3.9 and Appendix D.
6See Sect. 3.5 [or further discussion.
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3.2 Transfer Current, Early Effect
vVithin the regional approach described above, the transfer current was derived by analytical solution of the minority-carrier current and continuity
equations after the introduction of some ideali~ations. A different approach,
which easily allows one to take account of heavy doping and other effects,
is based on Gummel's integral charge control relation [11]. This relation is
obtained by transforming the current equation into an integral relation that
already takes account of the boundary conditions. In its original form, onedimensional current flow and a vanishing divergence of the electron current
density were assumed, but extensions that take account of a nonvanishing
divergence are possible.

3.2.1 The Integral Charge Control Relation
GUIIlIuel's integral charge control relation (leeR) [11,12], which generalizes
the Moll-Ross relation to the case of a bias-dependent base charge, underlies
the widely known Gummel-Poon model [13] of the bipolar transistor. The
only prerequisite inherent in its derivation is the assumption of a constant
value of the electron current density along the (one-dimensional) device. To
derive the leeR, the electron current density is written as

- ~;
( tf;)aDx exp (OJ)

kBT/lnnie exp VT

,

(3.34)

using the fact that kT3T = eVT. The relation p = nie exp [ (¢p - 'IjI) /VT ] allows
us to substitute for exp( 1/) /VT), and (3.34) transforms to
./!-exp (- ¢n)
VT

ax

=

P ,exp (- ¢p).In .
kBTJInnre
VT

If we introduce the abbreviation

where ¢pB denotes the value of the hole quasi-Fermi potential in the base
region, this may also be written as

a

ax exp

(¢PB-¢n)
VT

=

In
enro

aTB

ax '

making use of the Einstein relation Dn = VTJIn. Integrating from the emitter
contact Xe to the collector contact Xc and taking account of the fact that
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gives

VB/E(t))
exp ( - - - exp (VB/c(t))
--VT

VT

1

--2

eniD'

lXC In(x,t)~dx.
arB
Xe

uX

\Vith the simplifying assumption of a constant electron current density,
i.e. aJn / ax = 0, this yields the following for the transfer current ·i T (t) =

-AjeJn(t):

VD/E(t))
- - - exp (VD/C(t))]
--[ exp ( -VT
VT

(3.35)

Except for the assnmption aJn / ax = 0, this equation is an integral representation of the electron current density equation, and therefore equivalent
to (3.34), with the advantage, however, that the boundary conditions - in
the form of well-defined electron quasi-Fermi potentials at the emitter and
collector contacts - have already been taken iuto account.

If the quasi-Fermi potential for electrons cPn can be assumed to be constant
across the depletion layers, the limits of integration may be chosen at arbitrary
points in the eb and bc space charge regions. This provides a rather good
approximation if the corresponding junction is forward biased: in the reversebiased bc junction, however, the assumption of a constant electron quasiFermi potential is not justified, as is discussed in the following subsection.
For ease of notation, we use the depletion-layer edges Xbe and Xbc as the
limits of integration and introduce the internal voltage drops7

across the eb and bc junctions. If, in addition, the hole quasi-Fermi potential
cPP is assumed to be constant throughout the internal base region, rB(x, t)
simplifies to the Gummelnumber
GB

=

l

Xbc

Xbe

-p

Dn

(nio)2
nie dx,

resulting in the transfer current-voltage characteristic

iT =

/

enrOAjc [ exp (VB'E/)
- - - exp (VB/C
- - )] .

GB

VT

VT

(3.36)

By application of the mean-value theorem, the Gummel number may be rewritten as
(3.37)
7The voltages VB'E' and VB'C' defined here may be identified with the applied voltage
across the corresponding depletion layer only if the electron quasi-Fermi potential is constant
across the depletion layer; otherwise, only the definitions VB'E' = cPPB - <pn(Xeb) and
VB'C' = <ppB - cPn(Xcb) can be used.
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where Q~ = QB/Aje is the hole charge per unit area in the active base layer
and (Dnnre) denotes a weighted average across the base region. With this
notation, the current-voltage characteristic of the transfer current reads
(3.38)
Equation (3.38) is commonly referred to as the GurIlInel transfer current
relation, which is a generalization of the Moll-Ross relation developed earlier;
(3.38) relates the transfer current to the "base charge" (per unit area) Q~
and serves as the basis for the derivation of the widely used Gummel-Poon
model. The value of Q~ is closely related with the sheet resistance Rn- of the
active base layer, which is determined by
1
-R
IT

= e

jXbC ppp dx

=

(pp)Q~ .

Xbe

Replacing Q~ by 1/ (PP)R1C transforms (3.38), for example, to

For fixed voltages, the transfer current therefore varies in proportion to the
sheet resistance R1C of the active base layer.

3.2.2 Forward Operation, Early Voltage
In forward operation, the bc junction is reverse biased (VBe < 0); owing to
the saturation of the carrier velocity at the bc junction, the electron density
np(xbc) at the bc depletion-layer edge is given by

nrc(Xbc)
(¢PB -¢n(Xbc))
P(Xbc) exp
VT
.
This defines ¢pD - ¢n(Xbc) in terms of iT, and modifies (3.36) to

iT ]
iT = enrOAje
. [ exp (VB'EI)
- - - -1- P(Xbc)
2
GB
VT
Vnsat nie(Xbc) eA je

.

(3.39)

If (3.39) is solved for h, the transfer current-voltage characteristic

(3.40)
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is obtained. In this relation, only Xhc varies with the reverse bias VC'R' at the
bc junction. Differentiation with respect to VC'D' then gives the following for
the output conductance 90 = (ah I aVC'B1 )VB/E/:

-Cjc (VCIBI ) I A je , this result is equivalent to

90

VVe now use 90 = Ir/(V(;IB' + VAF) to obtain a definition of the Early voltage
in terms of the physical field variables, with the result

+ P(Xhc)

G
eAjenre(xhc)
nroCjc (VC'D I )

B

n[o

Vnsat

nre(Xbc)

1

a In(p I nre)

--------=-:.--'-----,--- -

1
=--;----,Dn(Xbc)

+ - - ------''':-'---'''-'Vnsat
a.T

VC'B' .

(3.41)

I

Xbc

Since VAF rv nre(Xbc), it is possible to increase the Early voltage and hence
the output resistance by increasing nie(Xbc), as is done in graded-base HBTs
(Chapt. 4). In the special case of a homogeneously doped base region, (3.41)
simplifies to
(3.42)
where QB = eAjepdB. The Early voltage thus varies in proportion to the base
charge QR and in inverse proportion to the bc depletion-layer capacitance Cjc;
its value is increased by a factor (1 + Dnl dBvnsad owing to velocity saturation
in the bc depletion layer, in accordance with [14], if VCB is assumed to be
small. This effect is particularly pronounced in narrow-base transistors: for
a silicon bipolar transistor with dB = 40 nm and Dn = 17 cm 2 IV s, this
effect yields a 42% increase in comparison with the case Vnsat --+ 00. However,
this discussion is limited to the low-level-injection case. A discussion of the
output conductance under high-level injection has been presented in [15] (see
also Sect. 3.7).
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3.2.3 Base Charge Partitioning
An extension of Gummel's approach to take account of small-signal ac disturbances superimposed on a dc solution was employed for the numerical solution
of the ac small-signal problem in [16]. Equivalent results were derived in [17]
starting from a large-signal description, which is summari~ed here in a slightly
modified form. If the spatial variation of the hole quasi-Fermi potential across
the neutral base layer is neglected, the electron current density equation yields
exp (

VR'E/(t)) _
Yo

T

exp

.1_1

(VR/C/(t)) _ __
Yo

T

-

x

2

eniD

C

Xe

J ( ) aG B d
n x, t ""
X
vX

(3.43)

without further approximations, if the function G B (x) is defined according to

GB(x,t) =

l

x

Xue

p(x', t)

nto

,

-D
(. ')~(
,)dx .
n X
n 1e x

The derivation of the Gummel transfer current relation was made possible by
the assumption oJn / ox = O. If this assumption is dropped and, instead, an
integration by parts of the right-hand side of (3.43) is performed, the identity

is obtained. Replacing oJn / ox with the help of the electron continuity equation then yields the following for the transfer current h(t) = -AjeJn(Xbc, t),
that is, the electron current injected into the bc depletion layer:

h(t) =ITGP(t) - eAje l~~c Fc(x)

(~~ + R -

G) dx,

(3.44)

where Fc(x, t) = GB(x, t)/GB(x c , t) denotes a weighting factor, and 'ITGP(t) is
the transfer current obtained from GUIIlInel's transfer current relation under
the assumption aJn / ax = O. Since

the electron currentlEn(t) at the emitter-side depletion-layer edge is given
by 8

lEn(t) = lTGP(t)+eA je

l

XbC

Xbe

[1-Fc(x,t)]

(onat +R-G ) dx.

(3.45)

Equations (3.44) and (3.45) are derived from the electron current density
equation without any further approximation. If generation and recombination
within the base region are neglected, one obtains the following for the electron
current at the emitter contact and at the base contact:
8The function 1- Fc(x, t) Im~ been introduced a~ a weighting factor FE(:r) in [17].
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.

dqBE

+ --

ZTGl'(t)

dt

and

where

cA je

l
l

XbC

• Xbe

= cA je

XbC

• Xbe

h(t)

an

(3.46)

[l-Fc(.?:,t)] ad.?:,
t

(3.4 7)

Fc(x, t) -,:- d::r .

(3.48)

an
at

Up to this point, generation and recombination are the only processes that
have been neglected: the result obtained is therefore as general as the current
density equation of the drift-diffusion theory. Under low-level-injection conditions, the weighting factor Fc(x, t) is determined by the dopant distribution
and is constant in time; under these conditions, it is possible to define the
charges

eA je .i~c [1 - Fc(x)] n(x, t) dx ,
cA je

(Xc

.JXe

Fc(x)n(x, t) d::r

as weighted integrals of the minority charge distribution in the base region.
With these charges, (3.46) provides a general description of the transfer
current under low-level-injection conditions. Although mathematically correct, this approach has a slight disadvantage if applied to analytical device modeling, since the additional terms have lost the explicit dependence
on the voltages VB'E' (t) and VB'C' (t) which makes the transfer current relation iTCP(t) so particularly useful. In fact, such a dependence can be
reintroduced by the assumption of quasi-static conditions, which assume
qBE(t) = qBE[VJ:YEI(t), VJ:YC' (t)] and qBc(t) = qBc[V1J1EI(t), VJ:YCI(t)] to be
functions of VB'E'(t) and VBICI(t) only. The time derivatives then read [16,17]

dqm;

--

dt

dqRC
dt

dVR'R
Cn - -'
dt

dVRlc'
+ C12 _.

(3.49)

dVI3'E'
dt

dVI3'C'
+ C22 dt

(3.50)

C21 - -

dt

where the (bias-dependent) capacitance coefficients are Cll = dqBE/ dVB'E ' ,
C12 = dqBE/dvBlc', C21 = dqBc/dvB'E and C22 = dqBc/dvBlc'. Making the
'
quasi-static assumption thus results in a charge-partitioning scheme for the
minority charge stored in the transistor, and the definition of four capacitances which approximately characterize the high-frequency behavior of the
device in forward and reverse operation. Application to the base region of
a box-profiled transistor (with a homogeneously doped base region) leads to
the decomposition

3.2. Transfer Current, Early Effect
Cll

=

2
'3TBIgm

and

C21 =
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1

(3.51)

'3TBIgm,

which is equal to the result obtained by developing the exact solution of the
small-signal transport equations up to first order in frequency.
In a small-signal analysis, F(x, t) can be replaced by its dc portion Fco(x)
even under high-level-injection conditions since Dnl Dt = iJnl/ Dt is a smallsignal quantity; the delayed small-signal transfer current then reads

under forward-bias conditions with

Ve'e'

= O.

e'

II
b'

~

9m vrr

Glne

b'

e'
(a)

e'

(b)

Fig. 3.4. Comparison of the smallsignal description of
the electron transfer
current (a) without
charge- parLi Lioning
and (b) with chargepartitioning

If we make the quasi-static assumption again, the phasor of the small-signal
transfer current is obtained as

This description results in an equivalent circuit that differs somewhat from
the Giacoletto model, that is, the linearized Gummel-Poon model. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3.4, which represents only the network elements associated
with the modeling of the small-signal transfer current at Vc'e' = O. Seen from
the base node, no difference is associated with the two descriptions, as the
diffusion-capacitance Ctne due to electrons stored in the base layer in forward
operation equals the sum Cll + C21; however, the transfer current is modeled
differently owing to the transcapacitance0 C21. The difference vanishes to first
order in w if the transconductance gm is replaced by a complex quantity that
takes account of the excess phase, i.e. gm ---+ gm e- jwT1 , where T1 = C21/ gm.

9This term describes a voltage-controlled current source with a capacitive phase shift.
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3.3 Emitter-Base Diode, Current Gain
In dc operation, the base current is caused by generation and recombination
within the transistor volume and on its surfaces. Generally, we may distinguish three components I BE , IBB and IBc, associated with minority-carrier
injection in the emitter region, neutral base recombination and injection of
minority carriers in the collector region, respectively. In forward operation
(VBe < 0), the base current of a high-frequency bipolar transistor is dominated 10 by 1I3E, that is by holes injected into the emitter region. The (static)
emitter efficiency of the device, which is defined as

(3.52)
should be as close to unity as possible, because
for the current gain,

rE

determines an upper limit

Since the thickness of the (mono crystalline) emitter region is small in comparison with the diffusion length, the emitter efficiency is determined by the
properties of the emitter contact to a large extent. Polycrystalline emitter
contacts have proven advantageous because they show a finite surface recombination velocity and therefore allow the scaling of the monocrystalline
emitter region - a process that would result in a diminishing current gain
in metal-contacted emitters, as already pointed out in Sect. 1.5. In weakly
forward-biased eb junctions, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in the eb
space charge layer may dominate, with the consequence of a bias-dependent
current gain. The reverse bias that may be applied to the eb diode is limited,
since inter band tunneling (the Zener effect) will cause a substantial reverse
current even at small reverse bias. This is a consequence of the large electricfield strength in the space charge region that results from the heavily doped
emitter and base regions.

3.3.1 Minority-Carrier Transport in Heavily Doped Silicon Emitters
Shallow emitters with contacts of finite surface recombination velocity have
already been considered in Sect. 1.4, assuming homogeneous doping throughout the emitter and low-level injection. In general, a mathematical description of minority-carrier transport in heavily doped emitter regions has to
take account of effects of heavy doping and position-dependent values of the
minority-carrier mobility {ip(X) and lifetime Tp(X). Owing to the high density
of majority carriers, the assumptions of low-level injection and a constant
lOThis is not necessarily true in heterojunction bipolar transistors with wide-bandgap
emitters.
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value of the electron quasi-Fermi potential CPn (x) ~ 4>nE throughout the emitter region are fulfilled to a good approximation in the voltage range of practical interest. In the stationary case, minority-carrier transport in the n-type
emitter region is then described by the current equation

and the continuity equation
dJp
dx

= _e Pn (x)-PnO(1:) = _ enre(:r)
Tp(X)

Tp(x)n(x)

[ex p (4)p(X)-4>nE) -1]
'
VT

rewritten with help of the generalized law of mass action. As is shown in
Appendix C, these equations may be combined into an integral equation. In
the case of shallow emitters, recombination will occur predominantly at the
contact, and the integral equation may be solved by iteration, as is shown
in Appendix C, where, for ease of notation, the coordinate system has been
chosen such that the emitter depletion-layer boundary has the coordinate
Xeb = 0 and the emitter contact the coordinate Xe = dE. If recombination in
the emitter region is completely negligible, as is the case in so-called transparent emitters (Tp ---+ (0), the base saturation current is derived to be
(3.53)
where the emitter Gummel number

GE =

l

xeb

Xc

n(x) nro
----dx
Dp(x) nre(x)

(3.54)

is the analogue of the base Gummel number G B for the emitter region [18,19]
and Snn denotes the effective surface recombination velocity at the contact.
In the case of a homogeneously doped emitter, n = Nt and nie = niE are
constant throughout the emitter region; the integral is then easily evaluated,
with the result
2
/vT+d
GE=~n~o.
(3.55)
Dp niB
Using PnO

= nfldNt, this results in
eAjePnO

= l/S +d /D
,
nn
E
p

I I3ES

(3.56)

accordance with the findings of Sect. 1.4. From (3.53) and (3.40), one
obtains the following for the current gain:

1Il

(3.57)
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Since n(x) is limited by the solubility of donors in silicon, G E decreases
roughly in proportion to the depth of the emitter region dE. Large values
of the current gain in down-scaled devices can thus only be maintained if Snn
is limited to small values, as is the case if polysilicon emitter contacts are
used.

3.3.2 Polycrystalline Emitter Contacts
Polycrystalline silicon was first used by Takagi et a1. [20] as a diffusion source,
with the intention of forming reliable shallow emitter junctions. The polycrystalline silicon prevented the formation of metal spikes that would otherwise
short-circuit shallow junctions. The process was developed further by Graul
et a1. [21], who deposited an undoped polysilicon layer and employed implantation to precisely control the dopant content of the polycrystalline layer and
to form shallow junctions with a reproducible junction depth. The observation of an increase in current gain by a factor of 3 to 7 in comparison with
metal-contacted emitters was first reported in [21] for npn transistors. Similar findings were published later for pnp transistors with polysilicon emitter
contacts [22].
The observed increase of the current gain is very sensitive to the details
of the interface preparation before the deposition of the polysilicon and the
details of the emitter drive-in. The reason is the presence of a very thin oxide
layer, and dopant segregation at the poly-mono interface. Temperatures in
excess of lOOOoe during emitter drive-in may cause epitaxial realignment with
a substantial decrease in current gain. A few atomic layers at the poly-mono
interface are therfore responsible for the increase of the current gain.
In the procedure employed most widely, undoped l l polycrystalline silicon
is deposited on the single-crystal emitter window, followed by n-type doping through implantation of arsenic into the emitter region. Often, a thin
amorphous layer with a thickness of the order of 2 IlIIl is formed between the
chemical-vapor-deposited polycrystalline silicon and the single-crystal silicon
substrate [23]. If this layer is continuous, no epitaxial realignment is observed
during emitter drive-in. In the case of a discontinuous amorphous layer, complete epitaxial realignment was found to be possible during emitter drive-in.
The speed of realignment depends on the donor concentration and is much
greater than in undoped polysilicon. The interface morphology is strongly related to the surface treatment 12 prior to the polysilicon deposition and to the
details of the high-temperature annealing employed for emitter drive-in [24].
Wafers which have received an HF dip prior to polysilicon deposition do not
11 For the fabrication of narrow emitter windows, in-situ doped polysilicon has proven
advantageous (see Chap. 7).
12For example, an RCA clean of the monocryst.alline silicon prior t.o t.he deposition of
polycrystalline silicon results in a much greater current gain than does an HF etch.
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show epitaxial regrowth immediatly after the polysilicon deposition. Subsequent donor implantation and annealing for emitter drive-in, however, lead
to partial epitaxial realignment with an areal coverage of several tens of percent [24]. The interfacial oxide layer hinders diffusion of donors and affects
the doping profile in the monocrystalline emitter region [25].
The increase in current gain has been attributed to different mechanisms,
and a substantial number of papers have been published on the "polysilicon
emitter effect". In [21] a reduced bandgap narrowing in heavily doped polycrystalline silicon was assumed, to explain the reduced temperature sensitivity
of the current gain in bipolar transistors with polysilicon emitter contacts. The
bandgap reductions obtained from temperature measurements of the current
gain, however, explained neither the observed increase in current gain nor its
strong sensitivity to details of the deposition process. The tunneling Illodel
described in [26] is realistic for Si0 2 interfacial layers with a thickness of several nanometers. Since these also hinder majority-carrier transport and result
in a substantial emitter resistance, the tunneling model is not very helpful
for technologically relevant polysilicon emitters. 1:3 The segregation model explains the increase of current gain by the presence of a potential barrier at
the polysilicon/silicon interface due to dopant segregation (pileup of arsenic
at the interface). A reduced value of the hole mobility in the heavily doped
n-type polysilicon contact was assumed in [27], to explain the increase in current gain. The oxide tunneling model was found to be inappropriate in [27]
as it did not explain the temperature dependence of the base current and a
slight dependence of the base current on the thickness of the polysilicon layer.
Subsequent investigations [28-30] have shown, however, that the properties of
the polysilicon monosilicon interface affect the current gain much more than
do the minority-carrier transport properties in the polysilicon layer.
The different mechanisms may be combined to yield unified models [31-33].
Figure 3.5 shows a band diagram of a polysilicon emitter contact with a thin
interfacial oxide layer. Holes may cross the interface either by tunneling or
by thermal emission, as is illustrated by the current density components J pt
and Jpth. For small values of the voltage drop across the oxide layer, both
components vary in proportion to the difference between the hole densities
on either side of the interfacial layer, i.e. J pL = eSTu(PR -PL) and Jpth =
eSTH(PR-PL), where PR denotes the hole density on the Illonocrystalline side
and PL denotes the hole density on the polycrystalline side [32], and
kT3T

e -2ChXh

27rrn~ 1-chkBT

and

(3.58)

l~The kink erred in Lhe base currenL, described by several auUlOfs, is caused noL by
nonlinearities of the tunneling characteristic but by a substantial collector series resistance,
which causes quasi-sat.urat.ion (see Sect. 3.12).
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Fig. 3.5. Band diagram of
an eb diode with a polycrystalline emitter contact
and a thin interfacial oxide
layer

Here eh = (27r6./h.)V2m~/Xh' where the effective Richardson constant for
holes is AI;. The value of PL is related to the hole current density injected
into the polycrystalline silicon by J pt + Jpth R:j Spoly(PL - PnO), where
Spoly = (DEo ly / LEoly ) coth(dpoly / LEo ly ), if minority-carrier transport in the
metal-contacted polysilicon is assumed to obey the diffusion equation with
a diffusion coefficient DEOly and diffusion length LEOly. Taking this together
with the recombination velocity Sp, which describes the hole current component J pr = eSp(PR - ])nO) due to recombination of electron hole pairs at
the interface, the effective surface recombination velocity at the contact is
obtained as

S nn

=

S p + S poly S

STU + STH
S
S

poly+ TU+ TH

Jpt+Jpth+Jpr
e(pR -PnO)

(3.59)

This model employs a sufficient number of unknowns, such as the barrier
height for holes, the density of recombination centers at the interface and
the associated lifetimes, the hole diffusion length in polysilicon, etc., to allow
fitting of measured data with good accuracy. Since the parameters employed
are not known a priori, however, the method generally adopted is to determine
experimentally the effective surface recombination velocity at the poly-mono
contact for a specific process technology as a temperature-dependent quantity,
written as [34] Snn = Snn,oo exp( -<Pb/VT), where <Pb is a phenomenological
thermal "barrier height", responsible for the suppression of hole injection into
the polycrystalline emitter contact. Typical data for As-doped emitters with
polysilicon contacts can be derived fwm the data presented in [35]: there
Snn R:j 4 X 10 4 cm/s was found at 20°C and Snn R:j 2 X 10 5 cm/s at 200°C,
resulting in Snn,oc R:j 2.8 X 10 6 cm/s and <Ph R:j 107 m V.
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3.3.3 Recombination in the Space-Charge Layer
A complete description of the diode current IBE requires the calculation of
the current due to recombination in the space charge region,
IDLE =

eA je

l

xbe

(R-G) dx .

Xeb

Generation and recombination in the space charge region are mainly caused
by SRR processes. If only single-level recombination centers are present, the
classical expression for the net recombination rate due to SUR processes reads
2

pn - nie

R-G

where 101 = 10ie exp[(Wl' - Wb'i)/kBT] and PI = nie exp[(WFi - Wr)/kBT]
represent the electron and hole densities that would be observed if the Fermi
level were at 1/VT. If the analysis is restricted to the range of small forward bias,
the quasi-Fermi levels CPn and CPP may be assumed to be constant throughout
the space charge region. Using the results

n = 10ieexp (

I/;(x)-¢n)
VT
'

VB'E',

and ¢p - CPn =
the current due to recombination in the space charge
layer may be written as [36]
IDLE =

(VB'E')

eAje10ie s. m
h -2VT

..; TpOTnO

(3.60)

where ,0. = In

vi

TpO/TnO

and

Since 1b(x) is a monotonic function of x within the space charge layer, we may
substitute for the variable of integration to obtain

In [361, an approximate solution of this integral was presented which assumed
an abrupt symmetric pn junction, and that the electric field strength, and
therefore dx / d4! were constant throughout the depletion layer. This allows us
to approximate d'l/; / dx as follows:
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dtj;

dx
where dje

=

xoe-Xeo.

This yields the approximatioll 14

I DLE = eAjedjenie

vi TpOTnO

VT
f(b)
VJE - VB'E'

2 . 1(VI3'E')
SIll 1

--

2VT

,

(3.61)

where the function f(b) is defined as
1 l¢(xeb)

f(b) = 2 ',b(Xbc) b + cosh

(2

dtj;
I

•

•

1P-Q;p-q;n

2VT

+ 6.

)

The voltage dependence is governed by the term
VB'E'
2sinh ( - ) :::::; exp (VB'E'
- -) ,
2VT
2VT

which gives an exponential current-voltage characteristic at a forward bias
VB'E' » VT. The slope of the logarithmic plot, however, is only approximately
half the value expected for an ideal diode. Measured characteristics are generally of the form
IDLE

~ exp (

VD'E' )

7IT

T7

lVEVT

'

where the value of the emission coefficient NEl which is fitted to the measured
data, is close to one if the recombination occurs predominantly in the n- and
p-type regions, and close to two if recombination occurs predominantly in the
space charge layer.
Figure 3.6 shows (small-signal) emission coefficients NE determined through
the relation
(3.62)
from forward-bias characteristics of eb diodes with different levels of peak
base doping density. Deviations from the ideal exp(VBE/VT ) behavior expected from the Shockley theory arc observed for small values of the forward
bias, where recombination in the space charge layer predominates, while the
classical diffusion current with an emission coefficient close to one is applicable
at large forward bias. In the Gummel-Poon model, the base current is therefore modeled as a parallel connection of two diodes with different emission
coefficients (Sect. 3.8).
The magnitude of the nonideal current component and the emission coefficient NE increase with the peak base doping concentration NA. This imposes
14 A

generalization of this calculation to asymmetric pn junctions is presented in [37,381.
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Fig. 3.6. Emission coefficient
(small-signal) as a function of
forward bias for self-aligned eb
diodes with different base doping concentrations. The base
implant doses (B, 25 keY) are:
(1) 2 x 10 13 cm- 2 , (2) 4 x
10 13 cm- 2 , (3) 8 x 1013 em- 2 ,
(4) 1.6 x 10 14 cm- 2 , (.5) 3.2 x
10 14 ern -2 [39]

a limit on the maximum base dopant concentration in homojunction bipolar
transistors [40], which require heavily doped emitter regions in order to obtain
good values of emitter efficiency.
For values of NA in excess of about 3 x 10 18 cm- 3 , emission coefficients
larger than two are observed, an effect that cannot be explained by standard
Shockley-Read-Hall theory. Since surface recombination under inverted surface conditions is unlikely, owing to the large doping level, tunneling-assisted
SRH processes have to be considered to explain this effect. The effect of
field-dependent lifetimes on the emission coefficient becomes evident from
the following consideration. The base current under low-Ievel-injection conditions is predominantly due to recombination in the space charge layer; if
the bias dependence of dje/ (VJE - VBE) and series resistances are neglected
(VBE = VB'E')' (3.61) IIlay be rewritten as

IB

~ T(~)

exp

(~)

,

V

where T(E) =
Tn(E)Tp(E) has to be taken as field-dependent. When this is
introduced into the expression (3.62) for the emission coefficient, this yields

-

1

NE

~

1
1
dT
1
1 dT(E) dE
- - VT---- = - - VT------- .
2
T(E) dVl::l E
2
T(E) dE dVl::l E

(3.63)

The second term is negative, since dT/dE < 0 and dE/dVm : < 0, resulting in
l/NE < 1/2 and therefore NE > 2. Owing to the decrease of the electric field
strength in the junction with increasing values of VI3E, the lifetimes increase,
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Fig. 3.7. Cro~~ ~ection of ~elf
a.ligned eb diode fa.bricated in
double-poly technology

with the consequence of a decreasing recombination rate, which causes the
base current to increase more slowly with bias, corresponding to a larger value
of the emission coefficient.
The nonideal base current component in self-aligned bipolar transistors is
often due to an increased defect and dopant density in the "sidewall diode"
(Fig. 3.7) and therefore generally varies in proportion to the perimeter of the
emitter window rather than to the emitter area. If the emitter area Aje is given
by (WE-2.:1) (LE-2.:1) and the emitter perimeter Pje is given by 2WE +2L E 8.:1, where LE and VVE denote layout dimensions that deviate by 2.:1 from the
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Fig. 3.8. Area and perimeter specific base current contribution~ [391
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actual dimensions, the base current may be expressed in terms of area and
perimeter specific base current densities: IR = AjeJI3f(Vm;) + FjeJRr(VRTc). If
Ll is estimated from scanning electron microscope pictures, a plot of Inl Aje
for given values of VEE versus the ratio Fjel Aje for transistors with different
ratios Fjel Aje then gives approximately a straight line with axis JBf(VEE)
and slope JEr(VEE). For small values of VEE, the peripheral component JEr
clearly dominates,15 as is shown by Fig. 3.8. Similar observations in [41] led
to the conclusion that the traps causing this nonideal current component are
located at the Si/Si02 interface of the spacer footing (Fig. 3.7).
The fact that the peripheral base current component is increased because
of trap-assisted tunneling is suggested by Fig. 3.9; there JEr(O.4 V) is plotted
versus 11 JJVA rv 1I E max , where N A denotes the value of the implanted boron
concentration at the spacer footing as determined by SIMS,16 and Ernax is the
maximum value of the electric field strength in the sidewall diode.
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Fig. 3_9_ Perimeter specific
forward base currenL component versus peak base doping
concentration [391

For acceptor densities below about 3 x 10 18 cm- 3 , the observed leakage current
density was found to depend weakly on N A; for peak base doping concentrations larger than about 3 x 10 18 cm- 3 , however, a strong increase in current
15Interestingly, this also occurs at larger bias owing to current crowding at the emitter
edge.
16The data in Fig. 3.9 were determined from different batches with varying emitter annealing conditions; the variations from batch to batch for devices with comparable base
doping concentrations were of the same order of magnitude as the scatter from chip to chip.
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density was observed. This increase is far beyond the increase in trapping
centers at the boron-doped Si-Si0 2 interface reported in [42], where an increase of the density of surface states roughly in proportion to the boron
concentration has been reported. Assuming a similar relation for the density
of recombination centers, the four orders of magnitude increase in base current observed in going from NA r::::; 2 X 10 18 cm- 3 to NA r::::; 2 X 10 19 cm- 3 is
predominantly due to a decrease of minority-carrier lifetime caused by the
tunneling effect. The current is then expected to show an exponential dependence on the value of the maximum electric field strength Emax in the
junction, and therefore log JRTl rv -1/ E rv -1/ /"NA; a plot of JRTl on a
logarithmic scale versus 1/ VNA should therefore result in a straight line, as
is observed in Fig. 3.9 for values of the peak doping concentration exceeding
about 5 x 10 18 cm- 3 .

3.3.4 Reverse-Bias Currents, Breakdown
If a significant reverse bias - VBE »
recombination rate simplifies to [36]

R-G

VT

is applied to the junction, the net

r::::;

resulting in a current component
eAjedje7Lie
2JTp OTn O

1

1 (WT- WFj
cos 1
kBT

+ A)

(3.64)

L...l.

In this case the generation rate is approximately constant, resulting in a
generation current that increases in proportion to the volume Ajedje of the
space charge region.
Reverse-bias tunneling in heavily doped eb diodes has been investigated, for
example, in [39,43,44]' using polysilicon-contacted bipolar transistors with
different base implant dosesY In [39], aligned eb configurations were investigated together with self-aligned configurations in order to exclude sidewall
diode effects, which are frequently observed in self-aligned bipolar transistors [41]. For a given reverse-bias voltage, the measured current density of
the aligned samples scaled with the emitter area and showed a strong increase with the base implant dose, as is expected for interband tunneling.
The simplest theoretical models for the description of tunneling currents in
pn junctions assume a constant electric field strength E in the junction and
predict the tunneling current density to vary as [45]

J tun

r::::;

a VEBE exp( - Eo/ E) ,

17\'Vith all other parameters kepi fixed.

(3.65)
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Fig. 3.10. Reverse-bias
currents TEB det.ermined
for aligned bipolar transistors with different base implant doses rPB (Boron, 50
keY)

where E is generally replaced by the maximum value of the electric field
strength 18 in the junction E max , which varies in proportion to vi VEB + VJE
if the junction is assumed to be abrupt for simplicity. A semilogarithmic
plot of Jtun/VED vi VED + VJE versus 1I vi VED + VJE should therefore yield a
straight line. This is confirmed by Fig. 3.10; the deviations from the straightline behavior are attributed to Shockley-Read-Hall generation at small values of reverse bias, while the deviations at large voltages are due to carrier multiplication of tunneling-generated carriers. The straight lines were
obtained from a least-squares approximation to the linear regime and gave
a = 2.6 x 10- 3 AI (]lm y2) and Eo = 2.3 X 10 3 Y l]lm. Although derived from
very simplified assumptions, (3.65) together with the experimentally determined parameters a and Eo provides a valuable means for the quick estimation
of reverse-bias currents in heavily doped pn junctions and is also valuable in
compact modeling.
18In the depletion approximation, the maximum electric field strength is determined by
t.he depletion charge on either side of t.he junction and is t.herefore closely related to the
charge stored in the depletion capacitance. If Emo denotes the maximum value of the electric
field st.rength in the junction at. VEB = 0, the maximum electric field st.rength at a reverse
bias VEB is [431
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3.4 Base-Collector Diode, Breakdown
Advanced bipolar transistors show small values of the open-base breakdown
voltage BVCEO of the order of a few volts. This is a consequence of the
high current gain and heavily doped collector regions, which are required
for large values of the transfer current density. The design of modern les is
therefore more frequently concerned with the fact that transistors have to
be operated with VCE values in the vicinity of or beyond BVCEO . Avalanche
effects must then be represented in both large- and small-signal models of the
bipolar transistor. This requires, in particular, an accurate representation of
the multiplication factor lV1n(VcB, iT).

3.4.1 Multiplication Factor
In equivalent-circuit models carrier multiplication is considered with the aid
of a controlled current source, which operates in parallel to the bc diode
Dc as shown in Fig.3.11. The added current source provides a current
C'

B'-~-----'

Fig. 3.11. Equivalent circuit for the description of carrier
multiplication in the be diode

E'

(lV1n - l)iT' where iT is the transfer current of electrons injected into the
bc space charge layer and l'vln is the multiplication factor for injected electrons. In its simplest form, the multiplication factor can be expressed using
Miller's empirical formula [46,47]
l'v~ =

1

~

1 - (VC'B' / BVCBO)'

(3.66)

where BVCBO denotes the breakdown voltage of the bc junction and the
exponent N is a parameter determined from a fit to experimental results.
The formula (3.66) is not very accurate for silicon junctions; for small values
of II;[n, however, it can still be applied in a modified form, if BVCBO is replaced
by a smaller voltage BVc that is determined as a fit parameter [48]. This is
shown by a double-logarithmic plot of 1 - 1/.!\;[n versus VCB ::::::J VCIBI, which
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follows a straight line as long as 1 - liNIn obeys a power law (see Fig. 3.12
and Sect. 3.12). For larger values of VCB, the increase of I-liNIn slows down.
If the behavior in the vicinity of NIn = 1 is described in terms of the tangent
to the 1 - II Ivln curve, we arrive at the approximate description
{ (VC/J::l 1 I BVc)Nl

1

1 - .MIll

;;:::;

(VC/B' I BVCBO )N2

«

for

1 - liNIn

for

1 - liMn;;:::; 1

1

(3.67)

A weighted average of both limiting formulas often provides an accurate representation of the observed voltage dependence of the multiplication factor
MIl (see Appendix D).
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Figure 3.12 shows a comparison of measured data and the corresponding
approximation of I-liNIn for a high-frequency self-aligned bipolar transistor.
Also shown is the relative error,19 which has a magnitude of the order of 1%
over four decades of 1 - 1/1V1n.
An alternative physics-based description of carrier multiplication in the
weak avalanche limit has been proposed in [49,50]. If A1n is close to one,
secondary impact ionization may be neglected. If the ionization coefficients
are taken to be in the Chynoweth form nn = an exp( -bn/IEI), the generation
current due to impact ionization IAvL then is [49]
IAVL ;;:::;

ITanj,xcb e-bn/IE(x)1 dx

= (Mn-1)h.

Xbc

l~The parameters o[ the fiUing curve were determined using the method outlined in Sect.

3.12.
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0

x_

An expansion of the integrand around its maximum now allows us to approximate the ionization integral, leading to
bn / Emax
.[ -1 ,.-.......,
~ an
1\11n
b E max d·JC e'

,

n

where dje denotes the width of the bc depletion layer20 In [49,50]' the generation current due to impact ionization in the bc junction is modeled in the
form
hYL

= h -an

V

bn 1- M .Jc

h)]MJC-l} ,

exp { -AYL [V( 1-/1-IRc

(3.68)

where V = VC'B' + VJC and I Rc = eAjeNDepivn8at. The parameter /1 takes
account of the effect of mobile charge in the space charge layer, which reduces
the electric field in the junction and thus the value of the multiplication
factor. Neglecting this effect (i.e. setting /1 = 0) and introducing the quantities
A Ycl = an /b n (l- MJc) and A YL = A Ycl yields the formula used in the
VBIC95 model (Sect. 3.14),
20 A better approximation replaces d je by an effective width d eff [52]. For the purpose
of compact modeling, the approximation performed here is sufficient, since dje is fitted to
measured data by means of the parameter A VCl .
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(3.69)
This formula uses two parameters to fit experimental data, since
l'vhc are determined from capacitance measurements.
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Fig. 3.14. Values of open
base breakdown voltage versus epi layer Lhickness. Identical symbols correspond to
transistors with equally doped
epitaxial layer and identical
forward current gain [53]

3.4.2 Collector-Emitter Breakdown due to Impact Ionization
The open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO is an important design parameter,
since it represents a worst-case situation for collector-emitter breakdown. The
condition of a vanishing current at the base terminal (IB = 0) was used in
Sect. 1.5 to derive the condition for open-base breakdown,

(IV1n - l)Bk

=

1;

(3.70)

the value of the open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO is determined by the
current gain 21 BN and the multiplication factor lvln .
In a bc diode with a completely depleted epilayer, the electric field can
be approximated by a trapezoid (Fig. 3.13); if the dopant density is N Uepi
and the thickness is depi, the maximum value of the electric field strength is
approximately

21B;' ~ h/IBE ~ BN(VCB=O) x qB(VCB=O)/qB(VCB) is undersLood as the current gain
value that would be observed in the absen<:e of <:arrier IIlultipli<:ation.
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If breakdown occurs when a critical value Ecrit of the electric field strength
in the junction is exceeded, the open-base breakdown voltage [51]

shows the following dependence on the thickness of the epilayer:
BVCEO::::::

.
( Ecnt -

C1VDePidePi)

2e

.

d ep1 .

If N Depi and d epi are small, the second term in the brackets may be neglected,
and BVCEO varies in proportion to d epi . Such a behavior is demonstrated in
Fig. 3.14, where measured values of BVCEO are plotted versus dep i. 22

3.4.3 Punchthrough
If the base layer becomes very thin, collector-emitter breakdown may occur
owing to punchthrough. In this case the bc depletion-layer edge reaches the
eb depletion layer and causes a reduction of the barrier height seen by the
electrons in the emitter. Thermal emission [54-56] of electrons across the
reduced barrier then causes a strong increase of the collector current.

Punchthrollgh can only be observed if the (metallurgical) base layer is very
thin. Except for certain specialized microwave transistors, the base width is
chosen to be large enough to prevent punchthrough. As a rough estimate, one
lllay consider the Forward Early voltage VI\.F: if VAF exceeds the open-base
breakdown voltage BVCEO, no punchthrough is to be expected - at least as
long as the lateral variations of the base doping are small.
Punchthrough Voltage. In the case of hOlllogeneous doping in both the base
and the collector, the extent of the space charge layer into the p-doped region
is given by23
2eNDC (VJC+ VCB)
e(NAB+NDc)NAB

the base width dB at VCB and VBE
dn = dna

+ xp(O) -

= 0 is then given by

xp(Vcn) .

Setting dB = 0 and Vpt :::::: V(;B

+ Vm ; ::::::

V(;B

+ VJC, we therefore obtain

22The value~ of d epi were determined from capacitance mea~urernent~ and defined as the
thickness of the n-type epitaxial layer where No <::: n x 10 17 cm- 3 . The proportionality
BVCEO ~ d cpi is only expected if the epilayer is depleted at voltages considerably below
the breakdown voltage; if this condition is not fulfilled, or if breakdown occurs without full
depletion of the epilayer, the proportionality BVCEO ~ d epi is not fulfilled.
2~ A~ long a~ the space charge region does not reach the buried layer on the collector side.
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1T

Vpt

~ e(NDC+NAB)
2

~

E

NA.B
?IT

[d

HDe

BO

+ Xp (0)]2

If N DC « NAB and N ABdB is expressed in terms of the base sheet resistance
R7r = l/(e!LpNA Bd B ), we may write
V,
pt

~

(1

~

+ !LpR7rv2eENncVJC)
2

2

1 _1_
e E ! L p 7 r 1 vDC
2

R2?1T·

The punchthrough voltage therefore increases roughly in inverse proportion
to the doping density of the epitaxial collector region N DC and the square
of the internal base sheet resistance R 7r • In a self-aligned vertical bipolar
transistor there may be a reduced doping below the spacer,24 resulting in a
punchthrough at the emitter edge [57].
Punchthrough Current. The current flow under punchthrough conditions
may by calculated from a modification of GUInlIlel's approach [54,55]. Integration of

[)
ox

(cPn )

-exp - VT

n

I --

=

eDnnie

('lj; )

exp - VT

from Xeb to Xcb, with Dn taken as constant, yields the following for the electron
current density:

e D n1 VDE
7\T

l

'xcb

Xeb

since qJn(Xcb) - qJn(Xeb)
n(Xeb)

=

nie

exp ( - VCE)
- - -1
VT
(1jJ, ( Xm ) -¢ (X) )
exp
VT

= VCE and

exp (

Ij!(Xeb) -qJn(Xeb))
VT

In the vicinity of the minimum of the electrostatic potential located at x =

Xm

(see Fig. 3.15), the potential shows a quadratic dependence on x:

1jJI (X)

-

'1jJ, ( Xm )

eNAB
= ~

( X-Xm )2 .

Since the integrand decreases quickly if x deviates from X m , the limits of the
integral can be shifted to infinity for an approximate evaluation:

{Xcb exp(¢(xm)-¢(x)) dx
JXeb
VT

j

.OO

-00

exp (_ -'---(
x - x...,,--'-m?) dx

2L'b

24This occurs in palticular if the base implant is performed aner spacer formation or if
the base is diffused from the emitter polysilicon.
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= VfVT/eNI\.I3 is the Debye length in the p-type layer.
= -AjcJn is therefore

where LD

In the limit VeE» VT, the punchthrough current Ipt
given by
I pt

_ eAjeDnNDE

-

~
V 27fLD

exp

(-6.1/)).
TT

VT

'

its bias dependence stems from the barrier height

(3.71)

6.1j; = 1j;(Xeb) -¢(xm).

At VeE < Vpt , the value of 6.1/) is not affected by VeE; in this case an increase
of VeE only increases the voltage drop VeE and hence the extent of the bc depletion layer, which reaches the eb depletion layer at VeE = Vpt ' For voltages
VeE> Vpt , the whole base is depleted and additional positive charge OIl the
collector side has to be neutralized by extra negative charge on the emitter
side, i.e. Xeb shifts to the right if VeE is further increased. If Xcb -Xeb = d pt
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is taken to be approximately constant, an increase of
the charge increment 25

V(jE

beyond Vpt causes

EAje

f:!..Qc = - d (VCE - Vpt )
pt
in the collector region. This charge has to be neutrali7,ed by an increment
of negative charge in the emitter; the magnitude of this increment can be
written as

f:!..QE

=

CJEVJE
1-MJE

[1-

(f:!..I/J)l-AI.m] .
VJE

.

if the bias dependence of the eb depletion capacitance is written in the form 26

C JE
Solving for f:!..</! then gives

f:!..QE)2
f:!.. </! = VJE ( 1 - ----::-,.......:c=___
2CJE VJE

V

JE

(1 _

VeE - Vpt )
V;
pts

2 .

,

where
2e VJE

N ABNDE
NAB+NDE '

E

if the eb junction is assumed to be abrupt for simplicity (Af.JE = 1/2). As
long as VCE - Vpt « Vpts , the value of f:!..</! can be approximately represented
by

)
f:!..'1,! :::::; VJE (f:!..QE
1- C V
.JE .JE

=

VJE

(VeE
12V;- Vpt ) .
pt.s

The punchthrough current then shows an exponential increase,

I pt

rv

exp (VCEN T Vpt)
T
pLVT

'

with an emission coefficient N pt
25If

the increase of

t".Qc

=

Xcb -

Xeb

with

= 2Vpts /VJE.

VCE

is taken into account, the charge increment is

eNDc (

where d pt denotes the value of Xcb - Xeb at VCE = Vpt .
2°Taking accounL of Lhe fad LhaL Lhe heighL of Lhe pOLential barrier associated with the
eb depletion layer in a jundion biased at VB'E' is t".'4: = VJE - VB'E"
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3.5 Charge Storage, Transit Time
The charge stored in the transistor determines the ac and switching performance, measured by quantities such as the cutoff frequency iT = f3i{3' The
cutoff frequency .fT of a bipolar transistor is shown to be related to the hole
charge Qp stored in the device by

2:h

~i; IveE .

=

This formula is derived from the hole continuity equation and is valid for
arbitrary transistor geometries. This allows to compute cutoff frequencies
from static device simulations. For the purpose of compact modeling, the
hole charge has to be separated into portions.

3.5.1 Depletion Capacitances
Under reverse bias and small forward bias, the capacitance of an abrupt pn
junction is given by [58,59]

(3.72)
where Vx is an offset voltage that lies below the built-in voltage VI by approximately 2VT. A similar result for a linearly graded pn junction motivates
the use of the widely employed fitting formula

(3.73)
where C JO , VJ and l'vI are adapted to measured data. An improved description
of the depletion capacitance, suggested by Poon and Gummel [60], makes use
of the approximation

Here b is an adjustable parameter, which is typically positive and small compared with unity. In the limit b --+ 0, the conventional representation is obtained. For b i= 0, the parameter

C = c'(O)

°

J

1-M

l+b-M

(l+b)1+Af

/

2

differs from the zero-bias capacitance. An alternative expression was suggested by de Graaff [61]
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which uses parameters Co, lVI,
curves.

VI and is that are fitted to measured Cj(V')

3.5.2 Hole Continuity and Cutoff Frequency
The cutoff frequency
by

iT

is related to the hole charge Qp stored in the device

(3.74)
as is shown by the following consideration of the continuity equation for
holes.27 vVe distinguish between two contributions to the base current iR(t)
of an npn bipolar transistor: the current irec(t) due to recombination in the
transistor volume and on its surface, and the rate of change with time of the
hole charge qp(t) in the transistor volume: 28
(3.75)
The corresponding small-signal relation reads
(3.76)
where 1b(w), irec(w) and 5l.p (w) denote the phasors of the small-signal deviations ofiE(t),irec(t) and qp(t) from their values IE, I ree and Qp at the bias
point. We now divide (3.76) by ic(w) with the result
ib (W )

1rec (w )

ic(w)

ic(w)

. 5l. ( w )

- - = - - + J wp- - .
ic(w)

(3.77)

This expression equals 1/h21e(W) if VeE is kept constant. To obtain w{3, the
expression on the right-hand side of (3.77) has to be expanded correctly up
to first order in w. For the first term, we obtain
iree(w)
1(
.
)
-.-(-) ::::: -(3 1 + JWTrec ,
1c Lv'

(3.78)

where Tree is an as yet undetermined delay, since ib(O) = irec(O), as can be
seen from (3.76) by setting W = O. The second term on the right-hand side
of (3.77) is already of first order in wowing to the factor jw. It is therefore
271n this quasi-static definition, the transit time is defined as the ratio of stored charge to
transfer current. It has to be emphasized that the charge transport through the base region is
not strictly a time-of-flight phenomenon, owing to the diffusion mechanism; mathematically,
this is a consequence of the fact that the diffusion equation possesses no traveling-wave
solutions [62].
28This formula is equivalent to the hole continuity equation, integrated with respect to
the transistor volume, if the hole current that flows through the emitter contact is treated
as a surface recombination current.
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sufficient to consider only the zero-order term of -p
q (w) / i.e (w). The resulting
quantity,

(3.79)
is the (quasi-static) emitter-collector transit time. To first order in w, we now
have
1

1+

jW(,6Tec+Trec)

1 +.iw/w.13

which gives the following for the cutoff frequency
Sect. 1.7:
1

27rJT

=

Tree

Tee +

--;'f

:=:::!

(3.80)

(3

.8

(1) ( W )
h 21e

.fT

/3wf3/27r defined in

(3.81 )

Tee .

According to (3.81), a non-quasi-static correction due to the hole recombination current has to be considered. This effect is represented by the time
constant Tree, which, however, is generally smaller than the emitter-collector
transit time Tee. For transistors with a large value of the forward commonemitter current gain, we may therefore neglect Tree in (3.81) and compute
iT solely with the quasi-static emitter-collector transit time Tee. This approximation becomes inaccurate if the current gain becomes small, as is, for
example, the case in the high-current regime. In this case the non-quasi-static
correction T re c/,6 to the quasi-static transit time becomes relevant.
Equation (3.81) is directly derived from the hole continuity equation and
is therefore completely general. It does not rely on any type of quasi-static
approximation, but shows the relation between 11' and Tee to be a consequence
of the one-pole approximation used in the definition of the cutoff frequency.
The expression for Tee can be split up into three terms: 29
dQp

dIe

= dQJE + dQJe + dQT ,
dIc

dIe

dIc·

(3.82)

where Q.lE and Q.lC denote the hole charges associated with the emitter and
collector depletion layers, and QT is the hole charge stored in the quasi-neutral
regions (e, b, c) together with the neutrali7,ed charge of mobile carriers in the
space charge layers. The term
(3.83)
is commonly referred to as the forward transit time. Vie write the following
for the (total) derivatives of the space charges QJE and QJC with respect to

Ie:

29Such a decomposition does not necessarily rely on the depletion approximation, as was
demonstrated by van den Biesen [63].
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dQJE
dIc

(3.84)

(3.85)

The quantities
8QJE )
8VB'E' Ie

(

=

Cje

and

Q
8 Jc )
( 8VB'C' Ie

=

Cjc

(3.86)

are the emitter and collector depletion capacitances. The extra terms in (3.84)
and (3.85) take account of the effect of the mobile carriers on the space charge
layers, which cause the depletion capacitances to be a function of the collector
current Ie. The quantity
(3.87)

is called the collector transit time. This term can be estimated with the help
of the depletion approximation, which allows (3.87) to be written as

(3.88)
To calculate Tjc, the neutrality condition and the Poisson equation for the bc
depletion layer are considered; in the depletion approximation, these equations read

l

XCb

p(x) dx

=

0

(3.89)

,Tbc

and
(3.90)

Differentiation of (3.89) and (3.90) with respect to Ic gives

o

=

8Xcb
8Xbc
p(Xcb) "I - p(Xbc) ~I

uc

uc

+

l

xcb

~c

8p
"I dx,

uc

(3.91)

(3.92)

VVe multiply (3.91) by Xcb and subtract the resulting equation from (3.92) to
obtain
(3.93)
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The space charge density in the depletion layer is assumed to be of the form

p (x )

~
(1\T+ 1\T-)
~ e
D A

-

Vn

Ic
x

(')A.

Je

(3,94)

Allowing for a spatial dependence of the electron drift velocity vn(x) within
the bc depletion layer gives Aje8p/8ic = -l/vn (x), Together with (3,94), this
gives the following result for the collector transit time:

(Xcb Xeb - x 1
JXbc ~ vn(x) d.r ,

1]e =

(3.95)

where dje = Xeb - Xbe denotes the bc depletion-layer width, If the electron
drift velocity in the bc depletion layer is equal to the saturated drift velocity
Vnsat, (3.95) simplifies to
(3,96)
in accordance with the outcome of the ac formulation for the total current
passing through the depletion layer [64]. The quantity
(3,97)
is negligible since Ic is predominantly a function of VB'E' in the case of forward
operation, Setting d VB'Er/ dIc = 1/ gm, we obtain the following from VBlc '
VB'E' + RcclIc + REE,IE - VCE using the condition VCE = const.:
dVBlc'
dIc

dIE
1
+ ree' + ree' - - ;::::; - + ree' + ree' ,
gm
dIc
gm

-

1

(3,98)

where red = Rcc i + Ic(dRccr/dIc) and ree' = REE' + IE (dREE,/dIE ) denote
the small-signal collector and emitter series resistances, respectively. vVe neglect Tje and the Early effect and combine (3.82), (3.83), (3,84) and (3,85) to
obtain the following relation for the emitter-collector transit time:
Cje+Cje

Tee = - - - + Tf + Tje + (reel +rec' )Cje '
gm

(3,99)

Values for i{3 and iT may alternatively be derived from the Giacoletto smallsignal equivalent circuit of the bipolar transistor, which gives, under the assumption go = 0 (Sect. l.7)
1
C1l"+c,u
-f= - - + ( ree'+ree ' ) Cit'
27f T

gm

(3,100)

A comparison of (3.100) and (3,99) shows that we have to make the identifications
(3,101)
Cjc,

(3,102)
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i.e., the forward transit time used in the conventional small-signal model
(Sects. 1.7 and 3.9) comprises both the forward transit time Tf, defined as
dQT/d1c, and the collector transit time Tjc.

3.5.3 Forward Transit Time
If the bc junction is reverse biased, minority-carrier storage in the collector
region may be neglected. In this case the forward transit time TI is the sum
of the forward base transit time TEf, the emitter transit time TE and the
emitter-base transit time TEE.

Base Transit Time
The (quasi-static) forward base transit time TRf, due to minority-carrier storage in the base region, may be estimated using the formula of Kromer [65],
TEl'

=

l

XbC

nrc (x)
p(x)

Xbe

l

xbc

p(y)
- -1- dy dx
nre(Y) Dn(Y)'

x

,

(3.103)

who generalized an earlier result of Moll and Ross [2]. This formula is
based on the electron and hole transport equations in the drift-diffusion approximation. In the derivation of (3.103), the electron density n(xbc) was
taken to be zero. Velocity saturation in the bc space charge layer, however,
causes this assumption to be somewhat erroneous [66,67]. In [68], therefore,
.In = -en(xbc)vn(Xbc), where Vn(Xbc) = Vnsat, was used for the electron density at the space-charge-layer boundary, with the result

l

XbC

Xbe

n2 (x)
_,_e_

p(x)

l

x

xbc

1 ydx
-p(y)
---d

nre(Y) Dn(Y) .

+_1_ ~(XbC)
Vnsat

nie(xbc)

l

xbc

Xbe

nte(x) dx .
p(x)

(3.104)

Under low-level-injection conditions, p(x) R:j NA(x); (3.104) then describes
the base transit time in terms of local doping and material parameters. In
the case of a homogeneously doped base region, (3.104) reduces to [66]
TEf

d~

dTJ

2Dn

Vnsat

= --+--.

(3.105)

The increase in TEf caused by finite values of VnsaL is explained in Fig. 3.16,
which shows schematically the minority-carrier distribution in a box-profiled
base region. An increase of the electron density at Xhc causes both a decrease
of the electron current density I n due to the reduced slope of the minoritycarrier distribution and an increase of the stored minority charge D.QnR, and
therefore affects the ratio ID.QnE I/ II n I, which determines the base transit
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time. Equation (3.105) can be derived from Fig. 3.16 by a simple geometrical
analysis. Analytical expressions for the base transit time that take account of
the field and dopant concentration dependence of the minority-carrier mobility in the base region were derived in [69].
Diffusion in a Short Base. The magnitude of the mean electron velocity due
to diffusion is

according to the widely employed drift-diffusion approximation. If Dn is considered to be a constant, the computed value of Vn can assume values in excess
of Vnsat if Idn/dxl becomes very large. Obviously, this mathematical limit is
in contradiction to physical reality: since diffusion is an effect of the thermal
motion of carriers, the classical diffusion equation can only hold if Vn is small
in comparison with the thermal velocity VLh = V kBT /27r7n~ of the carriers.
Assuming stationary conditions, unidirectional current flow (v n = vne x ) and
E = 0, the momentum balance equation reads
dV n
nVn - dx

kB

+-

rn~

dn
Tn dx

kB

+-

rn~

dTn
n -dx

Taking account of the relations I n
is easily transformed into
In
since I n

dn

=

dTn

dV n

n--+vn
dx

dn

-

dx

0

Tvn

---cnVn

= efJ.n VT -d
+ ~lnnkB - d
--x
.T
= const. and

nVn

and fJ.n

=

* J~ dn

CTvn/m~,

~lnTnn 2 2 -d '

en.T

this equation
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according to the continuity equation. If the spatial variation of the electron
temperature is assumed to be negligible (dTn/dx ::::; 0), the quadratic relation
1n2

222
+ _e_
_n__ 1 _ e kBT n2

* d n /d x

~inmn

mn*

n

= 0

is obtained for the electron current density. This equation comprises two limiting situations. At small and moderate values of dn/dx, the second term
is larger than the first term, resulting in the well-known expression for the
diffusion current density
dn
1n = cVTIJ. n dx '
whereas, in the case of a large gradient of the electron density, the first term
dominates, resulting in
1n

=

-enJ kBTn/m~ ,

i.e. the average electron velocity is limited to a value of the order of the
thermal velocity.
In [70], a numerical solution for narrow-base transistors is reported. ,;Vhile
the average electron velocity was found to be somewhat smaller within the
base layer as compared with the results of the drift-diffusion theory, a velocity
overshoot of the order of 80% was found to occur at the metallurgical junction
of the bc diode. The simulation results for the base transit time were compared
with results of the drift-diffusion theory, and relative errors of 20% for a 20
nm base width were found.
An investigation of the electron transport through a thin base layer based
on an analytical solution of the simplified Boltzmann equation is described
in [71,72]. According to this work, the minority-carrier transport through
a thin, homogeneously doped base layer under forward operation conditions
still obeys the diffusion equation, i.e.
1
• n

rv

np(Xbe) - np(xbc)

dB

'

if the minority-carrier densities at the depletion-layer boundaries are calculated from

where n Im = npo exp(VB'Et/VT) denotes the minority-carrier density determined from the Shockley boundary condition and A is the carrier mean free
path. In the limit d B / A ----+ 00, the modified boundary conditions obviously
reduce to the classical Shockley boundary conditions under low-level-injection
conditions. The forward base transit time TBf is approximated by [72]
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TBf =

4,\ )

2Dn ( 1 + 3d B

which, in the limit ,\ « dR, reduces to the classical result obtained from
elementary diffusion theory.

Emitter Transit Time
A formula similar to (3.103) for the (quasi-static) emitter transit time
metal-contacted emitter regions has been published in [73]:

TE

of

(3.106)
This formula neglects recombination in the emitter region and therefore applies only to shallow emitter junctions. In order to describe modern bipolar transistors with nearly transparent emitters and polysilicon contacts, a
finite recombination velocity 5 nn at the polycrystalline emitter contact is assumed. 3o For such devices, the emitter transit time is described by a formula
similar to (3.104) if recombination in the emitter region is neglected:

11

-

I)

xeb

Xe

nre(X)
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1y d x
---d
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nre(Y) Dp(Y)

+ -1- - n(xe)
2-;35nn nie(x e )

l

xeb

Xe

2
_Ie_ _

n (x) dx :
n(x)
.

(3.107)

this formula applies if p(xe) » PnO, as is the case under forward operation
conditions. Recombination in the emitter region causes a slight modification
of the emitter transit time TE, which, however, is generally small, since most of
the recombination takes place at the emitter contact. The effect of the emitter
doping gradient on TE and iT was investigated in [74], where increased values
of the cutoff frequency observed for transistors with arsenic emitters were
explained by their steeper doping profiles.

Emitter-Base Transit Time
In a forward-biased diode, both electrons and holes are injected into the space
charge layer, where they neutralize each other in part and thus provide a con30 In this work, the recombination velocity 8 nn at the interface is taken to be freqllencyindependent, i.e. we assume a proportionality between the hole current density orthogonal
to the interface and the excess hole density /';.p there, lp(xe,w) = q8nn /';.r.(Xe) , which
is valid for all values of the angular frequency w. This assumption is not well founded
in thc high-frequency regime, where the time constants associated with the details of the
recombination process become relevant. However, since the effect of the recombination delay
generally represents a sma.ll correction to the cutoff frequency, the assumption 8 nn = const.
is justified when one is estima.ting the effect.
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tribution to the diffusion charge. The corresponding capacitance component
is sometimes called the neutral capacitance [63,75]. For a proper distinction
n(x) emitter
p(x) f - - - _

base

n(x) for

VB·E·=O

x

Fig. 3.17. Neutralized
base charge QTBE in the
depletion layer defined
in terms of the electron
and hole current densities (schematic illustration)

between the depletion charge and the diffusion charge (neutralized charge),
we can consider Fig. 3.17, which illustrates the changes of the electron and
hole densities associated with a forward bias of the eb junction. Additional
electrons (1) and holes (2), which are not neutralized, form the electron and
hole depletion charges QJEn and QJEp' The neutralized charge QTBE is determined by the excess hole density where electrons are in the majority (i.e.
for x < x;c) and by the excess electron density where holes are in the majority (i.e. for x > x;e)' At x = x;e the values of the excess electron and hole
densities are equal, and therefore

if the electron and hole quasi-Fermi potentials are assumed to be constant
throughout the depletion layer. Estimating QTDE from the area of the triangle
of height .0.p(:r;,,) and base 2VT /IE(:r;,,) I formed by the tangents to the p(x)
and n(x) curves yields
(3.108)
if E(x;,J is approximated by Emax. The corresponding transit time TBE derived from dQTBE/dvll'E' = TBE9m varies in inverse proportion to VIC under
low-level-injection conditions, when Ie varies in proportion to exp( VR'E/Vr).
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3.6 Series Resistances
Series resistances cause deviations from exponential current-voltage characteristics and slow down charging of the transistor capacitances. The base
resistance and collector resistance have to be modeled as bias-dependent elements owing to conductivity modulation and current crowding.

3.6.1 Emitter Resistance
The emitter resistance REE/ can generally be described as ohmic. 31 Owing to
the shallow eb junction, the value of REE' is determined almost exclusively
by the value of the specific contact resistance Pc:

Owing to the small value of the emitter contact area A je , integrated transistors
may show values of REE' of several tens of ohms. It is important to keep the
emitter series resistance low, since this parameter significantly degrades the
transconductance of the device.

3.6.2 Base Resistance
The base resistance RBB' describes the voltage drop caused by the current in
the base region and at the base contact. In planar transistors RBB' may be
split up into an external part, which describes the contact resistance and the
resistance of the external base region, and an internal part. The external part
behaves approximately like an ohmic resistor, with a value determined by the
doping and geometry of the external base region and the base contact resistance. The internal part shows a considerable bias dependence and decreases
with increasing base current for the following two reasons. (1) An increase
in the transfer current causes an increase in the hole diffusion charge in the
base region and therefore decreases the sheet resistance of the base layer (conductivity modulation). (2) The voltage drop across the internal base region
increases with increasing base current, resulting in emitter current crowding:
the base current then flows predominantly at the emitter edge, reducing the
distance that has to be traveled by the holes and therefore the internal base
resistance.
For planar transistors with a stripe geometry (l¥E » L E ), a one-dimensional
description where the base current flows in the ;t/ direction can be applied (Fig.
3.18a). Assuming an ideal eb diode with a saturation current Is/ BF and an
31 An increase of the emitter resistance in the presence of current crowding was demonstrated in [76] using a partitioned equivalent cin;uit; the emitter resistance was calculated
by considering power dissipation, a method that does not directly yield the effect on the
current-voltage characteristics, as is explained for the case of the base resistance.
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Fig. 3.18. (a) Emitter
current crowding under dc
operating conditions, and
(b) extended equivalentcircuit model

emission coefficient N = 1, the decrease of the base current per unit length
due to hole injection into the emitter is

dIB(Y)

=

dy

_~
BFLE

[ex

p

(VI3'E/(Y)) -1]
VT

(3.109)

The local voltage across the eb junction VB'E' (y) is a function of the lateral
position y (Fig. 3.18a) owing to the voltage drop across the base layer; if the
sheet resistance of the active base layer is R ,f , one obtains

Differentiation of (3.109) allows one to combine the two equations into a
second-order differential equation that can be solved analytically [77,78]. The
general solution is

IB(y)

=

2VT ztan [z

3RB

(l_l)] ,
LE

vVith this result, integration of (3.109) gives

(3.110)
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(3.111)
where z has to be determined from the boundary condition IB(Y

3IBRB
ztan(z) = - - .
2VT

= 0) = IB
(3.112)

several approaches can now be used to calculate the base resistance [78,79].
The approach used in SPICE is a power dissipation calculation, that considers
the power dissipated in the base region, which leads to the definition
_

P -

(P)

2 _

RRR,!B -

Since IT3(Y)/ IT3

1

WE

Jor

LE

. 2

.

(3.113)

R1fIB(Y) dy.

= tan [z (l-y/LE)] / tanz, this gives

(P)

R BB , = 3RB

1
j'l
2
2()
tan (Az) dA
tan z 0

.

tan(z)-z

= 3RB z tan 2( z ) ,

(3.114)

where z is determined by (3.112). In the limit of small base current (IB ----t 0
and therefore z ----t 0), the value of the base resistance R BB , converges to RB,

in agreement with the elementary estimate (1.114). SPICE uses Rfu], for the
description of the internal base resistance and adds an ohmic term RBM to
take account of the external base resistance:

R BB , = REtv!

+ R B8(z)

,

where

8()
z

,tan(z)-z

= 3 ztan 2 (z) :.

(3.115)

the value of z can be approximately calculated as a function of the base
current IB from [83]
(3.116)
where IRB is the current where the base resistance falls halfway to its minimum value. For small values of base current, 8(z) ;::::; 1 and the base resistance
assumes its maximum value,

R BB , ;::::;

RBJI,]

+ RB .

The power dissipation calculation performed here does not give the dc lumped
base resistance, which is defined in terms of the input characteristics of the
bipolar transistor by the equation
(3.117)
Using
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I B = -Is exp (VB'E/(O)) - 1
BF

VT

LE

JLE
o

exp (VB'E/(Y)-VB'E/(O)) dy,
VT

we obtain the following definition:

R BB' -- - -VT 1n
IB

(1
-

L

JLE exp (Vm;/(Y)-Vm;/(O))
VT

o

dy)

With the help of (3.111), the integral can be evaluated to give [79]

RBB' = 3RB

1
In (
z
) .
2z tan( z)
sin( z) cos( z)

(3.118)

This value of the base resistance could be termed the large-signal dc base
resistance. Its value differs from the result of the power dissipation calculation.
Yet another expression for the base resistance is obtained if the low-frequency
small-signal base resistance Tbb' is calculated from (3.118) according to
Tbb '

=

RRR'

+ 113

dRBB,
dI
B

.

Making use of (3.112), it is possible to express IB in terms of z and dz/dIB ,
leading to

I dRBB,
13 dIB

113

dRBB, dz
dz dIB

z tall(z)
dRBB,
2
tan(z) + zlcos (z) dz

Computation of dRBB' I dz and rearranging terms results in

3RB cot(z)+z[l-tan(z)]

Tbb'

= -2-

z2

.

(3.119)

The concept of a lumped base series resistance has to be considered as a rather
crude approximation to reality. Furthermore, the following should be noted.
(1) The approach considered here does not take conductivity modulation in
the base region into account; however, this has a substantial effect on the
base series resistance. (2) The analysis performed here assumes that the base
current flow is strictly one-dimensional in the y direction, an assumption that
is approximately fulfilled in stripe transistors with a large WEI LE ratio. 32 (3)
During switching transients, the distribution of the transfer current density
across the base region becomes time-dependent. The problems listed above
can be overcome by an increase in the complexity of the model if an equivalent
circuit is used in which several transistors are connected in parallel.
32The computation of a single lumped base series resistance from layout data is discussed,
[or example, in [80 82]; the special case o[ a circular base region is considered also in
Appendix D.
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3.6.3 Collector Resistance, Quasi-Saturation
The collector resistance generally shows nonohmic behavior, since the biasdependent extent of the bc space charge region, minority-carrier injection
into the epitaxial collector region and velocity saturation effects influence
this parameter. This resistance is represented as the sum of an external part
Rcx due to the contact and the subcollector, and the resistance

R . ~
epl

~

dcpi - Xu
.
A 7\T
ef.1.u jelVDepi

of the undepleted epilayer (see Fig. 3.19) with a concentration N Depi , assumed
to be independent of position for simplicity. The value of Repi vanishes when
the edge of the depletion layer reaches the buried layer (xu;::::; depi).
E

space charge
xn
layer

neutral

d ePI

x
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.19. Electric-field distribution in the
epitaxial layer for transfer current values
smaller than h and (a) a small reverse bias
VCB resulting in partial depletion of the epilayer, and (b) for a large reverse bias VCB
resulting in total depletion of the epiJayer

total
depletion

The extent Xu depends on the internal junction voltage VB'C' and the space
charge density in the depletion layer. The latter is modified in the presence of
a transfer current, since the electrons crossing the space charge layer will move
on average at their saturated drift velocity Vnsat. This results in a reduction
of the space charge density of the epitaxial layer to p( x) = eNDepi (1- hi h),
where h = eAje"UnsatNDepi denotes the Kirk current. Assuming a one-sided
junction with a space charge layer that extends almost exclusively into the
epilayer, the depletion-layer width dje ;::::; Xn is given by [84]

1- VR,c' IVlC

1-hlh

(3.120)

Since VR,c' ;::::; VBc+(Rcx+Repi)h, the voltage drop across Rcx and Repi acts
like a forward bias and VB'C' > 0 if h > VCB/(Repi + Rex). This situation,
where the bc diode becomes internally forward biased in spite of an external
reverse bias, is known as quasi-saturation and will be discussed further in the
following subsection together with the Kirk effect, which occurs if the transfer
current increases beyond the critical current h.
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3.7 High-Level Injection
The current gain and frequency response of a bipolar transistor are a function
of the bias current and are rather poor at small current levels. High-speed
applications therefore generally require substantial electron current densities.
Owing to high-level-injection effects, however, the device speed is not a monotonic function of the current density transported by the device, and decreases
with increasing electron current density after passing through a maximum. A
thorough understanding of high-level-injection effects is therefore mandatory
in order to design optimized high-frequency bipolar transistors and to develop
circuits that make the best use of the potentialities of a given technology.
Besides the effects of series resistances considered in the preceding section,
current-voltage characteristics and transit times are modified under high-level
injection owing to deviations from the Shockley boundary conditions, alteration of the drift field in the base region, deviations from the one-dimensional
transistor model, and effects associated with velocity saturation in the bc
space-charge region and voltage drops in the epitaxial collector region.

3.7.1 High-level Injection in the Base Region
Under low-level-injection conditions, the transfer current varies in proportion
to exp(VB'E,/VT) since the density of minority carriers at the depletion-layer
edge at the emitter side of the base region Xbe shows such a voltage dependence. This follows immediately from the generalized law of mass action

(3.121)
and the condition that P(Xbc) :::::! NA(Xbc) = const. Since an increase in the
density of injected electrons causes an increase in the hole density, the latter
assumption will only be fulfilled to a good approximation if the density n( Xbe)
of electrons injected into the base layer is small in comparison with the acceptor density NA. Under high-level-injection conditions, when n(Xbe) « NA.
may no longer be assumed, the condition P(Xbe) :::::! NA has to be replaced by
the neutrality condition

(3.122)
From (3.121) and (3.122), the electron concentration n(Xbe) at the depletionlayer edge at the emitter side is found to be

n(Xbe) =

2nre exp(VB'E,/VT)

NA [ 1 +

VI + (4nfe/NI) exp(VI3'Et/VT) ]

(3.123)

Under very high-level-injection conditions the second term in the square root
dominates and (3.123) simplifies to
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(3.124)
This effect is automatically taken into account in Gummel's transfer current
relation derived in Sect. 3.2.
In addition to the effects of the modified boundary condition, the transport
of minority carriers is modified owing to changes in the built-in electric field:
large values of the transfer current density cause an increase in the density
of majority carriers, which neutralize the injected minority carriers. As the
density of injected minority carriers decreases from the emitter to the collector junction, the density of the additional majority carriers will be larger
at the emitter junction than at the collector junction. The resulting gradient
of the majority carrier concentration might be expected to result in a hole
current, which cannot flow, however, owing to the reverse-biased bc diode.
Consequently an electric field develops, which suppresses hole diffusion and
therefore aids electron transport through the base region, resulting in a reduced base transit time, a phenomenon known as the \Vebster effect [85]. If
the neutral base region is assumed to be approximately neutral and J p ~ 0,
the electric field strength in the base region has to obey

if the Einstein relation Dp/ lip = VT applies. \Vith the aid of this result, the
electron current density equation may be written as

dn
n) -+eD
----n+NI\.

(

eDn 1 + - - n+NA

n

dx

In the low-level-injection case, where n(x)
base region, this simplifies to

«

1 dNA
NA dx

T/

dB

(3.125)

NA(X) throughout the neutral

a situation that has already been investigated
situation

- - - == - -

dNA
d.T .

n

III

Sect. 3.1 for the special

== const.

for very high-level injection, where n( x) » N A (x), the electron current density equation (3.125) can be simplified to

dn
I n ~ 2eD n dx .
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If recombination in the base region is neglected, the electron transfer current
can then be written as the difference between a forward transfer current ITF
and a reverse transfer current Il'H.,

where
and

I TR -- 2 e A·Je D n n(xbc)
d
'
·B

and dB

=

Xbc - Xbe.

the minority charge
be

From the spatial variation of the electron density

QTB

that is stored in the neutral base region is found to

where
(3.126)
are the forward and reverse base transit times. Owing to the field that aids
transport, these values are half of those for a diffusion transistor under lowlevel-injection conditions. If a drift field due to a gradient of dopant density
in the base region is already present under low-level-injection conditions, the
forward base transit time can be smaller than TBoo and will increase towards
this value at large current densities. Although a general analytical solution for
the base transit times and stored charges is not possible, fitting functions that
smoothly connect the low-level result with the high-level result may be used
to obtain model equations for arbitrary injection levels [61]. Under forwardbias conditions, n(xbc) can be approximated by zero under low-level-injection
conditions. For high-level injection, however, a finite value of n(xbc) has to
be used, owing to the finite drift velocity of electrons in the bc space charge
region.

3.7.2 High-level Injection in the Collector Region
Under high-level-injection conditions, two effects that occur in the collector
region have to be distinguished:
1. The voltage drop across the collector resistance, that is, the resistance
formed by the undepleted portion of the epilayer, the subcollector and
the collector contact, decreases the potential difference across the space
charge layer - thus increasing the base width and base transit time -
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and may even cause the bc diode to become internally forward biased
(quasi-saturation). The critical current associated with the onset of quasisaturation is [66]

(3.127)
where Rco denotes the epilayer resistance,

(3.128)
If the transfer current IT reaches 1'2, the total potential difference between
the (internal) base node and the collector node occurs across the epilayer
and the depletion layer vanishes. This current represents an upper limit on
the amount of current that can flow in a transistor for a given value of VCB,
under the assumptions that (1) the current flow is one-dimensional, and
(2) the minority-carrier concentration in the collector is negligible [67].
If the transfer current approaches the critical current 12 , the bc junction
becomes forward biased and holes will be injected from the collector into
the epilayer. In this case a substantial hole charge is stored in parts of the
epitaxial collector regions, resulting, for example, in a degradation of the
cutoff frequency of the device.

2. Another high-Ievel-injection effect stems from the finite drift velocity
Vnsat :=::::: 10 7 cm/s of the electrons in the bc depletion layer, resulting in an
electron density n(xbc) :=::::: IJnl/evnsat, where I n denotes the electron current density. An additional negative space charge is therefore present in
the depletion layer, which reduces the electric field that forces holes to stay
in the base region. Owing to the mobile charge, the charge density on the
p-type side of the depIction layer is given by p(.T) = -cNA. - IJnl/vnsat,
while on the n-type side the charge density p(x) = eNDepi - IJnl/vnsat
is obtained. The relations for the extensions xp and Xn of the depletion
layer into the p-type and n-type regions known from standard pn junction
theory therefore have to be modified.

Partial Depletion of the Epilayer
The following calculation applies to the situation where a portion of the epilayer with thickness depi - Xn remains undepleted. The electric field strength
in the epilayer E epi = -IJnl/efinNDepi then serves as a boundary condition at
the boundary on the n side of the space charge region. In contrast to conventional pn junction theory, the space charge region between Xbc and Xcb has a
net charge density E [E(Xcb) - E(Xbc)] :=::::: EEepi , as can be found from a solution of the Poisson equation. In the following, the electron transfer current is
assumed to be below the value h = eAjeNDepiVnsat, i.e. the net space charge
on the n-type side of the space charge layer is assumed to be positive. The
conventional neutrality condition for the pn junction has to be modified to
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_
( eNA

+ -.IJnl)
- xp =
Unsat

(eNDepi
_
- -,IJnl)
Xn - EEepi ,
Unsat

where .T p = .Tje - ::rbc and Xn = .Tcb - ::rjc. In addition to this, the total potential
difference t:J.1/J across the space charge region has to obey

-1 ( eNA
2E

IJnl)
+Vnsat

Xp2

+ -1

2E

(T
e}\i Uepi -

IJnl)
Vnsat

X n2 .

(3.129)

This system of equations can be solved for Xn and xp; for simplicity, we
consider the situation N A » NDepi, corresponding to xp ----+ O. Under these
conditions, (3.129) simplifies to a quadratic relation for Xn:

h)

nepi (
cN- 1- -

h

2E

h

(VCBI+VJc-Reh) = 0,

=

h =

Re
xn2 - -Xn depi

where Re = depi/(e/LnNDepiAje)
this equation gives

Rco/Lno//Ln and

2E(V(;B' + VJc)
2. d.
XiS epl
eNDepi ( I-h / h)

Xn

+ XiS2 +

AjclJnl. Solution of

XiS ,

(3.130)

where ilil
EVnsat

IT / h

e/LnNDepi

I-h/h

Rch

E

eNDepidepi I-h/h

e/LnONDepi

IT / h

1

EVnsat

VI-If/I? I-h/h

is determined by the voltage drop in the un depleted part of the epilayer. If Xii
is small and /Ln ~ /LnO, the extension of the bc depletion layer is approximately
Xn

=

2E(VCIy+VJe)

I-h/ I 2

eNUepi

l-Ir/h

(3.131)

this expression reduces correctly to the result obtained for a one-sided depletion layer in the limit h ----+ O.

33 Assuming

TT =

pn = PnO/

epn NDepiAje R epi and a field-dependent mobility of the form

viI + E
(PnO

epi/ Vnsat)2

,

the identity pn = pnO ,,11- Ii/ If can be derived, which allows us to express the ficlddependent mobility as a function of the transfer current.
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Equation (3.131) describes two effects of the transfer current 011 the bc depletion layer associated with the critical current levels 12 and h:
• Owing to the voltage drop across the undepleted part of the epilayer, the
voltage drop across the depletion layer decreases with increasing values of
h, and so docs the width of the depletion layer.
• An increase in the width of the bc depletion layer is obtained on the other
side as the space charge density in the depleted part of the epilayer decreases
with increasing transfer current.
If h > 12 , the first effect dominates and the width of the depletion layer
will decrease with increasing transfer current, if h < 12 the second effect is
more pronounced, resulting in an increase of the depletion layer width with
increasing transfer current. Equation (3.130) can be applied if Xn <::: depi, a
requirement that is equivalent to
VCE'

<

2
7'TDepl·d'epi

(01'

2£

This relation reduces to
VCE'

=

eNVePid;Pi

2£

-

VJC

in the limit Ihl ----+ 0, a result that is in accordance with the elementary
depletion-layer analysis of one-sided junctions. If the transfer current h > 0
increases, the voltage VeE' that is required for the space charge region to meet
the buried layer decreases. If

the epilayer will be partially depleted, and a change of transfer current will
affect the depletion-layer width. This has consequences for the bc depletion
capacitance, the output conductance and the forward transit time: the (internal) bc depletion capacitance is determined to a large extent by the extension
of the space charge layer into the lightly doped epilayer
Cjc

=

eNDepi

1-h/h
1-h/I2'

resulting in a decrease of Cjc in proportion to vi 1 - h /1 1 , Since Cjc affects
the value of the Early voltage and thus the output conductance, which varies
in proportion to Cjc as described in Sect. 3.2, the output conductance Yo rv Cjc
of the bipolar junction transistor (BJT) will decrease with increasing transfer
current if 11 > h » iT.
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Full Depletion of the Epilayer
If VCB is large enough to deplete the epitaxial layer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.20b,
the extension of the space charge region and thus the bc depletion capacitance
Cjc are approximately constant, whereas the epilayer series resistance vanishes.
vVith increasing electron current density, however, the electric-field distribution in the epilayer will change. vVhile the electric field strength decreases
in magnitude across the epilayer towards the collector contact if fer < h, it
increases as soon as iT > 11 , as shown in Fig. 3.20c. If iT = h, the epilayer
is neutral, since the density of mobile charge equals the donor density. The
electric field is then caused by a dipole layer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.21.
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Fig. 3.21. (a) Electron
concentration
and electric-field di~
tribution (schematic)
in the bc depletion
layer for IT = 11 ,
and (b) corresponding
space
charge
distribution

Further increase of the electron current results in an increase of the negative
space charge in the epilayer and causes a shift of the base depletion-layer
boundary towards the collector contact, since less negative space charge is
required in the p-type region to yield a given potential difference. \Ve may
define a critical current 1KK , where Xbc = Xjc. Under these conditions the
space charge in the p-type region has vanished and the potential difference
occurs predominantly across the epilayer. A double integration of the Poisson
equation then gives
VB'C-VJC

if

Xjc

=

l

0

d

e Pi

E

()

x

= 0, corresponding to

d

_
x -

~ eN-D epl. _
f

(

2
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2
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I KK = I ,

+

2EAjevnsat (VJC + VCE ')
2
d epi

Here h = eNUepiAievnsat if E(O) is taken to be zero. If the transfer current
h exceeds I KK , the base width will increase substantially with the transfer
current, an effect commonly referred to as base pushout or the Kirk effect.
This effect causes the base transit time to increase and thus the current gain
to decrease. The Kirk effect is related to quasi-saturation,34 which describes
the situation where the bc diode becomes internally forward biased owing to
a voltage drop at the collector series resistance, despite an external reverse
bias (VeE> VllE ).

Current-Induced Base Widening
After the onset of base pushout, the epitaxial collector region can be divided
into the induced base region, or injection region [67,86], between 0 and .Ti,
and the collecting 1I0ne [87], or end wne [88]' between Xi and depi. In the
injection region quasi-neutrality may be assumed, whereas the collecting zone
will be either neutral (if h < h, as in Fig. 3.22) or space-charged.
injection region

collecting zone

p(x) = n;e
,
p(x) , , ,

n(x) = N Dep ;
Fig. 3.22. Distribution of
electrons and holes in the
epitaxial colledor region
in ohmic quasi-sat.uration
(schematic representation)

o
In the case of a neutral collecting zone,
is given by

YiRch,

where

h < h and the potential difference
Rc

Rco

denotes the field-dependent epilayer resistance and Yi =
tion can be solved for Yi, with the result

l-Xi/depi.

This rela-

3'lS omet imes both effects are termed "quasi-saturation". Here the term "quasi-saturation"
is applied if holes are injected into the collector region for h < h, while base pushout for
IT > h is referred to as the Kirk effect.
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or

=

Xi

d epi

(

hh~)
V1 - If

1-

'

a result that is valid only if Yi is real and Yi <::: 1, corresponding to

2/V1r+ 1?

h :::: h :::: h 1

The collecting zone becomes space-charged if the transfer current h is larger
than 11: the electrons then travel at their saturated drift velocity Vnsat and
the electron density n = NDepih/ h exceeds N Depi . A double integration of
the Poisson equation
_ dE
dx

=

eNnepi
E

(h11 _

1)

with respect to the collecting wne gives
VCB,+VJC =

- E ( Xi )( depi-Xi )

In [88], the choice IE( Xi) I :::::0 8

X

e}\[Depi ( h
+ -2-Eh

-1 )

(

depi-Xi

= -

h

Aje

=

ef.1.nO V T

.

10 3 V / cm is suggested.

Assuming quasi-neutrality in the injection region, i.e. n
electron current density equation reads
In

)2

dp

(NDePi)

2 + -p-

:::::0

p

+ NDepi,

the

(3.132)

dx

if N Depi = const. and if the hole current density is assumed to be negligible.
Since the drift field is comparatively small in the injection region, velocity
saturation effects can be neglected; integration of (3.132) across the injection
region from 0 to Xi gives
Xi

depi

Rcoh = VT

(2 p(O):p( x;) + In p(O) )
N
P(Xi)

Depi

(3.133)

This relation allows to compute Xi if P(Xi) = nie is used to define the boundary of the injection region. The charge stored in the injection region can be
calculated as
-

e, 2 D n A2Je

h

e2DnA2
Je

h

l

P (X)

prO)

1

(

T)

2p + 1'v Depi dp

p(O) [p(O)

+ N Depi 1

after substitution of the variable of integration with the help of (3.132). A
modified form of these relations is used for the formulation of the MEXTRAM
epilayer model (see Sect. 3.16).
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3.7.3 The Epilayer Model of Kull et al.
As can be seen from the preceding discussion, the description of the bc junction under forward bias or in quasi-saturation in terms of an ideal diode in
series with a collector resistance is poor. In order to improve on the Gummel
Poon model in this respect, an extra node e" was introduced in [89] to describe the resistance and stored charge of the epilayer more accurately. This
modification gives a good description of the currents and charges in the epilayer as long as the whole epilayer is quasi-neutral. In [89] the electron mobility
is assumed to obey
/LnO

=

/Ln

1 + /LnO

I

Vnsat

~CPn

ox

(3.134)
I

with this assumption, the electron current density equation reads
/LnO
In ( 1+ Vnsat

IaCPn I)
~
uX

=

dCPn .
-e/Lnon-

dX

(3.135)

Integration across the lightly doped epitaxial collector region, neglecting recombination (dJn / dx = 0), yields 35

(3.136)
where

Vo

depiVnsat! p·nO

=

(3.137)

.

The parameter Vo determines a critical value for the voltage drop across the
epilayer, above which velocity saturation has to be taken into account
\Vith the assumption acpp/ax = 0, i.e., the assumption of a constant
minority-carrier quasi-Fermi level and quasi-neutrality in the collector region
(n::::o p+NVepi ) , the identity

dO>

=

_

.n

VT 2p+NDcpi dp
p p+ N Depi

holds. This allows one to evaluate the integral
35Since

I

o

arPn/a.r
dCPi

is monotonic within the region of integration,

IO¢n
Ix
"d
uX

=

II
0

dePi

O¢n
" dx
uX

I

.
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(3.138)

where

VI3'C"

= qJp-qJn(O) and

VI3ICI

= qJp-qJn(depi ), and

n(x)p(x) = p(x)[NDepi+p(x)] = nrc exp qJp-qJn(X)
VT

has been assumed. Combining equations yields the following for the current
Iepi = -JnAje that passes through the epi layer [89]:

K (VB'C' )
T

-

K (VBIC")
T

-

In

[

I epi

I)] +

1 + K (VBIC.
l+K (uJ:YC")
r

VB'C' - VB'C"

--=-....:....,,-::-=--.::.-

VT

where
and

2nie

i =

2

( lVDepi )

(3.139)

'

and Rca denotes the epilayer resistance defined in (3.128).
\'\Then the device is operated at slIlall current levels, the bc junction is reverse
biased internally, i.e. UJ:YC' < 0 and Vwe" < 0; in this case the functions K (v)
are approximately equal to one, and

I cpi

=

VB'C' - VB'C"

Rc,c"

,

(
IUB'C' - VB'C" I )
where Rc,c" = Rca 1 + '-------"----'----'-

Va

is the epilayer resistance in the presence of velocity saturation effects. This
formulation of quasi-saturation effects [89] has been implemented in SPICE
(see Sect. 3.8). As has been pointed out, for example, in [90,91]' the assumption of quasi-neutrality in the entire epitaxial collector region, which excludes
voltage drops due to space charge modulation by hot carriers, gives erroneous
results for iT > h. The model was therefore further developed in [90-94] in
order to take account of hot-carrier effects and to provide smoother results for
the first and higher derivatives of the output characteristic (see Sect. 3.16).
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3.8 The Gummel-Poon Model
The Gummel-Poon model [13], which is based on the integral charge-control
relation (ICCR, see Sect. 3.2) [11], has served as a standard for more than
two decades. On the basis of a rather general integral relation, high-levelinjection effects and the Early effect are incorporated a priori. In this section
the Gummel-Poon model, together with the extensions introduced in [89], as
implemented in SPICE, will be considered.

c
s

8-----1

R BB • .......

s

E

Fig. 3.23. Equivalent circuiL of verLical npn bipolar LransisLor as employed in SPICE and
extension for lateral pnp transistor (LPNP)

Figure 3.23 shows the equivalent circuit employed in SPICE for the modeling
of the large-signal behavior of bipolar transistors; it extends the elementary
transistor model described in Sect. 1.6, which is enclosed in a dashed frame.
The internal nodes B', C' and E' are connected to the external nodes B, C
and E via the series resistances RDD', Rcci and REE"

3.8.1 Transfer Current and Current Gain
On the basis of the integral charge control relation, the transfer current is
written in the Gummel-Poon model as

. = Is [

LT

®

x

e p

(VB'EI(t)) _ e.xp (VBICI(t))]
J\T

TT

FVT

l\T

TT

lVRVT

(3.140)

The additional parameters NF and NR were introduced as fitting parameters,
but may generally be assumed to be equal to one in homojunction transis-
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tors. The normalized base charge qB has to be modeled as a bias-dependent
quantity,

qR

=

1 + qJE

+

QBO

qJC

+

QBO

+

qTE
QBO

qTC ,

(3.141)

QBO

where qJE/QBo describes the relative change of the base charge due to charging of the eb depletion capacitance and qJc/ Q}30 describes the relative change
of the base charge due to charging of the bc depletion capacitance; the terms
qTE/QI30 and qTC/QI30 describe the relative change of the diffusion charges
associated with the eb and be junctions. Under low-level injection the stored
minority charge may be neglected, resulting in the approximation

qB

;::;::j

qJE
1 + -Q
BO

qJC

+ -Q =
BO

(3.142)

q1 ,

Introducing the forward Early voltage VAF and the reverse Early voltage
VAR, the value of q1 is approximated by the relation

q1

=

'aB'C'

(

'aB'E' ) -1

1 - -- - -V:d..F
VAR

.

Under high-level injection, the terms qTE/QBo and qTC/QBo may no longer
be neglected. In addition to Q1, the terrIl

-1- (iCE
Tf-+Tr -iEC) =q2
QBO
qB
qB
qB
must be considered. The normalized base charge q}3 is then determined from
the quadratic relation
(3.143)
Neglecting the bias dependence of Tf allows us to define the forward knee
current iy.. F = Q}30/Tf and the reverse knee current h.R = Q}30/Tr . Using
these quantities, (3.143) may be solved for qB to give

qB

=

~ (q1 + Vqr+ 4q2)

;::;::j

~ (1 + (1+4q2)NK)

,

(3.144)

where
.

.

1·CE
+ 1·EC
-.
IKF

hR

(3.145)

The first identity in (3.144) is used in the SPICE Gummel-Poon model to
describe the bias dependence of qB. PSPICE employs a modified formula and
allows one to modify the "roll-off exponent" NK from its default value of 1/2
for a better fit to measured data.
If the simulation temperature T differs from the nominal temperature To,
the transfer saturation current Is(T) can be calculated from the parameters
Is = Is (To) listed in the . MODEL statement using
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Is (1') =

Is (1b) (~) XTI exp [ ~~ (~ -1)]

(3.146)

If not specified otherwise, default values of the parameters X T1 and EG corresponding to silicon BJTs are used.

3.8.2 Base Current Components
Leakage diodes (DLE and D Lc ) are placed parallel to the eb diode DE and bc
diode De to model nonideal diode behavior caused by recombination in the
space charge layers. The recombination current associated with a forwardbiased CS junction is modeled by the diode Ds. All diodes are described by
current-voltage characteristics of the form

= Is

i

[exp(~)
-1]
NVl'

.

The saturation currents Is and emission coefficients N of the various diodes
are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Diode saturation currents and emission coefficients in SPICE

Diode

Ds

Dc

IS/BF
NF

Saturation current
Emission coefficient

IS/BR
NR

ISE

ISE
NC

NE

ISS
NS

The parameters BF and BR denote the ideal forward and reverse current gains
already known from the elementary transistor model. These are modeled as
temperature-dependent quantities according to

The saturation current of the eb leakage diode is calculated using

ISE(T)

=

ISE(To)

(~)XTr/NE-XTB exp [ ~G (~-1)]
To

lVEVT

To

,

(3.148)

with analogous relations for the other diodes.

3.8.3 Current Gain
In forward operation, the GUl1unel-Poon model gives for the base current

IB

=

Is

VB'E'

BF exp VT

VB'E'

+ ISE exp NEVT

while the collector current is written as

Is
VB'E'
Ie = - exp--.
.

qB

VT

'
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Expressing exp(VB'TCt/VT) in terms of Ie yields the forward common-emitter
current gain as follows:
1

qB
BF

(3.149)

+ ISE

(IeqB) l/NE
Ie
Is

In integrated bipolar transistors, forward bias leakage currents are frequently
small. In this case, the eb leakage diode shows up for small values of Ie only.
Under these conditions, qB Rj ql and
(3.150)
1 NE

which describes an increase Br-:: rv I"6- /
if the bias dependence of ql is
neglected for simplicity. In a double-logarithmic plot of BN versus Ie, this
behavior is represented by a line of slope l-l/NE as illustrated in Fig. 3.24.

(1 )
10g(BF/q,) -

..................

(3)

(2)
--~~---~~

slope
1-1/NE

f"l-"plateau"

log

IKF

log Ie

Fig. 3.24. Doublelogarithmic plot of current gain versus Ie

If the influence of the eb leakage diode may be neglected, the current gain is

BN

Rj

BF
ql +Ie/IKF

(3.151 )

since qB = ql + Ie/IKF . If Ie « IKF , the value of Br-:: Rj BF/ql is almost
constant, resulting in the (3 Plateau (Fig. 3.24). Since an increase in Ie is
associated with an increase in VB'E' and thus an increase in ql, a slight decrease
in BN with increasing Ie is observed in this region. For values of Ie » I KF ,
the term ql may be neglected in (3.151) and
(3.152)
is obtained, corresponding to a decrease BN rv 1/ Ie. In a double-logarithmic
plot of B N versus Ie, this behavior is represented by a line of slope -1 as
illustrated in Fig. 3.24.
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3.8.4 Charge Storage
The charge stored in the bc depletion capacitance is described by qJC and
qBC', the charge stored on the eb depletion capacitance is denoted by qJE
and the charge in the cs depletion capacitance is denoted by qJS. The biasdependent depletion capacitances are described by expressions of the form

with parameters as listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Parameters for depletion capacitances in SPICE

Capacitance
Zero-bias capacitance CJO
Built-in voltage VJ
Grading coefficient NI
Voltage v'

Cjc

Cjc

Cbc'

Cj8

CJE
VJE
MJE

XCJCxCJC
VJC
MJC

(1-XCJC) xCJC
VJC
MJC

CJS
VJS
MJS

VE'E'

VB'C'

VEC'

VSC'

The built-in voltages VJE, VJC and VJS and the parameters CJE, CJC and CJS
are defined as temperature-dependent quantities in accordance with (3.222)
and (3.221). Linear extrapolation is used for the calculation of the depIction
capacitance for a forward bias in excess of Fc VJ (Fig. 3.67). The parameter X CJC = Aje/ Ajc is used to divide the bc depletion capacitance into an
internal part

and an external part Cbc' ,~ (1 - XCJc). Only the internal portion is charged
and discharged via the base resistance R BB ,.
The minority charge stored ill the bipolar transistor is divided into a portion
qTE rv iCE associated with the eb diode and a portion qTC rv iEC associated
with the bc diode. A quasi-static approximation is used for the description of
the charges qTF; and qTC, which are written as
(3.153)
'While Tr = TR is taken to be constant, the value of Tf is bias-dependent and
is described in terms of the parameters IF, XIF, ITF and VIF:
Tf

=

ICE) 2
(VB'C') ]
TF [ 1 + X TF ( ICE+hF
exp 1.44V
TF

.

(3.154)

The parameters of this empirical formula are determined from measured
Tf(Ic) curves.
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3.8.5 Series Resistances
The emitter resistance REE' is modeled as a temperature-dependent ohmic
series resistance

(3.155)
where THEI
of R EE ,.
The base
I RB . If IRB
determined

and THE2 denote the linear and quadratic temperature coefficients
resistance is modeled in terms of the parameters RB, RBJ'vI and
is not specified (default value (0), the base series resistance is
from

(3.156)
where RB and RBJI.] are temperature-dependent quantities with linear and
quadratic temperature coefficients T RBl , T RB2 , TRl'vIl and T RlvI2 ' Equation
(3.156) takes account of the bias dependence of the sheet resistance of the base
layer due to changes of the depletion-layer width and conductivity modulation
caused by the diffusion charge. If a finite value of the knee current I RI3 > 0
is defined, the base series resistance can be calculated from

(3.157)
where

(3.158)
and iB = iDE + iDC
in [77] and [78].

+ iDLE + iDLC'

This corresponds to the results presented

The collector resistance Rcc' was originally represented by a temperaturedependent ohmic resistor with a resistance Re at the nominal temperature
To and temperature coefficients TRCI and TRC2. This is, however, a poor
description for larger values of the collector current, where velocity saturation
and conductivity modulation affect the series resistance.
Specifying Rco in the . MODEL statement causes Rcc' to be replaced by the
network shown in Fig. 3.25, which in addition is connected to the internal
base node B'. The current source i epi is controlled by the voltages VD'C' and
VB'C", with a voltage dependence as described in Sect. 3.7. The charges stored
in the collector region are represented by Qw and Qo, with a bias dependence
modeled by by the relations [89]

Qco [K(VB'C') -1- ,/2]
Qco [K(VB'CII) -1- ~(/2] .

(3.159)
(3.160)
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C

C'
8'

C'

Fig. 3.25. Equivalent circuit to for taking
account of quasi-saturation effects

The parameter QeD is defined as QeD = eAjeVVepiNDC/4 and is equal (up to
a factor of 1/4) to the charge of the ionized donors in the epilayer of the npn
bipolar transistor.

3.8.6 Parameters
In the SPICE netlist, bipolar transistors are defined by a statement of the
form
Q (name)

Le

Lc

( Ls )

Mname

(AREA),

where K_c denotes the name of the collector node, Lb the name of the base
node, Le the name of the emitter node and K_s the name of the substrate
node. 36 AREA is a dimensionless quantity that serves as a scaling factor for
area-dependent parameters: currents and depletion capacitances are multiplied by AREA, and resistances are divided by AREA. If AREA is not defined,
AREA = 1 is assumed; the following descriptions assume AREA = 1.

Mname specifies the model employed, the parameters of which are listed in
a separate . MODEL statement. The following . MODEL statements are available
for the description of vertical npn and pnp transistors, as well as lateral pnp
transistors:

. MODEL
. MODEL
. MODEL

Mname
Mname
Mname

NPN
PNP
LPNP

(model parameters) ,
(model parameters) ,
(model parameters) .

3°The definition of the substrate node may be omitted
is assurned to be a cornrnoll ground.

if K_s is :oera the substrate node
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More than 50 parameters are available to characterize the large-signal behavior (d. Table 3.3). If parameters are not specified in the .MODEL statement,
the default values are used automatically.

Table 3.3. Parameters of SPICE transistor model
Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

Default

A

10- 16

I deal transistor
Transfer saturation current
Ideal forward current gain
Ideal reverse current gain
Forward emission coefficient
Reverse emission coefficient

Is, IS
B F , BF
B n , BR
N F , NF
N R , NR

Early effect
Forward Early voltage
Reverse Early voltage

VAF,
VAR,

VAF
VAR

100
1
1
1

v
V

Leakage diodes
Saturation current of eb leakage diode
Emission coefficient of eb leakage diode
Saturation current of bc leakage diode
Erni~~ion coefficient of bc leakage diode
Saturation current of cs diode
Emission coefficient of cs diode

I SE , ISE
N E , NE
I se , ISC
N e , NC

Iss, ISS

A

o
1.5

A

o

2.0

A

N s , NS

o
1

High-level injection
Forward knee current
Reverse knee current
Roll-off exponent

IKF,IKF
IKR,IKR

A
A

0.5

Rf';, RE

o
o

Rn, RB

RB

RBM
I Rn , IRB

REM,

:xl

o

Re, RC

Quasi-saturation
Epilayer charge factor
Epilayer resistance
Carrier mobility knee voltage
Epilayer doping factor

Qeo, QCo
Reo, RCo
Vo , VO
~(,

C
S1
V

GAMMA

Transit t'tmes
Ideal forward transit time
Parameter for bias dependence
Parameter for dependence on VEe
Parameter for dependence on Ie
"Exce~~ phase" at f = 1/(21TTf)
Ideal reverse transit time

:xl

N K , NK

Serie8 re8istance8
Emitter resistance
Base resistance (maximum)
Base resistance (minimum)
Base resistance knee current
Collector series resistance

:xl

T F , TF
X n " XTF
VTF,

VTF

In' ITF

PTF , PTF

TR , TR

sec

V
A
deg
sec

o
o
10

10- 11

o
o
:xl

o
o
o
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Table 3.3. (continued)
Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

Default

F
V

0
0.75
0.33
0
0.75
0.33

Depletion capacitances
EB depletion capacitance (VEE = 0)
EB built-in voltage
EB grading exponent
BC depletion capacitance (VEC = 0)
BC built-in voltage
BC grading exponent
Fraction of internal be capacitance
CS depletion capacitance (Vcs = 0)
CS built-in voltage
CS grading exponent
Limit for depletion-layer approximation

C JE • CJE

VJB.

VJE
lvIJE , MJE

C JC , CJC

VJc,

VJC
lvhc, MJC
X CJC , XCJC

C JS , CJS

VIS, VJS
lvhs, MJS

F
V

1

F
V

0
0.75
0
0.5

V

1.11

K- l
K- 2
K- l
K- 2
K- l
K- 2
K- l
K- 2

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A2

0

Fe, FC

Temperature dependences
Bandgap voltage ( R:i Wg / e)
Temperature exponent of current gain
Temperature exponent of Is
Temperature coefficient of RE (linear)
Temperature coefficient of RE (quadratic)
Temperature coefficient of RE (linear)
Temperature coefficient of HE (quadratic)
Temperature coefficient of RBM (linear)
Temperature coefficient of RmvI (quadratic)
Temperature coefficient of Rc (linear)
Temperat me coefficient of Rc (quadratic)

E G , EG
X TI3 , XTB
X TI , XTI

TUEl ,
TRE2 ,

TRE!

TRE2
TRBl , TRB!
TRB2 , TRB2
TRMl , TRM!

TRM2 ,

TRca ,
TRC2 ,

TRM2
TRC!
TRC2

Noise

1/f
1/f

nobe coefficient
noise exponent

K F , KF
A F • AF

1

The SPICE Gummel-Poon model in the form summarized here is the standard description of the bipolar transistor. The approximations employed,
however, limit the accuracy of the simulation results. The model provides
only a crude description of the Early effect, and is not very accurate if the
current gain and transit time in the presence of high-Ievel-injection effects
have to be modeled. The description of integrated bipolar transistors suffers
from the poor description of the parasitic pnp transistor formed by the base
layer, collector region and substrate. Furthermore, self-heating effects are not
considered in this model. These deficiencies have led to the development of
more sophisticated models that improve on the description of the standard
GUIIlIuel-Poon model - at the cost of increased complexity of the model,
however. Sections 3.14-3.16 summarize the improvements achieved by the
VI3IC, HICUM and MEXTRAM models.
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3.9 Small-Signal Description
In the course of a . AC analysis, SPICE will first calculate the currents and
voltages at the bias point and then, with the help of these data, the elements
of the small-signal equivalent circuit. Extensions of this linearized model are
required to take account of non-quasi-static effects and for the analysis of
nonlinear distortion and intermodulation.

3.9.1 Giacoletto Small-Signal Equivalent Circuit
Figure 3.26 shows the Giacoletto model of an integrated bipolar transistor.
Nodes of the small-signal model are denoted by lower-case letters, since only
small-signal voltages, such as

are applied between nodes of the small-signal model. To simplify the notation,
the small-signal voltage VVc' is abbreviated to 117[.

b

e

Fig. 3.26. Small-signal
model of an integrated
bipolar transistor derived
from the Gummel-Poon
model (small-signal substrate
resistance
r ss'
added)

The Giacoletto model is derived from the large-signal model by linearization
of the network elements; the way from the GUIIlInel-Poon large-signal model
to the small-signal model shown in Fig. 3.26 requires the following steps:
• The nonlinear transfer current source is replaced by a parallel connection
of a linear voltage-controlled current source it = gm"IJ7[, with an (internal)
transconductance 37
(3.161 )
37This is a very good approximation for hand calculation. In SPICE, a modified expression
that also takes account of the reverse Early effect, which yields a correction of the order of
h/VAR, is used.
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and an (internal) output conductance

which takes account of the change of the collector current with VC/EI in
forward operation, i.e. the slope of the output characteristic; h denotes
the value of the transfer current at the bias point .
• The parallel diodes
ductance 38
1

DE

and

DLE

d(Imc+lnu;)

are replaced by the (internal) input con-

(3.163)

R:)

The large-signal base current IB and transfer current IT are related by the
bias-dependent (internal) large-signal current gain B:'J(h, VC/E/):

This gives, after differentiation,

Since, under forward-bias conditions, IB
identification g7r = DIBI DVR'E' to obtain

R:)

IDE

+ IDLE,

we may make the

(3.164)
where

,8

(3.165)

denotes the (internal) small-signal current gain. In the course of the computation of the bias point, SPICE determines both B N , which is written as
BETADC in the. OUT file, and p, which is written as BETAAC in the. OUT file .
• Under forward operation, the parallel diodes Dc and DUe are reverse biased
and generally carry a negligible current, resulting in a negligible conductance g" in the small-signal model. In the case of a forward-biased be diode,
the conductance g" = dIBc/dVB/cl must be added between nodes b' and c'.
38This approximation omits the terms Is/(flFVT) and ISE/(NEVT), which are negligible under forward-bias conditions. For the purpose of numerical stability, small extra condudant:es, expressed in terms of the parameter GMIN, are added to flm, flo, fl" and fll-' in
SPIGE. The value of GMIN can be changed with a . OPTIONS statement, its default value is
G}'IIN = 10-12/0. This parameter has to be chosen sufficiently small, in order that these
unphysical terms do not substantially affect the simulation result. A detailed listing of the
formulas employed in SPICE is given in [831.
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A negligible conductance 9/1 ~ 0 under forward operation is a consequence of
the generally negligible recombination in the base layer. The base current IB =
Imc + IRR + IRe; in forward operation is then almost completely determined by
IBE, resulting in [JIB/ aVC'E' ~ o. In the case of low-frequency operation, the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.27 is obtained for the internal transistor.
g~

b'

e'

----~--------~~----------

c'

e'

Fig. 3.27. GiacoleLto model of internal
transistor for low-frequency operation

In real transistors, however, some recombination occurs in the base layer,
which causes an additional conductance 9/1 = - (aIBB/aVC'E')vB'E' between
nodes b ' and c' (see Fig. 3.27). Denoting the forward base transit time by TBf
and the electron lifetime in the base layer by Tn, the recombination current
can be estimated from IBB ~ ITTBf/Tn , resulting in

The derivatives can be estimated for a diffusion transistor, where TBf
d'j,j2D n and therefore

(

~

aTI3f )
dn ( adn )
2TI3f ( adn )
aVC'E' VB'E' = Dn aVC'E' vB'E' = dn
aVC'E' VB'E' .

As the transfer current IT of a diffusion transistor varies ill inverse proportion
to dB under low-level-injection conditions, the relation

allows us to express adB/ aVC'E' in terms of Yo, resulting in

(3.166)
If hole injection into the emitter were negligible, virtually all of the holes would
recombine in the base layer under forward operation (IB ~ I BB ) and Tn/TBf
would equal the current gain B K , resulting in 9/1 = 90/ B N . Since in modern
transistors IBE » IBB and correspondingly BNTBf « Tn, the assumption
90/ BN » 91l. ~ 0 is justified. If 9/1- has to be taken into account, 91[, 9m and
90 have to be calculated from
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gm

ale)
(aVC'E'

go

VC'E'

+

( aIR)
aVC'E'

VB'E'

to be in accordance with the general 7f-equivalent circuit of a two-port in the
admittance representation [95].
• The depletion capacitance of the eb diode Cje and the diffusion capacitance
associated with the eb diode are calculated at the bias point and combined
to give the eb capacitance:
(3.167)
In the. OUT file of a SPICE run,

Clf

is printed as CBE.

• The internal part of the bc depletion capacitance Cje gives the internal
bc capacitance cJL, which is written to the . OUT file as CBC. The diffusion
capacitance associated with the bc diode can be neglected under forward
operation. The external part of the bc capacitance Cbe' is written to the . OUT
file as CBX.
• The series resistances RRR', Rcc' and REF/ are substituted by their respective small-signal series resistances Tbb', Tec' and Tee' at the bias point. This
applies in particular to the base resistance
Tbb'

=

R BB, + IB

dRBB'
dI
'
B

(3.168)

which shows a strong dependence on lB. The value of Tbb' is written to the
. OUT file of a SPICE run as RX.

3.9.2 Admittance Parameters
The equivalent circuit 39 depicted in Fig. 3.28 is used to compute the admittance parameters. The small-signal base and collector currents of the internal
transistor located between nodes b ' , c' and e ' are given by

1.c'

(gm -jwcJLh'.7r

+

(go+jwcl') 1'.c'e' ,

as can easily be seen by applying Kirchhoff's current law to nodes b ' and c' ,
taking account of the fact that 1'.b'c' = 1'.7r - 1'.c'e'·
39The dielectric behavior of the substrate may become relevant at high frequencies, owing
La Lhe comparaLively large resisLiviLy p of Lhe subsLraLe. If Lhis is Lhe case, Tss' is shullLed
by a capacitance Css ' = pEl rss' (see [96,97] for further discussion).
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internal transistor

rbb"

b'

I
I Vnt

Fig. 3.28. Simplified
small-signal
model
for
computation
of the admittance
parameters in the
common-emitter
configuration

Owing to the presence of the cs capacitance Cjs, the small-signal current at
the collector terminal of an integrated transistor is given by
jWCjs

ie = ie' +l+Jwr
.

ss ,cjs

1'.e'

=

.

Ie'

+ Ysl'.c'

;

taking the emitter series resistance ree' into account gives
ib)
(
k

= ~
;:::; (

~

. I

Y11
I

(3.169)

Y21

where

(3.170)
and

Equation (3.169) relates the small-signal terminal currents to the internal
voltages 1'.b' and 1Zc'. These are related to the small-signal terminal voltages
by the relations l'.b = l'.b' + rbb'ib and 1Zc = 1Zc' + rec'ic, or, written in matrix
form,

Inversion of this matrix equation and substitution into (3.169) yields
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I - Y12Y21
I 1)/::;'
d
w1lere .:...IA -- (I
Yn Y22
~ an

If we neglect terms of order ree' go , rbb,go and rcc'go, we may make the approximation

and
K

S + Tbb ' g1f + jWTbb'C1f + jWTbb,cflS + jWTcc'cflS + Tcc'Sys
+ jwrcclc,urbbl(gm+g1f) + rbb,rcc'Ys [g1f + jw(c1f +Sc,u)]

~

In the limit

K

----+

W ----+

0 we obtain

1 + ree' (gm+g1f) + rwg1f = 1 + Ie/Ie; .

The factor 1/K then describes the reduction of the dc small-signal conductances caused by the series resistances. The value of

* _
I e-

VT

(3.171)

rcc' + (r cc' +rbb /,13
l )

determines a criticallcvcl for the collector current Ie: if Ie reaches or exceeds
Ie, series resistances will have a severe influence on the dc conductances, but
if Ie « Ie' the factor 1/ K may be replaced by one, under low-frequency
conditions. At higher frequencies, we may write

K

~

(1

+ Ie/Ie) (1 + jf / fy)

,

if WT'sslCjs « 1 and only terms of first order in
ductance cutoff frequency .!y is given by

1
27rfy

W

are retained; the transcon-

(rbb' +ree' )cn + [ 1 + ree' (gm +g") + r cd gm ]rbb' cfl
1 + Ie/ Ie

(3.172)

If the collector series resistance ree' is much smaller than the substrate resistance r SS', as is frequently the case, the cs capacitance Cjs will short-circuit
the branch between nodes cl and S/, resulting in Ys ~ l/rssl. Neglecting terms
of order ree' /rssl and making the approximation 1 + 1/(3 ~ 1 then gives

1

27rfy

(Tbb +reel )C1f + [1 + (Tee l +rcc' )Yrn) ] Tbb'C,u
l

= rcclc/J.+

1 + Ie/Ie

;

in this case the cs capacitance has no effect on the transconductance cutoff
frequency. The factor 1/ (1 +jf / fy) which is common to all of the admittance
parameters, describes a low-pass frequency characteristic, which takes account
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of the fact that the capacitances Cn and cfJ. have to be charged via the series
resistances. 'With the approximations described, the input admittance Y11e
reads
_

1
1
(1
1 + 1c/Ic 1 +jI/ jy gn

Y11e -

.L) ,

+.J 1(3

(3.173)

where If) is the ,{:i-cutoff frequency, determined by

-1j
27f

(3

c +cl'
= - - + f3'( Tee' +Tcc' ) efJ.
1T

gn

(3.174)

.

For low frequencies 1, the input admittance is real and approximately independent of frequency:
1

1
grn
Y11e :::::: 1 + I c /1*c B
.

If the ,{:i-cutoff frequency is exceeded, a capacitive behavior dominates, which
causes an increase in IYllel rv f. This behavior is compensated by the add itionallow-pass characteristic that becomes relevant for 1 > I y , which causes
Y11e to approach the value (Fig. 3.29a)
Ylle ::::::

if C1T

»

1
ibb'+i ee'

Cw The (complex) transconductance Y21e is given by

(3.175)
at low frequencies, the transconductance is approximately given by
grn

Y21e :::::: 1+ 1c/I

c

=

g21e ,

(3.176)

while at frequencies in excess of I y a low-pass frequency characteristic is
observed, as illustrated in Fig. 3.29c:
g21e
Y21e(f) :::::: 1+ jfj f~

(3.177)

The output admittance Y22e is given by
(3.178)
where 6" = grn (Tbb'
cies, i.e.
Y22e

::::::

+ Tee' ); its value is approximately constant at low frequen-

go
1 + 1c/Ic

g22e .

(3.179)
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Fig. 3.29. SchemaLic represenLaLion of Lhe frequency-dependenL admiLlance parameLers in
a Bode diagram. (a) Input conductance, (b) reverse conductance, (c) transconductance and
(d) output conductance

For frequencies in excess of

122 =

90

21T [1 + 9rn(rbb' +r ee,) 1cJl '

(3.180)

the imaginary part of the numerator in the expression for Y22e dominates,
resulting in an increase of IY22cl ~ f, which is compensated by the low-pass
behavior observed for f > fy. The value in Y22e then converges to (Fig. 3.29d)

Since 1:1J22e I is also determined by terms of order f2, deviations from this
simplified description are observed in practice. The reverse transconductance

(3.181)
shows a capacitive behavior, which is compensated by the low-pass characteristic for f > fy. If C'lT » cJl ' the value of Y12c then approaches

as illustrated in Fig. 3.29b.
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internal transistor

c

b

e------------------------~----------------e

Fig. 3.30. Smallsignal equivalent circuit for a bipolar
LransisLor operaLed in
the avalau(;he regime

3.9.3 Carrier Multiplication Effects
For a small-signal description of a bipolar transistor operated in the avalanche
regime, the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 3.30 has to be used. The (nonlinear) controlled source im = (Mn -l)iT that describes carrier injection into
the base region due to carrier multiplication in the bc space charge region in
the large-signal model has to be replaced by a (linear) controlled source and
an ohmic conductivity gil in parallel. This can be seen if small-signal changes

of the injected hole current 1m are considered. Since

we may write
(3.182)
where

(3.183)
denotes the small-signal multiplication factor due to injected electrons, while
gil -_

T

1T

(alVIn)
----aVC/BI

h

(3.184)

IS the avalanche conductance
[6]. Implementing (3.182) in the form of a
small-signal equivalent circuit leads to Fig. 3.30. The value of gP, in the weak
avalanche regime may be estimated from the modified Miller formula (3.67),
which gives
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N 1 11;1n (11;1n -1)
VC/B'

and therefore
(3.185)

obviously, gil is small for values of 11;1n - 1 « 1.

Two-Port Parameters
Neglecting series resistances, the admittance parameters are given by
Ylle

g7r - (m n -1 )gm + gp + jw( C7r +c p ) ,

(3.186)

Y12e

-gil - jwc p - (m n -1)go ,

(3.187)

Y21e

mngm - gp - jwc p ,

(3.188)

Y22c

go + gp + (m n -1)go + jwc p .

(3.189)

These are well defined for all values of m n , i.e. no instability is observed
as VeE approaches BV(;EO. In the presence of series resistances, however,
singular behavior is observed, as can easily be seen if a nonnegligible base
series resistance T'bb' is added to the equivalent circuit.
If series resistances may be neglected, the hybrid parameters of the internal
transistor (depicted within the dotted frame in Fig. 3.30) are easily derived.
As an example, we consider the current gain h 21e , determined from
h

_
21e -

where
as

mnP - T' Kg/l. - jWT' 7r c /l
1-p(m n -1)+T'Kg/l.+jw/w p '

/3 = gm/g7r

and W;3

(3.190)

= [T'7r(C7r+cp)]-l. The term T'7rg/l can be rewritten

Introducing the modified small-signal multiplication factor

and neglecting the term jWT 7r C p now allows us to write (3.190) in the form

,6'

1 + jw/w~

where

6' =

.

1-

m~/3

P(m~ -1)

and w~ = [1 - /3(m~ -1)] Wa. In the limit w ----+ 0, the parameter h21e - like
all other hybrid parameters - shows a singularity as (m~ -1),6 approaches
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unity. The zero-frequency value pi of h'21e increases without limit under these
conditions, while the beta cutoff frequency w~ converges to zero.

3.9.4 Non-Quasi-Static Effects and Excess Phase
At high frequencies, non-quasi-static effects become relevant and require a
modification of the (quasi-static) Giacoletto model. In particular, the measured phase shift of h 21e exceeds the value predicted by the quasi-static model.
For this purpose, SPICE allows one to modify the internal transconductance
of the device by introduction of an additional phase shift factor:

A frequently applied method for modeling the excess phase uses a secondorder Bessel polynomial network [98] with a phase shift factor
.
¢(Jw)
-

1

=.

2

2'

1 + J(W/WO) - W /(3wo)

(3.191)

where Wo = l/(PTF Tt} is expressed in terms of a multiple of the forward
transit time Tf by introducing the additional parameter PTF . The phase shift

:p = arctan

3wow
2
2
3wo -w

produced by the function t(jw) can be approximated by WTl, where Tl =
If an ac analysis is to be performed, the forward transconductance
is simply multiplied by the phase shift factor. For the purposes of transient
analysis, the device equations have to be solved in the time domain. Here
jw is replaced by s and the phase shift factor corresponds to a second-order
differential equation, which determines the delayed transfer current iTx(t)
from the undelayed for transfer current iTf (t) according to
PTFTf.

1 diTx
-32 dt2
Wo

1 dhx

.

+ -Wo -dt + lTx =

iTf .

(3.192)

A systematic analysis of non-quasi-static effects is possible for the drift transistor investigated in Sect. 3.1. A small-signal approximation of the general
nonlinear relations (Appendix D) yields the following for the internal transistor in common-base configuration (hole current and depletion capacitances
are neglected):
Ynllb

= gm e

_ smh
. (TI)
() coth(12.) + 1)
'2 ( /2
r]/2

and
Yn21b

12. sinh( T} /2)
gmT! /2 sinh(12.) ,

T}

(3.193)
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where

Here recombination in the base region is neglected. If, in addition, the delay
due to the traversal of the bc depletion layer is taken into account, Yn21b has
to be multiplied by the factor (see Appendix D)
sin(wTjc) e -J''''7'J
_--'--"--'-

C

~

e -J''''7'J

C

,

WTjc

where Tjc = djc/2vnsat is the collector transit time. From this result, the input
admittance Ynlle = Ynllb - Yn21b in the common-emitter configuration can be
derived as
sinh(ry/2) fJ..
gm sinh (fJ..) T} / 2

Ynlle

x

[

e-ry/2 cosh(12.)
(

+ -17/2 sinh(i!.) )
-()

,
]
_ sin(wT)
JC e-JW7jc
WTJC

This expression can be developed up to second order in

W

resulting in
(3.194)

Ynlle

where Ctne
TfYm; the forward transit time Tf is determined by the base
transit time TEl' defined in (3.29) and the collector transit time Tjc, i.e.
Tf

= TEf + Tjc

,

and T2 is defined in Appendix D. Up to second order of W this result is
equivalent to the modeling approach presented by te \Vinkel and Seitchik
[10,99,100]' who used the approximation 40
Ynlle

•

R::;

.JWCtnee

-jW72
R::;

.JWCtne
•
1+J wT2

In complete analogy, the transconductance Yn21c
sistor;

Yn21e

=

=

Yn21b

of the internal tran-

fJ.. sinh(I]/2) sin(wTjc) -jW7jc
. h('O)
e,
T} 2 S111!£
WTjc

gm -/-

is approximated in the form
Yn'21e

R::;

gme -jw( 71 +72)

e- jW71

R::;

gm 1 .

+J WT2

,

40 Here a modified formulation is presented that takes acconnt of the collector transit
t.ime.
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where 71 determines the excess phase. A small-signal equivalent circuit that
corresponds to the approximations chosen by Seitchik [99],
jWCtne

and

1+.W7

Ynlle r::::;

J

2

e- jWT1

Yn21e

r::::;

gm

1+.W7 ,
J

2

is shown in Fig. 3.31 in comparison with its quasi-static counterpart.
" delay

c'

c'

b'~

v,I.1
n

+

c tne

e' --------~~------e------------- e'

e' ----~~-------4------

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.31. Small-signal equivalent circuit of the internal bipolar transistor, describing electron transport across the base region. (a) quasi-static approximation, (b) non-quasi-static
approximation according to [991

If the small-signal hole-current component is written as g7rJl7r
internal forward common-emitter current gain is obtained as
I

h 21e

=

(3e- jwT1

.

1 + JW72

=

gmJl"lC/ (3, the

.

In the small-signal modeL the time constant 72 can be represented as an RC
time constant by introducing an additional series resistance [100]
rte

72

1

72

= -- = --Ctne

(3.195)

gm 7f

in series with the diffusion capacitance Ctne. The time constant 71 is represented by a delay line or a voltage-controlled transfer current source with a
complex transconductance.
AC Current Crowding. Owing to the distributed nature of the internal base
resistance and the depletion and diffusion capacitances, the small-signal response of the transistor input behaves like a transmission line, as depicted in
Fig. 3.32a [78,101]' with a short-circuit input impedance

Here

Zo

~

V~

and

_I

Jrl(gl+jwC / )
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I

L1C
l1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.32. (a) Transmission-line equivalent circuit for the small-signal base current in
the absence of dc current crowding and conductivity modulation; (b) simplified equivalent
circuit

denote the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant, respectively. The series impedance 1" per unit length of the transmission line is obtained from the sheet resistance of the base layer as 1" = ~/VVE = 3RB / L E ,
where LE denotes the extension of the base layer in the direction of the current flow, and VVE the extension orthogonal to the current flow (see Fig. 3.18);
the shunt admittance per unit length g' + jwc' is determined from g' = g7r / L E
and c' = (C7r + cM)/ L E . This gives
h lle

=

,LE cothbLE)

=---.-,--=--,g7r + JW( C7r +cM)

an expression that reduces to
,

hll

1

e

= g7r + jw( C +c )
7r M

in the limit 1" ---+ O. The difference h lle
series impedance
Zbb' =

-

h; 1e can be identified with the base

,LE cothbLE) - 1
g7r + jW(C7r+ cp)

Making usc of the series expansion

x coth x

~

1 2
1 4
1+ - x - - x
3

and the identity r'L E /3
Zbb' ~ Tbb'

45

=

1'bb',

we obtain the following approximation:

C7r+ CP,)
.
( 1 - .]WTbb' - 5

~

1'bb'

1 +jW1'W (c7r +cM)/5

if g7rTbb' « l. This can be represented by a parallel connection (Fig. 3.32b)
of the dc base series resistance Tbb' and a capacitance Cbb' = (C7r + cp ) /5
[6]. A similar investigation for a circular geometry [102] suggests a parallel
capacitance (C7r +cM) /4.
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3.9.5 Nonlinear Distortion Effects
The design of integrated RF circuits requires the availability of transistor
models that provide accurate simulation results for nonlinear effects, such
as harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion, at least up to third
order in the input signal. The derivation of a third-order nonlinear smallsignal model from a nonlinear transistor model requires model equations that
yield accurate derivatives up to third order.

c

e
Fig. 3.33. Nonlinear small-signal equivalent circuit o[ a bipolar transistor used [or analysis
of distortion in weakly nonlinear (;ir(;uits

Figure 3.33 shows a small-signal equivalent circuit of a bipolar transistor
in forward operation extended by four polynomial controlled sources, which
model the second- and third-order distortion terms associated with the nonlinearities of the respective branches of the large-signal equivalent circuit. The
voltage source 6.vbb' is used to model the nonlinear behavior of the base resistance, while 6.i t describes nonlinearities of the transfer current, 6.i7r describes
those of the eb diode (due to nonlinearities of the recombination current and
the eb capacitance), and 6.i/1 models nonlinarities of the bc capacitance and
carrier multiplication. The effects of a nonlinear collector series resistance are
not considered in Fig. 3.33, but could be implemented by adding a nonlinear
voltage source 6.v ee , in series with r ee'.
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Transfer Current
At low frequencies the transfer current of a bipolar transistor is a nonlinear
function of the form h(t) = h [VB'EI(t), VBICI(t)], if the variable set of the
common-base configuration is employed. If the voltages are written as

the transfer current may be written as

(3.196)
where IT is the transfer current at the bias point, and
grn

=

and

8h/8VB 'E '

go

= 8h/8VcIBI

are parameters of the small-signal model; the term

61.t2 =

2

18 h
2
- - - 2 - V1f
2 aVR'TC1

8 2h
DVll 'E' DVll,c'

+ .

2

V1fV"
r

h
2
+ -18
- ' - 2 - v/
2 aVRlcl

(3.197)

1

.

describes nonlinear distortion due to terms of second order in the small-signal
voltages, while

+ -1

E{3 h

2 8VI3'E18VJ,c'

8 h 3
+ -1 --v
3

V 1,2
TC

'"

(3.198)

6 8VJ,c' '"

describes nonlinear distortion due to terms of third order in the small-signal
voltages. The current 6i t (t) = 6it2(t) + 6it3(t) has to be introduced as a
controlled current source parallel to the output conductance in the smallsignal model.

Emitter-Base Diode
The large-signal current associated with the eb diode is associated with the
recombination current and the current needed to charge and discharge the eb
diffusion and depletion capacitances. According to the charge control theory,
its value is given by

,

tBE

()
t = -Is [ exp (VB'EI(t)) - 1 ]
BF

VT

dqTF
dVB'E '
+- + c'Je dt
dt

'

if the recombination current of the eb diode is described by an ideal diode.
Using a third-order Taylor series expansion, the first term can be written as
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denotes the recombination current at the bias point.

IBE

The bias-dependent eb depletion capacitance may be developed around the
bias point VB'E' as follows:

(3.199)
Modeling the bias dependence of the eb depletion capacitance as

(V) _

C'

J8

-

OJE

(3.200)

(1- V/Vm)M. JE

yields the derivatives
dCje

dV

(3.201 )

I

Vil'E'

NhE(MJE+1)
)2
(VJE - IT
vB'E'

Cje

(
)
VB'E' ,

(3.202)

which give the following for the current that flows across the eb depletion
capacitance:

(3.203)
where

6.Cje(t) =

Cje(VB'E') (

MJE

VJE - V1l'E'

+ MJE(MJE+1~ V;(t))

V1f(t)

2 (VJE - V1l'E')

.

The diffusion charge qTF is a function of the transfer current under forwardbias conditions: 41
qTF

=

IT

Tf(i) di ;

its value can therefore be approximated by a third-order Taylor series
qTF(t) :::::; QTF

.

1 dTf

1 d 2 Tf

.2

+ T[1.t(t) + '2 dh l. t (t) + '6 dlf

.3
l. t

(t) ,

where it(t) = 9mV7r + 9ov/J + 6.it2(t) + 6.in(t) is the small-signal transfer
current. Differentiation with respect to time gives the current

(

I)
Tf ( T

" ( ) dTf I
+ ~t t dI
T

h

2

+

~~~----------------41 Here the generali:oed formulaLion

ir(t) d Tf
2 dL 2
T

I

)

h

dit(t)
dt·
'

used in Lhe HICU\1 model is used (see Sed. 3.14).
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Taking dit/dt = gm d'0 1T /dt, the small-signal current ibe(t) may therefore be
approximated as
tbe (t)
where C1T

.

=

R::

g1T'01T + C1T d:t1T + t:,.i 1T (t) ,

Tfgm

t:,.~1T(t)

(3.204)

+ Cje and
Y1T

= ---u- '01T (t) +
2

2VT

Y1T

3

TT2

6vT

'0 1T (t)

d'01T
+ t:,.c1T (t) -d

t

(3.205)

.

Here

(

it(t)

:;f

I

T TT

+ if~t)

+ MJECje(VB'E')
VJE -

(

VB'E'

~~~f iT

'0 1T ()
t

I

)

(3.206)

gm

T

+

AlJE+1

2(VJE - VB'E')

'0 1T2( t )) .

The terms it(t) and if(t) in the large parentheses need only be taken into
account to second order in the small-signal control voltages.

Base-Collector Diode
Two sources of nonlinear distortion are represented by the polynomial controlled current source: the bias dependence of the bc depletion capacitance
and the carrier multiplication factor

Modeling the bias dependence of the depletion capacitance as
Cjc['OB'C' (t)] =

[1

GlC

-'Owe'

(t)/V

JC

]NIJC'

(3.207)

where Vl::l'c,(t) = Vl::l'C' +v,u(t), yields the following for the small-signal current
carried by the bc depletion capacitance:
Cjc (VB'C' )

dvp.
dt

A'

+ Ll~jc

()

t ,

(3.208)

where
(3.209)
The carrier multiplication factor Nln[vc'B,(t), iT(t)] is a nonlinear function
of both the voltage 'OC'B' (t) across the bc depletion layer and the transfer
current injected into the depletion layer, and therefore is a source of additional
distortion. In a fully depleted epitaxial collector region, the maximum value
of the electric field strength is [48,103]
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Emax~

VC'B' + VJC
d cpi

+

edepiNDepi (

21'

h)

1--,

h

where depi and N Depi denote the thickness and donor concentration of the
epilayer and h = eAjeNnepiVnRat. If the multiplication factor is a function of
the maximum electric field strength, its value at (VC'B' , h) equals the value
of the multiplication factor at (VC'B" iT = 0), where

and [48]
co J\TDepl·d2
.epi

2Eh

In this approximation, the multiplication factor can be expanded, resulting
In

6.i avl(t)

~

where Vb'c' = Vb'c' - RAvLi t , for the nonlinear second- and third-order distortion current caused by carrier multiplication in the bc diode.
Base Resistance
Owing to current crowding and conductivity modulation, the base resistance
Rm3' is a function of the base current iR = IR + ib; developing this function
into a Taylor series yields the following for the small-signal voltage drop across
the base resistance:

where Tbb'
and

RBB'

+ IB( dRBB' IdIB ) denotes the small-signal base resistance

is the third-order nonlinear voltage drop across the base resistance.
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3.10 Figures of Merit
The cutoff frequency iT and the maximum frequency of oscillation irnax arc
widely used as "figures of merit" to characterize high-frequency bipolar technologies. As has already been pointed out in [104]' neither .fT nor irnax are
directly usable to define the switching-speed limitation of a device. Therefore
additional figures of merit, such as the transconductance cutoff frequency
and various delay times in bipolar transistors with a load device, such as the
current-mode logic (CML) gate delay, are of interest.
The parameters of a bipolar transistor are correlated, and a modification
that improves one parameter may cause a deterioration of another one. In
order to obtain a figure of merit that takes account of how well a tradeoff between different parameters is performed, the product of their values is
frequently considered. Here the product of the current gain and the Early
voltage and the product of the collector-emitter breakdown voltage and the
cutoff frequency iT are of particular interest.

3.10.1 Cutoff Frequency
The /1-cutoff frequency, Ie = we/27r, of a bipolar transistor is defined in terms
of a one-pole approximation to h21e (w ),
(3.210)
The magnitude of

h21e

can therefore be approximated by
(3.211 )

which, in the limit w

«

w!3, shows the following asymptotic behavior:

(3.212)
where i = w/27r, and h is the cutoff frequency of the device. This definition
is equivalent to the one proposed by Gummel [105],
_1
27rh

=

_j lim
. w--->O

[~Im
(
dw
h

1

21e (W)

)].

.

and can also be obtained from iT = P/e, if i!3 is calculated as the Elmore
time constant [104,106] (see Appendix A) of the system function h21e(W),
According to these definitions, .fT is determined by the asymptotic behavior
of h~~e (w), which is a first-order expansion with respect to frequency. Therefore the quite commonly used definition of iT as the frequency at which the
common-emitter short-circuit current gain becomes unity is somewhat mis-
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leading and should be avoided - not Ih 21e (w) I but its one-pole approximation

Ih~~~(w)1 becomes unity when f

--+

h·

Values of /13 and h can be derived using the Giacoletto small-signal equivalent circuit, which gives, under the assumption go = 0 (see Sects. 1.7 and
3.9)
(3.213)
However, this approach provides limited insight into the underlying device
physics, and is not suitable for a computation of h from data obtained with
a numerical device simulator. For technology optimi~.mtion with the help of
numerical device simulation programs, the relation

1

dQp

21fh

= dIe

(3.214)

I

VeE

is used, which directly relates the cutoff frequency
stored in the device (see Sect. 3.5).

iT
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values of cutoff frequency JT vs. Ie for
different values of VVE
(after [113])

The maximum cutoff frequency fTmax is found to decrease with decreasing
emitter stripe width, as illustrated in Fig. 3.34. This effect is caused by twodimensional effects of the current flow and by limitations 42 of the polysilicon
emitter contact as a source for donor diffusion. This results in a reduced thickness of the monocrystalline emitter region in a narrow-stripe transistor and
42If the boundary between the polysilicon and the adjacent spacer oxide (see Chap. 7) is
not vertical, the anisotropic diffusivity in polysilicon can limit the ability of the dopant to
diffuse to the corner. This restricts the effectiveness of the polysilicon as a diffusion source
in this region [107]. The use of in-situ-doped polysilicon and modified polysilicon spacers
(see Chap. 7) allows one Lo reduce such layout dependence.
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therefore an increased base width and transit time
of a reduced cutoff frequency fl'.

Tf,

with the consequence

The cutoff frequency iT of a bipolar transistor represents an important figure of merit and gives information about the quality of the vertical doping
profile of the transistor. As much abuse of this quantity is seen in the literature, however, we note that the widespread use of iT as a single figure of
merit for technology comparison is not justified, since this quantity does not
describe the frequency behavior of the transistor in practical circuit configurations. The reason for this is that iT is related to the change of stored charge
associated with a change of the output current and therefore provides no information about the series resistances seen by the flowing charge. The RC
delays associated with the series resistances, however, have substantial effect
on the high-frequency performance of a transistor in a circuit. Furthermore,
the collector-substrate capacitance, which is important for the high-frequency
performance of integrated circuits, has no effect on the cutoff frequency. The
cutoff frequency therefore does not represent the whole truth.

3.10.2 Maximum Frequency of Oscillation
The maximum frequency of oscillation
the unilateral power gain
U

=

I Y21 - Y121

imax

is defined as the frequency where

2

4 [Re(Yll)Re(Y22) - Re(Y12)Re(Y21)]
becomes unity (see Appendix B). If the admittance parameters are expressed
in terms of the approximations derived in Sect. 3.9, we obtain

(3.215)

The low-frequency value of the unilateral gain may be written as

U R!Bg m
4go

R!

f!.. VeE + V:d..F
4

VT

if the approximations gm R! Ie/VI' and go R! Ie/ (VCE+V:d..F) are used; its value
increases in proportion to the product of current gain and Early voltage.
The maximum frequency of oscillation imax is obtained from (3.215) and the
condition U(fmax) = 1, which gives a biquadratic equation for imax. The
solution gives approximately [111]

h

(3.216)
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J

which generalizes the result fmax = fr/87rTbbICjk obtained in Sect. 1.7. In
this discussion, simplified admittance parameters have been used, which neglect the effects of the substrate series resistance TRR I. 43 Measurements on
special test structures presented in [112], however, demonstrated an effect of
the substrate resistance on fmax that was found to be worst if the condition
Tes' = 1/(27rcjsfmax) was fulfilled. Larger values of the substrate resistance
result in a substantial increase of the maximum frequency of oscillation.
The maximum frequency of oscillation fmax is difficult to determine by
measurement from the condition U(fmax) = 1, since the required unilateralization is hard to realize in practice. Therefore, the maximum available
gain (MAG), and the maximum stable gain (MSG) (see Appendix D) are
generally llsed for the extraction of fmax from measured data (see Fig. 3.35).
These quantitities approximately equal the unilateral gain if Y12 is small. Theoretically, the conditions MAG(frnax) = 1 and U(frnax) = 1 yield the same
value fmax. In measurements, however, fmax is determined by extrapolation
of either MAG(f) or U(f) with a slope of -20 dB/dec resulting in f~~;:G)
eU) respectIve
. 1y. S·mce, genera11y, f(MAG)
or f ma.x,
max
< f max < feU)
max, t h e proce d nre
used to determine fmax should be specified in order to obtain comparable
results.
50
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Fig.
3.35.
Maximum available gain
and maximum st.able
gain of a self-aligned
vert.ical npn bipolar
transistor (after [113])

As was pointed out in [114], the value of fmax is based on neutralizing the
feedback between the transistor output and input circuitry by complex net43The effects of an ext.ernal base-collector capacitance were investigated in [108,109],
resulting in slightly modified expressions of t.he form imax =
iT j87r(RC)eff with appropriately defined effective values of Rand C. In [110] a formula of imax is derived that takes
account of the excess phase.

Ii
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works, which are quite impractical in integrated circuits. In [114], the frequency f1"1' at which the power transferred between identical amplifiers is
equal to unity is therefore suggested as a practical figure of merit for an
integrated bipolar transistor. Unfortunately, this frequency cannot be easily
determined using on-wafer s-parameter measurements (unlike fT and !max);
it is probably this deficiency that explains why this undoubtedly interesting
quantity is not commonly employed. In [115] the bandwidth of a bipolar amplifier in the common-emitter configuration with a load resistance RL and
load capacitance C L (see Sect. 6) was calculated as
1

-Kg
2
f =

T

1

= -1fy
2
f + RL

(

Cjc

)

+ Cjs + C L +

RCgmh
81f J2

max

The minimum value of the time constant T was suggested as an alternative
figure of merit. This figure of merit takes account of the importance of the
transconductance cutoff frequency if the input is driven with a voltage source,
as has been assumed in [115]. As the minimum CIvIL gate delay is closely
related to the proposed figure of merit, it appears to be more practical to the
present author to use this easily measurable quantity as a figure of merit.

3.10.3 CMl Gate Delay and Power-Delay Product
The gate delay of a CIvIL inverter circuit 44 and its product with the dissipated
power are widely used figures of merit to characterize the potential of a bipolar
technology. Closed-form expressions for the gate delay have been published,
for example, in [104,116-122]. The gate delay of a CIvIL gate is approximately
given by [116,118]
(3.217)
where the capacitances CB and Cc are defined as weighted averages of the
transistor and wiring capacitances. As a crude approximation, one may use
[118]

~ 2cjc(0)
Cc

~

2 Cjc(O)

TfhE

+ 150mV'
+ 0.5 Cjs(O) + C w

(3.218)
,

(3.219)

where Cjs denotes the collector-substrate capacitance and C w the capacitance
due to the wiring and load capacitances.
Since for a given logic swing Vs the value of the collector resistance Rc =
Vs/ lEE varies in inverse proportion to the gate current lEE, the third term
44'Ne distinguish two types of emitter-coupled logic (see Chap. 6): ECL, which employs
emitter followers, and CML, which does not use emitter followers. Published performance
data are generally obtained from CML ring oscillator measurements.
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on the right-hand side of (3.217) is predominant at small values of fEE. This
term varies in inverse proportion to the dissipated power P = hdVEEI. A
double logarithmic plot of the gate delay Td versus the dissipated power P
then gives a straight line with slope -l.
At large values of P, the delay time is determined by the first two terms on
the right-hand side of (3.217). Owing to the increase of the forward transit
time Tf at large values of the transfer current, the value of C B increases with
hE (and P) and causes the gate delay Td to increase after going through a
minimum. A plot of the gate delay time versus the power consumed therefore
results in a diagram as depicted in Fig. 3.36.

minimum gate delay,
large power dissipation
per logic function

1
1,.."

OJ

.Q

",

T dm1n

,

::.::-.:.:::::S:,_. ___ -":::......-.. .;

#,.

---------::.:-..:-..

...../

contribution increasing with P
,).':.,
due to charging of the diffusion ---;r'
'"
capacitance across the base
""
series resistance
logP -

Tf

Fig. 3.36. eML gate
delay as a function of
dissipated power

Besides the minimurn value Tdmin of the gate delay, the line that approximates the curve at small values of dissipated power is of particular interest.
There the product of the dissipated power and the gate delay is approximately constant; its value is called the power-delay product and is used to
characterize bipolar technologies. The power-delay product is given by

In CML inverter circuits, power-delay products below 10 fJ have already been
obtained.
The CML gate delay and the power-delay product are usnally determined
from ring oscillator measurements (see Sect. 6.10). These circuits generally
use differential operation with a small logic swing Vs, whereas practical circuit
applications generally employ single-ended ECL circuits (see again Sect. 6.10)
with a considerably larger voltage swing and supply voltage, and additional
power dissipation due to the emitter follower. Furthermore, there is virtually
no wiring capacitance in such ring oscillator test structures. In practical ECL
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circuits the product of the gate delay and power dissipation will therefore
substantially exceed the (ring oscillator) power-delay product.
As was pointed out in [123], an optimum load resistance Rc for the minimum
gate delay time may be derived for a given value of the logic swing Vs
RchE. The minimum gate delay achievable was estimated in [123] to be

Tdmin = T'bbl(Cje+3cjc) + 2) 2TfT'bb'Cjc .
This formula explicitly relates the fundamental device parameters of base
resistance, forward transit time and junction capacitances and yields a simple
figure of merit for bipolar CML circuits. A somewhat different expression was
derived in [120], where

was found. The parameter Q = () / W = 7f PrF/180° describes the excess phase
() and gives the fraction of the total excess stored charge that is reclaimable

V

at the collector terminal; Wmax = 7fiT / (2T'bbICjc) is the maximum angular
frequency of oscillation that is approached at high current densities.

3.10.4 Product of Current Gain and Early Voltage
The product of the current gaiu and the Early voltage determines the quality
of current mirror circuits and therefore provides a figure of merit for analog
circuit applications. From (3.53) and (3.40) we obtain the following for the
current gain:

B='J

as long as VeB « V:,\F. Combining the two relations yields the following for
the product of the current gain and Early voltage:

eAjenfe(Xbc)
Cjc(VCB)

(3.220)
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This product vanes m proportion to nte(Xbc) at the collector edge of the
base [124]. Heterojunction bipolar transistors with a bandgap grading towards
the collector junction (see Chap. 4) therefore show much larger values of the
product of current gain and Early voltage than do homojunction transistors
with a comparable vertical doping profile. Typical BN V';\.F values for homojunction bipolar transistors are of the order of 1 kV, whereas heterojunction
transistors may show values in excess of 10 kV.
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3.10.5 Johnson Limit
A high cutoff frequency requires a large transfer current density and therefore
a high collector doping with the consequence of a strongly reduced breakdown
voltage BVCEO (Fig. 3.37). The trade-off between the cutoff frequency iT
and the open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO is characterized by the product
!TBVCEO. This product is related to the so-called Johnson limit, which is
based on the following elementary considerations [125, 126]. Assume that the
current is carried by carriers which move at their saturated drift velocity 'Unsat.
If we neglect all other contributions, the cutoff frequency may be estimated 45
from the time required for the carriers to pass through the drift region of
length L, so that 2nh ~ 1insat/ L. If the voltage drop V across the drift
region is limited by breakdown, which is assumed to occur if a critical field
45 A more detailed analysis shows that owing to electrostatic induction, part of the current
passing between the two electrodes is transported as displacement current, which reduces
the transit time to one half of the estimated value.
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strength Ecrit is exceeded, the condition V < EcritL has to be fulfilled. By
forming the product, we obtain the condition

The right-hand side of this inequality is called the Johnson limit. Assuming
6
5
VnsaL ~ 6 X 10 cm/s and Ecril = 2 X 10 cm/s, we can estimate the righthand side as 200VGHz. However, the Johnson limit can provide only a crude
estimate of the fTBVCEO value that can be achieved within a bipolar technology, since neither fr nor BVCEO depends exclusively on the extent of the
bc depletion layer, for the following reasons:
• If open-base breakdown occurs because of the avalanche effect, as is generally the case, the breakdown condition B~O\!In-1) = 1, where B~ = h/ I BE ,
has to be fulfilled. The approximation (see Sect. 3.4) Mn -1 ~ l-l/Mn ~
(VCI3/ BVC)Nl yields
BVCEO ~ (B~+l)-l/NIBVc

+ VBEon.

The collector--emitter breakdown voltage is therefore determined not only
by the properties of the bc junction, but also by the current gain and
the base-emitter voltage. Transistors with a poor emitter efficiency will
therefore show large values of fTBVCEO, as fT remains unaffected by the
current gain .
• A general relation for the cutoff frequency is

its maximum value
sit time Tf, i.e.

fTmax

is predominantly determined by the forward tran-

BVCEO
27rTf(Ic)

The denominator of this expression comprises the time constants due to
storage of minority carriers in the emitter and base regions, and the collector
transit time Tjc. Of these, only Tjc depends on the extent of the depletion
layer and thus on the collector doping.
These arguments show that fTBVCEO may deviate substantially from the
Johnson limit. In addition it should be noted that hBVCEO is determined by
"dark-space effects" associated with the threshold energy for impact ionization, velocity overshoot effects [127], the displacement current in the bc depletion layer and the fact that the value of the critical electric field strength
for breakdown is not a constant. High-frequency bipolar transistors with a
SiGe base layer have been realized with hBVCEO > 200 V GHz.
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3.11 Temperature Dependences, Self-Heating
Most of the parameters used in bipolar-transistor models are temperaturedependent quantities. This holds, in particular, for the transfer saturation
current, which has an exponential dependence on temperature. If a device is
operated at a temperature '1' that differs from the reference temperature '1b, at
which the parameters were determined, the parameters have to be calculated
for the new temperature, using an appropriate temperature model.
The power p(t) dissipated in a biased bipolar transistor elevates its temperature T above the ambient temperature T,,,,, an effect commonly referred
to as self-heating. Self-heating affects the shape of measured current-voltage
characteristics, affect two-port parameters and precision analog; circuits that
depend on close transistor matching [128], and may even lead to bias point
instability. Self-heating is not considered in the SPICE Gummel-Poon model,
but is taken into account in modern compact models such as VBIC, HICUM
and MEXTRAM.

3.11.1 Temperature Dependences
Series resistances vary with temperature owing to the temperature dependence of the majority-carrier mobility. As the mobility usually varies in proportion to a power of the absolute temperature, i.e., !J '1'-m, temperaturedependent resistances are often written in the form
r-..,

R(T) = R(To)

('1bT)m '

where R(To) denotes the resistance at the reference temperature To. This approach is used in the compact models VBIC, HICUM and MEXTRAM, while
SPICE determines temperature-dependent resistance values from a temperature coefficient
1 dR

CYR =

R dT '

which gives the relative change of the resistance value per Kelvin. A comparison of the two approaches gives CYR :::::; m.IT.
The transfer saturation current varies in proportion to Dnnre' i.e. we may
write

Is(T)
where

nre

rv

Tfexp(_Wg(T))
kBT
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has a strong temperature dependence; the parameter I is approximately equal
to three. If JLn varies in proportion to T- m , the diffusion coefficient Dn = VT JLn
varies in proportion to Tl-m. Introducing the parameter XTI = 1+1 - m,
we may write the following for the transfer saturation current:

Is(T) = Is(To)

(T)XTT exp(Wg(To) _ Wg(T))
To

kBTo

kBT

Developing vVg(T) around To up to first order gives

and therefore

T )
Is (To) ( To

Is(T)

X TT

(V; ----y;;T - To)

exp V~

,

where

Vg

=

g
Wg(To) - To dW
dT I

To

denotes the bandgap voltage at the reference temperature. Since the bandgap
voltage is substantially less dependent on temperature than is TVg(T) , it is a
good approximation to assume a constant value of Vg •
Depletion capacitances are affected by the temperature dependence of both
the dielectric constant and the built-in voltage VJ. On the basis of the result
nnOPpO

VI = VI' In - -n 2ie

r::::

NAND

1 NA.ND

VI' In - 2-,-, = VI' n --Y--('
,) H ie (1)
n ie 10

V 1 nre(T)
T n --Y--('
') ,
n ie

10

the temperature dependences of junction built-in voltages are frequently determined from the relation

VJ(T)

=

!..VJ(To) - VT [3 In(!..-) + Vg T -To]
To
To
VT To

(3.221 )

that is obtained if I = 3 and TVg(T) is assumed to be linear. This results in
a decrease of the built-in voltage with increasing temperature, and may even
lead to negative values of VJ(T) - a result that is obviously unphysical. The
problem arises from the assumptions nuO r:::: ND and Ppo r:::: NA, which are only
fulfilled if N A, ND » (Lie; if this is not the case, the relations

have to be used, which result in VJ --+ 0 as T --+ 00. As GJO varies in proportion
to
1'v1 Vf'1, the temperature coefficient of the zero-bias depletion capacitance
is

E; -
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1 dVJ

l'
- NJ--.
= (1-1\II)-1'1' dT
VJ dT

The temperature coefficient of the dielectric constant of silicon is [130]
1 dEl'
-5 1
- - ;:::; 3.5 x 10 1'1' dT
K

and is small in comparison with the temperature coefficient of the built-in
voltage, which is of the order of -0.2%/K. The temperature dependence of
the zero-bias depletion capacitance is therefore dominated by VJ(T), resulting
in the widely used model equation

(3.222)

3.11.2 Thermal Equivalent Circuit
To relate the device excess temperature /::"T(t) = T(t) - TA to the dissipated
power p(t), the power balance illustrated in Fig. 3.38 is considered.

Change of stored
thermal energy

dissipated power p(t)

C dT _ dWth
thili - CIt

,--_he_a_t_fl_Ow_p_th_(t_)-----,)

Fig. 3.38. Power balance considered to determine the self-heating erred

For /::"T(t)

> 0, heat flows to the ambient: the power
(3.223)

Pth(t) = /::"T(t)/ Rth

is delivered to the ambient, where Rth is the thermal resistance between the
device and the ambient. The difference between the dissipated power and the
extracted thermal power is the rate of change with time of the heat energy of
the device:

p(t) - Pth(t)

dTVth

dt

dWth dT

--dT dt

(3.224)

Since the rate of change of the thermal energy with temperature dTVth/dT
equals the thermal capacitance C th of the device, the following differential
equation for the excess temperature /::"'F(t) is obtained:

~/::"'1' + /::"T
dt

Tth

p(t)
Cth

(3.225)
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The quantity
Tth

defines the thermal time constant:

Tth

= Rth Cth

(3.226)

.

The solution of (3.225) with the initial condition
~T(t)

1
= -C
'Lh

lot,
p(t) exp (t
- -t')
- dt ,.
0

0 is
(3.227)

Tlh

This simplifies to

~T(t)

~T(O) =

= PRth [l-exp

(-

T~J

]

for

t>O

(3.228)

if p(t) = P is constant.
H(t)

PRjh

..

0.63 PR'h .......
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o

Fig. 3.39. Excess temperature versus time for
constant power dissipation

For small times (t « Tth) the excess temperature ~T(t) increases approximately linearly with time (see Fig. 3.39):
~T(t) ~

t

Pt
C Lh

PRthTlh

;

for large times
~T(t) ---+

PRth for t

---+ 00 .

Equation (3.223) may be considered in analogy to Ohm's law: the heat flow
due to the temperature difference ~1' is determined by the thermal resistance, while the current ·i due to a potential difference 'U is determined
by the electrical resistance. This analogy allows one to describe temperature
relaxation using thermal equivalent circuits, as depicted in Fig. 3.40. 46 The
thermal time constant Tth corresponds to the nc time constant of the equivalent circuit: if p, Rth and C th are related to i th , Rth and 6th according to

Pth

-

ith

A

= 1 \IV P ,

Cth

FK

= 1J

------------~-----------

Cth

and

Rth =

nw

1 TRth,

46 Rtb and Gth can be replaced by a more accuraLe Lhermal impedance Zth(S) [1311 in
order to describe self-heating effects beyond the "thermal one-pole approximation".
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~ v(t)
Fig. 3.40. Thermal equivalent circuit

the identity RthCth = RthCth holds. In this case the voltage v across the
capacitor varies in direct proportion to the excess temperature:

iJ.T

=

K

1- v

V '

i.e. an increase of v by 1 V corresponds to an increase in the excess temperature of 1 K.
The maximum power dissipation PmflX of a transistor is determined by the
maximum allowable junction temperature T Jmax , the thermal resistance between the transistor and the ambient, and the ambient temperature:

3.11.3 Mitlaufeffekt, Thermal Runaway
If VEE or IE is held constant, an increase in VCE causes an increase in the
power dissipated in the transistor

In a slow measurement of the output characteristics, each measurement point
will have a specific excess temperature

above the ambient temperature owing to the power dissipated at the bias
point; this is the Mitlaufeffekt. In this case the slope of the output characteristic with VHF; held constant is

dlc
dVCE

=

( oIc )
OVCE

T

+

(OIc)
dT
81' VeE dVCE ;

its value increases with increasing Ic. Since

dT
dVCE

(

dT dP

= dPdVCE =

Rth

dIc )
Ic+VCEdVcE '

one obtains the following after combination of these two equations:

(3.229)
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OIe
- ) +Rthlc (ale)
(aVeE T
aT VeE

dIe
dVCE

(3.230)

1- RthVCE ( DI
a; ) ,

VCE

Equation (3.230) diverges as
(3.231 )
corresponding to an instability: the current increases in an uncontrolled manner this may destroy the transistor under unfavorable conditions. The case
of voltage control (VBE = const.), where

DIe)
( aT VCE,vBE
-r-

:::::;

Ic

-

T

(v,- VBE + X)
b

TI

VI'

,

is worse in this respect than the case of current control (In = const.), where

ale)
( -aT VCE,!B
and

QB

:::::; QBle,

denotes the temperature coefficient of the current gain.

Two-Port Parameters
\Vithin a small-signal description, it is possible to represent the effects of selfheating by modified admittance parameters yJ{3e' which yield the small-signal
terminal currents as a response to the applied voltages according to

(ic.) - (T T)( )
Ib

Ylle Yl'2e

1Lbe

yile

1Zce

yi2e

(3.232)

.

If we consider IB and Ie to be functions of VBE, VCE and the temperature
T, the small-signal currents can be expressed as total differentials under lowfrequency conditions:

alB
aVBE Vhe(t)

+ aVCE Vce(t) +

OIc
-D Vbe(t)

+ -Dvce(t) + -D 19 j (t)
\;TeE
T

Vm:

alB

alB
aT 19 j (t) ,

Dlc

DIe

,

where8j (t) denotes the small-signal variation of the device temperature. At
higher frequencies, these relations have to be generalized to

(

ib )

ic

=

(Ylle
Y21e

Y12e) (1Lbe)
Y22e
1Zce

+

( alB/aT)

ale/aT

j

12.

'
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where the phasor Qj of the small-signal device temperature is related to the
small-signal portion of the dissipated power by the (small-signal) thermal
impedance Zth:

Qj

= Zth l!. .

This thermal impedance generally has to be considered as a function of device
temperature, owing to the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity. Neglecting terms of second order in the small-signal quantities, the phasor
of the small-signal portion of the dissipated power reads

l!. = Vm; 1b + IB :llce + VeE 1e + Ie:llce .
Since 1b = yfIe:llbe + yf2e12.ce and 1e = yiIe:llbe + yi2 e:llee as a consequence
of (3.232), the equations may be combined and solved for the admittance
parameters y~j3e' which take account of self-heating effects. The results are
yfle

=

~ {Yllc + ZLh [IB ~;

~i

-

Y2Ic

~;)]}

VCE (Y12e

~~

-

Y22e

~;)]}

~;

- Ylle

~~)] }

- VCE (YllC

yf2e

~ {Y12e + Zth [ Ic ~; -

yi,e

~ {Y2Ie + Zth [ IB ~~

- VBE (Y2Ie

. T

1 { Y22e + Zth [OIc
A
Ic aT

aIc)]}
- VBE (OIn
Y22e aT - Y12e aT

.l122e

,

where

alp,
A = 1 - ZLh ( VBE aT

+ VCE

alc)
aT

As Zth becomes very small in the frequency range where internal transistor
capacitances have a substantial effect on the small-signal admittance parameters, we may replace YaJ3e in the terms multiplied by Zth by the corresponding
dc values; since
Y21e

i/lle

= /3 and

ale =
aT

/3 alB,
aT

the terms Ylle( aIel aT) - Y2Ie( alB I aT) thus are almost zero and may generally be neglected. In this case, if go is assumed to be small, the following
approximations hold:

alp,

gic ) (:llbe)

Y12e

+ ztlJe

Y22e

+ ZthIc a'1'

:llce

.
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3.12 Parameter Extraction - DC Measurements
Parameters for compact models are usually extracted from measured data. A
full data set requires both dc measurements and ac measurements. Measuring
the dc characteristics of high-frequency bipolar transistors requires current
measurements down to the pA range, as well as the measurement of small
voltage differences. This is possible with special instrumentation and an appropriate measurement setup. Owing to the strong temperature dependence
of some parameters, accurate temperature control and the consideration of
self-heating effects are mandatory.
Ordinary digital multimeters are generally not suited to low-level current
measurements or to voltage measurements with high source resistances: current measurements below 1 nA and voltage measurements with source resistances above 1 MD require the use of electrometers, which have an extremely
high input impedance, typically in excess of 100 TD. Such electrometers use
operational amplifiers with a field effect transistor input. DC characterization of semiconductor devices is generally performed with special instruments,
which combine several current and voltage outputs with several current and
voltage measurement inputs in a single case.
To fully exploit the potentialities of electrometers for low-level measurements, high-resistance insulation in the test circuit is mandatory. This implies
both careful choice of the insulating material and cabling and periodic tests
of test fixtures and cables to ensure their integrity. Because of a specific resistivity that is typically in excess of 10 17 D cm and its high resistance to water
absorption, Teflon is a satisfactory and widely used insulator for electrometer
measurements down to 10 fA. To avoid degradation of insulator performance,
the insulator should not be touched with a hand or with any material that
might contaminate the surface. Cleaning of a contaminated insulator with
alcohol (methanol) can be tried.

3.12.1 Gummel Plot
The parameters Is, N F, B F, I sE , NE and IKF are generally determined in
the commoll-base configuratioll with VBC = 0, using two ammeters for the
measurement of IB(VBE) and Ic(VBE) as shown in Fig. 3.41,47 which also
shows the input and transfer characteristics IB(VB'E') and Ic(VB'E') expected
from the Gummel-Poon model. Neglecting series resistance effects (VBE =
VB'TC')' we have
47This measurement setup may produce unwanted oscillations under certain biasing conditions; these may generally be suppressed by placing ferrite beads around the supply lines.
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Fig. 3.41. Gummel
plot of input and
transfer
characteristics of a bipolar
transistor
in
the
common-base configuration (VI3e = 0)
according
to
the
SPICE
GummelPoon model, neglecting series resistance
efTects (after [132])

and

~
BF

exp ( VBE )
NFVT

+ ISE exp (

VBE )
NEVT

if VCB = 0 and VBE » VT. A semilogarithmic plot of the base and collector
currents versus VlJE - usually referred to as a Gummel plot - should therefore
result in straight lines. As long as Ie « hF, the logarithm of the collector
current increases linearly with VI3E and allows one to determine the transfer
saturation current Is. The emission coefficients NR and NF can be taken to
be equal to one, a priori (NF = NR = 1), as will be assumed in the following.
For VBE/V"'-R « 1, the approximation 1- VBE/VAR Rj exp( - VBE/V"'-R) holds,
and therefore, under low-Ievel-injection conditions,
Ic

Rj

Isexp[VBE

1_)] .

(~ __
VT

VAR

This results in an apparent "emission coefficient"
"J\TF "~

~

VAR

V"'-H-Vl'

(3.233)
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Fig. 3.42. Measured values of large-signal current gain HN = 1e/1B and extraction of
forward knee current h<F

because of the bias dependence of qB, described in terms of the reverse Early
voltage VAR. For a consistent extraction, both Is and "NF" should be fitted
to the exponential portion of the transfer current characteristic; this yields
the correct value of Is together with the apparent emission coefficient "NF" ,
which allows one to determine VAR. For Ic » I KF , the logarithm of the
collector current also increases linearly with VB'E', but with a reduced slope
1/(2VT); taking IEc ~ 0 yields

Ie

~

ICE

qd2 +

Vqi/4+IcE/IKF

If ICE » ir<:'F. the value of ql
resulting in

~

1 may be neglected m this expression,

(3.234)
The intersection of the two approximating lines determines the forward knee
current I KF . A plot of Ic versus VB'E' is not possible in this current range,
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owing to series resistance effects; the value of IKF is therefore determined
from a double-logarithmic plot of BN versus Ie, as shown in Fig. 3.42.
At large values of the collector current Ie, a decrease in BN rv l/Ie is
expected from the Gummel Poon model, corresponding to a line of slope
-1 in the double-logarithmic plot. At smaller values of Ie, the P Plateau
is seen, with a slight bias dependence due to the reverse Early effect. Using
IE = (Is/ B F) exp(VlJ1!';I/VT) and the approximation (3.233), we may estimate

B'J

R::

VEE)
BF cxp ( - - VAR

R::

(Ie)-VT/(VAR-VT)
BF Is

rv

-.VT/VAR
Ie
,

corresponding to a line of slope - VT /VAR in the double-logarithmic representation of BN versus Ie.
The parameters Is!,;, N!'; and BF are determined from a semilogarithmic plot
of the IR(Vm;) characteristic (see Fig. 3.41). The parameters N n , B n , Ise, Ne
and IKR are determined analogously from the corresponding characteristics
in reverse operation (VEE < 0, VEe> 0).
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Fig. 3.43. Transfer characteristics measured at different temperatures T between 288K and 408K verSllS

VBE/VT,

llsed for the

extraction of Ts(T)

The bandgap voltage EG is determined from a set of transfer-current characteristics measured at different temperatures, such as the family of curves
shown in Fig. 3.43, where the transfer current Ie has been plotted on a loga-
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Fig. 3.44. Determination of the parameter EG from the temperature variation of
thc saturation current; X T1 was chosen to be 3.5, To =
:300K, Is(To) = 2.8 x
10- 17 A

rithmic scale versus VI:lE/Vr . For each of these curves, the transfer saturation
current Is(T) is extracted by linear extrapolation. For each temperature, the
value of

is then calculated, where the parameter X T1 is chosen on the basis of theoretical considerations (XTI = 3.5 for silicon). Since
e)
Iog,::,
( ~) -_ E G e log(
kB

(1 1)
---

To

T

'

a logarithmic plot of 3(T) versus l/T should yield a straight line with slope
~log(3)

~ 10g(1/T)

= -

clog(c)
EG·
kB

(3.235)

Figure 3.44 shows measured data, which show the expected behavior. From
the observed slope, the value EG = 1.136 V can be obtained for the device
under test.
The parameter X TB is determined from a double-logarithmic plot of Bf!(T)
versus T. Since, according to (3.147),

(3.236)
the value of

XTD

is obtained as the slope of the line.
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substantial increase
of slope due to
self-heating

(a)

slight increase
of slope due to
self-heating

BVCEO (b)

Fig.
3.45.
Ontput
characteristics
(schematic)
measured with (a) VEE
held constant and
(b) IE held constant

3_12_2 Output Characteristics, Early Voltage
The output characteristics Ic(VCE) of a bipolar transistor are measured with
either VBE or Ie held constant (Fig. 3.45). Since in the Gummel-Poon model
the transfer current is described as a voltage-controlled current source, the
output characteristics are preferably determined with VBE held constant. In
this case carrier multiplication in the bc diode has only a very small effect
on the output characteristics, since the additional hole current injected into
the base from the bc junction leaves the device via the base contact. The
situation is different if the output characteristics are measured with In held
constant, a method that is often llsed because in that case self-heating has
less effect on the output characteristics (see Sect. 3.11), because
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Another feature that makes measurements with 113 = const. appealing is that
a set of approximately equally spaced output characteristics is obtained from
a series of measurements with a constant increment of the applied base current. For high-frequency bipolar transistors, with their small BVCEO values,
however, this method cannot be recommended, owing to the strong effect of
carrier multiplication in the bc diode. Figure 3.46 shows a set of output char-
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.*

37.42 V
37.95 V
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39.25 V
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Fig. 3.46. Measured output characteristics and extrapolated Early voltages VA of a selfaligned vertical npn bipolar transistor with the temperature on the wafer back surface held
constant. The curves correspond to values of VBE in the interval 0.65 V < VBE < 0.71 V

acteristics measured with VBE used as a parameter. The extrapolated Early
voltage VI\ is obtained by linear extrapolation of the measured Ic(VcB)
curves to lc = o. If this is done by a least-squares fit to the data in the
voltage interval [Vcm, VCB2], the parameters lco and VA that minimize the
integral

fv:~:2 [IC(VCB) -

lco (1+

must be determined; with (VCB)

i:)

r

dVcB ,

= (VCBl + VCB:z)/2 this results in
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Fig. 3.47. Extrapolated Early voltages
for different values of
VEE for three transistors with different
layouts on the same
chip: (a) small and
(b), (c) large emiLLer
stripe width

Figure 3.47 shows extrapolated Early voltages determined for different values
of the parameter VBE . At small values of VBE , the Early voltage increases
with Vm> The reason for this is that the Early voltage determines the relative
change of the base charge: Owing to the increase of qB with VBE, the relative
change of qB with VCB is smaller, resulting in a larger extrapolated Early
voltage VA. This effect is not correctly represented in the conventional SPICE
GUIIlIIlel-Pooll model, where [133]
qB ~ q1 ~

VI3E
(1- VAR

VCI3 )-l
+ -VAF

is used under low-level-injection conditions. Since VCB
transfer current in this case obeys the proportionality

where VA:R = VAR VAF / (VAR + VAF). From this, a bias-dependent value of the
extrapolated Early voltage is obtained,
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that decreases with increasing Vl::l E , in contrast to what is observed experimentally. Modeling the normalized base charge under low-level-injection
conditions in terms of the depletion capacitances, i.e.
ql

1 l~E
1 l~c
= 1 + -Q
Cje(V) dV + -Q
Cjc(V) dV
EO

0

EO

0

as in the VBIC, MEXTRAM and HI CUM models, is better in this respect.
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Fig. 3.48. Extraction of ba~e and emitter resistances from
measured data using
a plot of 6.VBE/lc
versus l/EN

3.12.3 Series Resistances
Extraction of Base and Emitter Resistances from the Input and
Transfer Characteristics
The method of Ning and Tang [134] for the extraction of the emitter and base
resistances assumes negligible high-level-injection effects of the base current
and a constant emission coefficient NF;, i.e. an input voltage-current characteristic of the form

if IE » !r:m. This relation allows one to compute VR'E' for any given value
of IE. The difference .6. VEE = VEE - VE'E' is equal to the sum of the voltage
drops across REE' and REE':
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and correspondingly
(3.237)
Since the large-signal current gain Br\ decreases owing to high-Ievel-injection
effects in the base and collector regions, a plot of ll. Vm;/ Ie versus 1/ BN
should yield a straight line with slope REE' +RBB' and offset REEl, as shown
in Fig. 3.48. This often works fairly well; possible sources of error are highlevel-injection effects, nonideal behavior of the base current and self-heating
effects. 48

ideal exponential
characteristic

Fig. 3.49. Kink effect in the input characteristic

The semilogarithmic plot of the input characteristic occasionally shows a pronounced kink, as depicted in Fig. 3.49. There are several possible explanations
for this effect:
• A substantial value of the collector series resistance may forward bias the bc
diode and thus increase the base current owing to the additional component
I Be . If this is the case, the kink should vanish if the be diode is reverse
biased.
• An increase in the base charge due to the diffusion charge and base pushout
may lead to increased recombination in the base region and therefore to an
increase in the base current due to the component 1I3I3.
• The emitter series resistance, together with a bias-dependent value of the
current gain due to high-Ievel-injection effects, is another possible reason.
48Sometimes R BB , = RBl'.i1 + R Bint is represented as a sum of an external base resistance
(assumed to be ohmic) and a bias-dependent internal base resistance RBint. If emitter
current crowding is neglected, the bias dependence of R I3int is due to an increase of qI3.
Owing to the proportionality EN ~ l/qB ~ R BinL , the ratio RBinL/EN should then be
approximately constant. "Cnder this assumption, the offset of the line fitted to the tl.VRF;/Ic
data should equal R EE , + RBint/ EN.

RBM
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If we neglect the effect of the base series resistance, the characteristic is
shifted to the right by

(3.238)
If the current gain Br-; decreases with increasing 113 owing to high-Ievelinjection effects, the shift to the right of the characteristic from its ideal
exponential form becomes less pronounced, resulting in a kink in the input
characteristic.

Characterization of Special Test Structures
A direct approach to the determination of the base resistance makes use of a
special test structure with two disconnected base contacts [135,136]. One of

Fig. 3.50. Schematic cross section of
a special bipolar-transistor structure
with two separate base contacts for
measurement of base series res is Lance
[136]

these base contacts (B 1 ) is used to supply the base current, while the other
(B2) is used to sense the voltage drop VBIB2 between the two contacts, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.50. The base series resistance approximately follows the
relation

where Ll describes the deviation of the layout dimension VVE of the emitter
window from the width of the effective internal base region. The parameters
RBlvl, R~int and Ll are determined from a plot of RBIB2 values for different
values of WE, as illustrated in Fig. 3.51.
The base resistance RB IB2 determined by this procedure deviates somewhat
from the lumped base resistance of the Gummel-Poon model. It is possible to
investigate the relation between these values using the base resistance model
of Hauser outlined in Sect. 3.6, which gives the following for the voltage drop
across the internal base layer of the test structure [77]:
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slope

R'Bint

Fig. 3.51. :Measurement of
base series resistance using
a special bipolar-transistor
structure with two separate
base contacts; typical measurement results, after [1361

2~

If the value of

RBM

is known, this allows one to determine z as follows [137]:

This result may be used for the computation of the base resistance from a
power dissipation calculation, resulting in
_

RBB' -

RBext

I

1

tan(z)-z

+ R Bint (H E-2L1) ztan 2( z )

It should be emphasized, however, that such a transformation neglects conductance modulation of the base layer and can therefore provide only a crude
approximation; attempts to improve further on the method have been presented in [138].

The Open-Collector Method
The open-collector method [132, 139, 140] is a dc method for the determination of the emitter resistance REE" The voltage VCE between the emitter
and collector is measured as a function of the base current lB. Assuming a
voltmeter of infinite resistance, Ic = 0 and therefore IB = h. Since no voltage drop occurs across the collector resistance, because Ic = 0, the measured
voltage VCE obeys the relation
(3.239)

If VCE and IB are given, the value of VC'E' has to be determined from the
equivalent circuit, which under dc conditions simplifies to that shown in Fig.
3.52. At node B', the base current IB splits up into a portion IBc that flows
into the collector region and a portion IBE that flows into the emitter region.
Since Ic = 0, the relation IBc = he! Eft = (ICE - h,C)/qB has to be fulfilled.
Use of the current-voltage relations for ICE and lEe yields
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Fig. 3.52. Determination of emitter
series resistance by the open-collector
method (Gummel-Poon equivalent
circuit)

(3.240)
The solution (3.240) is independent of IB as long as qB and BR can be assumed
to be constant. In the analysis of measured VCE characteristics, the value of
VC'EI can be assumed to be approximately constant if this is the case. Under
these conditions the emitter resistance follows from the slope of the VCE(IB)
characteristic: REEl :=::0 dVcE/dIB . Application of this method to integrated
bipolar transistors will cause errors owing to the infiuence of the epitaxial
collector region and the parasitic pnp transistor formed between the base,
collector and substrate; a discussion of the subtleties of the open-collector
method in this context has been presented in [141].

3.12.4 Carrier Multiplication and Open-Base Breakdown
The open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO, which determines the maximum
voltage that may be applied between the collector and emitter with a highimpedance base drive, is an important parameter that is measured for process
monitoring. For the purposes of compact modeling, the bias dependence of
the carrier multiplication of injected electrons has to be determined.

Open-Base Breakdown Voltage
Open-base breakdown generally occurs because of carrier multiplication in
the bc diode and therefore requires the breakdown condition (3.70) to be
fulfilled. Breakdown voltages are measured with an applied test current 49
and a high-impedance voltmeter.
49The bias dependence of the current gain causes problems if one intends to characterize
emitter-collector breakdown with a voltage source. Since at first only a small current flows,
the current gain is low and VCE Ims to be increased to a value close to the bc breakdown
voltage BVCBO to cause breakdown. As soon as the condition for breakdown is fulfilled, an
uncontrolled increase in the current and destruction of the transistor result if no precautions
are taken to limit the current. For that reason, it is better to apply a current Ic = IE (open
base) and measure the resulting voltage VCEO with a high-impedance voltmeter.
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Figure 3.53 shows both the value of the current gain BN for VCB = 0 (i.e.
JilIn = 1) and the value of the open-base collector-emitter voltage V(;EO as
functions of Ic. An increase in BN results in a decrease in the value of VCEO the breakdown voltage BVCEO should therefore be specified as the minimum
value of VCEO.
In order to find out whether variations in BVCEO are due to variations in
the current gain or due to other reasons, a scatter plot of BVCEO/ BVCBO
versus l/[B N (VCB = 0) + 1] on a double-logarithmic scale can be helpful. If
Miller's law is approximately fulfilled, the data points should lie on a straight
line with slope N I , since the breakdown condition can be written in the form
BVCEO)Nl
( BVCBO

~

1
BN+1

if the multiplication factor obeys Miller's formula. An example of such a plot is
given in Fig. 3.54, which shows the substantial variations in nVCEO observed
for lots A and B to be due solely to variations in the emitter efficiency (variations in the surface recombination velocity that characterizes the polysilicon
emitter contact), while lot C was found to suffer from small values of BVCEO
because of another effect (punchthrough).
Whether collector-emitter breakdown is caused by carrier multiplication
in the bc junction or by punchthrough can be determined by comparison of
the values of BVCEO and BVCES, which is determined with the emitter and
base short-circuited: if BVCES > BVCEO, the breakdown is due to carrier
multiplication in the bc diode.
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Collector-emitter breakdown at constant terminal current IT3 is the worst
case: all holes that are generated in the be depletion layer flow to the emitter
and determine the transfer current. Besides the values of BVCEO and BVCES,
a breakdown voltage BVCER is sometimes specified; this is determined with
an applied current Ic and the base and emitter shunted with a resistor R (see
Fig. 3.55a). In this case a portion VBE/ R of the generated holes may leave
the device. The current IBE that is available to forward-bias the eb junction
is therefore
IBE = (NIn-l)h -

VBE
R
'

if the leakage current ICBO of the bc diode is assumed to be small in comparison with the applied current Ic. If we take Ic = lvlnh = lvlnB~IBE' the
breakdown condition
lvl

n

=

1 + l/B~
1 - VBE/(Rlc)

is obtained, which reduces in the limit R --+ CXJ to the open-base breakdown
condition (3.70). Finite values of R cause a reduction in the denominator
and require larger values of the multiplication factor in order to meet the
breakdown condition.
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z

Co

OJ

..Q

8' N
with emitter-base
shunt-resistor (b)
log Ie

Fig. 3.55. (a) Measurement
setup for the determination of
BVCER, and (b ) effective current gain used for the discussion
of measurement results

The addition of the resistor R corresponds to an effective reduction of the
internal current gain B~ to

13' _
~ -

_1_
(

B~

+

VBE
RIc )

-1

'

as illustrated in Fig. 3.55b. At small current values, the effective current gain
is very small and BVCER > BVCEO is obtained, whereas if RIc» VBEon
the effective current gain is only slightly affected by the shunt resistor, and
BVCER ~ BVCEO· The measurement of BVCER therefore does not provide
any new insight and is therefore not recommended.

Multiplication Factor
For small values of the transfer current - when self-heating effects are negligible - the carrier multiplication factor NIn due to injected electrons can be
determined by one of the two methods analyzed in [142]. If the base current
at small values of VCB is due to injection into the emitter region only, as is
generally the case, its value can be written as

corresponding to
1 __1_
Mn

=

IB(VBE,O)-IB(VBE,VcB)
IC(VBE, VCE)

(3.241 )

Since the multiplication of the transfer current Ic/NIn is determined from
a change of the base current, which is generally smaller by two orders of
magnitude, this method allows one to measure 1 - l/}vIn over a range of five
decades. A double-logarithmic plot of l-l/NIn versus VCE therefore yields a
curve such as the one depicted in Fig. 3.56. From this figure, the parameters
BV(" BV(;RO, Nl and N2 as well as the crossover voltage
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(3.242)

at which the two asymptotic curves intersect, can be readily obtained, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.57. This yields all of the parameters of the avalanche
model outlined in Appendix D. If carrier multiplication is described as in
the VBIC or MEXTRAM model, the parameters VJC and 1VIJC should be
determined first from capacitance measurements; the parameters AVCl and
AVC2 are then easily determined from a semi-logarithmic plot of
Mn(VCB)-l

VCB+VJC
Since
log (Mn(VCB)-l)

.

VCB+VJC

= 10g(AvCl) -10g(e)Avc2(VcB+ VJC)''VIJ C -l

if (3.69) holds, the parameters AVCl and AVC2 can be determined from the
offset and slope of the straight line that fits the measurement data.
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to the carrier multiplication factor l\;ln

3.12.5 Thermal Resistance, Self-Heating Effects
Current-voltage characteristics determined with standard dc measurement
apparatus are generally affected by self-heating effects: in packaged semiconductor devices the temperature at the surface of the package rather than the
junction temperature, and in wafer probe stations the temperature of the
back surface of the wafer rather than the temperature of the device under
test, is held constant. Owing to the finite thermal resistance between the device under test and the heat sink self-heating effects may therefore influence
the results of parameter measurements. As has been shown in [143], it is possible to determine the thermal resistance between the device and the heat
sink from the variation of 113 with VC13 for values of VC13 sufficiently small
that carrier multiplication can be neglected. Figure 3.58 shows the relative
change

b.IB
IB

IB(VBE, VCB)- IB (VBE , 0)
IB(VBE,O)

in the base current associated with a change in the reverse bias VCB applied
to the be diode for two values of VBE. At VBE = 0.6 V, the transfer current is
small and self-heating effects may be neglected. In this case b.IB/IB remains
approximately zero, up to the onset of an observable hole current component
in the bc diode due to impact ionization. At VRTc = 0.8 V, substantial power
dissipation occurs, resulting in a device temperature that increases with VCI3.
If the relative change in the base current b.IB/IB is plotted versus the increase
b.P = P(VBE' VCB) - P(VBEl 0) in the dissipated power,50 an approximately
linear increase with slope
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(3.243)
is observed before the onset of carrier multiplication. If series resistances can
be neglected, as is the case with transistors which have a rather large emitter
area, the temperature dependence
1R

rv

T XT] exp (TYg-eVB'E')
kBel'

yields

fJIB)
( aT VBE

= (fJIB )
aT Vn ,],;,

= ~ Vg - VB'E' +XT1VT 113 .
T

VT

From this result, the thermal resistance Rth can be calculated from the slope
as

'mp

In transistors with a small emitter area, a substantial emitter series resistance may occur; in this case a simultaneous extraction of both the thermal
resistance and the emitter series resistance is necessary [144]. Alternatively,
(a1B/aT)vBE can be determined from a series of measurements performed
with different temperatures on the back surface of the wafer. In a generalization of the method, the temporal change of .6.iI3(t) after a VeE voltage
step is monitored [145] and llsed for the extraction of the thermal impedance
between the device and the heat sink.
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3.13 Parameter Extraction - AC Measurements
AC measurement methods are used for the determination of depletion capacitances and transit times. VVhile depletion capacitances can be determined
directly from two-terminal measurements with a vector voltmeter, two-port
parameters such as admittance and hybrid parameters are hard to measure directly, as open- and short-circuit conditions are difficult to realize at
frequencies in the megahertz and gigahertz regimes. S-parameter measurements [146], which allow a two-port to be terminated with a characteristic
impedance (generally 500), are used instead; from these measurements, admittance or hybrid parameters are calculated (see Appendix B) and used for
the extraction of iT or imax. Using special probes, it is possible to perform
s-parameter measurements directly on a wafer. Under these conditions, no
errors due to bond inductances or parasitic capacitances of the case appear.
De-embedding procedures employing special test structures are necessary for
discrimination of parasitics due to pad capacitances, etc.

3.13.1 De-Embedding
Figure 3.59a shows a typical pad configuration of a high-frequency bipolartransistor test structure. The emitter and sllbstrate pads are shorted and

e

(a)

(b)

e

s

(c)

Fig. 3.59. (a) Layout, (b)
cross sect.ion and (c) simplified equivalent circuit. of pad
configuration in typical bipolartransistor test structure [1131
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form an ohmic contact to the underlying p-type substrate. The base and
collector pads are isolated from the substrate by the LOCOS oxide (see Fig.
3.59b). At high frequencies, however, capacitive coupling to the substrate
becomes important. A simple equivalent circuit of the pad configuration and
its coupling to the underlying substrate is given in Fig. 3.59c. For a proper
determination of the device parameters, the effect of the parasitics has to be
separated. For that purpose, additional measurements are performed using
open and short test structures, as illustrated in Fig. 3.60.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3.60. (a) Open and
(b) short test structures
u~ed in conventional deembedding procedures

S-parameter measurements are performed on these test structures and :y and z
parameters are derived, which are used to subtract the effect of the parasitics
[147-150]. These de-embedding procedures rely on simple relations obeyed
by the admittance and impedance matrices 51 with parallel admittances and
series impedances added as illustrated in Fig. 3.61.

Zl

(a)
Fig. 3.61. (a) Two-port with parallel

(b)
adrnittance~

and (b) two-port with

~eries irnpedance~

51The computation of admittance and impedance parameters from s-parameters is explained in Appendix B,
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According to these relations, the admittance matrix of the two-port shown in
Fig. 3.61a is
y

= (

yb+ Y l+ Y 3

yb-Y3

Y~l -Y3

Y~2+Y2+Y3

whereas the impedance matrix of the two-port shown in Fig. 3.61b is

Z=

(Z~l +Zl +Z3
ZGl +Z3

Z~2+Z3

)

ZG2+ Z 2+ Z :3

•

As can be seen from Fig. 3.60a, the admittance matrix of the open configuration is

subtraction of the admittance matrix yopen from the admittance matrix y
therefore gives the admittance matrix of the device with series impedances
Zl, Z2, Z3. The effect of the series impedances can be removed with the help
of the short test structure: transforming the difference between the admittance matrices of the short and open structures to z parameters yields the
impedance matrix

)

.

Transformation of the admittance matrix y - yopen to z parameters and subtraction of Zser thus yields the impedance parameters of the device under
test.

3.13.2 Transit Time
From the s-parameters of the internal device, it is possible to determine the
small-signal current gain h 21e (f) as a function of frequency for different values
of the bias current Ie. The cutoff frequency 1T = /31;3 for each value of the
bias current is easily obtained from a Dode plot of h 21e (f).
The parameter

Tf

is generally determined from a plot of 1/(271/T) versus

l/Ie. As long as the transit time can be assumed to be constant, this should
result in a straight line with offset
which can be rewritten as
1
27f T

-j- =

(Cje+Cjc)VT
Ie

Tf

+ (ree/+rcc/)Cjc

+ T[ + (r""I+rcc ) Cjc
l

.

according to (3.100),

(3.244)

The transit time can be assumed to be constant as long as high-level-injection
effects are negligible (Ie small, and correspondingly 1/Ie large): extrapolation
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Fig. 3.62. Extraction of forward transit time Tr (valid under low-level injection) from measurements of the cutoff
frequency [1131

of the line to 1/ Ie = 0 and subtraction of (Tee'+'T' cc' )Cjc thus yields the forward
transit time under low-Ievel-injection conditions. This is demonstrated in Fig.
3.62; the increase of Tf at large values of Ie due to high-Ievel-injection effects
is seen as a deviation from the straight-line behavior.

3.13.3 Capacitances
Depletion capacitances arc measured by snperposition of a small ac signal
on a dc junction voltage; the measurement frequency is generally chosen to
be below 1 MHz in order to avoid RC delays. For the characterization of
high-frequency bipolar transistors with a very small emitter area, special test
structures that employ a parallel connection of several transistors are used to
determine a multiple of the original device capacitance. De-embedding of the
test structure used has generally to be done.
Three parameters, C JO , lv1J and VJ, can be determined to give an optimal
fit to the measured data by using a nonlinear least-squares optimization routine. If the program is allowed to choose parameters without any constraints,
unphysical values of the diffusion voltage VJ may result. This has the disadvantage that a wrong temperature dependence of the depletion capacitance
will be predicted. Therefore VJ is often fixed a priori, in order to give the correct temperature variation, and C JO and 1\;1J are then determined by a fitting
procedure.
To estimate the capacitances from layout data, the junction capacitances
are generally written as the sum of an intrinsic component that varies in
proportion to the junction area Aj = LW and of a peripheral component
that varies in proportion to the perimeter length Pj = 2(W +L):
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The parameters c~ and c~ are determined from transistors with different
ratios .fj / A j . Plotting measured values of Cj / Aj versus .fj / Aj should then yield
a straight line with a y axis intercept given by c~ and a slope determined by
/
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Fig. 3.63. Vertical doping profile of an npn bipolar transistor. The emitter and base dopant
distributions were determined by SIMS, and capacitance and resistance measurements were
used for the determination of the doping distribution in the epitaxial layer

Extraction of Doping Profiles. If the vertical doping profile of the base
region and the area of the bc junction are known,·'i2 the vertical doping profile
in the collector region may be extracted from the bias dependence of the bc
capacitance. In the depletion-layer approximation, we may write, 53
Cjc(VCB)

E~C
.Lcb(VCB)-.Lbc(VCB)
-eAjcNA [ Xbc(VCB )]

~~----------

=

[.

(

eAjcND Xcb VCB

dXbc

-d--'
VCB

)]

dx~

-dVCB

(3.245)

52 Large-area transistors are to be preferred for this type of measurement; the vertical
doping profile in the base region is generally determined by SIMS.
53 As was pointed out in [151,152]' this yields the density of majority carriers, rather
than the density of ionized donors on the collector side. Further errors associated with
the depletion-layer approximation have been discussed in [153-155]. For doping densities
in excess of 1016 cm- 3 , as are typical for high-frequency bipolar transistors, however, the
depletion-layer approximation is fairly good.
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where Xbe and Xeb > Xbe denote the edges of the depletion layer on the base
and collector sides of the bc junction. Using this equation together with
dCjc
dVcB

= Cfe(VCB) (dXbc _ dXeb) ,
EAjc

dV(;B

dV(;B

we therefore obtain the following for the doping density in the collector region:
1

1

eEAfe

dCjc

Crc(VCB) dVcB
An iterative solution, together with the requirement of charge neutrality

l::

C

NA(X) dx =

l~ccb ND(x) dx ,

allows us to extract the vertical doping profile ND(x). Figure 3.63 shows a
result of this kind for a self-aligned vertical bipolar transistor [53].

3.13.4 The Impedance Semicircle Method
A widely used ac method for the characterization of series resistances is the
impedance semicircle method [132,156,157], which evaluates the frequencydependent input impedance in the common-emitter configuration. According
to the Giacoletto model, the complex input impedance should follow a semicircle if plotted in the complex z plane (Fig. 3.64). The intersections of the
semicircle 54 with the real axis should give the values of T,,+rbb,+T ee' (,6+ 1) for
w -+ 0, and Tbbl+Tee' for w -+ 00. vVith known values of {3 and T" determined
from dc characteristics, the values of Tbb' and Tee' can be computed.

Re f:lle

Fig. 3.64. Locus of
the common-emitter
input
impedance
Zl1e
as a [unction
of frequency for the
Giacoletto
model
(schematic representation);
measured
data (x) will deviate
at high frequencies

54The same information could be obtained from a Bode plot of the input admittance Yllc,
which in the approximation (3.173), has the two limit values g11e = 1/[r.,.+rbV+ree,({:I+1)1
[or w ---7 0 and l/(r·bb+ Tee') [or w ---7 00. A modification o[ the method has been presented
in [1581.
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3.14 The VBIC Model
The VBIC model is a compact model for the modeling of integrated bipolar
transistors that improves on the Gummel-Poon model in several details. It
was developed by a broadly based committee [159] to serve as an industry
standard that would replace the standard Gummel-Poon model and is therefore considered here, although there has not been very much support for the
VBIC model recently.55
In comparison with the standard Gummel-Poon model, the following modifications and extensions are introduced:
1. The model allows one to consider self-heating of a bipolar transistor by
simultaneous simulation of a thermal equivalent circuit, composed of a
thermal resistance Rth' a thermal capacitance C th and a current source
iUl(t) that delivers a current proportional to the power dissipated in the
device.
2. The model is extended to take account of the parasitic pnp transistor
formed by the base, collector and substrate regions.
3. The Early effect is taken into account in a modified form, resulting in an
improved expression for the output conductance of the bipolar transistor.
4. A modified formulation of the transistor quasi-saturation characteristics
is implemented that avoids the negative output conductances obtained
with the model of Kull et al. [89]llnder certain biasing conditions.
5. The model provides an improved description of depletion capacitances at
large forward bias as an option, and includes additional capacitances to
model overlap capacitances.
6. The model improves the description of ac and switching behavior by using
a modified description of the charge stored in the epilayer under high-levelinjection conditions, by a consistent treatment of the excess phase and by
considering current-crowding effects with a distributed input circuit.
7. \¥eak avalanche effects are modeled with a simple semi-empirical exponential expression.

3.14.1 Vertical NPN Transistor
Figure 3.65 provides a graphical representation of the VBIC model. Except
for the additional current source between nodes C' and B', which describes
the effects of impact ionization in the bc diode, the equivalent circuit used
for the description of the internal npn transistor has the same topology as in
55 The
Compact Modeling Council (Cl\lC) recommends (see, for example,
www.eigroup.org/cmc/minutes) the use of either MEXTRAM or HICUM; these are
discussed in later secLions.
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Fig. 3.65. Equivalent circuit of a bipolar transistor according to the VBIC model [159]

the standard Gummel-Poon model. However, somewhat modified modeling
equations are employed.

Modeling of Transfer Current and Early Effect
The transfer current is written in a form similar to that of the GUllllnel-Poon
model:

where, 56
56For compatibility with the Gummel-Poon model implemented in SPICE, the model
allows separate nonideality factors NF and N R , although NF = NR is recommended, as
otherwise the model can become nonpassive.
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VB'C'
= Is [ exp ( - ) -1 ]

iEc

and

qB

NRVT

is a normalized base charge that is written as

(3.246)
The normalized base charge under low-level-injection conditions q1, however,
is modeled as
ql

=

1 + qje

+ qjc

,

where the contributions of the eb and bc depletion charges to
in terms of the respective depletion capacitances, written as
1
-Q

iVBiEl cje(V)dV

--C

1

lVB1c1cjc(V)dV

= -0

BO.O

-Q
flO

0

1

VER

1

VEF

1

ql

are expressed

iVBiEl cje(V)dV,

JE. 0

1

.Ie

lVB1c1cjc(V)dV.
0

This approach introduces the two parameters VE }, and VEl:{, which are related
to the forward and reverse Early voltages VAl' and VAR of the Gummel-Poon
model. 57 According to the standard Gummel-Poon description 58 , one of the
parameters C JE , C.Ic, VEF and VER is redundant, since the condition

should be fulfilled. The utilization of four different parameters, however, allows one to fit experimental data better, particularly in modeling heterojunction bipolar transistors.
Excess Phase. The partial network of Fig. 3.65c is used for the modeling
of excess phase both ill ac and in transient analyses. The controlled current
source provides a current itzf equal to iCE; this current causes a voltage drop
V x f2 across the ohmic resistance, which is defined as 1 O. The transfer factor
57If thi~ approach i~ compared with the ~talldard Gmnrnel-Pooll model, where qje ~
VWFdVAR and qjc ~ VB,o' /VAF as long as qje, qjc
1, the estimates

«

VER

~ C V~R
./JE

B'E'

1~~ Cje(V) dV
a

and

VEF

~ C V~;

-,JC /B'C'

1~~ Cjc(V) dV
0

are obtained for the new parameters VER and VEF.
58 As is obvious from the analysis of Sect. :3.2, the transfer current is affected by the bias
dependence of the Gummel number, which is a weighted average of the base charge. Its
value varies only in proportion to the base charge if the mobilities and intrinsic carrier
densities do not show substantial variations with position. This assumption, however, is not
valid in graded-base HBTs (see Chap.4).
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1

i x f2

(3.247)

ltzf

equals the approximation to the phase shift factor .1:.(jw) considered in Sect.
3.9 if C = TD/n and L = (TD/3)n, where TD = l/wo replaces the SPICE parameter PTF = TD/Tf' Using the current i x f2 that flows through R instead of
iCE/ qI3 = itzf for the description of the transfer current introduces an appropriate delay in the voltage response of the transfer current. This formulation
works both in ac and in transient analyses and therefore provides a consistent
approach for both types of analysis.

Modeling of Internal EB and Be Diodes
The description of the internal eb and bc diodes is similar to that in the
Gummel-Poon model, but is more flexible owing to the introduction of additional emission coefficients. The recombination current of the eb diode is
written as the sum of an internal component i m ; and an external component
ZRI,X:

iBE

+ iBEX =

IBEI

[exp (

VB'E' )
NEIVT

-1] +

IBEN

[exp ( VB'E' )
NENVT

-1] .

This introduces an additional parameter N EI , which can be chosen to be
independent of the emission coefficient NF introduced in modeling the transfer
current, resulting in more flexibility in modeling the bias- and temperaturedependent current gain: the SPICE counterparts of I BEI , IBEN and NEN are
given by Is/ B F , ISE and N E , whereas NEI is taken to be equal to NF in
SPICE. The parameter WBE is used to define the fraction of the base current
that flows in the internal diode DE, i.e.
::E

=

IBEI [ exp

C~:I~T) -

1]

+ IBEN

[ exp

(~:K'E~T) -

1]

The recombination current of the (internal) bc diode is written as
iBC =

I BCI [

exp(;~;~T) -

1]

+ I BCK

[

exp(;~~~T) -

1] ,

which also extends the conventional Gummel-Poon model by the introduction
of the extra emission coefficient N EI , which may be chosen to be independent
of the emission coefficient NR introduced in the formula for the reverse transfer current. The parameters IBcI, IBcN and NCN correspond to the SPICE
parameters Is/ B R , Isc and N c , whereas NCI is taken to be equal to NR in
SPICE. The external portion of the bc recombination current is modeled as
the base diode of the parasitic pnp transistor.
Impact ionization in the reverse-biased bc diode is taken into account by
means of the controlled current source i gc . The current igc is modeled using
the formula of Klosterman and de Graaff [50],
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igc

which introduces two additional parameters, Avcl and A vc2 ; the parameters Pc and !'VIc are the built-in voltage and the grading exponent used for
modeling of the bc depletion capacitance.

Modeling of Resistances and Quasi-Saturation
The emitter and substrate resistances, as well as the extrinsic portions of the
base and collector resistances, are modeled as ohmic resistors. The internal
base resistance is modeled as bias-dependent, modulated by the normalized
base charge. This approach is justified to first order, as the base partitioning
by WI3E already takes account of emitter current crowding to a certain extent.
Quasi-saturation effects are described using a modification of the Kull approach [89] outlined in Sect. 3.7 in order to avoid problems with a negative
value of the output conductance at high VBE. The modified description makes
use of the epi current iepiO given by [89] (see Sect. 3.7) if velocity saturation
is ignored:
VRCI

+ VT { K (VB'C' ) -

K (VB'Cx)

1· cpiO

-

1 +K (VB'CI) ] }

In [
(
)
l+K VB'Cx

RCI

where RCI corresponds to the parameter Rco of the original model and K(v)
is defined as in Sect. 3.7. The effects of velocity saturation are introduced in
a different manner, on the basis of an alternative velocity saturation model,

which allows one to avoid problems arising from discontinuities in higher-order
derivatives. The current iepi across RCI is now written as 59
1epi

iepiO

=
1+

(

2

RCIiepio

Va +O.5VO.01 + v..~d H RCF

(3.248)

)

where H RCF is a dimensionless fitting parameter that allows one to partially
replace Va by VRCI.
591'he formula reproduced in [1391 is obviously erroneous as it does not give the correct
dimensions for the current.
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3.14.2 The Parasitic PNP Transistor
Integrated npn bipolar transistors are generally reali7,ed on a p-type substrate.
This results in parasitic vertical pnp transistors formed by the bc and the
reverse-biased cs junctions. These transistors are modeled by a simplified
Gummel-Poon equivalent circuit. Assuming the cs junction to be reverse
biased, the pnp transfer current has only a forward component hFP / qBp;
the model equation
hFP =

1sp

[~Vsp exp (

'VBxBp )
lVFP VT

+ (1- W:sp) exp (

1]

:BICI ) ~FPVT

takes account of the fact that the parasitic pnp transistor is distributed between intrinsic (under the emitter) and extrinsic (not under the emitter) components. The Early effect of the parasitic pnp transistor is neglected, i.e. the
normalized base charge qBp takes account of only high-level injection effects:
where

q2p

Il'F1'
= 1K1'

The base current components of the parasitic pnp transistor are modeled, in
complete analogy with the GUImuel-Poon model, with saturation currents
and emission coefficients 1 BElP , 1BE:-Jp, NCl and NCN for the eb current,
IEBP

=

1 BElP [

exp(~~:~) -

1]

+ 1BE:-Jp

and saturation currents and emission coefficients
NCN1' for the collector-base current,
iCBP

=

1 BClP

[

eXPC~:~~T) 1 BClP , 1 BcNP ,

N ClP and

( 'VS'B P )
_'VS'BP)]
- 1 + 1 BcNP [
exp
[exp ( NClPVT
~CNPVT
T

1] ,

-

1]

3.14.3 Stored Charges
In addition to depletion and diffusion capacitances, the model defines two
bias-independent overlap capacitances C BEO and CBCO; taking account of
these requires the introduction of extra elements in the Gummel-Poon model.
In the default option, the depletion capacitances arc modeled in the same
manner as in the Gummel-Poon model, although a somewhat different notation is used, as indicated in Table 3.4; a single-piece, smooth model option
and a reach-through model option are also provided. If the reach-through option is chosen, the internal and external bc depletion capacitances Cjc and Cjep
approach a constant value if the reverse bias exceeds the critical value VRT.
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Table 3.4.

vnrc

parameters for depletion capacitances

Capacitance

Cje

Zero-bias capacitance C.JO WBExCJE
Built-in voltage V.J
PE
Grading coefficient 1'v!
ME
Voltage v'
VB'E'

Cjex

Cjc

Cjep

Cjs

(i-WBE) xCJE
PE
ME
VBxE'

CJC
PC
MC
VB'C'

CJEP
PC
MC

CJCP
PS
MS

VBxBp

VS'Bp

The charge qBE associated with the internal eb diode is described in terms of
a depletion charge qje and a diffusion charge
qBE

("VB''''

= J

o

Cje(V) dv

+ TriCE/qB

,

where the forward transit time is modeled in analogy to SPICE using the
parameters TF, XTF, hF and VTF already known from the SPICE model. The
charge qBEx stored in the eb sidewall capacitance is modeled as a depletion
charge qBEx = qJEx. The charge associated with the internal bc diode is
written as

("VB'C'
./
qBC = Jo
cjc(v)dv+TRiEc+QcoV l+,exp(vB'c,/VT)'
where the reverse transit time Ttl. is already known from SPICE. The third
contribution describes charge that is stored in the epilayer according to the
Kull model [89], this term is considered only if RCI > o. Also, the charge qI3Cx
is neglected if RCI = 0; otherwise it is described by
qBCx

= QcoV 1+,exp(vB cx/ Vr) .
1

The charge qBEp associated with the eb diode of the parasitic pnp transistor
is modeled as
rUBxBp

qBEp = Jo

Cjep(v) dv

+ TRiTFP

,

whereas the charge qBCp associated with the reverse-biased cs diode is treated
as a pure depletion charge,

3.14.4 Temperature Effects
Saturation currents, current gains, series resistances and depletion capacitances are modeled as temperature-dependent quantities. However, the model
equations differ somewhat from those of the standard Gummel-Poon model.
The temperature dependence of the series resistances is modeled as follows:
T
Rx(T) = Rx(To) ( To

)XRX

'

(3.249)
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with different parameters X HX for the emitter, base, collector and substrate
regions. Use of this formulation is motivated by the temperature dependence
of the majority-carrier mobilities (see Sect. 2.8). Zero-bias depletion capacitances are modeled in the form

C (T)

x

=

(Px(T) )MX
Px(To)
,

(3.250)

where lVIx denotes the grading exponent of the corresponding junction. The
built-in voltages P x are modeled by a temperature-dependent function derived from

avoiding the approximation nnO = ND and Ppo = NA, which may lead to
negative values of the built-in voltage at high temperature.
In analogy to the SPICE approach, the general expression

Ix(T)

=

Ix(To)

(~)XX/NX exp [_
To

Ex

NXVT

(1- ToT)] ,

with the parameters listed in Table 3.5, is used for the description of
temperature-dependent saturation currents; the (nonlinear) temperature dependence of the bandgap is neglected in this approach.
Table 3.5. VBIC parameters for temperature-dependent saturation currents
Circuit element
NPN transfer current source
EB diode (internal)
EB leakage diode (internal)
DC diode (internal)
BC leakage diode (internal)
PNP transfer current source
EB diode (pnp)
EB leakage diode (pnp)
BC diode (pnp)
BC leakage diode (pIlp)

Ix

N

x

Is

NF

Inm

Nm
NEN

InEN

IBCI

NCI

I BCK

NCN

Isp

I BEIP
I BENP

N FP
NCI
NCN

I BCIP

N clP

I BcNP

N CNP

Xx
XIS
XII
XIN
XII
XIN
XII
XII
XIN
XII
XIN

Ex
EA
EAIE
EAKE
E AIC

EANC
E AIC
E AIC

EANC
E AIS
E ANS

No additional parameters are introduced to describe the temperature variation of the current gain, which is determined by the temperature dependences
of the saturation currents involved.
The excess temperature due to the power dissipated in the device is calculated from the thermal equivalent circuit Fig. 3.65b. The potential of node T
of this equivalent circuit is proportional to the excess temperature t:J..T due
to self-heating, as outlined in Sect. 3.11.2. By use of the result of this calculation, all temperature-dependent parameters can be updated to the actual
device temperature.
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3.15 The HICUM Model
The model HICUM,60 developed at the university of Bochum [160,161]' is
a compact physical transistor model that was originally designed to improve
on the standard Gummel-Poon model in forward operation or weak saturation (with an internal collector-emitter voltage drop in excess of 250 mY).
The model was subsequently extended to take account of the parasitic substrate transistor, saturation and quasi-saturation, avalanche and tunneling
currents, and self-heating effects, resulting in the equivalent circuit shown
in Fig. 3.66 [162]. In its present form, the model employs as many as 97
transistor-specific model parameters, listed in Table 3.7 - with a substantial
number of parameters derived from the separation of the transistor into an
internal and an external portion, however. The model has been designed for
geometric scalability, and a separate program called TRADICA [163,164] is
available to generate HICUM model parameters from layout data.

s

W
T

'th

R th

Gth

c

(b)

q'BCX

B--~~C=r--+----~---+----~~

(a)

E
Fig. 3.66. (a) HIGUM large-signal equivalent. circuit, including (b) self-heating network,
after [16.5]

GOThe acronym HIGeM is an abbreviation of "high current .J.:!!odel"; documentation can
be found on the website of the Compact lVlodeling Council at hUp:! /www.eigroup.org/cmc
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Table 3.6. Parameters of HICUM transistor model (level 2)
Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

Default

A
C
A

10- 16
2 X 10- 14

Transfer current
Transfer saturation current
Zero-bias base charge
High-current correction
Emitter diffusion charge weighting factor
Collector diffusion charge weighting factor
EB depletion charge weighting factor
BC depletion charge weighting factor

Is, IS
QPO
IeR,ICH
H FE , HFE
H FC , HFC
H JEI , HJEI
H JCI , HJCI
Qpo,

1

1
1
1

BE current
Saturation current of internal diode
Emission coefficient of internal diode
Saturation current of internal leak diode
Emission coefficient of internal leak diode
Saturation current of sidewall diode
Emission coefficient of sidewall diode
Saturation current of sidewall leak diode
Emission coefficient of sidewall leak diode

10- 18
1
0
2
0
1
0
2

I BEIS , IBEIS
AIREl, MBEI
IRF;TS, IREIS
A'IREI , MREI
I BEPS , IBEPS
A'Im;p, MBEP
hmps, IREPS
AIuEP, MREP

A

I BCIS , IBCIS
A'IBCI , MBCI
I Bcxs , IBCXS
1'vIBCX , MBCX

A

I BETS , IBETS
Am;T, ABET

A

0
40

l/V

0
0

A
A
A

BC current
Saturation current of internal diode
Emission coefficient of internal diode
Saturation current of external diode
Emission coefficient of external diode

(Xl

A

10- 16
1
0
1

BE tunneling CU7Tent
Tunneling saturation current
Tunneling-current exponent

BC avalanche CU7Tent
Avalanche current factor
Avalanche current exponent

F AVL ,
QAVL,

FAVL
QAVL

Series resistances
Zero-bias internal base resistance
External base resistance
Emitter current-crowding geometry factor
Correction for base sheet resistance
HF shunt capacitance ratio
Internal minority-charge ratio
Emitter resistance
External collector resistance

C

REIo, RBIO
R Bx , RBX

n
n

FGEO
FDQRO
F RCRT , FRCBI
FQI, FQI
R E , RE
Rcx, RCX

n
n

FGEO,

FDQRO,

0
0
0.6557
0
0
1
0
0

Substrate transistor
pnp transfer saturation current
pnp forward transfer emission coefficient
pnp reverse transfer emission coefficient
Saturation current of cs diode
Emission coefficient of cs diode
pnp forward transit time

hss,

ITSS

A

0
1

A

0
1
0

1'vIsT', MSF
AIsR, MSR
I scs , ISCS
1'vIsc , MSC
TSF, TSF

1

s
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Table 3.6 (continued)
Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

Default

Rsu, RSU
Csc, CSU

n

0
0

Substmte co'upl'ing
Substrate series resistance
Substrate shunt capacitance

F

Depletion capacitances
EB zero-bias depletion capacitance
EB built-in voltage
EB grading exponent
Maximum eb capacitance increase
EB /lero-bias sidewall depletion capacitance
EB sidewall built-in voltage
EB sidewall grading exponent
Maximum eb sidewall capacitance increase
CB zero-bias depletion capacitance (internal)
CB built-in voltage (internal)
CB grading exponent (internal)
CB punchthrough voltage (internal)
CD zero-bias depletion capacitance (external)
CB built-in voltage (external)
CB grading exponent (external)
CB punchthrough voltage (external)
CB partitioning factor
CS zero-bias depletion capacitance
CS built-in voltage
CS grading exponent
CS punchthrough voltage

C JElO • CJEIO

F

VOE ], VDEI
ZE], ZEI

V

A LJE ].

ALJEI

C JEPO , CJEPO

F

V[)F;P, VDEP
ZEP, ZEP

V

AL.JEP,

ALJEP

0
0,9
0.5
2.5
0
0.9
0.5
2.5

C JCIO , CJCIO
VOCI, VDCI

F

0

V

ZCI, ZCI
VPTC] , VPTCI

0.7
0.4

V

00

C JCxo , CJCXO

F

Vocx. VDCX
Zcx, ZCX

V

0
0.7
0.4

VPTcx, VPTCX

V

00

C JSO , CJSO
Vos, VDS

F
V

Zs, ZS
VPTS, VPTS

V

00

s
s
s
s

0

FBc , FBC

0
0
0.6
0.5

Diffusion ca.pacita:nces
Low-current forward transit time
Parameter for space charge layer effect
Parameter for velocity saturation effect
l\eutral emitter storage time
Parameter for TE current dependence
Saturation time constant
Transit time smoothing factor
Transit time partitioning factor
Epilayer resistance (low field)
Velocity saturation voltage
Internal CE saturation voltage
Collector punchthrough voltage
Rever~e ~torage time

TO,

TO

DTOH
TBVL, TBVL
TEFO, TEFO
G TFE , GTFE
THCS, THCS
A LHC , ALHC
FTHC , FTHC
RCIO, RCIO
VLI:\1. VLIM
VCES, VCES
VPT , VPT
TR , TR
L:J.TOH,

s

n
V
V
V

0

0
0

1
0
0.1
0
150
0.5
0.1
00

~

0

F
F

0
0

Isolat'ion capacitances
EB isolation capacitance
CB i~olation capacitance

C EOX , CEOX
Ccox. CCOX
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Table 3.6 (continued)

Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

Non-quasi-static effects
Minority-charge delay factor
Transfer current delay factor

A LQF , ALQF
A L1T , ALIT

o
o

K F , KF
At', AF
K REl , KRBI

o

Noise

1If noise coefficient
1If noise exponent

Internal base resistance factor

2
1

Collector charge scal-ing factor's
Emitter width dependence
Emitter length dependence

Default

o
o

LATB, LATB
L ATL , LATL

TempemtuTe dependences
Bandgap voltage extrapolated to 0 K
Tca of forward current gain
TC (linear) of parameter TO
TC (quadratic) of parameter TO
T exponent for RCIO
TC of saturation drift velocity
TC of VCES
T exponent of internal base resistance
T exponent of external base resistance
T exponent of external collector resistance
T exponent of emitter resistance
TC of FAVL
TC of QAVL

VGB , VGB
ALB
ALTO, ALTO
K TO , KTO
(CI, ZETACI
ALvs , ALVS
ALCES, ALCES
(RBI, ZETARBI
(rwx, ZET ARBX
(RCX, ZETARCX
(RE, ZETARE
Au'AV, ALFAV
A LQAV , ALQAV
ALB,

V
11K
11K
l/K2
11K
11K

11K
11K

Self-heat-tng
Thermal resistance
Thermal capacitance

R th , RTH
Cth , CTH

K/W

J/K

1.17
5 x 10- 3

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

aTemperature coefficient.

In contrast to the VBIC and MEXTRAM models, only one internal collector node, C', is used: effects associated with the epitaxial collector region
are modeled in an improved description of the normalized base charge qB and
transit time Tf. Except for the circuit elements introduced to describe the parasitic effects of the external transistor and the parasitic pnp transistor, which
are modeled in a standard way, it is therefore possible to consider HICUM
as a Gummel-Poon model with a substantially improved description of highcurrent effects and with modifications introduced to allow the description of
heterojunction bipolar transistors. The underlying ideas are explained in the
following subsection.
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3.15.1 Modeling Approach
The model is based on Gummel's integral charge control relation, according
to which the transfer current in forward operation varies in inverse proportion
to the hole charge Q~(VB'E/ VC'E/) stored in the internal transistor volume. In
order to accurately predict the bias-dependent value of Q~, the relation

1 _
27rf~ -

dQ~
dIc

I

(3.252)

VeE

between the cutoff frequency f~ of the internal transistor and Q~
[166],61 leading to

Since VB'C'

= - VCE if VB'E' = 0, as is the case for Ic

Q~(O, VCE) =

Qpo

+ la-VeE Cjc(V) dv

~

1

Tf

+ Cje

dVB'E'
dIc

+ Cjc

used

0, we may write

,

where Q~(O, 0) has been identified with the zero-bias base charge Q1)O
of the Gummel-Poon model. Since, according to Sect. 3.5,62

27rf~

IS

= Qpo

dVB'c'
dIc

the integral over the inverse cutoff frequency can be split up into a sum in
the following way:

l

Ie

O

1

dIc =
2 ~!'T'
"J'

lIe
0

Tf

dIc

+

lVR'E' Cjc(v) dv + jVR/CI Cjc(v) dv ,
0

-VeE

where VB'C' is the internal bc voltage at the bias point. From this, the hole
charge stored in the internal transistor volume,

Qpo

+ laIC Tf dIc
/Ve/EI

+ io
~~-------------------

Cje(v) dv

/ve/C)1

+ io

Cjc(v) dv ,

61The derivation presented here deviates somewhat from the original formulation but
relies on the same idea. As explained in Sect. 3.5, (3.252) provides a good approximation as
long as (3 is large, a requirement that becomes poorly fulfilled for very high-level injection.
Assuming that operation conditions are chosen in order that B » 1, (3.252) is fulfilled for
all geometries.
621n this expression, the forward transit time is understood to comprise the collector
transit time Tjc. The depletion capacitances Cje and Cjc denote depletion capacitances of the
internal transistor.
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results without any further approximations. As the forward transit time is
a bias-dependent small-signal quantity, this formulation consistently relates
the Gummel-Poon model to the transit time Tf derived from small-signal
n1easurements.
In order to make the approach adaptable to heterojunction bipolar transistors, further modifications of the Gummel-Poon model were introduced
within the so-called generalized integral charge control relation (GICCR).
The derivation of the GICCR [167] starts from (3.35), which is written as

h(t)

eA .
J8

IT

VT

exp ( VE'E' (t)) - exp (VE'C' (t))
VT
VT
P
(VE'E'-¢P)
--2-exp
dx
• Xe
ftnnje
VT

lXC

(3.253)

where "VE'E' and VE'C' are the base-emitter and base-collector voltage, respectively, but with the influence of the voltage drop across the emitter and collector contact resistance, as well as the base resistance being eliminated" [167].
In a further approximation, the integrand in the denominator of (3.253) is
simplified by replacing the exponential function by one, not only in the base
region, but also in the emitter and collector regions, where holes represent
the minority carriers, resulting in

(3.254)

The integral in the denominator is separated into integrals over the emitter
region (E), the base region (B) and the collector region (C) without exactly
specifying the limits of integration:

here appropriately defined averages of ftnnre have been placed in front of each
integral with the help of the mean-value theorem. The minority charges qTE
and qTC stored in the emitter and collector regions are now defined according
to

while

is represented as the sum of the zero-bias base charge Qpo, the charges q,JE
and q.JC stored in the internal eb depletion capacitances, and the minority
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charge qTB stored in the neutral base region. With these relations, (3.254)
transforms into the "generalized integral charge control relation" [167]

e2AJe VT (/lnnre)R [ exp(VB~(t)) - exp(~)]

iT(t)

Qpo +qJE +qJC + HFEqTE +qTB + HFcqTC

(3.255)

where

(/lnnfe)B
(/lnnre)E

and

A slight generalization of this transfer current model is implemented in the
HICUM model.

3.15.2 Transfer Current
In HICUM the transfer current is written in the form [162]

.

'IT

.
= "iTf

.

- "iTr

Is [(VB'E1(t))
(VB1C1(t))] ,
= ---;exp
- exp
qB

VT

VT

(3.256)

where the transfer saturation current is

the normalized "base charge"

q'B

is determined from 63

(3.257)
This relation introduces two parameters, HJEI and HJCI in addition to QPO,
HFE and HFC; these provide additional flexibility in modeling the Early effect,
in exactly the same way as the parameters VER and VEF were introduced to
model the Early effect in VBIC and MEXTRAM - this flexibility is required
for correct representation of the output characteristics of HBTs (sec Chap.
4). qTF describes the total minority charge stored in the neutral region under
forward bias conditions in terms of the transit time. The extra terms (HFE l)qTE and (HFC -1)qTC arise from the different weightings of the charges
stored in the emitter and collector regions. For an approximate description of
saturation effects, the minority charge qTR associated with a forward bias of
the bc diode is added.
6~In order to avoid numerical problems in the case of base layer punchthrough, the charge
Qpo + qJEI + HJCNJCI is limited to a positive value O.OS Qpo using a "smooth" interpolation
formula [162].
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Discussion. The author sees the HICUM model as an improved implementation of the Gummel-Poon approach, with a normalized base charge described
in terms of the forward transit time, which can be obtained from small-signal
measurements. There is only one small objection, concerning the transfer
current relation, which can easily be overcome by proper choice of parameters. 'With the definitions of VB'E' and VB'C' used in (3.253) and (3.254),
the effects due to voltage drops in the n-type emitter and epitaxial collector regions, which are usually described in terms of series resistances, are
included in the Gummel integral. If series resistances due to the monocrystalline n-type regions are to be described as such, a truncation of the Gummel
integral is required, as is explained in Appendix D.2. Since the emitter resistance in modern high-frequency bipolar transistors is essentially due to the
contact resistance, the variation of the electron quasi-Fermi level across the
monocrystalline emitter region can be neglected to a good approximation,
thus justifying the step from (3.253) to (3.254). If the electron quasi-Fermi
level can be assumed to be constant throughout the mono crystalline emitter
region, the limits of integration in the derivation of the transfer current relation may be shifted towards the eb space charge region without affecting
the result. Such a step, however, reduces the Gummcl number, which now
excludes the effects due to holes stored in the emitter region. Thus, making
the step from (3.253) to (3.254) and maintaining the effects of the minority
charge stored in the emitter seems to the author to be contradictory.

Another argument for excluding the minority charge in the emitter region
from Gummel's transfer current relation is that the hole quasi-Fermi potential represents minority carriers there and should therefore not be considered
constant in the emitter region. As a simple example, a transparent metalcontacted emitter with thickness dE can be considered, where

l

dE P d x

o

dEPnO
(<PPI3 - <PnE )
--exp
2
VT

=

if low-level injection and a constant level of the electron quasi-Fermi potential
within the emitter region are assumed. This result obviously deviates from

lodE P exp (

<pp~~ <PP )

dx

= dEPnO exp ( <PpB~<PnE )

as is easily seen by the introduction of

()

P x

= -nfe- exp (<Pp-<PnE)
NDE

VT

according to the generalized law of mass action.
Therefore, for a consistent implementation of GUllunel's transfer current
relation, the general choice HFE = 0 is suggested by the author.
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3.15.3 Static Base Current, Parasitic PNP Transistor
The base current is modeled, in analogy with the Gllmmel Po on model, by a
parallel connection of two diodes with different emission coefficients. In contrast to the Gummel-Poon model, the static base-emitter current is divided
into a current component
iBEl = lBEls [

exp(N;:E~~T) -

1]

+ hEls

[

eXPC~;:E~~T) -

1]

across the bottom of the diode, and a sidewall portion
i BEP = I BEPS [ exp (

N~R;;~T) - 1]+ hEPs [ exp ( N;nR;;~T) -

1] ,

i.e. a total of eight parameters, IBEIS, MBEI, IREIS, MREI, IBEPS, MBEP, !REPS
and MREP, are available to model the eb recombination current. The recombination current of the forward-biased bc diode is modeled with less effort, in
terms of a current

= lBCIS [ exp(N;:;~~T)

iBCl

-

1]

across the internal bc diode, and a current
.
'iBCX

(
= lBcxs [
exp

VB*C')

A1BCX VT

- 1]

across the external bc diode, i.e. a total of four parameters, IBCIS, MBCI,
IBCXS and MBCX, are available for modeling of the current in the forwardbiased bc diode.
The transfer current iTs of the parasitic pnp transistor is considered to be a
second-order effect and is described by an elementary transistor model, which
defines
hs

= hSf-hsr = hss [ exp ( MVB*C'V

. ' SF T

)

- exp (

VS'C'V )]

7I,!!

" SJ{ T

and
isc = I scs [exp (

VS'C' ) - 1] .

MSCVT

The parasitic pnp transistor may become relevant if the buried layer does not
completely separate the epitaxial collector region from the substrate.

3.15.4 Series Resistances
HICUM takes acount of three ohmic series resistances, RBx, Rcx and RE, in
series with the base, collector and emitter terminals, which are modeled as
temperature-dependent quantities of the form
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REX(T)

=

REX
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(~)

(RDX

analogous relations are used for Rcx(T) and RE(T), with the model parameters (nex and (RE. The model for the internal base resistance takes account
of both conductivity modulation and emitter current crowding:

REI = REIO

Qo';~Qp 1/;(77) ,

where REIO is a model parameter. Qo = (1 + FDQRO)QpO is comparable to
the zero-bias base charge Qpo and is determined with the help of the model
parameter FVQHO; the modification takes account of the fact, that the hole
charge has a different weighting in the Gummel integral and in the computation of the base sheet resistance. ~Qp denotes the stored hole charge:
~Qp = qJEI

+ qJCI + qTF + qTR ,

and takes account of conductivity modulation. The factor,
where
describes the effect of emitter current crowding [161,168]. F GEO denotes a
model parameter that takes account of the geometry dependence of emitter
current crowding.
HICUM takes account of a substrate resistance Rs u , introduced between
the external substrate node S and the internal substrate node Sf; in highresistivity substrate layers, the displacement current may become relevant at
frequencies in excess of that corresponding to the dielectric time constant
T f = PsubE. This effect is modeled by placing a capacitance C Su in parallel
with Rs u , with CS u chosen in order that TE = RsuCsu.

3.15.5 Charge Storage
The depletion capacitance is modeled in analogy with the SPICE GummelPo on model under reverse bias and small forward bias; a modified expression
is, however, used to describe the behavior at large forward bias. The modified
formulation removes the discontinuity in the conventional capacitance-voltage
characteristic at v -+ VJ and yields a continuously differentiable capacitancevoltage characteristic that is clamped to ALJCJ at large values of forward
bias. Figure 3.67 illustrates the modeling approach in comparison with other
approaches.
The charge stored in the internal eb depletion capacitances is determined
from 64
64Equivalent relations hold [or the emitter sidewall capacitance with CJEJO,
A LJEI replaced by C JEPO , VDEP , ZEP and A LJEP .

VDEI, ZEI

and
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Fig. 3.67. Modeling of
depletion capacitances. (a)
Elementary power law with
divergence at V = VJX ,
(b) SPICE model with
linear approximation for
V > Fe VJX , (c) correct
capacitance volLage characteristic,
(d)
HICUM
and
MEXTRAM
approach with a continuously
differentiable,
clamped
capacitance-voltage characteristic

(d)
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(3.258)
where the bias-dependent internal eb depletion capacitance is

C JElO

Cj ei ( VB'E' )

1

(l-1JjE/VDEI)ZEI 1 + exp[ (VI3'E' - VFE ) /VT 1

+

A LJEI C JEIO
1 + exp[(VFE-VB'E,)/VT 1

(3.259)

Here the HICUM parameters CJEIO, VDEI and ZEI correspond to the SPICE
parameters CJE, VJE and MJE. The model parameter ALJEI limits the value
of the eb depletion capacitance to AL./EICJElO. The voltage
ViFE --

ViDEI

1
(1 - A-LJEl
/

ZE1

)

is the value at which the conventional power-law model would reach the maximum voltage, and VjE = S(UB'E" VFE, VT) is the "smoothed jUllction voltage" ,
defined in terms of the smoothing fuuction

S(~,a,b)

=

a-bln[l+expC~~)],

(3.260)

which is a continuously differentiable function that interpolates between the
limiting cases S(~, a, b) :=:::; ~ for a - E, » b and S(~, a, b) :=:::; a for a - ~ « -b.
The charge qBCi is composed of the diffusion charge associated with a
forward-biased bc diode, written as TRiTr, and the charge stored in the internal bc depletion capacitance, which is determined from
qJCT

=

(Vn'e'

io

Cjci(V) dV ;

the internal bc depletion capacitance Cjci is described by

(3.261 )
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1

1

Cjci

(1

~~~T ) ZCI

1 + exp (

VB'C'~VFCI)

1 + exp ( _

Vjr

+~PCI )

(3.262)

where VJPcr denotes the effective punchthrough voltage, defined in terms of
the model parameters VPTCI and VDcr by

VJPCT = VPTCT - VncT ,
and VB = 4Vl' + Vll'cl/10. The punchthrough voltage Vi'TCl represents
an extra model parameter that may be chosen independently from the
punchthrough voltage VPT used for the computation of I cK . Equation (3.262)
describes a superposition of a depletion capacitance that follows the conventional power law
(3.263)
for small forward biases VB'C' < VFcr = VDcr (l_A~MZcI), and for reversebias levels VC'B' < VJPcr, i.e. before the onset of collector punchthrough.
At large forward bias, the capacitance is clamped to AJcrCJcro, similarly to
the formulation for the eb diode. At large reverse bias, after the onset of
collector punchthrough, the bias dependence of the depletion capacitance is
approximately

CJcro

Cjci

~ (1-vjr/VDCr)zcJ/4

( VDcr ) 3ZcJ/4 ,
VPTcr

with a substantially reduced voltage dependence. The factors of the form
1/(1 + eX) have the sole purpose of switching between the different limiting
situations; the "smoothed" junction voltages
Vjr

=

S(VB'C"

VFcr, VT)

and

Vjm

=

-S(-Vjr,

VJPcr, VR) ,

where S(x, a, b) is defined in (3.260), are introduced to obtain continuously
differentiable functions.
The capacitance CBCX associated with the external bc diode is composed
of the external bc depletion capacitance Cjcx and the capacitance Ccox. Its
value is split up into Ii portion c~cx = (1- FBc)CBCX connected to the node
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B and a portion c~cx = FBCCBCX connected to the node B*, using the model
parameter FBC. The external bc depletion capacitance Cjcx is calculated in
complete analogy with Cjci, using the parameters CJCIX, VDCX, ZCX and VPTCX.
The minority charge qTF stored in the neutral regions under forward-bias
conditions is computed from the bias-dependent forward transit time Tf

(3.264)
The forward transit time Tf(i) is described as a bias-dependent quantity in
the form
Tf

=

TO

+

b.TOh

(cc-l) +

TBVL

(~-l)
Cc

+

b.TEf

+

b.Tfll ,

(3.265)

where Cc = CJCID/ Cjci (VB'C') and TO, b.TOh and TBVL are model parameters; the
additional terms b.TEf and b.Tfh describe effects that become relevant at high
current densities. The first term, TO, in (3.265) takes account of all voltageindependent contributions to the transit time, determined at small current
values and VB'C' = 0; the second term, b.Toh (ce-l), takes account of the effect
of the voltage-dependent width of the bc depletion layer on the transit time:
increasing values of the reverse bias VC'B' will cause a reduction of the base
width and thus the base transit time, but on the other hand an increase due
to the larger value of the collector transit time has to be taken into account.
If b.TOh > 0, the effect of the collector transit time is more pronounced; if
the effect on the base transit time predominates, b.Toh is negative. The third
term, TBVL (l/ce-l), in (3.265) takes account of the fact that the base transit
time is increased owing to the finite carrier velocity at the bc depletion layer
edge.
The onset of high-current effects is characterized by a critical current
VCeIT

ICK

RCID

2 + x + Vx 2 +IO 3
2 V1+(vCeff/VLIJ\.I)2

,

x=

VCefI- VLIM
VPT

(3.266)

where

.d2

7\T

ReID ;:::;

;:::;

ehDepl epi

2E

denote the epilayer resistance and the collector punchthrough voltage; the
voltage VLI:vr ;:::; depiVusat! I-LnO describes the critical voltage for the onset of
velocity saturation effects. 55 RCID, VPT and VLIM are model parameters; the
"effective collector voltage" VCeff is defined according to
VCeIT

= VT { I + In [ I + exp ( VC'E' - ~~ES - VT ) ]} ,

G5This parameter corresponds to the parameter Va of the Kul! epiJayer model; at this
volLage, h = h [169].
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Fig. 3.68. Critical current

TCK

normali70ed to hIM, versus normali70ed ce voltage (after [162])

where the saturation voltage VCES ::::: VDEI - VDCI is a model parameter. The
function VCcff interpolates continuously between the approximation VCcff :::::
VC'E' - VCES, valid if VC'E' » VCES + VT, and VCeff ::::: VT, valid if VC'E' «
VCES + VT· Equation (3.266) interpolates smoothly (see Fig. 3.(8) between
the limiting situations of small and large collector-emitter voltage [160],
ICKI

=

VCeff

RcIO
ICK

1

ICHh

=

VLIM

RcIO

J1 +

(1 +

1
(VCeff /VLIl\I)

2

VCeff- VLIJ\I)
VPT

if

VCeff

«

VLIM

if

VCeff

»

VirM

The minority charge qTE stored in the neutral emitter region is expressed in
terms of the emitter transit time [170]:

GTE]

the factor [ 1 + (iTf / I CK)
takes account of the decrease of the (dc) smallsignal current gain /3 at current levels exceeding ICK, since TE varies in inverse
proportion to /3 (see Sect. 3.5). The contribution TEFO to the emitter transit
time is included in the parameter TO; the result for qTE is
in .
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High-level-injection effects also affect the minority charge stored in the neutral
collector and base regions. The charge stored in the neutral collector region
can be calculated in accordance with [86]
6.QCf =

ICK)2'tTf,
Tpcs ( 1- -.l·Tf

which can be applied under the assumption iTf > ICK; in order to avoid
unphysical results at values of iTf below I cK , the relation is modified to
6.Q

_

:

Cf - Tpcs tTf

(i+Vi2+ALIIC)2
1 V1 A
'
+
+ LHC

where i = 1 - ICK/iTf and A LHC > 0 is a model parameter, that is fitted to
measured data. The expression for 6.QCf is continuously differentiable and
results in the transit time [170]

TCl" =

Tpcs

i+Vi2+ALHC)2(
2ICK)
1+
.
( 1 + V l+A LHc
iTfV i 2 + A LHC

A corresponding relation is used for the increase of the base transit time:

L.l.TBf = TBfvs
,
A

(i ++VVi +
2

1

ALHC)
l+A LHc

2

(1 +
2IcK .
)
iTf\/ 2 + A
i

LHC

This approach is motivated by device simulations [162] and is plausible because of the coupling between the two regions through the carrier density at
the bc junction. The sum TC[ + 6.TBf yields the transit time component
6. T fh

= THCS

(i

2
2
+ V i + ALHC)
1 + V l+A LHc

(1 + inV 2IcK+ A
i2

),

(3.267)

LHC

where THCS = Tpcs + TBfvs is a model parameter. The charge stored in the
epitaxial region under the external base is described by the diffusion charge

using the model parameter TSF.
HICUM takes account of non-quasi-static effects by a method analogous to
the extended charge control model ofte 'Winkel (see Sect. 3.1), which describes
the stored minority charge qTF and the transfer current iT as delayed functions
of VI3'E' (t). The corresponding delay times for the minority charge and transfer
current are calculated as fixed fractions of the forward transit time [171]:
T2

= ALQF Tf

and

TIll = ALIT Tf

,

where ALQF and AUT are model parameters. To avoid numerical problems
with small delay times in a time-domain analysis, the delays are implemented
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using second-order Bessel polynomials (see Sect. 3.9) for both time- and
frequency-domain analyses in order to maintain consistency of the corresponding results.
Transient emitter current crowding is taken into account through introduction of a capacitance C RBI parallel to RBI; the value of C RBI is calculated as
a fraction of the total capacitance connected to the internal base node B':

Here the model parameter FCRBI, which is approximately equal to 0.2 for
long stripe transistors (see Sect. 3.9), is used.

3.15.6 Be Avalanche Effect
The avalanche current iAVL = eMn - 1) iT is modeled similarly to the VBIC
model using the approximation given in [50],

which is rewritten as 66
kIn - 1

l/Z CJ
~ FAVL VDCICc

exp (

QAVL
C.JCIOVUCI

ccl/ZCi-l)

'

where Cc = Cjci (VB'C') / C lCIO denotes the normalized bc depletion capacitance,
in order to avoid a possible numerical instability if VR'C' ----+ VUCI. A possible current-dependence of the multiplication factor is not considered in this
model.

3.15.7 Emitter-Base Tunneling
Heavily doped eb diodes cause a substantial reverse current due to tunneling
at a comparably small reverse bias. The effect is easily taken into account in
a compact model by introduction of a voltage-controlled current source between the internal base and emitter nodes of the model. The model adopted
by HICUM [162,165] corresponds to (3.65) with a tunneling-current density of
66If Cjci is modeled by the simple capacitance formula (3.263), the identity

Vue] - VB'C' =

VUCl C;:-l/ZCI

is obtained. Replacing VOCJ - VB'C' by the term on the right hand side expressed with the
improved capacitance model, which limits Cjci to a maximum value AJCJCJCIO, avoids the
divergence.
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the form JT = a VEBE exp( - Eo/ E), where E is taken to be equal to the maximum electric field strength Emax. Estimating Emax in terms of the peripheral
eb depletion capacitance (using the parameters C.JEP, VnEP, Zp) yields the
following current-voltage characteristic:

.

- IBETS Cl-l/ZPViEB exp (-A BET Cl-l/Zp)

I·BET -

ep

ep

(3.268)

,

where cep = Cjep (VI3'E' ) / Cmp denotes the normalized eb depletion capacitance, and I nETs and AnET denote two model parameters, with a temperature
dependence that is predominantly caused by the temperature dependence of
the bandgap [162].

3.15.8 Temperature Effects

'10

1',

The model parameters are specified at the reference temperature
and updated to the actual device temperature
which is calculated from the ambient temperature and the excess temperature caused by self-heating effects.
The temperature dependence of the transfer saturation current is described
by

Is(T)

(1'- ):1 exp [VeB
- - (1'
- - 1 )]
V
'10

1

Is

. 1+ Zm (1- VnET(T)) '10
2

T

VDEI

where VGn denotes an average value of the bandgap voltage in the base region
extrapolated to T = O. The first fraction takes acount of the temperature
dependence of the zero-bias base charge, which is predominantly due to the
temperature dependence of the depletion-layer widths. The remaining factors
correspond to the SPICE Gummel-Poon model, with X T1 chosen to be equal
to three. The temperature dependences of all eb diode saturation currents are
modeled in the form

IBS(T) = IBs

~ ('1'
--1) ( -To'1,)3 exp [V;
MVT To

ALB(T -To)

]

,

where (Im;,lvI) is given by (IBElS,}vlBEI), (IHE1 S,2\;fHEI), (IBEl's,lvlBE l') and
(IREPS, }VlREP ). This gives an approximately linear temperature dependence
(with temperature coefficient ALB) of the forward current gain (measured at
constant Ie), under low-level-injection conditions. The saturation currents of
the bc and the cs junctions obey corresponding relations, but with ALB set to
zero. The temperature dependence of the depletion capacitances and built-in
voltages is described analogously to (3.222) and (3.221).
In analogy with the VBIC and MEXTRAM models, self-heating is taken
into account by means of a one-pole thermal equivalent circuit, specified by
the model parameters Rth and Cth and a power dissipation calculated from
all dissipative elements of the equivalent circuit.
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3.16 The MEXTRAM Model
This section describess another physics-based model that has been introduced
to improve on the standard Gummel Poon model: the MEXTRAM 67 model
[94, 172] developed at Philips in 1985 and updated in 1987 (MEXTRAM
502) [61], 1993 (MEXTRAM 503) and 2000 (MEXTRAM 504).
The following survey is based on the specifications of the Level 504 model
released in April 200l [94], and the specifications of the Level 503 model of
December 2000 [172]. The focus will be on the Level 504 model, which is
claimed to provide better results for the description of first- and higher-order
derivatives, resulting in, for example, more accurate descriptions of the output conductance, cutoff frequency and low-frequency third-order distortion.
In the Level 504 model, special attention is paid to SiGe transistors, and
self-heating effects are included in the description using a one-pole thermal
equivalent circuit similarly to the approach implemented in VBIC. As compared with the Level 503 model, the number of modeling parameters has been
increased to provide greater modeling flexibility. In contrast to early MEXTRAM versions, all model equations are now given as explicit functions of
internal branch voltages and no internal quantities have to be determined
from implicit equations by iteration. The model allows the specification of 66
parameters: 25 are used for forward-current modeling, 6 for reverse-current
modeling, 14 for charge modeling, 14 to take account of temperature dependences, 2 for the simulation of self-heating effects, 3 for the noise model, and
2 parameters are included specifically for HBT modeling; 7 additional general
parameters determine the level employed, the reference temperature and flags
to choose between various modeling approaches.
Table 3.7 lists the 66 transistor parameters specified in the Level 504 model
for integrated npn bipolar transistors. These parameters appear in positions
8 to 74 on the parameter list of the modeL in the order given in Table 3.7.
The parameters in positions 1 to 7 of the list (not shown in Table 3.7) specify
the LEVEL and the parameter MULT (default 1), which can be used to characteri7,e a parallel connection of identical transistors: the parameters IS, IK,
IBF, IBR, ISS, IKS, QBO, IHC, CJE, CJC and CJS, are multiplied by MULT,
whereas the parameters RCC, SCRCV, RCV, RBC, RBV and RE are divided by
MULTi the 1/ f noise coefficients KF and KFN are scaled as KF x MULTI-AI'
and KFN x MULTl-[2(AfLF-ll+AF(2-J'hFl]. Further parameters are the reference
temperature TREF (default 25°C), the excess temperature DTA (default 0 K),
and three flags EXMOD, EXPHI and EXAVL to allow extended modeling ofreverse
current gain, distributed high-frequency effects and avalanche effects.

67The acronym MEXTRAM is an abbreviation of "Q!ost exquisite transistor Q!odel" - a
name that certainly avoids unnecessary understatement. Documentation of the model equations is provided on the web site http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/PhilipsJvlodels/
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~lEXTRA~l

model parameters and corresponding parameters in SPICE

Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

SPICE

Is, IS
11(, IK
VER, VER
V EF , VEF
E p , BF
II3F, IBF
M LF , MLF
X IBI , XIBI
E RI , BRI
11m , IBR
VLR, VLR
X Excr , XEXT

A
A
V
V

IS
IKF
VAR
VAF
BF
ISE
NE

WAVL,

WAVL
VAVL
BFR , SFR

In

VAVL,

V

R E , RE
RRc, RBC
R Bv , RBV
Rcc, RCC
Rcv, RCV

Q

Internal transistor
Transfer saturation current
Forward knee current
Reverse Early voltage
Forward Early voltage
Ideal forward current gain
Saturation current of eb lealmge diode
Emission coefficient of eb leakage diode
EB diode partition factor
Ideal reverse current gain
Saturation current of bc leakage diode
Crossover voltage of bc leakage diode
BC diode partition factor

A

A
V

BR
ISC

BC avalanche CU7Tent
A valallche zone thickne;;;;
Avalanche curvature voltage
Avalanche current spreading factor

Series resistances
Emitt.er resist.ance
Base resistance (external)
Base resistance (variable portion)
Collector resistance (external)
Epilayer resistance
Epilayer space charge resistance
Critical current for velocity saturat.ion
Quasi-saturation parameter

EB capacitance
EB depletion capacitance (VBE
EB built-in voltage
ED grading exponent
Partition factor for Cje
EB overlap capacitance

= 0)

BCRCV , SCRCV

n
n

Q

n
n

IRc, IRC
A XI , AXI

A

CJE

F
V

C JE ,

VDE, VDE
P E , PE
X CJE , XCJE
C BEQ ,

CBEO

RE
RBM
RB-RBM
RC
RCO

CJE
VJE
MJE

F

BC capacitance

BC depletion capacitance (VBc = 0)
BC built-in voltage
BC grading exponent
Con;;tant part of Cjc
Current-modulation coefficient. for Cjc
Fraction of internal be capacitance
BC overlap capacitance

CJC , CJC
VDC, VDC
Pc, PC

F
V

X p , XP
]I;[c,

MC

X CJC , XCJC
CBCQ,

CBCO

XCJC

F

Diffusion charge
Emitter diffusion charge coefficient
Minimum emitter transit time
Base transit time

CJC
VJC
MJC

TnT'

MTAU

TE, TAUE
TB, TAUB

s
s
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Table 3.7. (continued)
Parameter name

Parameter

Unit

Epilayer transit time
Reverse base transit time

TEFl, TEPI

s

TR, TAUR

s

SPICE

HBT modeling options
Bandgap difference over the base
EB recombination current prefactor

t,Eg, DEG
X REC , XREC

eV

Tempemture dependences
T
T
T
T
T
T

exponent of zero base charge
exponent of emitter re~i~tivity
exponent of base resistivity
exponent of epilayer resistivity
exponent of extrinsic base
exponent of buried-layer resistivity
BF bandgap voltage difference")
BR bandgap voltage differenee b )
Base bandgap voltage
Collector bandgap voltage
EB recombination bandgap voltage
TAUE bandgap voltage difference C )

A QBO , AQBO
A E , AE
A B , AB
A EFl , AEPI

A EX , AEX
Ac, AC

t,VGBF, DVGBF
t, VGBR, DVGBR
VGB, VGB
VGC, VGC
VGJ, VGJ
t, VGTE, DVGTE

v
V
V
V
V
V

EG
EG
EG

Noise modeling

l/f

1/f
1/ f

noise coefficient (ideal)
noise coefficient (nonideal)
noise exponent

K F , KF
K FN , KFN
A F , AF

KF
AF

OS diode
PNP transistor saturation current
Substrate knee current
CS depletion capacitance (Vcs = 0)
CS built-in voltage
CS grading exponent
Substrate bandgap voltage
T exponent for Iss

Iss, ISS
I Ks , IKS
CJS , CJS
VDS, VDS

Ps , PS
VGS , VGS
As, AS

A
A
F
V

CJS
VJS

V

EG

0

Self-heating
Thermal resistance
Thermal capacitance

K/W
.I/K

a) Used to describe the temperature dependence of the ideal forward current gain flF
b) Used to describe the temperature dependence of the ideal reverse current gain BR
C) Used to describe the temperature dependence of the minimum emitter transit time

TE

The extraction of model parameters is documented in [173]. Figure 3.69 provides a graphical representation of the l'vIEXTRAl'vI model, which (like the
VBIC model and the extended GumlIlel-Poon model [89]) uses an additional
internal collector node to model effects of the low-doped collector region (epilayer).
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Fig. 3.69. MEXTRAM equivalent circuit of an integrated vertical npn bipolar transistor
(after [94]), thermal equivalent circuit for the description of self-heating effects not shown

3.16.1 Transfer Current
In the MEXTRAM model TNS 504 for integrated npn transistors, the transfer
current is written in a form that closely resembles that in the Gummel-Poon
approach,G8

(3.269)
where
iEc

= Is [ exp C~:2

)-

1]

and qB = ql +q2 is the normalilled base charge. The voltage V~2C2 may deviate
from the internal bc voltage VB2C2 and is determined so as to be consistent
with the epilayer model. The value of ql is expressed in terms of integrals
over the internal depletion capacitances similarly to the VBIC model:
GSThe notation has been modified in some instances from that used in the documentation
of lhe Level 504 model [94] in order make clear lhe analogies wilh olher models discussed
in this book.
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q1

=

1+
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VTE( VB 2EJ + VTc( VB C
2

VER

'lepi) ,

l'

VEF

(3.270)

where the voltage VTE is defined in terms of the internal eb depletion capacitance (3.290) and the voltage VTC is defined in terms of the internal bc
depletion capacitance (3.292); two Early voltages are introduced in order to
make it possible to adapt the model for the simulation of heterojunction
bipolar transistors. The value of q2, which represents the effects of the stored
minority charge, is expressed in the form
q2

=

ql (

2

!I

1 + vi 1 + !I

+

12

1 + vi 1 + 12

)

(3.271 )

where

(3.272)
The idea behind this approach is that the diffusion charge in the base region
can be represented as the sum of a component qTRF controlled by the eb diode
and a component qTBR controlled by the bc diode. The component qTBF is
assumed to vary in proportion to (3.123)69

(VB2El)

2
2 nieexp
-VT

if we make the identification nrelNl = lsi IK. In summary, four parameters
are llsed for the description of the transfer current: the transfer saturation
curent IS, the forward knee current IK, which is used to characterize the onset
of high-level-injection effects in the base, and the forward and reverse Early
voltages VEF and VERi these correspond to the parameters IS, IKF, VAF and
VAR of the SPICE Gummel-Poon model.

3.16.2 Base Current Components, Parasitic PNP Transistor
The ideal forward base current is split up into a bulk component,
iI31

Is [ exp (VB2El)
= (1-XII3I ) BF
VT

- 1

]

,

(3.273)

and a part that is attributed to the sidewall diode,

·s
lEI

Is [ cxp (VBIE1)
= X TRTB;
V

69The description of

T

qTI3R

is analogous.

-

1

]

(3.274)
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in addition to this, nonideal base current components due to SRH processes
in the space charge layer are described by70
iB2 =

IBF [

exp(;:~~T)

-

1] +

GminVI32E1

(3.275)

(3.276)

1·B3

The parameter BF corresponds to the parameter BF of the SPICE GummelPo on model, while 1BF, MLF and 1BR correspond to the parameters 1SE, NE
and 1SC. There is no counterpart to the emission coefficient NC of the SPICE
Gummel-Poon model, which is used to fit the nonideal reverse base current
component. The currentiBICl = iB3 + i ex is composed of iB3 and the extrinsic
base current i ex due to electrons injected from the collector into the extrinsic
base, which is described by

Is
BRI
and takes account of high-level-injection effects in the bc diode, a feature not
included in the SPICE Gummel-Poon model, VBIC or HICUM. The substrate
current is modeled in terms of the pnp transistor saturation current Iss and
the substrate knee current (referred to Is) IKs, according to

2Iss [ex p
1· su b

1+

1+4

(V~~l)
~
hs

-1 ]
(3.277)

exp (VBICl)

VT

The currents XIex and XIsub indicated in Fig. 3.69 are considered only if the
option EXMOD = 1 is chosen,72 which causes a partitioning of i cx and isub.
7°For the purposes of numerical stability, small conducLances (not shown in Fig. 3.69)
13
= 10- . /0, are conneded between nodes B' and C' and between B2 and El.
71The formula for iB3 is derived from the maximum value of the expression for the net
recombination rate, which, under the assumption TnO = TpO = T, reads [61]

G min

1

Rmax =

~

nre

[exp(V' /Vr ) - I]
2nie exp(Il'/2IlT ) + 2nie cosh(~ W T /kBT)

The formula describes an increase of iB3 ~ exp( VB ,c ,/Vr) as long as VB,C, « IlLH ; in the
limit VB,C, » VLR, the proportionality iB3 ~ exp(vB,C,/2VT) is obtained.
72See [94] for the detailed model equations in the case in which this option for extended
modeling of the reverse current gain is seleded.
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The current 'iSF associated with a forward-biased cs junction is modeled as
an ideal diode with saturation current Iss in order to signal a substantial
forward bias of this junction to the designer, but without any attempt to
accurately describe the current-voltage characteristic.

3.16.3 Epilayer Description
The MEXTRAM epilayer model [91,94,174] includes base widening and quasisaturation due to an ohmic voltage drop and to the Kirk effect; it represents
an improved version of the epilayer model of Kull [89], which is valid only if
IT < h = eAjeNDepiVnsat in forward operation. The epilayer model provides
the internal bc voltage v B2C2 ' which is required for the computation of the
transfer current and the bc depletion capacitance; the value of vn2c2 may
deviate from the value of the potential difference VI32C2 determined by the
circuit simulator in forward operation.
In the first step, the Kull epilayer model is used for the computation of Iepi.
In reverse operation, the model of Kull is used without modification, and
V~2C2 = VB2C2' In the modified formulation for forward operation [90,91]' the
assumption of quasi-neutrality, which underlies the Kull model, is applied
only to the injection region between 0 and Xi, where the hole density p(x) is
comparable to the electron density. If the adjacent region between Xi and depi
is ohmic, the current through this region is 73
1
d cpi
-R d.'.
cv epI-XI

I epi =

(VC 1 R2 +VR 2 CJ = In,

where Rcv denotes the ohmic resistance of the total epilayer and
rPpB - rPn (Xi). In the Level 504 model, VB2Ci is calculated from

(3.278)
VB2Ci

=

where I epi is calculated from the Kull epilayer model; this relation was found
to accurately describe the onset of "hard saturation" [93]. Introducing the
new variable 74

73 Since the ohmic region is quasi-neutral, it would in this case be possible to apply the Kull
approa<:h to the whole epilayer region, rather than to the region between Xi and d epi [911.
74The formula implemented in the Level ,504 model to calculate Vqs is

V~s

~ (Vq'sh +

V(VJi')

2

+0.04 x

VJc) ,

where

Vqsth

=

F

VCIB2

+

17

VDC

)
+ 2VT 1n (IePiRcv
~ + 1 ,

in order to avoid negative values of

VC,B2

+ VB2Ci.
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(3.278) transforms into
Iepi

Vqs

= ---

If) ,

RCVYi

(3.279)

where Yi = 1- x;jdepi . The effects of the field-dependent mobility are not
taken into account in In. For I epi > h = I Hc , the region between Xi and depi
no longer shows ohmic behavior: the injection region is followed by a space
charge region, filled with hot electrons, where the space charge density reads

= eN_Depi

p(x )

A

-

Iepi
jeVnsat

= eN_Depi

(

Iepi )

1-1nc

A double integration of the Poisson equation from

JTir

dePi

Xi

.
to

depi

then gives

E(x)dx = -Vqs

(3.280)

= _ Vnsat(dePi_X) +
~~

cN (1Depi

IePi) (depi -

E

~c

X

i)2

2

where E(Xi) = -VnsaL/~nO is taken as a boundary condition [91]. Equation
(3.280) can be rewritten in the form
I HC

+

Vqs-IHcRcvYi
2

SCRCVYi

(3.281 )

where
SCRCV

denotes the hot-carrier epilayer resistance. To make this result applicable
to compact modeling, the thickness of the injection region Xi (and, correspondingly, the variable Yi) has to be determined and a smooth interpolation
between the two limiting cases (3.279) and (3.281) has to be found. A smooth
transition between the ohmic and the hot-carrier regime is obtained if I Hc in
(3.281) is replaced by
I

_
low -

InIHc
In+IHc '

with the result

I epi = S

Vqs

2
CRCVYi

Vqs + IHcScRcvYf
Vqs + IHcRcvYi

---=-::----=-----=:------=-'-

(3.282)

« Inc, this expression correctly reduces to In, whereas in
the limit In » IHc the result (3.281) is obtained. If I epi is determined from
the Kull model, it is possible to solve (3.282) for Yi in order to obtain the

In the limit In
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injection width. For numerical reasons, however,
(3.282) is replaced by
~

I epi =

.

Iqs

I epi

on the left-hand side of

IePi/Iqs-1)]
AXI

1 + AXI In [ 1 + exp (

(3.283)

--------=-------0----'-----,----------"--"'------,-0--'---"--

' 1 + AXI In [l+exp( -l/A xI )]

where AXI denotes a model parameter that should be chosen to be around
0.3 for silicon BJTs [93]. Iqs denotes the current at the onset of injection:
I qs

_ ~
SCRCV

-

Vqs

+ IHCSCRCV
+ IHCRcv

(3.284)

Vqs

This is determined from (3.282) by setting ,Ti = 0 and, correspondingly, Yi = l.
The right-hand side of (3.283) is always larger than Iqs and therefore ensures
a nonnegative value of Xi. For the computation of Xi, (3.282) is approximated
by the relation
~

Iepi =

+
+

Vqs
IHCSCRCVYi
2 -----"--------"--SCRCVYi Vqs
IHcRcVYi
Vqs

(3.285)

'

which is quadratic in Yi and numerically more robust. Using the value of
obtained with this procedure, the internal bc voltage vn2cl is calculated.

Xi

Assuming quasi-neutrality in the injection region, the electron current density equation is given by (3.132), if the hole current density is assumed to be
negligible. Since the drift field is comparativey small in the injection region,
velocity saturation effects can be neglected; integration of (3.132) across the
injection region from 0 to Xi then gives
-

Xi

depi

_

RcVIepi -

VT

[P(O)
- P(Xi)
2
T

1VDepi

. p(O) )]
+ In ( -(-)
P Xi

.

In order to obtain an explicit expression for the normalized hole density Po
p(O)/NDepi , the following approximation is introduced:

Po* ++ pw ++ 21 '

Xi
. *
-d RcVIepi = 2VT (Po - pw)

Po

'epi

Pw

=

(3.286)

where Pw = p(depi )/ N Depi ; this approximation was found to produce less than
5% error [93]. \\lith the resulting value of
the internal Be voltage VB2C2
is calculated from

Po,

2

Po*(*+1)-~
Po
- N'2
exp
Depi

corresponding to

(VB*Vc C
2

T

2

)

(3.287)
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with the identification

(3.288)
It should be emphasized that the definition (3.288) of the bc diffusion voltage
differs from the definition of the built-in voltage of the bc diode, which is
affected also by the dopant concentration in the base layer. Despite this, VDC
is also used to describe the bias dependence of the bc depletion capacitance.
This is possible because small deviations of VDc from its optimum value do
not severely affect the correctness of the capacitance model. As introduced
in the MEXTRAM model, however, this parameter will strongly affect the
output conductance in quasi-saturation. Therefore, in MEXTRAM, VDc IIlay
not be extracted from capacitance-voltage characteristics as in other models,
but is determined from the bias dependence of the current gain [173].

The effects of current spreading have been discussed in [91]; these effects
are modeled in the Level 503 model [172]. Since taking account of such effects
implies the solution of a third-order equation for Yi and since it has been
observed, that current-spreading effects are of minor importance [93], current
spreading is no longer included in the Level 504 model.

3.16.4 Series Resistances
The external emitter, base and collector series resistances arc modeled as
(temperature-dependent) ohmic resistors; the bias dependence of the internal
base series resistance due to eb current crowding and conductivity modulation
is described by a voltage-controlled current source
iB 1B2

=

~
3RBV

{VBIB2

+ 2VT

[exp(VBIB2) -

VI'

I]} ,

(3.289)

where qB is the normalized base charge.

3.16.5 Charge Storage
MEXTRAM Level 504 takes account of constant eb and bc overlap capacitances C BEo and CBCO, specified in terms of the parameters CBED and CBCD.
The eb depletion charge is split up into an internal portion

connected to the nodes B2 and E 1 , and an external (sidewall) portion

q1E

= X GTE C.JE VTE (VBIEl) ,

connected to the nodes Bland E 1. The function VTE (v) is defined by

VTE(V)

TT
= - [ 1- ( 1 - -( -))l-PE] +aJE(v-VjE) '

VDE

I-PE

VjE v
VDE

(3.290)
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UjE(U) = S(VFE'
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u, VDE/lO) is the "smoothed" junction voltage defined

according to (3.260), and VFE = VDE (l-a~~/FE); aJE denotes a predefined
constant , that is chosen to be equal to 3 for the eb diode. The MEXTRAM
parameters CJE, VDE and PE correspond to the SPICE parameters CJE, V JE
and MJE; the partition factor XCJE has no counterpart in the conventional
Gummel-Poon model. The modified formulation removes the discontinuity
in the conventional capacitance-voltage characteristic at v --+ VJ and yields a
continuously differentiable capacitance-voltage characteristic that is clamped
to aJEGJE at large values of forward bias. In contrast to earlier versions [61,
172], no attempt is made at a more accurate description of the depletion
capacitance at large values of forward bias.
The charge qn 2 E l associated with the internal eb diode is composed of the
charge qJE stored in the internal eb depletion capacitance, the charge stored
in the neutral emitter region and the minority charge stored in the base region
that is associated with the forward-biased eb diode:

(3.291)

The parameters TET and MTAU are used here.
In analogy with SPICE, the bc depletion charge is split up into an internal
portion qJC and an external portion q]Ct by definition of the partition factor
X CJC ; in MEXTRAM the external portion is further divided into a portion (1 - X EXT ) q]CL(UBlCl) connected to the nodes Bl and C 1 and a portion
X EXT qJCt (VBCl) connected to the nodes Band C 1 by introduction of the partition factor X EXT . To take account of the finite thickness of the epilayer the
additional parameter XP is introduced, which represents the depletion capacitance as a weighted sum of a voltage-dependent and a voltage-independent
portion:

where
(3.292)
and

vcv

Vue
I-Pc
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The parameter
to

bJC

is calculated from the predefined constant

aJC

according

The factor

. )MC

zcap

JT = (1 -I HC

takes account of current modulation of the internal bc depletion capacitance;
the current icap is set equal to Iepi in reverse mode (Iepi :::; 0), while
icap

IepJHC = I
low
Iepi+IHc

=

is llsed in forward mode (Iepi > 0). The current-modulation effect is described
in terms of the grading coefficient !vIc, which may be chosen to be different
from the grading coefficient Pc used to describe the voltage dependence. In
reverse mode (Iepi :::; 0), the "smoothed" junction voltage VjC is calculated in
analogy with the "smoothed" junction voltage VjE of the eb diode, i.e.
VjC =

where
to

VFC

S(VFC, VI32Cl +VC1C2'
VDC ( 1- b~~/ Pc).

=

VDc/lO) ,

In forward mode,

VjC

is calculated according

(3.293)

VjC

where
(

0.1

+

2Iepi )
Iepi+Iqs

VDC

and
V:XI =

~ SCRCV (IcPi - I HC +

- 1HC )2
(1
c~

ep
+ 4Rcv
S I JHC)
CRCV

.

The lVIEXTRAlVI model parameters CJC, VDC, PC and XCJC correspond7~ to
the SPICE model parameters CJC, VDC, MJC and XCJC; the additional parameters XEXT, XP, MC, RCV and IHC have been introduced to describe the
distributed nature of the external be depletion capacitance, the effects of an
epilayer with finite thickness and the effects of the transfer current on the depletion capacitance, these have no counterpart in the SPICE Gummel-Poon
model.
750wing to the importance of the parameter VDC for the correct description of quasisaturation effects, this parameter is not determined from capacitance-voltage characterisLics.
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The diffusion charge of the epilayer qepi can be derived by application of the
integral charge control relation to the injection region only [93]:

Po

where the epilayer transit time TEPI is a model parameter, and Xi and
are
determined from the epilayer model. The value of Tepi can be estimated from
2

Tepi

dcpi
~ 4Dn ~ IsQBo

(Rcv) exp (VDC)
2

2VT

VT

as an initial guess for the purpose of parameter extraction [94].
The charge stored in the cs depletion capacitance is modeled similarly to
the eb depletion capacitance, with a predefined constant aJS that is chosen
to be equal to 2 for the cs diode. The MEXTRAM parameters CJS, VDS and
PS correspond to the SPICE parameters CJS, V JS and MJS.
The excess phase shift is taken approximately into account by base charge
partitioning, which redefines the eb and bc diffusion charges according to
qTE ---+

2

3" qTE and

qTC

A capacitance with stored charge
qI31I3 2

1

oqB

.

VVB 2 E 1

2El

= -5 -,:)-- VI31I32

(3.294)

is used to model high-frequency current-crowding effects, in complete analogy
with the HI CUM model (see also Sect. 3.9). This modeling option requires
the flag EXPHI to be set to 1; this option is not llsed if EXPHI = O.

3.16.6 Avalanche Effect
The avalanche currentiAvL ~ Icpi(N1n-1) is modeled with N1n -1 estimated
from the simplified ioni~ation integral: 76
Aln - 1 =

l

(Bn) dx.

XCb

Xbc

An exp -IE(x)1

The electric field is approximated around its maximum value according to
76 An

and 13n are predefined constants:

An

=

7.03

X

10 5 cm- 1

and

En

=

1.23

X

106 V/cm.

The LemperaLure dependence of En is modeled according Lo
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E (x)

~

Em ( 1 -

~)

EM

1 + X/A'

~

to obtain [175]

( Bn) [1-exp (Bn
VVeff)]
- AEm

An

1'vln -1 = I3 Em A exp - Em
n

.

(3.295)

The value of the maximum electric field strength Em, the effective width
of the depletion layer lYeff and the "intersection point" A, where the linear
approximation to E(x) becomes zero, are calculated from the capacitance
model of an abrupt junction. Two parameters, WAVL and AVL, are used to
calculate these quantities if the flag EXAFL is chosen to be zero (default). If
EXAFL is chosen to be one, Em, A and lYeff are computed taking account of
quasi-saturation and the Kirk effect; in this case the additional parameter
SFH is required. If this option is chosen, the output resistance can become
negative, resulting in serious convergence problems.

3.16.7 Temperature Effects
The temperature at which the parameters were determined is specified by
TREF (in Celsius) in the parameter list, and the actual (ambient) simulation
temperature is denoted by TEMP (in Celsius). The device temperature T is
increased with respect to this value by the excess temperature due to sclfheating. After conversion to kelvin, the device temperature T is calculated
from
T = (TEMP + DTA + VDT + 273.15) K ,

and the reference temperature is

To = (TREF

+ 273.15) K

.

The normalized temperature is defined as '1N = '1'/'1b. Self-heating is modeled
by a one-pole thermal equivalent circuit in complete analogy with the VBIC
model, resulting in a voltage VdT = VDT with a value in volts that equals the
excess temperature in kelvin. The dissipated power is calculated as the sum
of the power dissipated in all clements.
Pdiss

(VB2El -VB2C2)iT + ( VB 2 C 2 -VB2Cl)iepi - iAVLVB2C2
2

2

2

.

+ VEE1 / RE + vccd Rcc + VBB 1/ RBC + 'lBIB2 VBIB2
+ (im + Il::l2) V1l2El + I~lV1l1El + (iex+im+isllb)V1l1Cl

+ (Xlex+XIsllo)VBCl + (XIsllo+Isllo-Isf)VClS .
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The currents XIex and XIsub define modified expressions for the currents 'lex
andiRllb that are used if the option for extended modeling of the reverse
current gain (flag EXMOD = 1) is chosen (see [94] for details).
The temperature dependence of the transfer saturation currents is written
as 77
I,.
S.T -

I,r,4-A R-AQRO
S K

x (_ VGB)
e p
T7
~t:,.T

'

where Vt:,.T = VTTO/(To - T). This is equivalent to SPICE if we make the
identifications X TI = 4 - AB - AQBO and VGB = E G. Similar relations, but
containing the bandgap voltages VGJ and VGC, are used to describe the saturation currents IBF,T and IBR,T. The ideal values of the forward and reverse
current gain have the temperature model
",AE-AB-AQBO
(~ VCBF)
nF,T -- nF-'N
exp Vt:,.T

and

and introduce the parameters DVGBF and DVGBR to take account of the effect
of different values of the effective energy gap in the emitter, base and collector regions, in order to make the model applicable to HBTs. Temperaturedependent series resistances are modeled by a power law of the form

Rx,T = RxT/}x ,
where the exponents A E , AB-A QBO , A EX , Ac and A EP1 are used to model
the temperature dependence of RE, RBv, RBc, Rcc and Rcv. The six model
parameters AE, AB, AQBO, AEX, AC and AEPI are also used to model the temperature dependence of the transit times, as exemplified by the base transit
time
(3.296)
The eb and cs depletion capacitances are modeled as temperature-dependent
quantities according to (3.222); the bc depletion capacitance is divided into
a temperature-dependent term and a constant term:
CJC,T

=

CJC

fl(l-XP)

(:nc )PC
nC,T

+Xp

lJ

'

77Temperature-dependent quantities that have been t:alculated at the device temperature

T are written with an additional subscript T, whereas parameter values at the reference
temperature are written without this subscript in accordance with the notation of

[911.
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where the temperature-dependent built-in voltage is calculated according to
(3.221), here the model uses Vg = VGB for the computation of Vm;(T), Vg =
V(x; for the computation of Vnc (T) and Vg = V(lS for the computation of

VDs(T).

3.16.8 Discussion
Presently there are two compact models recommended by the Compact Modeling Council: MEXTRAM and HICUM. Both models have matured for more
than a decade and provide an accuracy that should meet most demands. Despite their different appearances (MEXTRAM introduces an extra collector
node and employs only 66 parameters in comparison with the 97 parameters
used by HICUM), the two models are equivalent to a large extent, as can be
seen from the following comparison:
• Both models describe the eb depletion capacitance in essentially the same
way, with a division into a bottom and a sidewall portion; however, HICUM
uses eight parameters, whereas in MEXTRAM only four parameters are
used to describe the voltage dependence of the eb depletion capacitance.
This difference stems from the fact that HICUM allows one to define different built-in voltages and grading exponents for the bottom and sidewall
portions, whereas in MEXTRAM the separation is performed in terms of
the parameter XCJE. Furthermore, the maximum capacitance increase aJE
is a predefined constant in MEXTRAM, whereas two model parameters
(ALJEI and ALJEP) for the bottom and sidewall portions are introduced to
take account of this parameter in HICUM.
• The modeling of the Early effect is equivalent: the parameters HJEI and
HJCI of HI CUM do the same thing as the Early voltages VEF and VER
of MEXTRAM. A comparison of the two approaches gives H,JETCJETO ==
QBO/VER and HJCrCJCIO == QBO/VEF, where QBO = TBh in MEXTRAM.
• Both models take account of ohmic resistances in series with the base,
collector and emitter terminals: RBX, RCX and RE in HICUM correspond
to REX, RCX and RE in MEXTRAM. The temperature-exponents ZETARBX,
ZETARCX and ZETARE of HICUM correspond to the MEXTRAM parameters
AEX, AC and AE.
• Both models describe the parasitic pnp transistor in terms of a simple
transistor model; HICUM provides the emission coefficients MSF, MSR and
MSC as additional model parameters, and MEXTRAM describes high-levelinjection effects in terms of a knee current.
• Both models allow one to define overlap capacitances: the parameters CEDX
and CCDX of HI CUM correspond to the parameters CEBD and CCBD of MEXTRAM.
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• AC emitter current crowding is described in both models by a capacitance
in parallel with the internal base series resistance.
• The cs capacitance is described in essentially the same way, the parameters
CJSO, VDS and ZS of HICUM correspond to the parameters CJS, VDS and PS
of MEXTRAM; HICUM allows one to model a punchthrough of the lightly
doped substrate region on top of a heavily doped substrate layer with the
additional model parameter VPTS.
• Both models describe self-heating effects in terms of a one-pole thermal
equivalent circuit with identically named parameters RTH and CTH.
• MEXTRAM uses an additional collector node to model the epilayer in terms
of a separate network element, but without making use of the possibilities
of partitioning the epilayer charge similarly to Kull's epilayer model. Both
MEXTRAM and HI CUM assume a constant level of the hole quasi-Fermi
potential within the epitaxial collector and are therefore equivalent in this
respect.
• The current dependence of the internal bc depletion capacitance is neglected
in HICUM for simplicity. This is justified to a large extent because at small
current levels, the current dependence of Cjci is negligible, whereas at large
current levels the effect of Cjci on the ac behavior is negligible [162].
• MEXTRAM provides a rather sophisticated model for modeling avalanche
effects in the bc junction, an effect that is considered in terms of a rather
crude approximation in HICUM.
• Non-quasi-static effects are described by somewhat different approximations: HI CUM uses an implementation of te 'Winkel's delayed charge control
model, whereas MEXTRAM uses base charge partitioning.
• HICUM allows one to model reverse-bias tunneling currents in the eb diode,
a feature that could be of interest if the eb diode is used as a varactor diode,
for example. This explains the two extra parameters IBETS and ABET in
HICUM.
• HICUM provides additional circuit elements, defined by the parameters RSU
and CSU, to treat the substrate contact within the equivalent circuit.
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4 Physics and Modeling of
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors
Heterojunctions in bipolar transistors allow improved values of current gain,
base resistance, base transit time and Early voltage. If the bandgap in the
W
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Fig. 4.1. One-dimensional hand scheme of
heterostructure bi polar transistor with
graded base

emitter region exceeds the bandgap in the base region (WgE > WgB), fewer
carriers will be injected into the emitter at a given transfer current density
in comparison with a conventional transistor [1,2]: the current gain increases
according to

BN

~

exp (

WgE-WgB)
kBT

as long as recombination in the base layer is negligible. Its value generally
decreases with increasing temperature - in contrast 1 to homojunction rUTs,
where bandgap narrowing in the heavily doped emitter causes the bandgap
WgE to be smaller than the bandgap WgB in the base region. Wide-gap emitters allow one to dope the base region more heavily than the emitter region,
without losing too much current gain. This is of great importance for the realization of high-frequency bipolar transistors, since the extremely thin base
widths of these devices require large doping concentrations in order to obtain
reasonable values of base resistance and punchthrough voltage.
Gradual changes of alloy composition allow one to realize continuous
changes of the bandgap (bandgap grading). If, in particular, the bandgap
1 A temperature-dependent value of the effective surface recombination velocity used to
characterize the polycrystalline emitter contact may also result in a decrease in the current
gain of a conventional BolT with increasing temperature [3].
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in the base region decreases towards the collector, the associated slope of the
conduction band edge (see Fig. 4.1) acts like an additional field that aids in
drifting the carriers through the base region. In such devices, the base transit
time can therefore be considerably reduced. Furthermore, increased values of
the Early voltage can be achieved with a graded base [4]. The doping concentration in the base region is chosen to be large and, preferably, homogeneous,
since this allows one to minimize the base transit time without compromising
the base series resistance and punchthrough voltage too much.
If the bandgap in the collector region WgC exceeds the bandgap WgB in the
base region, the injection of holes into the collector in saturation or quasisaturation is reduced. This causes holes to pile up at the bc junction [4,5]'
resulting in an electric field that slows down the motion of the electrons and
therefore increases the transit time. To reduce this effect, the heterojunction
is generally shifted into the space charge region of the collector junction [6].
Since impact ionization is less probable in semiconductor materials with a
large bandgap, wide-bandgap collectors generally will show an increased value
of breakdown voltage.

HBTs with a SiGe base region can be fabricated on a silicon substrate using ultrahigh-vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD) or MBE. HBTs
made by this technique are compatible with the highly advanced silicon process technology and therefore allow cost-effective circuit integration. Forming
a base region in which the number of Ge atoms that substitute for atoms
of the silicon lattice increases towards the bc junction yields an HI3T with
a graded base. In such a transistor, the base current that flows for a given
voltage VBE is not decreased in comparison with the base current in a conventional bipolar transistor. Owing to the reduced bandgap in the base region,
however, the transfer current increases: bipolar transistors with a SiGe base
layer need a reduced bias voltage VBE in order to carry a given transfer current. HBTs with SiGe base regions have been fabricated as laboratory samples
with cutoff frequencies exceeding 300 GHz.
Heterostructures can be fabricated without lattice mismatch in III V semiconductors and allow one to realize comparatively large differences in the
bandgap. A typical system is an AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructure on a GaAs
substrate material. Since undoped GaAs is semi-insulating (with a specific
resistivity of approximately 108 ncm at room temperature), the collectorsubstrate capacitance is small. Another example is that ofInGaAs/lnP HBTs.
These benefit from the very large electron mobility and small surface recombination velocity ofInGaAs. The bandgap ofIno.53GaO.47As, which is typically
chosen as the base material, is 0.75 eV, i.e. such transistors require a small
forward bias.
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4.1 Heterojunctions
Heterojunctions are formed at the interfaces between different semiconductor materials. The different band structures of the adjacent semiconductor
materials result in a potential gradient that affects the motion of carriers
crossing the heterojunction. In the following, ideal heterojunctions, without
surface states at the interface between the two semiconductor materials, are
considered. In general, this means that the atomic bonding of the component
semiconductors must be maintained without interruption across the heterojunction. This condition, in turn, implies that both the atomic arrangement
and the atomic spacing of the two semiconductors must be essentially identical. If this were not the case, misbonded or incompletely bonded interfacial
atoms would contribute interfacial electronic states in the same way as unpassivated silicon atoms contribute surface states at the Si-Si0 2 interface [7].
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Figure 4.2 shows the energy gap of some common semiconductor materials
plotted versus the lattice constant. An ideal heterojunction is composed oftwo
semiconductor materials with the same lattice constant, such as GaxAl1-xAs
alloys. Heterojunctions could in theory be formed on silicon with GaP, which
has approximately the same lattice constant; owing to problems with doping
and with the growth of homogeneous layers, however, this possibility is not
used in practice [7].
The realization of useful heterostructures on silicon substrates was made
possible by the ability to form strained epitaxial layers of GexSi 1- x on Si
that were thin enough to avoid the formation of misfit dislocations. Before
this material system is considered in more detail in Sect. 4.2, a general discussion of heterojunctions between arbitrary semiconducting materials and
of heterostructure bipolar transistors will be given.
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4.1.1 Thermal Equilibrium
Within the regional approach, the device is suhdivided into two quasi-neutral
regions - which are taken here to be homogeneously doped - separated by
a space-charge layer. In the quasi-neutral regions, the results obtained for
a homojunction apply without alteration except that different material parameters have to be used on either side of the junction. The presence of the
heterojunction, however, requires a modification of the Shockley boundary
conditions. To obtain appropriate boundary conditions, we consider the system depicted in Fig. 4.3 before junction formation.
semiconductor 1
n-type

semiconductor 2
p-type

Fig. 4.3. One-dimensional band
scheme of heterojunction before
junction formation. ~VO denotes
the energy of an electron that is
able to leave the material

Assuming hoth sides to he nondegenerate, the equilihrium electron densities
on the two sides of the junction are approximately given by
and
Since in thermal equilibrium the Fermi energy is constant across the junction,
the condition WFl = WF2 must be fulfilled after junction formation (Fig. 4.4).
Using

(4.1)
where the conduction hand discontinuity

(4.2)
is determined by the values of the electron affinity in the two semiconductors,
the relation
(4.3)
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Fig.
4.4.
Onedimensional band scheme
of
hctcrojunction
after junction formation
(t>Wc > 0, t>Wv < 0)

between the thermal-equilibrium electron densities on either side of the junction is obtained. In complete analogy, using

together with
and
the following relation between the thermal-equilibrium hole densities on the
two sides is obtained:
PnO

=

PpO

N Y1 exp (- VJ) exp (_ ~ W
N Y2
VT
kBT

y

)

( 4.4)

If we take account of the fact that

nfe(xn) =

Nc1NY1

g1

cx p (- W )
kBT

(4.5)

and

(4.6)
the equations for An and Ap transform into

(4.7)
where rInD>=::: ND and
from Fig. 4.4 to be

PpD >=:::

N/\.. The built-in voltage VJ can be determined
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W g2

-~Wc

e

Wgl

e

- ~Wv

with the value8 of WCl
homojunction case, i.e.

-

WF

and

WF -

WV2

determined in analogy to the

kBTln(Ncl/nno) ~ kBTln(Ncl/ND) ,

(4.8)

kBTln(Nv2 /ppo) ~ k BTln(Nv2 /NA) ,

(4.9)

in the nondegenerate ca8e. The built-in voltage can be 8eparated into a part
~n

=

NAE2

VJ--

k~

(4.10)

VJ = (l-k)VJ

(4.11)

NUEl +NAE2

on the n-type side, and a part
VJp

=

NDEl
NDEl

+ Nt-.,.E2

on the p-type side of the junction.

4.1.2 Forward-Biased Heterojunction
In an ideal 2 heterojunction, the current under forward bias is caused by
minority-carrier injection into the neutral regions and can be computed in
analogy to the homojunction case. However, the boundary condition for the
minority-carrier density at the depletion layer edge has to be modified if thermal emission across an ahrupt heterojllnction limits the current of injected
minority carriers: at an abrupt heterojunction, the quasi-Fermi potential has
a discontinuity,3 which can be taken into account by applying a modified form
of the mass-action law at the depletion layer edge.

Elementary Thermal-Emission Theory
Figure 4.5 8how8 the di8continuou8 conduction band edge (8pike-and-notch
band scheme [2]) of an abrupt heterojunction with an applied forward bias
V'. The thermionic emission current for electrons passing from the n-type to
the p-type region has to surmount a potential barrier of height
2The recombination current due to Shockley-Read-Hall processes in the space charge
region of a heterojunction has been investigated in [8]. An increase of the recombination
current was found in simulations of graded heterojunctions owing to the increase of intrinsic
carrier density associated with the reduction of the energy gap.
3In [9] the electron quasi-Fermi-level splitting has been computed for AIGaAs/GaAs
HETs, and differences in the electron quasi-Fermi level of up to VflE/IO were found at large
forward bias in single-heterojunction HETs; substantially smaller values were obtained for
double-heterojunction HET's.
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eVn = ek(VJ - V') ,
where k is defined in (4.10), resulting in a current density
•Jnp

where

(Vn)

= - A *1 T 2 exp - VT

'

Al denotes the R.ichardson constant of semiconductor 1. The thermionic
n-type

p-type

,..,,'

,. ,.

:/~'-'-'-'-'-'-'l-'-'-

~.'

Wo

x

Fig. 4.5. One-dimensional
band
scheme of an abrupt
heterojunction
between
an
n-type
wide-gap
semiconductor and a p-type
semiconductor. This
situation is found in
an npn RBT with a
wide-gap emitter

emission current from the p-type to the n-type side has to surmount a potential barrier of height

6Wc - e(l - k)(VJ - V') ,
resulting in

J pn

=

-

A *2 T2 exp ( -

6Wc/ e - Vp )
VT
'

where A:] denotes the R.ichardson constant of semiconductor 2. As the two
currents cancel in thermal equilibrium (V' = 0), the condition

A::;
Ai

=

ex ( 6Wc/ e P
VT

VJ)

has to be fulfilled between the Richardson constants on either side of the
junction. If the junction is biased, the two currents will no longer cancel, and
a net current density J = J np - J pn results, which can be expressed as
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J

-

(VnVT ) - -A2Ai exp ( - ll.WeVT/ V

A *1 T2 [ exp - -

-Ai T
*

2

e-

p )]

(kVJ)
((k -VTl)V')] .
VT [(kV')
exp VT - exp

exp -

(4.12)

The value of k dependR on the doping denRitieR on hath RideR of the junction.
If ND « NA, the value k ~ 1 is obtained, and
(4.13)
Under these conditions there is no notch on the p-type side (eVp ~ 0), and an
exponential current-voltage characteristic with an emission coefficient N = 1
results. This situation is typical of the eb junction of an idealized HBT with
a wide-bandgap emitter and a heavily doped base 4 .
An advantage associated with the conduction band spike is that such a
barrier injects the electrons into the base region with a substantial kinetic
energy and hence a very high velocity [2, 10, 11]. A thin base region will
therefore be crossed at a velocity in excess of the saturated drift velocity
(quasi-ballistic transport), an effect that substantially reduces the base transit
time.
The thermionic-emission model certainly provides an oversimplified treatment of the current carried by a forward-biased heterojunction: if, for example, the p-type region serves as the base of an HBT, no effects of the base
width appear in the electron transfer current (4.13) - in contrast to what
is expected. For an adequate description of heterojunctions within the driftdiffusion approximation, boundary conditions for the minority-carrier density
at Xn and xp are required. As will be shown in the following subsection, the
quaRi-Fermi potentialR cannot he aRRumed to he conRtant aCl"ORR an ahrupt
current-carrying hetero junction.

Electron Quasi-Fermi-level Splitting
Graded-layer Heterojunctions. In a graded-layer heterojunction, the electron density n and electron quasi-Fermi energy WFn = -ecPn, which are related according to 5
11£ the doping concentration on the p-type side is of the same order of magnitude as
on the n-type side, k is smaller than one and an exponential current-voltage characteristic
with an emission coefficient N = 11k results. In this case a notch appears at the junction
Xj, which collects injected electrons and therefore enhances recombination losses. The notch
can be removed by incorporating a very thin sheet with a very high acceptor concentration
right at the interface [2].
fiIn the case of a degenerate semiconductor Ne has to be replaced by jnNe, where jn
denotes the degeneracy factor (see Sect. 2.2.1).
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n(x) -

7\T

1V C

()

x exp

(WFn(X)-Wc(X))
k
'
·BT

(4.14)

vary Rmoothly throughout the depletion layer; the denRity
.In

=

dWFn

ILnn~

of the electron current passing through the depletion layer may therefore be
written in the form
(4.15)
An integration acroRR the depletion layer now giveR

if .In is assumed to be constant throughout the depletion layer (negligible
recombination). Rearranging terms transforms this equation into
6.WFn)

exp ( - kBT

.In

= 1 + -kBT

l

xp

Xn

e Wc(x)jkBT
f.1>n(x)Nc(x)

dx

,

(4.16)

where 6.WFn = WFn(Xp) - WFn (."Tn)' and WFn(X n ) = 0 haR been aRRumed for
simplicity. The value of .In is related to the excess electron density 6.n(x p ) at
the depletion-layer edge on the p-side by a relation of the general form 6
(4.17)
Since WFn

= -e¢n and

the electron current density obeys
.In

VI

(VI) - 1 ] ,

) [
(6.WFn)
= -eSnp nfc(x
p(x )
exp kBT
exp VT
p
p

(4.18)

where
= ¢p(xp)-¢n(xn) denotes the voltage drop across the junction.
Combining (4.16) and (4.18) yields the following for the electron current density:
(4.19)
where
61£, for example, the electrons were injected into a base region of thickness dB and
transported by diffusion only, the "recombination velocity" Snp would equal Dn/d R .
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(4.20)
defines a characteristic velocity Snj for electron transport across the depletion
layer. This velocity has to be large in comparison with Snp in order that
the current is "diffusion-limited" and that the Shockley boundary conditions
apply:7 in the limit Snj » Snp, the quasi-Fermi energies may be assumed to be
constant across the depletion layer. In this case the generalized mass-action
law
(4.21)
applies, and (4.19) reduces to the exponential current-voltage characteristic
generally employed.
Abrupt Heterojunctions. The situation is somewhat different for abrupt
heterojunctions: an increase of the forward bias in an abrupt np heterojunction decreases the barrier for electron flow to the base, but causes the barrier
height for the electrons which flow in the opposite direction to increase, owing
to a reduction of the notch. Furthermore, the net current crossing the heterojunction may not be small in comparison with the two emission currents
crossing the barrier in opposite directions. If this is the case, the electron
quasi-Fermi energy WFn is discontinuous across an abrupt heterojunction interface when a current is flowing, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6 for an npn RBT
with an abrupt eb junction. The change of the electron quasi-Fermi energy
at the heterojunction interface at Xj = can be calculated using an approach
similar to that presented in [12]. Owing to the discontinuity, (4.15) may not be
applied across the junction but may be applied to each of the intervals [xn, O[
and ]0, xp] (using the coordinate notation as defined in Fig. 4.5). Integration
across these intervals gives the identities

°

and, after addition,

7See also the discussion in Appendix C.
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Fig.
4.6.
Band
scheme of HBT with
an ahrupt eh diode
under forward bias,
and schematic representation of electron
density (after [13])

If WFn(X n ) is taken to be zero, this relation is equivalent to

where 6.W~n = WFn(O+) - WFn(O-) denotes the increment of the electron
quasi-Fermi level at the junction. A relation for 6. Wfn can be obtained from
the electron current crossing the interface,

(4.23)
where 6.Wc = Wc(O+) - Wc(O-) is the change ofthe conduction band energy
at the interface, and

(4.24)
denotes the Richardson velocity 8 [13,16]. For heterojunctions with different
valueR of the effective maRR on either Ride of the junction, on the effective
8This velocity is obtained if the current is due to thermal emission across the barrier
only. However, particularly in the vicinity of the maximum, where the potential barrier is
thin, electrons may also tunnel through the barrier. Such tunneling requires us to replace
VR by an effective Richardson velocity VR; in [14], the increase of the effective interface
velocity has been expressed in terms of the barrier transparency. Analytical approximations
for compact models were presented in [15].
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dentlity of tltatetl on both tlidetl of the junction Nc(O-) and Nc(O+) will be
different [13, 17-19]; in the case of degeneracy, degeneracy factors have to
be introduced [16]. From (4.14), the following relation between the electron
densities on the two sides of the junction is obtained:

n(

0+) =

n

(0-) Nc(O+)
(6.W~n-6.WC)
N, (0-) exp
k T
c
B

(4.25)

This allows us to rewrite (4.23) in the form

In=

-evR

~~~~:~

[1-

~:;n)] n(O-) ,

exp (

(4.26)

which is found to be equivalent to
I n e wc(O-)/kRT
eVR

Nc(O+)

after substitution of n(O-) according to (4.14). Combining this result with
(4.22) gives
6.W )
J,
exp ( ~ = 1+_"_
kBT
kBT

l

xp

Xn

J e wc(O-)/kBT
dx+-" - - - - Mn(x)Nc(x)
eVR
Nc(O+)
e WC(X)/kBT

substituting this result into (4.18) finally yields
In

= -e

SIlP

nre(x p )

1 + Snp/ Sn p(x p )

[exp(~T/)
v'

-1]

(4.27)

where 1/ Sn = 1/ Snj + 1/ Sth, and
(4.28)

defines an effective carrier velocity at the interface. The generalized massaction law then has to be written as
n(xp)p(x p )

=

nrc(x p )

1 + Snp/Sn

exp

(VI)
.
VT

(4.29)

If Snp, Snj » Sth the electron current across the heterojunction is injectionlimited, i.e. the current is predominantly controlled by the barrier at the
interface of the abrupt heterojunction; the electron current density can then
be approximated by

(4.30)
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and no longer depends on Snp. This result is equivalent to that of elementary
thermal-emission theory: since
Vn = k(VJ - V') ,

where
and

with the convention WFn(X n)
be rewritten as

= 0, the electron current density equation can

kV')
x [ exp ( - - exp ((k -1)V1)]
VT
VT
which is equivalent to (4.13) if

A* _
1 -

CVR

Nc(O+) n(Xn)
Nc(xn) T2 .

If the injection of minority carriers is controlled by thermal emission, the
transfer current of an npn bipolar HBT becomes independent of the base
width, resulting in a substantial reduction of the Early effect [13].

Effects of Graded Transition Layers. As was pointed out in [14], grading of
the EB heterojllnction may greatly enhance the emitter injection efficiency
of HBTs if the current injected into the base region in the case of an abrupt
heterojunction is limited by a conduction band spike due to a substantial discontinuity of the conduction band edges. If a steeply graded layer in which the
material composition changes continuously from that of the n-type semiconductor to that of the p-type semiconductor is introduced, the barrier height
for thermal emission of electrons is reduced by ~WBn, as illustrated in Fig.
4.7.
In the absence of grading, the conduction band edge on the n-type side obeys
the relation

Wc(x)

=

WC(Xn)

X-Xn
+ eVn ( )

2

Xj-Xn

;

(4.31)

if a graded layer of thickness d g1 is introduced in the interval [Xj - d g1 , Xj ],
(4.31) may be applied only to the ungraded region between Xn and Xj - dgl.
In the interval between Xj - d g1 and Xj, the relation

Wc(x)

=

WC(Xn)+evn(x-xn)2
Xj-X n

+~Wcx-d+dgl
gl
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Fig.
4.7.
Band
scheme of a steeply
graded n p heterojunction
(adapted
from [14])

= Wc(xn - Wc(x.n
the conduction band di~continuity in the abrupt junction. The potential
difference VgI across the graded layer is
applie~ if a linearly graded layer i~ a~~umed and .6.Wc
i~

VI
g

= Vn _ Vn (Xj -dgl-xn)
Xj-Xn

:2

= Vn 2dgl (xj -xn) ;- d~1
(Xj-x n )

if variation of the dielectric permittivity within the graded layer is neglected.
In the case where eVgI + .6.Wc < 0, the conduction band edge becomes lower
in the interval between Xj - d gl and Xj. Under this condition, the maximum
of the conduction band occurs at Xj - dgl and lies below the value that would
have been observed in the case of an abrupt heterojunction by .6.WBn = eVgI.
If the electron current without a graded layer is injection-limited, the decrease
of Sn a~~ociated with the reduction of the conduction band ~pike re~ult~ in
enhanced minority-carrier injection - with the consequence of an increased
transfer current if a graded layer is used in an HBT.
In a linearly graded layer, the energy position of the conduction band edge
increases with x owing to the electric field caused by the space charge and
decreases with x owing to the grading, which causes a quasi-electric field
-.6.WC/edgl. If the the electric field E at Xj - dgl exceeds -.6.Wc/e, the
conduction band ri~e~ monotonically in the interval between Xn and Xj and
merges continuously with the conduction band on the p-type side. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. In this case thermal emission need not be
considered, and the behavior of the heterojunction can be derived from the
modified drift-diffusion theory.
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4.1.3 Depletion Capacitance
The depletion capacitance of abrupt and graded heterojunctions can be described with the model equation used for homojunctions if modified relations
are used for the computation of the zero-bias depletion capacitance and the
built-in voltage.
Abrupt Heterojunction. Let -Xn and xp denote the coordinates of the depletion layer edge (sec Fig. 4.5) of an ahrupt heterojllnction located at Xj = O.
Under the assumption of homogeneous doping on each side of the junction,
the voltage drops Vn and Vp on either side of the metallurgical junction are
given by

and
Using the neutrality condition eNDx n = eNAXp and the fact that the potential
drop across the junction is Vn + Vp = VJ - V', the locations of the depletion
layer boundaries can be derived as
2NA E1E2(VJ-V')

(4.32)

eND (E1ND +E2NI\.)
and
2NDE1E2(VJ -

Xp =

V')

(4.33)

eNA(E 1N D+E2 N A)

From these equations, the depletion capacitance 9

= -cNnAj

Cj (V')

dXn

GJO
)1- V'/VJ

_

dV'
is obtained, where
G.JO =

(4.34)

Aj

This relation reduces to the result for a homojunction in the special case
El = E2 = E; a slight modification is required to take account of graded layers
within the space charge region.
9This capacitance can be considered as a series connection of two partial capacitances
on eit.her side of the met.a.llurgica.l junction, i.e.

.!.
Cj

=

(E1Aj) Xn

1 ( )-1
+

E 2 Aj
Xp

,

equivalent t.o

Cj

E1E2
E1 X p+E2 X n

Aj .
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Graded-Layer Heterojunction. In a graded-layer heterojunction the dielectric permittivity is a function of position, resulting in the relation
d
dx [E(x)E(x)]

= p(x)

(4.35)

between the electric field strength E(x) and the space charge density p(x),
A double integration of (4,35) yields the following for the potential difference
across the space-charge layer:

,

VI - V =

jX P-(,
1 jX
, ,
)
p(x) dx dx .
Xn

E X

(4.36)

Xn

In the following, it will be assumed that the graded layer, with boundaries 0
and Xgl, lies completely within the space charge region, with boundaries Xn
and xp (see Fig. 4.8) and that the transition from n-type doping to p-type
doping occurs within the graded layer. In this case the space charge region can
be separated into three regions, and the neutrality condition can be written
as
0,

where

Q~

=

jO p(.7:) dx ,
Xn

Q~I =
b

l

xg1

0

p(x)d.7:

and

Q~

=

jX Pp(.7:) dx
X~l

denote the charges per unit area in the three regions. The potential difference
across the graded layer is

{X

io

I
g

1 {X
E(X) iXnP(x') dx'dx =

{X

Q~ io

XglQ~
Egl

I
g

1
{X I 1 (X
E(X) dx + io g E(X) io p(x') dx'dx

+ V;gl

,
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where Egl denotes the reciprocal average of the dielectric permittivity in the
graded layer. With this notation, (4.36) reads after an integration by parts

VJ - V' =

-1

0

xp(x) dx
10 1

Xn

-1xp

xp(x) dx +

XgIQ~

10 2

Xgl

+

XglQ~

Egl

In the case of homogeneously doped n-type and p-type regions,
and Q~ = -eNA(x p - Xgl), and therefore

f

O

I

x

.!Xn

xpdx = _

eNDx~

=

+ Vgl .

10 2

Q~ = -eNDx n

2eND

2

and

xp dx =

p

Xgl

When the above equations are combined with the neutrality condition, a
quadratic relation for Q~ is obtained; the solution of this equation is

where
E1 ND(eXgIE 2 NA +EgIQ~I)
10,

N n +E 2 NA

Differentiation with respect to V' gives the depletion capacitance of the
graded-layer heterojunction in the form
Cj (V

') = -A. dQ:,
J dV '

C~o

)1- V'/VJ

'

where the "depletion capacitance offset voltage" is given by

-

VJ

=

V

J -

V;

1-

g

(Q~l)2
2eE2N/I.

+

(EINA +E2 N D)
2eEIE2N/l.ND

A2
"-I

1

g'

(4.37)

and C50 is calculated according to (4.34) with VJ replaced by VJ'. The presence
of the graded layer therefore results in a shift of the depletion capacitance
offset voltage with respect to the built-in voltage VJ of the junction. Since
in the limit Xgl -+ 0 all of Q~l' Vgl and Llgl become zero, (4.37) reduces to
the abrupt-heterojunction solution in the limit of vanishing thickness of the
graded layer.

4.2 Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors
Heterojunction bipolar transistors employ one or two heterojunctions, which
may be graded or abrupt, in order to improve device performance in com-
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parison with homojunction BJTs. Single-heterojunction bipolar transistors
(SHBTs) benefit from a base layer with a reduced bandgap, which, however,
equals the bandgap within the collector region. Double-heterojunction bipolar transistors (DHBTs) have an additional heterojunction between the base
and the wide-gap collector region. This offers the advantage of an increased
breakdown voltage and reduces the offset voltage in switching applications.

4.2.1 Transfer Current

In gently graded HBTs, the material parameters vary continuously and the
transfer current can be described in terms of the integral charge control relation derived in Sect. 3.2. In the case of HBTs with steeply graded or abrupt
junctions, the discontinuity of the electron quasi-Fermi potential across the
heterojunctions has to be considered, if the current is limited by thermal
emission. In this case the integral charge control relation may be applied only
to the base region between the two abrupt heterojunctions, resulting in

Owing to the possible discontinuity of the quasi-Fermi potential across the
heterojunction, however, it is not possible to identify rppB - rpn(Xbc) and rppBrpn(Xbc) with the potential drops
VB'E'

=

rppB -

rpn(Xbe) _ WPn(Xbe)-WPn(Xeb)
C

(4.38)

and

(4.39)
across the junction. In analogy with (4.26), we may write

and

exp(WFn(XbC)-WFn(XCb)) = 1- iT ~(XbC) 1 e-VB'C,/VT, (4.41)
kBT
eAje 71ie(Xbc) Sne
with the effective interface velocities Sne and Sne at the heterojunctions defined in analogy with (4.27). 10 Combining the above equations yields the
modified integral charge control relation
lOThe effective Richardson velocities v~ at the two junctions may be different if tunneling
across differently shaped barriers at the eb and bc heterojunctions is taken into account.
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exp

eA
Je

j.Xl>e
Xbe
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(VB'EI) _exp (VBICI )

VT
VT
p(x)
1 P(Xbe)
1 P(Xbe)
()2()dx+-2(
+
-2
()
Dn x nie x
Sne nie Xbe)
Sne
nie xbc

(4.42)

Equation (4.42) generalizes the formulation given in [20] to HBTs with graded
base layers. Base layers with a gradual reduction of the bandgap towards the
collector junction lead to a reduced base transit time TB [21]. Alternatively,
for a given value of TB, the width of the base layer may be increased and
hence the internal base resistance decreased by grading the base layer. This is
exploited in most HBTs with a SiGe base layer (see Sect. 4.3); an investigation
of the effect of base grading on the gain and high-frequency performance of
AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs has been presented in [22].
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4.2.2 Offset Voltage
Different values of the turn-on voltage of the eb and bc diode result in an
offset voltage VCE(IC = 0) that may reach several hundred millivolts (see
Fig. 4.9). The exact value of the offset voltage is determined by the positional
dependence of the bandgap, the ratio of eb and bc junction areas, high-level
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injection effects, and series resistances. The offset voltage can be determined
from the relations

if the current-voltage relations are known. In HBTs with wide-gap emitter
the transfer saturation current Is is generally small in comparison with the
saturation current Isc of the bc diode. If this is the case, the simplified equations

o

(4.43)
(4.44)

can be applied. This yields for the offset voltage

(4.45)
This result considers the effect of different areas of the eb and bc junctions
as Is rv Aje and Isc rv Ajc as well as effects of the positional dependence
of the bandgap and the emitter series resistance. Not considered are highlevel injection effects and voltage drops associated with the epilayer of the
transistor.

4.2.3 Nonequilibrium Carrier Transport
In an abrupt-junction HBT, the transfer current is limited by thermal emission across the conduction band spike at the eb junction if the condition
7
Vth exp( -.6.WClkBT) « D Id B is fulfilled, where Vth ~ 10 cm/s denotes the
average thermal velocity in the emitter in the x direction [24]. In such a transistor, the transfer current will be independent of the base thickness dB and
the current gain will vary in inverse proportion to dB owing to the reduction of the base current with the thickness of the base layer, an effect which
can be expected if the base current is essentially due to recombination in
the base layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.10, where the current gain Er-; is
plotted versus the base width d n for AlInAs/InGaAs HBTs with an abrupt
eb heterojunction. For dB < 100 nm, a dependence EN rv 1/dB is observed,
as is expected if the base current varies in proportion to the width of the
base region, i.e. IB rv dB, and if the transfer current is injection-limited and
therefore independent of dB. At larger values of dB, the current gain is found
to vary in proportion to 1I d~, as is expected for a transfer current that varies
in proportion to 1I dB; nevertheless, this result cannot be explained by simple
diffusive transport of the electrons across the base layer, as was demonstrated
by determination of the base transit time Tn, which was well below the value
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Base width dB

Fig.
4.10.
Common-emitter
current
gain
EN
measured
at
room
temperature
versus base thickness dB
for
Alo.4sIno.52 As/lno.53 Ga0.47 As
BETs (after [24])

expected for pure diffusive transport. This reduction of the base transit time
can be attributed to nonequilibrium transport (velocity overshoot), as the
electrons are injected with a large kinetic energy into the base region owing
to the high conduction band offset 6Wc >=::: 0.47 eV [24]. For distances comparable to the mean free path, the mean carrier velocity is larger than the
saturated drift velocity and close to the group velocity IVai = Jj,-llV'kWc!
(Fig. 4.11). A survey of nonequilibriurn electron transport in the base and
collector regions of III-V semiconductor HBTs is given in [25,26].
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4.3 Silicon-Based Semiconductor Heterostructures
Material systems and growth techniques for the realization of hcterostructures
that are compatible with silicon technology have been developed during the
past two decades. This section gives an overview of the widely investigated
narrow-gap SiGe alloys, which have now found their way into production
processes. 11
Dislocation

Epitaxial Layer

Substrate Crystal

Strained Layer
Fig. 4.12. Schemat.ic represent.at.ion of alternat.ive growth modes for lat.t.ice-mismatched,
tet.rahedrally bonded semiconductors (aft.er [7])

Silicon and germanium both crystallize in the diamond lattice and are completely miscible. The atomic spacing in a Ge crystal is, however, 4.17% larger
than that for Si; in an Si1-xGe x crystal with a small Ge concentration x, a
diamond lattice with lattice constant
llBesides SiGe alloys, various wide-gap mat.erials, such as oxygenat.ed and nitrogenat.ed
Si, microcrystalline hydrogenated Si and ,B-Si, have been invest.igat.ed, in an at.t.empt. to
produce wide-gap emit.ters.
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(4.46)
i8 obtained, according to Vegard'8 rule [27]. The formation of arbitrary SiSi1-xGe x heterostructures is therefore not possible, owing to lattice mismatch,
which results in misfit dislocations (see Fig. 4.12). The relaxation that results
from the formation of such dislocations reduces the energy associated with
the elastic deformation of the deposited layer. For very thin deposited layers,
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however, the energy due to elastic deformation is small - smaller than the
energy associated with the formation of misfit dislocations. In this case a
Sil-xGe x layer deposited on a Si substrate will adopt the lattice constant
of the underlying substrate and show a compressive in-plane strain, with
extension in the growth direction (see Fig. 4.12). In such pseudomorphic or
strained-layer heterostructures, the constraint of having a lattice-matched
substrate is relaxed, provided that a critical thickness is not exceeded.
Figure 4.13 shows the critical thickness of Si1-xGe x layers versus the (relative) lattice mismatch /:).0./0. in thermal equilibrium. The figure also shows
that SiGe films grown at higher temperatures tend to relax at thickness values
that are considerably smaller than those observed for layers grown at lower
temperatures. Exceeding the critical thickness for high temperatures by using low-temperature epitaxy can neverthele88 be dangerou8, a8 thicker film8
are thermodynamically metastable at reduced temperatures: if the original
growth temperature is exceeded in a subsequent process step, such as rapid
thermal annealing, the metastable layer will spontaneously relax.
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4.3.1 Growth of SiGejSi Heterostructures
SiGe/Si heterostructures are predominantly12 realized using the UHVCVD
growth techniques [31] developed during the last two decades. This technique
offers excellent film uniformity across large wafer areas, conformality, and
apparatus costs that are small in comparison with those of physical vapor
deposition techniques such as MBE. For epitaxial growth, the grown layer
has to replicate the crystal lattice of the underlying substrate. This requires a
highly perfect, chemically pure initial growth interface. In classical silicon epitaxy, such an interface is obtained by the use of high temperatures to volatilize
or dissolve contaminating species such as oxygen or carbon. Epitaxial layers
can be grown with a rather precisely controlled dopant concentration using
classical CVD systems; however, attempts to create steep vertical doping profiles suffer from the effect of autodoping, which is due to solid-state diffusion
of dopant species from the substrate into the epilayer and to evaporation
of dopant from the substrate with subsequent reincorporation in the grown
layer. In order to reduce this effect, both the substrate temperature and the
gas pressure in the CVD system have to be lowered.
Deposition temperatures around 550°C have been found to be favorable for
the growth of pseudomorphic SiGe layers with moderate Ge concentrations
(up to 15%) [27]. Epitaxial growth under such conditions requires an ultrapure growth environment throughout the deposition process and a UHV base
pressure (typical operating pressures are in the range of 0.001 mbar). The
growth of the deposited layers occurs as a result of pyrolysis of the reactive
gases used (e.g. silane, germane and diborane); doping and compositional
transitions are accomplished via changes in the inlet gas composition. The
growth rate depends on the substrate temperature - which is approximately
equal to the wall temperature of the CVD reactor 13 in a UHVCVD system and the reactant pressure; the typical values of the growth rate of the order
of 1 nm/min allow precise layer control.

12Molecular-beam epitaxy has been used for the production of laboratory samples (see
e.g. [27] and references therein); the first SiGe/Si HETs were reali~ed with this technique [29,30]. This technique allows one to deposit the entire device structure without
exposure to high-temperature steps; the growth rate and film composition achieved with
this physical deposition process are essentially determined by the impinging species and
are independent of substrate orientation and temperature. However, the high cost of the
apparatus, difficulties with selective growth and problems in achieving high doping levels, required for high current gain and small base resistance, do not make this technique
appealing for mass production.
13In a modified process scheme, called limited-reaction processing, the wall temperature
of the CVD reactor is well below the substrate temperature. The substrate is radiatively
heated in this case and can change its temperature rapidly, allowing one to control the
growth rate [27].
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4.3.2 SiGe Material Parameters
Bandgap Reduction and Band Offsets
In unstraincd SiGc alloys, thc bandgap is rcduccd in comparison with silicon
owing to the presence of the germanium atoms (see Fig. 4.14). Silicon is
an indirect semiconductor with a sixfold degeneracy of the conduction band
minimum: in k space there are six minima of the conduction band, at a
distance of about 0.85 (27r / a) from the r point in the X direction (see Fig.
2.1) [32]. A graphical representation of the constant-energy surfaces in silicon
(in k space) at an energy slightly above the conduction band minimum is
shown in Fig. 4.15a. The ellipsoidal shape results from the anisotropic effective
mass, which has a valuc mj along thc symmctry axis and a valuc m; transvcrsc
to the symmetry axis. The kinetic energy 'We (k) = We (k) - We of an electron
slightly above the conduction band minimum We at kxo = 0.85 (27r / a) is given
by

The constant-energy surface 'Wc(k)
const. thus describes an ellipsoidal
~mrface in k space. The values of mj ::::J 0.98 me and
::::J 0.19 me differ by
more than a factor of five. For unstrained SiGe alloys with a Ge content below
85%, the conduction band is silicon-like, with six equivalent conduction band
minima in the X directions; for larger values of the Ge content, a germaniumlike conduction band, with eight equivalent conduction band minima in the
L directions (see Fig. 2.1) is observed.

mt
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Fig. 4.15. Constant-energy surfaces (for energies slightly above the the conduction band
minimum) for (a) silicon, showing the sixfold degeneracy of the conduction band states, and
(b) a strained SiGe layer grown on a (100) interface. In the SiGe layer, the degeneracy of
the conduction band minima is removed owing to the stress, which causes the valleys in the
(100) direction to shift upwards in energy and the valleys in the (001) and (010) directions
to shift downwards in energy

The bandgap reduction of strained SiGe layers grown on a Si substrate was
investigated both experimentally and theoretically in [28, 33]. As compared
with the unstrained SiGe alloy, a substantial reduction ofthe indirect bandgap
results from the strain: there is a uniform shift of the bandgap due to dilation,
and in addition, uniaxial splittings of the degenerate conduction and valence
band edges occur. The difference between the lowest-lying conduction band
edge and the highest valence band edge in a GexSh-,c layer on Si is a function
of the Ge content x and can be written in the form [7]

Wg(X, T)
eV

=

Wg(O, T)
eV

- 0.96.1: + 0.43 x

2

3

- 0.17 x .

In Ge x Si l - 3)Si heterojunctions, a Ge content of 20% yields a bandgap reduction of 176 meV in the strained layer, corresponding to 7k n T at room
temperature. 14
The valence band offset of a GexSi1-x/Si heterojunction is a function of the
Ge content and increases by approximately 7 me V for each percent of Ge,
I.e. [35,36]

,6.Wv(x, T)

~

x x 700 meV .

This result has been derived theoretically and has been verified by various
experimental investigations, as shown in Fig. 4.16. The conduction band offset
14 Also, in strained Ge x Si 1 - x layers grown on a Si substrate, the hole effective mass is
found to be reduced in comparison with silicon. In [34] it is shown theoretically, that this
change of hole effective mass modifies the effective density of states in the valence band and
causes results for the bandgap reduction obtained from of electrical measurements of the
transfer current to be different from optical measurements.
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in strained layers of GexSi 1- x on Si has been calculated in [28,33]' where a
small conduction band offset of about 20 meV has been found.

Electron and Hole Mobilities
The electron mobility of pure Ge exceeds that of pure Si by about a factor of
four at low temperatures [5]. As already mentioned, in unstrained Si1-.r,Ge x
alloys, six equivalent conduction band minima occur along the (100) directions up to a Ge-content x = 0.85, and for larger values of x the conduction
band is "Ge-like" with eight equivalent conduction band minima along the
(111) directions. The electron mobility in unstrained Si1-xGex alloys therefore decreases with the Ge content x up to x = 0.85 owing to alloy scattering;
for larger values of x, an increase of /-Ln towards the value for pure Ge at x = 1
is observed.
The sixfold degeneracy of the conduction band minimum and the anisotropy
of the effective mass requires that for unstrained silicon, the electron mobility in the (100) direction has to be calculated as a weighted average of the
mobilities /-Lnll and /-LIl~' i.e.
/lSi

run

=

/-Lnll

+ 2/Ln~
3

where /-Lnll is the mobility of electrons in valleys oriented along the (100)
direction, and /-Ln~ is the mobility of electrons in valleys along the (010) and
(001) directions (see Fig. 4.15). If we write /-Ln~//-L1l11 = mt/mt = B, we can
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express I1-nll and I1-nl.. in terms of I1-n as follows, as is done in Arora's mobility
model [37]:
I1-nll

3BI1-n
311-n
= 2B + 1 and I1-nl.. = 2B + 1

In an um;trained SiGe material these mobilities are reduced owing to alloy
scattering, which can be taken into account using Matthiesen's rule to obtain
the mobilities 11-11 and 11-.1..
The strain inherent in a pseudomorphic SiGe layer affects the electron mobility. Owing to the strain, the energy of the two conduction band minima
with wave vectors normal to the surface is increased, whereas the energy of
the minima with wave vectors parallel to the interface is decreased in comparison with the unstrained situation. In a strained layer, the populations of
the valleys in the (010, and (001, directions is different from the population
of the valleys in the (100, direction, if the latter is the growth direction. This
modifies the weighting factors used for the determination of the combined
mobility of the six valleys, resulting in a mobility parallel to the growth plane
given by
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"SiGe

t"'nll

(IL~ +ILII) exp ( -~) + lL~exp( -~)

(

2exp -~Wx)
- - +exp (~Wz)
--kBT
kBT

(4.4 7)

and a mobility perpendicular to the growth plane given by

"SiGe

t"'n~

~Wx) + P'II exp (-kilT
~Wz)
(-kilT
2exp (-~Wx)
- - +exp (~Wz)
--kBT
kBT

2p.~exp

(4.4S)

Here ~Wx = -EuET/3 and ~WZ = 2EuET/3, where Eu ::::: 9.2 eV i8 the
deformation potential constant for silicon, and the strain in the material is
l+v aSiGe(X) - aSi
ET = - I-v
aSiGe(X)

where // is the Poisson's ratio given by v = 0.2S0-0.007x for Sil-xGe x . These
data have been used for the computation of the electron mobility in strained
layer8 of SiGe (8ee Fig. 4.17), and good agreement with the outcome of Monte
Carlo simulations was obtained [37].
The hole mobility in strained Si 1- xGe x alloys has been investigated in [37].
The hole mobility parallel to the interface in a p-type strained Si1-xGex layer
with an acceptor concentration N A = 10 15 cm- 3 , grown on ,100) silicon, was
found to increase by 50% for x = 0.1, by SO% for x = 0.2 and by 140%
for x = 0.3. Thi8 increa8e was attributed to a decrea8e of the hole effective
mass. At larger dopant densities, the mobility decreases owing to ionizedimpurity scattering. The increased hole mohility decreases the internal hase
series resistance.

4.4 SiGe HBTs
Heterojunction bipolar transistors with a SiGe base layer on a silicon substrate became possible with the advent of SiGe growth techniques. As mentioned earlier, such HBTs generally use graded layers, as in Fig. 4.18, and
can be described with a slightly modified Gummel-Poon model. The incorporation of low concentrations of carbon « 10 20 cm- 3 into the SiGe region
can substantially suppress boron out diffusion during subsequent processing
steps [3S,39]. This allows one to usc high horon concentrations in very thin
base layers with the consequence of improved high-frequency performance.
Silicon-based HBTs with a SiGe base layer are particularly suited for the
realization of npn tran8i8tor8 8ince m08t of the bandgap off8et OCCur8 in the
valence band, while the conduction band spike is of the order of a few meV.
As compared with homojunction BJTs of comparable size, such HBTs offer
several performance advantages:
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• The transit time can be considerably reduced, owing to the drift field in
the base region associated with the grading of the Ge content in the base
layer; this results in an increased cutoff frequency .fT.
• The same value of the current gain can be achieved with a substantially
increased number of acceptors in the base layer; this yields a considerable
reduction of the internal base resistance, resulting in increased values of the
maximum frequency of oscillation fmax and of the transconductance cutoff
frequency f y , as well as a reduced noise figure at high frequencies.
• With a heterojunction, an adequate current gain can be achieved without
an oxide layer at the polysilicon emitter contact; this yields 1/ f-noise corner
frequencies below 500 Hz [41].
• The Early voltage can be considerably increased; this improves the potential
of the transistor as a current source.
• Si BJTs and SiGe HBTs show comparable base current levels at the same
Vrm value, but different values of the transfer current, as is illustrated in
Fig. 4.19: in a SiGe HBT the same transfer current is achieved with a
reduced voltage, allowing a slight reduction of the supply voltage.
In this section, the physics and the electrical behavior of SiGe HBTs are
considered in more detail.

4.4.1 Transfer Current
If velocity saturation effects in the bc diode are neglected (vnsat ---+ (Xl), the
transfer current-voltage characteristic for forward operation (3.40) reads
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(VB'E' )

exp - VT

In the case of a homogeneously doped base, the approximation p(x) ~ NI\
may be used under low-level-injection conditions. If ~WP) denotes the apparent bandgap narrowing associated with the dopant concentration N A, and
~w~e(x) denotes the bandgap reduction due to the Ge content as a function
of position x, we may write
:2

:2

A

(1))

L.l Wg

nie(X) = JlniO exp ( knT

exp

(AWGC())
g
x
L.l

knT

'

where JI = (NcNVbGe/(NcNvb. The transfer current now reads

(4.49)

where (")IDn) denotes the mean value of JlD n. In the case of a trapezoidal
Ge distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 4.20, the bandgap narrowing associated
with the germanium is 15
~wGe(x
~WgGe(x) =

g

{

. be

) + ~wGe
X-Xbe
g""
' XT-Xbe

~WgGe(Xbe)

-~--------------~~-

+ ~W~:i

,

,(4.50)

,

15This is an approximation, as theoretical investigations indicate that the bandgap narrowing due to heavy doping is more pronounced in strained layers than in unstrained layers [44].
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where .6.Wg~X = .6.WgG8(Xbc) - .6.W;8(Xbe) denotes the bandgap reduction
across the base layer due to the graded Ge profile. With this result, the
integral in the denominator of (4.49) can be evaluated resulting in

where dn

=

Xbc -

Xbe

denotes the base width and

+
w here A =

(Xbc - XT ) /

ie

(XbC))
A - (l-A)knT) exp (.6.Wi
------".--(
.6.Wg~X
kBT'

dB. The essential difference from the result for a homo-

T) ,

j unction is an increase of the transfer current by a factor exp ( .6. Wg~:ff / kB
which also affects the temperature dependence of the device. This factor
allows one to increase the denominator NA dB, resulting in a substantially
reduced internal base resistance, as illustrated in Fig. 4.21. Since .6. Wg~...:'Jf
represents an average over the base region, its value is bias-dependent and
consequently affects the Early voltage of the device.
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Early Voltage
For a discussion of the Early effect in SiGe HBTs, we may use the general
result

(4.51)

which has been derived from the transfer current relation given in Sect. 3.2.
Since VAF rv nre(Xbc). it is possible to increase the Early voltage and hence
the output resistance by increasing nie (Xbc ), as is done in graded-base HI3Ts.
I3andgap grading allows a substantial increase of the Early voltage, which
then RhowR a RllhRtantial temperature dependence, aR illllRtrated in Fig. 4.22.
If p( x) :::0 N A and the diffusion coefficient Dn are assumed to be constant
throughout the base region and if a trapezoidal Ge profile with XT < Xbc is
assumed, this expression simplifies to

if the coordinate system is chosen such that Xbe = 0 and Xbc = dB. Assuming
a Ge-induced bandgap narrowing according to (4.50) and r:::O 1, the integral
can be evaluated, resulting in
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+ kB~e XT(eL'>.W~;;"/kB1·_1)]
ll. Wg,L'>.

(4.52)

- 1/(;'fl' .

The situation is different if dB <
the graded region. In this case

~\F

XT,

i.e. if the bc depletion layer extends into

- VC'B' .

Using the results

and

the following result for the Early voltage can be derived:
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eAjeN~
Cjc(VC'B' )

XT

kBT

[ exp (

~WGc

g,Ll.

X

1-

~k:¥X ) - 1 ] +DnVnsat

~wGe

Dn

g,Ll.

kBT

-

VC'B' .

VnsatXT

From this result, even negative values of

VAF

(corresponding to a negative
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slope of the output characteristic under isothermal conditions) are expected
for small values of XT. The calculations above are derived from the modified
drift-diffusion theory and apply to graded HBTs; in HBTs with abrupt heterojunctions, thermionic emission and neutral-base recombination will affect
the output conductance of the device and thus the extrapolated Early voltage

VA [47].
At low temperatures, enhanced recombination in the base region or in the
bc junction may affect the output conductance of SiGe HBTs, as was demonstrated in [46]. Here the measurements showed a decrease of the base current
with Vc;B at fixed Vm ; before the onset of impact ionization (see Fig. 4.23);
this would not be expected if recombination occurred only in the emitter region, as can generally be assumed in the case of high-frequency homojunction
BJTs.

Temperature Dependence
The temperature dependence of the transfer current in graded-base SiGe
HBTs depends on the Ge grading; its value is important in many analog
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circuits, such as bandgap references (see Chap. 6). Neglecting series resistances, the Vm;(T) characteristic can be obtained from the transfer current
characteristic

which gives

i.e. the voltage drop across the eb diode is reduced by the effective bandgap
narrowing in the base region due to the heavy doping and the germanium
content. As ll. Wg~:ff is determined by the location of the emitter-side depletion
layer edge Xhe, a change of the forward bias VBE will result in a different offset
voltage in the temperature characteristic of VBE . This has negative effects on
a special class of bandgap references [48].

4.4.2 Base Transit Time
Within the drift-diffusion approximation, the base transit time can be derived
from the modified Kromer formula (3.106),
Tn[

dB _'_C__
nf (x) ld B

lo

p(x)

x

p(y)
dydx
Dn(y)nre(Y)

1
+--Vnsat

p(d n )
nre(dB)

ld

B

0

nre(x) d x
--p(x)

,

where the coordinates are chosen such that Xb8 = 0 and Xbc = dB. The above
expression can be computed analytically for a trapewidal Ge profile if r = 1
and if p(x) ;:::; NA and Dn are assumed to be constant throughout the base
region. 16 In this case the integral that determines the forward base transit
time can be split into a sum of four integrals
1

--

Dn

l l
xT

3>1

nf (x) dy dx + -1
nre(Y)
Dn

_1_,8_ _

x

0

1 ld
+--

Dn

xT

l l dB
xT

0

XT

2

n (x) dy dx
nfe(Y)

_18_ _

Bld B+nf (x)
1 ld Bnf (x)
d'l/ dx + --1e

x

nic(Y)'

Vnsat

0

2

nic(dB)

dx .

.

which can be evaluated assuming a Ge-induced bandgap narrowing according
to (4.50), to give
16This situation corresponds to a constant value of the quasi-electric field due to the
bandgap grading throughout the base region. Corresponding results for the base transit time
which take account of a position-dependent mobility have also been derived, for example
in [49].
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+

dB

+ (e-l)xT
Vnsat

,

(4.53)

where

The formula (4.53) reduces to the result published in [50] in the limit
00. In the limit XT ---7 dB, the forward base transit time is

Vnsat ---7

in the limit Vnsat ---7 00, the result for a linearly graded base published in [27]
is obtained. The optimum Ge profile in the base region for a given maximum
value of the Ge content can be obtained by setting dTBfjdxT equal to zero;
this results in the optimum value of XT, given by
XT

dB

=

1- e

1-2e+(2knTj,6,Wi~X)(I-e)

(1 + ~)

dBvnsat'

In this optimization, the base width and thus the base sheet resistance have
been taken to be constant; as the Gummel number changes with the value
of XT, different values of the forward current gain appear if XT is changed.
Numerical investigations [51] suggest that a graded Ge profile has only a small
influence on the maximum cutoff frequency fTrnax as long as the base Gummel
number

remains constant.

4.4.3 High-level-Injection Effects
At high injection levels, the electron flow into the collector may be reduced
owing to the formation of a potential barrier at the bc heterojunction: the
Kirk effect is more pronounced in SiGe HBTs, resulting in a nearly abrupt
degradation of transistor performance above a critical current level. The reason for this is the valence band offset at the SiGejSi heterointerface in the
bc junction. This offset has a negligible effect on the device characteristics
under low-level injection, when J < J K . After the onset of the Kirk effect,
however, the space charge region in the junction shifts towards the subcollector. In the case of a conventional I3JT, holes are injected into the collector
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region (8ee Sect. 3.7). However, a8 the heterojunction block8 hole injection
into the collector, holes pile up at the heterointerface and induce a conduction band barrier that opposes the electron transfer current and therefore
degrades the transconductance. Furthermore, a strong increase of the stored
minority charge in the base region causes both a decrease of iT and imax
and an increase of the base recombination current, with the consequence of a
substantial reduction of the current gain.
This effect cannot be eliminated completely, but a careful optimization of
the Ge and dopant distribution in the bc junction allows one to delay the
onset of the effect to current densities above those required for normal circuit
operation [52]. Several constraints have to be taken into account when this
optimization is done:
• Moving the heterojunction more deeply into the bc depletion layer or using
a graded heterojunction at the bc junction (retrograding) allows one to shift
the onset of high-Ievel-injection effects to a larger current density. As these
methods increase the thickness of the strained layer, they cause a possible
film stability problem. Furthermore, a decrease of the breakdown voltage is
expected if the heterojunction is shifted too far into the space charge layer .
• The possibility of increasing the collector doping level in order to shift the
Kirk current density to a larger value is limited by the negative impact on
the open-ba8e breakdown voltage BVCEO.
A model equation that con8ider8 the barrier effect on the forward tran8it time
has been derived in [53].17 The density of minority carriers in the pushedout base is assumed to be large in comparison with the density of donors ND,
i.e. 17. ;::j P » N D . The generalized law of mass action then gives
Tf

(4.54)
where 6 WF = WFn - WFp is the difference of the electron and hole quasiFermi levels. If the hole current density is assumed to be small in the epitaxial
layer, the electron current density equation gives

d
-6WF
dx

In
Ilnn

Taking the derivative of the root of (4.54) the two equations can be combined
with the result:
dn _ _ n_d6Wg
dx
2k13T dx

(4.55)

17 A model for HBTs with an abrupt heterojunction at the pn transition has been presented in [54].
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An increase of the electron current density to I n + 6..Jn causes an increase of
the electron density to n(x) + 6..n(x); 6..n and 6..Jn are related by

_1_ I n +6..Jn = ~(n + 6..n) _ n+6..n d6..Wg .
2kBT

dx

I'n

dx

2kBT

(4.56)

The difference of (4.56) and (4.55) yields
1
_ d (6..n)
1 ( 6..n ) d6.. Wg
2k BTP,n - dx 6..Jn - 2kBT 6..Jn ~.

= 0 for x >

Since dWg/dx

XT,

this differential equation has the solution

x - Xb
2kB T /1n

1

- - - + -=-=--=-=-eVnsat

in the range Xbar < x < Xb if the boundary condition .Tn = -enVsat is applied
at x = ;rb. At the barrier the electron density is increased by the Boltzmann
factor, i.e.

6..n I
6..Jn x-

bar

=

[1

+

- eVnsat

Xb]

Xbar -

2k13TP,n

exp

(WbaT)
k13 T

'

where Wbar denotes the height of the potential barrier. In the case of a trapezoidal Ge profile, the Ge content is constant in the region between XT and
Xbar. Therefore

6..n = 6..n I
6..Jn
6..Jn x-bar

+

x-

Xbar

2kBTP,n

in this region. If XT is assumed to be close to the metallurgical junction
Xjc = 0, the increase of the transit time can be estimated from
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Fig. 4.24. Illustration of
6.n/6.Jn as a function of position for a SiGe RBT both
with and without barrier effect present. XT is where the
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Xbar is the location of the
heterojunction, and Xb is the
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(after [53])
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=

Xbar

[_1_

+

Vnsat

Xb - Xbar] exp (Wbar)
k13 T

2Dn

if Xb > Xbar and Dn = VTP-n. The value of
current density and can be written as

Xb

is determined by the collector

Jc <::: Inc
Ic

> IHc

where IHc is the Kirk current and depi denotes the thickness of the epilayer.
With the increase of the transit time can be written as
Ic <:::
Ic
where
Xbar

har

(d

ePi - Xbar

2DIl

(4.57)

> har

1) [exp

+Vnsat

Xbar
2Dn
1--+--d epi

har

(Wbar)
k T
·B

- 1

]

(4.58)
(4.59)

Vnsatdepi

The model introduces two additional parameters Tbb and har to fit experimental data and was found to improve the description of transistors with an
SiGe base region; Fig. 4.25 demonstrates the improvements on the standard
HICUM model. 18

4.4.4 Compact Models for SiGe HBTs
A compact model for SiGe HBTs based on the integral charge control relation
has been presented in [55,56], where effects of thermionic emission in abrupt
heterojunction transistors are neglected because there is only a small spike in
the conduction band. Compact models for HBTs must differ from those for
conventional bipolar transistors in several respects:
• The temperature dependence is different, owing to the different values of
the bandgap in the base and emitter regions .
• The modeling of the Early effect has to be different, owing to the effect of
the intrinsic carrier density at the bc depletion layer edge on the output
conductance.
18The comparison considers SiGe BETs with a reduced collector doping ("high-breakdown
BETs"); the effect is less pronounced if the doping concentration in the collector region is
increased.
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• High-level-injection effects have to be taken into account in a different manner, owing to the base-collector heterojunction.
MEXTRAM provides two features to model SiGe HBTs [57]:
• The effects of a graded base layer are described in terms of the parameter
f:..Eg, which modifies the description of the normalized base charge under
low-level- injection conditions:
g
VTe
) f:..Eg]
f:..E
cxp ( -+1
- -cxp (VTC
---)
[
Ver
VT
Vef VT

cxp (

f:..Eg)
VT

-

(4.60)

1

with voltages VTe and VTc as defined in Sect. 3.16. Formula (4.60) is derived
from the Gummel number

GB -

NA

-

jXbC --l-dx
n20

Dnr,bc

nrc(x)

by assuming homogeneous doping and a linear grading of the bandgap with
the bandgap difference f:..Eg across the zero-bias base width dB. Formula
(4.60) reduces to ql = VTe/Ver + Vl'c/Vef in the limit f:..Eg --+ O.
• In somc SiGc proccss thc currcnt componcnt IBB owing to ncutral-basc rccombination may be nonnegligible. This may be caused by the high doping
density in the base layer with the consequence of increased Auger recombination or by barrier effects at the bc junction. If IB is affected by IBB
a decrease of IB with increasing values of VTc is observed. Neutral-base
recombination under low-level-injection conditions is described in terms of
the parameter XREC, as follows:
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IB

= ~ [exp(VB2El)
BF

VT

-1] (1

+XREC

VTC) .

VEF

For high-level injection conditions with a nonnegligible electron concentration at the bc junction, this formula is generalized to

In =

~: {(1- Xmcc) [exPC~;l)

+ XREC

-1]

[expC~;l) + expC~:2)

-

2] (1 +

XREC ; : ; ) } .

4.5 Compound Semiconductor H BTs
Silicon-based HBTs are of particular interest for large-scale integration at a
moderate cost level. Alternative heterostructures based on compound semiconductors may offer specific advantages because of a larger electron mobility
or saturated drift velocity or because of a different value of the bandgap. As
the focus of this book is on silicon-based devices, this subject will only be
considered briefiy.19
Heterojunction bipolar transistors using wide-bandgap III-V semiconductor materials such as AlxGal-xN/GaN are under investigation for high-power,
high-frequency applications 20 [64-67]. The large band gaps of these semiconductor materials, in excess of 3 eV, allows one to operate such devices at
high temperatures and voltages, as both the intrinsic carrier density and the
ionization coefficient are small. There are, however, some technological problems, such as the incomplete ionization of the Mg dopant used in the GaN
base layer, to be overcome.

4.5.1 GaAIAs/GaAs HBTs
The GaAIAs/GaAs material system has some excellent features:
• The GaAIAs/GaAs material system provides an excellent lattice match: the
difference between the lattice constants of AlAs and GaAs is only about
0.14% at room temperature, and thus coherently matched heterostructures
are possible for any Al content .
• The freedom in the alloy composition due to the nearly perfect lattice matching allows one to realize substantial bandgap differences. The
bandgap of AlxGal-xAs is given by

< 0.45

Wg(x) _ { 1.424 + 1.247 x

for

x

~

for

x> 0.45

-

1.424

+ 1.27 x + 1.147(x-0.45)2

19See, for example, [2,5,58-62].
20 A comparison of various candidates for the fabrication of power HBTs is given in [63].
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Below x = 0.45 the semiconductor alloy has a direct bandgap, for larger
values of x the bandgap is indirect, with conduction band minima at the X
points of the I3rillouin zone.
• The small effective mass associated with the direct conduction band minimum results in a large electron mobility, close to 8000 cm 2 IV s in pure
GaAs.
• The direct conduction band minimum allows one to integrate light-emitting
devices such as LEDs or laser diodes with circuit.s constructed wit.h AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs.
• Owing to the wide bandgap, GaAs has a small int.rinsic carrier density and
thus a substantial specific resistance. "Semi-insulating" GaAs substrates obtained from intrinsic GaAs result in extremely small collector-substrate capacitances and reduce t.he coupling bet.ween devices and their interconnect.s
to the substrate. This is of particular importance in microwave monolithic
integrated circuits (MMICs), which frequently employ wide interconnects
in order to control the impedance and to limit attenuation.
emitter contact

collector

SHBT

DHBT

GalnAs

GalnAs

AlinAs

AllnAs,lnP

GalnAs

GalnAs

GalnAs

InP

GalnAs

InP

InP

InP

r'---------------'-,-----------------------------------------'---------------,-------------------------------------------

Fig. 4.26. Layers
in ~ingle- (SHBT)
and
double-heterojunction
(DHBT)
bipolar
transistors
on an InP substrate
(after [68])

4.5.2 Indium Phosphide
Indium phosphide provides excellent electron mobility with a saturated drift
velocity that exceeds the value for silicon by nearly a fact.or of three, a baseemitter voltage that lies some 200 m V below the corresponding value for a
Si BJT, and a larger value of the bc breakdown voltage. These benefits are
somewhat. reduced by the smaller value of t.he thermal conductivity, which
limits the maximum allowable power dissipation [68]- Figure 4.26 shows a
schematic illustration of the layers typically employed in single- and doubleheterojunction bipolar transistors (SHBTs and DHBTs, respectively) on an
InP substrate. Using InAs (Wg = 1.45 eV) or InP (Wg = 1.35 eV) as emitter
material on a base layer formed from GaInAs (e.g. wit.h Wg = 0.75 eV) yields
a wide-gap emitter and a small turn-on voltage owing to the small bandgap
of the base layer (Fig. 4.27). DHI3Ts formed on top of a wide-gap collector
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layer (e.g. InP) benefit additionally from the high breakdown field of InP,
which allows one to increase the doping and reduce the thickness of the ncollector layer, resulting in an increased cutoff frequency for a given value of
the breakdown voltage: InP /InGaAs HBTs show larger values of21 hBVCEO
than do SiGe HBTs.

100
A/cm2
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J

c
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0.1

0.01

Graded
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HBT

,
,,,
,,,
,,

0.001 '--_ _----L_ _ _---'-_ _ _- - ' -_ _ _"""'---------'
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.4 V
o

..

Fig. 4.27. Collectorcurrent density Jc
versus base-emitter
voltage VEE for different npn bipolar
transistor technologies

Lahoratory samples of InP /InGaAs HBTs grown hy MOCVD showing a
cutoff frequency iT = 161 GH7: and a maximum frequency of oscillation
imax = 167 GHz with a 2 ~lm x 10 ~m emitter were demonstrated in [69].
An IC process for an HBT with an InGaP emitter, developed for RF and
microwave instrumentation with minimum lateral dimensions of 1 ~m, showing a cutoff frequency iT = 65 GHz, a maximum frequency of oscillation
imax = 75 GHz, a current gain (3 = 132 and an open-base breakdown voltage
BVCEO = 8.3 V, is described in [70]. Values of iT and imax in excess of 500
GHz seem he achievahle with 0.2 p.m lithography [68].

4.5.3 Microwave Power Transistors
Microwave power transistors are intended to deliver large amounts of power
at high frequencies. Such devices are generally realized as multiemitter transistors (Fig. 4.28), which cover a substantial area of the chip surface. 22 This
may lead to an inhomogeneous or even unstable current distribution among
the various emitter fingers (Fig. 4.29), a problem that can be overcome by
21 The quantity JT BVCEO serves as a figure of merit to characterize the trade-off between
breakdown and speed (see Sect. 3.10).
22Design rules for AIGaAs/GaAs HBTs for power applications are discussed in [71].
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Fig. 4.28. Cross section (schematic) and
simplified equivalent
circuit of a power
RET with n emitter
fingers (after [72])

adding an emitter ballasting resistor [73,74] in series with each emitter finger
(Fig. 4.28). The transistor may then be considered as a parallel connection of
N transistors with emitter series resistors. If R = RE + REE' denotes the combination of the (internal) emitter resistance REE' and the emitter ballasting
resistance RE, a change of the junction temperature 'Fj or the emitter current
IE causes a change

of the voltage drop Vl::l E = VBE' + Rh. To achieve stability with respect to
temperature and/or current fluctuations, the value of dVrm must be positive
[72]; the minimum allowable value of the emitter ballasting resistor is obtained
from the condition dVBE = 0, corresponding to
( 1 + aRIE d'Fj) R
dh

= _ (8:BE
8h

I
)

_

T

(8VBEI)
8'Fj

IE

d'Fj,
dh

where dR/dTj = aRR has been expressed in terms of the temperature coefficient aR. Taking account of the relation

one obtains

if Vc;E is constant; here dRth/d'Fj = aRthRth has been written in terms of the
temperature coefficient aRth of the thermal resistance. Combining equations
yields the following for the minimum emitter ballasting resistance:
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This result takes account of the variation with temperature of both the emitter
ballasting resistance and the thermal resistance; thermal coupling between
neighboring emitter fingers is not considered.
In Sect. 3.11, the following condition for thermal instability was derived 23
23If the thermal resistance is assumed to be temperature-dependent, the condition should
be modified to [76]

R

T7
·th>CE

[(OIC)
-

oT

VeE

dRth]
+ -Ic Rth

dT

--+

1.
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(DIe)
aT

- -1- -Ie
1 +Rgm T

VeE

(Vg - VBE

VI'

+ XTI)

'

where R = REE' + RE denotes the effective emitter series resistance, applies
when VBE is constant, the instability criterion results in the following condition for the maximum allowable current per emitter finger:
R V;

th eE

Ie (Vg - VBE

1

l+ RIe/ VT T

VT

+

X)
TI

=

1

(4.61 )

.

The temperature T and the temperature voltage VT at the operating temperature differ from the values TA and VTA determined by the ambient temperature owing to self-heating

If this is introduced into (4.61) a quadratic equation for the maximum allowable current per emitter finger results. A simplified solution gives the following estimate for the maximurIl allowable current for a power transistor with
n emitter fingers:

(4.62)
where 24

e -- -kBe

(Vg - VBE
VT

+ X'1'1)

- nkB
-.
e

Experimental investigations of the instability criterion and its dependence on
the substrate temperature have been published in [76].
The uniformity of the current distrihution in multiemitter transistors can
be improved substantially by using emitter ballasting resistors, as is shown by
comparison of Figs. 4.29 and 4.30. If instabilities of the current distribution
are avoided, the current-carrying capability is limited by high-level-injection
effects in the collector region. A positive value of the temperature coefficient
of the ballasting resistor and a negative value of the temperature coefficient of
the thermal resistance reduce the minimum value of the ballasting resistance
required.
24If

Rth is tempera.ture-dependent, the rela.tion for

e

=

kp, (Vg - VHF:
e
VT

e should be modified to [76]

+XTI) (1- T -TA dRth)-l _ n kp,
Rth

dT

e

.
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Carrier multiplication in the bc diode may have a substantial effect on the
current distribution. At a given value of Vc;J::l, the base current that flows
into the device is given by [l-B~(Mn-l)]ITlE' where IDE denotes the base
current injected into the emitter and B~ = hi IBE, and the base current
component due to recombination in the base region IBB has been neglected.
If B~ and Mn decrease with temperature, as is the case for AIGaAs/GaAs
HBTs, "cold" fingers may have a negative base current, i.e. produce holes,
which acts as an additional base current component for "hot" fingers, which
as a consequence carry a larger current and heat up even further [77]. This
mechanism has to be taken into account if current gain collapse occurs at Vc;E
values near the open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO.
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5 Noise Modeling
The quantization of electric charge, in conjunction with fluctuations of the
density and velocity of charge carriers, is responsible for the noise in electronic
devices. Generally we may distinguish between shot noise, due to fluctuations
of the current associated with directed carrier motion, for example, caused
by an applied electric field, and thermal noise (also termed diffusion noise or
velocity fluctuation noise), due to the thermal motion of the carriers.
In semiconductors generation-recombination noise, which is due to fluctuations of the carrier density caused by inter band transitions,l may be important in addition. In order to take account of these effects within the framework
of transport theory, the continuity and current equations have to be extended
by stochastic terms, which represent local noise sources. The calculation of the
noise properties of a device then requires one to relate these local, microscopically produced fluctuations in the interior of the device to the (measurable)
fluctuations of the terminal currents and voltages.

5.1 Noise in Semiconductors
This section gives an introduction to thermal noise, shot noise and generationrecombination noise, and also examines 1/ f noise and extra noise due to
hot-carrier effects and carrier multiplication.

5.1.1 Shot Noise and Thermal Noise
Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 5.1, where a current flows between
two electrodes El and E2 held at constant potential. An electron between
electrodes El and E2 carries a current ik(t) = -evx,k(t)/ L, where Vr"k(t)
denotes the x component of its velocity at time t, and L denotes the distance
between the electrodes. Adding the current carried by all of the electrons
involved, we obtain the total current at time t as
N(t)

i(t)

=

-Ie,,"",
L.. Vx,k(t)

,

(5.1)

k=l

where N(t) is the number of electrons between the electrodes at time t. If we
denote the drift velocity by (v x ] = V n , the ensemble average 2 of the current
is therefore
lOr transitions between band states and localized trapping centers.
2See Appendix E for a brief summary of the statistical foundations of noise theory.
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Fig. 5.1. Electrons
carrying a current between electrodes El
and E2

(5.2)

,

if no correlation exists between the fluctuations of the electron number and
the velocity fluctuations. Fluctuations of the particle current may be caused
by either fluctuations of the number N(t) of electrons between the electrodes
or fluctuations of the x component of the velocity of the carriers. If flN(t)
denotes the deviation of the electron number N(t) from its mean value (N),
and flVx,k(t) the deviation of the .7.: component of the velocity of electron k
at time t from the mean value (v x ) = V n , the current fluctuation is

fli(t) ~ -~vnflN(t) - ~
L

L

(1'1)

L

flvx,d t ) .

(5.3)

k=l

Since no correlation exists between the velocity fluctuations flvx,dt) and
flVx,l(t) if k # l, the variance of the current is

(5.4)
The two terms on the right-hand side of this equation are of different nature.
While the first term, referred to in the following as the shot noise, is related
to the directed motion of electrons, the second term, referred to in the following as the thermal noise, is associated with the random thermal motion of
the electrons. Shot noise is therefore associated with an average current flow
and is a typical nonequilibrium phenomenon, while thermal noise will always
be observed, even in thermal equilibrium. Since the average carrier velocity
Vn used to describe the directed motion of carriers does not fluctuate, shot
noise will be observed only if the number of carriers fluctuates. Depending on
whether the term determined by the velocity fluctuations (N) (flv~) or the
term determined by the fluctuations of the particle number v~(flN2) dominates, the device will show predominantly thermal noise or predominantly
shot noise, as illustrated by the following examples.
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Shot Noise of a Vacuum Diode
Figure 5.2 shows the current voltage characteristics of a vacuum diode for
different values of cathode temperature Te. In the saturation region, the device acts as a current source that delivers a current limited by the rate at
which electrons are emitted from the cathode, since virtually all emitted electrons are collected by the anode. The number N(t) of electrons in the region

saturation region

cathode

T

C2

> TC1

anode

Fig. 5.2. Current-voltage characteristics of a vacuum diode for
different values of cathode temperature Tc

between the electrodes is controlled by a stochastic emission process. Owing
to the exponential decrease of the electron distribution function in the cathode metal at large energy values, the kinetic energy of the electrons at the
cathode surface is small: most of the electrons emitted have kinetic energies
well below 3kBTe. Since operation in the saturation regime requires several
volts to be applied to the anode, the energy acquired by the electrons in the
electric field i8 much larger than their initial (random) kinetic energy. For a
vacuum diode in the 8aturation region we may therefore a88ume (6.v~) « v~.
In this limit, the autocorrelation function of the noise current Ri (T) is essentially determined by the autocorrelation function R!:>N (T) of the number of
particles in the drift volume:

(5.5)
Since the presence of one electron in the drift volume is independent of the
presence of other electrons there, the autocorrelation function of the particle
number is (N) times the autocorrelation function of the function h (t) that
describes the presence of one electron in the drift region between the two
electrode8, defined by
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h(t) = {

~

if the electron is inside the drift volume
if not

If it takes a flight time tf for an electron to cross the drift region, h (t) is
of rectangular form, as shown in Fig. 5.3aj this results in an autocorrelation
function R1 (T) of triangular shape, as shown in Fig. 5.3b.

Fig. 5.3. (a) Function h(t) describing
the presence of an
electron in the drift
volume, and (b) the
corresponding autocorrelation function

o+--_L--__

--L.._ _

T

(b)

(a)

The spectral density 5 1(w) of R 1(T) can be determined with the help of the
Wiener-Khintchin relation

5 1 (w) =4

tf

loo

tf-T
1-COS(wtf)
--cos(wT)dT=4tf
(
)2
tf
wtf

(5.6)

.

For frequencies that ohey wtf « 1, it is possihle to approximate 51 (w) hy its
low-frequency limit 51 (w --+ 0) = 2tf to obtain

(5.7)
The spectral density of the noise current then yields, if we write tf = L/v n ,

(5.8)
which is Schottky's classical result [1] for shot noise. 3 The same result can be
obtained by application of Carson's theorem, as shown in Appendix E4.
3This result is only correct if the carrier flow is unidirectional. For small values of the
anode voltage V", not all electrons emitted by the cathode are transported to the anode some are captured again by the cathode, resulting in a noise current with a spectral density
exceeding 2eh.
4Since the electrons are accelerated in the electric field between the cathode and anode,
the pulse shape of the individual current pulses is triangular, rather than rectangular as
has been assumed here for simplicity. Application of Carson's theorem to triangular current
pulses yields

S

= 2e1
,A

4(wtf)2

+ 8 [l-cos(wit)- (wit) sin(wtr) 1 .
(wtf)4

.

which is identical to the result obtained for rectangular pulses in the limit wtf

«

1.
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Thermal Noise of an Ohmic Resistor
In a metal resistor,s the electron number shows negligibly small fluctuations
since deviations from charge neutrality settle down within the dielectric relaxation time T E • In this case the number of electrons between the electrodes
is not controlled by an emission process, and insufficient or superfluous electrons are easily exchanged with the contact electrodes, resulting in negligibly
small fluctuations of the electron number. Another difference from the vac-

E1

E2

Fig. 5.4. Path of an electron (schematic representation)
between electrodes El and E2 in
a resistive material

uum diode results from the scattering of electrons: in a solid, the mean free
path is much less than the distance between the electrodes, and each electron
is involved in many scattering events on its way from E1 to E2 (Fig. 5.4).
The average drift velocity is therefore much smaller than the random thermal
velocity, i.e. (.6..v;) (N) » v~ (.6..N 2 ). In this limit the autocorrelation function of the noise current is predominantly determined by the autocorrelation
function Rc"v (T) of the .7: component of the velocity of a carrier:

(5.9)
Owing to the randomizing effect of the scattering process, the autocorrelation
function Rc"v (T) only differs significantly from zero within a time interval of
the order of the collision time Te. For frequencies which obey WTc « 1, we
obtain, with the help of the Wiener-Khintchin relation, the relation between
the diffusion coefficient and the velocity autocorrelation function derived in
Appendix E, and the Einstein relation Dn = P,n VT,

If we write (N)

= nAL, the spectral density of the noise current reads

GIn a resistor composed of a semiconductor material, current may be carried by electrons
and holes. Fluctuations of the electron and hole densities due to generation and recombination processes do not result in a change of charge density and therefore do not attract
electrons and holes across the contacts: therefore the noise observed in thermal equilibrium
will not increase because of generation or recombination processes. The situation is different
if the resistor carries a current. In this case a resistor composed of a semiconductor material shows an additional generation recombination noise due to fluctuations of the carrier
densities, which result in fluctuations of the specific resistivity (see Sect. 5.1.2).
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which is the Nyquist theorem for the thermal noise of a resistor. This theorem
relates the spectral density Si of the noise current of a resistor to its conductance G, i.e. to the quantity that describes the response of the current to a
change of applied voltage such that t::.I = Gt::. V. That the thermal noise of an
ohmic resistor is related to its resistance can be understood if one considers
the fact that both thermal noise and ohmic resistance have the same physical
origin, that iR, the random Rcattering of mobile carrierR by impuritieR and
lattice vibrations. The Nyquist theorem for the thermal noise of a resistor
is a special case of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [2], which relates the
fluctuations of a linear system from its equilibrium state to the response of
the system to an external perturbation.
The thermal noise of a resistor as described by the Nyquist theorem is
observed in thermal equilibrium, i.e. without a bias applied to the resistor
terminals, and does not vary significantly in biased resistors - at least as long
as the field in the resistor volume is small enough to avoid significant carrier
heating. The shot noise contribution associated with the directed motion of
carriers is negligibly small in the resistor, since the electron number in the drift
volume may be assumed to be constant. This is the result of huge currents
crossing the contact electrodes in both directions, which almost cancel except
for a small difference that is observed as the current flowing in the external
circuit.
Noise of Hot Electrons. Consider the noise of an n-type semiconductor sample to which a voltage V is applied. In a low electric field, the average kinetic
energy of an electron in the conduction band will be close to 3kn TrJ2, where
TL iR the temperature of the crystal lattice, and the noiRe will be related to
the impedance by the Nyquist theorem, i.e. noise measurements do not provide information that is not otherwise available from mobility data. However,
if the electric field increases, the mean kinetic energy (W) of the electrons
may considerably exceed 3k B TL/2; the corresponding electron temperature 6
Tn = 2(W) /3kB » TL will then exceed the lattice temperature T L , resulting in increased noise. 7 A measurement of the noise produced by a biased
semiconductor sample in the nonohmic regime therefore provides information
about the mean energy of the electrons [4,5].
6The energy relaxation time Twn is considerably larger than the momentum relaxation
time T vn , i.e. an electron generally loses only a small fraction of its kinetic energy in a collision
process, although that process almost completely randomizes its direction of flight. This is
a prerequisite for the "thermali>oation" of the electron distribution and the introduction of
an electron temperature.
7See e.g. [3] for a survey of fluctuations and noise of hot carriers in semiconductors.
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5.1.2 Generation-Recombination Noise
Generation and recombination processes change the number of electrons and
holes in a stochastic manner and contribute to device noise.

Fluctuations of Particle Density
As explained in Appendix E, generation and recombination processes cause
fluctuations of the number N of electrons or holes in a semiconductor volume
with a variance
(5.12)
and a relaxation time T that can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of
the generation and recombination rates with respect to the average electron
density n = (N)/V. In the special case of a p-type semiconductor under
low-level-injection conditions, 8

npO
Nl'nre
2
+ Cppnie ::::::
Tn
(n+nl )TpO + (P+Pl )TnO

=

G

NTpn

R
and
T

(n+nl)TpO + (P+Pl)TnO

_ (dR
_dG)-l
dn
dn

-

~
~

+Cp p 2n ::::::

n

Tn

Tn·

As fluctuations i::J.n of the electron density from the stationary value n relax
with the time constant T, the autocorrelation function of the electron density
obeys [6]

(i::J.n(O)i::J.n(t)) = (i::J.n 2 ) e- t / T

,

where (i::J.n 2) = (i::J.N 2) /V2. Application of the Wiener-Khintchin relation now
yields the following for the spectral density of the particle density fluctuations:
S6n(W)
01',

= 41o'X) (i::J.n(O)i::J.n(t)) cos{wt) dt

(5.13)

with the help of (5.12),
S . (w)
6n

=

2(G+R)T2 ~
1 + W 2T2 V·

8The minority-carrier lifetime
Sect. 2.6):

1
Tn

C pp

2

NT
+-.
TnO

Tn

(5.14)

takes account of both SRH and Auger processes (see
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A resistor composed of a semiconducting material with average resistance
R rv l/n will show resistance fluctuations with a spectral density SR(W) =
R 2S6.n(w)/n2 if these are solely determined by fluctuations of the carrier
density. If a constant voltage V is applied to the resistor, the resistance fluctuations imply a noise current with a spectral density

Si(W) = 1: SR (w) = 12 S6.n;W) ,

R

n

which varies in proportion to the square of the average current 1 carried by
the resistor owing to the external voltage V; this noise is not observed in
thermal equilibrium.

Noise Due to Carrier Multiplication Effects
Carrier multiplication due to impact ionization is a random process and
therefore increases device noise. Investigations of this effect were originally
motivated by the need to characterize the current amplification process in
avalanche photodiodes, which determines the detectivity of such sensors. In
modern high-frequency bipolar transistors with their small values of openbase breakdown voltage, carrier multiplication in the bc diode may be nonnegligible and may affect the nonlinearity and noise of the device. From the
theory of the avalanche photodiode, it is known that the noise of a reversebiased pn junction, into which a primary current h is injected can be described by a noise current source with spectral density [7,8]

Si

=

where mn

2cm 2n¢(m n)h ,

(5.15)

= (m n) denotes the average multiplication factor and ¢(mn) =

(m~)/(mn)2 represents the increase of noise due to the stochastic carrier mul-

tiplication process. For pure electron injection, the value of ¢(mn) is given
by [8]

¢(m n) = 2 - _1_ + k (rnn -2+ _1_) ,
rnn

m'n

(5.16)

where k = a p / an denotes the ratio of the hole and electron ionization coefficients, which was assumed to be constant. Since k « 1 for silicon, we may
make the approximation
(5.17)
the weak avalanche regime. 9 Noise due to carrier multiplication in the
bc diode of a high-frequency bipolar transistor becomes relevant when the
transistor is operated near the open-base breakdown voltage, as is shown by
the calculations in Sect. 5.6.3.
1Il

9See e.g. [9,10] and references therein for further discussion.
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5.1.3 Low-Frequency Noise (l/f Noise)
At low frequencies, 1/1 noise, with a spectral density proportional to 1-',
where r = 1.0 ± 0.1, is observed [11] in all electronic devices over a wide
frequency range and is usually measured from 1 HLj to 10 kHLj. At higher
frequencies the 1/1 noise disappears into (white) thermal noise or shot noise.
While 1/1 noise of electronic devices was first considered to be a surface
effect that could be avoided by careful treatment of surfaces and interfaces,
an investigation of measured 1/ I-noise data for metal and semiconductor
resistors by Hooge [11] has shown that the spectral density of the current or
resistance fluctuations follows an empirical relation of the form

Si(f)

(5.18)

[2

where N denotes the number of carriers in the sample. Equation (5.18) is
today commonly referred to as the Hooge equation; the Hooge parameter
4
C\:n typically has values between 10- and 2 x 10- 3 , dependent on crystal
quality [11]. Several physical mechanisms are responsible for the 1/1 noise in
electronic devices.
Mobility fluctuations are one of the physical mechanisms leading to 1/1
noise in resistors. According to a theory by Handel [12], such 1/1 noise occurs
because of interactions of scattered particles with photons emitted during the
scattering process and is unavoidable, just like thermal noise, for example.
The theoretical predictions of this model, however, result in Hooge parameters
that are substantially below experimental findings; for further discussion of
this theory see, for example, [11,13 16]. The mechanism described by Handel
therefore determines a lower limit to the 1/1 noise. According to [11], 1/1
noise due to mobility fluctuations is associated with a Hooge parameter C\:H ~
10- 4 . The resistance of a sample is determined by the product of the carrier
density and the mobility of the carriers, leading to

6..R
R

and

SR(f)
R2

=

S0./1(f)
/1. 2

+ S0.n(f)
n2

where both terms on the right-hand side of each expression may show 1/1
noise. If the first term predominates, the noise is called mobility fluctuation
1/1 noise; if the second term predominates, the noise is called number fluctuation 1/1 noise [15]. Number fluctuation 1/1 noise due to particle density
variations caused by generation and recombination processes at centers in the
semiconductor bulk would, however, require an unrealistic energy spectrum
of the trap states, as pointed out in [15]. The 1/1 noise of resistors is therefore
generally attributed to mobility fluctuation 1/1 noise.
The specific resistivity of polysilicon resistors is determined to a large extent
by the potential barriers at the boundaries between the grains of crystalline
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silicon (see Chap. 7). In order for electrons to be able to travel from one grain
to another, they have either to surmount the barrier or to tunnel through
it. The height of the barrier is determined by the number of charge carriers
trapped at the grain boundary, which is subject to random fluctuations. A
theoretical analysis that considers fluctuations of trap occupancy at the grain
boundaries similarly to the McWorther model (see Appendix E) and relates
these trap occupancy fluctuations to fluctuations of the current was presented
in [17]. In experimental investigations presented in [17], the low-frequency
noise current of medium and large polysilicon resistors was found to have a
spectral density that obeys
[2

Si(J) = WL

0:

7·

In this expression, Wand L denote the layout dimensions of the polysilicon sheet resistor, while 0: is a process-specific and temperature-dependent
constant. In [17] a substantial dependence on the doping concentration and
on the type of dopinglO was reported, whereas details of the deposition conditions and the grain size did not have significant effects on the observed
low-frequency noise.
Low-frequency 1/ f noise may also result from fluctuations of the surface
recombination velocity at an insulating boundary of a semiconducting region.
This situation was investigated in [18]' where the surface recombination velocity Sp for minoritiy carriers is considered to be a function of the surface
potential1/Js, which in turn is affected by the density of surface-trapped carriers 'nit. These dependences result in a relation between the spectral density
of the diffusion current and the spectral density of the number of interfacetrapped carriers Snit as follows:

Si

=

(:;J 2(~~:r (:~I: r

Snit·

(5.19)

In [18], Snit was computed using the McWorther model, which assumes interface traps with a wide range of relaxation time constants. Fluctuations
of the effective surface recombination velocity cause an increase of 1/ f noise
in DJTs with a polysilicon emitter contact; this mechanism is an important
source of 1/ f noise in modern high-frequency bipolar transistors, beyond the
1/ f noise produced by the series resistances (see Sect. 5.6).
Multistep tunneling processes [19] in heavily doped junctions are another
mechanism leading to 1/ f noise. Such currents are increased in the course of
device degradation and cause a reduction of forward common-emitter current
gain (see Chap. 7).
lOPhosphorus-doped resistors showed larger 1/ f noise than boron-doped resistors. This
was explained by different barrier properties and the larger hole effective mass, which leads
to a smaller influence of traps on the current at the grain boundaries.
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5.2 Transport Theory of Noise
The tranflport equationfl in the drift-diffuflion approximation conflidered up
to now do not consider fluctuations. Fluctuations due to generation and recombination processes (i.e. fluctuations of the number of particles) and due
to thermal motion of the carriers (thermal noise or diffusion noise) can be
taken into account by adding stochastic noise sources to the continuity and
current equations resulting in the Langevin equations of transport theory.ll
The stochastic source terms cause fluctuations that have to obey the following
system of partial differential equations:

an

-(R - G)

-

at

up

-

1

+ -V·J
+ ,(x, t)
e
ll

1
-(R - G) - -V·J p

at

e

+ ,(x, t)

(5.20)
(5.21 )

In

ell.nnE + eDn Vn + e'f"/n(x, t) ,

(5.22)

Jp

ep.ppE - eDp Vp - e'f"/p(x, t) .

(5.23)

The stochastic noise sources ,(x, t), 'f"/n(x, t) and 'f"/p(x, t) have a white spectrum 12 [22,23]. The spectral density functions ofthe generation-recombination
noise sources are determined by the local generation and recombination rates,
i.e. by the rates at which electrons or holes appear or disappear in the conduction or valence hand,13 reflpectivcly

S,),(x,x',w) = 2[G(x)+R(x)]8(x-x').

(5.24)

11 Here, the discussion is restricted to extensions of the drift-diffusion approximation.
Langevin equations that extend the hydrodynamic model are considered in [20,21].
12Modeling of low-frequency 1/ f noise (e.g. noise due to mobility fluctuations) requires
additional local 1/ f noise sources, as explained in [14,15]. In order to allow the analysis
of time-dependent SRH processes, the density nt of filled SRH trapping centers has to be
considered in a separate continuity equation [22].
13This spectral density function is consistent with (5.14), as can be seen from the smallsignal continuity equation for the electron density in a p-type semiconductor in the absence
of current flow under low-level-injection conditions,

. ,

JWL.l.ll =

Lin
---=
Tn

+ --( ,

which gives Lill(w) = Tni' /(1 + jWTn). The spectral density of the fluctuations of the electron
density is obtained aftei" a double integration with respect to the semiconductor volume,

resulting in (5.14), since

JJ

o(x - x') d~r d~r'

V .
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The spectral density functions S~;! (x, x') and S~0 (x, x') of the electron and
hole diffm,ion noise sources, which describe the correlation of the component
k of 1]n(x, t) or 1]p(x, t) with the component l of 1]n(x, t) or 1]p(x, t), are given
by

S~~(x, x', w)

4D n n(x)8(x-x' )8kl

,

(5.25)

S~~(x, x', w)

4Dpp(x)8(x-x ' )8kl

,

(5.26)

where 8(x) denotes tha Dirac 8-function and 8kl the Kronecker delta. No
correlation is assumed between different components of the diffusion noise
sources or between the electron and hole diffusion noise sources.
For the calculation of noise, a small-signal analysis is generally performed.
The resulting system of linear stochastic differential equations may then be
solved using Green's function methods [24]; a method of this kind has also
been employed for the numerical computation of semiconductor device noise
[25].

5.2.1 Langevin Approach to the Noise of Ohmic Resistors
An n-type resistor of length L and constant cross section A, in which no
generation or recombination takes place, serves here as a simple example
to illustrate the Langevin method. If we neglect the hole current and assume
one-dimensional conditions, the Langevin transport equations and the Poisson
equation yield the following system of small-signal equations:

1 8

8
-b..n

- -;:;- b..Jn
e uX

at

(5.27)

,

(5.28)
(5.29)

which may be combined to give the following for the total noise current density:
b..J

8

ef-LnEt:m + ef-Lnnb..E + eDn-;:;-b..n + erJn
uX

Since the value of b..i(t)
equivalent to

AlL
L

b..i(t) = -

0

8

+ E-;;-b..E.
ut

= Ab..J(t) does not depend on the position x, this is

b..J(t) dx .
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If a com,tant voltage is applied to the resistor, the condition

6.V(t) =

-lo

L

6.Edx=O

holds, and therefore

6.'i(t) =

--+ r
cA,'1 E

L

io 6.n dx

cA

+L

r

L

io rln dx ,

(5.30)

if we consider only the drift component of the electron current. Under these
conditions, it is possible to combine (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29) to obtain the
following partial differential equation for the determination of 6.n:

a
at

a

a
aX

,'1n E -a 6.n + ,'1nn- 6.E +

-6.n

X

a
ep'nn
,'1n E -a 6.n - --6.n +
E

X

-lEI,

This corresponds, if we write E =

a
-aX'TIn

a

-aX 'TIn·

to
(5.31 )

where Tf = E/(e,'1nn) = Ep denotes the dielectric relaxation time. If the carrier
density is large, small values of T f result. Fluctuations of the electron density
may then be neglected and the fluctuation of the total noise current is determined solely by the second term on the right-hand side of (5.30), since (5.31)
gives 6.n -+ 0 in the limit TE -+ O. The autocorrelation function of the current
fluctuations then is

H;(T)

2Az

=

e £2

L

L

10 10 \'TIn (x, th,(X', t+T)) dx' dx .

Using the result 14

,

S1J(x, X ,w) =

4n(x)Dn(x) '( _ ')
A

u

X X ,

a transformation of Hi (T) to the frequency domain yields

Si(W) =

4e21~Dn lo

lo

L L

2
5(x-x') dxdx' = 4e A;:Dn

Making use of the Einstein relation Dn = VT,'1n and introducing the conductance G = e,'1nnA/ L = 1/ H, we therefore obtain
(5.32)
14The factor l/A results from the reduction of the three-dimensional ,,-function
t5(x - x') to a one-dimensional t5-function t5(x - x').
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As can be shown by analysis of (5.31), this approximation is valid as long
as the condition ,'1nIEITE « L 11+jWTEI is fulfilled. Under this condition, the
length L of the noisy conductor is large in comparison with the distance
,'1n IEITE traveled by a carrier with a drift velocity of magnitude ,'1n lEI within
a dielectric relaxation time.

5.3 Noise of pn Junctions
The noise of a pn junction is frequently explained using the corpuscular approach, which starts from the diode equation
(5.33)
intcrprctcd as thc supcrposition of a forward currcnt Is cxp(V/VT) and a
reverse current -Is. These current components are assumed to fluctuate independently from each other and to show full shot noise, resulting in a noise
current with spectral density

Si = 2e(I + 2Is) .

(5.34)

Although this yiclds a rcsult that is considcrcd to bc corrcct for an idcal
diode at low frequencies, the partition performed here is rather ambiguous
since much larger currents
the diffusion current and the drift current
cross the depletion layer both in the forward and in the reverse direction, as
pointed out in [26,27]. In [28], a somewhat different interpretation of (5.34)
was given. There the currents carried by minority-carrier diffusion in each of
the bulk regions are split up into a "forward diffusion current" proportional
to the minority-carrier density at the depletion layer edge (i.e. PnG exp(V/VT)
for thc clcctrons diffusing into thc n-typc rcgion) and a "rcvcrsc diffusion
current" proportional to the minority-carrier density deep in the bulk region
(i.e. PnG in a long-base diode for the electrons diffusing out of the p-type region). These currents are assumed to show uncorrelated shot noise, resulting
in (5.34). If, however, this argument is applied to the hole current injected into
a transparent emitter of thickness d with a contact of finite surface recombination velocity Sp, the current I = h - Ir is obtained as the difference between
a forward diffusion current h and a reverse diffusion current I r , determined
by the excess hole densities at the space charge layer boundary (x = 0) and
the contact (x = d):

h

=

eA~Dp ~p(O)

and

Ir

=

eAjD p ~p(d)

d

.

If these currents were assumed to fluctuate independently from each other,
the shot noise would be considerably enhanced, in contrast to experimental
observations for short-base diodes with a polysilicon contact. Therefore a
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certain amount of correlation between the forward and reven,e current8 has
to be taken into account in order to obtain a proper description of such shortbase diodes. As this correlation is expected to depend on the extension d of the
bulk region and on frequency, a systematic procedure, such as the Langevin
approach described in the preceding section, is needed for the computation
of the noise of pn junctions and its frequency dependence. Before such an
investigation is performed in Sect. 5.3.2, the mechanisms leading to noise in
bia8ed pn junction8 will be di8cu88ed in some more detail.

5.3.1 Noise Mechanism of Biased pn Junctions
In thermal equilibrium, the noise produced by a pn junction can be obtained
from the Nyquist theorem, which states that in thermal equilibrium (at the
bias point V = 0) a pn diode shows thermal noise with a noise current determined by its small-signal conductance:
(5.35)
If we consider the current-voltage characteristic (5.33), we obtain the smallsignal conductance gd = dI/dVlv=o = Is/VT' resulting in

Si = 4kT3TIs/VT = 4eIs
for the 8pectral den8ity of the noi8e current in thermal equilibrium in agreement with the shot noise formula (5.34).
If the pn junction is reverse biased and generation of electron-hole pairs
in the space charge layer is neglected, a reverse current -Is flows because
of injection of minority carriers across the space charge layer boundaries, as
explained in Sect. 1.4.3. The situation is analogous to the vacuum diode,
which has a current flow that i8 determined solely by the random injection of
carriers into the drift region. From this consideration, the spectral density of
the noise current density is expected to be

Si = 2eIs ,

(5.36)

in accordance with (5.34). Under reverse-bias conditions, therefore, the diode
8hows full 8hot noise. 15
In a forward-biased pn junction diode, current flows because of minoritycarrier injection. If, for example, an electron succeeds in escaping the n hulk
region and enters the p bulk region it will be screened by the holes present
15In contrast to the vacuum diode, however, the electrons acquire substantial amounts of
random thermal energy owing to scattering processes: the electron gas heats up, resulting
in an additional thermal-noise term in the spectral density function of the noise current.
The shot noise formula, which takes account of the effect of random injection of electrons
into the drift region, assumes this noise term to be negligible.
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there. All its movements in the p-bulk region will be followed by the screening
cloud, which neutralizes the electron and therefore suppresses the effect of
its movements on the terminal current. If the electron finally recombines
with a hole of its screening cloud, the charge density remains unchanged and
therefore no effect. on the terminal current results. The elementary process
that causes carriers to flow in the device terminals is therefore an electron 16
crossing the space charge layer - on approaching the p bulk region, it is
already at.t.ract.ing holes because of elect.rostatic induction, holes that have t.o
be supplied via the anode contact. Thus the noise-generating process is similar
to t.he sit.uation investigated in Sect. 5.1.1, and a superposition of a shot noise
current due to the directed motion of the carriers and a thermal-noise current
due to the thermal motion of the carriers is expected to be seen. However,
in cont.rast t.o the current. carried bet.ween two metal electrodes, which have
well-defined surfaces, the "elect.rodes" are not clearly defined in t.he case of a
forward-biased pn junction, where the region of large electron density has to
be considered as one elect.rode and t.he region oflarge hole density as the other.
Furthermore, electrons are accelerated by the electric field to the anode in the
example of Sect.. 5.1.1, i.e. virt.ually all electrons injected into the drift region
will reach the anode. In a diode, however, only a small fraction of carriers will
be able to surmount t.he pot.ent.ial barrier associated wit.h the decelerating field
of the space charge layer. Therefore a "corpuscular approach" t.hat tries t.o
calculate the noise current by evaluation of the currents that are induced by
all carriers in the space charge region is cumbersome at the very least.17
Instead of calculating the current due to electrostatic induction caused by
the carriers in the space charge layer, we can calculate t.he noise current in a
way similar to the procedure used for the calculation of the average diode current in drift.-diffusion theory: in the absence of generation and recombination
in the space charge layer, the noise current. of the pn diode may be calculated
as the noise current of the minority carriers injected into the bulk regions as
will be shown in the following section. Owing t.o the large currents crossing
the space charge layer in both directions, we may assume that small fluctuations of minority-carrier density at the space charge layer boundaries are
compensat.ed almost immediately, resulting in negligibly small fluctuat.ions of
the minority-carrier density at the space charge layer boundaries. 1R Despite
this, fluctuations of the minority-carrier densities in the interior of the bulk
regions due t.o velocity fluctuations and generation recombination processes
will cause fluctuations of the minority currents injected into the bulk regions.
16This discussion considers the electron current, it is taken as understood that the hole
current behaves analogously.
17See also [26,29-31].
18The adiabatic assnmption (see the following snbsection) is based on the same approximation as the Shockley boundary conditions; in situations where the Shockley boundary
conditions cannot be applied (see Appendix e), the adiabatic boundary condition is expected to fail also.
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The adiabatic a88umption, which a88ume8 that the carrier den8itie8 in the
space charge layer are not subject to fluctuations under forward operation conditions, together with the coupling of fluctuations in the interior of the bulk
regions to the injected minority currents, explains the somewhat astonishing
phenomenon that the noise current of a diode may be calculated from fluctuations in the bulk regions. In the following subsection, the spectral density of
the noise current of a diode will be calculated using the Langevin approach
a8 described by van Vliet [22-24,32,33]. In order to not obscure the phy8ical insight by mathematical details, we restrict ourselves to one-dimensional
conditions and solve the differential equations by elementary methods.

5.3.2 Langevin Approach to the Noise of pn Junction Diodes
In this section, the set of stochastic transport equations is solved under smallsignal conditions to obtain the total noise current in the space charge layer,

(5.37)
Since the total noise current Lii(t) is independent of position, it equals the
noise current carried by the device terminals. The fluctuations Liln (x, t),
Lilp(x, t) and LiE(x, t) have to be determined from the linearized stochastic
tran8port equations, which are difficult to 801ve in the general case. If the
calculation is restricted to the space charge layer, however, it is possible to
simplify the set of small-signal stochastic transport equations by using the
adiabatic approximation, according to which the electron and hole densities
in the space charge region are assumed to be in equilibrium with the n- and ptype regions respectively. According to this assumption, fluctuations Lin(x, t)
and Lip(x, t) of the mobile-carrier densities are restored almost immediately
and may therefore be neglected. Assuming Lin(x, t) = Lip(x, t) = 0 within
the 8pace charge region, the linearized 8tocha8tic tran8port equations read
Liln

ep,nnLiE

+ eT/n(x, t) ,

(5.38)

Lilp

cp.ppLiE - CTJp(.7:, t) ,

(5.39)

R - G - '1(x, t) ,

(5.40)

1 aLiln

---

e

ax

~ aLilp

e

ax

-(R - G)

+ '1(x, t)

.

(5.41 )

Integration of (5.40) and (5.41) yields the current densities in the space charge
layer:
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e

l

x

[R - G -I'(x', t) J dx'

+ ~Jn(xp, t) ,

Xp

-e

l

x

[R - G -I'(x', t) 1 dx'

Xn

+ ~Jp(xn, t)

,

where Xn and xp denote the space charge layer boundaries. If the potential
difference across the junction is assumed to be constant, the condition

ata

-

l

X
p

~E(x, t) dx

0

=

3C n

must be fulfilled, i.e. averaging the total noise current (5.37) across the depletion layer yields
~i(t)

= d.1

J

where dj

l·

XP

~i(t) dx

=

~il(t)

+ ~i2(t) ,

(5.42)

Xn

= xp - Xn denotes the depletion layer width,
(5.43)

is the noise current associated with the injection of minority carriers in the
bulk regions, and

eA

_J

l l
l l·
xp

x

dJ Xn Xp
eA·•.1 ·x P
__

dJ

-eAj

Xn

[R - G -I'(x', t) J dx'dx
x

[R - G -I'(x', t) J dx'dx

Xn

L~P [R -

G -I'(x, t) 1dx

(5.44)

is the noise current due to generation and recombination in the space charge
layer. Since ~idt) and ~i2(t) are uncorrelated, the spectral density Si of
the noise current is the surn of the spectral densities of the two noise current contributions. Owing to the high quality of state-of-the-art semiconductor material, recombination occurs predominantly within the bulk regions;
recomhination in the space charge layer is ohserved only at small current levcls. 19 In the following, therefore, only noise due to minority-carrier injection
into the bulk regions will be investigated; we shall consider hole injection into
19 A theory for the current noise associated with carrier generation and recombination
in the space charge region was presented in [34], the problem was investigated within the
framework of the Langevin approach in [22], and a somewhat different approach was used
in [31]. All investigations led basically to the same result: in a forward-biased junction, the
noise due to recombination at centers located within the space charge layer ranges from
three-quarters of the shot noise to the full shot noise, depending on the injection level; and
in a reverse-biased pn junction, the noise due to generation at centers within the space
charge layer ranges from two-thirds of the shot noise to the full shot noise, depending on
frequency.
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an n-type region. The tlmall-tlignal admittance and the noitle current atltlociated with hole injection into the n-type region have to be calculated from the
following system of small-signal Langevin equations:
jw6.11

=

6.n

1 d

6.n

1 d
e dx

---=
+ --6.J
+,.
Tn
e dx -n - '
---= - --6.J

jw6.r

Tn

-p

(5.45)

+,.
-'

(5.46)

d

+ eDnciX 6.1.!: + e!ln '

(5.4 7)

6.1n

ef.1.n n 6.E

6.1p

ef.1.pp6.E - eD pci 6.p - er} ,
X
-p

(5.48)

~

(5.49)

d
dx

d

-6.E

-

(6.r - 6.11) ,

It is assumed here that the electron and hole recombination rates are equal,
i.e. trapping and detrapping effects at the recombination centers are not considered. In the following, complete screening of injected minority carriers will
be atltlumed, i.e. 6.11 = 6.r. Thitl itl allowed if the timetlcale itl large in comparison with the dielectric relaxation time, as can be seen from the following
considerations. Combining the continuity and current equations for holes with
the small-signal Poisson equation results in

6.n
---=
Tn

dp
ep,pp (
)
f.1. -6.E - - - 6.p-6.n
p

-

dx

E

-

-

:2

d
+ D P -6.p
dx 2 -

(

-p

where

( (x) = -,(x)

-p

+ dr}-p /dx =

,(x)

-

+ -p
r/ (x)

(5.50)

,

and the small-signal electric field strength is calculated from the linearized
Poisson equation (5.49). If we write the dielectric relaxation time in the p
region as TE = E/ (ef.1.pp) , this equation transforms to
6.1.!: - 6.P_' =

.

.lWTE 6.1.!:

dp

+ -Tn 6.1.!: + Tff.1.p -dx 6.E TE

TEDp

d2
6.p + T E (
dx
-p

-2

Since T f « Tn = Tp is a very small quantity, the excess electron density will
be almost completely screened by holes, as can be seen by taking the limit
TE -+ O. Therefore 6.r = 6.11 may be assumed if the system is considered on a
timescale large compared with T f and on a length scale large compared with
the Debye length LD = J EVT / ep. In this case 6.E = 0, and it suffices to
analyze the following stochastic diffusion equation to obtain the small-signal
hole density 6.r:
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(5.51)
Equation (5.51) allows us to calculate the phasor .6.Ip(O) of the small-signal
noise current due to holes injected into the n-type region. Equation (5.51) is an
inhomogeneous linear differential equation of second order, and two boundary
conditions must be specified in order to obtain the required solution. Owing
to the large forward and reverse currents crossing the space charge layer, the
hole density at the edge of the space charge layer of the n-type region (i.e. at
x = 0) may be assumed to be in equilibrium with the holes on the p-type side,
i.e. the fluctuations of the hole density at the space charge layer edge may
be neglected, resulting in the boundary condition .6.E(O) = 0 (the adiabatic
assumption). The solution of (5.51) is then

.6.p = Ll

-

Sinh(~)
+ Dp
L.
L.
p

p

{X ( (x') Sinh(X-X') dx' ;
fo -p
L.p

(5.52)

the parameter Ll has to be chosen in order to satisfy the second boundary
condition, which depends on the extent of the n-type region and on the type
of contact. From these data, the noise portion .6.Ip(O) of the hole current injected into the n-type layer can be calculated, and from that, (.6.Ip(O).6.I;(O)).
Together with the spectral functions
(5.53)
and
Sr/p(X,

x', w) =

~. D pPn(x)5(x-x')

(5.54)

J

of the local noise sources, (.6.Ip(O).6.I;(O)) leads to the spectral density of the
"bulk portion" of the noise current.

long- Base Diode
In the case of a one-sided long-base diode with an n-type region large in
comparison with the hole diffusion length L p, we require 20 .6.E -+ 0 as x -+ 00;
this requires

Ll = L.p t"JO ( (x)e- x /1.p dx .
Dp fo
-p
An integration by parts then gives the following for hole noise current Ip(O)
eAjDpLl/ L.p injected into the n-type region:

=

20This requirement has to be considered as an approximation, since pn --+ pnO as x --+ oc,
and pnO is subject to fluctuations.
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From this result, the spectral density Sip(W) =
current due to injected holes can be calculated as
e2Af (00 (00 S
J

+

Jo Jo

(Ip(O)I~(O))

of the nOIse

(x x' w)e-x/l!.p e-x'/l!.~ dxdx'

,p, ,

e2A21OO1OO
~
j
(
,
)
x/L
x' /L *
,
L12 0 0 S17P x , x , W e - - p e - - p dx dx
I_p

•

Taking account of the fact that
p
PH (.X ) -- [(0)
PH
-PHO 1e -3;/L

+ PHO

=

_1
Lp (Ipe- x / Lp
A. D
e

J

p

+ I Sp )

,

where Ip is the (dc) hole current injected at the bias point, Isp = eAjDpPno/ Lp
and Lp = y'DpTp, the spectral densities (5.53) and (5.54) of the local noise
sources can be rewritten as
(5.55)
and

(-X/L

S'iP (X,X , ,W ) -_ 4Lp
eAf Ipe

p

+ Isp )

<5

(

x-x ') .

(5.56)

J

Evaluating the integrals with respect to .7:' then yields the following for the
spectral density of the noise current:
Sip(W)

= 2eIp (00 e-(H2a)x/L p dx + 4eIsp (00 e-2ax/Lp dx
Lp

+

Jo

Lp

4eI . /1+w 2T2
PV
P
Lp

+ 4eIspVl+w2T;
Lp

where a
yields

j

'00

Jo

e-(1+2a)x/L p dx

0

j'oc e- 2ax /

Lp

dx ,

0

Re (y'1 +jWTp). Evaluating the integrals with respect to x now

Sip(W)
(5.57)
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where gdp
(Ip + ISp)/VT is the low-frequency small-signal conductance of
the diode due to injected holes. Since gdpa = Re(yp), where YP denotes the
small-signal admittance due to injected holes, this formula is equivalent t0 2I
(5.58)
In the limit WTp « 1, this expression simplifies to the standard shot noise
formula (5.34). At low frequencies we may expand a to obtain the approximation

» Is p, as is the case in a forward-biased diode, the relative error
,0.Si(W)/Sp(O) ~ (WTp)2/4 of the classical shot noise formula increases in

If I

proportion to w 2 .

Short-Base Diode with Metal Contact
In the case of a metal-contacted short-base diode, we require ,0.l!. = 0 at the
contact, assuming the metal contact to be able to restore thermal-equilibrium
conditions without delay. This results in a noise current with a spectral density
that can be written as
(5.59)
where the frequency-dependent functions are calculated in Appendix E. In
the limit d/ Lp « 1, these functions can be expanded into power series of
(d/ Lp) up to second order, resulting in the approximations !pl (w) ~ 1 and
! p2 (w) ~ l. Expanding!pI (w) up to second order in W yields

!pl(W) ~ 1 + (WTfpl)2 ,
21This result is equivalent to that obtained by van der Ziel using a "transmission line analogy" [35] and has also been obtained by Guggenbuehl and Strutt [36] using an interesting
approach based on two assumptions. The Nyquist formula Si(f) = 4kBTRe(Yd) cannot be
applied to a biased diode, as such a device is not in thermal equilibrium, and an additional
fluctuation current is observed due to the current I passing through the diode. In [36] it
has been assumed that this additional noise current can be balanced out by supplying an
additional noise current inJ to the diode, and quasi-thermal equilibrium conditions can be
restored. This additional noise current source was assumed to show no correlation with the
Nyquist noise, to deliver power to the diode under forward operation, and to sink power if
the diode was reverse-operated. This assumption was found to be reasonable, as the majority of the carriers constituting the direct current I have to surmount the internal potential
hill of the diode, thus consuming energy, if I is a forward current; the additional current
source that is supposed to restore a thermal-equilibrium energy distribution should therefore deliver power to the diode in forward operation. The noise cnrrent associated with the
directed motion of carriers has been described as shot noise with spectral density 2eI, as
long as the motion of carriers across the depletion layer may be assumed to be uncorrelated
(low-level injection), resulting in (5.58).
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where

T5 sinh2(d/ Lp) + (d/ Lp) tanh(d/ Lp) -

2

Tfpl

2(d2 / L~)

cosh(2d/ Lp) - 1

2

For small values of (d/ Lp), the approximation

may be used. Corrections to the elementary shot noise formula are therefore
of order (d/Lp)4; in heavily doped short-base diodes with a minority-carrier
lifetime of the order of nanoseconds and d/ Lp « 1, these corrections can be
assumed to be negligible.

Short-Base Diode with Polysilicon Contact
In a forward-biased short-base diode with a poly-silicon contact, the excess
hole density at the contact will be different from zero. If the contact is characterized by a surface recombination velocity Sp, the following relation between
the small-signal hole current density and the small-signal excess hole density
at the contact applies:

6.1 p(d) = -eDp

~6.p
dx -

I

d

= eSp[6.p(d)
+ 6.r l .
-

(5.60)

The term 6.r denotes a stochastic term that takes account of fluctuations of
the recombination at the surface. The spectral density of this noise source is
determined by
2

SK(W) = A- Sp[Pn(d)+Pnol .
J

Equation (5.60) serves as a boundary condition that allows one to determine
= o. These calculations
are outlined in Appendix E and lead to the result

i1 and the spectral density of the noise current at x

(5.61)
where

_

!pl(W) -

B1(d)
[ ( 2. /
B2(d) Itl (d)12 a v V
1

l+w

2 2
Tp

+

).

1 smh

(2ad)
Lp

+v (J 1+w2T~ + 1) cosh (~:) + // (J 1+w2T~ -b

2
(v J1+w 2TJ -1)

sin(~:)] -1,

1) cos (~:)
(5.62)
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and ~l(X) = sinh(x/bc p) + ~cosh(x/bcp), ~2(X) = cosh(x/bcp ) + ~sinh(x/bcp)
and ~ = Dp/(Spbcp), if fluctuations of the surface recombination velocity
are neglected. From this solution, the result obtained for a metal-contacted
emitter can be derived in the limit v ---+ O. In the limit w ---+ 0 we obtain
jpl ---+ 1, and (5.61) reduces to the classical shot noise formula, i.e. jpl ---+ 1
as w ---+ O. As shown in Appendix E, this result is equivalent to
(5.63)
where
(5.64)
denotes the ac small-signal diode admittance due to hole injection into the
n-type emitter region.
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Fig. 5.5. Plot of fpl - 1 vs. WTp
for short-base diodes with d/ Lp =
1/20 for different values of the effective surface recombination velocity at the contact, characteri;oed
in terms of the parameter v =
Dp/SpLp

Figure 5.5 shows jpl (w) -1 as a fUIlction of WTp. Short-base polysilicon diodes
thus show an increase of noise current with frequency, which becomes more
pronounced as the effective surface recombination velocity Sp becomes smaller
(i.e. as v increases). This behavior is to be expected if the current carried by
a short-base diode is described as the difference of two strongly correlated
currents Ir and IT) where Ir increases with v and the correlation between the
two currents decreases with frequency.
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5.4 Noise Generated by the Transfer Current
Reliahle noise models of the hipolar transistor are needed to accurately predict the noise performance of high-frequency circuits over the whole frequency
range of interest. In Sect. 1.8 the small-signal noise equivalent circuit of the
bipolar transistor used in SPICE was described. If series resistances are neglected, the simplified equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.6 is obtained.

---.----~~--~--~.---.----~----~---c'

go
--.....----~~--.......------.....----.......----.......--- e'

Fig. 5.6. Noise equivalent circuit of the internal
bipolar transistor as used
in SPICE, neglecting series
resistance effects

At high frequencies 1/ f noise is negligible and the noise current generators
have spectral densities
(5.65)
where we can assume that In ~ Imc and IT ~ Ie for forward operation.
Correlation between the two noise current sources is neglected. This model
is a good approximation over a wide frequency range; at very high frequencies, however, the spectral densities become frequency-dependent and show
correlation.

noise-free
two-port

Fig. 5.7. General noise equivalent circuit for the description of the noise due
to electron transport through the base
region with input and output shortcircuited

A general description can be obtained from a computation of the noise current phasors Inen and I nen ) which describe the noise current of the electrons
crossing the emitter- and collector-side depletion layer boundaries of the base
region. In the common-emitter configuration, this noise can he descrihed hy
a noise current source I nbn connected to the input port and a noise current
source Inen connected to the output port, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Since

Inbn = Inen - Inen ,
the spectral densities of the input and output noise current sources (InbnI~bn)
and (IIlcIlI~en)' and the complex correlation coefficient (IIlcIlI~bn)' can be
calculated. In order to obtain analytical solutions, a drift transistor with a
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constant electric field strength E throughout the base region is considered
in the following. For ease of notation, we choose the coordinate system such
that Xbe = 0 and Xbc = dB. Assuming 6..E = 0, i.e. instantaneous screening of
injected minority carriers, the small-signal Langevin equations for the electron
density read

6..n

1 d
e dx

---= + --6..1..n + I' ,
Tn

ef1n E 6..n

(5.66)

-

d

+ eDn dx 6..n + e!lll

(5.67)

Combining these equations, we obtain the second-order stochastic differential
equation
d2

-6..n
dx2 -

E

d

+ -VT -dx 6..n- -

6..n

1
n

--= = --D ~Il(x) ,
L.~

(5.68)

where -11
( = I'
+ d~ll/dx. This equation can be solved (see Appendix E) using
the boundary conditions 6..n( 0) and 6..n( dB) = O. The first condition is in
accordance with the adiabatic assumption for the forward-biased eb diode,
while the second neglects velocity saturation in the bc depletion layer. For a
finite value of the electron drift velocity in the bc depletion layer, the electIOn denflity and its fluctuations will not he zeIO; under low-level-injection
conditions, the electron density will be small, however, justifying our approximation. From the solutions obtained, the electron noise currents Inen and
Incll at the emitter- and collector-side depletion layer edges can be derived,
with the result

eA jc

Inen

= sinh(fl.)

Incn

sinh(fl.)

{dB

( 7]X). (fl.(dB-X))
~n (x) exp - 2dB smh
dB
dx

(5.69)

{dB

(7](d n -x)). ( fJX)
2dB
smh - dB dx,

(5.70)

J0

and

eke

J0 ~n (x) exp

where

~ (a + j;3) .

(5.71 )

In the above,

n

vi 1+(wif + 1
2

vi 1+(wi)2 - 1

;3

2

(5.72)

and

i

4Tm

7]-1+exp(-7]) ,

where

TBf

2TBO
(77- 1 + e -1))
7]2

(5.73)
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The above re~mlts apply in the limit Tn -+ 00, i.e. if recombination in the base
is neglected. From these results the spectral densities of the noise current
sources connected to the input and output, as well as their correlation, can
be calculated.

Transfer Current Noise
If we take npo

i':::i

(IncnI~cn!

0, we obtain from these equations (see Appendix E)

=

(5.74)

2ch6..f

without any further approximation. The output current noise associated with
the transfer current thus follows the classical shot noise formula. This result is
also expected from comparison with the vacuum tube: the bc depletion layer
of a bipolar transistor closely resembles a vacuum tube, where electrons are
injected into a drift region in a random manner.

Base Current Noise
In the limit Tn -+ 00, the spectral density ofthe electron noise current injected
into the base region is

6..f

cos

2eh
-1)
h()
( (3) {e
[cos(1](3) - cosh(1]OO)]
1]00 - cos 1]

+ (1

- e- 17 ) [oosinh(1]OO)

+ (3sin(1](3)]}

.

(5.75)

This result may be expressed in terms of the internal common-base input
admittance associated with electron injection into the base layer,

11 = 0.001
0.8

t

11=5
11=9

, ,

,I "

Fig. 5.S. Factor fnb(W)
different values of T/

VS. WTBf

for
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Ynllb
as

(5.76)
a result that was derived earlier by van der Ziel [35] for the case of a diffusion
transistor. The noise currents represented by Inen and Incn show correlation,
i.e.

(5.77)
differs from zero. Since
Yn21b

=

fl sinh(77/ 2)
sinh fl

grn 77/ 2

(5.78)

where grn = h /VT, represents the transfer admittance associated with the
electron transport across the base layer, (5.77) may be written as

(5.79)

in analogy with van der Ziel's result for the diffusion transistor. The spectral
density (InbnI~bn) is obtained from

Computation of Re(Ynllc) yields the spectral density of the input noise current
source,

(5.80)
where

(Fig. 5.8). Here

2 sinh( 77 /2)

x

. (77(3)]
. (77a)
2 cos (77(3)
2 + (3 cosh (77a)
2 sm
2 -1
[n smh

(Fig. 5.9); this quantity vanishes in proportion to (32 in the low-frequency
limit, where f3 --+ O.
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The correlation between the transfer current and base current is described by

(5.82)
where
2 sinh(17/2)

These results will be used for the computation of the noise factor in Sect. 5.6.
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Fig.
5.10.
(a)
High-frequency noise
equivalent circuit for
the computation of
the noise figure of
a
one-dimensional
transistor; (b) equivalent circuit for the
description of the
high-frequency
behavior of the internal
transistor

5.5 High-Frequency Noise Equivalent Circuit
The results calculated up to now have not considered the noise current contributions of the hole current injected into the emitter or of the depletion
capacitances and series resistances. For computation of the noise figure, the
noise equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.10 has to be considered. The noise
current source Inb = Inbn + Inbp takes account of the base noise current associated with electrons and holes crossing the eb depletion layer. The two-port,
described in terms of the admittance parameters Y~(1' describes electron transport across the base layer, the delay due to the base-collector transit time,
the hole current injected into the emitter region and charging and de charging
of the eb and bc depletion capacitances. The admittance parameters can be
expressed as

,

Y12

Yn12e - JWCjc ,

Y~l

Yn21e

Y~2

Yn'2'2ep(w)

pJ w) -

jWCjc ,

+ jWCjc

,
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where Yp denotes the small-signal admittance due to hole current injection
in the emitter region (see Sect. 5.3), the Ync,{le denote the small-signal admittances associated with the electron transfer current, and

-I.() == sin(wTjc)
. e -j·WT"JC

Y" W

-

WTjc

~

e -j·WT"JC

describes the signal propagation across the bc depletion layer. In the equivalent circuit, this term is represented by a delay line with delay Tjc = djc/2v nsat
where dje denotes the width of the bc depletion layer and Vnsat is the saturation drift velocity for electrons. The noise sources in the noise equivalent
circuit Fig. 5.10 are represented by phasors in the standard way, for example
Vrb

=

J 4kBTr bb' D.jej'Pvcb

and

Inc

=

J 2ehD.je j'P;nc

.

Except for Inb and Inc, all these noise sources stem from independent physical
processes and are therefore independent; ensemble averages of products of the
stochastic phase factors therefore yield 22
\e j'P"e- j'P:3) = 6a !1 .
The nonvanishing ensemble averages are listed in the following:
WrbV;b)

4k BTTbb,D.j,

(5.83)

Wre V;e)

4kBTTee,D.j,

(5.84)

WrcV;J

4kB TT cc'D.j,

(5.85)

\InbI~b)

[Re(Ynlle)+2eh jpb(W)/ BN 1D.j

(5.86)

\IncI~c)

2ehD.j,

(5.87)

(IncI~b)

2kB T(Ynlle-grn)D.j.

(5.88)

Effects of Carrier Multiplication
Carrier multiplication in the base-collector junction is a stochastic phenomenon and therefore contributes to the noise of the transistor. The conventional noise equivalent circuit of the bipolar transistor has to be extended
to take this into account.23 Carrier multiplication amplifies transfer current
noise, which is modeled according to (5.15). For mn -+ 1, we have ¢(mn ) -+ 1
and Si -+ 2eh ::::J 2elc . This noise is represented by a noise source between the internal collector node c' and the internal emitter node e' of the
22The symbol Ja~, denotes the Kronecker delta, i.e. JaB = 1 if ex = ,6 and JaB = 0 if ex # ,6.
23For ease of notation, the internal transistor is described in terms of the quasi-static
approximation (Giacoletto model).
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b'--~-----.----~~--~.--~.-----~----~--C'

e'--~-----*----~~------~~----~----~--

Fig.
5.11.
Noise
equivalent circuit of
bipolar
transistors
(series
resistances
neglected) operated in
the avalanche regime

small-signal equivalent circuit. The increment for mn > 1 represents the noise
of the generated current, which is separated in the bc space charge region
and causes hole injection into the base region. Therefore an additional noise
source between the internal collector node c' and the internal base node b '
of the small-signal equivalent circuit has to be introduced, as shown in the
noise equivalent circuit Fig.5.1l. The noise due to carrier multiplication in
the bc space charge layer is a superposition of two contributions. The first
contribution describes the average multiplication of the statistically fluctuating transfer current; this part is represented by a controlled current source
(diamond-shaped symbol) (mn - l)Inc and is fully correlated with InC" The
second term describes stochastic fluctuations of the multiplication process and
is therefore independent of all the other noise sources. This part is represented
by an independent noise current source Inm described by the phasor

(5.89)
The combined effect of the two noise sources yields a spectral density
1

Si = 6.1 (IInm

2,

+ mnIncl !

=

2

2em n¢(mn)h ,

(5.90)

in accordance with (5.15). A formula for the noise figure of a bipolar transistor
operated in the avalanche regime is derived in the following section on the
basis of this model.
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5.6 Noise Figure
An expression for the noise figure 24 of a noisy two-port connected to a real
source impedance has already been considered in Sect. 1.8. If Rs is replaced
by a complex source impedance Zs, the expression (l.178) for the noise factor
has to be modified to

F=1+

IZ sl 2 Si + Sv + 2 Re(Zs"/
}JSiSv
-n
4kBTRe(Zs)

(5.91 )

5.6.1 Noise Caused by the Transfer Current
In this section, the noise factor is calculated using the results of Sect. 5.4 and
compared to the outcome of the conventional SPICE model; for simplicity
only the noise caused by the transfer current is considered. Neglecting series
resistance effects, the phasors of the equivalent noise sources V n and In are
Vn

-Incn /Yn21e,

(5.92)

I nbn - Ynllc I ncn /Yn21c ,

(5.93)

where Ynlle and Yn21e denote the internal common-emitter input and transfer
admittances associated with electron transport through the hase region. These
are related to the admittances in common-base configuration by
Yn21b

Yn21e
Ynlle
where gm

fJ. sinh(7)/2)
7) / 2 sinh fJ.

= gm-

= Ynllb - Yn21b ,

(5.94)
(5.95)

= h/VT. Using the results
2ch 6.f = 2kR Tgm6.f ,

\InbnI7,bnJ

4kBTRe(Ynlle)6.f,

(IncnI7,bnJ

2k BT(Yn21c-gm)6.f,

we obtain

2eh

IVn21el 2

2kBTgm
IVn21e 12

(5.96)

for the spectral density of the equivalent input noise voltage generator, and

Si

=

\InI7,J
6.f

=

2kB Tgm[

IYnllel~

IYn21e 1

+2Re (Ynlle)]
Yn21e

(5.97)

for the 8pectral den8ity of the input noi8e current generator. The correlation
24Measurement of noise figures requires careful dc-embedding to separate the noise characteristics of the device from the effects of pads and interconnect lines [37].
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between the equivalent input noise current sources is
Iiv

vSs..
'u

= (L.v~) = 2k T gm (Yn21e + Ynlle) - IYn21e 12

Ai

1Yn21e 12

B

L...l.

(5.98)

If these expressions are introduced into the formula for the noise factor, we
obtain

F

1 +, gm
{I Zs I2
2 Re(Zs)

[IYnllel~
IYn21cl

+ 2Re (Ynlle)]
Yn21c

+_1_2 + 2Re (Zs (Yn21e+Ynlle) - ~Yn21eI2/gm)}
IYn21el
IYn21el
In the case of a real source impedance, this result simplifies to

where
2
IYnllel + 2Re (Ynlle)
IYn21e 12
Yn21e
and

.dl(W) = Re (gm(Yn21e+;nlle)) -1
IYn21e 1

(Fig. 5.12). In the case of the drift transistor,
Ynllc
Yn21e

Yn21c

= e-ry/2 (COSh(12.) + 77/ 2 sinh(12.)) - 1 ,
12.

is given by (5.94), and
(5.99)
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resulting in

and
II ( )
L.1l W

= a sinh(7}a) + fJ sin(7}fJ) + cosh(7}a) - cOS(7}fJ) e -17/ 2 -

J l+(w1')2

2 sinh(7}/2)

1.

This result has to be compared with the outcome of the quasi-static approach
used in the conventional PSPICE noise model. There, small-signal transport
of the electron current across the base layer is described in terms of an (electron) diffusion capacitance Cine and a lineari~ed transfer current source gm'!J..7r'
as shown in Fig. 5.13.
describes noise due to
recombination of holes
in the emitter

describes electrons stored
in the base

,...-----.---;- c'

b'--~~~~---.---+-----,

e'--~--~~~~---+----~------~------~--~e'

describes recombination and storage
of holes the emitter

In this approximation, Ynlle = jWCtne and Yn2le
imaginary; this results in the approximations

j nl

2 2

~ W Ctn € ~
2 2
~ --2W TBf ,

gm

L1l

~

0

and

Fig. 5.13. Quasistatic
small-signal
equivalent circuit for
the description of
the electron current
injected into and
traversing the base
layer

gm, while

jpb

~

'Lv

IS purely

1,

corresponding to
2

F =

1
RSgrn w c;ne
1+--+-----

2RSgrn

2

g~

for the noise factor. The deviation of the correct noise factor from the result
obtained from the quasi-static approximation may then be represented as

/:::"F
where
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a(e1)ct-1)+j3[sin('I]j3)+cos('I]j3)-1] -1)

-----'----'-----2::-'V:r=;1=+=';(=w~T)""'2c----'-'----'---------'- e

cosh('I]a) -cos ('I]j3)

e-1)-l

+ -2- -

W 2 T§[

-2-

,

1

2

4 sinh ('1]/2) J1+(wT)2

2

These functions have been computed numerically as a function of frequency
for different values of '1]; graphical representations of the results as a function
of WTBf are given in Figs. 5.12 and 5.14.
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5.6.2 Noise Figure
A general expression for the noise figure in the absence of carrier multiplication effects can be derived from the noise equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.10.
The transfer factors H rs = LIV rs , Hib = lei Inb, Hie = LI Inc, H re = LIVre
and H re = LIVre allow us to compute the spectral density of the output noise
current in the absence of transistor noise sources,

where

We can also compute the spectral density of the output noise current with all
noise sources active
2

IHrsl2(Vrs V;s) + IHrsl2(Vrb V;b) + IHrel (Vre V;e)
2
+IHrcI (Vrc V;J + IHibI2(InbI~b) + IHicI2(IncI~J
+2 Rc (HicHib(IncI~b)) ,
using the spectral densities given in (5.83) - (5.88). This yields the following
for the noise factor:
2
2
2
F
rbb '
ree' IHrel
ree' IHrcl
gm IH iel
= 1 + R s + RS IH
-rs 1'2 + RS IH
-rs 12 + 2R S IH
-rs 12
2
+ (Re(Ynlle) + gm !Pb(W)) IH ibl + 2Re(lf..iclf..ib Yn21e-gm)
Rs
2Rs BN
IHrsl2
IHrsl2
2Rs
'

where Rs = Re Zs. The transfer factors are
H rc

Y~2 + (Zs+rbb'+ree')L1~

H rs

' - ree' L1'y
Y21

H re
H rs

yb + Y~2 + (Zs +rbb' )L1~

Hib
H rs

(Zs+rbb'+reel)Yb +reeIY~2
Y~l - ree' L1~

Hie

1 + (ZS +rbb ' +ree' )Y~l + reelyb

H rs

Y'21 - T ee' L1'y

Y~l -reelL1~

where L1~ = Y~lY~2 - Y~2Y~1. This formula allows to compute the optimum
source resistance ZSopt that minimizes the noise factor. The general result for
the minimum noise figure can then be computed using ZSopt. Various expressions for the minimum noise figure of a bipolar transistor have been presented
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in the literature [38-43]; these generally can be considered as approximations
to the result of the general approach presented here [44].
Series resistances and cutoff frequencies arc layout-dependent, and so is the
minimum noise figure that may be achieved with a given bipolar technology.
It is therefore of interest to consider the effects of scaling on the minimum
noise figure [43,45]. Heterojunction bipolar transistors with a wide-gap emitter allow one to reduce the base series resistance without compromising the
current gain. As the base resistance has a substantial effect on the highfrequency noise of a bipolar transistor, HI3Ts have smaller noise figures than
comparable BJTs.25

5.6.3 Effects of Carrier Multiplication on Noise Figure
To calculate the noise figure of a bipolar transistor, it is common practice
to include the noise sources in a separate noise two-port connected to the
input of an otherwise noise-free two-port that represents the small-signal behavior of the transistor (see Sect. 1.8.3). However, in the avalanche regime,
where VCE 2: BVCEO, this procedure does not work, as h'21e becomes singular
as Vc;]:; -+ BVc;EO. To determine the noise figure of a bipolar transistor under such circumstances, the circuit depicted in Fig. 5.15 may be considered,
where non-quasi-static effects, the collector series resistance Tee', the output
conductance go and the conductance gM have been neglected for simplicity.
For this circuit, we determine the spectral density of the output noise current

Fig.
5.15. Noise
circuit
equivalent.
for calculation of
the noise figure of
a bipolar transistor operated in the
avalanche regime

in the case when only the noise source V rs is active and in the case when

2., A computational study of base-profile optimization to obtain the minimUIIl noise figure
in a SiGe HBT based on the noise model of Hawkins [40], has been presented in [46].
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all noise sources are active, leading to the values Sial (f) and Sia2 (f), respectively. The ratio Sia'2/ Sial defines the noise factor, from which the noise figure
is determined. We obtain

(5.100)
where H vrs

= LIV rs , and

Sia2 = ;.f \IH vrs Vrs + H vrb Vrb + Hib Inb

+Him [Inm + (mn -1) Inc 1+

Hic Inc + Hire Ire 12) ,

(5.101)

where the transfer factors are H vrb = IelV rb , Hib = lei Inb' Him = LI InrIll
H ic = lei Inc and Hire = lei Ire· In calculating Sia2, correlations between
different noise current sources may be neglected, resulting in

Sia26...f = IH vrsI2(V rs V;s) + IHvrbI2(VrbV;b) + IHibI2(InbI~b)

2
+IHirnI2(InrnI~rn) + IHie+(mn-1)HirnI2(IneI~e) + IH ireI (IreDc) .
This expression is increased by

6.. Sia26...f =

IHimI2(InmI~m) + [IHie + (mn -1)HimI 2 -I H ieI 2 ] (IneI~J
with respect to the result that would be obtained if mn

=

1. Making use of

yields the following for the increase of the noise figure due to carrier multiplication effects:

this term reduces to zero as mn -+ 1. To illustrate this effect, we consider
the special situation VCE = BVCEO, where (m n -1)/'1 = 1. Making use of the
approximation (5.17), ¢(m n) :::0 2 - limn, we may write

3

:::01+-

/'I'

and therefore

if terms of order II fJ2 are neglected. Since grnl (3 = g7[, the excess noise due
to carrier multiplication increases the noise factor by
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at VCE = BVCEO. As long as device capacitances and delay times can be
neglected, the transfer factors are real, and

HimHic

-_

H';rs
where

rb

rb2 (

5) (5
- - -Tee'
-)
/3mn

1+-/3mn

rb

= Rs + rbb' and

5 = 1 _ /3 (m n

_

1) + r TC + r ee' (fJ + 1)
rb

At VCE = BVCEO, this expression simplifies to

r TC

+ ree' (/3 + 1)
rb

From these expressions, we obtain
~F(BVCEO) ~

g T2
= ~

2Rs

at VceE

5) (1 +35- -2reef)
--

-gTCrG ( 1+-2Rs
/3+1

/3+1

~

( 1+~+
T'
TTC
) ( 1+ 3TTC
T ')
+ ~
Tb
(/3+1)Tb
(/3+1)Tb
Tb

= BVceEO, using fJm n = fJ+ 1. The increase of the noise factor depends
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Fig. 5.16. Increase of noise factor due to carrier multiplication
at VCE = BVCEO as a function
of the transfer current at the bias
point
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on both the source resistance and the bias point; Fig. 5.16 shows the dependence of t::".F on I C if Rs is chosen as the optimum source resistance in the
absence of carrier multiplication effects, i.e.

Rs =

J(3 + 2(3gm (rbb' +ree,) + g~ (rbb' +ree,)2
grn

(5.102)

for three different values of the current gain, assuming EN = (3 for simplicity.26 The excess noise due to carrier multiplication effects at VCE = BVCEO
decreases with current gain, as can easily be understood from the breakdown
condition (3(m n - 1) = 1, which implies that at larger current gain, less carrier multiplication (and hence less noise) is required for open-base breakdown.
A plot of the excess noise associated with carrier multiplication versus the
source impedance Rs shows minima at Rs values that lie considerably below
the value given by (5.102).

5.7 Low-Frequency Noise
Low-frequency noise in bipolar transistors is generally characterized by a spectral density that varies in proportion to 1/1 (1/1 noise). Low-frequency noise
in conjunction with device nonlinearities may cause phase noise in oscillators and is therefore also of great importance in high-frequency applications:
Oscillators constructed from transistors with low 1/1 noise may yield a sufficiently stable oscillator frequency without relying on an external dielectric
resonator, and thus allow a substantial decrease in the size of microwave and
R.F circuitry.
For the characterization of low-frequency noise, the corner frequencies of
the input-referred noise sources are usually specified. Since these are biasdependent quantities, the values are only meaningful if the measurement conditions are known. Modeling 1/1 noise in terms of a base current noise generator with spectral density Si = (IB/ A)AF KF/ 1 in addition to the base current
shot noise with spectral density Si = 2eln yields the corner frequency of the
input-referred noise current (see Sect. 1.8)

. _ KF
10 - 2eln

(IB)/lF
A
.

(5.103)

Determination of lei for different values of IB allows one to determine AF and
KF from a double-logarithmic plot of ledH~ versus IB/ A; this should give a
straight line [47] with slope AF - 1 since
26The fact that 6.F is small in comparison with one does not necessarily lead to the
conclusion that the effect is negligible, as an increase of the noise factor by 0.1 results in an
increase of the noise figure by approximately 0.4 dB.
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according to (5.103). In polysilicon-emitter BJTs, 1 < AF < 2 is observed the corner frequency of the input-referred noise current source thus increases
with the bias current lB. For SiGe HBTs with a base current of several microamperes, values of the noise current corner frequency of the order of 1 kHz
and values of the noise voltage corner frequency well below 1 kHz have been
reported by several authors [48-51].
The l/f noise in high-frequency BJTs and HBTs may be due to series
resistances (contacts are usually formed using polycrystalline silicon, which
is known to cause 1/ f noise) and surface effects (a shallow emitter with a
contact of finite surface recombination velocity may also cause an increased
level of 1/ f noise). For the optimization of rUTs and HBTs with respect to
their 1/ f-noise properties, the mechanisms that lead to 1/ f noise in bipolar
transistors must be understood; therefore measurement techniques that allow
one to determine the location of l/f noise sources are required.
For the measurement of 1/ f noise, three resistors RE, RB and Rc are usually placed in series with the device terminals, as shown in Fig. 5.17. These
resistors are wire-wound or metal film resistors, in order not to introduce additional 1/ f-noise sources; biasing is performed with batteries [52]. Measuring

Fig. 5.17. General circuit for lowfrequency noise measurements (after

[52])

the noise voltages across the series resistors for different resistance values
and currents allows the location of the 1/ f-noise sources with the help of
the small-signal noise equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.18 [52]. If the noise
current sources are assumed to be uncorrelated, the spectral densities of the
noise voltages across the external resistors RE, Rc and RB are related to the
spectral densities of the transistor noise sources by the relations [52]

[r7r - ,8(rbb'+RB)]2 Sib + (r 7r +rbb'+RB)2

Sic

+4k BT[(,8 + 1)2(RB+RJ::J - 2(,8 + I)Z + Z2/RE ]
+(,8 + 1)2 Svr
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Srb

Src

b'

c'
r ec '

rw

4k sT

Rs

4k sT

Rc

~

Rc

Fig. 5.1S. Sma.ll-signal noise equivalent circuit of a B.JT, with metal film terminal series
resistances RB, RE and Rc with negligible 1/ f noise

f3 2 (rbb/+RB+ree/+RE) 2 Sib
+ (rJr+rbbl +RB+reel +RE)2 Sic
+4kBT [f3 2(RB +RJ::;)

+ Z2/Rc] + f32Svr

and

Z2
2

R'B

Svb

[rJr + f3(ree l + RE)f Sib + (reel + RE)2 Sic
+4kBT(RB+RE) - 2Z

+ Z2/ RB] + Svr

,

where

(5.104)
and

(5.105)
Low-frequency 1/ f noise in high-frequency Si BJTs and SiGe HBTs has been
invetltigated in [49,51,54-59]. The dominant noitle tlource of the 1/ f-noitle
component was found to be situated in the emitter junction at the emitter
side. Both fluctuations of the emitter resistance and fluctuations of the surface recombination velocity at the contact are mechanisms that result in such
noise. In devices with a polysilicon emitter, the interface treatment was found
to have a substantial effect on the observed 1/ f noise: increasing the barrier
at the interface and thus decreasing the effective surface recombination velocity results in an increase in the 1/ f noise, as the interface affects both Sre
and Sib. A model of 1/ f noitle that contlidertl the effect on the noitle tlourcetl
Sre and Sib of barrier height fluctuations of the oxide layer and the resulting
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transparency fluctuations at the contact, for both minority and majority carriers, is presented in [54]. Oxide breakup due to a rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) sequence was found to result in a decrease of low-frequency noise; this
is also demonstrated by the measurement results shown in Fig. 5.19. A reduction of the 1/ I noise associated with the polysilicon contact by implantation
of F atoms was reported in [60].
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Fig. 5.20. Spectral
density Sib of base
current noise, measured at a fixed value
of VBE, versus IB for
Si BJTs with and
without
interfacial
oxide and with different temperatures
used for the emitter
drive-in (after [53])

The effect of the interface on 1/ I noise in high-frequency BJTs with a polysilicon emitter contact can also be seen from Fig. 5.20, where the spectral density
of the I/I-noise current is plotted versus the base current for a fixed value of
VEE and of frequency. If VEE is kept fixed, the base current will vary approx-
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imately in proportion to the surface recombination velocity (IE ~ Sp); larger
values of the base current thus correspond to a less pronounced barrier at the
interface, with a reduced effect on the 1/1 noise produced there .
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Fig. 5.21. Spectral
density Sib of base
current
nOise
for
Si BJTs and SiGe
HDTs, at a fixed
frequency, versus the
area of the emitter
contact (after [53])

The spectral density Sl/ J of the 1/ I-noise current was found to vary in proportion to f§ (i.e. AF ~ 2) and in inverse proportion to the emitter area 1/Aje
(i.e. KF ~ I/A je ), as demonstrated by the measured data in Fig. 5.21. This
behavior led to the conclusion that the 1/ I-noise sources are homogeneously
distributed over the entire emitter area [55]. Therefore, for the purpose of
comparison of various technologies, the quantity

has been suggested as a figure of merit to characterize

1/1

noise [48].

The effect of mobility fluctuations in crystalline silicon on the 1/1 noise in
pnjunction diodes has been investigated in [61,62]. Low-frequency 1/1 noise
associated with bulk defect centers in n+p silicon diodes was investigated in
[63] using a gated diode. The noise was attributed to defect centers associated
with precipitated oxygen/dislocation complexes in the bulk section of the
space charge region at 0.43 eV below the conduction band.
Low-frequency noise in npn GaAs/ AlGaAs HI3Ts has been investigated
in [64], where 1/1 noise of both the collector current, with Silt ~ 16.4, and the

s;t n·

5
, has been observed, where Sic is larger than Sib
base current, with
f ~
at fixed emitter-base voltage. At higher forward currents the parasitic series
resistances were found to play an important role, because of feedback effects
as well as 1/1 resistance fluctuations. Results on the low-frequency noise of
InP /InGaAs HI3Ts have been reported in [65].
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6 Basic Circuit Configurations
Since the requirements of circuit design trigger process development, as well
as the effort undertaken in device modeling, a knowledge of the basic circuit configurations is helpful for everyone working in the bipolar field. This
chapter briefiyl explains the most important building blocks of analog bipolar circuits. The last section explains the application of bipolar transistors in
digital circuits.

6.1 Common-Emitter Configuration
The common-emitter configuration is the most widely employed amplifier
configuration as it provides the best power gain.
......~
.....~ ... ~

R

v+

:

!~~ ........~~ ..:

v2 (f)

(a)

Fig. 6.1. (a) Basic amplifier
in common-emitter configuration; (b) modification of voltage
divider for temperature compensation of bias point

6.1.1 Biasing
Figure 6.1 shows the basic common-emitter amplifier, with a biasing network
formed by the voltage divider RBl and RB2 and the emitter series resistance
RE. At high frequencies, RE is shunted by the capacitor CEo The capacitor CK
couples the small-signal input signal delivered by the voltage source vs(t) to
the input (base) ofthe amplifier. In the limit oflarge current gain (BN -+ 00),
the input bias point VB and the emitter resistance RE, required to obtain the
bias current Ie are given by
and
IFor a more detailed presentation of bipolar-circuit techniques, the excellent textbook
of Gray and Meyer [1] is recommended.
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From

V2 = V+ - Re1e ~ V
R VB-VBE
+- e
RE
'
we obtain the change of the bias point with temperature as
dV2 ~
Rc (dVB dVm;)
dT ~ - Rrc dT - dT
'
ifthe ratio Rei RE is assumed to be independent oftemperature. Therefore, if
dVB/dT = dVBE/dT, the bias point is to a good approximation independent
of temperature. Under the condition V+ » VBE, this requirement may be
fulfilled by adding a diode in series with RB2, as is depicted in Fig. 6.1b.

Fig. 6.2. Circuit used to investigate temperature
sensitivity

Effect of Series Feedback on Bias Point Stability
Series feedback significantly reduces the sensitivity of the output bias point
to variations of temperature or device parameters. To demonstrate this, we
investigate the temperature variation of V2 in the circuit shown in Fig. 6.2,
neglecting the temperature dependence of the resistances for simplicity. Differentiation of the relation
TT

V2

VBB-VBE-REh
= V+ - R e 1Te = V+ - R.B
C N
RB

with respect to temperature yields

Using the approximations
and
gives, in addition,

dV2
dIe
-=-RedT

. dT
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aVBE)
(aVBE) dIe = (aVBE) _ _
Vc_T__
dV_2
( aT Ie + ale T dT
aT Ie
Rele dT
Combining these equations and taking account of the fact that

dIE
-RedT

results in
dV2
dT

RBRele
1 dB N
RB+BN(RE+VT/le)BN dT
ReBN

+ RB

+ BK(RE+ VT/lc)

In the limit RE -+ 0 and RBle/VT

»

(aVBE)
aT Ie

(6.1)

B N, we obtain

IllV Rcle
IllV Re
-6 - - - - 1.5 - - BN
K
V
K RB
'

where we have estimated the temperature coefficient of the current gain as
0.6%/K and aVBE/aT ~ -1.5 mV /K. In this situation, VBB in conjunction
with the large base resistance RB essentially acts like a current source. Owing
to the temperature coefficient of the current gain, a considerable temperature
drift of the bias point results (typically -30 lIlV /K for Rele = 5 V and
RB -+ 00). The biatl point itl therefore alwaytl defined utling emitter tlerietl
feedback. In the limit RB -+ 0 we obtain the approximation
dV2 ~
Re
(aVBE)
~ -1.5 IllV Re .
dT
RE+VT/le aT Ie
K RE .
resulting in a much smaller temperature drift for resistance ratios Re/ RE of
the order of one.

Stability of Bias Point in the Avalanche Regime
The open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO is relevant ifthe base is driven with
a current source of infinite output resistance. Larger values of VeE may be applied if the base is driven with a source of finite resistance. The stability of an
amplifier circuit, which employs a bipolar transistor with VeE> BVeEo, can
be determined from a small-signal analysis. For that purpose, we transform
the amplifier circuit depicted in Fig. 6.1 to the small-signal equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 6.3, where 9o, 9jJ. and rec' have been omitted for simplicity.
The resistances RBI and RB2 have been combined into RB = RBI II RB2, and
the combined effect of the emitter series resistance reef, the series feedback
resistor RE and the bypass capacitor C E is represented by the impedance ZE.
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CK

rbb'

b

ib

b'

v, ~

Crr

RB

~ V1

Fig. 6.3. Small-signal equivalent circuit
corresponding to Fig.
6.1

For typical operation frequencies, CK and CE can be considered as shortcircuited, while eM and elf can be omitted. In this case ZE = Tee', and the
transfer function is obtained as

(6.2)
where
for

rb

=

rbb'

+ Rs II RB

and K

=

RB/(Rs+RB). This expression diverges

(6.3)
If we make the approximation g7r (/3 + 1) :::::: (3g7r
equivalent to

gm, this condition is

(6.4)
With the approximation

m -1 :::::: 1- - 1
n

Mn

~:

:~

(VC'B')

BVc

NI ,

(6.5)

the value of VC'B' that leads to breakdown can be estimated as
VenR :::::: EVe

1/gm + r ee , l/NI
(173 + Tbb'
+ Rs II RB )

.

(6.6)

Since (6.5) tends to overestimate the value of mn -1, the value of VCBR determined from (6.6) provides a conservative estimate of the maximum allowed
VCE-value, VCEmax = VBE + VCBR. In the limit Tb --+ 00, corresponding to the
case of a current source applied to the input, the result derived here reduces
to VCEmax --+ VBE + EVc (3-1/NI :::::: EVcEo, as expected. In order to obtain a
stable dc bias point, the value of RB has to be chosen to be sufficiently small.
For w --+ 0, the impedances represented by C K and CJ<; can be assumed to be
infinite. In this case ZE = Tee' + RE, and Rs II RB reduces to RB.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.4. small-signal equivalent circuit of a bipolar transistor amplifier stage
common-emitter configuration, (a) before and (b) after network transformation

III

the

6.1.2 AC Characteristics
The frequency-dependent voltage transfer ratio of an amplifier in the commonemitter configuration can be determined from the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.4, which describes the load connected to the output in
terms of a load impedance ZL. The input and output ports are linked by a
voltage-controlled current source that delivers a small-signal transfer current
gm'J21r , and by a capacitance cll-" As seen from the input, a current

flows into

c,"'

while, as seen from the output, a current

flows. If these currents are represented by voltage-controlled current sources,
the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 6.4b results, where Z denotes an
impedance composed of Rc, To and the load impedance ZL. From Kirchhoff's
current law, which gives

the voltage transfer factor
.Ym-jwc,"

liZ

+ jwc,"

~

liZ

+ jwc,"

(6.7)
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can be obtained. If the load is composed of a load resistance RL parallel to a
load capacitance C L , we have
1 + jWR(CII+CL)

R
where R = Rc II To II RL. If WCll « gm, the voltage transfer ratio A shows a
low-pass characteristic of first order
gm R
1 + jjljgo '

where
1

is the cutoff frequency due to the low-pass characteristic of the output circuit.
For frequencies j « jgo, the transfer factor is approximately constant, i.e.
A:::::: -gmR.
As seen from the input, the Miller capacitance Cm = (1- A)cM has to be
considered as being parallel to C1J". In an inverting amplifier where A = -A,
the Miller capacitance is just (A + 1) times the bc depletion capacitance cW 2
That the contribution of eM is weighted by the voltage gain becomes obvious
if we consider a small change V1J" of the base potential: since the amplifier
is inverting, the collector potential changes by V2 = - AV1J"' i.e. the voltage
swing across cll is (A + l)v1J". As seen from the input, the input capacitance
Cj = C1J" + (1- A)CII has to be considered. The input impedance Zj of the
amplifier is therefore (Fig. 6.5b)

(6.8)

(a)
Fig. 6.5. (a) Equivalent circuit of the network connected to the input of a terminated
transistor two-port. (represented by the input impedance Zi; (b) net.work element.s t.hat
contribute to Zi
2 At. high frequencies, the Miller capacit.ance is a complex quant.ity, since in t.his case
describes a phase shift that differs from 180 0 •

d
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The voltage drop 12.7f across Zj controls the transfer current source. We neglect
the effect of R}3, which is assumed to be large in comparison with the other
impedances, and combine the generator series resistance Rs and the base
series resistance Tbb' to obtain Tb = Rs +Tbb'. Analysis of the resulting voltage
divider yields
12.7f

Zj

1'.s

Zi+Tb+(jwCK1)-1

At low frequencies,

Zj

~ T7f,

resulting in a high-pass characteristic

t

voltage amplifier with

t

fg01

output low-pass

fg02

.. 1.... ···················-~Od~/de~«·· ....•.... ~.
C small

..

L

:

~

,

C L large '\,. ..;

'\;~~.....

input high-pass
o dB ........ ···············;·,··c·c·c·c·,··c·,··c·,··c·c·c·c·,·c·,.. .
input low-pass

"","'t

- 40 dB/dec

t
fg;

log f
Fig, 6,6, Frequency characteristic of a bipolar-transistor amplifier in common-emitter configuration

Generally, the frequency of operation is chosen to be large in comparison with
and C K1 may be replaced by a short circuit in this range. For ! » !K,

!K,

1

1

(6.9)

Since generally the condition Tbg7f « 1 is fulfilled, this corresponds to a lowpass behavior with a cutoff frequency
!gj =

1

(6.10)

--.
21fTbCj

If we write •9ill T_"

= f3 the voltag·e transfer factor
,

v Iv

~

~

of the amplifier
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1!.11" 1!.2
1!.8 1!.11"

;:::::

~R
1
1
1
- r11"+rb I-jJKlf l+jflfg i l+jflfg o '

(6.11)

can be approximated by the product of the maximum voltage transfer ratio
-~RI(rb + r11") with a high-pass transfer function (cutoff frequency lK) and
two low-pass transfer functions (cutoff frequencies fgi for the low-pass function
associated with the input circuit, and fgo for the low-pass function associated
with the output circuit). In a Bode diagram, a v = 20dBlog(IH v l) is plotted
versus the logarithm of the frequency. Since the logarithm of a product equals
the sum of the logarithms of the individual factors, we can write
20dB log (

+20 dB log

~R
+ 7'b )

+ 20dB log I

7'11"

1

~flf

1 +J

.1

gl

.I

1 - Jf K

+ 20 dB log

1

If I

.l
1 + J flf go

I,

and av may be determined by geometrical construction, as illustrated in Fig.
6.6 for different values of C L .

6.1.3 Nonlinear Distortion
There are several sources of nonlinear distortion 3 : (1) distortion caused by the
exponential current-voltage characteristic; (2) distortion due to the nonlinear
bc depletion capacitance, a contribution that becomes increasingly important
as the operating frequency increases, (3) distortion due to the avalanche effect
in the bc diode; and (4) effects due to the nonlinear bias dependence of the
base and collector series resistances.
In [7], it was found that bipolar-transistor amplifiers operating under class A
conditions achieve the highest linearity in a bias range where current spreading in the epilayer is basically absent. Both the quasi-saturation region and
the avalanche region are unfavorable if optimum 1P3 performance (see Appendix 13) is required. The influence ofthe nonlinear base resistance was found
to be of minor importance.
The bias dependence of the bc depletion capacitance is an important mechanism of third-order intermodulation distortion, which is determined to a
large extent by the vertical doping profile in the collector region. The effect of
modifications of the collector doping profile 4 on nonlinear distortion has been
investigated in [8,9]; there the incorporation of an epitaxially grown arsenic
doping spike into an otherwise lightly doped collector was found to reduce
the bias dependence of Cjc and and thus third-order intermodulation at high
3See Appendix A for basic definitions. A detailed exposition of the computational methods employed in small-signal distortion analysis is given in [2,3]; see also [4-6].
4Such modifications have to take account of high-level-injection effects and breakdown
requirements.
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frequencies. Negative feedback results in a reduction of nonlineary. In [10]
it was found that common-emitter transconductance stages with inductive
series feedback are more linear than resistively or capacitively degenerated
stages. The reduction of third-order intermodulation distortion in a balanced
common-emitter configuration is described in [11].

6.2 Common-Collector Configuration
A bipolar-transistor amplifier in the common-collector configuration has nearunity voltage gain and provides only current gain. It serves as a level shifter
and impedance transformer in integrated bipolar-transistor circuits.
V2

V+

4
V
3

2
Vs

~

RL

~--~----------VBE

0
0

(a)

2

3

V4

V1

(b)

Fig. 6.7. (a) Bipolar-transistor amplifier in common-collector configuration (emitter follower), and (b) dc voltage transfer characteristic

6.2.1 Basic Principles
Figure 6.7 shows a bipolar-transistor amplifier in the common-collector configuration, also known as the emitter follower. If V1 exceeds the threshold
voltage of the eb diode, an emitter current h flows, which produces a voltage
drop V2 across R E , i.e. h = V2/R E + h, if h = -h is the current that
flows into the load. Since in the limit B~ » 1 the voltage drop across the eb
diode is VBE = VT In(IE/ Is), the following relation between the voltages at
the input and at the output is obtained:

(6.12)
Since VBE remains approximately constant for emitter current values in the
milliampere range, the output voltage V2 is related to V, by a shift of the
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voltage level by VBEon (Fig. 6. 7b). The output (i.e. the emitter) therefore follows the input (base) of the transistor; for this reason this circuit is frequently
called the emitter follower. Since generally BK « 1, this circuit has current
gain, but does not provide voltage gain (dV2 /dV1 ~ 1).

i2

rn

rbb'

R

Vst

tv2

rn

tvn

REIlro

rb

(a)

t V2

(b)

Fig. 6.8. Small-signal equivalent circuits used for the computation of (a) the input resistance and voltage gain of the emitter follower, and (b) the output resistance of the emitter
follower

The input resistance and voltage gain of the emitter follower circuit can be
calculated with the help of the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig.
6.8a, where R = RE II RL II To, and Tb = Rs + Tbb ' is dominated by Rs in most
cases. From Kirchhoff's current law, we obtain (gm + g11" )'U11" = 'Ud R, or
'U11" _
'U2 -

1

~

1

R(Yrn +Y11") ~ RYrn .

If we use this result in 'Us = 'U2
small-signal voltage gain:

+ 'U11" + Tbg11"'U11" , this yields the following for the

or, if we take account of the relation

f3 = gm/ g11"'

1
Vs

(6.13)

U sing the result

we obtain the input resistance of the emitter follower:

(6.14)
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The output resistance r2 = vdi2 of the emitter follower can be calculated
from the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.8b. Combining the
relations

yields

(6.15)
Typically, the output resistance is much smaller than the input resistance,
which is why this circuit is used for impedance transformation.

6.2.2 AC Characteristics
At high frequencies, the transistor and load capacitances have to be considered. The voltage transfer ratio of a capacitively loaded emitter follower is
derived in the following small-signal analysis based on the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 6.9. The generator series resistance Rs and the base series re-

ib

Trrr

VS

jv,w,

~

vn

C~L

GIIv,

RE

Fig. 6.9. Small-signal equivalent circuit used for the discussion of the ac behavior of a
capacitively loaded emitter follower

sistance Tbb' have been combined into
of RE, To and RL. Using

Tbi

R denotes the parallel connection

lb = jwc" (1!.2 + 1!.7r) + (g1f + j WC 7r )1!.7r
in 1!.s = 1!.2 + 1!.7r + rblb and taking account of the relation wf3
yields

or, for the inverse of the voltage transfer ratio
:

=

1

+jWTb c"

+

[1 +

rbg7r(l+ j : )] : :
f3

=

g7r/(C7r +c,,)
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The voltage transfer ratio 'Q7r1'Q2 is obtained from Kirchhoff's current law,
which gives
(gm+g1f+jwc1f )'Q1f

where R

=

'Q1f _
'Q2 -

=

'Q2
R

. C
+ JW
L'Q2

RE II RL II r o, with the result

1 + jwRCL
~ 1+jwRCL
R(gm + g1f +jwc1f ) ~
Rgm

The approximation is valid if the conditions gml g7r = (3 » 1 and wc 7r I gm « 1
are fulfilled, which is generally the case as long as f « h. Multiplication of
the voltage transfer ratios yields using WT = (3w6,
-W

2 '{"bCL

--,

WT

where the constant terms II Rgm and rbl f3R have been neglected. The voltage transfer factor thus has a frequency dependence that is analogous to the
frequency dependence of an LRC series resonant circuit with resonant frequency
(6.16)
and damping constant

Owing to the inductive nature of the emitter follower, voltage noise and ringing may occur during switching transients if the quality factor Q = wo/2b
exceeds I/V2.

6.3 Common-Base Configuration
Figure 6.10 shows a bipolar-transistor amplifier in the common-base configuration. In this circuit, the input current h = -IE approximately equals the
output current Ie, i.e. this amplifier configuration does not provide current
gain. The common-base configuration therefore provides only voltage gain
and has a small input resistance. The voltage transfer ratio and the input
and output resistance can be calculated with help of the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.11. There, the base potential is assumed to be
constant ('Qb = 0), a reasonable assumption ifthe resistances RBI and RB2 are
small enough. If we write 'Q1 = -'Q1f and use the abbreviation R = RL II Re II r o ,
Kirchhoff's current law, applied to the output node, yields
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V+

V+

RS2

11

RC

IE

12
Ie
V2

Vs

V1

~

Cs

RS1

Fig. 6.10. Bipolar-transistor amplifier
in common-base configuration

Fig.
6.11.
Small-signal
equivalent circuit of bipolartransistor
amplifier
in
common-base configuration

(~ + jwcp )

J2.2

= - (gm + 7~J J2." ;::; gmJ2.1 .

This leads to the following result for the voltage transfer ratio:

J2.2;::;
Ym R
;::; gm R ;
J2.1
1 + jwRcp,
the voltage gain is approximately equal to the result for an amplifier in the
common-emitter configuration. If applied to the input node, Kirchhoff's current law yields

If we write J2.1 = -J2." and J2.2
input impedance:
z· 1

-

1

gm

= AvJ2.1' this gives the following result for the
~

-

1

+ g" + go(1-Av) + jwc" ~ gm

1

-----:--::-;-:,--

1 + jJ/h '

where the conditions (3 » 1, goAv «grn and 27rJT ;::; grn/c" has been assumed.
Generally, the input impedance is small in comparison with the generator
series resistance (IZi I « Rs), and the input of the amplifier is driven essentially
by the current :h ;::; J4;/ Rs· In this case J2.1 ;::; ZiJ2.s / Rs, and
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R
1
1
Rs 1 + jwRc," 1 + jj/h 12.s ,
i.e. the bandwidth of this amplifier configuration is very large, owing to the
large cutoff frequency h and because no Miller effect is present.
The output resistance can be obtained from the small-signal equivalent
circuit, neglecting the capacitances and assuming Rs II r7r II ro ~ Rs II r 7r , with
the result

ra = Rc

II

(1 + RS+T7r
(3Rs ) ro

,

using grnr7r = (3. For small values of the source impedance Rs, the output
resistance is approximately equal to the output resistance for an amplifier in
the common-emitter configuration.

6.4 The Diode-Connected Bipolar Transistor
The pn diodes used in bipolar integrated circuits are generally derived from
bipolar transistors. In principle, there are six ways to operate a three-terminal
bipolar transistor as a diode (Fig. 6.12).

6.4.1 Realizations
Among the possibilities depicted in Fig. 6.12, circuit (a) is generally employed
if the low breakdown voltage BVEBO of the eb diode is acceptable. In this
circuit, saturation of the bc diode is avoided. This diode shows a fast reverse
recovery time, which is determined by the minority-carrier lifetime in the base
region and the depletion capacitance of the eb diode.

If a larger breakdown voltage is necessary, circuit (b) should be employed.
This diode is equivalent to the bc diode of a transistor; the emitter diffusion
is omitted. Forward operation of this diode, however, causes minority-carrier
injection into the substrate and requires sufficient substrate contacts nearby
in order to avoid problems. The reverse recovery time is determined by the
minority-carrier lifetime in the collector region and is therefore generally considerably larger than the value observed for diode (a).
If the designer has to employ readily drawn transistors, the diode-connected
transistor (c) will do approximately the same job; the emitter could be left
open, without too much loss of performance. The latter possibility, which
is not shown, is, however, not recommended, as it can cause operation of
the bipolar transistor in saturation and lead to unwanted minority-carrier
injection into the substrate.
Circuit (d) uses a floating collector, which becomes forward biased owing
to electrons injected into the collector region by the transfer current. This
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diode
realization

a~
:-\
,~

d~

eO

saturation
current

breakdown
voltage

substrate
injection

reverse
recovery

BF+1
I-s BF

BVEBO

no

fast

Is/BR

BVCBO

yes, under
forward
operation

slow

BR+1
1-s BR

BVCBO

yes, under
forward
operation

slow

I BF+BR+1
s
BR+1

BVEBO

yes, under
forward
operation

slow

Is BF+BR
BFBR

BVEBO

yes, under
forward
operation

slow

Fig. 6.12. Realizations of a diode in an integrated bipolar technology

results in minority-carrier injection into the substrate and a considerably
increased reverse recovery time - two reasons why this circuit should not be
used. In circuit (e), the eb and bc diodes are connected in parallel. Since
the breakdown voltage of this configuration is determined by the smaller
breakdown voltage BVEBO, circuit (a) should be used instead, since circuit
(e) shows both minority-carrier injection into the substrate and an increased
reverse recovery time due to the parallel-connected bc diode.

6.4.2 Current-Voltage Characteristic
The voltage drop V = VeE = VBE across the diode-connected BJT corresponding to circuit a equals the base-emitter voltage; the current carried by
the diode is therefore
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if series resistance effects may be neglected. Neglecting the Early effect (qB
1) and nonideal base current characteristics (BN ~ B F ) gives

~

i.e., in the elementary model, the saturation current of the diode-connected
BJT is 15(1 + 1IBF), and is approximately equal to the transfer saturation
current if BF « 1. Owing to the bias dependence of qB and B N , a slight
deviation of the emission coefficient from one will be observed:

C~L

~~
Cn

ro

gm'!!.n

Fig. 6.13. Small-signal equivalent
circuit of a diode-connected BJT

6.4.3 High-Frequency Behavior
The high-frequency behavior of a diode-connected bipolar transistor can be
derived from the small-signal equivalent circuit 5 shown in Fig. 6.13. Since

and
v
-7r

=

1 + jWTbb'C11.
V
+ jWTbb'(C7r+C1,) -,

-------'-----"--c----;-

1+

Tbb'g7r

the small-signal admittance of the diode is obtained as

P Iii

1 + jilh 1 + .iilf2

where
5In a diode-connected integrated bipolar transistor, the coupling between the collector
and emitter will be due to the cs capacitance (in series with the substrate resistance) to a
certain extent; in this case Cee has to be replaced by a more general coupling admittance.
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and

13=

1
21f

As the transistor model is accurate only to first order of the frequency f =
/21f, a consistent description of effects associated with terms of order w 2 is
not possible with the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6.13. However, even though
the frequency 13 does not provide a complete description of second-order
frequency effects, the above result shows that the base series resistance in
conjunction with the device capacitances causes resonant behavior, which
can be seen from an increase of the frequency-dependent small-signal diode
impedance [12].

W

6.5 Current Sources and Active Loads
A bipolar transistor with an output conductance JL22e equal to zero works as
a current source if Vmc is held constant: if JL 22e = 0, the collector current is
independent of VeE, i.e. independent of the voltage drop that appears across
a load connected in series with the collector. In real transistors, JL22e ::::: l/r o
is finite, and the corresponding current source is nonideal. Another problem
with constant-voltage biasing is the strong temperature dependence of the
collector current. Therefore ~)Ome sort of feedback, such as the series feedback
considered in the following section or the compensation of temperature effects
provided by a current mirror, is required in order to arrive at a good current
source.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.14. Dipolar current source with series feedback: (a) circuit and (b) small-signal
equivalent circuit
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6.5.1 Current Source with Series Feedback
The output resistance of the current source shown in Fig. 6.14a can he ohtained from the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.14h. The voltage divider composed of RB = RBI II RB2 and Tn gives

and therefore

Combinining this result with

.=.~2 + gnvn = ~2.

~e

and using the relation

f3 =

-

~~

Tn

gmTn

+ Rn

RE ~e.

gives the following for the output resistance:

(6.17)
The output resistance of the current source equals the output resistance To of
the bipolar transistor if there is no series feedback present (RE = 0). In the
case of a weak series feedback (RE «Tn), we obtain

whereas in the case of strong series feedback (RE»

Tn),

is obtained, if RB « Tn may be assumed. Owing to the series feedback, the
output resistance increases at first in proportion to R E , but its value saturates
at (f3 + l)To in the case of strong series feedback. This limit is proportional to
the product of the current gain and the Early voltage B'I\1A..F (see Sect. 3.10),
if the approximations fJ + 1 ~ EN and T 0 ~ VAF / Ie arc used. The hipolartransistor current source differs from the corresponding field-effect-transistor
current source in that the latter does not show an upper limit for the output
resistance as the series feedback increases: as no current flows into the input
of the field-effect transistor, the limit f3 -+ CX) has to be used in (6.17) to
describe the output resistance of a field-effect-transistor current source.

6.5.2 Current Mirror
A simple realization of a current source used in integrated circuits is the
current mirror, shown in Fig. 6.15a. The eb diodes are connected in parallel
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and therefore show the same voltage Vm ;. Transistor Tl acts as a diode and
carries collector current

1,

(a)

(e)

(b)

Fig. 6.15. Current mirror using bipolar transistors. (a) Principle; (b) elementary current
source; (c) improved current mirror, which reduces the effect of base currents

(VBE)

I Cl = -lSi exp - qBl
VT

if

The current Ii that flows in the left branch of the current mirror is composed
of ICl and the base currents of both transistors:

h = ICl + IBl + IB2 = (1+_1_)ICl + IC2 .
B~l

BN2

As long as T2 does not saturate, its collector current IC2 and therefore the
current h in the right branch of the current mirror is

The current ratio is therefore
(6.18)
i.e., if the current gainR BNl and BN2 are large and if the Early effect iR
negligible, the current ratio is given by the ratio of the two transfer saturation
currents. In integrated-circuit design, this ratio can be easily modified by
the choice of the emitter area. 6 Current mirrors are only applicable if both
transistors have good thermal coupling [13,14], and are therefore only useful
if both transistors are integrated on the same chip. In that case self-heating
of transistor T2 also heats T l , resulting in a decreasing value of
(since
h ~ conRt.), which compenRateR for the effectR of Rclf-heating.

VBE

6If a current ratio different from one is required, parallel connections of identical transistors are often employed, since then all transistors are subject to the same process variations.
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Figure 6.15b shows an elementary constant-current source. The current h =
(V+ - Vm :) / Rl through Rl is "mirrored" to the right branch. Deviations of
the mirror ratio from the ideal value Is, /Is2 are determined by the factor

qB2
qBl

(1 + _1_) + IS2 _1_
BNl

lSI BN2

In the elementary transistor model, the first contribution, which is caused by
the Early effect, can be written as
qB2 ~

VAF

qB 1

VAF

+ VCEI
+ VCE2

~ 1_

VCE2 - VCEI
VAF

+ VCE2

This value is small if transistors with a large Early voltage are used. The
second term is caused by the base currents of the two transistors, and may be
significantly reduced if the current source is modified as in Fig. 6.15c. In this
circuit, the base current of transistors Tl and T2 is supplied by the emitter
current of T 3 , which requires a base current
I

_ IBl
B3 -

+ IB2
+1

BN3

The only current that is "stolen" from I, and thus not mirrored to the right
branch is this current. The effect of the base current on the current ratio is
now of order 1/ B~ and is negligible for most practical purposes.

Fig. 6.16. Current mirror for reduced output current

The output current of the current mirror can be reduced by insertion of
a resistance RE in series with the emitter of transistor T2 (Fig. 6.16). This
resistor reduces the voltage drop across the eb diode oftransistor T2 by REI:z.
If the Early effect is neglected, this yields a modified mirror ratio
11 = exp (_ hRE) .
I:z
VT

(6.19 )

Owing to the temperature dependence of VT in the argument of the exponential function, the mirror ratio is now temperature-dependent.
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Current Mirrors with Increased Output Resistance
Current sources realized with elementary current mirrors show an output resistance equal to the output resistance of the transistor. The Wilson current
mirror, shown in Fig. 6.17a, yields a substantially enhanced output resistance.
Here the output current h = IC3 is fed back by the current mirror composed
of T2 and Ti; an increase of IC3 therefore causes an increase of Itt and therefore a decrease of VTlEl + VTlE2, which compensates the increase of IC3 to a
certain extent.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.17. ,Nilson current mirror. (a) Circuit, and (b) small-signal equivalent circuit

For an analysis of the operational principles, we shall assume that all transistors have an identical current gain B'I. The current IR through Ri is then
composed of the collector current ICi of Ti and the base current IC3/ BN of
T3:

(6.20)
ICI is mirrored from IC2, i.e.
ICi

= (1 + 5)Ic2

,

where 5 denotes the relative error of the mirror ratio. From Kirchhoff's current
law applied to the emitter node of transistor T 3 , we obtain, in addition,
IC3

=

~(Ic2+IB1+IB2)
~ ~(1+~)IC2'
B'I+1
B'I+1
BN

which, together with (6.20) results in
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The output current I2 = IC3 therefore deviates from the input current IR
only by a term of the order of 2/ B~, in addition to the error 6 caused by the
incorrect mirror ratio.
The output resistance 1'2 = vd'i2 of the Wilson current mirror can be calculated with the help of the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.17b;
this gives the approximate result

where

fJ

»

1 and identical small-signal quantities for all transistors have been
This assumption is reasonable, since all transistors carry approximately the same current.
as~mmed.

6.5.3 Active load
The voltage gain of an amplifier in the common-emitter configuration with a
collector resistance Rc is limited by (go = 0, no series resistances)

and is therefore determined by the voltage drop across Rc at the bias point.
Large values of voltage gain therefore require a large supply voltage V+ together with a large value of Rc.

R
tel

l

'fIv2

increasing V l

o
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.18. Common-emitter amplifier stage with active load. (a) Circuit, and (b) graphical
determination of bias point and transfer characteristic
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Figure 6.18 8how8 an amplifier in the common-emitter configuration where
the ohmic load element has been replaced by a pnp current mirror. This allows
one to substantially increase the voltage gain achievable with a given supply
voltage V+. In the voltage range V2m in < V2 < V2max , the output characteristic
of transistor T2 is approximately linear, with a slope determined by To. To
realize such a characteristic with a collector resistance Rc = To, a supply
voltage 7'oIC2rnax » V+ would be required. The voltage transfer factor of the
unloaded amplifier i8
dV2
dV1

gml7'02
1 + 7'02/7'01

Since
7'01 :::::

7'02 :::::

and

this gives

1/VAF1

(6.21)

+ 1/1/.A..F2

With Early voltages 1/.,\F1 and 1/.,\F2 in the range of several tens of volts,
voltage gains in the range of several thousand are possible.

6.6 Differential Amplifiers
Differential amplifiers are widely used in bipolar analog circuits and also form
the ba8i8 of digital EeL circuit8. Figure 6.19 8how8 an emitter-coupled differential amplifier.

A1

IN1

...----A2

IN2

Fig. 6.19. Emitter-coupled differential
amplifier
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6.6.1 DC Transfer Characteristic
The output voltagefl VAl and VA.2 are determined by the voltage dropfl acroflfl
the collector resistances RCl = RC2 = Rc:

VAl = -Rclcl and VA2 = -Rclc2.

(6.22)

If none of the transistors is saturated, IC1 and IC2 are predominantly determined by the voltages VBEI = VrNl - VE and VBE2 = VrN2 - VE. Assuming
identical transistors and neglecting the Early effect (qB = 1) yields the following for the ratio of the two collector currents:
-IC2 =

ICI

exp ( -Vrn)
VT'

(6.23)

where VrD = VrNl - Vr'l2 denotes the difference input voltage. If the current
gain of the transistors is large, the collector current of each transistor approximately equals the corresponding emitter current. The emitter currents add
up to the current ly"E delivered by the current source:
h;E

ICI

IC2

= Im + IE2 = AN + AN

::::J

IC1

+ IC2

,

(6.24)

where the common-base current gains AN = BN/(BN + 1) of the two transistors have been taken to be equal and approximately unity. Solving the two
equations for ICI and IC2 gives
. _
I Cl -

ANhE
1 + exp( - VrD/VT)

and IC2

=

ANIEE
1 + exp(VrD/VT)

(6.25)

The output voltages VL\ 1 and VA2 can be obtained from (6.22) and (6.25); this
gives the difference output voltage VAD = VL\2 - VAl as follows:

VrD)
VAD = Vs tanh ( - ,
2VT
where Vs
amplifier.

= ANRcIEE

::::J

RcIEE denotefl the maximum voltage flwing of the

Offset Voltage
The (input) offset voltage Va of a differential amplifier is the difference input
voltage that is required to obtain zero difference output voltage. A nonzero
offset voltage may be caused by variations of the characteristics of the load
as well as by variations of the transistor parameters of the differential pair.
The difference output voltage is zero if the condition
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i8 fulfilled. From thi8 condition, the input off8et voltage Va
obtained as
Va

= VBEl - VBE2 i8

I

= VT In(Rc.2 s.'2) ::::: VT (dRc + dIs) .
HCllsl

Is

He

The approximation in the above equation is obtained by expanding the logarithm up to first order, and is valid under the assumption of small relative
deviation8, that i8, if
RC2 -1
RCI

dRc
-« 1
Rc

and

IS2 _ 1
lSI

dIs
Is

«

1.

6.6.2 Differential-Mode and Common-Mode Voltage Gain
The differential-mode voltage gain, AD, describes the response of the output
voltages to a change of the difference input voltage:
2 dVm
If hE is determined by an ideal current source, the common-mode voltage
gain is zero, i.e. the output voltages VAl and VA2 remain unaffected if ViNl
and ViN2 change by the same amount. In practice, however, hE depends
somewhat on VE and therefore on the common-mode input voltage VC'vI =
(Vi:'-!l + ViN2)/2. In common mode, Vi:'-!l = Vi:'-!2 = VCMi if VCM is applied to
both inputs of the differential amplifier, we have VBEl = VBE2 = VBE, and
therefore VCM = VBE + VE. Since the output resistance of the current source
Tee = dVE/dIEE is large in comparison with l/.Ym, we obtain dVE/dVcM ::::: 1,
i.e. the voltage drop across the diodes is approximately constant. Since 11.1\.1 =
VAL::::: -RcIEE/2, we obtain the following for the common-mode voltage
gain:

ACM

=

-------

dVcM

:::::

Rc
2Tee

(6.26)

The common-mode rejection ratio CMRR is therefore given by

CMRR =

AD

::::: RchE 2Tee

ACM

4VT

He

= TeehE .
2VT'

(6.27)

its value increases in proportion to the output resistance of the current source.

Small-Signal Analysis
Figure 6.20 shows a small-signal equivalent circuit of the differential amplifier.
There, the output resistance Tee of the current source is split into two parallel
resistances of value 2Tee to illustrate the symmetry of the circuit. Application
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symmetry axis

Fig. 6.20. Low-frequency small-signal equivalent circuit of a differential amplifier

of the superposition theorem now allows us to investigate differential- and
common-mode operat.ion separat.ely.
In differential-mode operat.ion, the potential of node e remains unchanged
under t.hese condit.ions, i.e., in a small-signal analysis, node e is at. ground
potential. For the determination of the differential-mode voltage gain, it is
t.herefore sufficient. t.o invest.igat.e t.he subcircuit. shown in Fig. 6.21a. From

Fig. 6.21. Small-signal equivalent circuit of an differential amplifier for (a) differential mode
and (b) common mode

this subcircuit, the differential-mode voltage gain can be obtained as follows:

A D --

gIrl
2

(R·C II To )

where
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Apart from the factor 1/2, the value of this gain equals the value obtained
for an amplifier in the common-emitter configuration without feedback.
In common-mode operation, no current crosses the symmetry axis shown
in Fig. 6.20 - it is therefore sufficient to investigate the half-circuit shown
in Fig. 6.21b. This half-circuit corresponds to an amplifier in the commOllemitter configuration with strong series feedback. The common-mode voltage
gain is therefore
ACM

Rc

= -2ree

This symmetry consideration can also be applied under conditions of highfrequency operation, when parasitic transistor capacitances have to be considered.

6.7 Analog Multipliers
An analog multiplier provides an output signal that is proportional to the
product of its input signals. A simple example can be derived from the basic

Fig. 6.22. Analog mult.iplier (t.wo-quadrant.)
derived from t.he differential amplifier

differential amplifier. Under small-signal conditions (VI
output voltage of the amplifier was found to be
Vad

RCIEE
2VT

= - - Vid

•

«

VT), the difference

(6.28)

If lEE is to be chosen proportional to another signal V2, as in the circuit
depicted in Fig. 6.22, where lEE = r(V2 - VBEon)/ R if r denotes the current
mirror ratio, (6.28) becomes
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rRs (

)

(6.29)

Vad = 2RVT V:z - VBEon Vl .

Obviously, Vad is proportional to the product of Vl and V2 if V2 > VBEon.
Since the circuit does not work for negative values of V2 , it is termed a twoquadrant multiplier (it functions only in two quadrants of the (Vl' V2) plane).
This circuit may also be considered as a variable-gain small-signal voltage
amplifier, with a voltage gain that is controlled by V2.

: jv.

A 0--------+--------'
B 0--------1

_1

Fig.
6.23. Fourquadrant
analog
multiplier
(Gilbert
cell). This circuit can
also be employed to
reali~e the XOR and
XNOR functions in
differential EeL with
series gating

V2

B ~--------------------~------------~

A circuit that allows four-quadrant multiplication is the Gilbert cell, shown
in Fig. 6.23. It consists of three differential stages with total currents lEE, ICl
and IC2, respectively. In the limit AN -+ 1, we obtain from (6.25)
Ie1

lEE

1 + exp(-V2/VT) ,

IC2

=

lEE

1 + exp(V2/VT)

(6.30)

and also
ICl

IC3

1 + exp( - Vl/Vr ) ,

IC5

1 + exp(Vl/VT) ,

IC4

ICl

1 + exp(Vl/Vr)

(6.31)

and
IC2

IC6

IC2

1 + exp( -Vl/VT)

(6.32)
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Combining these equations, we obtain the output voltage difference
(6.33)
which results in
(6.34)
The output voltage is therefore proportional to the product of the hyperbolic tangents of the input functions. Under small-signal conditions, (6.34)
simplifies to
(6.35)

6.8 Two-Transistor Amplifier Stages
This section considers two-transistor amplifier stages: the Darlington configuration, which is widely used to improve the current gain and input resistance,
and the cascode configuration, which is used to improve the output resistance
and frequency response.

6.8.1 The Darlington Configuration
The Darlington configuration (Fig. 6.24a) is useful when a small current at
the input is required to drive a large current at the output. The Darlington

c

c
80---..._---.------1
8

(a)

E

(b)

E

Fig. 6.24. (a) Elementary Darlington transistor pair, (b) modified Darlington configuration

pair of transistors acts like a single transistor with base current In = Im and
collector current Ic = ICl +Ic2. Since the base current IB2 of T2 equals the
emitter current lEI = (ENI +l)IBl of T I , the collector current is given by
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(6.36)
i.e. the current gain of the Darlington configuration approximately equals the
product of the current gains of the individual transistors. The voltage required
at the input of the Darlington pair is the sum of VBEl and VBE2, and therefore
approximately twice the value for an individual transistor. Another difference
has to be considered if the Darlington pair is applied in switching circuits:
since only transistor Tl may go into saturation and since VCEl > 0, the
condition VCB2 > 0 results, and the saturation voltage across the Darlington
pair is larger than VBE2.
Application of the Darlington configuration as a switch is problematic particularly during turn off - since Tl cannot sink charges stored in T 2 .
Therefore additional circuit elements are added to the Darlington pair, as
shown in Fig. 6.24h. There, the diode connected antiparallel to the eh diode
allows a current to flow out of the base terminal of T2 if the eb voltage of the
Darlington becomes negative. The ce leakage current of the Darlington pair
may become unacceptable especially at elevated temperatures as the leakage
current of Tl is amplified by the current gain B'I2 of T 2 . This problem may be
circumvented by placing resistors Rl and R2 parallel to the eb diodes of the
transistors. The resistance values are chosen such that the leakage currents of
the individual transistors cause a voltage drop that lies well helow the diode
voltage. In this case, the current generated in the he diode is sunk hy the
resistor and does not cause a substantial forward bias of the eb diode, thus
keeping the leakage current small.

(01
(02

Vn2t

(a)

(n2

V2

v

gm2 n2

(b)

Fig. 6.25. (a) Small-signal equivalent circuit of Darlington transistor pair, (b) simplified
equivalent circuit used for the computation of the output resistance

T, V,

The input resistance
=
Ii, of the Darlington pair can be obtained from
the small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.25a. Neglecting Tol for
simplicity, we ohtain
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and therefore, if th
Tl ::::: T11'l

»

1,

+ f31T11'2

::::: T1J'1(l

+

f3d(32)

:::::

2T11'1 ,

(6.37)

since T11'2 ::::: T11'd f32. This is because the input resistances of the individual
tram,istors vary in inverse proportion to the respective collector current values.
The output resistance T2 = V2/i2 can be determined from the small-signal
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6.25b. Owing to the open input, the condition
V11'l = 0 applies and allows us to remove T11'l and the transfer-current source
of transistor T l , which is controlled by V11'l from the equivalent circuit. The
output current is given by
T11'L

=

V11'2

Tol +T11'2

V2

and, using the fact that
.

~2

=

V2

-

T o2

+

f32

Tol +T7r2

The output resistance
T2

= ~2 =
~2

T11'29m2

T2

V2

f32,

V2
+ ----

Tol +T7r2

of the Darlington pair is therefore

(_1_+ Tal

i32+

Ta2

=

1

+T11'2

)-1:::::

2T 2,
a

(6.38)

assuming Tal::::: f32Ta2. Since the output resistances of the individual transistors vary in inverse proportion to the collector currents, which differ by the
value of the current gain BN2 ::::: fh, the latter assumption is approximately
valid, if equal values of the Early voltage arc assumed.

6.8.2 The Cascode Configuration
The cascode configuration combines an amplifier stage in common-emitter
configuration with an amplifier stage in common-base configuration (Fig.
6.26). This circuit configuration acts like a single transistor with emitter E l ,

Fig. 6.26. Cascode configuration

base B, and collector C 2 : it has a very high output resistance and shows virtually no high-frequency feedback from the output back to the input through
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the bc capacitance (no Miller effect). Combination of the cascode configuration with its high output resistance with an active pnp load allows to realize
single amplifying stages with a very high voltage gain. The ac behavior of
r 02
i1

v1

c p1

---u---

r bb '1

vrr1

!

c1

v

i2

9m2 rr2

!

V"2

rrr1

crr1

C,,2

j

V,

Fig. 6.27. Small-signal equivalent circuit of the casco de configuration

the cascade configuration is represented by the small-signal equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 6.27. Owing to the very low input impedance of the
common-base configuration, the voltage swing of node c1 will be of the same
order of magnitude as the input voltage swing. If CITI » CILI it is possible to
neglect CILI in the analysis of the frequency response; VITI/VI will then show
a low-pass characteristic with a cutoff frequency approximately equal to the
transconductance cutoff frequency ]y independent of the load connected to
the output of the cascode stage.

6.9 Bandgap References
A stable reference voltage is required in many electronic circuits. For that purpose, temperature-compensated Zener diodes can be used, in principle. However, Zener diodes are not suited for integrated circuits, since Zener diodes
require voltage drops in excess of typical supply voltages and impose additional technological constraints. Therefore a special class of circuits, called
bandgap references, which derive a reference voltage from the temperature
dependence of the diode voltage, are frequently employed in IC design for
the generation of reference voltages. In such bandgap references, a correction
voltage Vcorr(T) is added to VBE(T) in order to compensate for at least the
first-order temperature dependence of VBE(T). As VBE(T) shows an approximately linear decrease with increasing temperature, Vcorr(T) should increase
in proportion to the absolute temperature T. Such a correction voltage can
be obtained from the difference L1 VBE = VT In( JeI/ Je2) ~ T between the
base-emitter voltages of two transistors operated at different collector current densities.
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Fig. 6.28. Bandgap voltage reference due to Widlar [15]

Figure 6.28 shows the bandgap voltage reference suggested by Widlar [15].
The output voltage v;.cf of this circuit is determined by the voltage drop VBE3
across the eb diode of transistor T3 and the voltage drop across R2:

For an illustration of the idea behind this circuit, we shall assume the base
currents to be negligible. Since Tl and T2 form a current mirror,

R3h = VT

lnG~)

(6.39)

,

and thus
v;.ef

= VBE3 + VT ~: In G~)

,

(6.40)

i.e. V;·ef is composed of VBE3(T) and a voltage that varies in proportion to
the absolute temperature T, if the ratios R21 R3 and hi h are independent
of temperature. The reference voltage becomes temperature-independent (to
first order) if the condition

(6.41 )
is fulfilled (IC3 is assumed to be constant). Combinination of (6.39) and (6.41)
yields the reference voltage
v;.ef

= VBE3 - T

dVBE3

~

::::J

Vg

+ XT1VT

;

its value is close to the bandgap voltage Vg , and therefore, in the case of
silicon v;.ef ::::J 1. 3 V.
Figure 6.29 shows another bandgap reference, which determines the reference
voltage v;.ef as the sum of the base-emitter voltage VTlEl (T) of transistor
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v+

JV"

1
Fig. 6.29. Alternative realization of
bandgap voltage reference [16]

Tl and the voltage drop across resistor RI. Assuming an ideal differential
amplifier, a bias point where VD = 0 and thus ICI = IC2 = Ic is obtained,
since Tl and T2 have the same collector resistance. If the saturation currents
of the two transistors are different, the relation VB EI - VB E2 = VT In(K) =
R2Ic applies, where K = IS2/ lSI. Since K is approximately temperatureindependent, the voltage difference VBEI - VBE2 varies in proportion to T,
and so does the voltage drop across R 1 :

The increase of VI with temperature is used to compensate for the decrease
of VBEl with temperature.
The concepts considered so far provide only a first-order correction of the
temperature-dependent base-emitter voltage: if second-order effects are taken
into the account, a curvature-corrected bandgap reference results. The nonlinear temperature dependence of VBE(T) when Ic = const. can be obtained
from the relations VBE(T) = VT In[Ic/Is(T)] and

Is(T) = Is (To) (T)XTIexp(Wg(To) _ Wg(T))
To
kBTo
kBT
(see section 3.11 and [17]), resulting in

VBE(T) = '!...-VBE(To)-XTIVTln('!...-)
To
To

+~e

(Wg(T)-Wg(To)'!...-)
To

if Ic is constant. If we chose To = 300 K, we obtain, up to second order of the
temperature difference iJ.T = T - To
(6.42)
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where

VBE(To) - Vg(To) -XTI VTO
To

aVBE)
( aT ie

a

and

b

=

(2.333

+ 1.435 XTI) x 10-4 m ~
K

.

There are many ways to compensate for the second-order nonlinearity of
the Vm: (T) characteristic, such as the generation of a correction voltage that
varies in proportion to the square of the absolute temperature, or exploitation
of a temperature-dependent current gain. A widely used method exploits the
difference between the curvature of the base-emitter voltage VBEI (T) of a
transistor Tl biased with a constant current and the base emitter voltage
VBE2 (T) of a transistor T2 biased with a current that varies in proportion to
the absolute temperature. To second order in f1T, this gives

where

b'

=

[2.333

+ 1.435(XTI -l)]

x 10-4 mV/K 2 .

The difference VBEl(T) - (b/b')VBE2(T) has no second-order temperature dependence. A low-voltage bandgap reference that compensates for the secondorder nonlinearities in Vrm, as well as those introduced by the temperature
drift of the resistors, has been presented in [18]. For further examples of
curvature-corrected handgap references, see [18-20]. Bandgap references can
also be realized with SiGe HBTs [21], although substantially reduced voltage
stability may result.

6.10 Digital Circuits
Bipolar transistors may be operated as switches and are therefore suited for
the realization of digital circuits. We shall briefly review the most important
approaches. However, these have mostly become obsolete owing to advances
in integrated digital CMOS circuits: only ECL circuit techniques are still of
interest for high-speed logic circuits. This appplication is described in more
detail in Chap. 8.
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6.10.1 Characteristics of Digital Circuits
This subsection explains important electrical characteristics of digital circuit
technologies, such as noise margin, gate delay and power-delay product.

Voltage Transfer Characteristic, Noise Margin
In the following, we shall assume that the binary variables are represented by
different voltages VH and VL, and attribute the HI state (logic 1) to the more
positive voltage (this is called positive logic). The voltage transfer characteristic of an inverter with input voltage V1 and output voltage V2 in this case has
the form depicted in Fig. 6.30. The voltage difference Vs = VH - VL is called
the logic swing. The unity gain points (UGPs) are defined as those points

HI

I

V2

VHt..----....:~

VOH

o
LO

HI

Fig. 6.30. Voltage transfer
characteristic of an inverter
circuit

on the voltage transfer characteristic where the (small-signal) voltage gain is
unity. The transition region, which lies between these points, is characterized
by a voltage gain larger than one. A nonlinear voltage transfer characteristic,
with a voltage gain that exceeds one over a certain range of input voltages,
is required for the regeneration of digital signal levels. Such regeneration is
necessary to guarantee that errors do not accumulate if a signal propagates
through a series of gates. The effect of a nonlinear voltage transfer characteristic is illustrated in Fig. 6.30: wide spans of input voltages V1 within the
intervals [VL' ViL 1 (LO) and [ViH, VH1 (HI) cause output voltages V2 within
the comparably narrow intervals [Von, Vn 1 (HI) and [vi, V()d (LO).
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The immunity of a digital circuit technology with re8pect to noi8e voltage8
is characterized in terms of its noise margin. For the definition of the noise
margin, a flip-flop is generally considered [22-26]; this is formed by feedback of
the output of an inverter (INVl) to its input via a second inverter (INV2), as
illustrated in Fig. 6.31. This flip-flop has two stable points of operation, which
are determined by the intercept points of the voltage transfer characteristic
and its inverse, obtained by mirroring the voltage transfer characteristic in
the bi8ector of the (VI - V2 ) plane.

~

1 ~2

o
o
o

INV2

VIH -t--~-'------I
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0

,

V1L ~-----------:-r~~-----o
o
o
o

I

o

VOL

•
/

,

0
0
0
0

I

0

~--.....~---------~-------------""'--'--------'

VL ;~.- - - - - - - - - -~--- - - - - - - - - - - ",--..".---~

o

V L

VIL

V IH

Fig. 6.31. Voltage transfer characteristic of an inverter circuit and
definition of static noise margin

A noi8e voltage Ll V applied to the input of the inverter8 will 8hift the third
intercept point, which represents an unstable point of operation, to VL (if
LlV < 0) or VH (if LlV > 0). If the noise voltage exceeds a certain value, only
one intercept point will remain. In this case the flip-flop no longer operates as
a bistable element. The noise voltage required for this to occur is called the
static noise margin,? and may be determined as the side length of a square
within the voltage transfer characteristic and its inverse, resulting in the LOlevel and HI -level noi8e margin8
and

(6.43)

If the two values are different, the smaller one determines the noise immunity
of the circuit technology since the sign of the noise voltage is generally not
known a priori. The amplitude of a noise signal may exceed the static noise
margin if the noi8e i8 applied in pu18ed form. The maximum amplitude of a
7 The situation considered here is an ideali>oation, since the voltage transfer characteristics
of practical circuit technologies show statistical deviations. In order to characterize noise
immunity, therefore, worst-case characteristics have to be considered.
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noise pulse with a long duration must not, however, deviate very much from
the static noise margin, owing to the quasistatic conditions. The dynamic
noise margin converges to the static value in the limit of long pulse width; its
value increases for shorter pulse widths.

Transition and Delay Times
The dynamic performance of logic circuits is characteri?;ed in terms of specific
transition and delay times (Fig. 6.32). The rise time tr and fall time tf are

VH

90% -----50% ------

V

L

VH

_!O% ------

-------------------- - "'-_-_--_-_ __

90% -------50% --------

VL

10% --------

Fig. 6.32. Transition
and delay time definitions

-------------

defined between the 10% and 90% points of the input signal VI, and the HILO transition time tHL and LO-HI transition time tLH are defined between
the 10% and 90% points of the output signal V2. The propagation delay times
tpHL and tpLH from input to output are defined between the 50%-points of
the input and output signals. The gate delay Td is generally defined as the
average propagation delay Td = (tPHL + tpLH) /2. These quantities depend
substantially on the signal source and on the load impedance and should
therefore be considered with caution if used for a comparison of different
technologies.

Power Consumption and Power-Delay Product
The average power consumption P is composed of a static portion Po, and a
dynamic portion PI associated with the switching transient. The static power
dissipation Po is the average of the power dissipated in both logical states;
the dynamic portion
increases in proportion to the switching frequency
f. The average power consumption P of bipolar digital circuits is dominated

n
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by Po, in contrast to CMOS circuits, where the dynamic contribution PI is
dominant.
The switching speed, which is generally characteri7:ed in terms of the gate
delay time Td, increases with the power consumed by the gate. A figure of
merit that represents this trade-off is the power-delay product. The powerdelay product is frequently determined from ring oscillator rneasurements,
since gate delays in the picosecond range are difficult to determine directly. A
ring oscillatorS is formed from a series of (2n + 1) inverters, with the output
of the last one fed back to the input of the first, as shown in Fig. 6.33. Such
circuits perform self-sustained oscillations with a time period 2(2n+ l)Td; if
n» 1, the signal frequency is easily measured.
2n+ 1 inverter circuits

Fig. 6.33. Ring oscillator

The power-delay product depends on the switching frequency and thus on
the number of inverter stages employed in the ring oscillator, if the power
consumption shows a considerable frequency-dependent component. In this
case, an appropriate figure of merit can be obtained if the gate delay Td is
multiplied by the average power required by the gate to perform the switching
transient; the power-delay product then corresponds to the energy per logic
operation [27], required by that type of digital circuit.

6.10.2 Bipolar-Digital-Circuit Techniques
Various bipolar-digital-circuit techniques have been developed;9 however,
with the exception of the ECL technique, which still yields the fastest silicon
digital integrated circuits, all these approaches have been rendered outdated
by CMOS.

Direct-Coupled Transistor Logic and Resistor-Transistor Logic
Direct-coupled transistor logic (DCTL) is derived from the elementary
bipolar-transistor inverter in the cornrnon-ernitter configuration. By introducing additional transistors, one can easily extend this circuit to a NOR circuit.
BRing oscillator circuits represent an idealized situation, since each inverter output is
fed directly to the input of the following inverter, resulting in unrealistically small loading
capacitances.
9 See [28,29] for a survey of earlier achievements in integrated bipolar circuits for digital
applications.
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In DCTL circuits, the output of one gate is directly applied to the bases of the

Fig. 6.34. OR gate realized in resistor-transistor
logic (RTL) as a three-input
NOR gate followed by an inverter

A

input transistors of subsequent gates. If more than one gate is connected to
the output, process variations will cause an unequal distribution of the output
current (Vee - VBEon) / Re between the various inputs. This effect, which is
known as current hogging, severely limits the fan-out capability of DCTL. In
resistor-transistor logic (RTL), additional base resistances RB (Fig. 6.34) are
therefore introduced to reduce this effect. This circuit technique is very simple
but suffers from several drawbacks: a logic gate with its output LO dissipates
a static power r ::::: V(;cRc; furthermore, the switching speed is slow, owing
to the unavoidable saturation of the switching transistors. In addition to this,
the voltage transfer characteristic is far from ideal, with the consequence of
a low noise margin [30].

x

OUT

y

V=-2V

Fig. 6.35. ::\AND gate with a fanin of two in diode-transistor logic
(after [30])
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Diode-Transistor logic and Transistor-Transistor logic
Figure 6.35 shows a two-input diode-transistor logic (DTL) NAND circuit,
which has output voltage levels VH = Vec and VL = VCEsat. If both X and
Yare HI, no current will cross diodes Dl and D2 and the base potential of
transistor Tl will be VBEoIl' resulting in a LO at the output. If, however, one
of the input signals X or Y is LO, the potential at node A will be one diode
voltage, and the base potential of Tl will lie below zero, i.e. Tl is switched
off. Diode-transistor logic provides an output HI level that is independent of
the number of load gates connected to it, and better noise margins than RTL.
The extra supply voltage V_, however, is a disadvantage, which was overcome
with the introduction of transistor-transistor logic (TTL).
5V

5V

5V
R4

130k

IN1

01
t------o OUT

IN2 0---_+__-----1

02 ::r:-:

.T:·. 03
(a)

5V

IN1

5V

5V

T1

IN2

OUT
T3

01

02
(b)

Fig. 6.36. TTL CIrcuits: (a) standard
TTL
NAND,
(b)
Schottky TTL NAND
gate (after [30])
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Figure 6.36a tlhowtl a tltandard TTL NAND gate with a fan-in of two. The
two inputs are connected to the emitters of a multi emitter transistor. If at
least one of the inputs is LO, T, receives a base current via Il, and goes into
forward active mode. As the collector of Tl is connected with the base of T 2 ,
the collector current of Tl is limited to a small value, and Tl is driven into
saturation and turns off T 2 . Now no voltage occurs at R 3, i.e. the output is
HI if at least one of the inputs is LO. If both inputs are HI, Tl operates in
revertle mode and delivertl a batle current to T:z: the output itl driven to LO, atl
expected for a NAND gate. Transistors T3 and T4 serve as the output stage
and improve the fan-out of the gate. Diodes D2 and D 3 , shown by broken
lines, limit noise voltage spikes, for example due to inductances, during the
switching transient.
Combination of TTL circuits is comparably simple, since interconnects are
not terminated - however, this is at the cost of significant reflections. TTL
circuittl are generally operated with a 5 V biatl and have a voltage tlwing of
almost the same size, and are therefore rather insensitive to device tolerances
and external noise signals. Some disadvantages of the large voltage swing
are rather large switching times and noise generation.' 0 If a LO appears at
the output, the switching transistors are driven into saturation; the minority
charge stored in the bc diode guarantees a very good dynamic noise margin,
but implies a substantial delay during switch-off. Saturation of the switching
transistors cannot be avoided in TTL circuits, resulting in gate delays of
typically 50 ntl.
To improve on this situation, Schottky TTL gates were developed, which
employ a Schottky diode parallel to the bc diode. Figure 6.36b shows a
schematic of a Schottky TTL NAND gate with a fan-in of two. In comparisorl with the circuit shown in Fig. 6.36a, all transistors that might be
driven into saturation are realized as Schottky transistors, i.e. as vertical npn
bipolar trantlitltortl with a Schottky diode parallel to the bc diode. A further
modification concerns diode Dl in Fig. 6.36a, which has been replaced by a
Darlington pair; this yields a larger current at the output during a LO-HI
transition and improves the rise time. An improved voltage transfer characteristic and therefore a better value of the static noise margin is achieved by
the addition of transistor T6 [30].

Integrated Injection logic
Integrated injection logic (I2L) [31] (Fig. 6.37), sometimes also termed
merged trantlitltor logic (MTL) [32], improvetl on the bipolar digital-circuit
techniques discussed above in terms of packing density and power consumption. In this technique, all emitters are held at ground potential, and an n+
1oCrosstaik due t.o capacitive coupling becomes large as dv/dt increases.
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Fig. 6.37. Realization
of OR/NOR function
with I2L logic gates

v+

substrate (or buried layer) may be used as the common emitter (Fig. 6.38).
Since, in addition, no resistors are needed as load devices, 12L logic gates
show excellent packing density. Owing to the reverse operation of the npn
bipolar tram,istors, switching speed is poor, however. A study of 12L logic
gates realized with SiGe HBTs has been presented in [33].

v+

v+
C3
C2
C1
B1
E1
(a)

B

C1

C2

C3

n+

IE1,B2
(b)

Fig. 6.38. Realization of I2L logic gate. (a) Circuit diagram, (b) schematic cross section
(after [34]

Emitter-Coupled Logic
Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) is derived from the differential amplifier discussed in Sect. 6.7. If the differential input voltage swing is large in comparison with 2VT, the differential amplifier operates as an inverter. The voltage
drop across the collector series resistances therefore changes by Vs :::::; RchE
(i.e. IL1 VA I = 2Vs). This is exploited for the realization of fast digital integrated circuits: gate delays below 10 ps have already been realized (see Chap.

8).
Figure 6.39 shows how logic operations can be performed with differential
amplifiers in nonlinear operation. l l The first differential stage acts as an OR
gate: the noninverting output is fed into the following gate, which acts as an
11 In
VEE

ECL circuits voltages are generally referenced to Vee, which is taken as ground, i.e.
is the (negative) supply voltage.
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A

Fig. 6.39. Emittercoupled logic circuit

inverter. 12. Whether the current in the first differential stage is carried by T 3
or by the parallel connection of T 1 and T2 is determined by the potentials VA
and VB at the inputs A and B: if either VA or vB exceeds the fixed reference
voltage VBBl by several times VT, T3 carries no current, and VAl::::; O.
In Fig. 6.39, the potential at one input of the differential amplifier is kept at
a fixed reference voltage, a technique commonly referred to as single-ended.
An alternative approach is to use two complementary signals to feed both
inputs of the differential amplifier (differential mode). The voltage swing Vs
can be chosen to be as small as approximately 200 m V in differential mode.
In single-ended mode, the voltage swing has to be considerably larger (2:: 500
m V). If the output of the first gate is fed directly to the input of the second
gate, as in Fig. 6.39, the bc diode of a current carrying transistor becomes
forward-biased with the voltage swing, resulting in a substantial slowdown of
switching speed. This can be avoided by shifting the level of the output signal
with the help of an emitter follower .13. Saturation of the transistors can then
be avoided, resulting in extremely fast digital circuits.
Since EeL circuits are generally operated with properly terminated lines,
very small gate delays are achievable. Some disadvantages of EeL circuit
technology are the comparably small packing density of EeL circuits, the
increased effort required in circuit design, and a large static power dissipation,
which limits the integration of EeL gates into a silicon chip.
12This part of the circuit is redundant, as the same result can be achieved by using the
collector node of Tl as the output: both the signal and its complement are available in ECL
circuits.
l~SoII1etimes a distinction is made between current-mode logic (CML), which uses no
emitter follower and ECL, which llses emitter followers [35]. Owing to the large voltage
swing required in single-ended circuits, CML should be applied only in differential mode.
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x
Fig. 6.40. Two-input NOR. gate in nonthreshold
logic

Nonthreshold Logic (NTL)
Figure 6.40 shows a basic NOR gate realized in nonthreshold logic (NTL).
The two resistors have a ratio R2/ Rl ~ 1.5, and Rl is shunted with a
speedup capacitance [36]. The circuit uses a temperature-dependent supply voltage in order to obtain a temperature-independent logic swing Vs ~
R2 (V+ - VBEon) / R 1 , which otherwise would increase with temperature owing
to the decrease of VBEon. In order to avoid strong saturation, Vs is chosen
to be several hundred millivolts, resulting in a supply voltage V+ ~ 1 V at
T = 300 K. The gate delays and power-delay product of circuits that use this
technique may be superior to those achieved with ECL, but at the cost of a
smaller noise margin.

Complementary Bipolar Logic
Several attempts were undertaken to realize complementary bipolar logic circuits, characterized by a small standby current and significant available currents, in order to obtain fast switching transients. The basic configuration
closely resembles a CMOS inverter with a pnp transistor as the pull-up device and an npn transistor as the pull-down device. Such circuit concepts
require fast vertical pnp transistors [37,38]. Since this implies a remarkable
process complexity, and since it is difficult to obtain well-defined logic levels without operating the circuits rail-to-rail 11 as in CMOS, complementary
bipolar logic was found not to be competitive with CMOS.
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7 Process Integration
Today, a wide variety of transistor circuits is available in integrated form,
discrete transistors are employed only if an appropriate integrated circuit is
not available or if the transistor properties required are not compatible with
integrated circuit technology. This chapter briefly explains the fabrication of
integrated npn transistors, passive components and pnp transistors. The last
section considers reliability issues associated with forward- and reverse-bias
stress and electrostatic discharges.

7.1 Fabrication of Integrated npn Transistors
This section outlines the fabrication of modern high-frequency bipolar transistors, focusing on the basic process steps for collector isolation and emitter
and base formation, which are specific to high-frequency bipolar transistors.
For a general introduction to the technology of integrated circuits see [1], for
example.

7.1.1 Collector Isolation
In integrated bipolar transistor circuits, the collectors of different transistors
have to be isolated from each other. This is usually done by embedding the
n-doped collector regions in a p-type substrate, which is connected to the
most negative potential, resulting in a reverse-biased collector-substrate (cs)
junction. A large bc breakdown voltage and a small bc depletion capacitance
require a low-doped collector region. For that purpose, an epitaxial collector
region on top of a heavily doped buried layer, which is introduced to reduce
the collector series resistance, is generally employed. Advances in collector
isolation techniques have allowed manufacturers to improve the packing density and to reduce the cs capacitance. Figure 7.1 shows three widely employed
approaches to isolate the collectors of different transistors from each other.
PN-Junction Isolation. The pn-junction isolation technique shown in Fig.
7.1a employs a p-type ring, which surrounds the n-type epitaxial and buriedlayers region of each transistor. This approach consumes a lot of chip area
and yields substantial device capacitances, resulting in large power consumption; additional drawbacks are a substantial cs capacitance and the thermal
stress during the drive-in of the p-type isolation rings, which causes significant
dopant diffusion out of the buried layer, with the consequence of poor controllability of the doping profile in the epitaxial collector region. This approach
is therefore no longer employed in modern integrated circuits.
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Fig. 7.1. Collector isolation in integrated bipolar circuits: (a) p-type diffusion, (b) LOCOS
isolation, (c) trench isolation (U-groove isolation)

LOCOS Isolation. A substantial increase in packing density and a reduction
in parasitic transistor capacitances was achieved with the introduction of
LOCOS 1 isolation, shown in Fig. 7.1b. In this approach, a partial oxidation
of the chip surface is performed, by shielding active device areas with silicon
nitride during the oxidation process. This results in a transistor area that is
surrounded by LOCOS oxide (field oxide), which also allows one to reduce
the capacitance of device interconnects to the underlying substrate. As compared with pn-junction isolation, a reduction of the transistor area to approximately one third of the area used before can be achieved. In order to avoid
short circuits between neighboring devices, owing to unwanted formation of
inversion layers below the LOCOS oxide, an additional p-type implant, called
I The acronym LOCOS is an abbreviation of local Qxidation of §.ilicon.
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the "channel tltop" (Fig. 7.1b), increatletl the doping concentration below the
LOCOS oxide and thus the threshold voltage for inversion-layer formation.
U-Groove Isolation. Narrow isolation regions are difficult to realize with the
LOCOS technique, as the width of the isolation layer has to be larger than the
thickness by a factor of approximately two. Further reduction of the lateral
extentlion itl, however, potltlible with platlma etching. Thitl procetltl allowtl one to
realize almost vertically etched grooves, which surround the transistor region,
and which are filled with insulating material (trench isolation or V-groove
isolation). This technique 2 has the additional advantage that the buried layer
may be deposited as an unstructured layer covering the whole chip. The
reduced thermal budget allows one to realize steep vertical doping profiles in
the collector region. The trench isolation capacitance depends on the depth
and width of the trench, the state of the bottom (open or closed) and the
filling of the trench [3,4].
Selectively Grown Collector Regions. Selective epitaxial growth was first
reported in 1962 and is usually performed under low pressure « 100 Torr)
and at low temperature « 900°e) with a substantial RCl flow. This allows
to overcome problems resulting from the fact that the growth rate of selective
epitaxial silicon is a function of the nucleation site seed area and the ratio of
the area of the Si02 mask to the silicon area exposed. The selectivity of the
growth process increases with (1) decrease in temperature, (2) decrease in
pressure, (3) decrease in growth rate and (4) increase in RCl concentration.
Selective epitaxial growth ofthe collector region (Fig. 7.2) is a means to reduce
isolation capacitances. In contrast to the LOCOS technique, the thickness of
the field oxide can be chosen independently of the lateral isolation dimensions.

p+ poly-silicon

LOCOS

n+ poly-silicon

SEG base layer
p-type substrate

2See [2] for an early example of this technique.

Fig.
7.2.
Cross
section of self-aligned
bipolar
transistor
with
selectively
grown epitaJCial base
and collector layers
(after [5])
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In [6, 7], selective epitaxial growth and chemical-mechanical polishing were
used for the realization of devices with a cross section of the kind depicted
in Fig. 7.3a. In these devices, the cs capacitance is reduced by two means:
insertion of an intrinsic layer between the p-type substrate and n+ buried subcollector to reduce the cs capacitance per unit area, and epitaxial overgrowth
to reduce the area of the cs junction. Such a device cross section increases the
thermal resistance between the device and substrate and therefore results in
increased self-heating. The realization of collector-substrate windows with a
larger width Wcs is therefore advantageous for devices with substantial power
dissipation, such as those used in high-speed digital applications.

base

emitter
collector

- -

p- substrate

Fig. 7.3. Cross section of
SPIRIT (sequentially planarizcd
interlevel isolation technology)
isolation scheme (white and gray
areas, mono-crystalline silicon;
hatched areas, oxide and crosshatched areas, polycrystalline
silicon, after [6])

7.1.2 Emitter and Base Formation
The formation of the emitter and base is crucial for the performance achieved
by a bipolar process, as these steps determine most of the essential device
parasitics, such as the base resistance, base transit time and depletion capacitances. Lateral and vertical scaling of bipolar transistors requires the use of
self-alignment, emitter contacts with finite surface recombination velocity or
HBTs with a wide-gap emitter. Several techniques are available for the realization of base layers with a thickness below 100 IlIIl: (1) low-energy implantation
through a thin screen oxide to reduce channeling effects, (2) diffusion of the
active base layer from polysilicon or some other solid diffusion source, and
(3) epitaxial growth of thin p-doped layers (selective and nonselective).
After the formation of mutually isolated collector regions, the base and
emitter regions are formed. In conventional planar technology, first the base
region and then the emitter region are diffused through openings in appropri-
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Fig. 7.4. Formation of
emitter and base layer
in classical planar technology. (a) diffusion of
base layer, (b) emitter
diffusion, and (c) formation of metal contacts

ately structured layers of silicon dioxide (Fig. 7.4). Since the base contact is
formed above the bc diode, this technique has a very unfavorable ratio XCJC
of the areas of the eb and bc depletion capacitances. The limitations with
respect to vertical scaling of the doping profile imposed by the metal contact
were overcome with self-aligned polysilicon-contacted emitters.

Self-Aligned Emitter-Base Diodes
A significant improvement of the device performance came with the introduction of a self-aligned emitter-base isolation scheme [8-14]. The doublepolysilicon technique, illustrated in Fig. 7.5, where both the base contact
region and the emitter region arc diffused from heavily doped polysilicon, is
the most prominent approach. In the first step, a double layer of heavily doped
p-type silicon and silicon dioxide is deposited. In the subsequent plasma etching process, this double layer is removed except in those regions where the
external base is located (Fig. 7.5a). Since there is no "etch stop" at the interface between the poly- and mono crystalline silicon (the etch rates in polyand mono crystalline silicon are approximately equal), the etch time and etch
rate have to he controlled carefully in order to minimize the overetch into the
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7.5.
Formation of a selfaligned eb diode. (a)
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diffusion of external
base, base implantation and deposition
of oxide layer with
good step coverage;
and (c) deposition
and etching of n +
polysilicon,
oxide
deposition,
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mono crystalline silicon. The lateral extent of the hole etched into the double
layer determines the emitter area, which, however, is somewhat smaller owing
to subsequent processing steps. After diffusion of the external base region from
the remaining ring of p+ polysilicon and implantation 3 of the internal base
region, followed by an annealing step, a layer of SiOL is deposited (Fig. 7.5b)
and subsequently removed by plasma etching. Only the "spacers" (Fig. 7.5c)
remain. In the next step, polysilicon is deposited, which is heavily doped either
during deposition (in-situ-doped polysilicon) or by a subsequent implantation
3If the active base layer is formed by implantation before spacer formation, a good
contact between the external and internal base regions is guaranteed. \Vith this technique,
however, it may be difficult to control the eb breakdown voltage, which is determined by
tunneling in the sidewall diode and thus by the doping density below the spacer region. The
latter is determined by the overlap of the internal and external base regions and cannot be
controlled easily. If the active base layer is formed by implantation after spacer formation or
by diffusion from the (emitter) polysilicon layer, a poor contact between the external base
region and the active base region may result. Special process schemes have been developed
to overcome this problem [15].
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of donor8. Thi8 layer 8erve8 a8 the emitter contact and a8 a 80urce of dopant8
for the diffusion of the shallow eb junction. Special techniques, such as rapid
thermal processing4 (R.TP) , allow the reproducible formation of eb junctions
situated less than 50 nm below the polysilicon emitter contact. Etching the
n+ poly, oxide deposition and etching of contact holes follow. Since the contact holes are placed above thick insulating regions, the bc capacitance and
bs capacitances are low. Furthermore, the internal base, which lies below the
emitter region, i8 well contacted owing to the low-re8i8tance, ring-8haped ba8e
contact region, which is separated from the internal base by only a thin region
below the spacer.
Another approach to reducing the base resistance and bc capacitance is the
SICOS (sidewall base contact structure) configuration depicted in Fig. 7.6.
This process aims to minimi~e the bc depletion capacitance by forming the
base contact

n+ poly-silicon

n+ buried layer
p substrate

Fig.
7.6.
Cross-section
of
sidewa.ll-contacted base transistor (SICOS configuration)

external base on top of a thick oxide layer [16]. However, this process never
reached the maturity of the double-polysilicon process outlined above.
Scaling of the Double-Polysilicon Bipolar Transistor. Improved lithography and the polysilicon emitter contact allowed the "scaling" of the doublepolysilicon bipolar transistor, i.e. the coordinated reduction of the lateral and
vertical device dimensions. In "scaled" devices, increased dopant concentrations in the base and collector regions are required to reduce the depletion
layer thickness.

Improved device performance in scaled devices depends to a large extent
on larger transfer current densities. Therefore an increased dopant density
in the collector region is required to increase the critical current density for
the onset of the Kirk effect. A selective collector implantation before spacer
4In this technique, the diffusion source is heated rapidly by radiation from strong lamps.
This allows one to combine a very high diffusion temperature (required for good electrical
activation of t.he donors) with a small diffusion time (required for shallow junctions).
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formation [17] allows one to increase the dopant density in the collector region
ofthe active tram,istor, whereas the collector doping density in the external bc
diode remains unaffected. Such a pedestal collector or selectively implanted
collector (SEC) is widely used. The decrease of the open-base breakdown
voltage BVCEO with increased collector doping requires careful optimillation
of the collector doping profile. In [18], numerical simulations were used to
demonstrate that a thin highly doped layer adjacent to the base-collector
junction can shift the onset of high-level-injection effects in the collector region
to larger current densities and therefore improve the device cutoff frequency
without causing significant deterioration of BV(;EO and fmax, provided the
voltage drop across the heavily doped layer is lower than an effective threshold
of approximately 1.2 V.
Originally, the polysilicon used to form the emitter contact was deposited
undoped, and dopants were introduced before emitter drive-in by implantation. This allows rather precise control of the dopant content in the diffusion
source. A problem with this technique is the emitter plug effect [19], which
is relevant for narrow emitter stripes, as the polysilicon layer at the edge of
the emitter window is much thicker in the direction of implantation than the
bottom portion is. After implantation, the sidewall is therefore undoped. If
redistribution of dopants within the polysilicon layer is slow on the timescale
of the rapid thermal emitter drive-in, the sidewall portion will not act as an
efficient diffusion source for the mono crystalline emitter region. A reduction
of this problem is possible if the thick oxide spacer is replaced by a thin
L-shaped spacer [20]. The problem can be avoided by using in-situ-doped
polysilicon [21] to form the emitter contact. An additional advantage of insitu-doped polysilicon diffusion sources is a reduction of the emitter series
resistance by up to a factor of about two.
Reducing the energy of the base implant, the use of BF2 instead of Band
minimization of the thermal budget 5 have allowed substantial improvements
of device performance (see, for example, [20,22-24]). In [25,26]' a low-energy
base implant and subsequent RTP, together with a salicide 6 base layer to
reduce the external base resistance, have been employed to realize manufacturable self-aligned double-poly BJTs with a cutoff frequency in excess of 50
GHII and a minimum ECL gate delay of 12 ps. Double-polysilicon devices
optimized with respect to the power-delay product were described in [28];
there, ECL delays of 50 ps and a CML power-delay product of 4.5 fJ at 1.1
5Sometimes phosphorus is used instead of arsenic as an emitter dopant, owing to the
smaller thermal budget required for electrical activation of phosphorus.
6This term is an abbreviation for "§elf-;j.ligned silicide"; in this technique the isolating
material, which covers the polycrystalline base contact, is uncovered by anisotropic etching, using the emitter polysilicon as a mask. Silicidation of the uncovered polysilicon layer
results in a reduced value of the external base resistance. Silicidation of the sidewall of the
polysilicon base contact has also been used for the reduction of the layout dimensions [27].
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V supply voltage 7 were achieved within a 0.35 11m BiCMOS technology. Selfaligned silicon bipolar transistors with iT = 50 GHz and imax = 81 GHz were
demonstrated in [29]. Double-polysilicon transistors with a cutoff frequency
iT = 74GHz on an SOl substrate using in-situ phosphorus-doped polysilicon
as the emitter contact were described in [30].

Epitaxially Grown Base
Epitaxially grown base layers are of particular interest for the fabrication of
HBTs with a SiGe base layer. The UHVCVD technology employed in early
developments [31-33] has some advantages, such as precise controllability of
impurity profiles and low growth temperatures; however, the memory effect of
the dopant in the chamber and the low throughput are problems in mass production [34]. Higher throughput can be achieved with low-pressure chemical
vapor deposition (LPCVD), which has a higher growth rate and avoids the
memory effect, owing to the self-cleaning of the chamber wall by HCI etching.
HCI gas has been assumed to be necessary to obtain selectivity. Its use, however, decreases the growth rate and sometimes makes it difficult to optimize
the growth conditions. Therefore HCI-free LPCVD growth techniques were
developed [34], and were demonstrated to allow the production of SiGe HBTs
with imax = 160 GHz and high yields.
Various self-alignment schemes have been investigated for forming contacts
to epitaxially grown base layers [35,36]. As an example, the process flow depicted in Fig. 7.7 will be described [37-39]. First, a thin Si0 2 film, an undoped
polysilicon buffer layer (thickness 40 nm) and a thin Si3N4 film are deposited
on a silicon substrate. The subsequently deposited layers of in-situ borondoped polysilicon (IBDP), Si0 2 (thickness 20 nm) and undoped polysilicon
(thickness 150 nm), and a thick layer of Si0 2 are patterned in order to define
the emitter window (Fig. 7.7a). Then, Si0 2 and Si3N4 sidewalls are formed
around the emitter area (Fig. 7.7b). Wet etching is used to remove the Si3N4
sidewall, and also the Si3N4 layer, the polysilicon buffer layer and the Si0 2
layer in the active device area (Fig. 7.7c). Selective growth of doped SiGe
layers and a Si cap-layer (thickness 20 nm) in a UHVCVD system follows;
a 20 nm thick boron-doped layer with N A = 10 19 cm -3 forms the intrinsic base. During the formation of the epitaxial base, a polycrystalline SiGe
layer grows on the buffer layer and the IBDP surfaces (Fig. 7.7d). This provides a connection between the intrinsic base and the IBDP layer, which
serves as the extrinsic base. After deposition of a 20 nm thick screen oxide
on the SiGe and Si cap layers, a selectively implanted collector is formed
7This value benefits from the fact, that in BiCMOS technology current sources of ECL or
C:.vIL stages can be realized with n-channel MOSFETs, which yield approximately constant
current at smaller voltage drop as B.JT current sources with their unavoidable emitter series
feedback.
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Fig. 7.7. Process flow
for fabrication of selfaligned bipolar transistor with selectively
grown epitaxial base
layer (after [37])

by phosphorus implantation (Fig. 7.7e). After the screen oxide is removed,
in-situ phosphorus-doped polysilicon is used to form the emitter with rapid
thermal annealing. This step also activates the donors implanted into the
collector region. The external base resistance was finally reduced by depositing a selective-CVD tungsten 8 layer on the IBDP. Self-aligned HBTs with a
selectively grown SiGe base layer, trench isolation and Ti salicide electrodes
produced in a BiCMOS process including varactors (Q = 45 at 10 GHz) and
spiral inductors (Q = 19 at 10 GHz) were demonstrated to have a cutoff
frequency of 76 GHz and an ECL gate delay of 6.7 ps in [41].

8The formation of a TiSi 2 layer was found to affect the diffusion of impurities: TiSi 2
formation results in shallower emitters with a substantial dependence on the width WE of
the emitter window, with the consequence of a layout-dependent current gain EN [40]. This
dependence can be reduced if emitter diffusion occurs before TiSi 2 formation.
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7.2 Passive Components
The realization of RF integrated circuits requires passive components such as
resistors, capacitors, inductors and transformers on the chip.

7.2.1 Resistors
There are several possible ways to realize resistors in an integrated bipolar
technology. Classical diffused resistors (Fig. 7.8a) are problematic in highfrequency circuits owing to the capacitance of the depletion layer formed
between the resistive sheet and the substrate. Therefore, polysilicon resistors
(Fig. 7.8b) are generally employed; these are deposited on a thick oxide and
have a smaller capacitance with the underlying substrate. As compared wit.h
As-doped n-type polysilicon resistors, B-doped p-type polysilicon resistors
were found to show substantially bet.t.er performance in terms of temperat.ure
coefficient and linearity [23]. Polysilicon resist.ors were found t.o increase t.heir
resistance after t.hermal or electrical st.ress. This is at.t.ributed t.o an increase of
t.rapping stat.es at. t.he grain boundaries, which causes larger pot.ent.ial barriers
and t.hus larger resist.ivity. Measures to reduce this problem include incorporat.ion of fluorine t.o reduce the number of dangling bonds, and compensation
doping [42].
isolation
(Si0 2)

···········T···········T···········T··············T··· ..... .

p-type substrate

(a)

poly-silicon of thickness 0
contact

tl~

isolation (Si0 2 )

~I

;......---L----~ :

(b)

Fig. 7.8. Two widely employed methods to form resistors in integrated bipolar
technology. (a) Diffused resistor and (b) polysilicon sheet
resistor
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Since the thickness and dopant concentration of the polysiliconlayer generally
cannot be influenced by the designer, the sheet resistance, RF = p/D, is used
as a design parameter. A resistor of width Wand length L » W has a
resistance
L
R = RF W

+ 2Rce

(7.1)

,

where Rcc denotes the contact end resistance. The contact end resistance
is determined by the specific contact resistance Pc and the area Ac of the
contact, as well as by the sheet resistance of the material below the contact
area (Fig. 7.9a). For a long ohmic contact, the contact end resistance can be

o
x

(c)

Fig. 7.9. Calculation of the contact
end resistance. (a) Cross section and
current flow, (b) equivalent circuit
and (c) transmission line model

calculated from the transmission line model [43,44]. The equivalent circuit of
the contact, shown in Fig.7.9b, may be applied if the width of the contact
area equals the width W of the resistor sheet. In this equivalent circuit, the
contact is divided into small segments of length L'l.x with contact resistance
pc/(W L'l.x) to the underlying sheet. The latter is represented as a series connection ofresistances RFL'l.X/W. In the limit L'l.x -+ 0 the contact can be seen
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as analogous to a transmission line of the RG type. 9 Using G'
R' = RF/W, we obtain the propagation constant

=

W / Pc and

and the characteristic impedance

=

Zo

VR'/G'

=

VPCRF/W.

With these parameters, the contact end resistance RCe can be obtained from
the RG line depicted in Fig. 7.9c. Here the contact is assumed to be at ground
potential (Vi.; = 0); if the requirement i.(0) = 0 is imposed, the contact end
resistance is given by RCe = -'Q(Lc)h.(Lc):
Rce

=

Zo coth('yLc)

=

VPCRF
W
coth ( Lcy~)
RF/ Pc

(7.2)

For values of the contact length Lc large in comparison with the transfer
length AT = VPC/RF, the contact end resistance approaches VPCRF/W.
The contact end resistance of a contact with a more complicated geometry
can be calculated with the help of a quasi-three-dimensional approximation
[45], if the vertical dimensions are small in comparison with the lateral ones.
In this approach, the current and continuity equations
J

=

aE

=

-a\l1jJ

and

\l.J

= 0

(7.3)

in the resistive sheet are integrated with respect to the vertical coordinate
(here denoted by z). If the resistor is isolated on the backside (J"(O) = 0),
this results in

(7.4)
where
as

1

= D

rD adz,

Jo

and Jz(x, y, D) = 0 outside the contact area. If the contact is held at a
potential Vc and pc denotes the specific contact resistance, the boundary
condition Vc = ~/)(x,y) + pcJz(x,y,D) has to be fulfilled, resulting in the
second-order differential equation for 1jJ(x, y)

Vi.; -1jJ(x, y)
pc D
which simplifies to
9A

transmission line with negligible capacitance and inductance.

(7.5)
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c),~ \7~ - 1)7jJ(x, y) = - Vc ,

(7.6)

where the transfer length is AT = y' pCCJsD = vi pc/ RF, if CJ s shows negligible lateral variation. The solution of the boundary value problem generally
requires numerical methods, analytical solutions may, however, be found for
some special geometries.

7.2.2 Capacitors
Linear capacitors are required in various electronic-circuit configurations and
can be realized as MOS capacitors in accumulation or as parallel-plate capacitors between two layers of metal and/or polysilicon. Metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) capacitors between two layers of metal offer the largest Q-value, but a
comparatively small capacitance per unit area. In [46], for example, a 3.5 pF
MIM capacitor with an area of 240x 415p.m 2 , a Q-value of 36 at f = IGHz and
a self-resonance frequency of 6.6 GHz has been compared with a 2 pF MOS
capacitor with an area of35x31.8p.m 2 , a Q-value of7 at f = IGHz and a selfresonance frequency of 8GHz. These results demonstrate that MOS capacitors
(if available) have a large capacitance per unit area at moderate Q-values; for
the maximum Q-value, however, the MIM capacitor is the preferable device.
MIM capacitors generally yield good linearity and quality factors, but suffer
from a low capacitance density, which arises mainly from the relatively large
thickness and small dielectric permittivity of the insulating layer. The thicknesses of the insulating layer which separate different metal layers cannot be
reduced without constraint, as such a step will generally increase crosstalk capacitances between metal interconnect lines in different layers. Parallel-plate
capacitors therefore often consume a substantial amount of chip area. The capacitance density can be improved by exploiting both vertical and horizontal
electric field components [47].

Varactors
Varactor diodes employ the bias-dependent small-signal capacitance of the
depletion layer of a pn junction. They are widely used in parametric amplification, harmonic generation, mixing, detection and voltage-variable tuning [48]. The realization of integrated voltage-controlled oscillators (VeOs)
requires voltage-dependent capacitors. If the underlying process does not feature thin gate oxides for the purpose of forming MIS varactors, varactors must
be realized with either the eb, the bc or the cs junction.
The most important parameters of a varactor are its Q-value, its area consumption and its control voltage range. Only a poor quality can be achieved
with the cs junction, which is in series with a comparatively large substrate
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resistance. The following considerations therefore focus on the bc and the eb
junctions.
p+ poly-silicon

n+ buried
layer

B

Fig. 7.10. Cross section
through and equivalent
circuit of a bc varactor diode. To minimize
the series resistance Ts
it may be advant.ageous
to use a collector contact
that surrounds the diode

T

Figure 7.10 shows a cross section through a bc diode, which shows a very
small leakage current. In circuit applications the collector should be kept
at constant potential, since otherwise the cs junction, with its poor quality
factor, acts in parallel and reduces the Q-value.
Vee

7R/4

V A1

t

I

Re

varactor

diode
L EXT
V eTRL

R

~VEE

V OUT

R

'EF

C2

R
VEE

VEE

VEE

VEE

Fig. 7.11. Schemat.ic
of a varactor-tuned
voltage-controlled oscillator (simplified, after [49])

An application of a varactor diode in a voltage-controlled oscillator is illustrated in Fig. 7.11. The oscillator uses an emitter-coupled pair, which provides
a total harmonic distortion smaller than that of a single-transistor oscillator,
since the tanh nonlinearity of a differential pair has only odd harmonics [49].
The effect of the varactor substrate junction has been minimi;;:ed by connecting the cathode of the varactor diode to Vee.
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Fig. 7.12. Simplified equivalent circuit of a varactor
diode

For a discussion of the Q-value of a varactor, we consider the simplified
8mall-8ignal equivalent circuit of the varactor diode 8hown in Fig. 7.12. At low
frequencies j, the Q-value is governed by the parallel resistance rp caused by
the diode leakage current (Q :::oJ wrpcj). In this range the Q-value increases in
proportion to the frequency. At high frequencies, however, the series resistance
causes a decrease (Q:::oJ l/(wrs cj)) of the Q-value. In bc varactor diodes, rp is
large and the Q-value is limited by rs. The value of rs is layout-dependent and
is essentially determined by the buried-layer resistance in large-area varactor
diode8 [46]. Maximum Q-value8 between 5 and 7 for 8uch varactor diode8 were
reported in [46].
B

Fig. 7.13. Cross section
through and equivalent
circuit of an eb varactor
diode

Figure 7.13 shows a cross section through the eb diode of a self-aligned doublepolY8ilicon bipolar tran8i8tor. A rever8e bia8 applied to 8uch a diode implie8
a nonnegligible current due to tunneling, which caU8e8 a parallel conductance
in the small-signal equivalent circuit and decreases the Q-value. If the base
potential is held constant, the capacitance will equal the eb depletion capacitance, if the emitter potential is held constant, the eb and bc depletion
capacitances will act in parallel. This diode provides a larger capacitance per
unit area, the cost of a generally reduced Q-value owing to the typical increased series resistance and increased leakage current of the reverse-biased
eb diode.
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7.2.3 Inductors
On-chip indudon; are helpful for impedance matching of low-noise amplifiers, for high-frequency filtering and for the realization of selective amplifiers.
Therefore integrated inductors are highly desirable for monolithic silicon RF
circuits, and many publications on this theme here appeared since the first
demon~tration of ~piral inductor~ on ~ilicon with a u~eful value of Q [50]. Two
planar inductors interwound to promote magnetic coupling allow one to form
planar transformers and baluns [51].
The fact that the integration of inductors in silicon technology has come into
focus only recently is explained by the comparably coarse lithography and low
frequencies of operation typical of earlier technologies, which resulted in large
area con~umption and poor Q-value~. With frequencie~ in the gigahertz range
and lithography techniques that allow a metal pitch in the micron range, more
windings can be realized in a given chip area, while smaller inductance values
are required. Using the possibilities of a modern bipolar process, inductance
values in the range of 0.5-100 nH with Q-values up to 40 have been shown
to be feasible [52]. The area consumed by an integrated planar inductor (Fig.
7.14) is generally a few hundred micrometers by a few hundred micrometers.
An optimum inductor design yields the maximum value of Q (at a fixed
maximum area con~umption) and a ~elf-re~onance frequency that lie~ well
above the frequency of operation. Constraints on the Q-value achievable arise
from the specific resistivity of the metallization layers and the low-resistivity
and therefore lossy substrate. Silicon substrates are not particularly suited for
the realization of high-quality inductors, as the electromagnetic field produced
by the inductor windings causes eddy currents in the substrate, which result in
inductor losses and a decrease of Q. A semi-insulating substrate as provided
by undoped GaAs with its small intrinsic carrier density, would be better.
The co~t advantage~ of ~ilicon technology, however, are leading de~igner~ to
optimize inductors produced with conventional process technologies. If several
metal layers are available, the inductor winding can be formed in more than
one layer; these are connected in parallel, with the effect of a reduced series
resistance of the indudor [46]. If only two metallization layers are present,
the inductor winding should be formed in layer 2, which has a larger distance
from the silicon substrate and therefore causes smaller substrate losses.

Electrical Characteristics of Integrated Inductors
The principal features of the behavior of integrated inductors may be understood by consideration of the equivalent circuit 10 shown in Fig. 7.15. The spilaThe accuracy of this simplified model [50] can be improved by the addition of parallel
capacitances to the substrate resistance to take account of the displacement current in the
suhstrat.e and hy t.he introduction of a frequency-dependent series resistance 1'8, which takes
account of the skin effect [53].
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p-type substrate

(a)

A'/2 - - - - ;•• !

~

.•

L==J

(b)

Fig. 7.14. (a) Cross
section of planar inductor realized with
two metal layers, (b)
layout of planar inductor

ral coil is modeled by its inductance l, the series resistance T8 and a capacitor
cP ' which represents the capacitive coupling between neighboring windings.
The capacitances Cs and resistances Tb take account of the coupling to the
substrate. The admittance between the two terminals is easily calculated to
be
.
y =.Jwcp

+

1
Ts

.

+ Jwl

jwc

/2

s
+ ----'--."-'---1 + JWTbCs

(7.7)

After separation of real and imaginary contributions, we obtain the Q-value
of the inductor as follows up to terms in w 3 :

(7.8)
where cil

= cp + cs /2,
T~c~(l-T~cp/l) - clll
1 - T~cll/1

and

;::::

(7.9)
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Fig. 7.15. Equivalent circuit of integrated planar inductor

(7.10)
At low frequencies (w « Wl, W2), the quality factor Q roughly increases in
proportion to frequency. The equivalent circuit considered here illustrates
the principles, but is too simple for the optimization of integrated inductors;
models and design tools which take into account capacitive coupling between
inductor windings and substrate coupling, as well as current constriction and
proximity effects, are required for that purpose [54-57].
Several approaches allow one to improve the performance of integrated inductors. Examples are the use of higher-conductivity metal layers or multimetal layers in order to reduce the loss resistance of the inductor, the connection of multilayer spirals in series to reduce the area of the inductor, low-loss
substrates to reduce losses caused by eddy currents in the substrate at high
frequencies, and thick layers of field oxide to reduce the capacitive coupling to
the substrate [55]. Q-factors up to 12 at 7.5 GHz for a 3.2 nH micromachined
inductor realized with a six-level copper interconnect and a low-K dielectric
were demonstrated in [58].
Substrate Coupling, Crosstalk. The large area of planar inductors and the
associated large coupling capacitance to the substrate are responsible for the
collection and generation of unwanted substrate noise. 11 In amplifying stages,
unwanted parasitic feedback loops, which may lower the gain or even cause
unwanted oscillations. may occur. The substrate noise produced by a planar
inductor can be reduced by a guard ring, which surrounds the substrate region
below the inductor. A broken guard ring was found to help reduce the eddy
current induced in the substrate by the inductor [60] and thus reduce substrate
noise, while maintaining the inductance value. Patterned ground shields were
found to increase the peak Q by up to 33% [61] or 25% [62], while reducing
the substrate coupling between two adjacent inductors.

11 See,

for example, [55,59] for an analysis of substrate coupling effects.
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7.3 PNP Transistors
In integrated bipolar transistor circuits, pnp transistors are of interest as current sources, active loads, etc. The implementation of such devices in a highperformance npn bipolar process requires a substantial increase in process
complexity if high-performance vertical pnp transistors have to be fabricated
in addition to npn tram.;iston.;.12 Therefore lateral pnp transistors are often
employed if performance requirements are low.

7.3.1 Vertical pnp Transistors with Polysilicon Emitter
The realization of shallow eb junctions with an emitter diffused out of polysilicon, which has heen previollsly doped hy implantation is prohlematic owing
to the lower grain boundary diffusivity of the boron dopant and its reduced
segregation to the grain boundaries [63]. Owing to the reduced boron concentration in the polysilicon layer at the edge of the emitter window, the perimeter of the emitter-base junction may be positioned inside the polysilicon (Fig.
7.16), resulting in nonideal input characteristics and increased emitter-base
leakage current.

n+ diffusion

p-type epitaxial collector

n+ diffusion

Fig. 7.16. Schematic cross
section of the emitter-base
diode of a double-poly selfaligned vertical pnp transistor. The gray area illustrates
the region doped with boron.
The edge of the eb junction is
positioned inside the polysilicon layer [63]

P-type polysilicon emitters formed with a polysilicon layer doped by implantation of BF2 were investigated in [64]. The experimental findings were explained using a model for the bonding of fluorine to oxygen and silicon at the
polysilicon-monocrystalline-silicon interface. While the fluorine was found to
give rise to increased current gain owing to the passivation of traps at the
polysilicon-monocrystalline-silicon interface in devices given a low thermal
12Vertical pnp transistors that usc the substrate as the collector can easily be integrated
into a vertical npn bipolar process if the p-type external base region is used as the emitter,
and the n-type epitaxial collector layer is used as the base (no buried layer) above the p-type
substrate which serves as the collector. However, such a transistor can be used only if the
collector is at ground potential, since no collector-collector isolation can be realized with
this concept. A possible application of such transistors is in pnp emitter followers if the
performance requirements are low.
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budget during emitter drive-in, a decrease of the current gain was found after emitter drive-in with a higher thermal budget, an effect that has been
explained by the accelerated breakup of the interfacial layer.
The high-frequency performance of vertical pnp transistors suffers somewhat from the smaller hole mobility in the base layer, which results in a base
transit time that is increased by a factor of about two in comparison with
a corresponding npn transistor. On the other hand, increased values of the
open-base breakdown voltage BVECO are obtained, since this quantity is determined by the multiplication factor for injected holes, which is considerably
smaller than the multiplication factor for injected electrons.
The realization of self-aligned pnp transistors with a polysilicon emitter
contact was reported in [65]. A complementary bipolar processes with aligned
eb diodes and n+ and p+ buried layers (isolated from the p-type substrate
by an n-well) was described in [66]. High-speed, low-power complementary
bipolar technologies with self-aligned npn and pnp transistors with cutoff
frequencies exceeding 20 GHz have been described in [67,68]. A summary of
the silicon complementary process technology with vertically integrated pnp
transist.ors report.ed in recent. years has been presented in [69].

7.3.2 Lateral pnp Transistors
In many applications the performance requirement.s placed on the pnp t.ransist.ors are much less severe than the demands on the npn transistors. In this
case lateral pnp transistors, which are compatible with vertical npn transistor
technology, are of interest.. The term "lateral bipolar transistor" originat.es
from the fact that the transfer current flows parallel to the semiconductor
surface, as illustrated in Fig. 7.17.

c

active
transistor

E

B

n+ buried layer
p-type substrate
Fig. 7.17. Cross section (schematic) of lateral pnp transistor realized in vertical npn bipolar
transistor technology
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Such lateral pnp transistors cannot reach the performance obtained with npn
tram,istors for several reasons:
1. The base width of the lateral pnp transistor is defined by lithography
and is larger than the base width of the vertical npn transistor, which
is defined by diffusion or implantation. Lateral pnp transistors therefore
show a significantly reduced cutoff frequency.
2. The doping concentration of the n-type epilayer is chosen in order to obtain vertical npn transistors with optimum performance. The base doping
of the lateral pnp transistor is therefore too small, with the consequence of
a limited current-carrying capability, as the current gain degrades owing
to high-level injection at comparably low values of transfer current.
3. Since the base doping is much smaller than the collector doping in a lateral
pnp transistor, the bc depletion layer extends predominantly into the base
layer, with the consequence of a strong dependence of the base width on
VCB and thus a small value of the Early voltage.
4. Both the emitter and the collector form parasitic vertical pnp transistors,
at least one of which is in forward active mode under the usual operation
conditions. This implies a reduction of the achievable current gain, and a
current flow into the substrate.
5. The area consumed by a lateral pnp transistor designed for a certain value
of collector current is much larger than the area consumed by a vertical
npn transistor designed for the same current. The reasons for this are
the small cross section of the current-carrying epilayer and the low base
doping, which limits the transfer current density to values below those
achievable in npn transistors.
Despite these drawbacks, lateral pnp transistors are widely used in analog
integrated-circuit designs whenever the cutoff frequency is not critical.

Realization and Electrical Characteristics of Lateral PNP
Transistors
Figure 7.18 shows a possible realization of a lateral pnp transistor within a
double-polysilicon npn bipolar-transistor technology. 13 Each lateral pnp transistor forms two parasitic pnp transistors with the substrate (see Fig. 7.18).
While the transistor formed by the collector, base and substrate is in the
131n addition to this technique, which forms lateral pnp transistors in the silicon substrate,
approaches using silicon-on-insulator (SOl) have yielded interesting results. A lateral bipolar
transistor with an fmax value of 67 GHz and small capacitances (Cje = 1.5 pF, Cjc = 1.4 pF,
Cis = 2.5pF) on thin-film SOl for UF analog applications has been described in [70]. Lateral
pnp bipolar transistors formed with a comparatively simple process and with peak cutoff
frequencies in excess of 10 GH~ were demonstrated in [71].

7.3. PN P Transistors
collector
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base

emitter

Fig_
7_18.
Cross
section
through
a
lateral pnp transistor
in self-aligned doublepolysilicon technology.
Associated with each
integrated
lateral
pnp
transistor
(a)
are two parasitic pnp
transistors (b) and (c)

p-type substrate

cutoff mode and is therefore negligible as long as the lateral pnp transistor
does not operate in saturation, the parasitic transistor formed by the emitter, base and substrate will always be in its forward active mode if the lateral
pnp transistor is in forward operation. In order to minimize the hole current
injected into the substrate, such a transistor is usually laid out as a ring
transistor with the emitter located in the center. A separate contact to the
buried layer is generally not necessary: the area consumption associated with
such contacts does not result in substantial improvement of the base series
resistance.
Base Current and Current Gain. As in the case of the npn transistor, the
base current of the lateral pnp transistor can be split up into three components:

In = h:n

+ Inn + len,

(7.11)

where IEB denotes the current due to recombination of electrons injected
into the emitter region, len denotes the current due to recombination of
electrons injected into the collector region,14 and IBB denotes the current due
to recombination in the base volume and at its surfaces. While IBB is generally
negligibly small for state-of-the-art vertical npn transistors, this component
may dominate the base current in lateral pnp transistors. 15 The base current
then increases with base width.
In lateral pnp transistors, high-level-injection effects occur in the base region
at a comparatively small transfer current (Fig. 7.19). The reduction of the
14This component is generally negligible in forward active mode.
15This holds in particular for devices as depicted in Fig 7.18, where substantial recombination occurs in the n+ regions, which contact the base layer.
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dB = 0.8 IlA
100
1.37 mA
.................... BN = 20

0.78 mA

1

0.001

0.01

0.1

10 mA 100

Fig. 7.19. Current
gain BN of lateral
pnp transistors with
different values of
base width d n vs.
collect.or current Ie

current gain due to high-level-injection effects limits the transfer current that
can be controlled to values smaller than a critical value IKB: for practical
purposes the current gain must not fall below a certain value BNrnin (for
example BNrnin = 20) if one is to obtain a device with an output current an
order of magnitude larger than the control current required. To see how IKB
is affected by the base width, the forward knee current per unit length IKF /W
can be roughly estimated as follows:

W

TB

Its value varies in inverse proportion to the base width dn according to this
estimate. The current gain observed at small current levels shows a similar
dependence, since IT rv 1/ dB the current gain 16 varies as
BTl

rv

(7.12)

l/dn .

In the vicinity of I KB , the current gain varies approximately as l/Ie . The
maximum allowable collector current ICrnax that results from the requirement
BN > BNmin can therefore be estimated from

(7.13)
The maximum allowable transfer current therefore varies as

h:B

1
rv

1

----

BKrnin

d~

(7.14)

16This discussion neglects the dependence of the base current on the base width; this is
only valid if h is not dominated by the component IBB, which increases with dB.
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Figure 7.19 shows measured values of BN versus Ic for different values of dB.
A plot of 1/ vi hB venms the layout dimension yields a straight line, which
confirms the dependence of the current-carrying capability hB ~ l/dfi. The
parameter I Kn therefore shows a substantial increase if the base width d n is
decreased - a step that causes a decrease of the Early voltage, however.
Early Effect. If the lateral pnp transistor is operated as an active load or
employed in a current mirror, the forward Early voltage VAF is important.
This parameter is generally low in lateral pnp transistors, since the base
doping is small in comparison with the collector doping. The bc depletion
layer therefore extends predominantly into the base region and causes a strong
decrease of the base width with increasing VBC. Figure 7.20 shows measured
output characteristics of a lateral pnp transistor with a nominal base width of
1.2 ]lm. The output resistance determined at VEC = 2 V and Ic = -0.06 rnA
is 238 kD, corresponding to an Early voltage VAF = -Talc - VEC :::::: 12.3 V.
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Fig. 7.20. Output
characteristics of lateral pnp transistor
with nominal base
width of 1.2 )lm

High-Frequency Behavior, Transit Time. Lateral pnp transistors generally
show poor performance at high frequencies, owing to their small currentcarrying capability, large capacitances and a forward transit time that is
large in comparison with values achieved for vertical npn transistors. The
large forward transit time is a consequence of the comparatively large base
thickness and the minority charge stored in the epitaxial region below the
emitter contact.
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7.4 Reliability
This section surveys two important reliability issues: device degradation and
failure caused by electrostatic discharges.

7.4.1 Device Degradation
Under reverse stress, hot carriers which have been accelerated in the electric
field of the eb space-charge region may cause an increase in the number of
recombination centers, with the consequence of an increase in the forwardbias base current and a degradation of the current gain. In addition, junction
degradation has also been observed after very high-level forward injection.

Reverse-Bias Stress
In [72], a constant-voltage reverse-bias stress was applied to the eb diodes of
some self-aligned bipolar transistors. The change !2.IB of the forward-bias base
current at a fixed value of VEB was measured periodically and used to monitor
the effects of the stress. Investigations of aligned silicon bipolar transistors
with polysilicon contacts presented in [73] show an increase of the base current in proportion to hBVtstress. This behavior is confirmed by the measured
data reproduced in Fig. 7.21. These data also demonstrate the relaxation
10
VEB = 5.5 V
VBE = 0.8 V

10-1

relaxed

10'2L-~~~~~-L~UUL-~LLLUUL~-LLUWW

1

10 1

10 2

10 3

s

104

Fig. 7.21. Relative
change
of
stressinduced excess base
current versus stress
time. The base current
was allowed to relax
for 10 min after 100
s, 1000 sand 3000 s
(after [74])

of the device degradation: the stress-induced excess base current decreases
immediately after the removal of the stress voltage, as was observed earlier
in [72]. In [74], a quantitative model of this relaxation transient is presented.
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There the transient is attributed to the reduction of stress-generated positive
charge trapped in the oxide layer near the eb junction, caused by holes tunneling from oxide hole traps to silicon band states or Si0 2 -Si interface traps.
A spatial distribution of the oxide traps, from the Si0 2 -Si interface into the
oxide, was used to explain the experimentally observed logarithmic time dependence of the base-current relaxation. The relaxation of the stress-induced
excess base current was found to be strongly reduced for stress voltages below
3 V; in [74] this threshold energy is interpreted as the energy required for hot
holes to tunnel to oxide hole traps, which lie approximately 1.4 eV above the
valence band edge of the oxide layer and thus about 2.9 eV below the silicon
valence band edge.

Wpot.n '"

e(VES+VJE )

j

I~~------~~-Wv

Fig. 7.22. Cross section and band scheme of
reverse-biased eb diode,
illustrating
the
creation of interface traps
(open triangles) at weak
bonds (filled triangles)
and charging of oxide
electron traps (open
squares) and hole hole
traps (open hexagons)
by hot electrons and
hot holes, in an oxidecovered eb junction
under reverse-bias voltage stress (after [75]).
(1) Interband tunneling,
(2) electron injection,
(3) thermal generation
of electrons at weak
bonds, (4) generation of
electrons at weak bonds
by impact ioni>mtion,
(5) trapping of electrons
and (6) generation of
electron-hole pairs by
impact ionization

It has been suggested in [75] that the kinetic energy of the charge carriers, rather than the stress voltage, is the fundamental parameter for device
degradation. As has been pointed out in [75], the degradation of the current
gain during reverse-bias stress at small values of VEB is caused by primary
hot holes, which are generated by interband tunneling in the vicinity of the
metallurgical n+p junction (Fig. 7.22, path (1)). Hot electrons might be injected into the reverse-biased junction either by injection of thermally generated electrons from the p-type region into the space charge region (Fig.
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7.22, path (2)) or by impact ionization of hot holes (Fig. 7.22, path (6)). The
possibility, that thermally generated carriers play a substantial role can be
excluded by consideration of the temperature dependence of the results of
constant-voltage stress experiments: owing to the exponential temperature
dependence of the thermal generation rate, a strong increase of the stress
damage with temperature would be expected if thermally generated carriers
were important, in contradiction to what is observed experimentally. Owing
to the small ionization coefficient of holes and the small potential energy of
hot holes Wpot,p :::0 eVEB (see Fig. 7.22), the generation of secondary electrons
by impact ionization is also rather unlikely.
The temperature dependence of reverse-bias stress effects has heen investigated in [76, 77]. For constant values of the reverse bias and stressing time,
an increase of degradation with increasing temperature is generally observed,
owing to the increase of reverse current, which is due to tunneling in the eb
diode and increases with temperature due to the reduction of the bandgap.
As the number of hot electrons varies in proportion to the reverse current,
increased stress effects are expected if the temperature increases. However,
this tendency is opposed hy the fact that the electron mean free path decreases at higher temperatures. At a given reverse bias - and therefore at an
approximately constant value of the electric field strength the fraction of
electrons which acquire sufficient energy to be able to cause damage therefore decreases. If the latter effect dominates, a decrease of reverse-bias stress
effects with increasing temperature may result [76]. Defects created at the
Si-Si0 2 interface at the periphery of the eb junction after aging were observed to substantially affect the base current noise of self-aligned polysilicon
B.JTs [78].
Reverse-bias stress experiments presented in [79] showed no effect of the Ge
profile on the eb stress damage, suggesting that reliability of SiGe HBTs is
comparable to that of silicon bipolar transistors. 17

If the reverse stress current is due to tunneling in the reverse-biased eb
sidewall diode, long stress times are required for a given value of stress charge.
The reverse current at a given value of VEB can be increased by injection of
minority carriers across the forward-biased bc junction [75,81]. However, it
should be noted that the results of measurements under these conditions
cannot be compared directly with measurements of the kind described above,
since different degradation mechanisms apply: it is predominantly hot holes
that may cause damage if the collector is left open, whereas electron injection
17The degradation of BETs with a SiGe hase layer after exposure to ionizing radiation
was invest.igat.ed in [80], where only a sma.ll degradat.ion of t.he current gain was observed
aft.er irradiation to 2.0 Mrad. This led to the conclusion that the addition of a SiGe strained
layer in the epitaxial base does not create any additional reliability risk. This conclusion
was modified t.o a certain extent by t.he observat.ion t.hat some SiGe BETs showed enhanced
low-frequency noise after exposure to ionizing irradiation [80].
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into the reverse-biased eb diode from the collector yields predominantly hot
electrons. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the stress current density
will differ from that in stress measurements with the collector left open.
A reduction of the nonideal base current may possibly occur because of
passivation of the interface traps with hydrogen atoms. These form Si-H
complexes at the dangling bonds and make them electrically inactive. Furtherrnore, annealing is possible if one uses elevated temperatures and a significant forward bias of the junction [82]. During hot-carrier stress, bombardment
of the Si-H complexes may free hydrogen ions (protons), which may diffuse
through the lattice, form B-H complexes and thus add extra positive charges
to the B- ions incorporated into the lattice. This has the same consequence
as a reduction of the acceptor concentration, and causes an increase of the
base series resistance and of BVEBO, and a decrease of the depletion layer
capacitance [83].

Forward-Bias Stress
Transistor operation at high forward current densities in excess of 1 mA/cm 2
has been shown to cause degradation of polysilicon-contacted bipolar transistors. 18 At small values of Vrm, a decrease of the current gain B'J has been
observed, which is attributed to an increase in the number of SRE recombination centers at the Si Si0 2 interface, which terminates the eb space charge
layer. At large values of VBE, a decrease of the base current and hence an increase of the current gain has been observed. This is attributed to a decreased
recombination velocity at the polysilicon emitter contact. Furthermore, a decrease of the emitter series resistance has been observed during high-current
stress. A physical model that explains these effects by hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of electronic interface traps (which are also hydrogen traps) at
the Si-Si0 2 interface and at the polysilicon-monocrystalline silicon interface
is presented in [84].

7.4.2 Failure of Bipolar Devices due to Electrostatic Discharges
Device failure induced by electrostatic discharge (ESD) causes severe reliability problems for MOS integrated circuits, owing to the sensitivity of the gate
dielectric. Bipolar integrated circuits used to be less delicate in this respect,
but with the drastically reduced device dimensions typical of modern selfaligned bipolar technologies, a considerable increase in ESD sensitivity has
been observed. Suitahle protection techniques [85,86] arc therefore necessary.
The determination of failure threshold levels of (aligned) semiconductor
diodes and transistors subjected to pulsed voltages has been the subject
of several publications that appeared during the last 40 years. Wunsch and
18See, for example, [84] and references therein.
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Bell [87] applied rectangular pulses of varying height and pulse width directly
to bipolar devices. The resulting failure levels were compared with the predictions of a simple thermal failure model based on an analytical solution of
the time-dependent heat equation for a one-dimensional heat source of negligible extent. With the assumption of a minimum temperature difference !::.Tf
necessary to produce device failure, Wunsch and Bell derived the following
failure condition for rectangular voltage pulses:

(7.15)
This relates the power P dissipated over the area Aj of the junction to the
pulse width t p , the value of !::.Tf and the material parameters A (thermal
conductivity), Pm (mass density) and cp (specific heat).
Besides the approach of applying rectangular voltage pulses directly to the
device, a different stress condition, represented by the (simplified) equivalent
circuit of a charged person and his/her body contact resistance (Fig. 7.23)
is widely used for the investigation of ESD reliability. This is the human-

Fig. 7.23. Human-body model for the investigation of the sensitivity of devices with
respect to electrostatic discharges

body model,which was introduced as a military standard. The test apparatus
discharges a capacitor C (typically 100 pF < C < 220 pF) precharged to a
voltage Vc(O), via a resistor R, which is typically chosen to be of the order of
1 kD, and the device under test.
The most sensitive part of a self-aligned bipolar transistor with respect to
clectrOf;tatic discharges is generally the eb sidewall diode, i.e. the region where
the external base, defined by out diffusion of the p+ polysilicon, is linked to
the internal base, usually defined by implantation. If a large reverse bias is
applied to the diode, breakdown due to tunneling and carrier multiplication
occurs. The threshold for this process is given by the eb breakdown voltage
BVEBO, which is determined by the doping concentrations in the sidewall
diode. This breakdown leads to a considerable current that flows through the
sidewall diode, and results in a voltage drop in the resistor R of the test
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apparatus, which limits the voltage drop across the device to values below
the threshold voltages of alternative current paths, such as that provided by
oxide breakdown.
If a series of discharges, starting with a small initial value of Vc (0) is applied
to a self-aligned eb diode, only small changes of the input characteristics are
observed initially; these can be attributed to device degradation caused by
reverse-bias stress (Fig. 7.24). IfVc(O) exceeds a certain value VF, however, the
A
Aje=1.4x7.4J..lm2
BVEBo =4.8V
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Fig. 7.24. Damage to the eb diode
of a self-aligned double-polysilicon
bipolar transistor caused by discharges applied in accordance with
the human-body model. All input characteristics were determined
successively on the same device

input characteristics change drastically and the eb diode loses its rectifying
property. Device failure is therefore only observed if the failure threshold
voltage VF is exceeded. For an accurate determination of the failure threshold,
the following procedure can he applied. For each value of the voltage Vc(O),
the base current is measured at VBE = 0.5 V for an ensemble of N transistors
before and after the discharge, giving the values IBo,i and lEl,i, respectively.
From these data, the quantity

is computed. Since the occurrence of ESD damage leads to a substantial
increase in the base current by approximately four orders of magnitude for
the value of VB!'; chosen, a plot of versus 11(;(0) should show a pronounced

r
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Fig. 7.25. Definition of failure
threshold for two transistors with
identical layout but different values
of BVEBO, in terms of the parameter
r defined in the text

kink if there exists a well-defined failure threshold. This is indeed observed
(Fig. 7.25), and the kink observed in this representation is used to determine
the failure threshold. Such investigations have been performed for transistors
fabricated with different technologies and with different layouts. However, the
failure threshold did not vary in proportion to the emitter area, as predicted
by the model of Wunsch and Bell, but in proportion to the length L * of the
emitter side adjacent to the base contact (Fig. 7.26).
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Fig. 7.26. Failure threshold VF versus length L * of that part of the
perimeter of the emitter area adjacent to the base contact (length L
plus twice the width of the narrow
emitter stripe)

This behavior can be explained by a locali",ed overheating of the device in the
course of the discharge: as the discharge occurs predominantly in the sidewall
adjacent to the base contact, the energy deposited per unit volume will vary
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in inverse proportion to L *. The maximurn temperature increase during an
electrostatic discharge will be investigated in the following.

Temperature Stress During an Electrostatic Discharge
To study the impact ofthe stress conditions (the voltage Vc(O), capacitance C
and series resistance R of the test apparatus) and the effect of device-specific
parameters (the eb breakdown voltage BVEBO, space charge layer width dj,
heat capacity cP ' mass density Pm and thermal conductivity)..) on the value
of the maximum temperature that occurs in the course of the discharge, the
time-dependent heat equation for an extended time-dependent heat source
has to be solved. Details of the calculation are presented in Appendix F; it
relies on the following assumptions:

1. The voltage drop that occurs at the eb diode in the course ofthe discharge
is assumed to equal the eb breakdown voltage BVERO. The power dissipated in the device may then be estimated as p(t) = BVEBO i(t), resulting
In

(7.16)
for the energy deposited in the device during the discharge. This assumption is justified by the observation that the failure threshold VF varies
approximately in proportion to BVEBO (Fig. 7.25).
2. Simplified boundary conditions are used. The heat source is completely
embedded in the silicon crystal, which is considered to be of infinite extent.
3. The influence of a heat sink (such as the back surface of the wafer, held at
constant temperature) is neglected. This assumption restricts the validity
of the results to a short time interval of length £2/ a, where £ denotes the
distance to the heat sink and a = )../(Prncp) the thermal diffusivity (see
Appendix F). For a typical wafer thickness (£ = 400]lm) and a ~ 1cm2/s,
this condition means that the results are valid within a time interval of
the order of milliseconds, which is much larger than the time constant of
the discharge.
4. The thermal conductivity ).. is assumed to be constant, independent
of temperature, in contrast to the well-known decrease of ).. from 1.56
W /(cmK) at room temperature (300 K) to 0.31 W /(cmK) at 1000 K. Using this assumption, the heat equation may be treated analytically [88].
For the estimates given in this section, we have used the value of the
thermal conductivity, at 500 K, i.e. ).. = 0.4 W /(cmK). This approach is
justified because the greatest changes in thermal conductivity occur in
the low-temperature range from 300 K to 500 K.
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5. The rise of the pulse is not considered, since the capacitance of the eb
diode is smaller than the capacitance of the test apparatus by several
orders of magnitude. However, it should be noted that in practice, series
inductances may cause a substantial deviation of the real waveform from
the assumed exponential decay, with the consequence of modified failure
threshold levels.
6. Quantitative results are obtained by application of the general results to
the special case of a homogeneous cuboid heat source of length L, width B
and thickness D = dj. This model assumption represents the special case
where all the power dissipated in the device during the discharge produces
heat in the space charge layer. Stronger localization of the discharge may
however, be st.udied by a reduction of the ext.ent. of t.he discharge region
considered.
Despit.e t.hese simplifying assumpt.ions, the model is inst.ruct.ive in that. it clar·ifies several aspects of the problem, as the heat equation can be treated analytically. The calculations show, in particular, that the maximum temperature
that occurs during the discharge is essentially determined by two different
time constants: the time constant of the electric discharge, T = RC, and the
time constant associated with the temperature relaxation, T* = PmcpD2 / A,
where D denotes the minimum side length of the cuboid considered. The external time constant T describes the influence of the test apparatus, while the
internal time constant T* is determined by the properties of the device under
test. The maximum overtemperature !:lTm that occurs during the discharge
can be shown to be of the form
(7.17)
where

BVETIO[Vc;(O)-BVETIO 1
cpPm LBD

(7.18)

describes the adiabatic temperature increase that would be observed in the
case of negligible thermal conduction. The function F(T/) is a geornetryspecific function, which for given values of B / D and L / D depends only on
the ratio T/ = T*/T of the two time constants. Figure 7.27 shows FB/D,L/D(T/)
for different values of the parameters B / D and L / D. The model calculations
show:
1. The series resistance R ofthe test apparatus has (for typical values of R in
the kf! range) a negligible influence on the energy deposited in the device
during the discharge. However, owing to its impact on the time constant
T = RC and therefore on the parameter 'f/, the value of R determines !:lTm
to a great extent.
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the temperature relaxation during an electrostatic discharge in
a reverse-biased junction

2. A decrease of the device dimensions causes a decrease of the size of the
discharge region, which again causes an increase of the energy deposited
per unit volume. This effect is compensated to a large extent by better
coupling of the smaller device to the heat sink. A crude estimate of the
combined effect may be obtained from the following considerations. In the
region of small 'T}, the function F ('T}) is approximately proportional to a
power of'T} (see Fig. 7.27):

F('T})

rv

'T}e

rv

D 2e where 0.5::::;

e : : ; 0.8 .

If D is considered as a scaling factor, i.e. if D is decreased while the
ratios B / D and L / D are fixed, the adiabatic temperature increase varies
according to

boTa

rv

BVm"lO,new

-

1
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i.e. the maximum temperature that occurs in the course of the discharge
varies in proportion to la
AT,

L..l.
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I""V
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(7.19)

19This behavior compares (astonishingly) well with the behavior predicted by the model
of \"unsch and Bell (fl.T;" ~ A ~ 1/ D2), which is based on a one-dimensional calculation
for a 5-shaped heat source.
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8 Applications
In this chapter, four important applications of high-frequency bipolar transistors - ECL digital circuits, high-speed optical data transmission systems,
RF circuits and BiCMOS circuits - are briefly considered.

8.1 Emitter-Coupled Logic
Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) is a bipolar-digital-circuit technique that is
important in high-speed logic and has gate delays of the order of 10 ps. The
static power dissipation associated with this technique prevents ECL from
being competitive with CMOS for low-frequency operation. The situation
changes at high frequencies, however, as the power dissipated in a CMOS
gate increases in proportion to the switching frequency: as a consequence,
ECL circuits operated in the GHz regime may even show a smaller power
consumption than their CMOS counterparts. Another advantage of the ECL
circuit concept is that lines are easily terminated. Furthermore, less noise is
produced by ECL logic owing to the balanced current steering and the small
voltage swing.
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Fig. 8.1. Comparison
of the gate delays of
unloaded ECL ring oscillators (voltage swing
Vs = .500 mY) as a
function of bias current
for a SiGe HI3T and a
Si BJT of comparable
layout and doping profile (after [1])

Figure 8.1 shows power-delay data for ECL inverters constructed from comparable Si B.JTs and SiGe HBTs. For small values of the gate current, the
gate delay is determined to a large extent by the time required to charge and
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discharge the depletion capacitances (see Sect. 3.10). As the introduction of
a SiGe base layer does not affect these capacitances, both technologies show
approximately the same gate delay in this situation. At larger values of the
gate current, the gate delay is determined essentially by the charge storage
in the diffusion capacitance, and hence by the forward transit time Tf. This
parameter is, however, substantially reduced in SiGe HBTs, which thus show
a minimum gate delay that lies well below the value achievable with Si BJTs.

8.1.1 Single-Ended, Differential and Feedback Eel
ECL digital circuits (Fig. 8.2) are derived from the bipolar differential stage
considered in Sects. 6.7 and 6.10. If operated in the nonlinear regime, this
circuit can switch the gate current hE from one of the two branches of the
differential stage to the other. In the classical ECL10K series, the gate current
lEE is defined by a resistor RE of approximately 1 Hz. This simple approach
results, however, in an unfavorable voltage transfer characteristic [2], which is
in addition sensitive to variations of temperature and of the supply voltage.
Improved approaches therefore employ transistor current sources driven with
a special reference voltage source, the "bias driver" [3], to fix the value of
the gate current. The bias voltage generated by the driver shows a predefined
temperature dependence, designed to provide a voltage transfer characteristic
that is independent of temperature.

t-----+-- OUT
IN

Fig. 8.2. EeL digital
circuits

Switching of an ECL gate occurs if the input voltage difference changes its
sign. This can be achieved in several ways. One approach is to connect one
input of the differential amplifier to a fixed reference voltage. This is the most
widely employed technique and is commonly referred to as single-ended ECL.
An alternative approach is to use two complementary signals to feed both
inputs of the differential amplifier (differential ECL). In feedback ECL, the
output of one branch is used to define the input voltage of the second branch
of the differential stage.
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Single-Ended Eel
In single-ended ECL, the reference input is held at a fixed potential VBBl.
The voltage swing Vs may not be chosen smaller than 500 mY, because of
the need to provide acceptable noise immunity in the presence of temperature
variations, supply voltage variations and process tolerances. 1

A

Fig. 8.3. CML digital circuits (emittercoupled logic without
emitter followers)

CML (current-mode logic) circuits feed the output of one differential stage
directly into the input of the following stage, as illustrated in Fig. 8.3. 2 The
problem with this technique is that the bc diode of one of the transistors of
the differential stage is forward biased by the voltage swing Vs if the corresponding output node is HI. This degrades the switching time and is therefore unwanted. High-speed digital systems therefore generally employ ECL
circuits, where emitter followers are added to the outputs (Fig. 8.2). These
emitter followers shift the output voltage level by one diode voltage VBEon. As
the reference voltage VBBI ::::: - Vs/2 - VBEon is shifted by the same amount, a
logic swing of approximately 700 m V does not result in saturation of the transistors of the differential pair of the following stage. Furthermore, the emitter
followers isolate the collector nodes of the gate from the load capacitance and
provide the current gain necessary to drive the latter: with their small output
impedance of the order of several ohms, emitter followers are well suited for
driving loads with a characteristic impedance of 50 O.
For an emitter follower that drives a wiring capacitance Gw , an additional
time constant [6],
rEF

:::::

0.69 (

GWV )
1
2;h
+ ---y;;;.,
T

1 A typical value of Vs in practical ECL circuits is 700 m V.
2This example combines an OR function with an inverter, and is redundant since two
complementary signals (OR function and NOR function) are available from the first gate.
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OUT

Fig. 8.4. An active-pulldown EeL inverter circuit
(after [5])

hm; to be considered in the expression for the gate delay (see Sect. 3.10). The
optimization of the power partition, that is of the ratio h,F/ hE, between the
differential stage and the emitter followers using an automated approach has
been investigated in [4]. A problem with emitter followers is that the current
that is available to discharge the output node is limited by IEF (Fig. 8.2).
To overcome this problem, active pull-down circuits have been investigated.
These are intended to increase the current available during a HI-LO switching
transient at the output by capacitive coupling of the inverted node of the
differential stage to the current source of the emitter follower; an example is
illustrated in Fig. 8.4. Such circuits result in reduced HI-LO transition times,
but at the cost of increased area consumption and therefore reduced packing
density.

A

B

+------1 Te

c

(AvBvC)AD

o

Fig. 8.5. \Vired-OR connection and series gating in EeL circuits
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Figure 8.5 shows two approaches for the reduction of power consumption in
ECL circuits. A parallel connection of emitter followers at the input of the
differential stage corresponds to an OR. connection of the signals (this is called
a wired-OR. connection): if only one of the inputs A, B or C is HI, the base
potential of Tl will be HI. 3 Introducing an additional differential stage (T4
and T 5 ) into one branch allows one to realize an additional AND /NAND
function without increasing the gate current. This technique is commonly
referred to as series gating.

X,

X,-_---1

X3 - - - - - - - - i

V BB3

Fig. 8.6. 8-bit-wide decoder constructed using a three-level series gating technique

Figure 8.6 shows an example of how complex logic functions can be merged
into one gate by use of the series gating technique. The circuit operates as
an 8-bit-wide decoder with three input and eight output signals. For each
three-bit word X 3 X 2 X 1 at the input, one of the output signals is HI, while all
others are LO.
3In a wired-OR connection with n input transistors, the current hF is distributed between an unknown number of transistors ranging from 1 to n. This implies an uncertainty
in the input HI and LO levels owing to the finite transconductance and its degradation by
the emitter series resistance. The input voltage difference between the two limiting cases "1
transistor on" and "n transistors on" is

This uncertainty has to be compensated by an increase of the voltage swing.
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Differential Eel
Differential EeL exploits the fact that each EeL gate provides two complement.ary signals, which can be used as input.s t.o a subsequent. different.ial
stage. Owing to the conjugate input signals, the differential input voltage
changes by 2Vs. Differential EeL shows excellent noise immunity and minimum gate delay. In differential EeL, t.he volt.age swing may be as low as
200 m V - this allows one to avoid emit.t.er followers in some signal paths. A
severe disadvant.age is, however, t.hat. t.wo complement.ary signals have t.o be
routed for each logical signal, with the consequences of a complicated layout.
and a poor packing densit.y. Furt.hermore, logic funct.ions have t.o be realized
by use of series gating techniques, which reduces power dissipation [7] but imposes limits on how far the supply voltage can be reduced. 4 For these reasons,
complex EeL syst.ems are generally realized as single-ended gates.
An example where differential EeL in combination with the series gating
t.echnique is beneficial is t.he XOR and XNOR gat.e t.hat. is obt.ained if a Gilbert.
cell (Fig. 6.23) is operated in the nonlinear region. With this approach the
whole logic funct.ion is reali7:ed wit.hin one gat.e, i.e. only one current. source
is required. If a smaller supply voltage is required, series gating has to be
avoided, and an XNOR funct.ion can be realized in single-ended EeL using
t.he circuit. depict.ed in Fig. 8.7. This circuit. requires t.wo current. sources and
therefore has a larger power consumption than the solution with series gating
has.

A

B

Fig. 8.7. Realization
of XNOR function in
single-ended ECL so
as to allow a reduced
supply voltage

4Each level requires a voltage drop of at least VllEon . A minimum voltage drop VE ~
500 m V across the current sources requires a minimum supply voltage of about 2.2 V for
two-level series gating with CML input (see also [8]).
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Feedback Eel
In feedback EeL circuits, such as the basic inverter shown in Fig. 8.8a, the
input of transistor T2 is connected to the output and is therefore complementary to the inverter input voltage ViK. Such circuits are suitable, for example,

vot
~---------+--~~

VCl

OUT

IN

Rc
~-----------r--~

IN

I----+-OUT

(b)

(a)

Fig. 8.8. (a) Basic feedback EeL (FEeL) inverter circuit [9,10] and (b) modified feedback
EeL inverter [11]

for the generation of differential signals from a single-rail input signal. Bandwidth limitations arise in the circuit of Fig. 8.8a because of saturation of
the transistors of the differential pair and because of the input capacitance
of tram,istor T 2 . Increased switching speed is achieved by adding an emitter
follower, which acts as a level shifter and low-impedance base drive, as shown
in Fig. 8.8b. To illustrate the principle,we neglect the Early effect here and
assume identical transistors. Kirchhoff's voltage law then gives

(8.1)
Making use of the identities

VBE1)

ICl = Isexp ( VT

=

Vel
Rc

and
I

-

C2 -

where Vs

I

S

exp

(VB.E2) _ Vs+ VCl
VT
Rc
'

= RC(ICl + I c2 ) denotes the logic swing, we obtain
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taking account of the fact that ICI = - Vcd Rc and IC2
therefore allows us to rewrite (8.1) in the form

= -(Vs + Vcd/ Rc

-VOUT- VEF )
Vr
Vi
,(8.2)
s+ OUT+ EF

VrN = (1-2/,)VouT-2/,VEF-/,Vs+VT ln ( V<

where /' = [RE+(RE+RBB,)/BI'.;-]/Rc. Equation (8.2) may associate more
than one value of VOUT with a given value of VIN, i.e. the voltage-transfer
characteristic may show a hysteresis effect, as shown in Fig. 8.9 for two different values of /'. If the input voltage is increased from (VrN + VEF ) /Vs = -1, the

r-

02
.

-0.6
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-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

o

Fig. 8.9. Voltage
transfer characteristic of a FEeL gate
for two different values of -I, indicating
the hysteresis effect
described in the text
(after [11])

output voltage will follow the upper branch until point X is reached, where
the output voltage willjurnp to the lower branch, which is followed for further
increase of VrN. If VrN is then decreased again, the output voltage will follow
the lower branch until point Y is reached, when it jumps back to the upper
branch. The switching points can be obtained, after differentiation of (8.2),
from the condition d VrN / d VOUT = O. This leads to a quadratic equation for
VOUT, which gives

VOUT + Vmi'

=

~s

(-1

±

VI +

X) ,

where X = 4Vr/[(2/, - l)V'lJ. Subtraction of the two corresponding input
voltages calculated from (8.2) yields the width of the hysteresis loop:

~VH
Vs

= (1-/,)V1 + X + 2V.'1'
V'l

In(l1 +- V1+X)
.
VI +X

A 6 Gb/s decision circuit based on a modified FEeL gate has been demonstrated in [11].
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8.1.2 Noise Margin
In a single-ended inverter, one input is tied to a fixed reference voltage, denoted here by VBB, while the other is used as the signal input. In the limit
B'I --+ 00, the following relation exists between the output voltage V2 and the
input voltage Vl (see Sect. 6.7):

RcIEE
1 + exp(VI ;;BE)

The maximum voltage gain is obtained for VI

= VEE and given by

where Vs = RchE denotes the logic swing. The unity gain points are obtained
from the condition IdVddV11 = 1; the corresponding equation,
[ 1 + exp (

VI -T TVEE) ] 2 = 2A D exp (VI -T TVEE)
vT

vT

'

can be solved for VI, with the result
ViL

= VEE + VTln

[A -1 + V(A

D

-1)2 -1] ,

ViH

= VEE + VTln

[A -1- V(A

D

-1)2 -1]

D

D

The corresponding inverter output signals are
VOH

=

VOL

=

Vs

Ve;

Using these relations, the results NML = ViL-VOL and NMH = VOH-ViH are
easily calculated. Owing to the symmetry of the voltage transfer characteristic, NMH = NML are equal to the noise margin NM = (NMH + NMd/2:
NM

=

where x = Vr/Ve;. In order for an output voltage error of less than 5% to
be achieved, the input voltage difference has to exceed 3VT. In order to meet
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this constraint even at an elevated temperature of 150 0 e, a minimurn voltage
8wing of 3VT ::::: 109 me V i8 required for differential operation, wherea8 a logic
swing of 6Vr ::::: 218 m V is required for single-ended operation. In practical
EeL circuits, additional errors have to be considered [6,12]:
• The differential stages have offset voltages caused by statistical variations
of the saturation currents and load resistances.
• Voltage drops in the supply lines cause a shift of the output voltage. This
problem can be compensated by adding additional series resistances if the
current distribution on the chip is known. Another technique to reduce
voltage drops in the supply lines is the use of full metallization on the front
and back surfaces to supply power [13].
• The voltage swing is subject to errors caused by deviations of the current
supplied by the current source (errors in the bias driver and errors in the
individual current mirrors) from its nominal value.
• The output current delivered by an output that is HI causes a voltage drop
in the load resistance and causes the output voltage to be approximately
nReh:F / BN below Vee if n emitter followers are connected to the output.
In single-ended EeL circuits, signal levels must meet absolute specifications of
their values since the difference between a signal voltage and a fixed reference
voltage determines the state of the output. The voltage swing Vs has to be
chosen large enough to ensure that the input voltage difference exceeds 3VT
even in the worst case: single-ended EeL circuits require voltage swings in
excess of 500 mV for reliable operation to be obtained. Some of the errors
noted above do not affect differential EeL circuit8, for which a voltage 8wing
a8 low a8 200 m V i8 8ufficient for reliable operation.

Q

8--+----1

Q

I---+--R
Fig. 8.10. RS flip-flop realized with single-ended
EeL ~OR gates
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8.1.3 Flip-Flops
The RS flip-flop can be realized by the cross-coupling of two EeL NOR gates.
Such a realization using two single-ended EeL gates is shown in Fig. 8.10. The
two reference transistors can be omitted. Merging of the two gates then results
in the circuit depicted in Fig. 8.11. In this example, multiemitter transistors
are used for the emitter followers in order to decouple the intrinsic feedback
loop from the load-dependent switching of the output nodes Q and Q. Note
that the set and reset nodes (1) and (2) form a wired-OR circuit with the
emitter follower of the preceding circuit. Therefore, only three current sources
are required by the flip-flop; the current sources that deliver the bias currents
IEF2 are those of the preceding emitter followers.

Q

Q

S-+-+---I

I---+---t- R

Fig. 8.11. Alternative realization of an RS flip-flop,
omitting the reference transistors

Q
Q

x
x----+-----'
elK
Fig. 8.12. D flip-flop realized with a
two-level series gating technique

Figure 8.12 shows a (transparent) D flip-flop. This circuit changes the output
variables Q and Q to X and X if eLK is HI. If eLK is LO, the circuit is
nontransparent and changes of the input variables do not affect the output
variables.
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8.1.4 Frequency Dividers
Frequency dividers, or prescalers, are frequently employed in frequency synthesizers that operate at high frequencies to extend the frequency range of
phase-locked loop (PLL) circuits. A static frequency divider is usually realized as a master-slave D flip-flop (Fig. 8.13). Examples of static frequency

D

'---I--+- Q
Q

0---+------'

Master

Slave

Fig. 8.13. Circuit diagram of a 2:1 static frequency divider (master-slave flip-flop)

dividers are a 53 GHz static 2:1 frequency divider constructed in SijSiGe
bipolar technology that operates with a current of 122 rnA at a 6.3 V supply
voltage [14], a 15 GHz static 8:1 frequency divider that consumes only 22
mA from a 3.6 V supply voltage [15], and a dual-modulus prescaler with a
maxirnurn operating frequency of 20 GHz with 27 mW power consumption
at a supply voltage of 2.3 V [16]. A static frequency divider with a maximum
operating frequency of 72.2 GHz has been described in [27].
An analog multiplier can be used in the realization of a dynamic frequency
divider; an example has been presented in [17], featuring a maximum frequency of operation of 79 GHz, achieved with a self-aligned SiGe bipolar
technology with an effective emitter width of 0.25 11m. Another example of a
dynamic frequency divider with a maximum operating frequency of 92.4 GHz
has been described in [27]. Figure 8.14 shows a circuit diagram of a dynamic
frequency divider. The input signal is applied to one of the multiplier ports,
and the multiplier output is connected to the second multiplier input via
three cascaded emitter followers. These emitter followers provide the necessary level shifting and help to optimize the frequency response of the feedback
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x
x------j-------'

1----1>---+_-

I-~--+---+-

Fig. 8.14. Circuit diagram of a 2:1 dynamic frequency divider with input X,
Y, Y (after [17])

Y

Y

X and output

loop. Such dynamic frequency dividers have a limited bandwidth - a ratio of
approximately three between the maximum and the minimum frequency of
operation can be achieved [17]. This is, however, no problem in applications
which require operation of the divider in only a limited frequency range.

8.2 High-Speed Optical Transmission Systems
Figure 8.15 shows a block diagram of a fiber-optic link of the kind used in
synchronous optical networks (SONET). Data horn different input channels

DMUXand
clock recovery

MUX

optical fiber

I) ~

I L . . . - - -_ _

laser
diode

modulator

'*

I

pin photodiode

Fig. 8.15. Block diagram of fiber-optic link
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are collected into a single high-speed data-stream by means of a time-division
multiplexer (MUX). This signal is used to modulate the light emitted by a
laser diode with the help of an electro-optic light modulator. The light signal
traverses the optical fiber and generates a photo current in a pin diode at
the other end. This current is amplified and transformed to a voltage signal
by means of a wide-dynamic-range automatic-gain transimpedance amplifier,
which is followed by a clock and data recovery circuit with a demultiplexer
(DMUX) for parallelization of the data stream.
The transimpedance amplifier amplifies the small input current delivered
by the pin photodiode and transforms it to an output voltage. In light-wave
receiver systems, automatic gain control is required to adapt the system to a
broad range of input signal levels. Figure 8.16 shows a schematic of a gaincontrolled transimpedance amplifier cell that can be used in an automaticgain-control amplifier. This circuit combines an analog multiplier (Gilbert
cell) with a transimpedance stage, and provides a maximurn voltage gain [18]

AV _
-

RF
2Vr/IEEl +RE+ree,+rbb' ,

which can be reduced by changing the voltage Vctrl. An automatic-gain amplifier with a wide bandwidth of 32.7 GHz and wide dynamic range has been
described in [19].
A 40 Gb/s integrated clock and data recovery circuit realized in self-aligned
bipolar technology, with a cutoff frequency of 50 GHz, has been presented
in [20]; another example of a clock and data recovery IC for a 40 Gb/s fiberoptic receiver, fabricated with InP HBTs, has been presented in [21]. An
example of a SiGe receiver IC for 10 Gb/s data rate has been presented
in [22]. An example of a fully integrated 40 Gb/s clock and data recovery IC
realized in SiGe technology for use in high-speed optical transmission systems
has been presented in [23]. An IC chipset with a static frequency divider, a
MUX/DMUX, a preamplifier and an automatic-gain-control amplifier, fabricated in SiGe bipolar technology, for optical-fiber-link communications, operating at a data rate of 40 Gb/s has been reported in [24]. Another chipset for
a 40 Gb/s system, using SiGe HBTs, has been presented in [25]; a solution
that employs InP HBTs is described in [26].

8.3 RF Microelectronics
Considerable interest in high-frequency bipolar transistors has arisen from
the rapid development of personal communication systems (cellular phones,
pagers, wireless LAN s, etc.) over the last decade. Such cOInrnunication systems generally operate in the frequency band between 800 MHz and 2.5 GHz,
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,---+--0 _0---+------,
VauT

Fig. 8.16. Gain-controlled amplifier cell (after [18])

since above this value signal attenuation in the atmosphere and within buildings rises rapidly with frequency. 5
RF integrated-circuit design is among the most demanding design tasks:
the designer has to optimize the circuit with respect to requirements for
low noise, high linearity, large bandwidth, small power consumption, small
supply voltage, etc., while taking account of the trade-offs that exist between
these isslles. 6 Third-order intermodlllation is a severe problem in mobile communication systems, as can be seen from the following example. Consider a
narrow-band amplifier with a bandwidth of 1 MHz and a center frequency
5v
Vireless systems operating at higher frequencies are of interest for application in wireless local area networks. For example, there are unlicensed frequency bands from 5.15 to
5.35 GHz and from 5.725 to 5.825 GHz in North America, and from 5.47 to 5.725 GHz in
Europe, which allow to realize portable multimedia applications with data rates between
20 and L50 Mb/s. An example of a receiver for this frequency range, realized with 0.5 pm
silicon bipolar technology (fr = 25 GHz), has been presented in [28]; and [29] presents a
downconverter, realizoed with SiGe technology, that operates in this frequency range.
6 A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this book. The fundamentals of RF microelectronics are presented, in [30], for example. A compilation of selected reprints on
integrated circuits for wireless communications is found in [31]. Important design considerations for very-high-speed Si bipolar Ies are addressed in [32].
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of 900 MHz. Obviously, the signal frequency 1 = 900 MHz is well within the
passband, while the frequencies h = 902 MHz and 12 = 904 MHz are outside
it and should therefore not affect the output of the amplifier. The frequency
211 - 12, which is a product of mixing, however, will lie within the passband of
the amplifier. An example of an RF integrated circuit is an integrated silicon
bipolar receiver for digital cordless telephones in the 900 MHz ISM band that
operates with supply voltages between 2.7 V and 6.5 V, consumes 26 rnA and
has 118 dB dynamic range; this is described in [33].
Low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) are required for the amplification of the incoming RF signal prior to the frequency conversion process. This is necessary
in order to reduce the effect of the noise produced by the mixer; the amplifier provides a substantially increased signal level at the input. Figure 8.17

Fig. 8.17. Simplified
circuit diagram of lownoise amplifier (after

[34])

shows a simplified circuit diagram of a low-noise amplifier. The noise of this
circuit is determined by the input transistor T I , which has a bias point defined by a modified current mirror. The layout of TI is chosen to achieve
the optimum base resistance and collector current density for the minimum
noise figure. Together with T 3 , the input transistor forms a casco de stage,
in order to minimize the Miller effect. A parallel resonant circuit tuned to
the frequency of operation is used to provide a high gain at a small supply
voltage. The emitter follower T4 provides a low-impedance output signal. The
circuit works for a supply voltage as low as 2.4 V. Using SiGe technology and
a 3.6 V supply voltage, a gain of 26.3 dB and a noise figure of 2.0 dB were
achieved at 1 = 10.5 GHz and a power dissipation of 26.6 mW [34]; with
silicon bipolar technology, a power gain of 26 dB and noise figure of 1.8 dB
have been achieved at 1 = 5.6 GHII and 31.3 mW power dissipation [35]. A
low-noise amplifier that operates with a current of 4.8 mA at a 2.7 V supply
voltage with a noise figure of 1.3 dB at 1.8 GHz has been constructed using a
30 GHz SiGe bipolar process [36]. At high frequencies, the LNA noise figure
increases with frequency (Fig. 8.18): for high-frequency low-noise amplifiers,
the forward transit time should be as small as possible [37].
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Fig. 8.18. Noise figures
achieved in practice versus
frequency for Si and SiGe
technologies (after [35])

Voltage-controlled oscillators (VeOs) must exhibit low phase noise, small
dc current consumption and low-voltage operation. veos are generally realized with integrated varactor diodes,7 as in the circuit shown in Fig. 7.11.
A recent example of a monolithic veo with phase noise -106 dBc/H7, at a
100 kHz offset from the 800 kHz carrier which consumes 1.6 mA from a 2.7
V supply, has been presented in [40]. A 108 GHz yeO, realized with InP
HBTs, with a tuning bandwidth of 2.73 GH~, and phase noise of -88dBc/H~
and -109 dBc/Hz at offsets of 1 MHz and 10 MHz, respectively, has been
presented in [41].
In a mixer, the RF signal, i.e. a modulated narrowband signal

is multiplied by the local-oscillator signal, with angular frequency WLO, to
obtain the IF (intermediate frequency) signal:

vl~t) {sin[(wRF+wLO)t] +
V2(t)

sin[(wRF-wLO)t]}

+ -2- {COS[(WRF+WLO)t] + COS[(WRF-WLO)t]}

(8.3)

This is composed of two mixing products, with angular frequencies WRF +WLO
and WRF - WLO. Of these, only the difference frequency is used in receiver systems, and the frequency component WRF + WLO is rejected by filters. Mixers
are derived from the analog multiplier considered in Sect. 6.7. Figure 8.19
7 A veo that uses a variable impedance converter to simulate the varactor function,
operates from a single 2V supply voltage and consumes 15 rnA, with a maximum oscillation
frequency of 2 GHz and -86 dnc/Hz at 100 kHz offset in the 2 GHz range, has been
described in [38]; a corresponding 2 V, 1.8 GHz BJT phase-locked loop has been described
in [39].
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Fig. 8.19. Schematic of a doubly balanced mixer (after [42]; the use of a transformer to
match the output to a 50 n load has also been described in [42], but is not included in this

figure)

shows an example of a doubly balanced mixer that uses a balun at the input
to split the RF input signal into anti-phase and in-phase components. These
components are fed to the cross-coupled differential stages formed by transistors Tl to T 4 . The bias current is fed from the current source T5 through
the center tap in the secondary winding of the balun. The output Darlington
pair matches IF output signal to a 50 n load.
Mobile phones require low-cost power amplifiers which operate at a small
supply voltage that is fed directly from the battery and is therefore subject
to variations. In digital cellphones, such amplifiers are required to deliver an
output power of more then 2 W directly to the antenna. The power-added
efficiency of power amplifier stages is an important quantity that substantially affects the battery standby time. Practical power amplifiers can achieve
efficiencies of about 65%, i.e. almost two-thirds of the battery power is turned
into useful RF power at the antenna and only one-third is dissipated in the
power amplifier circuit. The impedance matching required is typically performed with integrated transformers. An example of an integrated 5 W power
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amplifier, realized with a 25 GHz II' silicon bipolar technology, with a poweradded efficiency of 59% has been presented in [43]; a monolithic 2.5 V, 1
W power amplifier with 55% power-added efficiency at 1.9 GHz has been
presented in [44]; the circuit consists of an on-chip transformer, which acts
as an input balun and input matching network, a driver stage, two transformers acting as an interstage matching network, and a power output stage.
An example of an AIGaAs/GaAs HBT MMIC power amplifier for dual-band
operation that operates with a 3.2 V supply voltage is described in [45].

8.4 BiCMOS
The acronym "BiCMOS" describes an integrated-circuit technology that combines CMOS technology with bipolar transistors on one chip. The technique
can be employed to speed up digital circuits and to produce circuits for RF
and mixed-signal applications. It should be noted, however, that the rather
complex process flows that are required to integrate high-performance bipolar
transistors and MOSFETs make this approach inappropriate for the design
of products with a low production volume or a low margin.

IN

IN
.------+-- OUT

(a)

.------+-- OUT

(b)

Fig. 8.20. Tow different rea.li7.ations of a BiCMOS inverter

Figure 8.20 shows two different realizations of an inverter in BiCMOS technology. Both of these can be used for driving large capacitive loads. These circuits comhine the high-impedance input of a MOSFET with a low-impedance
bipolar output stage and are faster in charging or discharging a capacitive
load than their pure CMOS counterparts are if equal area consumption is
assumed. 8 The circuit shown in Fig. 8.20a requires fewer devices but suffers
8See, for example, [46-50] for analytical investigations of the transient behavior of BiC:.vIOS buffers.
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from considerable power consumption in the case of a slowly varying input
voltage. The reason for this is that, when VBEon + VTHn < Vi:'! < VDD + VTHp,
both Ml and M2 deliver a base current, with the result that Tl and T2 form a
low-impedance path from Vnn to ground. The additional MOSFETs M3 and
M4 in the circuit shown in Fig. 8.20b allow one to circumvent this dilemma
and are dimensioned such that the range of input voltages in which both Tl
and T 2 may carry a large current is minimum.
Besides the realization of fast output buffers, BiCMOS allows one to combine different circuit techniques on one chip. One such approach is the combination of CMOS and ECL circuit techniques. Realizing time-critical paths
with an ECL circuit technique may allow a reduced cycle time, without the
huge power consumption implied by a pure ECL solution. High-speed SRAM
circuits with CMOS memory cells and ECL peripheral circuits have been developed for use as cache and control memories in mainframe computers. An
example of a 1 Mb ECL-CMOS SRAM with a 550 ps clock access time and
a power dissipation of 43 W constructed with a 0.2 11m BiCMOS technology
is given in [51].
Probably the most important application of BiCMOS technologies is the
construction of mixed analog-digital circuits, which combine RF and analog
building blocks. These building blocks are realized using bipolar transistors
together with CMOS digital-circuit techniques. In RF and mixed-signal applications, bipolar transistors are desirable owing to their larger transconductance and better device-to-device matching, which allows smaller offset voltages. In addition, bipolar amplifiers provide larger bandwidth, lower noise,
higher gain for a given layout size and power consumption level, and easier
matching to off-chip RF passive components.
A typical example is an RF PLL, which usually consists of a bipolar
pres caler and a programmable CMOS divider, phase detector and charge
pump. In low-cost mobile communication systems, these are preferrably integrated on one chip, using a I3iCMOS technology. A 10 GHz SiGe I3iCMOS
frequency synthesizer with a maximum operational frequency of 10 GHz and a
power consumption of 17 m W has been presented in [52]. A BiCMOS process
for RF telecommunications with a Si epitaxial base and high-voltage transistors with BVCEO = 10 V has been presented in [53]. Integrated systems that
combine analog or RF circuits with digital circuit sections impose additional
design difficulties: owing to the small signal levels, the analog and RF circuits
are sensitive to noise in the power supply and on the substrate generated by
the digital CMOS section.
Earlier BiCMOS technologies tried to minimize the process overhead associated with the integration of bipolar transistors in a CMOS process. The
modular approach of modern BiCMOS processes [54,55] is instead based on
a core CMOS process and various add-on-modules that can be added as re-
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quired by the design project.
Table 8.1. SiGe HBT parameters for different. BiCMOS t.echnology generat.ions [54]

Paramet.er
.4je /]lm 2
fl'l

VA/V
BVCEO/V
BVCBO/V
h/GHz
fmax/GHz
NFmin/dB

0.5]1m
0.5 x 2.5
100
65
3.35
10.5
47
65
0.8

0.23]1m
0.44 x 3
100
75
3.35
10.5
47
65
0.8

0.18]1m
0.18 x 0.82
200
120
2.5
7.5
90
90
0.4

The performance of BiCMOS systems on chip has to be competitive with
multiple-chip solutions in pure CMOS and SiGe bipolar technologies. Thus
high-performance bipolar transistors have to be integrated. Table 8.1 shows
some typical parameters achieved with different BiCMOS technologies. The
small breakdown voltages of the high-performance transistors, which result
from the selective collector implant, can be increased by masking this implant
in the case of certain "high-breakdown" transistors. Additional components
that are generally required on chip in mixed-signal systems are highly linear
resistors, capacitors, varactors and high-Q inductors. The cost increase associated with the additional process modules should be well below 50%, and
the BiCMOS process should require only a small additional time relative to
the underlying CMOS process.
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A linear and Nonlinear Response
Electronic devices and circuits are examples of systems, i.e. they have anI
output variable y(t) determined by an input variable x(t) (Fig. A.I). In a
x(t)

y(t)

system

)0

Fig. A.I. System with input variable x(t) and
output variable y(t)

8y8tem without memory, the output variable y(t) i8 a function of the value of
the input variable at the same instant, i.e. y(t) = y[x(t)], whereas in a system
with memory the output variable y(t) is determined also by past values of
the input variable.

A.I Linear Response

+ a2x2(t) of
arbitrary input signals XI(t) and X2(t) that have individual output signals
YI(t) and In(t) causes the output signal y(t) = aIYI(t) +a2Y2(t). If the input
variable x(t) of a linear system is harmonic with angular frequency w, which
is written in complex notation as
A system is called linear if a superposition 2 x(t) = aIxdt)

x( t) = Re ( i e jwt ) = Re(;rJ ,
the output variable y(t) shows the same frequency dependence

y(t) = Re

(;Qe jwt )

= Re(u) .

The ratio A(jw) = Jjj x. of the phasors JL and x. is the transfer factor of the
system. If, in particular, x(t) is a superposition of sinusoidal signals with
angular frequencies WI, ... , w u , i.e.,
N

x(t) =

L

Re

(ik e jWkt ) =

k=l

~

.~

L

ik e jwkt

(A.I)

k=-N

the output signal is

y(t) =

N

L

k=l

.

Re [A(jwk) i k e JWkL ]

1

= "2

N

L

A(jwk) i k e jwkL

,

(A.2)

k=-N

1 For simplicity, we consider only one input and one output variable; the definition is
easily generalized to more input and output variables.
2The variables ill, il2 denote arbitrary real numbers.
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where :£k = Xk ej'Pk = :£*-k' W-k = -Wk and £1( -jwk) = £1* (jWk). The Fourier
co efficient 8 ilk of the output 8ignal are therefore derived from the corre8ponding Fourier coefficients :£k of the input signal by multiplication by £1(jWk). An
analogous relation exists between the Laplace transform JL( 8) of the output
variable and the Laplace transform :1:.(8) of the input variable,

JL(8)

=

(A.3)

£1(8) :1:.(8) .

This multiplicative connection in the (complex) frequency domain corre8pond8 to a convolution integral in the time domain,

y(t) = y(O)

(t

+ Jo

(A.4)

A(t-t') x(t') dt' .

The response of a linear system to an arbitrary input signal x(t) is therefore completely described in terms of either the frequency-dependent transfer
factor £1(8) or the response function A(t), which may be considered as the
8Y8tem's re8pon8e to a pu18e of negligible duration applied to the input. Thi8
is a direct consequence of the superposition principle characteristic of linear
systems.

A.l.1 Step Response, Elmore Delay
Consider a time-dependent output signal ofthe form y(t) = yo+Vs!(t), where
Ys is the output swing and f(t) may take only values between ?:ero and one. All
information concerning the temporal response is contained in the normalized
output variable f(t). A possible form of f(t), obtained as the response to a
step function x(t) = x/9(t) applied to the input. is sketched in Fig. A.2. Two
time constants are generally used to characterize the temporal response to a
step function applied to the input. The definition of the delay time due to
Elmore [1],

td =

10

00

tj(t) dt ,

(A.5)

is derived from the transfer factor of the system according to

dAI

td = - A(1 ) d_ 0

.9

8=0

d

= - -d in [£1(s)]
.9

I

8=0

,

(A.6)

while the rise time, according to Elmore's definition,

(A.7)
is related to the transfer factor by

(A.8)
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f(t)
1 .................................................... .

(a)

o+-~~~--------~----------

o

f(t)
1It,

'---

t, ----,

.

o+-~----~--~--~----~----~~

o

'---

Fig. A.2. Temporal variation of (a) f(t) and (b)
j (t), and definition of delay and rise times

(b)

t, ----,

For lumped-element networks, the transfer factor is a rational function

A(.5)

2
n
A(O) 1 + als + a2 s + ... + ans

-

1 + bls

+ b2s 2 + ... + bms

rH

leading to

and

Developing the transfer factor into a power series in

A(.5) = A(O)

[1 -

std

t;) ]

s
+ "212(2
td + 21f

- ...

yields

.5

.

(A.9)
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A.2 Nonlinear Systems Without Memory
The following section summarizes the most important facts about weakly
nonlinear systems [2,3] without memory. An example of a memoryless nonlinear system is a nonlinear resistor with a terminal current that is a only
function of the terminal voltages at time t, i.e. i(t) = i[v(t)], where i[v] = I(V)
i8 the current-voltage characteri8tic of the re8i8tor (8ee Sect. 1.2).
If a nonlinear system has no memory, its output may be represented as a
Taylor series in the input signal, which is truncated after the first few terms. In
the case of nonlinear systems with memory, which are considered in Sect. A.3,
a generalization of the Taylor series, the Volterra series, is used to characterize
the response. If a nonlinear system with an Nth-order polynomial response
N

y(t) =

L CY

p

xP(t)

(A. 10)

p=l

is excited by a sinusoidal signal of frequency ] (one-tone excitation), the
spectrum of the output signal is a superposition of harmonics, i.e. sinusoidal
signals with frequencies m], where 1 :::; m :::; N - a phenomenon that is known
a8 harmonic di8tortion.
If the input signal is a superposition of two sinusoidal signals with frequencies hand 12 (two-tone excitation) the output signal is a superposition of
mixing products, i.e. sinusoidal signals with frequencies mh + nh, where m
and n are integers (i.e. m,n E {-N, ... ,-2,-1,0,1,2, ... ,N}), restricted
by 1 :::; Iml + Inl :::; N. The harmonics of a one-tone excitation correspond to
mixing products with either morn equal to zero. The sum Iml + Inl is called
the order of the mixing product. If the polynomial repre8entation (A. 10) of
y(t) in terms of x(t) ends with a term of order N, mixing products of order
up to N will appear in the output signal.

A.2.1 Harmonic Distortion, Gain Compression
The output y(t) of a nonlinear system, which is fed hy a sinusoidal signal
= x cos{wt) will always be a superposition of harmonics

x{t)

+ L Yk cos(kwt+l{Jk) .
DO

y(t) = Yo

k=l

The ratio
quant.it.y

TIfT)

HDrn

=

Yrn/Yl

~ ~ TTT)l

is called the mth-order harmonic distort.ion; t.he
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is termed the total harmonic distortion or the distortion factor. Consider
a circuit with a third-order polynomial response, fed by an input voltage
Vi(t) = i\ cos(wt). Using the identities
2()

cos wt

=

1 + cos (2wt )
2

3 cos(wt)

+ cos(3wt)
4

one obtains the following for the output signal:
3

Vo(t) =

L OOpv;(t)

= ~2

vr + a, (1+3h:3) Vi cos(wt)

p=l

(A.11)
The coefficients
h:2

002
--'Vi
2001

h:3

--1).

003

,2

400,

1

~

~

HD2
HD3

=

amplitude of 2nd harmonic
fundamental amplitude

(A.12)

amplitude of 3rd harmonic
fundamental amplitude

(A.13)

approximate the second- and third-order harmonic distortions. Figure A.3

(dBm)

input dynamic range

third
harmonic
noise floor
P 1dB

IP2h IP3h

Pin (dBm)

Fig.
A.3. Output
power associated with
the first three harmonics as a function of the
input power; definition
of (1 dB) compression
point, input dynamic
range and second- and
third-order harmonic
intercept points

shows the output power3 associated with the three different harmonics as a
function of the input power level. Figure A.3 and (A.11) demonf;trate three
effects of the nonlinearity:
3It is common practice to express signal levels as the power dissipated in a 50 11 resistor
in dI3m. A signal amplitude Vi = 100 m V then corresponds to a power dissipation Pi =
V; /2R = O.lmW or -10 dBm.
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1. An additional dc component appears, which is caused by the second-order
nonlinearity.
2. At small values of the input power, the output spectrum shows only the
response at the fundamental tone above the noise floor. With increasing
input levels, second- and third-order harmonics contribute to the output
signal. As /"),2
Di and /"),3
Dr, the output amplitudes of the secondand third-order harmonics rise faster than the output amplitude at the
fundamental tone. Linear extrapolation of the corresponding curves allows
to determine the second- and third-order harmonic intercept points IP2h
and IP3h , defined as the input power levels where the second- and thirdorder harmonic distortion coefficients HD2 and HD 3 , respectively, equal
one.
C""V

C""V

3. The gain at the fundamental frequency is affected by the third-order
response. The output amplitude of the fundamental tone is given by
a1Di(1+3/"),3), resulting in a small-signal gain 1001 (1+3/")'3)1. In amplifiers,
/"),3 is generally negative, i.e. the signal gain decreases as a function of the
input signal amplitude ?!i, a phenomenon commonly referred to as gain
compression. This effect is frequently quantified in terms of the (1 dB)
compression point, which specifies the input signal level that causes a
drop of the gain by 1 dB with respect to its small-signal value 10011. The
amplitude Di,cp of the input signal at the compression point can be derived
from the condition

as ii;,cp :::::: ';1001/150031. This corresponds to a
D~cp/ Ri delivered to the input of the amplifier. The
is generally used together with the input-referred
definition of the input dynamic range, calculated
and expressed in dB.

power level P- ldB =
1 dB compression point
noise power Pn for the
as the ratio P- l dB/ P n

A.2.2 Intermodulation Distortion
In the case of a two-tone excitation, the input signal x(t) is the sum of two
sinusoidal signals with angular frequencies wand w':

x(t) = x cos(wt)

+ x'cos(w't) .

(A.14)

The terms x 2 (t) and x 3 (t) cause terms of the form cos(wt) cos(w't) and
cos 2 (wt) cos(w't). With the help of the identities
C""V

cos(wt) cos(w't) =

C""V

cos[(w-w')t 1+ cos[(w+w')t 1
2
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1+31l3

A

y(w)

1+31l3

y=1
112

112

113

113

113
K2

a

a

113

K2

K3

K3

I

I

w

8

Fig. A.4. ~ormalized output spectrum caused by two sinusoidal inputs of equal amplitude
x and angular frequencies w, Wi including third order intermodulation product terms

and

2()

(' )

cos wt cos w t =

cos[(2w+w')t 1+ cos[(2w-w')t 1+ 2 cos(w't)
4

'

the8e term8 can be 8een to produce contribution8 with angular frequencie8
(w+w'), (w-w'), (2w+w'), (2w-w'), (2w' +w) and (2w' -w) in the spectrum
of the output signal. This effect is called intermodulation distortion and is
predominantly determined by the coefficients
(A.15)
which are related to the coefficients used for the specification of harmonic
distortion by /12 = 2"':2 and Ji'3 = 3"':3. If ')' = x' / x is the ratio of the two input
signal amplitudes, the output signal is, to third-order,

y(t)

= a.lX· {1\:2(1+')'2) + [ 1 + (1+2')'2)m3] cos(wt)
+ [ 1 + (')'2+2)m3] C08(W't)
+1\:2 c08(2wt) + ')'21\:2 c08(2w't) + 1\:3 c08(3wt) + ')'31\:3 c08(3w't)
+')'/12 cos [(w+w')t 1+ ,),ll 2 cos [(w-w')t 1

+')'/13 c08[(2w+w')t 1+ ')'/13 c08[(2w-w')t 1
+')'2/13 cos[(2w' +w)t 1+ ')'2/13 cos[(2w'-w)t l}

(A.16)

In the special case of two interfering signals of equal amplitude (')' = 1),
the output spectrum illustrated in Fig. A.4 results. If two strong interfering
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signals with angular frequencies WI and w" pass through the nonlinear system,
intermodulation products with angular frequencies 2w" - w' and 2w' - w" will
occur, which may be close to the angular frequency w of a weak signal that
has to be amplified. In linear amplifiers the coefficient f.i.3 must be small to
avoid desensitilling and int.ermodulation distort.ion.

Desensitizing. Assume t.he circuit under consideration to be an amplifier
that has to amplify a weak signal xcos(wt). If now x'cos(w't) is a strong
interfering signal h » 1), the amplified signal, i.e. the component of t.he
output spectrum with angular frequency w, has an amplitude
(A.17)
If a3 < 0, as is generally the case, the output signal will decrease with increasing amplitude of the interferer, an effect commonly referred to as desensitizing
or blocking [4] .

..2-'8

<;:,... ~

.... OIP3 ..................

.......

OJC\J

.Q<S:::
(()
"0

o

C\J

OJ

·:.·?/'··

0
0

'

:'

.Q
(()

"0

o

C\J

20 dB log

x

Fig. A.5. Definition of third-order intcrccpt point

Intercept Point. In order to characterize intermodulation effects, the thirdorder intercept point 1P3 (Fig. A.5) is specified for interfering signals of equal
amplitude h = 1). The amplitude of the third-order intermodulation products is then

(A. IS)
i.e. its magnitude increases in proportion t.o the input signal amplit.ude X,
while the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic increases only in proportion
to x.
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A.3 Nonlinear Systems with Memory
In linear systems without memory, the transfer function is independent of
frequency, i.e. the input and output variables are related by an expression of
the form
(A.19)
in the frequency domain. In the time domain, the system function is repretlented atl a 5-function: A(t) = A5(t). Such behavior itl found in retlitltive
elements, where the current is a function of the voltage at that particular time
only; in contrast, the current depends on the history of the applied voltage
in reactive elements with capacitive or inductive behavior. In this case the
transfer function is frequency-dependent as described in (A.3), resulting in
the convolution integral (A.4) in the time domain.

A.3.1 Volterra Series
In nonlinear systems, higher-order response terms must be considered in addition, resulting in a Volterra series [3,5,6]:
00

L Yn(t)

y(t)

n=l

fat Al(t-tl)X(tddtl
+ fat

fat A 2(t-tl, t-t2) x(tdX(t2) dtl dt2

+ fat

fat fat A3(t-tl' t-t2, t-t3) X(tl)X(t2)X(t3) dtl dt2 dt3

+ ...
Generally, the nth-order term is expressed in terms of the Volterra kernel

An(tl, ... ,tn ):
Yn(t) =

fat .. ·fat An(t-tl,""

t-tn) X(tl)'" x(t n ) dtl'" dtn .

Atltlume that x(t) may be repretlented atl the tlum of K tlinutloidal tlignaltl in
the form
K

x(t)

Xo

+L

Xk cos (Wkt+'Pk)

(A.20)

k=l

where ;!;,k = Xk e.icf'k = ;!;,~k and W-k
be written in the form [3]

= -Wk. The nth-order response may then
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K

L

Yn(t)

An(Wkl,"" Wkn)

X

kn=-K

X i.kl ... i.kn exp [j(Wkl + ... +Wkn)t 1

(A.21)

the nonlinear transfer factors An (WI, ... , wn ) are independent of the amplitude of the excitation and completely characterize the nth-order response of
a weakly nonlinear system (Fig. A.6).
linear response

~1 (CO k1 )
quadratic response
~2 (CO k1 , CO k2 )

x(t)

cubic response

y(t)

&(COk1,COk2,COk3)

n-th order response
~n (CO k1 ,CO k2 , ..• , co kn)

Fig. A.6. Graphical
illustration
of
the
procedure
employed
for the calculation of
the output signal of
a weakly nonlinear
system in terms of
nonlinear
transfer
functions

Evaluation of the sum (A.21) requires the addition of (2K)2 summands, of
which many, however, are equal: nonlinear transfer functions that differ only
by a permutation of their arguments are equal. As an example, we consider,
the third-order transfer function A 3 (Wl, W2, W3), which satisfies the symmetry
relations
A 3{Wl,W2,W3)

= A 3(Wl,W3,W2) = A 3(W3,Wl,W2)

= A 3{W3,W2,wd = &(W2,Wl,W3) = A 3{W2,W3,Wl) .
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B linear Two-Ports, s-Parameters
This appendix compiles important properties of linear two-ports and sparameters for ready reference hy the reader.

B.1 Indefinite Admittance Matrix
A transistor has three terminals, with potentials voJt) with respect to ground
and terminal currents i;3(t), as illustrated in Fig. B.l.

Fig. B.1. Terminal currents and terminal voltages
with respect to ground for a three-terminal transistor

Under small-signal conditions, the terminal potentials

a=1,2,3
will cause terminal currents

f3 =

1,2,3

with phasors 12.a and 1..8 which are related by the coefficients (f)ij) of the
indefinite admittance matrix
3

1.a =

L Ya(3

(B.1)

a = 1,2,3.

12.(3 ,

(3=1

The indefinite admittance matrix has 3 x 3 coefficients, of which, however,
only four are independent: Kirchhoff's current law (1. 1 + 1.2 + 1.3 = 0) requires
the coefficients (f)ij) in each row to add up to zero [1]. Furthermore, since the
ground potential can be chosen at will, the result does not change if a constant
potential is added to each potential value. This requires the coefficients (f)ij)
in each column to add up to zero. The conditions
\:j

f3 :

3

L

n=l

3

Ya(3 =

0

and

\:j

a :

L

Ya(3 = 0

(B.2)

;3=1

allow one to transform two-port parameters in common-emitter, commonbase and common-collector configurations into one another.
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Example. The small-signal description of a bipolar transistor in terms of the
indefinite admittance matrix reads

Choosing 1!.e

= 0 and thus 1!.b = 1!.be and 1!.c = 1!.ce' one obtains

(ib) =
'he

(Ylle
Y21e

(1!.be)
1!.ce

Y12e)
Y22e

=

(~ll
~12 )
Y21 Y22

(1!.b) ,
1!.c

where the parameters Ya(3e are the admittance parameters of the commonemitter configuration. Choosing 1!.b = 0 and thus 1!.c = 1!.cb and 1i.e = 1i.eb, one
obtains

~32)

Y22

(1!.c) .
1!.e

The coefficients YOIf3b are termed the admittance parameters of the commonbase configuration and may be calculated from the admittance parameters in
the common-emitter configuration with the help of the identities (B.2), which
give

+ Y12e + Y21e + Y22e

Yllb

Ylle

Y12b

- (Y12e

Y21b

-(Y21e

Y22b

Y22e .

+ Y22e)
+ Y22e)

,

,
,

B.2 Terminated Two-Ports
In the case of small-signal operation, transistors may be represented as linear
two-ports. Since transistors are active devices, power gain may be achieved,
depending on the termination of the two-port. This may lead to unwanted oscillatory behavior, and conditions for stability are required. Another problem
arises in the measurement of the two-port parameters over a wide range of frequencies; in the case of a characterization in terms of admittance parameters,
this requires the realization of a short-circuit condition 1 for the ac small signal
superimposed on the dc bias voltages. Since this is difficult to achieve at high
frequencies, s-parameters are generally employed for the characterization of
the small-signal behavior of bipolar transistors at high frequencies.
IThe open-circuit condition required for the measurement of impedance parameters is
even more difficult to realize at high frequencies.
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B.2.1 Input and Output Impedance
In calculating the properties of two-port networks it is often helpful to replace
these by equivalent one-ports. If the two-port is seen from the input, its

Fig. B.2. Terminated
two-port circuit

input impedance Zi, together with the source impedance Zs, determines the
power delivered to the two-port by the signal source; if it is seen from the
output, the output impedance Zo (determined for Vo = 0), together with
the load impedance ZL, determines the power delivered to the load (Fig.
B.2). The value of the input impedance depends on the load connected to the
output port, while the value ofthe output impedance depends on the circuitry
connected to the input port. If a voltage source with source impedance Zs
is applied to the input of a two-port whose output is connected to a load
impedance ZL, the following equations must be fulfilled:

(B.3)
Combination of (B.3) with the two-port equations in admittance and hybrid
form yields the input impedance

(B.4)
and the output impedance (Vo

Z

_ V2

o -

L2

1 + YllZS
+ LlyZs

Y22

= 0)
hll + Zs
Llh + h22 Z s

(B.G)

B.2.2 Voltage and Current Gain
The voltage transfer factor of the terminated two-port is given by

(B.6)
its magnitude Au(w) = lA.v(jw)I is called the voltage gain. In complete analogy, the current transfer factor of the terminated two-port is defined as the
ratio of the phasors of the input and output currents,
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1 + h 22 ZL

(B.7)

and its magnitude Ai (w) = IA;(jw) I is called the current gain. The voltage
and current gains may be expressed in dI3 in the forms
av

= 20 dB x log(Av)

(B.8)

ai

= 20 dB

(B.9)

and
X

log(Ai) ,

respectively.
B.2.3 Power Gain
Several definitions of power gain are used to characterize the power gain of
the terminated two-port circuit shown in Fig. B.2 [2].
Operating Power Gain. The operating power gain 2 Gp is defined as the ratio
of the effective power P2 = - Re (V 2 I 2) delivered to the load to the effective
power PI = Re (V 1 I1) absorbed by the input port. If we set VI = Zj II =
I';~ and V 2 = -ZLI2 = -I2/YL, the power gain is obtained as

G (f)

=

p

P2 = A 2 (f)Re(Zd = A 2 (f)Re(Yd .
PI
'Re(Zj)
v
Re(~)

(B.10)

The value of Gp depends on the load impedance ZL = l/YL, but is not affected
by the source impedance Zs = l/Ys . In terms of the admittance parameters,
the power gain is given by

(B.ll)
The power gain may also be expressed 3 , in dB according to
ap

= 10 dB x log(Gp )

;

(B.12)

since power varies in proportion to V2 or J2, the different "prefactors" (20 dB
and 10 dB) used for the specification of voltage or current gain and power gain,
respectively, guarantee at least a close relation between the two quantities.
2 Also termed "average power gain" or simply "power gain" .
30n ly dimensionless quantities may be expressed in dB, i.e. this "quantity" may only
be used for the specification of ratios, namely relative signal levels. The specification of
absolute signal levels is possible if a reference level is given. Power specifications in dBm,
which specify the rms value of the power P relative to 1 m \iV, i.e.

P in dBm

== 10 dB x log (P11 mW)

are frequently employed.
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Rl

Example. As an example, consider a linear system with input resistance
and a load resistance R'2 connected to the output, as depicted in Fig. B.3.
The (average) power delivered to the input is I\ = vl / R 1 , where VI is the

Fig. B.3. The relation between power and voltage or current gain (see text)

rms value of the input voltage; in complete analogy, the power delivered to
the load can be derived from the rms value of the voltage V'2 according to
P2 = V22/ R 2 . Therefore
10 dB x log

(;~)

10 dB x log
20 dB x log

Rl)

V}
( -VI2 -R2

(V2)
+ 10 dB x log (RI)
VI
R2

i.e. a p equals av if Rl and R2 have the same value.
Transducer Power Gain. The average power PI delivered from the signal
source (nns voltage Vo) to the input of the two-port ia a maximum4 in the
case of conjugate matching, i.e. if Zj = Zs; in this case the power

is absorbed by the input of the two- port. This is just half of the power Po delivered by the signal source (the other half is dissipated in the source impedance
Zs). The transducer power gain G T is defined as P'2/ pt. where P2 is the power
delivered to the load. In terms of the admittance parameters, the transducer
power gain is given by

G

T

=

2

41Y2I1 Re(Ys)Re(Yd
I(Yn +Y'l)(Y22+ YL) - Y12Y211 2

(B.13)

The value of G T is equal to value of G p if the input of the two-port is matched
properly to the source. The transducer power gain relates the power that may
be obtained from the source under optimum conditions to the power delivered
to the load.
4A

proof of this statement is given in [2], for example.
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Available Power Gain. The available gain is defined for the case of conjugate
matching at the input and output of the two-port: in this case the power P2
delivered to the load achieves its maximum value (see Fig. B.2)

P2 =

2
I Y211
V?
4 Re(Y22)

= P2-

if the output impedance of the two-port is conjugately matched to the load
impedance (Zo = ZrJ. The available gain G A is now defined as the ratio of
the average power available at the output to the power delivered by the signal
source: G A = P2- / pt. In terms of the admittance parameters, the available
power gain is given by

GA

2

= I Y211 Re(Ys) (Y22 _ Y12Y21 ) .
IYn +YSI2
Yn +Ys

(B.14)

The value of G A is equal to the value of G p and G T if both the input and the
output are matched properly to the source and load.

,---c=::}--<>--;..._...--,
................................................ ".

Fig. B.4. Circuit used
for the computation of
unilateral power gain

Unilateral Power Gain. A two-port is termed unilateral if Y12 = 0; this
situation is depicted in Fig. B.4, where conjugate matching at the input and
output ports is assumed. Since

the complex nns value of the output voltage is

V

-2

=

Y21
V
2Re (Y22 ) -1

-

.

This yields the following for the power absorbed by the load:
)
P2_ = - -1 ( 12 V *2 + 12*
V2 =
2

2

I Y211
( ) VI2 .
4Re Y22

Since the power delivered to the input is given by pt = Re(Yll)V? ifthe input
is conjugately matched to the load, the unilateral power gain U is obtained
as

U

p.2

p+
1

(B.15)
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Transistor two-ports are not strictly unilateral, since Y12 is generally different
from zero. However, by unilateralization, i.e. by adding external feedback, it is

1····················································· ............... :

-Y12

YA

Fig. B.5. Unilateralboation hy adding two loss less
admittances YF and YA

~ .................................................................... j

possible to realize unilateral conditions. This is illustrated in Fig. B.G, where
two lossless admittances YA and YF are added to the transistor two-port. The
admittance matrix YatJ of the feedback circuit is given by
Y12 )
Y22

+ ( YF

-Yp

)

.

(B.16)

The added lossless admittances are purely imaginary; unilateral conditions
are achieved if

resulting in the unilateral gain
U

4 rre(Y,,) rre(Y22 )
I Y21 -

Y121

2

(B.17)

In contrast to other definitions of power gain, the unilateral power gain is invariant under lossless reciprocal embedding [5] and therefore provides a unique
measure for the specification of the power amplification capability of a device.
If the transistor can be considered as a three-terminal device, 5 the unilateral
gain is the same in the common-emitter, common-base and common-collector
configurations. Oscillations are possible if U .;:. 1. The maximum frequency
of oscillation fmax, defined by the condition U(fmax) = 1, is the maximum
frequency for which power gain can be obtained from the transistor.
5In integrated bipolar transistors, the grounded substrate contact has to be considered
in addition. In this case a change of the transistor configuration changes the equivalent
circuit, resulting in different values of the unilateral gain for different configurations.
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B.2.4 Stability
A linear circuit is unstable if its output increases without limit. 6 . The stability
of a two-port network depends on the terminations. A two-port is potentially
unstable at the angular frequency w if there are passive two-port terminations
that produce self-sustained oscillations with angular frequency w. If no such
terminations can be found, the two-port is absolutely stable. For absolutely
stable operation, the real part of the input admittance
Yi

= YllYL + Lly

+ YL

Y22

has to be positive for all passive load admittances YL . Using the representations Ya(3 = ga(3 + jb a(3 and YL = G L + JBL, the real part of Yi is [2]

R (Yi)
e i

=

:2
:2
2
(G L +g 22 -G 1 ) + (BL+b22 -B1) - G 1
g11
(g22+ G rJ2 + (b 22 +BL)2

-

2

Bl

,

where G 1 = Re(Y21Y12)/(2g 11 ) and Bl = Im(Y21Y12)/(2g 11 ). Since the denominator is positive, Re(Yi) is positive if Y11 > 0 and 7

Since the second term on the left-hand side is lIero in the worst case, this
requires that

has to be fulfilled. This is the case if no positive value of G L can be found for
which S( GL) = O. Since the solution of this quadratic equation is given by

GL = G 1

Y22

-

+ JGr+Bf ,

the circuit is absolutely stable if

I Y12Y21 I
2
g11

/G2+B2 -

VII

-

<

g22

_ G1

is fulfilled. If we introduce the stability factor

k

= 2YllY22 - Re(Y12Y21)
I

Yl:2Y:211

(13.18)

'

this is equivalent to the condition k > 1. The value of the stability factor is
between -1 and 00; if k lies between -1 and +1, the circuit is potentially unstable. The stability factor is calculated solely from the two-port parameters,
6In practical circuits, nonlinear effects limit the signal amplitude.
71£ 911 < 0, oscillation is possible if the output is short-circuited: letting G L -+
in Re(Y;) = 911.

00

results
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and serves therefore as a device-specific parameter that is independent of the
termination chm,en. If k > 1 the optimum terminations r:s(opt) and lT~oPt) are
obtained from the matching conditions, which provide two equations for two
unknowns, resulting in

The maximum availahle gain (MAG)
MAG

= Ily:nll
Y12

(k - Jk2 -1)

(B.19)

equals the transducer power gain if both sides are conjugately matched. If the
MAG cannot he calculated, the maximum Rtahle gain (MSG) determined aR
the MAG ohtained with the minimum RerieR reRiRtance added to achieve Rtahle
operation, is of interest. The maximum stable gain is given by

(B.20)
obviously MSG

= MAG if k = 1.

B.2.5 Incident and Reflected Power
If the input is conjugately matched to the source, the input voltage (complex
nns value) is given by

vt,

where

Re(Zs)

Rs,

while the input current is

II = Vo/ 2R s = It .
Following [3], vt and It are

called the incident voltage and the incident
current (at the input port). The product of these quantities determines the
power pt = Ile (vt It*) available from the generator. If the matching condition is not fulfilled, the input voltage VI may be represented as the sum of
the incident voltage vt and the reflected voltage VI:
-

V -1

~V
ZS+Zi.!:....() =

VI+ + VI

) VI+ .
= (
1+I';v

The voltage reflection coefficient

~Zs+Zs -1
Zi+ZS Zi3

Zi-Zs Zs
Zi+ZS Zi3

(B.21)
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vanishes if the input is conjugately matched to the source (Zi = Zs). In
the same way, the input current may be represented as the difference of an
incident current It and a reflected current II:
1

II = ZS+Zi Vo = It - II = (1-lii)It ,
where

ni denotes the current reflection coefficient
1- Z s +Z*s
Zi+ZS

Zi-ZS
Zi+ZS

The voltage and current reflection coefficients are related by
(B.22)

i.e. the two quantities are equal if the source impedance is real. The power

p.

Fig. B.6. Two-port with
terminated output and excitation of the input

p.

1

2

absorbed by the input of the two-port is given by

p

-

1 -

where Ri

~2 (V
1* + V* J )
-1-1
-1-1

_

-

2

V
Ri o
IZS+ZiI2 '

= Re(Zi)' It may be represented as the power (Fig. B.6)
2

p+ = V0 = Re(V+ J+*) = ~ 1V+12 =
1
4Rs
- IZsI2 -1

la-1 12

available from the generator, diminished by the power

V02
4Rs

2

Ri Vo

IZS+ZiI 2

Rs
_2
2
IZsl2 1VII = IQ11
reflected at the input of the two-port, where we have introduced the incidentand reflected-power parameters
!:,h

V+
= VRs
Z* -1
S

and

VRs
VZs -1

.

(B.23)
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These are related to the input voltage V I and input current

Zs
vRs
J+-r
-1
-1

Zs

Qc1

1

by

+JRs Q1

(B.24)

1
- - bi

(B.25)

--al-

y'I[S-

II

y'I[S-'

or, vice versa,
Qc1

=

and

(B.26)

Together with the analogously defined parameters Qc'2 and Q'2 for the output
port, this analysis introduces a new set of variables (Qc1, Q1' Qc2 and Q2) for the
description of the behavior of a two-port (Fig. B.7). These variables allow us
to define the transmission properties of the two-port in terms of scattering
parameters, or s-parameters.

Fig. B.7. Incident and reflected waves in a two-port
network

B.3 S-Parameters
The high-frequency behavior of lineal' two-ports is usually characterized in
terms of s-parameters, since the open- and short-circuit conditions required
for the measurement of y- and h-parameters are hard to reali~e at high frequencies, owing to lead inductances and fringing capacitances. Furthermore,
in the case of active two-ports, the required open-circuit or short-circuit conditions often result in oscillation. These problems are overcome in s-parameter
measurements: s-parameters are directly related to the incident and reflected
power and do not vary in amplitude along a lossless transmission line. This
allows one to place the device under test at some distance from the measurement apparatus (Sect. 3.10). In addition, problems caused by unstable
oscillation may be avoided by impedance matching. Since s-parameters may
be determined using commercially available measurement equipment far into
the gigahertz range [4], the behavior of two-ports in the megahertz and gigahertz range is generally characterized with s-parameters.
For linear two-ports, a linear relation exists between the power parameters
at the input port and those at the output port:
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(B.27)
The frequency-dependent parameters 8a.p are referred to as scattering parameters, the matrix composed of these parameters is the scattering matrix. The
scattering parameters are defined as ratios of ingoing and outgoing wave amplitudes and are therefore dimensionless. The measurement conditionS!h = 0
and i.J.2 = 0 required for the determination of the s-parameters correspond to
the proper termination of the input and output port, respectively. The input
reflection coefficient
811

=

121

1

i.J.l Q,2=O

=

1":dIi V1/I1

ZOl

+ ZOl =

Zil - ZOl
Zil

+

Z01

= ri

(B.28)

equals the reflection coefficient at the input of the two-port if the output port
is properly terminated. Its squared magnitude 181112 is equal to the ratio of
the power reflected at the input port to the power available at the input port.
H 18111 > 1 the reflected power is larger than the incident power, i.e. the
input port acts as a power source, and oscillations may occur. The forward
transmission coefficient

821

=

1221
i.J.l a?=O

=

rz;;

1":2 -

Z02I2

VZo; Vi + ZOlI 1

=

rz;;

V2

VZo; V 01/ 2

(13.29)

determine8 the reaction of the output to the input 8ignal: the 8quared magnitude 182112 represents the ratio of the power delivered by the output terminated with Z02, to the power available at the input port. Analogously, the
reverse transmission coefficient

(B.30)
determines the reaction of the input to the output signal. The output reflection coefficient

Z02
+ Z02

Zi2 Zi2

(B.31)

equals the reflection coefficient at the output port if the input port is properly terminated. Its squared magnitude 182212 equals the ratio of the power
reflected at the output port to the power available at the output port if the
input port is terminated with ZOl.

B.3.1 Relations between s-Parameters and Two-Port Parameters
A full set of s-parameters completely describes a linear two-port and must
therefore contain the same information as a full set of admittance or hybrid
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parameters. The admittance parameters may be calculated from the scattering parameters as follows:
1+811 +822+L1s
1 +811 - 822 - L1s
1+811 +822+L1s

Vice versa, writing Y~8

)

= Zo Ya!3,

)
In the same way, the hybrid parameters can be obtained from given scattering
parameters according to
1+811 +822+L1s

Zo - - - - - - - : 1-811 +822 - L1s

- 28 21

and, vice versa,

2h12
l+h11 +h22+L1h
1+h11/Z0 -h'2'2Zo - L1h
1+h11/Zo+h22Z0 +L1h

)

B.3.2 Matching and Power Gain
Consider a generator that emits a power wave Qs towards a terminated twoport with input reflection coefficient rj. If rj i- 0, reflections at the input

I genemtc<

WL---t_w_o_-p_o_rt-----'G;9

Z,
Fig. B.S. Reflection at
the input of a terminated two-port

occur, resulting in a reflected power wave nbs incident on the generator
output (Fig. B.8). If the reflection coefficient rs of the generator as seen
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from the two-port differs from zero, a further reflected power wave rsnbs
incident on the input of the two-port retlulttl, which again cautletl reflectiontl,
etc. Summing these reflections, we obtain a geometric series for the power
wave reflected at the input:

(B.32)
Since b1
a1

= nal, this results in

bs

= l-ri r S = bs - r S bl

(B.33)

.

The transducer power gain G T of the two-port is given by
G

T

=

18211 2

(1-lnI2)(1-IFGI2)

1(I-n822)(I-rG811) -

nrG812821

12

,

(B.34)

where ro is the reflection of the two-port output seen from the load. In a
50 n system, rs = r L = 0, and G T is simply 182112. Maximum available gain
MAG, maximum stable gain MSG and the unilateral gain U can be expressed
in s-parameters as follows:
MAG
MSG

=

18 211 (k -vik 2 - 1)

18121
18211
18121

(B.35)
(B.36)
(B.37)

U
where
k

-182212 + 1.1812
21 8 2111 8 121

1 -181112

(B.38)

These relations are used for the determination of the maximum frequency of
oscillation from s-parameter measurements.
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C PN Junctions: Details
In this appendix the boundary conditions at pn junctions, epitaxial diodes,
minority-carrier transport in heavily doped emitter regions and the smallsignal admittance of diodes at high frequencies are considered in more detail.

C.I Boundary Conditions at pn Junctions
Under high-level-injection conditions, the approximations n(xn) ~ nnO ~
ND(xn) and p(xp) ~ Ppo ~ NI\(xp) are no longer fulfilled. In this case, the
as~mmption of Boltzmann quasiequilibrium across the depletion layer

np(xp)
nn(xn)

=

Pn(xn)
pp(xp)

=

exp(VI-VJ )

VT

together with the neutrality conditions

provides a set of four equations that determines the four unknowns np(xp),
'nn(x n), pp(xp) and Pn(xn). The resulting formulas for the minority-carrier
densities at the depletion layer edges are commonly referred to as the Fletcher
boundary conditions:
VI-VJ )
exp ( - - -

(C.1)

VI_VJ)
exp ( - - - .

(C.2)

VT

NA(Xp)

+ ND(xn)

1- exp

exp(~)

C(V~~ VJ))

VT

According to the generalized mass-action law, the pn product at the boundary
of the space charge layer on the p side is

(C.3)
Since the external voltage drop across the junction is Vi = cPp(xp) - cPn(xn)
and

(C.3) may be rewritten as
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:2
np(xp) pp(xp) = nie(Xp)
exp ( -V' ) exp ( - 1

VT

VT

l'x
Xn

p

-I - dx )
ep,n n
n

(C.4)

This result reduces to the conventional boundary condition in the limit
I n ---+ O. Since under forward-bias conditions I n < 0 if the coordinate system is chosen such that Xn < x p , the hole-electron product will always be
smaller than nfe exp(V'/VT) , as stated in [1]. Since under stationary conditions dJn/dx = e(R - G), the electron current density In(x) is given by

In(x)

=

(C.5)

In(xp)+ej,x(R-G)dX,
Xp

and the integral in (C.4) thus transforms to

Since l/(ep, n n) is the conductivity of the conduction band electrons, the first
term on the right-hand side can be considered as the change of the quasi-Fermi
potential rPn caused by the electron current that traverses the space charge
layer. The second term on the right-hand side describes the change of the
quasi-Fermi potential rPn associated with the electron current that recombines
in the space charge layer; this term may be neglected in comparison with the
first term if most of the recombination takes place in the quasi-neutral ptype region. This will be assumed in the following, i.e. only the first term on
the right-hand side will be given further consideration. To estimate the error
associated with this terrn, an exponential variation of the electron density
across the depletion layer can be assumed for simplicity:

where,,( = In[n(xn)/n(x p)] and dj = xp - Xn' If p,n is taken to be constant,
the integral may be evaluated, with the result

6.rPn = I n (Xp_1_ dx :::::: I n
.!Xn

ep,nn

dj

"( ep,nn(xp)

if n(x p) «n(x n ). In a long-base diode I n

::::::

-eDnn(x p)/ L n , and therefore

as Dn = VT/l'n' Since "( > 1 in general, Shockley's boundary condition will
be fulfilled if the width of the depletion layer is small in comparison with
the minority-carrier diffusion length [2, 3], a requirement that is generally
fulfilled. As was pointed out in [4], however, in (metal-contacted) short-base
diodes I n :::::: -eDnn(xp)/d p, where d p is the thickness of the p-type region,
and therefore
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In this case dj could be of the same order of magnitude as dp and 6.¢n would
corne into the range of VT, resulting in substantial deviations from Shockley's
boundary conditions.

C.2 Epitaxial Diode
A description of short epilayers that also applies under high-level-injection
conditions is derived in the following. We neglect injection of electrons into
the p-type region and recombination in the epitaxial layer, i.e. we take I n ~ 0
within the epilayer. Together with the assumption of neutrality, we therefore
require
dPn

I n = ef.J,nl(Pn+NDl)E + eDn -d = 0,
x
where Pnl denotes the electron mobility and NDl denotes the donor density in
the epilayer. With the help of the Einstein relation Dn = VTIL n , this condition
may be solved for the electric field strength in the epitaxial layer, resulting in
E

=_

VT
dPn.
Pn+NDl dx

(C.6)

With this result, the expression for the hole density transforms to
- eD

p

2Pn + NDl dPn
Pn+NDl dx

1 -=--=----::-::-=--::.

(C.7)

Since recombination is assumed to be negligible, J p ~ const. throughout the
epitaxial layer. After a separation of variables in (C. 7), an integration from 0
to d therefore gives

Jpd

d

2pn+ N Dl
N
dPn
Pn(O) Pn + Dl

lpn(d)

=

!oo J

=

(Pn(O)+NDl )]
NDl
2eDpl [ Pn(O) - Pn(d) - T I n Pn(d)+NDl

p

dx

= -eDpl

(C.8)

The value of Pn(O) is determined from the voltage drop V' across the p+n
junction with the help of the generalized mass-action law,

while the value of Pn(d) is related to the current density .lp by the surface
recombination velocity Snn+ at the nn+ junction in accordance with (1.85).
Solving these equations for Pn(O) and Pn(d) yields
NDl [
Pn(O) = -2-

(C.g)
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and

1+ _4_
(~+Pno) - 1] .
N m eSnn

(C.10)

+

Combining (C.8), (C.g) and (C.lO) results in the following implicit relation
for the hole current density J p:

4

J = eNmDpl
p
d epi

eNmDpl In
ep1
d

1+ N

Dl

(sJe nn +pnOl)]
p

(_----r==l=+=~.n==k==~=ex=p(=-~=.~=)

=J

1+

1+ N

4

(C.ll)

P

(-S-J_-+ pnOl )
e nn+

Dl

An approximate solution of this equation is possible under low-level-injection
conditions (Pn(O) « N D ), where
2

1 + 4n~el exp (VI)
Nm
VT

p
)
J
1 + -4- (--+PnOl
NDl eSnn

2

;::::

2n
(VI)
l+~exp
-

;::::

2 (S+PnOl
)
J
l+N
Dl e nn

NfJl

(C.12)

VT'

p

.

(C.13)

Using this result together with PnOl = nrel/Nm and the approximation
In(l + x) ;:::: x, which is valid for Ixl « 1, one therefore obtains
J

eDp1PnOl
[
( VI )
1]
p ;:::: d + Dpd Snn+ exp VT -

(C.14)

in accordance with Sect. 1.4.6. Under high-level-injection conditions, the term
determined by
Pn(O) ;:::: niel exp(VI/2Vr)

»

No

»

PnOl

will dominate in (C.8); if we take account of only thi8 term, we obtain

I

P

~ 2eAj D p1 n ie
( VI )
~
d
exp 2VT .

In these calculations the hole diffusion coefficient Dpl has been assumed to be
a constant, independent of the injection level. This assumption is not strictly
valid, however, since carrier-carrier scattering will decrease the mobility under
high-level- injection conditions.
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C.3 Minority-Carrier Transport in Heavily Doped
Emitter Regions
In the following, an approximate expression for the hole current fBE injected into the emitter region that takes account of heavy-doping effects and
position-dependent material parameters will be developed. 1 Owing to the
heavy doping of the emitter region, the assumption CPn ~ const. yields a good
approximation, and for ease of notation we set CPn (x) = 0 throughout the
emitter region. The coordinate system is chosen such that minority carriers
are injected at x = 0 and reach the contact at x = d; the hole current injected
into the emitter region is then fBE = Aje Jp(O). To calculate Jp(O), we combine J p = -efJpp( dcpp/ dx) with the law of mass action pn =
exp( cpp/VT)
to obtain

nfe

( )nrc (

()=

x) d
( CPP )
-kBTfJp x -(-) -d exp ,
n.7.:
x
VT

Jp x

(C.15)

or equivalently

dAp
dx

= -J ( ) dG E

(C.16)

pXdx'

introducing the abbreviations
A ( )
(CPp(x))
1 and GE(x) = _1_ (X
n(x ' )
dx '
p x = exp ~
kBT 10 fJp(x ' ) nfe(xl)

An integration by parts of (C.16) gives
Ap(x) = Ap(O) - Jp(x)GE(x)

+

(X dJp GE(X' ) dx ' .

10

dx '

Together with the stationary continuity equation, which may be written as

this is equivalent to

j'x

enfe(x')Ap(x')GE(x' ) d I
A P (.X) = A P (0) - JP (X)G E (X) _
x .
o
n (')
x Tp (')
x

Since
Jp(x)

=

Jp(O)

+ .0
lo

xdJ
lox en'?-1( (x')A
(x')
d ~ dx' = Jp(O) ') (') dx ' ,
x

.0

n x

Tp

x

(C.17)

(C.18)

(C.17) may be rewritten in the form
'This approach is related to the derivation given in [5]; alternative formulations that
yield basically the same result may be found in [6], for example.
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(C.19)
where

r

( x, x ')

[G ()

=

E X

-

G (')]
E X

enfe(x' )

(C.20)

n (x' ) Tp (x' )

Equation (C.19) is an integral equation for Ap(x), which may be solved iteratively according to the 8cheme

In the case of negligible recombination

(Tp

-+ CXJ) one obtains, in particular
(C.21 )

With thi8 taken a8 a fir8t gue88, the next 8tep of the iteration yield8

A~l)(X) =

(1 + 1 r(x,x') dx
x

Ap(O)

- Jp(O) ( GE(x)

+

1
x

l

)

r(x, x')GE(X' ) dx

l

)

and, by induction,
00

00

n=O

m=O

where (n(x) and 8m (x) denote recursively defined functions:

luX r(x,x') (n(x ' ) dx '
=

8m +1 (x)

1"" r(x,x') 8

m

(C.22)

(x') dx' .

and (o(x) = 1 and 80 (x) = GE(x). Introducing (C.20) into (C.22) and performing an integration by parts yields
;-

"n+ 1

(~.) _ _ 1
X

-

VT

l

X1XI

0

0

2 (")

nie
2

x

I

(')
~
"

nic(x) n(x )

;- (
"n

/1~p(X

I

X

")

d~,11d~,1

)Tp(X")X

X,

together with an analogous expression for 8m+1 (x). At the emitter contact
one obtains, in particular,
00

00

71=0

m=O

(C.23)
Using this together with (C.18), one obtains the following for the hole current
density at the emitter contact (x = d):
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(C.24)
If the exce88 hole den8ity at the emitter contact i8 determined by Sp, the
boundary condition

must be fulfilled.
Combining (C.24), (C.25) and (C.23) and using Ap(O) = exp(VBE/VT) - 1
yields the hole current IBE = AjeJp(O) = Is [exp(VBE/VT) - 1] injected into
the emitter region; the saturation current may be expressed as

Is =

A
Je

GE(d)

l+Xl
n( d)

(C.26)

+ en 2 (d) SP
1e

where
Xl

(C.27)

(C.28)
are correction terms which vanish in the limit Tp --+ 00. Considering only
terms which are of first order in l/Tp ) the correction terms read

and
X2
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C.4 High-Frequency Diode Admittance
In order to obtain accurate results for the nonstationary behavior of a forwardbiased pn junction, the time-dependent diffusion equations must be solved.
For that purpose we consider the density Pn (x, t) of holes injected into an
n-type region of thickness d, under small-signal conditions; in this case the
hole density in the n-type region may be expressed as

Pn(x, t) = Pn(x)

+ Re [Enl (x) e jwL 1 .

In this expression Pn(x) denotes the hole density in the n-type region in dc
operation with a bias voltage V. The small-signal portion has to obey
d2
Enl
Enl x - 0
-d
2
2 --L
A

A

X

(

)

_p

,

where

L
-p

=

Lp
yll+jWTp ,

(C.29)

which is analogous to the stationary diffusion equation, except for the complex diffusion length. The boundary condition for Enl (x) at the space charge
layer boundary (x = 0) under low-Ievel-injection conditions is obtained by
developing the Shockley boundary conditions

Pn(O, t)

= PnO exp

(V+VTRe(1!.))

(V) (1 + Re(1!.)) ,

~ PnO exp VT

~

resulting in

(C.30)
where Pn (0) denotes the hole density at the depletion layer boundary at the
bias point. As the second boundary condition, we require

(C.31)
where the surface recombination velocity Sp at the contact has been assumed
to be a frequency-independent constant. The solution of (C.29) that obeys the
boundary conditions (C.30) and (C.31) allows us to compute the small-signal
hole current that is injected into the n-type region

i=

-

-eA.D
dEn I I
J p d

x

0

where the admittance is

y(W) = eAjDpPn(O) ~ cosh(d/L.p )
-

VT

L.p sinh(d/L.p )

+ 1!.p sinh(d/L.p )
+ 1!.p cosh(d/L. p)

,

(C.32)

and 1!.p = Dp/(SpL. p). Equation (C.32) does not take account of the depletion layer capacitance and series resistance effects, and therefore corresponds
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to gd(l+jwTt) in the quasi-static model. If (C.32) is developed up to first
order in w, one obtains an improved description of the small-signal diffusion
capacitance. The dc portion,

y(O)

=

eAjDpPn(O)

J:.- cosh(d/Lp) +vp sinh(d/Lp)

VT

Lp sinh(d/Lp) + vp cosh(d/Lp)

gd

= (1+ Is)/VT ,

(C.33)

equals the small-signal conductance of the diode, which can also be obtained
from a small-signal analysis of the current-voltage characteristic. The term
of first order in W is given by

(C.34)
where

F(O

[sinh(O + vp cosh(O] [cosh(O + vp sinh(O]
2(v~-1)e - vp

(C.35)

Since dy/dwlo is purely imaginary, we may define the non-quasi-static diffusion capacitance

_

Ct

=

gdTP[ 1 + F
-J.dYI
dw a = -2-

(d)]
Lp

,

which results in a non-quasi-static definition of the transit time,

In a long-base diode d/L p --+
Ct

DO

and F(d/Lp) --+ 0, so that in this case

= gdTp/2 and Tt = Tp/2 .

The small-signal solution of the diffusion equation therefore yields a diffusion
capacitance that differs from the value obtained with the quasi-static assumption by a factor 1/2 in the case of a long-base diode (see also [7]). In a diode
with a metal contact (Sp --+ 00 and therefore vp --+ 0), the function F(d/Lp)
simplifies to
F

(tJ = - t

p

sinh(d/Lp)lcoSh(d/Lp)

=

-~: sinh(;d/Lp) .

If, in addition, d« L p , the substitution sinh(x) ;:::: x + x".''j6 and cosh(x) ;::::
1 - x 2/2 results in
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and therefore
d2
Ct ::::: :3 gd 2D
2

and

p

2 d2

Tt

= :32Dp '

which is two-thirds of the quasi-static value. For a short-base diode with a
contact of finite surface recombination velocity, the function 1- F(d/ Lp) may
be developed into a power series in d/ Lp to obtain the following for the transit
time Tt = Ct/gd:
(C.36)
to second order in
time reads

d/ Lp.

If only first-order terms are retained, the transit

(C.37)

c.s
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D Bipolar Transistor: Details
This appendix presents details concerning minority-carrier transport through
the hase region of a drift transistor, the computation of the hase resistance, the
generation of model parameter from layout data, Gummel's integral charge
control relation and carrier multiplication.

0.1 Drift Transistor
0.1.1 Electron Transport Through the Base Region
For constant mobility and electric field strength in the base region, the current
and continuity equations for electrons in the base region read
e

ax

Tn

With the help of the Einstein relation Dn = VTJtn, these equations may be
combined into a differential equation for the excess electron density llnp =
np - npo,

(D.l)
if npo is assumed to be constant. In this equation an electric field strength
E > 0 describes a retarding field, while E < 0 corresponds to an accelerating
field. Laplace transformation reduces the partial differential equation (D.l)
to an ordinary differential equation with respect to the space coordinate,

(D.2)
Assuming llnp(x, t = 0) = 0, the general solution of (D.2) is

(D.3)
where the coefficients 0:1 and 0:2 are determined by the corresponding characteristic equation. The solution of the characteristic equation gives
Ql

=

TJ

2+12.(8) and

Q2

=

TJ

2-12.(8),

where 12(8) is a dimensionless parameter given by
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Rewritten in terms of the homogeneous base transit time
the parameter <5 = dB/ L n , the result for f!.. reads

TBO

= d'f,,/2D n and
(D.4)

If the coefficients ll.nl (s) and ll.n2 (s) are expressed in terms of the excess
electron densities ll.TIp(O, s) and ll.TIp(dn , s) at the depletion layer boundaries,
(D.3) reads
exp

+

'riA)
(2

exp (

sinh [(l-A)f!..] A
(
)
sinh(f!..)
LlTIp 0, s

'rI(A-l)) sinh (Af!..) ll. (d
)
2
sinh(f!..)
TIp B, S

,

where A = X/dB. This allows us to calculate the electron current density

and, in particular, the electron current i.ErJs) = -AjeLJO, s) that is injected
into the base region, and the electron current i.en (s) = - Aje1.n (dn , s) that
reaches the bc depletion layer. These currents may be expressed as

(D.5)
(D.6)
where the coefficients

All(S)

Aij (s)

are given by

eDnAjcnpo(O)
dB
[f!..coth(f!..) + TI/2]

(D.7)
(D.8)
(D.9)
(D.lO)

Since npo(O)NAB(O) = npo(dB)NAB(dB), or n po(0)e"l)/2
to the law of mass act.ion, t.he reciprocit.y relat.ion

= n po(dB)e-"I)/2 owing
(D.ll)

is valid.
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0.1.2 Computation of a21(t)
Transformation of Qm (8) to the time domain is possible if sinh(ft) is represented as a geometric series according to
2 exp (-ft)
1 - exp (-2ft)

1

sinh(ft)

L exp[-(2n+1)ftl
00

2

n=O

This results in

Q.21(S)

= 2

sinh['O(O)] ~
79(0)
L..-ft(s)exp[-2(n+1)ft(s)]

n=O

2JTBO sinh[79(O)] ~ ~
(
~)
79(0)
~ ys+stI exp -an ys+s,9
where Stl

= 79 2(0)/2TBO and an = (2n+1)y'2TBo, Since

£-1 [y's+StI

exp( -anvs+stI)]

exp( -Stlt)

£-1 [y'S exp( -any'S)]
d

1'-1

-exp(-stl t ) dan '-'

r;,

[exp(-anv s )]

the response function a21 (t) may be represented by an infinite series:
_1
TBO

f!.. sinh[79(0)ll-3/2 exp (_ 79

V:;

79(0)

2

(0)1)
2

~ ((2'17,+1)2
x L..~
- 1) exp ((2'17,+1)2)
~
,
n=O
t
2t

(D.12)

0.1.3 Excess Phase
In Sect. 3.1, the transfer current iCE was shown to be delayed with respect to
the stored minority charge qTBE. That there is an excess phase shift between
the transfer current i.CE (s) and the base current i.BB (s) that is required to
neutralize the changing minority charge in the base layer can also be seen from
an approximate analysis of the base transport factor. With the approximation
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"0)

( +
COSh1£

r]

sinh(f!..)
2f!..

~

el2L [1 + ~2f!.. + (1-~)
e-1!..]
2f!..
e 1!.. (1 + 2~) ,
2

the frequency-dependent base transport factor (3.15) can be approximated
by

a (8 )

~

-L

exp[-f!..(8) +7]/2]
2 ---'----'-;----:-;---:-----'-

(D.13)

1+7]/2f!..(o5)

in the limit IfJl » 1, corresponding to 7] » 1, with an accuracy for both
amplitude and phase better than 1% if 7] > 3, as pointed out by te Winkel
[1,2]. If f!.. is expressed in terms of the quasi-static forward transit time TBf,
we may write
7]
2

f!..=

1+

405TBf
7] - 1 + exp( -7])

----,---=-=---,-----,-

In the case of a substantial drift field in the base region (7] » 1), the term
exp( -7]) in the denominator can be neglected, and we obtain

f!..(o5)

~ "l (1 +
2

205TBf)
r]-l

and

up to first order in 8; with this result, (D.13) transforms to
(D.14)
i.e. an expression with an excess phase shift factor of the form proposed earlier
by Thomas and Moll [3]. When this relation is substituted into (3.24), the
following approximation is obtained:
[

~
in the limit

1 - o5TBf _ exp (_ 7]8TBf)] exp (7]o5TBf) :LCE (8)
"1-1
"1-1
"1- 1

o5TBr exp

I.WBfI «

(~o5~~f) :LCE(05) ,

1.

D.1.4 Collector Transit Time
The collector transit time describes the delay associated with electron transport through the bc depletion layer. Owing to the finite electron drift velocity
Vnsat, the time required by an electron to travel through a depletion layer of
thickness dje is 2Tje = djc/vnsat. This value, however, is not the collector transit time, since the electrons traversing the depletion layer push electrons of
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the epilayer towardtl the collector contact by meantl of electrotltatic induction.
Assume a sinusoidal current described by the phasor in (Xbc) = v'2 L1e jwt to
be injected at the base-side edge of the bc depletion layer. Since each electron
carries a current -evnsat/djc during a time interval of length 2Tjc, the current
at the collector-side edge of the bc depletion layer can be obtained from [4]

in(Xcb) = hIn

rt !(t-t')e

./0

jwt

'

dt'

where

! (t) = {~IlSat/ djc

for

o :::; t :::; 2Tjc

for

t < 0 and t > 2Tjc

Carrying out the integration yields the following for the current-transfer factor:
. (

in Xcb

)

=

1

" (
.)
- e -j2wT"JC. = tlln
WTJc e-jwTjc

in (Xbc)

jW2Tjc

~

e-jwTjc .

WTjc

Up to very high frequencies, the passage of electrons through the bc depletion
is thus described by a phase shift e-jwTjc corresponding to the collector transit
time Tjc.

D.1.5 Small-Signal Analysis
For an approximate characterization of non-quasi-static effects, we expand
the admittance parameters
Ynlle

sinhCI]/2) fi
= gm sinh(fi) 77/ 2
x

[

e-1) / 2 ( cosh(fi)

+ -77/ 2
fi

. ) - sin(wTjc)
smh(fi)
.

..]

e-JWTJc

WTJc

and
Yn21e

=

fi sinh(77/ 2 ) sin(wTjc)

gill - /

77 2

. h f)
sm _

WTjc

e

-jWT"c
J,

which describe electron transport through the base and the bc depletion layer,
up to second order in w. With the approximations

fi coth(fi)

~

"l2 coth ("l)2 + jWTBo [~coth
("l)2 - smh
.}(77/2) ]
77
2T

+W 2 - §0[2
2
77

77

cot 1(77)
1 2

+

1
sinh2(T//2)

-

77COSh(77/2)]
sinh3 (T//2)
,

----;>-'--"---'-
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fl
sinh(fl)

::::: 7] .
2 sm

h~1] /)2+jWTBo
. h~1] /)
·
sm
2 [~-coth(7]2)]
.
I

+ W 22T~O
-1]2

1
[coth
( 1 ]- ) - 1] coth 2(1])
.
smh(1]/2)
2
2

+ -2 + -1]]
1]

2

and
sin(wTjc) -jWT"
--'----""-'-'- e
JC::::: 1 w~c

.

.JWTjc -

2 2 2
- W Tjc ,

3

which are valid to second order of w, we obtain
Ynlle ::::: jWgm(TBf+Tje)

+ W2g m (TBf+Tjc)T2

(D.15)

,

where

and

(1 +

TBf
1+1'

e- rJ + 1] + 1]2/2 - 1] coth(1]/2)
(e- rJ +1]-1)2
2 2)
+'"'1 1]coth(1]/2)-2
+-'"'1
e-rl + 1] - 1
3
I

where l'

=

Tjc!TBf.

I

,

The transfer admittance can be approximated by

where
Tl

+ T2 =

TBf

The time constant

(

T2

1]Coth(71/2)-2
e- rJ + rl - 1

+ l'

)

can be expressed as

(D.16)
where l' = Tjc!TBf denotes the ratio of the collector transit time to the base
transit time, and h(rl) and h(rl) are functions defined as

and
12(1])

T/ coth(T//2) - 2

e- rJ

+ 1] - 1
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D.2 Quasi-Three-Dimensional Computations of the
Base Resistance
The quasi-two-dimensional analysis of Hauser [5] for a stripe transistor of
infinite extent is easily extended to the quasi-three-dimensional analysis of
planar base regions. The resulting system of equations allows the analysis of
more complicated geometries and the consideration of base charge modulation
effects. However, these equations require numerical solution in the general
case. In the following, the active base layer is assumed to be parallel to the xy

z
eb depletion
layer
base region

y
be depletion
layer

Fig. D.l. Coordinate system used for the quasi-threedimensional analysis of the active base layer

x

plane, with boundary planes Z = Zbe with the eb depletion layer and Z = Zbc
with the bc depletion layer (see Fig. D.l). Integrating the hole current density
equation J p = -ep,pp \7 ¢p with respect to Z then yields
III =

l::

c

J p dz

=

-e

l::

c

p,pp \711¢p dz =

-(p,p)Q~ \711¢p ,

where \711 = ex %x + e y %y and the hole quasi-Fermi potential ¢p has
been assumed to be independent of Z within the base layer. The quantity

Q~

i7r

ZbC

=

e

p dz

Zbe

denotes the hole charge per unit area in the base layer, and

is the average hole mobility. Integration of the continuity equation with respect to z yields
(D.l7)
ifrecombination in the base layer may be neglected (\7.J p
current density of holes injected into the emitter region is

=

-eop/Ot). The
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Is
(¢p(X,
Jp,z(Zbe) ~ AjeBF exp
VT

y))

if the electron quasi-Fermi potential in the emitter region is taken to be
zero and an ideal forward-biased pn junction characteristic with emission
coefficient N = 1 is assumed. If stationary conditions and Jp,z (Zbc) = 0 are
as~mmed, the following system of differential equations is obtained:

VII·III =

and

-~
exp(¢p)
AjeBF
VT

.

(D.18)

This has to be solved by numerical means in the general case (see [6] for
numerical examples). For specialized geometries, however, symmetry considerations may allow one to reduce the partial differential equations to ordinary
differential equations, as is shown in the following example.

Analytical Solution for Circular Geometry
If the base region is of circular geometry, it is possible to reduce the partial
differential equations (D.18) to a set of ordinary differential equations with
the radial coordinate as the independent variable. If III is expressed in terms
of the portion IB(T) of the base current that ftows into a circular base region
of radius r, i.e.

(D.19)
the system
dII3
dr

27r Is r exp (¢p(r))
AjeBF
VT

1

d¢p
dr

(D.20)

1 IB(r)

(D.21)

--------

r

27r\/-Lp/ Q~

has to be solved. Neglecting base charge modulation, these equations may be
combined to give [7,8]
2
d IB
dr2
where Ap

=

= ~ dIB + 2A IB{r) dIB = ~~ (r dIB ) _ ~ dIB
r dr

p

r

r dr

dr

dr

r dr '

(47rVT\/-Lp/Q~)-\ rearranging terms results in

(D.22)
For T i= 0, this equation can only be fulfilled if the term in the large parantheses is constant. To fulfill the boundary conditions
lim IB(r)

r-+O

= 0

and

B

lim (dI )

r-+O

dT

= 0,
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this constant must equal zero. Therefore, writing IB (r)
the following differential equation:

= r2 f (r), we obtain

thi8 can be 80lved by 8eparation of variable8, with the general 80lution
2

f(r) = - A 2 + .
pr
'Y
The value of'Y has to be ch08en to fulfill the condition IB(rB) = r~f(rB) = IB
at the boundary of the base region, which is at a radius rB. This gives 'Y =
-r~(Ap + 2/In). The value of In as a function of q)p(rn) = VnE is obtained
from (D.20), which gives

dIB I
dr

rB

= 27fIs rBexp(VBE)
AjeBF

(D.23)

VT

by using the fact that

dIn = ~[r2f(r)l = 2rf(r)
dr
dr

+ r2df =
dr

2In

+ ApI~
r

Solution of the quadratic equation (D.23) for IB give8
1 + 2 ApIs exp(VnE) -1] .
BF
VT
For small values of VBE , a Taylor series expansion of the square root yields
or
since base resistance effects are negligible in this case; for large values of Vm ;,
the approximate relation

or

is obtained. In this result, the first term describes the voltage drop VB'E' in the
absence of series resistance effects, whereas the second term is the voltage drop
across the internal base resistance. Since the latter depends logarithmically
on the current I B , analogously to an ideal diode, the internal hase resistance
is sometimes represented by an ideal diode in equivalent circuits (e.g. in [7]).
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0.3 Generation of Model Parameters from Layout Data
Demand for careful optimization of transistor layout stems from the fact,
that many applications such as mobile or fiber-optic communication systems
require device operation near the performance limits of production technologies in order to meet the specified speed, noise and power consumption demands. With stripe transistors as the standard layout, circuit designers focus
on the dimension and number of emitter stripes and the number of base contacts: High-speed circuits usually require transistors with minimum emitter
stripe width, low-power applications demand for minimum capacitances, while
driver circuits and power amplifiers generally show the best performance if
the emitter stripe width is chosen in excess of the minimum achievable value.

f""""'''''---LE
•
j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i .....

",I

'E

'E:
emitter window

'E
-:

WE

'E:

:7

1

j

layout extensions

Fig. D.2. Layout extensions
and extensions of emitter window with corner rounding

With model parameters X described in terms of a portion that varies m
proportion with the area and a portion that varies with the perimeter

X = A.ieX~

+ PjeX~

(D.24)

it is possible to compute the parameters of the internal transistor from layout
data. If corner rounding with radius rE is taken into account, area Ajc and
perimeter Pje of the emitter window are calculated as

Aje

(WE - 2L1)(LE - 2L1) - (4-1r)rk

Pje

2 [WE+L E -4L1-(4-1r)TE]

as is seen from Fig. D.2. X~ and X~ can be determined from measurements of
X for transistors with different ratios r = Pjc/Ajc: a plot of X/A jc then gives
a straight line with slope X~ and offset X~ if (D.24) is fulfilled. Together with
similar calculations for the external transistor, it is possible to generate the
model parameters for different transistor geometries from layout data. Such
an approach has been presented e.g. in [9] for the HICUM model (see Sect.

3.15).
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D.4 Generalization of the Gummel Transfer Current
Relation to Arbitrary Geometries
GUInmel's integral charge control relation can be generalized to transistors of
arbitrary geometry [10]. In the general case, the electron current density has
to be described by a vector field J n (x). The continuity equation then reads

8.Jnx = e 8n _ e(R _ G) _ 8.Jny
8x
8t
8y

_

8.Jnz
8z

,

(D.25)

i.e. the assumption 8.Jnx /8x is not fulfilled even in the absence of recombination and under stationary conditions owing to the terms 8JIly / 8y and
8Jnz /8z, which appear in the case of current spreading, i.e. if the current
flow is not one-dimensional. In order to treat spreading effects, generalized

p+ poly-Si

n+ poly Si

base

transistor
filament

p-Si

B

n-Si

c

Fig. D.3. Transist.or filament.
defined in t.erms of elect.ron
st.reamlines, and generalized
coordinat.es used for description in t.erms of transistor filament.s

coordinates are used. This allows one to treat the active transistor volume as
a parallel configuration of transistor filaments following the electron streamlines. 1 Figure D.3 shows such a transistor filament - since the boundaries
are defined by electron streamlines, the electron current traverses only the
infinitesimal contact areas at the ends of the filament on the emitter and
collector sides. We use the coordinate u 3 as a length coordinate along the
center of the transistor filament and denote the intersections of the center
line with the emitter and collector contact surfaces by 'u 3e and 'u 3c , respecIThe electron streamlines are solutions of the differential equation

dX(Al/dA

=

In[x(Al]/IJn[X(Al]l,

where A denot.es a lengt.h coordinat.e.
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tively. Mathematically, the description of the active transistor volume as a
parallel configuration of transistor filaments corresponds to a transformation
of coordinates x H u. We restrict ourselves to orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and usc a standard notation [11] that employs the metric coefficients
hCt = 18x 18u" I· The coordinates u" are assumed to be dimensionless, i.e. t.he
hCt have the dimensions of length. The cross section of t.he filament at 11 3 is
~F(u3) = hlh2 ~Ul~U2' Since by definition the electron flow is parallel to
the electron streamlines, we obtain t.he following from t.he elect.ron continuit.y
equation and the Gauss theorem:
(D.26)
where ~ V = h1h2h3 ~1l1 ~1l2 ~1l3. Division by ~1l1 ~1l2 ~1l3 yields, in t.he
limit ~u3 -+ 0, the continuity equat.ion
(D.27)
in a form similar to the one-dimensional situation considered in Sect. 3.2; the
new variable i n (u 3 ) is defined by If'lF(u 3) = in(u3)~ul~u2, and correspondingly i n (1l 3) = h 1h 2 IJ n (1l 3)1. Written in ll-coordinates, the electron current
densit.y equat.ion I n = -eJ..l nn'7¢n gives
8¢n

1 1

8u

e J..lnn

1

3

h

.

3
- .3 = - - - h 3 1Jn (1l )1 = - - - - 'tn'

Taking account of the fact that n
this equat.ion can be rewrit.t.en as
2

eJ..lnn hlh2

=

nic

exp[ ('ljJ - ¢n)IVT land Dn

h ( 3e)h 2 (1l 38) 8u
8 exp (¢PB-¢n)
VT
3

eniD 1 1l

(D.28)

= VTlln,
(D.29)

where

Assuming 8nl8t and R - G to be negligible, an int.egrat.ion of (D.29) yields
t.he following for the transfer current. carried by each filament:

3e
. (3c)
[(VHF;)
'U
= cnrOhl (u1 2)h2(1l3e)
exp - - - exp (VRC)]
-IB (u , u , u 3c )
VT
VT'

~n

where VBE = ¢pB - ¢n(u 3c ) and VBC = ¢pB - ¢n(u 3c ). As the ratio
h1('u3e)h2('u3e)lhI('u3)h2('u3) = ~F(u3e)/~F('u3) describes changes of t.he
cross section of the transistor filament, the value of IB (u 3c ) is reduced
(and hence t.he t.ransfer current is increased) if ~F(u3e)/~F(u3) < 1 (i.e.
if t.he filament. widens). In cont.rast., t.he value of IB(U 3c ) is reduced (and
hence the transfer current is increased) if the transistor filament narrows, i.e.
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6..F(u 3e )/6..F(u 3 ) > 1; in the case of one-dimensional carrier motion, where
6..F(u 3e )/6..F(u 3 ) = 1, the result reduces to the conventional formulation.
Integration over the area of the emitter contact yields the transfer current
relation

where

The term

denotes a factor that stems from the spatial variation of the hole quasi-Fermi
potential and can be expressed in terms of the internal base resistance RBB'
by making the identification [It:,.q,p = exp(-RBB,IB/VT)' Note that if the
current flow is not one-dimensional, the Gummel number is not proportional
to the "base charge"

I

QB = e. p(u) hlh2h3 du 1 du 2 du 3 ,

even if Dn and

71ie

are assumed to be constant.

0.5 Definition of Series Resistances Within the Integral
Charge Control Relation
In the application of Gllmmel's integral charge control relation, which transforms the electron current density equation into its integral form, the question
arises as to where the limits of integration should be chosen: if the integration
is performed from the emitter to the collector contact, emitter and collector
series resistance effects will modify the GurIlInel integral (see Sect. 3.2). The
aim of the following discussion is to show how a consistent separation of the
two effects can be obtained. As was pointed out in Sect. 2.8, the electron
current density equation can be written in two equivalent forms, namely
O¢n

ax

(D.30)
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and

~

ax

ex p (- <Pn) = _p_. ex p (- <Pp) I n ,
VT
eDnnre
VT

(D.31)

where the first form is particularly suited for the description of majoritycarrier flow (resistive phenomena), whereas the second is particularly suited
for the description of minority-carrier flow (diffusive phenomena). In order
to take account of fleriefl reflifltancefl within Gummel'fl integral charge control
relation, it is therefore reasonable to use (D.30) in regions where electrons represent the majority of carriers and (D.31), where holes represent the majority.
If we introduce appropriate weight functions 2 rn and r p, where rn + rp = 1,
together with the function

(D.30) can be written as

a<pn

(D.32)

a.7.:
or in the equivalent form (where Dn
- 6.<pn )
-a exp (<pn
VT

ax

=

= VT!tn)

n
rp exp (<pp
-1- 2
- - ) exp (6.<P
- -) I n .
P
cDn '(tie
VT
VT

If I n is taken to be constant for simplicity, an integration from the emitter to
the collector contact yields for the transfer current IT = -AjeJn:

In the integral in the denominator, the spatial dependence of <pp = <PpB may be
neglected, as the integrand becomes very small outside the region dominated
by holes. Application of the mean-value theorem allows us then to write
P rp exp ( - --...E..
<P) exp (6.<P)
__ dx
j XC Dnnie
VT
VT
--2-

n

Xe

= ex p (- <PPB) ex p (6.<P n (x b ))jXC ~rpdx,
VT

VT

Xe

Dn '(tie

where Xb denotes a point within the base region; the exact location within the
base region is not of practical interest, since rn ::::: 0 within the base layer, and
2Possible choices are Ip = p/(n + p) and rn = n/(n + p) or, even simpler, rp = 1 if
= 0 elsewhere. The latter choice corresponds to the situation where the limits
of integration are chosen near the base depletion-layer boundaries.

p

> nand rp
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therefore 6.rPn(x);::; const. within this region. If we write VBf]:;
and VTlfC = rPpB - rPn (xc) and use the definitions

=

rPpB -rPn(xe)

(D.33)
(D.34)
the integral charge control relation transforms into
exp ( VTl'E-REEfIE) - exp (VTlfc+RcC'Ic)
VI'
VI'

This discussion clearly demonstrates that a consistent definition of emitter
and collector series resistances within the integral charge control relation requires a truncation of the Gummel integral. If the truncation is performed
close to the collector-side depletion layer edge of the base region (forward operation is assumed), the definition of the collector series resistance in (D.34)
becomes problematic, as its computation requires an integration across the
depletion layer, where carrier transport is nonohmic. In this case it is better
to use the approach outlined in Sect. 3.2.

D.6 Multiplication Factor
The multiplication factor Mn due to injected electrons often shows the following asymptotic behavior:
1

1 - Mn;::;

{ (VCfBf I BVC)Nl

(VCfBf I BVCBO)N2

«

for

1 - liMn

for

1 - liMn;::; 1

1

(D.35)

By adding the reciprocals of the two expressions, we obtain a formula that
contains both limiting cases. Since this approach ofreciprocal addition results
in a value of 1 - II Mn that is somewhat too small, weighting factors
(D.36)
are used to "continuously switch" between the two asymptotic relations
around the crossover voltage Vcr defined in Fig. 3.57, at which both asymptotic curves show the same limiting behavior. The value of (Y is determined
so as to obtain the correct value of 1 - liMn at VCB = Vcr, i.e.
(Y=

2 ( 1 -1Mn

)(BVt
~ )11h - l .
Vcr

(D.37)
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The parameters 13k are typically chosen as approximately 2/V, which yields
good results. An improved description is obtained if the parameters Vcr, 131
and 132 are determined by a least-squares fit. The multiplication factor Mn is
then approximated by
1
I-MIl

1

where 0" is a small positive constant (e.g. 0" = 10- 8 ), introduced to avoid
singularities in the case VBC = O. This formula has been implemented in a
SPICE model, which showed good convergence of the results for voltages VCB
up to BVcB(). The advantage of this approach is that it usually provides a
good representation of experimental results, and that it employs parameters
that are easily obtained from measured data; furthermore, simple formulas
are obtained for hand calculation in the region of weak carrier multiplication.
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E Noise: Details
This section includes a brief summary of some statistical concepts relevant to
noise calculations. In addition, details of noise calculations for pn diodes and
junction transistors are provided.

E.l Some Statistics
E.l.1 Stochastic Variables, Correlation
The voltages and currents of noisy devices are examples of stochastic, or
random, variables. The temporal average of the stochastic variable x(t) is
defined as
1 j'T/2

X = X = lim -

T--+ooT

-T/2

x(t) dt ;

F

the variance u~ = [x(t) - X
determines the mean square deviation of the
random variable x(t) from its mean value X:

u;

= var(x) = lim -1 jT/2 [x(t)_X]2 dt.
T--+oo T

-T /2

(E.l)

The correlation function Rxy(T) of two random variables x(t) and y(t) is
defined as

Rxy(T) = .6.x(t).6.y(HT) =

IjT/2
lim .6.x(t).6.y(t+T) dt ,
T-+ocT -T/2

(E.2)

where .6.x(t) = x(t) - X and .6.y(t) = y(t) - Y. The correlation coefficient cxy
of the two random variables is related to the correlation function by

(E.3)
The correlation between two noisy signals is of importance if the variance of
superposed noisy signals is to be calculated:

= u x2 + u y2 + 2c xy u xu y'
(.6.x + .6..y)2
.

(E.4)

The autocorrelation function of the random variable x(t) is given by
1 j'T/2

Rx (T) = lim -

T--+oo T

-T/2

.6.x (t) .6.x (t + T) dt

(E.5)

and determines how fast a given fluctuation decays within a time interval of
length T. The autocorrelation function is symmetric, i.e.
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(E.6)
and has its maximum value at

Rx(O)

=

1
lim T-+oo T

T

=

0,

jT/2 ~x2(t)
, dt
-'1'/2

(E.7)

it decays to zero with increasing T. This corresponds to the fact that for large
time differences there is no correlation between the values of the random
variable.

E.1.2 Ensemble Average, Distribution Function
Besides the temporal average, which is useful for the characterization of noise
in stationary systems, the ensemble average of the stochastic variable of interest is employed, this ensemble average can also be applied to nonstationary
systems. The ensemble average of x(t) is defined in terms of an ensemble of
identical systems, each characterized by a stochastic variable Xa (t):
1 IV

{x(t)) = J~oc N ~ xa(t) .
Ensemble averages are usually calculated with the help of the probability
density f(x, t), defined such that f(x, t) ~x gives the probability of finding
the random variable x at time t within the interval [.7:,.7: + ~x]. Since the
probability of finding the system in anyone of its allowed states must equal
one, the probability density is normalized to one:

.I f(x, t) dt =

1

for all values of t .

(E.8)

The ensemble average of a function g(x) is expressed in terms of the probability density according to

{g(t)) =

J

g(x) f(x, t) dx .

(E.g)

A frequently employed example of a probability density function is the Gaussian distribution,
.
jG(x) =

1
( (X-X O)2)
J27f(J2 exp 2(J2
'

(E.IO)

which describes a distribution of values of x around their average value Xo
with a variance (J2. Most fluctuating quantities generated in electronic devices
can be described by a probability density function of this form. The reason for
this is the central limit theorem, which states that a random variable which
is determined by a large number of independent processes tends to have a
Gaussian probability density function.
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A stationary system is called ergodic if its temporal and ensemble averages are equal. This will be assumed in the following. The variance and the
correlation function may then each be expressed in two alternative ways:
(]'~

= [x(t)_X]2 = ([x(t)_(x)]2)

(E.ll)

and

(E.12)

E.l.3 Spectral Density
For the analysis of electronic circuits, the spectral density of the noisy variable under consideration is required. The spectral density Sx(J) of a random
variable x(t) can be calculated from its autocorrelation function by use of the
the Wiener-Khintchin theorem, which gives

(E.13)
and, vice versa,

(E.14)
in particular,

(E.15)
If the fluctuations of the measured quantity yare caused by fluctuations of
a parameter x, then the spectral density Sy depends on the spectral density
Sx according to

Sy

=

Oy)2
( ox Sx.

(E.16)

E.l.4 Carson Theorem, Shot Noise
If a stationary random variable x(t) is the sum of a large number of identical
events ¢(t-ti),

x(t) = ~ ¢(t-i,i) ,

(E.17)

where the ti are assumed to be statistically distributed, with A /}.t events on
average in a time interval of length /}.t, the temporal average is given by

x =

A

L:

¢(t) dt ,

(E.18)
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and the variance of x( t) can be shown to be given by
2

ax

= ),

1

00

-00

2

(E.19)

¢ (t)dt,

a relation commonly referred to as the Campbell theorem. The fluctuations
6.x(t) = x(t) - X are described by the spectral density

(E.20)
a relation that is known as the Carson theorem. A typical application of the
Carson theorem is the shot noise model, which describes the current carried
by individual carriers as a random succession of individual charge transfer
events, adding up to an average current I = ),e, which results in

Si(W)

=

2II¢(w)12 Ie,

(E.21)

where ¢(w) is the Fourier transform of an individual current pulse. Assuming
the current pulses to be rectangular with length tf, we obtain

¢(w) = ~
tf

rtf e-jw1dt,

(E.22)

io

and therefore
2e

2

1 - cos(wtr)

(wtr) 2

(E.23)

in accordance with (5.7).

E.2 Velocity Fluctuations and Diffusion
The velocity fluctuation 6.v(t) = v(t)-v n denotes the deviation ofthe velocity
v(t) of a carrier at time t from the (average) drift velocity Vn = (v( t)). Velocity
fluctuations cause variations of the distance traveled by carriers during a time
interval [0, t 1 equal to

6.x(t) =
where (6.x(t))

lot 6.v(t') dt' ,

(E.24)

= O. The mean square deviation therefore is

(6.X(t)2) =

lot lot (6.v(t')6.v(t")) dt' dt" .

(E.25)

In the case of stationary processes, the velocity autocorrelation function

(6.v(t')6.v(t")) = (6.v(O)6.V(T)) = Rt:,.v(T)
depends only on the difference til - t' = T; a corresponding substitution transforms (E.25) into
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f(x,f)

x

Fig. E.1. Temporal evolution of the probability density
function f(x, t) for a diffusing particle initially located at

x=o

(E.26)
where the limits of integration for T have been replaced by infinity assuming that t » T e , where Te is the collision time; this is justified because the
autocorrelation function Rt::.v (T) differs significantly from ;;:ero only in a time
interval of the order of T e , because after a few scattering events practically
no correlation exists between velocity values. A nonvanishing mean square
deviation corresponds to carrier diffusion; the diffusion coefficient D is given
by
(E.27)
The probability that a carrier at time t is in an interval between x and x + llx
is f(x, t)llx; the probability density f(x, t) has to obey the diffusion equation

a

-;:;-f (x, t)
vt

=

a2

eD ,::.

v.7:

2

f (x, t) .

The solution for an electron initially located at x

(x2 ) '

1
x t ex - - f( " )- V4;rDt p
4Dt

(E.28)

=

0 (i.e. f(x,O)

= 8(x)) is
(E.29)

and is sketched in Fig. E.1; at time t, the mean square deviation from x = 0
is given by
(E.30)
A comparison with (E.27) therefore yields a definition of the diffusion coefficient in terms of the velocity autocorrelation function:
(E.31 )
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E.3 Thermodynamics and Noise
The Nyquist theorem, which describes thermal noise produced by ohmic resistors, may be generalized to linear two-terminal networks characterized by
a frequency-dependent admittance Y(f), which produce a noise current with
a spectral density
Si(f) = 4kBT Re [Y(f)]

(E.32)

The Nyquist theorem predicts a white noise spectrum and therefore implies
an infinitely large deliverable noise power if integrated over all frequencies, an
obvious error that may be traced back to the application of classical thermodynamics (e.g. in the form of the equipartition theorem). A calculation based
on the rules of quantum theory shows that the Nyquist theorem may be
applied only for frequencies that obey hf « kBT; its generalization reads [1]
Si(f) = 2hf Re [Y(f)] coth(J2L) .
2kBT

(E.33)

For frequencies f « kBT / h, i.e. for the range of frequencies considered in this
book, the approximation ~ coth ~ ~ 1, which is valid for I~I « 1 yields (E.32).
The Nyquist theorem represents a special form of the fluctuation dissipation
theorem [2], which was formulated for fluctuations from a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, a situation that does not exist if a voltage or a current is
applied to an electronic device. In such a driven system, i.e. a system operated in a nonequilibrium steady state, there is not necessarily a connection
between the noise and the impedance, as was pointed out by Richardson [3].
However we may often assume that the system differs only slightly from its
equilibrium form and expect a somewhat modified Nyquist relation to be
applicable.
A generalization of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for purely resistive
nonlinear devices was presented in [4,5]. According to this generalization,
the spectral density of the noise voltage generated in a nonlinear device that
carries an average current 10 is given by
Sv(f)

= 4k n TPJ/ l

r,

where h is the rms value of a small-signal test current that flows through the
device in addition to 10, and
is the excess power dissipation caused by this
additional noise current. In terms of the current-voltage characteristic of the
nonlinear resistor, this results in a noise voltage with spectral density

n

(E.34)
Under the assumption that the noise generated by a device is determined
solely by the device and not by the circuit connected to it, it is possible to
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transform the spectral density of the generated noise voltage to the spectral
density of an equivalent noise current source
(E.35)
where 9 = d1/dVI I o is the small-signal conductance at the bias point, and

serves as a measure of the nonlinearity of the device. l The formulas (E.34)
and (E.35) were derived on the basis of several assumptions listed in [5]. Here
we wish to emphasize only the assumption that the system is purely resistive,
i.e. it may not store energy except in the form of heat.
Example. As an example, we apply the theorem to an ideal diode with the
current-voltage characteristic

where
d1 I
dV Io

and

10+ 18

Vi

Since VT = kBT / e, the spectral density of the diode noise current is obtained
from (E.35) as

Si (j)

= 2e(Io + 218 )

,

in accordance with the classical shot noise formula. Application of (E.35) is
possible only to purely resistive devices. While this assumption seems acceptable for a Schottky diode, it is problematic in the case of pn junctions, which
show minority-carrier storage in the nand p bulk regions under forward-bias
conditions. Each minority carrier stores an energy of about Wg in a form that
is not associated with thermal motion, in contradiction to the assumption
of purely resistive behavior. The theorem may therefore be applied only for
frequencies that obey WT « 1, where T denotes the minority-carrier lifetime,
since in this limit minority-carrier storage may be neglected.
1 A similar result was obtained earlier by Gunn [6]. Gupta's approach [4,5] was criticized
by Stratonovich [7], who stated that Gupta's formulas are not generally applicable. In [8]
it was shown that the assumption of a Gaussian white-noise current model for a nonlinear
resistor is in contradiction with thermodynamic principles. Unfortunately, the author could
not find a formula that allows one to estimate the errors associated with Gupt.a's formula.
For further results on the thermodynamic approach to noise in nonlinear networks, see [9-11]
and references therein.
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E.4 Generation-Recombination Noise
This section gives a justification for the spectral density function S L'>n (w)
introduced in (5.24) to characterize fluctuations of the particle density. Let
P(N, t) denote the probability that N electrons are in the conduction band at
time t, g(N)6.t the probability that an additional electron is generated within
a time interval oflength 6.t, and r(N)6.t the probability of the recombination
of an electron-hole pair within 6.t. The value of P(N, t) then obeys a so-called
master equation
d

-g(N)P(N, t) - r(N)P(N, t)

dtP(N, t)

+ r(N+1)P(N+1,t) +g(N-1)P(N-1,t).

(E.36)

Under stationary conditions dP/ dt = 0 has to be fulfilled for all values of N,
which gives the following recursive relation 2 for the stationary-state probabilites Po (N):

r(N + l)Po(N +1) + g(N -l)Po(N -1)
- [g(N)+r(N)]Po(N) = O.

(E.37)

If N is taken as a continuous variable and if Po (N) is maximum at No,
InPo(N) can be expanded around its maximum into a Taylor series of the
form
1
2cr

2

In [Po (N)] = In [Po(No)]- -----;;:(N -No) ,

(E.38)

where cr 2 = (6.N;2. The probability Po (N) of finding N electrons in the
conduction band thm, obeys a Gaussian distribution

Po(N) ~ Po (No) exp ( -

(N -No)2)
2cr 2

(E.39)

'

as long as N is not too far from the expectation value (N; = No. The particle
density thus fluctuates around No with a variance determined by
1

2

(i5:N2) = 2For N

=

d
I
dJV21nPo No

0, we obtain, taking r(O)

r(l)Po(l) - g(O)Po(O) = 0

2

d Po I

1

= - Po (No) dN2
=

0 and g( -1)

and therefore

=

No

0,

Po(1) = Po(O)

From this result, together with (E.37), we obtain by induction

porN) = Po (0) g(O)g(l)··· g(N - 1) .
r(O)r(l)··· r(N)

_ P~'(No), (E.40)
Po (No)

;i~~

.
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owing to the vanishing derivative dPu/dNINo = P6(Nu) = 0 at the maximum.
The second derivative of Po at the maximum can be obtained from (E.37) if
the terms r(N+1)Po(N+1) and g(N-1)Po(N-1) are expanded up to second
order, which allows us to transform (E.37) into the relation

o=

[r'(N)-9'(N)

+ ~rl/(N) + ~9l/(N)]Po(N)

+ [r(N)-g(N)+r'(N)+g'(N)JP6(No) + r(N);9(N) P6'(N) ,
which is valid for all values of N. If N is chosen equal to No, we obtain

2r'(No) - 2g'(No) + rl/(No) + gl/(No)
r(No) + g(No)

P6'(No)
Po (No)
since PMNo)
yields

=

O. Taking only terms of first order in the numerator in (E.40)

r(No) + g(No)

(E.41 )

2 [r'(No) - g'(No)]

Deviations 6.P(N, t) = P(N, t) - Po(N) from the stationary state obey the
master equation (E.36), with P(N, t) replaced by 6.P(N, t). For large values
of N, we may assume

6.P(N+1,t)

~

6.P(N,t)

~

6.P(N-1,t);

if we take this relation together with

r(N +1)

~ r(N) + ~I
dN N

and

g(N-1)

~

dg .I '
g(N) - dN

N

the master equation simplifies to
d 6.P(N, t)
dt

= (~I
dN

N

- I)
dg

dN

N

6.P(N, t)

~ .!. 6.P(N, t)
T

.

The relaxation time T can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of the
generation and recombination rates G = 9 /V and R = r /V with respect to
the average electron density n = No/V:
dr I
dN N

-

dg I
dr I
dN N ~ dN No

-

dg I
dN No

1
T

With this approximation, (E.41) gives
(E.42)

a relation that shows explicitely that both generation and recombination contribute to the noise.
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Fig. E.2. Semiconductor-insulator interface in the
Mc\Vorther model. (a) Trapping: an electron tunnels
from the semiconductor s to a trapping center t in
the insulator i. (b) Detrapping: an electron tunnels
from a trapping center in the insulator to the semiconductor

0
0
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x
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E.5 McWorther Model of 1jf Noise
The McWorther model assumes traps at various depths within the insulating
layer, as illustrated in Fig. E.2. Trapping and detrapping at a center located at
x within the insulating layer is slowed down because carriers have to tunnel
from the semiconductor to the trap site and vice versa. If TO denotes the
relaxation time constant for a trap located at Xo, the following dependence
may be assumed:

1)

T{X) = TO exp (~ Xo

The spectral density of the fluctuations of the particle density per unit volume
at x is given by
S,6.n

V

= 4(~n2)

T{X)

1 + W2T2{x)

From this relation, the spectral density of the fluctuations of particle density
per unit area can be obtained after an integration with respect to x
S,6.n

A

=

4 (~n2)

If we write dT/dx

(00

.10

T{X)

1 + W2T2(x)

dx.

= T/XO,

S,6.n

2

-A = 4xo(~n )

lOO
.TO

dT
2 2
l+wT

=

4xo(~n2)
W

(7r-2 -

arctan(wTo)

)

,

where the insulator is assumed to be thick in comparison with ;TO, which is of
the order of a few nanometers. For frequencies such that WTo « 1, the second
term in the large paranthesis may be neglected (arctan(wTo) ::::: 0), resulting
in a 1/ f dependence of the spectral density,
S,6.n

xo(~n2)

A

f
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E.6 Short-Base Diode with Metal Contact
In the case of a metal-contacted short-base diode, we require f}.l!. = 0 at the
contact, assuming the metal contact to be able to restore thermal-equilibrium
conditions without delay. This results in
1
L
A =
-p
sinh(d/ Lcp) Dp

the current f}.I p

~

f}.I = eAj

•

In

d

0

(d-X) dx',

(sinh - -p
Lcp

f}.I injected into the n-type region is therefore
(1/

smh d Lcp

)

r sinh(d-X)
dx
io -p
Lcp
d

(

or, after integration by parts,

rd.smh (d-X)
Lc
dx

1

eAj sinh(d/Lc p) io 1
eA- . h(d/
1
+ _.I
)
Lc sm
Lc
p

p

l'

d

0

p

(d-X)
Lc

:2p cosh - - dx.
p

From this relation, the spectral density Si (w) = (f}.I f}.I*) of the noise current
can be calculated as

+
using the spectral densities of the noise sources. Expressing the hole density

Lp]
sinh(d/Lp)
[ (V) -1 ] sinh[(d-x)/

Pn(x) = PnO cxp VT

+PnO

in terms of the injected hole current Ip yields
_ ~ Lp sinh[(d-x)/Lp]
( )
Pn x - eAj Dp
cosh(d/ Lp)
+ PnO ,
and PnO may be expressed in terms of the saturation current Isp as
PnO

Isp Lp sinh( d/ Lp)
eAj Dp cosh(d/ Lp)

= --

.

With this result, the expression for the spectral density of the noise current
associated with holes injected into the metal-contacted emitter region can be
written as
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where

and
tanh(d/ Lp)
1sinh(

1

d/ .L.p ) 12

{

10

Lp

d

.
1

sm

2

h d-x
(

.L.p

)
1

d
x

By making use of the decomposition
1sinh (

dipX)

12

1cosh (

dipX)

12

where a = Re (J1
evaluated to give

.
~ [cosh( 2a(d-X)) + cos (2b(d-X))]
Lp'

=

Lp

+ jWTp)

(

and

b=

(J1 + jWTp) , the integrals can be

1m

2ad) + bsin (2bd)
d) a sinh (L;
r;;:

= 2 tanh Lp

(2ad)
cosh
Lp

-

(2bd) - 1
cos r;;:

(E.43)

and

. (d).
. (d).
L;, smh (2ad)
L; + b smh
L;, sm (2bd)
r;;:

a smh

2 cosh

(:J

[COSh (

~:) -

cos (

~:) ]

(E.44)
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E.7 Short-Base Diode with Polysilicon Contact
The boundary condition (5.58) results in

4 =

-(ll~d) (~:fo\p(X){ll(d-X)dX+ ;pfu)

,

(E.45)

where (ll(X) = sinh(x/L.p) + ~cosh(x/L.p) and ~ = Dp/(SpL. p). The hole
current Ip(O) = Aj6.J.p (O) = -eAjDp4/ L.p injected into the n-type region it;
therefore, after an integration by parts, given by the following:
Ip(O) =
where (l2(X)

(l:1J) [.la

d

(I(X){ll (d-x)

+ ~: (l2(d-X))

dx

+ ~p~s]

,

= cosh(x/L.p ) + ~sinh(x/ L.p ). Using the spectral functions

S"y(x, x', w)

2 [Pn(x)+PnO] '( _ ')
u x x
,
A jTp

S'f]p(x, x', w)
and

the spectral density Sip(W)
at;

= (Ip (O)I~ (0)) / 6.f of the noise current is obtained

(E.46)
The hole density Pn(x) increases in proportion to the hole current Ip injected
into the n-type region and can be expressed as
(E.47)
where Isp denotes the hole saturation current, and
81 (x)

sinh(x/Lp)

+ vcosh(x/Lp)

,

8'2 (x)

cot;h(x/ Lp)

+ v t;inh(x/ Lp)

.
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Use of the identities Lp = JDpTp and lL.p l2 = L~/ J1+w 2T'f;, together with
(E.47) and the substitution ~ = d-x, allows us to transform (E.46) into

(E.48)
where

(d 81 (0 [I fll(~W+2J1+w2T'f;
./0
Lp fll (d)l28 2(d)

1fl2(~W] d~ +

IJlfl 1 (d)1 2 82 (d)

1

{d

=

81(d) [I fll (0 12 + J1 +W 2T'f; 1fl2(0 12] d~ +
Lp fll(d)1

jP2./0

1

Making use of

~

= sDl

P-p

= IJ(o,+jb)

and

l!j 2 81 (O)

2 8 (d)
2

1~1281 (d)
IJI fll(d)1 2 82 (d)

1 1
-p

=

p

(o,+jb) ,

where a = Re (j1+jwTp) and b = 1m (j1+jwTp), gives
2

_IJ_J-'----1_+_w__T_'f;_+_1 c08h (_2a_.~)
2

2

Lp

+ IJo, 8inh (_2o,_~)
Lp

. (2b~)
± IJ2J1+w T'f; -1 cos (2b~)
± IJb sm
,
2

2

Lp

Lp

where the "+" sign applies to the subscript 1 and the "-" sign to the subscript
2. If this result is substituted in the integrand that determines j pi (w), eight
integrals sHch as

i

.0

d

~

(2o,~)

sinh ( - ) cosh Lp
Lp
Lp

d~

r:; - c08h (L;,d) c08h (2O,d)
r:; + 1 ]
[20, 8inh (L;,d) 8inh (2o,d)
2J1+w2T~ + 1

have to be computed; summing the corresponding terms then gives (5.59),
which is equivalent to

(E.49)
where YP denotes the ac small-signal diode admittance due to hole injection
into the n-type emitter region. From this solution, the result (E.43) for a
metal-contacted emitter can be derived in the limit IJ ---+ O. In the limit w ---+ 0
one obtains jpl ---+ 1 and the formula (E.48) reduces to the classical shot noise
formula, i.e. jpl ---+ 1 as w ---+ O.
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E.8 Equivalent-Circuit Representation of Transfer
Current Noise
The fundamental solutions of the stochastic differential equation (5.63) are

f()
1 x
where with

=
T/ =

exp (

(17/2+fl)X)

f :2 (x )

and

d

'B

-EdB/VT and fl

=

je

2

=

+ d~/L.7,.

exp (

(17/2-fl)X)
d

'B

'

By use of the Wronskian

the solution of the stochastic diffusion equation is found (e.g. using variation
of constants) to be

Ll exp ( -7IX).
- smh ({}X)
=-2d B
dB
1 lX , (')
h(fl(x-xl))
d 1
-dB
- -{}
~
x exp (71(x-xl)).
d
sm
d
x ,
D Il _

0

2

-Il

B

B

where .0..11(0) has been assumed to be ~ero, in accordance with the adiabatic
assumption already applied for the investigation of pn junction noise. As a
second boundary condition, we take .0..11(dB) = 0, neglecting velocity saturation in the bc depletion layer,;) to obtain
A
ii

-

=

1
dB/nd
fl sinh(fl) DIl 0

B

( (X
)

-n

exp (7IX)'h(fl(dB-X))d
- - - sm
x .

2dB

dB

When we apply the boundary conditions .0..11(0) = .0..11(dB) = 0, this yields
(5.66) and (5.67) for the electron noise currents Inen and Incn at the emitterand collector-side depletion layer edges. After integration by parts, these expressions transform to

o
je
fl ld fln exp (17X
) cos I1 (fl(dB-X))
d'
+ sm
.eAh({})
-d
--d
dB
x
_
B 0
2 B
and
3For a finite value of the electron drift velocity in the bc depletion layer, the electron
density and its fluctuations will not be zero. Under low-level-injection conditions, the electron density will be small, however, justifying our approximation. Under high-level-injection
conditions, velocity saturat.ion effects are expected t.o affect the spectral density of transfer
current noise.
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B

eAje lod (
TJ n )
(TJ(dB-X)) ... ( flX)
. h( 9)
1+-d!5:.
exp
d
smh --d dx
sm :L 0
2 .B
2 ·B
,B

Incn

+

B

eAje -fl lod K, exp (TJ(dB-X)) cos 11 ( - -flX) d x .
sinh(12.) dB 0 -n
2d B
dB

Expressing the sinh and cosh functions in terms of exponential functions, we
may rewrite the above equations as
Inen

eAje

= 2 sinh(fl)
+

(dB

io

(,9

-19)

I e- fl.+ - e - fl.- dx

e A je _1
2 sinh(fl) dB

j'd
0

B

"l+iJ eit.e -

K,
[ ( )
-n

2

-

-+

"l-iJ e-it.e

( )

2

-

--

]

dx

and

(E.50)

Incn

+

2S~1~~(12.) e;~2lodB!5:.n [(~+fl)fl.+ - (~-fl)fl.-]

dx,

where e±(x) = exp[-(T//2 ±fl)x/dBJ. Taking the difference yields

I nbn

(E.51)

=

eAje dB
1 (dB n [ (TJ)
+ 2 sinh(fl)
io !5:. "2 +12. o+fl.+ - (TJ)
"2 -12. o_fl._ ] dx,
where o± = exp(±fl) -exp(77/2). The formulas (E.GO) and (E.G1) allow one to
compute the spectral density of the transfer and base current noise associated
with electron transport through the base region. From (E.50), the spectral
density (IncnI;'cr.) of the transfer noise current can be calculated, with the
result

I::,.f
2

e Aj e e 17
(dB
[2
2
* ]
2Tnlsinh(fl)12io [np(x)+npoJ 1fl.+1 + Ifl.-I -2Re(fl.+fl._) dx

+

dr~ji:~(;;12 fad
- 2

In the limit Tn --+

iXJ,

B

Ttp(X) [I

C~2 -112.1 2 )

we obtain

~+flI21 fl.+12 + I ~_flI21 fl._12

Rc(fl.+fl.*-) + 2TJlm(12.) Im(fl.+fl.*-)] d:r.
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!:if
I

=

~+12.12 2'1 + I ~_12.12 2'2 -

2

(:2 -112.1 2) 2'3 + 27] 1m (12.) 2'4,

where

(E.52)
(E.53)

(E.54)
2
e Aje D n e 'fJ
I. (~)12
dB smh _

=

':::4

2

ldI3 np(x) Im[f!.+ (x)fL* (x)] dx .
°

(E.55)

The electron density np (x) in the base region is related to the electron current
injected into the bc depletion layer by

_ iT dB ~

np -

e

A

~Q
jc Dn·u

exp

(_ 7](d B -X)) . h(~(dB-X))
d
sm
d
2

B

B

+ npo

,

as can be seen from the results derived in appendix D; if recombination in
the base layer is neglected, we may make the identification ~ = 12.(0) = 7]/2
to obtain
np

= iT dB ~ [1 _ exp (7](X-d B))] + npo

If we use x

eA je

Dn

dB

7]

= AdB and 12.,

c¥,

f3 and T as defined in Sect. 5.4, we may write

and

Neglecting the contributions that stem from the thermal-equilibrium minoritycarrier density npo, the integrals 2'01 can then be evaluated, with the result
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s~:~(12.)12

1:1'12 (e1) - cos(ri/3) -

~ siIl(rll'n)

2'3

;:::::

T)21

2'4

;:::::

T)2Is~:~(12)121:fJ2 (sin(r/fJ)-fJ(e1)-l)-~

[cos(r/fJ)-ll)

SurllIning, we arrive at (5.74).

In the limit Tn -+ 00, the spectral density of the electron nOIse current
injected into the hase region across the eh depletion layer is
(InenI~en)
~f

1~

+ 121

-2 [

2

C:

e 1)"e-1) 2'1

+

2

1~ -121 e-1)"e-1) 2'2

2
-1121 ) cos(T)fJ) - T) Im(12) Sin(T)fJ)] e-1) 2'3

+2 [ ( : -1121 2) sin(T)fJ) + T) Im(12) cos (T)fJ) ] e-1) 2'4
if npo is taken to be zero for simplicity as above. Computation of the integrals
results in (5.75).
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F Overtemperature Developed During
Electrostatic Discharges
A temperature gradient \IT will induce a heat flux q = -..\ \IT proportional
to \IT and to the thermal conductivity ..\. A heat flux is a transport of thermal energy and may, in conjunction with the internal power dissipation per
unit volume p'(x, t), cause a change of the local temperature T(x, t). This is
described by by the heat equation

aT

Pmcp--;;:;- - \I. (..\\IT) = p'(x, t) .
vt

(F.1)

F.l Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity ..\ is a function of temperature and is determined by
various physical processes. For relatively pure semiconductors and temperatures well below the melting point, heat is conducted almost exclusively by
lattice vibrations (phonons). Only at very high temperatures do mobile carriers and photons provide a substantial contribution to the heat transport in
the crystal. The thermal conductivity of a highly doped semiconductor might
be expected to be higher than that of the pure material because of the large
number of electrons available for transporting heat. Measurements indicate,
however, that the thermal conductivity is lowered at high doping levels by as
much as 30% [1].
The thermal conductivity of silicon is temperature-dependent (Fig. F.1).
Experimental observations indicate that the thermal conductivity of Illonocrystalline silicon decreases with temperature for T > 20 K: the thermal
conductivity first falls somewhat faster than liT until a temperature of about
200 K is reached, and then varies approximately as liT up to the melting
point. In the range above 100 K it is possible to approximate the temperature
dependent thermal conductivity by
W

1

..\(T) :=::: 3130 -cmK (T I K )4/3
or by the relation 1

..\(T) :=::: 350~

K
cmK T-75K

which is helpful in analytical investigations of the heat flow equation [4].
1 Alternative

approximations are given in [3].
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Fig. F.1. Thermalconductivity data measured by Glassbrenner
and Slack [2] and Fulkerson et al. [3]

The thermal conductivity of deposited polysilicon films has been determined
in [5] using an inhomogeneously doped polysilicon microhridge. The values of
A obtained for heavily doped polysilicon range from 0.30 to 0.35 W /(cmK),
with no temperature dependence found in the range between 30°C and 150°C.
The reported value is about 20% to 25% of the value for mono crystalline
silicon.

F.2 Transient Overternperature During a Short Pulse
For an approximate computation of the overtemperature developed during an
electrostatic discharge, we solve the time-dependent heat equation (F. 1), with
the assumption of a constant thermal conductivity A. Assuming A = const.,
(F.1) may be transformed to
loT

2

I,
A

---VT=-p
a

ot

where a

=

We need to determine p'(x, t) for stress conditions corresponding to the
human-body model. For this purpose, we assume that the total power dissipated in the device generates heat, and write

p'(x, t)

:::0

BVEBOi(t)f(x)/V,
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where V denotes the volume of the discharge and f(x) is assumed to be
normalized to one 2 (J f(x) d 3 x = 1). The current i(t) that flows through
the device during a discharge described by the human-body model can be
ohtained from i(t) = 0 dvc/dt and gives
p

'( )
t

~

BVEBO(VC(O)-BVEBO)

nv

-tiT

e,

where T = no denotes the time constant of the discharge. In addition to
this external time constant, an internal time constant T* = (2 la, where (
denotes a typical measure of the dimensions of the heat source (the spatial
extent of the discharge), 3 determines the temperature response of the system.
By normalizing the temperature with respect to the initial temperature To,
the time with respect to T* and the spatial dimensions with respect to (, we
transform the heat equation into the dimensionless form

aT

aa

2 ~
-V~T

~

(F.2)

= Q,

e

where T = TITo, = xl(' a = tlT* and
function of the heat equation

Q = (p'e)/()...To).

G(e -e', a-a') = 8(a-a') 811'3/2 (0'1_0',)3/2 exp (

Using the Green's

-lfa-!;~))

,

we find the solution to (F.2) to be

T(e,a) = 1 +

1fv
eJ

Q(e',a') G(e-e',a-a') d 3 ( da' .

If the coordinate system is chosen such that the maximum temperature occurs
at the origin (e = 0), the normalized overtemperature at this point is

(F.3)
where

A(a) =

:/2

811'"

.f(e') exp
Jr
v

(_l{f)
4a

d 3(

(F.4)

and 7} = T*IT denotes the ratio of the two time constants characterizing the
system. If the maximum temperature occurs at a = am, the condition

:0' t:d(a) I

=

-7)

!::"T(a m ) + Q(O)a~3/2A(am) = 0

eJ m

2This separation is an idealization, since a possible time-dependent redistribution of the
heat generation pattern is excluded.
3Since temperature relaxation is determined essentially by the minimum spatial dimension D of the heat source, the choice ( = D is generally adequate.
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must be fulfilled. This yields the following for the maximum overtemperature:
~T(am)

where ~To

{(]'m

fn

= ~Toa;;:;3/2A(am)

= ToQ(O)IT/ and

(F.5)

,

am is determined by the equation

1
a- 3 / 2 A(a)c rw da = ~A(am)crWm .

(F.6)

T/a m

.0

For a given geometry, the value of am is a function only of the ratio T/. In the
following, we illustrate the dependence on the geometry by investigation of
the special case of a cuboid heat source.
Homogeneous Cuboid Heat Source
As an example, we consider a homogeneous heat source of length L, width B
and thickness D as a model for a discharge homogeneously distributed over
the space charge layer. If D « B, L, the thickness D should be chosen as the
characteristic length, resulting in
A(a)

= a 3 / 2 erf(_1 )
4fo

erf(BID) erf(LID)
4fo

4fo

This relation can be used for the determination of am. For a given value of
BID and LID, the value of am is a function of T/ only and the correction factor
-3/2A( am ).IS 0 b talne
. d as
F R/D, L/D = am

FB/D,L/D

=

( 1)

erf - - erf (BID)
- - erf (LID)
-4~

4~

4~

The dependence of FB/D,L/D on T/ is shown in Fig. 7.27 for different values of
BID and LID.
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ABCD-parameters, 100
Abrupt heterojunction, 368
Abrupt pn junction, 36, 212
Absolute stability, 594
Absolute temperature, 26, 93
Absorption measurements, 157
AC current crowding, 260
Acceptor, 27
Acceptor state, 127
Active pull-down, 554
Adiabatic assumption, 427, 436
Admittance matrix, 304
- indefinite, 587
Admittance parameters, 18, 19, 82, 257
AlAs, 400
Alloy transistor, ,5
Alpha-cutoff frequency, 180
Ambient temperature, 276
Amphoteric, 29
Apparent bandgap narrowing, 158, 162
AREA,24,5
Arsenic, 27
Auger recombination, 34, 147, 165
Autocorrelation function, 627
Available gain, 591
A vailable noise power, 94
Available power gain, 591
A valanche Breakdown, 34, 65
Avalanche conductance, 256
A valanche effect
- :.vIEXTRAM, 345
- VBIC, 308
Average
- ensemble, 628
temporal, 627
A verage power gain, 590
Balance equation, 136
Band index, 121
Band scheme, 25
Band structure, 120, 121
Band tails, 156

Bandgap, 25
- SiGe, 383
Bandgap grading, 359
Bandgap narrowing, 52, 60, 161
Bandgap reference, 494
Bandgap voltage, 123, 277, 286
Bandwidth, 94
Base, 4, 54, 55
Base charge, 59, 187
- normalized, 59, 291
Base charge partitioning, MEXTRAM, 345
Base-collector capacitance, 251
Base current, 56, 74
nonideal, 197
Base Gurnmel number, 193
Base layer, recombination, 250
Base pushout, 235
Base resistance, 83, 222, 244, 251, 291
- small-signal, 84
- SPICE analysis, 84
Base transit time, 59, 87, 177, 179, 184,
217, 394, 612
Base transport factor, 60, 179, 614
Base width, 57
Base emitter transit time, 217
Beta-cutoff frequency, 88, 2,54
Beta-Plateau, 242, 286
BETAAC, 85, 249
BETADC, 85, 249
Bias driver, 552
Bias point, 14, 63
BiCMOS, 569
Binary semiconductor, 23
Dipolar transistor see BJT, 54
BJT,54
- admittance parameters, 82
- base transit time, 87
- breakdown, 65
- charge-control theory, 75
- current gain, 85
cutoff frequency, 88
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- degradation, 66
- delay times, 77
- diffusion charge, 75
- elementary model, 69
- forward transit time, 87
- Giacoletto model, 87
- hybrid parameters, 84
- input characteristic, 73
- input conductance, 82
- input resistance, 84
- leakage currents, 64
- operating modes, 56
- output characteristic, 73
- output conductance, 83, 85
- quasi-saturation, 75
- saturation, 75
- saturation voltage, 77
- series resistances, 72
- switching operation, 77
- T-equivalent circuit, 86
- transconductance, 83, 90
- transfer characteristic, 73
- turn-on, 78
- voltage feedback, 85
Bloch function, 120
mocking, 584
Bohr radius, 28
Boltzmann constant, 26, 93
Boltzmann equation, 129
Boron, 28
Boron out diffusion, 387
Boundary conditions, 160
Breakdown
- collector-base, 65
- collector-emitter, 66
- emitter-base, 65
Built-in voltage, 38, 243
- Reterojunction, 363
- VBIC, 312
Buried layer, 51
Burstein shift, 158
Campbell theorem, 630
Capacitor, 13, 524
Carbon incorporation, 387
Carrier multiplication, 66, 256
- admittance parameters, 257
- hybrid parameters, 257
- :VIEXTRAM, 345
Carson theorem, 630
Cascode configuration, 493
CBC,251
CBX,251
Chain parameters, 20, 100

Index
Characteristic impedance, 523
Charge control model, 75, 167, 180
- extended, 179
Charge density, 119
Charge partitioning, 190
Chynoweth formula, 149
Circuit element, 12, 13
CML,553
CML gate delay, 271
CMRR,487
Collecting zone, 235
Collector, 4, 54, 55
Collector isolation
- LOCOS, 512
- pn junction, 511
- SEG, 513
- trench, 513
Collector resistance, 226, 244
Collector transit time, 21.5, 216, 2,59, 614
Collector-base breakdown, 65
Collector-emitter breakdown, 66
Collision term, 128, 129
Collision time, 415
Common-base configuration, ,588
Common-collector configuration, 471
Common-emitter configuration, 18, 62, 71,
463, 588
Common-mode rejection, 487
Common-mode voltage gain, 487
Compact model, 13, 167
Complementary bipolar logic, 507
Compound semiconductors, 23, 29
Compound semiconductor RBT, 400
Compression point, 582
Conduction band, 24, 121
Conduction band edge, 25
Conduction band minima, 121
Conductivity modulation, 222, 225
Conjugate matching, 595
Constitutive relations, 12, 119
Contact end resistance, 522
Contact resistance, 160
Continuity equation, 35, 136, 159
Controlled sources, 14
Convolution, ,578, ,585
Corner frequency, 451
Corpuscular approach, 424
Correlation, 96, 100
Correlation coefficient, 96, 102, 627
Covalent bond, 23
Critical frequency, 12
Critical thickness, 381
Current crowding, 260

Index

- :.vIEXTRAM, 345
- VBIC, 312
Current density, 32, 35, 119, 159
Current gain, 60, 85, 87, 242, 269, 273, 304,
359
- forward, 56
- ideal forward, 69
- ideal reverse, 69
- large-signal, 249
- reverse, 56
- small-signal, 85, 249
- SPICE analysis, 85
- VBIC, 311
Current hogging, 502
Current reflection coefficient, 596
Current source, 480
Current spreading, 621
- :.vIEXTRAM, 342
Current transfer factor, 589
Current-mode logic, 506
Curvature-corrected bandgap reference, 497
Curvilinear coordinates, 622
Cutoff frequency, 88, 213, 267, 274, 304
- transconductance, 90
C7.ochralski method, 5
D flip-flop, 561
Dark spaces, 150
Darlington
- input resistance, 492
output resistance, 493
Darlington configuration, 491
DC lumped base resistance, 224
DCTL,501
Debye length, 41
Decoder, 555
Deep impurity, 33
Degeneracy, 126
Degeneracy factor, 127
Degradation, 66, 536
relaxation, 536
Delay time, 79, 500, 578
Delocalized state, 24
Density of states, 124, 125
- effective, 26
Depletion capacitance, 251
- Gurnmel-Poon model, 243
Depletion approximation, 36
Depletion capacitance, 47, 87, 212, 302, 305
- abrupt heterojunction, 373
- temperature dependence, 277
VBIC, 308, 315
Depletion capacitances
Depletion charge
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- VBIC, 314
Depletion layer, 36
Depletion layer width, 38
Desensiti,,jng, 584
Detrapping, 636
Device model, 21
Device temperature, :'vIEXTRAM, 346
DHBT,376
Diamond lattice, 380
Dielectric displacement, 119
Dielectric relaxation time, 41, 415
Dielectric screening, 27
Difference input voltage, 486
Difference output voltage, 486
Differential amplifier, 485
- voltage swing, 486
Differential ECL, 506, 552, 556
Differential-mode voltage gain, 487
Diffused resistor, 521
Diffusion barrier, 61
Diffusion capacitance, 87, 182
- non-quasistatic, 609
- pn junction, 48
Diffusion charge, 48
- VBIC, 314
Diffusion coefficient, 32, 135, 631
Diffusion current, 32, 40
Diffusion equation, 35, 41
Diffusion length, 42
- complex, 608
Diffusion noise, 411
Diffusion-limited, 368
Diode, 16
Diode-transistor logic, 503
Dirac a-function, 422
Direct energy gap, 121
Direct recombination, 166
Direct tunneling, 152
Direct-coupled transistor logic, 501
Distortion factor, 581
DMUX, 564
Donor, 27
Donor state, 127
Doping, 27
Double-polysilicon technique, ,515
Drift transistor, 175, 611
Drift velocity, 31
- saturation, 164
Drift-diffusion approximation, 119, 132,
218
Driven system, 632
DTL,503
Dynamic frequency divider, 562
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Dynamic noise margin, 500
Early effect, 70
- HICUM, 322
- VBIC, 308
Early voltage, 70, 188, 240, 269, 273
- extrapolated, 289
- :.vIEXTRAM, 337
- SiGE HBT, 391
- VBIC, 310
EB capacitance, 251
Ebers-Moll model, 10, 70, 179
ECL, 11, 551
- Bias driver, 552
differential, 506, 552, 556
- feedback, 552, 557
- power-delay data, 551
- single-ended, 506, 552, 553
- voltage swing, 506
Effective density of states, 26, 126
effective density of states, 26
Effective intrinsic carrier density, 161
Effective mass approximation, 122
Effective surface recombination velocity,
161, 196
Einstein relation, 32, 135, 423, 611
Elastic collisions, 129
Elastic deformation, 165
Electric field strength, 35, 39
Electric flux density, 119
Electrometer, 283
Electron affinity, 2,)
Electron current density, 128
Electron density, 26, 126, 128
Electron distribution function, 128
Electron mobility, 134, 138
Electron temperature, 133, 138
Electron-hole scattering, 163
Electrostatic potential, 35
Elementary semiconductors, 23
Elementary transistor model, 69
Elmore delay, 578
Emission coefficient, 198, 241, 284
- VBIC, 311
Emitter, 4, 54, 55
- wide-bandgap, 9
Emitter ballasting, 403
Emitter current crowding, 222
Emitter efficiency, 192
Emitter follower, 472, 553
- output resistance, 473
Emitter Gummel number, 193
Emitter plug effect, 518
Emitter resistance, 195, 222, 244, 291

Index
Emitter transit time, 217, 220
Emitter-base breakdown, 65
Emitter-base transit time, 221
Emitter-coupled logic, see ECL, 11
Energy balance equation, 138, 151
Energy band, 24
Energy gap, 25, 121
- indirect, 33
Energy per logic operation, 501
Energy relaxation length, 151
Energy relaxation time, 131
Ensemble average, 628
Epitaxial diode, 51
Epitaxial growth, 7, 382
Epitaxial realignment, 194
Equipartition theorem, 138
Equivalent circuit, 12, 13, 69
Equivalent noise conductance, 100
Equivalent noise resistance, 100
Ergodic system, 629
Esaki diode, 152
ESD,539
Excess minority carrier density, 161
Excess phase, 191, 260, 614
- MEXTRAM, 345
- VnIC, 308, 310
Excess phase shift, 184, 258
Excess temperature, 278, 346
- MEXTRAM, 346
- VBIC, 315
Extrapolated Early voltage, 289
Fall time, 80, 500
Faraday's law, 14
Feedback ECL, 552, 557
Fermi distribution, 26, 124, 130
Fermi energy, 26, 124
Fermi's golden rule, 129
Fermi-Dirac integral, 127
Ferrite beads, 283
First Brillouin wne, 121
Fletcher boundary conditions, 40, 601
Flip-flop, 499
Fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 632
Forward base transit time, 229
Forward current gain, 56
Forward Early voltage, 70, 208, 240
- VBIC, 310
Forward knee current, 240, 285
Forward transit time, 76, 87, 214, 217
Forward transmission coefficient, 598
Forward-bias stress, 539
Fourier coefficient, 578
Fourier's law, 140
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Index

Frequency divider, 562
- dynamic, 562
- ~tatic, 562
Friis, formula of, 102
GaAs, 400
Gain compression, 582
Gate delay, 500
Gaussian distribution, 628, 634
Generation rate, 32
Generation-recombination noise 411 415
634
'
,
,
Germanium, 6
Giacoletto model, 87, 248
Gilbert cell, 490
GMIN,249
Graded base, 10, 360
Graded-layer heterojunction, 366
Grading, 359
Grading exponent, VBIC, 312
Ground state, 124
Group velocity, 379
Grown-junction transistor, 5
Gurnmel iterative scheme, 166
Gummel number, 186, 310
Gummel plot, 73, 284
Gummel transfer current relation 187
Gummel-Poon model, 10, 71, 185, 239
h-parameters, 20
Harmonic distortion, 580
- fractional, 580
- total, 581
HBT,9
- double-hetrojunction, 376
- offset voltage, 377
- SiGe base layer, 387
- single-heterojunction, 376
- transfer current, 376
Heat equation, 645
Heat flow, 139
Heat flux, 645
Heterojunction, 361
- abrupt, 368
- band ~cheme, 362
- built-in voltage, 363
- depletion capacitance, 373
- forward bias, 364
- graded layer, 366
- Shockley boundary conditions, 362
- thermal emission theory, 364
- thermal equilibrium, 362
Heterojunction bipolar transistor see HllT
9,375
"
Heterostructure

- pseudomorphic, 381
- strained-layer, 381
HI,498
HI-LO transition time, 500
HI-LO delay time, 79
HICUM,1O
High-level injection, 40, 228, 601
- SiGE HBT, 395
Hole, 24
Hole current, 29
Hole density, 126
Homogeneous base transit time, 177
Hooge equation, 419
Hooge parameter, 419
Hot carrier epilayer resistance, 340
Human-body model, 540
Hybrid parameters, 20, 257
Hydrodynamic model, 119, 136
Hydrodynamic velocity, 137
12L, 504
ICCR, 18,)
Ideal forward current gain 69 241
Ideal forward transit time: 76 '
Ideal heterojunction, 361
Ideal reverse current gain, 69, 241
Ideal reverse transit time, 76
Impact ioni7,ation, 34, 47, 66, 148, 150
- vmc, 311
Impedance matrix, 304
Impedance parameters, 20
Implantation, 8
Impurity band, 154
Impurity diffusion, 6
In-situ-doped polysilicon, 516
Indefinite admittance matrix, 587
Independent current source, 14
Independent voltage source, 14
Indirect energy gap, 33, 121
Indium phosphide, 401
Induced base region, 235
Inductor, 14, 527
Inelastic collisions, 129
Injection, minority carriers, 55
Injection region, 235, 339
Injection-limited, 370
InP, 401
Input admittance, 2M
Input characteristic, 73
Input conductance, 67, 82, 249
Input dynamic range, 582
Input impedance, 589
Input offset voltage, 486
Input port, 18
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Input reflection coefficient, 598
Input resistance, 84
- emitter follower, 472
Insulating surface, 160
Insulation, 283
Integral charge control relation, 167, 185,
239, 320
Integral relations, 167
Integrated circuit, 7
Integrated injection logic, 504
Interband tunneling, 34, 152, 202
Intercept point, 582, 584
Intennodulation distortion, 583
Internal field emission, 34, 47, 65, 152
Intrinsic carrier density, 26, 123, 161
Intrinsic semiconductor, 26
Ionization, 28
Ionization coefficient, 148
Ionized impurity scattering, 162
Johnson limit, 274
Johnson noise, 93
Junction termination, 7
Junction transistor, 5
KCL,12
Kinetic energy, 25
Kink effect, 195, 292
Kirchhoff's current law, 12
Kirchhoff's voltage law, 12
Kirk current, 226
Kirk effect, 235
Knee current, 53, 285
Kronecker delta, 422
Kull epilayer model, 237
KVL,12
Langevin equations, 421
Laplace transform, 578
Lateral pnp transistor, 531
Lateral scaling, 8
Lattice ion, 23
Lattice mismatch, 381
Lattice temperature, 139
Leakage currents, 64
Leakage diode, 241
Lifetime, 33, 144
Linear response, 577
Linear system, 577
- transfer factor, 577
Lithography, 68
LNA,566
LO, 498
LO-HI transition time, 81, 500
Local noise sources, 411

Index
Localized state, 28, 33, 154
LOCOS isolation, 8, 512
Logic swing, 498
Long-base diode, 42
Low-frequency noise, 419
Low-high junction, 51
- surface recombination velocity, 52
Low-level injection, 40, 41, 175, 227
Low-noise amplifier, 566
Lucky electron model, 150
Lumped element, 12
MAG, 270, 595
Magnetic flux density, 119
Magnetic induction, 119
Majority carrier density, equilibrium, 29
Mass-action law, 26, 612
- generalized, 40, 601
Master equation, 634
Matthiesen's rule, 163
MaximUIn available gain, 270, 595
Maximum frequency of oscillation, 90, 269,
593
Maximum stable gain, 270, 595
Maxwell's equations, 119
MBE,382
McvVorther model, 420, 636
Mean free path, 415
Merged transistor logic, 504
Mesa technique, 6
Metal contact, 8, 61, 161
Metallurgical junction, 37
Metric coefficients, 622
MEXTRAM, 10, 336
- SiGe HBT, 399
Microwave power transistors, 402
Miller capacitance, 468
Miller's formula, 204
MIM capacitor, 524
Minority carriers, 5
density in equilibrium, 29
- lifetime, 33, 144
- mobility, 164
minority-carrier injection, 40
Misawa boundary conditions, 40
Misfit dislocations, 381
Mitlaufeffekt, 280
Mixer, ,567
Mixing product, 580
Mobility, 31, 162
Mobility fluctuation 11f noise, 419
Mobility fluctuations, 419
Mobility tensor, 134
Model parameters, 22
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Index

Moll-Ross relation, 177, 185
Momentum balance equation, 137, 138, 218
Momentum relaxation time, 131, 138
MOS capacitor, 524
MSG, 270, 595
MTL,504
Multicmittcr transistor, 402
Multiplication factor, 204, 256, 298
- for injected electrons, 149
- for injected holes, 149
- nonlocal effects, 151
Multiplier, 490
Multistep tunneling, 420
MUX, 564
N-type semiconductor, 29
Narud-Meyer model, 180
Net recombination rate, 32, 136
Neutral capacitance, 221
Neutrality condition, 29, 30
Node, 12
Noise, 92
low-frequency (l/f), 419
Noise corner frequency, 95
Noise current, 92
- complex effective value, 96
Noise current source, 93
Noise factor, 100
Noise figure, 101
Noise margin, 499, ,5,59
Noise voltage, 93
Noise voltage source, 93
Nominal temperature, 240
N on-quasi-static effects, 183
Nonideal base current, MEXTRAM, 338
Nonlinear distortion, 68
Nonlinear resistor, 14
Nonlinear small-signal analysis, 262
Nonlinear system with memory, 585
Nonthreshold logic, 507
Normalized base charge, 59, 240, 291
- :.vIEXTRAM, 336
NPN transistor, 54
NTL,507
Number fluctuation l/f noise, 419
Numerical table model, 21
Nyquist noise, 93
Nyquist theorem, 416, 425, 632
- Nonlinear devices, 632
Quantum limits, 632
Offset voltage, 68, 376, 377, 486
Ohmic contact, 160
Ohmic resistor, 13
One-tone excitation, 580

Open test structure, 303
Open-base breakdown, 66, 207, 274, 295
Open-collector method, 294
Operating power gain, 590
Optical-phonon scattering, 150
Output admittance, 254
Output characteristics, 73, 288
Output conductance, 63, 83, 85, 188, 249
Output impedance, 90, 589
Output port, 18
Output reflection coefficient, 598
Output resistance
- current source, 480
- emitter follower, 473
Overlap capacitance
- VnIC, 308, 313
- MEXTRAM, 342
Oxide mask, 6
Oxide, thermal, 7
P-type semiconductor, 29
Parameter extraction, 283
Parasitic pnp, VBIC, 308
Pedestal collector, 518
Permittivity, 35, 119
Phase shift factor, 258
Phasor, 19
Photolithography, 6
Photoluminescence measurements, 158
Photon, 33
Physical device model, 22
Planar technology, 6, ,514
Planck factor, 93
Plasma etching, 9
PN junction
breakdown, 47
- breakdown voltage, 51
- charge-control theory, 50
- depletion capacitance, 51
- diffusion capacitance, 48, 609
forward bias, 39
- high-frequency admittance, 608
- quasi-static approximation, 50
- quasistatic model, 609
- reverse bias, 46
- saturation current, 43, 47
- small-signal conductance, 609
- stored charge, 47
thermal equilibrium, 36
- transit time, 48, 609
PN-junction isolation, 511
PNP transistor, 54
- parasitic, 308
Poisson equation, 35, 159
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Poly crystalline emitter contacts, 192
Polysilicon contact, 8, 61, 161
Polysilicon emitter, 61
Polysilicon resistor, 521
Poole-Frenkel effect, 146
Positive logic, 498
Potential barrier, 38
Potential energy, 25
Potential instability, 594
Power dissipation, 276, 500
Power dissipation calculation, 224
Power gain, 463, 590
- available, 591
- average, 590
- operating, 590
- transducer, 591, 600
- unilateral, 592
Power-delay product, 272, 501
Probability density, 628
- Gaussian, 628
Propagation constant, 523
Propagation delay times, 500
Pseudomorphic, 381
Punchthrough, 66, 208
Punchthrough voltage, 208
Quasi-Fermi potential, 133
Quasi-Fermi-level splitting, 369
Quasi-saturation, 75, 235
- VBIC, 308, 312
Quasi-static approximation, 50, 75, 182,
243
Quasi-static diffusion capacitance, 48
Quaternary semiconductor, 23
Random variable, 627
Rapid thermal processing, 517
Reciprocity relation, 71, 612
Recombination
- Shockley-Read-Hall, 33
Recombination rate, 32, 165
Regeneration, digital signals, 498
Regional approach, 175
Relaxation time, 131, 635
Relaxation time approximation, 132
Relay, 3
Resistor, 13
- diffused, 521
- polysilicon, 521
Resistor-transistor logic, 502
Response function, 578
Reverse base transit time, 229
Reverse current, 6
Reverse current gain, 56
Reverse Early effect, 286

Index
Reverse Early voltage, 70, 240, 285
- VBIC, 310
Reverse knee current, 240
Reverse transit time, 76
Reverse transmission coefficient, 598
Reverse-bias stress, 536
Richardson constant, 365
Richardson velocity, 369
- effective, 369
Ring oscillator, 272, 501
Rise time, 81, 500, 578
RMS noise current, 92
RMS noise voltage, 93
Roosbroeck equations, 159
RS flip-flop, 561
RTL,502
RTP,317
RX,251
Rydberg energy, 28
S-parameter, 597
S-parameter measurements, 302
Salicide, 518
Saturated drift velocity, 164, 379
Saturation, 67, 75, 77
Saturation current, 241
- pn junction, 43, 47
- transfer current, 59
Saturation voltage, 77
Scaling, 517
lateral, 8
- vertical, 8
Scattering time, 131
Schottky TTL, 504
Screening, 41
SEC, 518
SEG,513
Segregation model, 195
Selective epitaxial growth, 513
Selectively implanted collector, 518
Self-aligned eb diode, 515
Self-alignment, 8
Self-heating, 276, 300, 308
- HIGCM, 332
- MEXTRAM, 346
- VBIC, 315
Semiclassical approximation, 122, 128
Semitransparent diode region, 46
Series feedback, current source, 480
Series gating, 555
Series resistance
temperature dependence, 276
Shallow emitter, 60
Shallow impurity, 33

Index
SHBT,376
Sheet resistance, 522
Shockley boundary conditions, 40, 42, 58
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, 33,
142, 165
Short test structure, 303
Short-base diode, 42, 48
Shot noise, 68, 95, 102, 411, 412, 414
SICOS, 517
Sidewall diode, 65, 200
- :.vIEXTRAM, 337
SiGe, 9
- bandgap reduction, 384
- conduction band offset, 384
- electron mobility, 385
- hole mobility, 387
- strained layers, 383
- un strained alloys, 383
- valence band offset, 384
Signal-to-noise ratio, 100
Silicon, 6
Single-~nded ECL, 506, 552
Single-ended ECL, Emitter Followers, 553
Small-signal amplifier, 63
Small-signal capacitance, 17
Small-signal conductance, 15
Small-signal equivalent circuit, 15
Small-signal operation, 14
Small-signal resistance, 15
SONET,563
Source impedance, 589
Space charge layer, 36
Spacer, 516
Specific contact resistance, 161
Spectral density, 92
Spin degeneracy, 127
SRH processes, 142, 197
- tunneling-assisted, 199
SRH-recombination, 33
Stability, 594
Stability factor, 594
Static frequency divider, 562
Static noise margin, 499
Stochastic diffusion equation, 429
Stochastic variables, 627
Storage time, 81
Strain, 165
Strained epitaxial layer, 361
Strained layer, 9, 381
Streamlines, 621
Sub collector, 51
Substrate resistance, 325
Superposition principle, 578
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Surface impact ionization, 152
Surface recombination, 145
Surface recombination velocity, 42, 61, 146,
160, 420, 608
- low-high junction, 52
Switch,62
Switching transient, 78
System, 577
- input variable, 577
- linear, 577
- output variable, 577
- weakly nonlinear, 580
- without memory, 580
T-equivalent circuit, 86
Taylor series, 15, 580
Temperature
- absolute, 26
- ambient, 276
- excess, 278
Temperature coefficient, 276
Temperature models
- VBIC, 314
Temporal average, 92, 627
Terminal current, 17
Terminal voltage, 17
Ternary semiconductor, 23
Thermal capacitance, 278
Thermal conductivity, 645
Thermal diffusion coefficient, 135
Thermal emission, 66, 208
Thermal equilibrium, 94, 130
Thermal equivalent circuit, 279, 308
Thermal instability, 281
Thermal noise, 93, 102, 411, 412
Thermal oxide, 7
Thermal resistance, 278
Thermal stability, 403
Thermal time constant, 279
Thermal velocity, 218
Thermal voltage, 32
Total harmonic distortion, 581
Trajectory, 120
Transcapacitance, 191
Transconductance, 4, 63, 68, 83, 87, 90,
222, 248, 254
- cutoff frequency, 90, 253
Transducer power gain, 591, 600
Transfer characteristic, 73
Transfer current, 54, 57, 69, 189, 239
- forward, 229
HBT,376
- MEXTRAM, 336
- reverse, 229
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- SiGE RET, 388
- temperature dependence, 276, 393
- VBIC, 309
Transfer factor, 577
Transfer length, 523
Transfer saturation current, 59, 176, 284
Transistor filament, 621
Transistor-transistor logic, 503
Transit time, 302, 304
- emitter-collector, 214
- forward, 76
- ideal forward, 76
- ideal reverse, 76
- pn junction, 48
- reverse, 76
Transition probability, 128
Transition rate, 143
Transition times, 500
Translinear circuit, 68
Transmission line model, 522
Transparent emitter, 193, 220
Transresistance, 4
Trap, 142
Trap-assisted tunneling, L52, 201
Trapping, 636
Trench isolation, 109, 513
TTL,503
Tunneling, 166
Tunneling distance, 152
Tunneling model, 195
Two-port, 17, 18
- noise, 99
Two-quadrant multiplier, 490
Two-tone excitation, 580, 582
U-groove isolation, 513
UGP, 498
URVCVD,382
Uncertainty principle, 130
Unilateral power gain, 269, 592
Unilateralization, 593
Unity gain point, 498
Vacuum tube, 3
Valence band, 24, 121
Valence electron, 23
Valence-band edge, 25
van Roosbroeck, 35
Varactor, 524
Variance, 627
VBIC model, 308
VCO, 524, 567
Vegard's rule, 381
Velocity fluctuation noise, 411
Velocity overshoot, 219, 379

Index
Vertical pnp transistor, 530
Vertical scaling, 8
Voltage gain, 63, 589, 590
- common mode, 487
- differential mode, 487
- emitter follower, 472
Voltage reflection coefficient, 595
Voltage swing, 506
Voltage transfer characteristic, 62
Voltage transfer factor, 63, 589
Voltage-controlled oscillator, 567
Volterra kernel, 585
Volterra series, 580, 585
'''1ave packet, 122
'''1ave vector, 120
'''1eakly nonlinear system, 580
'''1ebster effect, 228
'''1hite noise, 93
'''1ide-gap emitter, 9, 359
'''1iener-Khintchin relation, 414, 629
'''1ilson current mirror, 483
Wired-OR, 555
Y-parameters, 18, 19
Yield,68
Z-parameters, 20
Zener diode, 494
Zener effect, 34, 65
Zone refining, 5

